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12:00m The Great American Recipe
Join the home cooks as the competition heats up with challenges for their best in-a-pinch recipe and a noodle dish representing their heritage. All
kinds of dishes show up on the plate, but one cook is ready to impress by making their own pasta.

(CC) N/A #202H(S)NPS

06:00a Molly of Denali
Heat Wave/It Came from Beyond

(CC) DVI #210H(S)PBS

06:30a Agphd (N) N/A #1317HHEFTY

07:00a Market to Market (CC) N/A #4846H(S)IPTV

07:30a Curious George
Lights, Camera, Action!/Pen Pals

(CC) N/A #1107H(S)PBS

08:00a Work It Out Wombats!
Junior Supers/Measure for Measure

Super's special trick - breaking big jobs into little ones - helps Zadie and Malik clean up a big mess. / To make a new hat for Ellie, the Wombats
are helped by a "special trick" - measuring!

(CC) DVI #101H(S)PBS

08:30a Daniel Tiger's Neighborhood
Fruit Picking Day/Daniel Is Big Enough to Help Dad

Fruit Picking Day - Daniel and his friends are enjoying a Fruit Festival in the Enchanted Garden. Prince Wednesday grows upset because his big
brother Prince Tuesday can pick the highest fruit off the tree branches, but he can't. He wishes he wasn't so little! Then, when the festival-goers
spot a very special magical golden pear on the ground, Prince Wednesday is the only one little enough to reach it. Daniel is Big Enough to Help
Dad - Dad Tiger is building a playhouse, and Daniel wants to help out. Daniel is frustrated that he is not big enough to use the grown up tools.
Dad Tiger shows Daniel that there are things he can do to help that he's just the right size for.

(CC) DVI #112H(S)PBS

09:00a Sesame Street
The Super Shape Heroes

Telly, Rosita, and Elmo reprise their "Helper Bot" characters and use their shape-shifting abilities to help a visitor to Sesame Street find missing
shapes.

(CC) DVI #5216H(S)PBS

09:30a Rosie's Rules
Rosie in the City/Rosie in the Country

(CC) DVI #121H(S)PBS

10:00a Donkey Hodie
The Try Scouts/Wiz-Kazizz-Kazaam

Donkey and Panda become Try Scouts and must complete hard challenges to earn badges. If they fail, will they try again?/Donkey and Duck
Duck teach Bob Dog how to play a new game. When his excitement disrupts the game, it's hard for his pals to play.

(CC) DVI #122H(S)PBS

10:30a Diy Science Time
Kitchen Science

Mister C and the Science Crew have the right recipe to make learning fun!. It's going to be an EGG-cellent day of learning in kitchen science.

(CC) N/A #104H(S)NETA

11:00a Paint This with Jerry Yarnell
Old Faithful, Part 1

Acrylic on 18x24 stretched canvas. In this opening segment, Jerry talks with his viewer about the awesome beauty and power in nature and
encourages his viewers to visit Yellowstone and Old Faithful. Then he discusses his canvas choice and preparation. Now he shows his reference
material and how to create a composite using multiple photos. Then takes his soft vine charcoal and makes a rough sketch of the main
composition. He then finishes by painting phase one of the sky and distant trees.

(CC) N/A #3101H(S)NETA

11:30a Make It Artsy
Your Studio

Shake up your studio. See your creativity expand with a studio redo. Host Julie Fei Fan Balzer begins with some inspirations and personal wall
designs. Then, Kristin Gambaccini demonstrates a framed map - she has a different take on using maps for decor. Finally, Micah Goguen has
three journal vignettes to share. Last is a color study - brown.

(CC) N/A #911H(S)NETA
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12:00n Creative Living
Dr. Charles Broz is an assistant Professor of Culinary Art, and he and one of his students will demonstrate the art of making canapes. Whether
you call them canapes or appetizers, Dr. Broz believes they should reflect the over-all mood of the meal. Dr. Broz is employed by Eastern New
Mexico University. Marisa Pawelko is a licensed designer for Sizzix, and she'll show how to create easy and fun custom cuff bracelets using the
shape cutters from her collection. She'll also show a wide variety of materials including Rowlux and adhesive rhinestone sheets by The Buckle
Boutique. Interior designer, Kimball Starr is going to explain the tools you can use to change how you perceive the shape of a room's interior.
She'll also discuss lighting, pattern and color in a room's interior. Her business is Kimball Starr Interior Design.

(CC) N/A #6914H(S)KENW

12:30p This Old House
Ipswich | A Period Restoration

The modest 1720's gambrel has been restored. From the front, not much has changed; except for the color; but towards the rear, a new ell and
barn element make for a dramatic transformation. The crew gets a tour of the changes from homeowners.

(CC) N/A #4426H(S)PBSPL

01:00p Woodsmith Shop
A New Old Workbench

A woodworker standing at a workbench is a classic image of the craft. This episode of the Woodsmith Shop walks through the process of building
an English style workbench. There's a lot to like about this bench, from its sturdy construction to its unique wood screw vise.

(CC) N/A #1406H(S)NETA

01:30p American Woodshop
Carved Garden Chairs

Ready for a garden party? Well then these are the chairs for you! Playfully carved accents make these keyed chairs just right. Deceptively
comfortable. They invite the viewer to have a seat! Created with a bandsaw, jig saw, cordless drill and carving chisels. Easy to make and pure
fun!

(CC) N/A #3008H(S)NETA

02:00p Garage with Steve Butler
Burgener Tool Box

Steve walks you through the steps to build a classic joiners tool box.

(CC) N/A #101H(S)NETA

02:30p Chef's Life
Cabbage's Last Stand

Vivian can't resist the opportunity to romp around the city before firing up the BBQ cabbage at Feast Portland. The crisp Oregon air and
thousands of patient festival patrons make hiccups with her cooking equipment easier to overcome.

(CC) N/A #405H(S)PBS

03:00p America's Test Kitchen from Cook's Illustrated
Mexican Comfort Food

Test cook Erin McMurrer shows host Julia Collin Davison a simplified recipe for Ground Beef and Cheese Enchiladas. Tasting expert Jack Bishop
challenges host Bridget Lancaster to a tasting of 6-inch flour tortillas. Finally, test cook Keith Dresser reveals the secrets to perfect Grilled Flank
Steak Tacos.

(CC) N/A #2023H(S)APTEX

03:30p Cook's Country
Aloha State Favorites

Test cook Bryan Roof and host Bridget Lancaster uncover the secrets to making Hawaiian-Style Fried Chicken. · Equipment expert Adam Ried
reviews plastic wrap with host Julia Collin Davison. Tasting expert Jack Bishop challenges Bridget to a tasting of potato chips. Test cook Natalie
Estrada makes Julia an Aloha State favorite, Hawaiian Macaroni Salad.

(CC) N/A #1206H(S)APTEX

04:00p Fons & Porter's Love of Quilting
Opulent Crazy Quilting

During the height of their popularity in the Victorian era, Crazy Quilts were a place to show off quilters' fanciest stitches, and that's a tradition
we're happy to continue! Guest Katrina Walker designed bed scarf using the classic velvet, giving you all the tips you need to work this
notoriously difficult fabric, from stabilizing to reinforcing seams. This opulent project is the perfect place to play with metallic threads and gorgeous
stitches

(CC) N/A #4108H(S)NETA

04:30p It's Sew Easy
Change Is Good

Our sewing needs to adapt to changing looks, lifestyle and new tools. Angela Wolf starts with a new fashion look for leggings with a figure
flattering wide top and a hidden pocket. Then, Joe Vechiarelli has his final lesson on draping and how to alter your original pattern, to change the
fit or style.

(CC) N/A #2009H(S)NETA
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05:00p Knit and Crochet Now
Holiday Mugrugs

Our last episode features holiday designs for holiday coffee dates. Toni Lipsey starts with the crochet Under The Tree Mugrug. Then Lena
Skvagerson is featured in the final Technique Corner finishing off her knit afghan with a pretty cable edging. The last project of the season is the
knit version of these cute tree huggin' mugrugs with Rohn Strong.

(CC) N/A #1113H(S)NETA

05:30p Garden Smart
Finer Point Details for a Makeover

Things like sod, outdoor lighting, and containers add a lot to the look of our backyard makeover. GardenSMART visits with experts in their
respective fields and they show us how and why they make their choices. A lot to learn. Be sure to tune in and GardenSMART.

(CC) N/A #7111H(S)NETA

06:00p Tubachristmas
48th Annual International Musical Event

(N) N/A #1HSHPTV

07:00p The Lawrence Welk Show
Henry Mancini - Johnny Mercer

Henry Mancini, the very special guest on this program plays "The Days Of Wine And Roses", Jim Roberts delights with "Dear Heart", the band
plays the haunting "Laura", and Tanya and Anacani remind us to "Accentuate The Positive".

(CC) N/A #1846H(S)OETA

08:00p Bank of America Celebration at the Station 2023
Kansas City Symphony

(N) N/A #1HKCPT

10:00p Austin City Limits
Stevie Ray Vaughan On Austin City Limits: 30 Years On

Thrill to an hour of classic Austin City Limits performances from late Texas blues rocker Stevie Ray Vaughan and his band Double Trouble.
Songs include "Pride and Joy," "Crossfire" and "Texas Flood."

(CC) N/A #4603H(S)PBSPL

11:00p Sound On Tap
Radio La Chusma

Radio La Chusma is a unique Latin band from El Paso that is famous for its cultural singularity and catchy rhythmical style of music.

(CC) N/A #320H(S)NETA

11:30p Songs at the Center
Master Series Episode with Mike Reid

Not too many All Pro Defensive Tackles for the Cincinnati Bengals also wrote 12 #1 Hit Songs and were inducted into the Nashville Songwriters
Hall of Fame. It's a short list: Grammy Award winner Mike Reid seems to be it. A truly fascinating study on the Art of Songwriting.

(CC) N/A #905H(S)
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12:00m Nova
Emperor's Ghost Army

With exclusive access to groundbreaking new research, NOVA investigates the secrets of how and why the astonishing figures were made and
the technology behind the still lethal and highly-advanced weapons carried by the clay warriors.

(CC) N/A #4120H(S)NPS

06:00a Molly of Denali
Bubbling Up/Eenie Eenie Aye Over

(CC) DVI #212H(S)PBS

06:30a Almas Way: Alma Goes to Puerto Rico
Alma and her family travel to Puerto Rico to visit Papi's family! While there, Alma, must find the owner of a beautiful Bomba skirt. And Alma wants
to find the perfect gift for her great-grandmother's 100th birthday.

(CC) DVI #0H(S)PBS

07:30a Curious George
Orange Crush/Monkey Market

(CC) N/A #1108H(S)PBS

08:00a Work It Out Wombats!
Talent Turmoil/Zeke's Collection Selection

The Wombats learn the hard way that you can't keep a talent show in order if all the props are out of order. / Feeling left out of the Treeborhood's
Collection Bonanza, Zeke goes in search of a collection he can call his own.

(CC) DVI #114H(S)PBS

08:30a Daniel Tiger's Neighborhood
Prince Wednesday Goes to the Potty/Daniel Goes to the Potty

Prince Wednesday Goes to the Potty - Prince Wednesday is in the block corner at school building the "tallest tower in the world!" Even though he
needs to go to the bathroom, he doesn't want to stop what he is doing. He learns how important it is to stop and go right away. Daniel Goes to the
Potty - Dad's trumpet is broken, so he takes Daniel along to Music Man Stan's Shop to get it fixed. While at the shop, Daniel needs to use the
bathroom, but thinks he will have to wait until they get home. Music Man Stan explains that everyone goes to the bathroom, and Daniel learns
that he can use the bathroom there - or anywhere else in the neighborhood!

(CC) DVI #111H(S)PBS

09:00a Sesame Street
Let's Grow Together

Welcome to the Sesame Street community garden! Tamir has an idea: open a garden stand to share the things they grow. Alan says they can
share his grandmothers recipe for pickling daikon. While Alans friends help him make the pickled daikon, they learn more about Alans cultural
heritage; he is Japanese American. Alan is proud to be Japanese American and hes happy to be sharing his familys culture.

(CC) DVI #5215H(S)PBS

09:30a Rosie's Rules
The Great Robot Picnic/Rosies Car Wash

(CC) DVI #122H(S)PBS

10:00a Donkey Hodie
The Golden Crunchdoodles Return/Flowers, Fetch, and Dance

The pals finally find a box of Golden Crunchdoodles cereal, but it won't open! Will asking questions help solve the problem? /Donkey, Panda, and
Bob Dog want to play different things. Can they compromise for their three-friend playdate?

(CC) DVI #140H(S)PBS

10:30a Biz Kid$
The World Is A Risky Place

Taking risks in life is important, but you want to be smart about those risks. Learn the things you can do to protect your business, your assets, and
yourself. Meet two young tennis coaches and the owner of "Small Town Skateshop."

(CC) DVI #207H(S)APTEX

11:00a Curious Crew
Pulleys

Hoist a grown-up, a tug of war, compound pulleys and more! The Curious Crew hoists Dr. Rob off the ground as they explore how pulleys make
physical work easier. STEM Challenge: Design a miniature crane. Curious About Careers: Equine Diagnostician Dr. Stephanie Valberg.

(CC) N/A #402H(S)NETA

11:30a Make48
The critical process begins of marketing strategies, packaging, product video creation, social media strategies and more. In episode nine the
marketing process continues as we follow all three products and specific team members through the process.

(CC) N/A #209H(S)APTEX

12:00n Market to Market (CC) N/A #4845H(S)IPTV
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12:30p Motorweek
R/T: NISSAN ARIYA R/T: DODGE CHALLENGER SRT HELLCAT BLACK GHOST

(CC) N/A #4243H(S)PBSPL

01:00p Real Ag
Air Spraying

(N) N/A #1102HSHPTV

01:30p Plan Stronger TV
Pre-Nuptial and Post-Nuptial Agreements

David Holland is joined by business coach, Teresa Rand, who shares how not to feel invisible as we age. Nicholas Stuller explores the value of
financial advisers. Our Attorney Panel reveals the importance of pre-nuptial and post-nuptial agreements.

(CC) N/A #603H(S)ACCES

02:00p Classic Gospel
Best of Gordon Mote

Hosted by Bill Gaither this show features a collection of Gordon's best loved songs like "The Old Gospel Ship" and "Give the World a Smile" and
an intimate interview that reveals the story of his unprecedented success in the face of physical blindness.

(CC) N/A #1312H(S)NETA

03:00p How She Rolls
Take A Bite Out of Charleston

Carrie takes a nostalgic tour of her favorite Charleston eateries. She learns how to make her favorite espresso, has breakfast by the harbor,
creates a killer chicken sandwich, shows off one of the best seafood houses, and has drinks with friends.

(CC) N/A #207H(S)PBSPL

03:30p Doctors On Call
Dr. Thomas Dagg: Family/Sports Medicine

(N) N/A #1809HSHPTV

04:00p Antiques Roadshow
Tucson, Hour Two

Discover hidden treasures in Tucson, such as a Jackie Robinson archive from around 1938, a 1960 GMT Master model Rolex with the original
box and papers, and diamond and onyx jewelry, ca. 1920. Can you guess the top find of the night?

(CC) N/A #2011H(S)NPS

05:00p PBS News Weekend (CC) N/A #2002H(S)NPS

05:30p History with David Rubenstein
Joseph Ellis

Historian Joseph Ellis explores how the nation's founders, including George Washington and John Adams, established a new republic.

(CC) N/A #307H(S)PBSPL

06:00p Antiques Roadshow
Tucson, Hour Two

Discover hidden treasures in Tucson, such as a Jackie Robinson archive from around 1938, a 1960 GMT Master model Rolex with the original
box and papers, and diamond and onyx jewelry, ca. 1920. Can you guess the top find of the night?

(CC) N/A #2011H(S)NPS

07:00p Ridley
Hospitality, Part 1

When the body of a young woman is found buried in a shallow grave on a bleak Pennine moorland, Carol calls in Ridley to assist with the case.
But the victim was not all she seemed to be. Ridley discovers she was leading a secret double life.

(CC) DVI #103#(S)NPS

08:00p Endeavour On Masterpiece
Season 9: Exeunt

(CC) DVI #5327#(S)NPS

10:00p Austin City Limits
Stevie Ray Vaughan On Austin City Limits: 30 Years On

Thrill to an hour of classic Austin City Limits performances from late Texas blues rocker Stevie Ray Vaughan and his band Double Trouble.
Songs include "Pride and Joy," "Crossfire" and "Texas Flood."

(CC) N/A #4603H(S)PBSPL

11:00p Ridley
Hospitality, Part 1

When the body of a young woman is found buried in a shallow grave on a bleak Pennine moorland, Carol calls in Ridley to assist with the case.
But the victim was not all she seemed to be. Ridley discovers she was leading a secret double life.

(CC) DVI #103H(S)NPS
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12:00m Endeavour On Masterpiece
Season 9: Exeunt

Someone is placing death notices for people not yet dead. As preparations for Joan's wedding proceed, the shocking Blenheim Vale case
reaches a climax.

(CC) DVI #5327H(S)NPS

06:00a Molly of Denali
Come Back Birdie!/Winter Is Coming

(CC) DVI #203H(S)PBS

06:30a Happy Yoga with Sarah Star
Desert Wildflowers

Enjoy the colorful burst of desert wildflowers as we move through an invigorating modified yoga practice using a chair for support, combining
lower body strengthening moves with a series of upper body stretches to open the chest and shoulders.

(CC) N/A #408H(S)NETA

07:00a Yoga In Practice
Love Yourself As You Are

According to Voltaire, "The perfect is the enemy of the good." Often we do not strive for the good life or the good body or experience but the
perfect one, ruining our chances of satisfaction. The practice of yoga can open a path of self-care and awareness, help us learn to appreciate the
good in ourselves and let go of striving for perfection. In this episode we embrace who we are right now.

(CC) N/A #401H(S)APTEX

07:30a Curious George
Muster Monkey/Traffic Monkey

(CC) N/A #1013H(S)PBS

08:00a Daniel Tiger's Neighborhood
Daniel and Miss Elaina's Obstacle Course/Daniel and O's Magic Show

When Miss Elaina's dad is busy, she and Daniel find a way to play in her obstacle course on their own./Daniel and O want to put on a magic show
for Mom and X the Owl, but they're busy. Daniel and O perform for a puppet audience instead!

(CC) DVI #610H(S)PBS

08:30a Rosie's Rules
Rosie in the City/Rosie in the Country

(CC) DVI #121H(S)PBS

09:00a Sesame Street
Fairy Tale Haircut

It's story time but Rapunzel is missing from the story book! Abby poofs Elmo and herself into the storybook to find Rapunzel stuck in a sea of her
own hair. Abby and Elmo help Rapunzel figure out how to keep her hair from getting in the way so she can be what she really wants to be: a
gymnast.

(CC) DVI #5229H(S)PBS

09:30a Work It Out Wombats!
The Mighty Zeke/Gift for a Fish

Zadie and Malik hope a cape, mask, and super strength gloves will help Zeke overcome his fear of riding a two-wheeler. / The Wombats are
invited to the Fishmans' Fish Shower. But what sort of gift should they create?

(CC) DVI #105H(S)PBS

10:00a Donkey Hodie
Dodie Hodie/Uniquely Panda

Donkey's cousin comes to visit, but they don't like doing the same things anymore. Can they still have fun together?/When Purple Panda wonders
if he likes being different from other pandas, Donkey helps him realize his differences make him special.

(CC) DVI #135H(S)PBS

10:30a Pinkalicious & Peterrific
Parrot Watch/Disappearing Act

Pinkalicious and Peter volunteer to watch Toothy McSquint's parrot, Captain Feathers; Peter learns to blend in with his surroundings during a
game of hide-and-seek.

(CC) DVI #404H(S)PBS

11:00a Elinor Wonders Why
Water You Doing?/Thinking About Blinking

Water You Doing? - While walking through the forest, Elinor and friends come across a stream and decide to make a stone walkway across it.
What they didn't realize is that the stones they've moved stop the flow of water, which affects the fish living in a pool downstream. The pool gets a
lot shallower, because less water gets to it. After observing how important the water flow is to the fish, they decide to remove their walkway and
build a log bridge that goes over the stream instead. Thinking About Blinking - Ari is crowned the blinking champion after winning a bunch of
intense staring contests at school. As Elinor and Olive try not to blink themselves, Elinor wonders, "why do we need to blink?" The kids then set
out to learn everything there is to know about blinking. After a little help from Ms. Mole and observing a fish with no eyelids, the kids learn that
most animals blink automatically to help keep their eyes wet and safe.

(CC) DVI #119H(S)PBS
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11:30a Nature Cat
Know Your Snow/The Nature-Tastic Four and the Humongous Hurricane

(CC) N/A #505H(S)PBS

12:00n Hero Elementary
Fair Weather / Home Sweet Home

It's the day of the Hero Elementary Fun Fair, but the weather turns rainy, then sunny, then rainy again. Sparks' Crew learns to recognize the signs
of changing weather in order to predict if the weather will be nice for the Fun Fair. Curriculum: Weather patterns -- including the interaction of
sunlight, temperature, clouds, and wind -- help people predict what the weather is going to be. / When a tree falls in the schoolyard, our heroes try
to find a new home for a chipmunk. But, what kind of home--or habitat--does a chipmunk need? Sparks' Crew will figure it out, one way or
another! Curriculum: The places where wild animals live have features that help meet the animals' needs.

(CC) DVI #110H(S)PBS

12:30p Xavier Riddle and the Secret Museum
I Am George Washington/I Am Susan B. Anthony

I am George Washington Yadina is excited when she's chosen to be the leader of her Nature Troop, thinking this a great first step toward
becoming President one day. Only problem is, she isn't entirely sure how to be a good leader. To the Secret Museum! Our heroes are sent back
in time to meet one of the greatest leaders in the history of the United States: George Washington. Yadina is awe struck as she gets to meet her
country's very first president, who offers to take them on a fishing trip. As he leads them through the woods to the fishing hole, George is polite,
helpful, and supportive, showing Yadina that a good leader takes care of his or her team. I am Susan B. Anthony Xavier and Yadina are putting
artifacts away on the shelves of the Secret Museum, deciding between the two of them where everything should go, and unintentionally leaving
Brad out. To the Secret Museum! Our heroes are sent back in time to meet someone who always stood up for the rights of all people: Susan B.
Anthony. Watching the young Susan advocate for all of her siblings to have a vote in what to name their new baby goat, and then for all women
everywhere to have a vote over matters that affect their country, helps Xavier and Yadina to realize how important it is for Brad to have a say over
what happens in the Secret Museum. Because everyone should have a vote.

(CC) DVI #109H(S)PBS

01:00p Cottonwood Connections
Discovering The Prehistoric Past

(N) N/A #105HSHPTV

01:30p Daytripper
Big Bend (Part 1)

Chet heads to West Texas to explore one of the most beautiful and most remote national parks in the U.S. From desert hikes to balanced rocks to
jaw-dropping mountain hikes with 100-mile views.

(CC) N/A #801H(S)NETA

02:00p America Outdoors with Baratunde Thurston
Death Valley: Life Blooms

Baratunde explores the hottest place on Earth and finds it is remarkably full of life. Meet an ultra-marathoner who runs in the brutal heat of
summer, the mayor of a town of one, and an elder of the Timbisha Shoshone tribe.

(CC) N/A #101(S)NPS

03:00p Alma's Way
Chacho Gets A Bath/Frankie's Four Feet

(CC) DVI #128H(S)PBS

03:30p Wild Kratts
Wild Ponies

While creature adventuring on the sand dunes, Martin and Chris discover a band of Wild Ponies. An excited Aviva and Koki rush over to meet
their "favorite creature", but before they can get acquainted, a rogue wave hits the shore, separating a young foal from his mother. It's up to
Martin and Chris to rescue the foal and reunite him with his mother. Science Concept: Social organization.

(CC) N/A #507H(S)PBS

04:00p Odd Squad
Mission O Possible/Nature of the Sand Beast

(CC) DVI #324H(S)PBS

04:30p Arthur
Arthur Read: Super Saver!/Tibbles to the Rescue!

Business is slow for Mr. and Mrs. Read, and Arthur is concerned. Can this "super saver" find ways to keep his family in the green? Educational
Objective: Arthur learns how his family can work together to save money. When D.W. saves Tommy and Timmy from a nasty fall, they decide to
repay the favor...whether D.W. likes it or not. Educational Objective: The Tibbles learn how to accept and reciprocate kindness.

(CC) DVI #1808H(S)PBS

05:00p Ready Jet Go!
I Feel The Earth Move/Zerk Visits Earth

When the kids experience an earthquake in Boxwood Terrace, Celery takes them up into space to study the Earth's plates and fault lines from
above. / Jet's overactive cousin Zerk comes to Earth for a visit, and the kids show him around the neighborhood.

(CC) DVI #202H(S)PBS
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05:30p BBC News America (CC) N/A #2926H(S)WETA

06:00p PBS Newshour
Episode 1

(CC) N/A #14001H(S)NPS

07:00p Antiques Roadshow
Tucson, Hour Three

Journey to Tucson to see fantastic finds, including a 1994 Pete Seeger original song, an 1889 George Hitchcock oil diptych and an 1861
Abraham Lincoln presidential pardon. Which treasure is top find of the episode?

(CC) N/A #2012(S)NPS

08:00p The Great American Recipe
Feel the love as the cooks prepare their favorite comfort food and a dish inspired by a loved one. The cooks pour their hearts and souls into
recipes ranging from bacon-wrapped meatloaf and cornbread to crab cakes, elk stew and chicken curry.

(CC) N/A #203#(S)NPS

09:00p Pov
A Story of Bones

After discovering an unmarked burial ground of an estimated 9,000 formerly enslaved Africans on St. Helena, Annina van Neel and
preservationist Peggy King Jorde fight for their proper memorialization, exposing the UK's colonial past and present.

(CC) DVI #3602H(S)NPS

10:30p Amanpour and Company (CC) N/A #6001H(S)PBSPL

11:30p Sara's Weeknight Meals
Cozy Casseroles

On a cold night there is nothing more satisfying than a warm and hearty casserole. Sara's got a winner with her baked penne with prosciutto and
gooey fontina because each person gets their own mini casserole. Another slam dunk - a filling chicken cassoulet. Sara's buddy Ming Tsai has
his own version of that French classic, this one with duck spiked with ginger and orange. Finally, Sara answers a viewer's question about dried
beans on Ask Sara.

(CC) N/A #1007H(S)APTEX
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12:00m Doctors On Call
Dr. Thomas Dagg: Family/Sports Medicine

(N) N/A #1809HSHPTV

06:00a Molly of Denali
By Sled Or Snowshoe/The Shortest Birthday

By Sled or Snowshoe Grandpa Nat and Nina are out in the field observing an active volcano when it erupts! When their camera breaks, Molly
persuades Tooey and her mom to deliver a new one - and to see a real-life volcano. But getting there won't be easy. The Shortest Birthday It's
winter solstice and Trini's birthday. Molly and Tooey have planned the perfect present-a trip to Qyah's best bird-watching spot. With only a few
hours of daylight and after much delay, they reach the special spot at dusk, only to encounter an extra special surprise.

(CC) DVI #138H(S)PBS

06:30a Happy Yoga with Sarah Star
Sunlit Woods

Allow the peaceful sunlit woods to renew your energy as we focus on a modified yoga practice using a chair for support. Including stretches to
increase mobility in the shoulders and gentle moves to lengthen the spine in a full range of motion; combined with standing poses to create more
strength and flexibility in the lower body.

(CC) N/A #409H(S)NETA

07:00a Yoga In Practice
How to Get Going

Some days we feel stuck or bored, as if we are simply muddling through life. A word to describe this feeling is languishing. To shift out of our daily
ruts we need motivation. A good way to start is to reflect on what matters to you most, provides you with a sense of well-being and grounds your
energy, then go do that. This episode shows us how to challenge ourselves while practicing chair yoga.

(CC) N/A #402H(S)APTEX

07:30a Curious George
Curious George, Door Monkey/Curious George Goes Up The River

Curious George, Door Monkey: As lobby dog, it's Hundley's job to keep everything in order. But when George finds some intriguingly shaped
packages, the lobby is soon filled with tennis, bowling, and golf balls and a ton of empty boxes! George and Hundley scramble to put the balls
back in the right size boxes before the ball-collector tenant comes to retrieve his packages! Curious George Goes Up the River - George is
supposed to be feeding the ducks while The Man with the Yellow Hat helps Mrs. Renkins look for her lost baby chicks. But somehow, "feeding the
ducks" turns into a trip down the river for George and Jumpy. At first, it's fun, but soon George and Jumpy realize they're getting pretty far from
home. With the help of some familiar landmarks, they make their way back safely-and the baby chicks find them!

(CC) DVI #107H(S)PBS

08:00a Daniel Tiger's Neighborhood
Daniel Goes to Sleep/Prince Wednesday Sleeps Over

Daniel Goes to Sleep - It's time for Daniel to go to sleep, but there's just one problem he's not feeling sleepy! Daniel learns how to get calm and
relax his body for bed. Prince Wednesday Sleeps Over - Prince Wednesday is coming over for a grr-ific sleepover. But when the boys just want to
stay up and play, their babysitter, Prince Tuesday, helps them wind down for bed. Strategy: It's time to sleep, the day is done. Let's countdown to
calm down, 5..4..3..2..1.

(CC) DVI #311H(S)PBS

08:30a Rosie's Rules
The Great Robot Picnic/Rosies Car Wash

(CC) DVI #122H(S)PBS

09:00a Sesame Street
Haymobile

Elmo and Abby are helping Farmer Todd feed the cows. They need the tractor to carry the heavy hay, but the tractor is broken. This is a problem!
They wonder if there's another way to bring the heavy hay to the cows. What if they use something with wheels, like the wagon and pull the
wagon together to move the hay? Let's try! It works. They didn't give up, and they brought the hay to feed the cows.

(CC) DVI #5227H(S)PBS

09:30a Work It Out Wombats!
Summerween/Make It Snow

The Wombats decide to celebrate a summer version of their favorite holiday - Halloween! / Zeke so wants to play in the snow, but it's summer
and the Everything Emporium does not sell snow. Next best thing? Build Zeke a giant snow globe!

(CC) DVI #110H(S)PBS

10:00a Donkey Hodie
Royal Sandcastle Builders/Bobski Bounce

Donkey and Panda want to help King Friday build a sandcastle, but when it keeps falling, they get frustrated. Can they reach their goal? /Donkey
hasn't been able to complete the Bobski Bounce Challenge. Can Bob Dog help her learn from her mistakes?

(CC) DVI #113H(S)PBS
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10:30a Pinkalicious & Peterrific
Sand Palace/Zoo Day

Pinkalicious gets an idea to build a sand palace for the sand castle competition. She insists on doing it herself and discovers all sorts of natural
objects to fulfill to her grand vision. But will she be able to finish it in time? / It's Teddy Bear Day at the zoo! Pinkalicious and Peter introduce their
favorite stuffed bears to all sorts of animals and have fun mimicking their behavior. Along the way, Pinkalicious' teddy, Henrietta, is taken by a
mischievous monkey. Will Pinkalicious rescue her in time for the Teddy Bear picnic?

(CC) DVI #105H(S)PBS

11:00a Elinor Wonders Why
Zig Zag Plant/Butterfly Drinks

Zig Zag Plant - A mystery is afoot at Elinor's school when one of the class plants grows in an unusual shape. Instead of growing straight up like
the other plants, this plant is growing in a zig-zag pattern. Elinor and her friends investigate what could have happened to this plant to make it
grow like that. After learning that most plants always grow up towards the sky, the kids piece together the clues and discover that this plant spent
some time on its side, and then some time right side up, resulting in the zig-zag pattern! The kids love the shape of this plant, and name it "the Zig
Zag Plant." Butterfly Drinks - Insect Day is coming up at school and Elinor couldn't be more thrilled to finish her home-made butterfly costume.
However, she quickly runs into a problem, because she can't drink anything when her hands are busy being the wings in her costume! Elinor sets
out to solve the problem with her dad by learning how real butterflies drink. After some careful watching, she realizes that a butterfly doesn't even
have a mouth, but a proboscis, which looks like a long straw, and that's how they drink nectar from a flower! This gives Elinor the idea to add a
super long drinking straw to complete her costume.

(CC) DVI #121H(S)PBS

11:30a Nature Cat
The Bumblebee Queen/Tree Love

(CC) N/A #506H(S)PBS

12:00n Hero Elementary
The Feed for Speed / An Uphill Task

The class pet, Fur Blur, is competing in the school's Super Pet Races. But, has Sparks' Crew given her everything a pet needs to be ready to
race? Curriculum: Animals-including humans-need food and water. Different animals get food and water in different ways. / AJ invents a wheeled
robot that can do everything...except get up stairs. Sparks' Crew has to figure out how to get the robot up the stairs in time for the big Invention
Fair. Curriculum: Simple Machines, such as a ramp, can be used to move something to a higher level.

(CC) DVI #111H(S)PBS

12:30p Xavier Riddle and the Secret Museum
I Am Theodore Roosevelt/I Am Eleanor Roosevelt

(CC) DVI #116H(S)PBS

01:00p Cottonwood Connections
Mail Order

(N) N/A #106HSHPTV

01:30p Daytripper
Big Bend (Part 2) and Terlingua

After a night backpacking to the South Rim, Chet wakes up to head back to the basin. After summiting Emory Peak (the tallest point in the park),
Chet and crew head to Terlingua, where they explore the town's old mining culture, eat at an old theater, and celebrate at the historic "La Kiva"
bar.

(CC) N/A #802H(S)NETA

02:00p We Hold These Truths: The Global Quest for Liberty
WE HOLD THESE TRUTHS is an hour-long documentary exploring the promise and enduring influence of America's Declaration of
Independence at home and around the world. Since 1776, more than 100 nations have declared their independence, modeling their declarations
on Thomas Jefferson's immortal words. From Vietnam to Venezuela, from Prague to Hong Kong, millions of lives have been touched by the
ideals expressed in this enduring document. Douglas Ginsburg - Federal Judge on the U.S. Court of Appeals, D.C. Circuit - interviews leading
experts and extraordinary citizens while shedding light on the U.S. Declaration through short, character-driven stories from around the world.

(CC) N/A #0H(S)APTEX

03:00p Alma's Way
Harper's Quick Change/All Rapped Up

When Alma, Harper, and Rafia see a quick-change video Safina made, Harper wants to make a video for her dad of her changing into her robot
costume that's just like it. The only problem is, they can't figure out how she changed her clothes so fast! They'll need a little help to make a video
of their own. Alma is supposed to help Eddie record a rap, but starts a rap circle with Junior, Andre, and Becka instead.

(CC) DVI #132H(S)PBS

03:30p Wild Kratts
Mystery on the Prairie

When Martin and Chris find an unusual thorn bush with "spiked" grasshoppers and beetles, they set out to solve a new creature mystery.

(CC) N/A #314H(S)PBS

04:00p Odd Squad
Double O Trouble

(CC) DVI #325H(S)PBS
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04:30p Arthur
The Pageant Pickle/Some Assembly Required

School is almost out and Arthur can hardly wait for those lazy summer days by Muffy's pool. Nothing could ruin such a happy time of year...
except maybe-D.W.'s Spring Pageant! Educational Objective: Arthur learns that being a good older brother sometimes means making sacrifices.
D.W. can't wait to test out her new play set! But while it's being built she'll have to settle for the box. With the help of Bud and Emily, D.W. realizes
her imagination is way better than any toy! Educational Objective: D.W. learns that the best toy is her imagination.

(CC) DVI #1809H(S)PBS

05:00p Ready Jet Go!
Asteroid Belt Space Race/Sydney 2

The kids join Celery in a space race between them, Uncle Zucchini, and Auntie Eggplant and Zerk. The course is all the way around the Asteroid
Belt. / Sydney decides that Jet's robot, Jet 2, is lonely. She decides to design and build a robot companion for him, and names it "Sydney 2."

(CC) DVI #203H(S)PBS

05:30p BBC News America (CC) N/A #2927H(S)WETA

06:00p PBS Newshour
Episode 2

(CC) N/A #14002H(S)NPS

07:00p A Capitol Fourth 2023
The 43rd annual edition of A CAPITOL FOURTH, America's longest-running live national Independence Day TV tradition, returns from the West
Lawn of the U.S. Capitol. Viewers are front and center for our country's biggest birthday party, featuring performances by top stars from pop,
country, R&B, classical and Broadway with the National Symphony Orchestra under the direction of premier pops conductor Jack Everly, capped
off with patriotic classics and a spectacular fireworks display over our nation's iconic skyline. Celebrate America's 247th birthday with a star-
studded musical celebration, plus a special tribute to our military heroes and their families.

(CC) N/A #0H(S)NPS

08:32p A Capitol Fourth 2023
The 43rd annual edition of A CAPITOL FOURTH, America's longest-running live national Independence Day TV tradition, returns from the West
Lawn of the U.S. Capitol. Viewers are front and center for our country's biggest birthday party, featuring performances by top stars from pop,
country, R&B, classical and Broadway with the National Symphony Orchestra under the direction of premier pops conductor Jack Everly, capped
off with patriotic classics and a spectacular fireworks display over our nation's iconic skyline. Celebrate America's 247th birthday with a star-
studded musical celebration, plus a special tribute to our military heroes and their families.

(CC) N/A #0H(S)NPS

10:04p Amanpour and Company (CC) N/A #6002H(S)PBSPL

11:00p Doctors On Call
Dr. Tyrel Somers: General Health

(N) N/A #1801HSHPTV

11:30p Whitney Reynolds Show
We sit down with a man who formerly founded a racist skinhead organization and then got out. That organization, however, went on to commit a
horrible hate crime, killing our other guest's father. The two men decided to meet for lunch and their peace journey started there.

(CC) N/A #108HNETA
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12:00m Doctors On Call
Troy Moore Pt,Dpt: Physical Therapy

(N) N/A #1813HSHPTV

06:00a Molly of Denali
The Worm Turns/Little Dog Lost

Molly, Tooey, and Trini are convinced giant ice worms are responsible for a power outage at the Trading Post, thanks to a spooky story from
Grandpa Nat. The kids head to the library to learn more about the ice worms and find out if they're real or if they're fake. / When Tooey's newest
dog Anka wanders off during a training run in the woods, Molly and Tooey find ways to lure her back home. But when Anka fails to return in the
morning, they realize solving certain problems can take a village...and a ham radio.

(CC) DVI #109H(S)PBS

06:30a Happy Yoga with Sarah Star
Summer Sunflower Sunset

Bask in the beauty of a summer sunset amid a majestic field of sunflowers while enjoying a modified yoga session using a chair for support.
Including; easy to follow exercises to stretch the neck, wrists, shoulders, spine, hips and legs.

(CC) N/A #410H(S)NETA

07:00a Yoga In Practice
It's Not What You Do, But How You Do It

We all have unique gifts and talents as expressed through our lifelong accomplishments. These gifts are meant to bring joy, satisfaction, and
meaning into our lives and the lives of those around us. It's not about what you do in life but how you do it. It's about how much passion, love, and
care you put into what you do that truly matters. Consider this as we begin a gentle yoga practice today.

(CC) N/A #403H(S)APTEX

07:30a Curious George
Curious George and the Wake-Up Machine/Healing Hundley

(CC) N/A #1014H(S)PBS

08:00a Daniel Tiger's Neighborhood
Daniel's Goldfish Dies/Daniel's Strawberry Seeds

Daniel's Goldfish Dies - When Daniel's pet fish dies, he begins to ask questions about what happened to help him understand what death means,
and how to handle the emotions that often come with losing someone you love. Daniel's Strawberry Seeds - Daniel and Katerina go to the
Enchanted Garden to pick strawberries, only to find that the strawberry plants are dead. They ask questions to help them understand what's
happened and learn what it means when something dies. Strategy: Ask questions about what happened, it might help.

(CC) DVI #312H(S)PBS

08:30a Rosie's Rules
Fort Fuentes/Rosies Derby Car

(CC) DVI #123H(S)PBS

09:00a Sesame Street
Rainy Day Picnic

Elmo and Abby wanted to have a picnic in Abby's garden but it's raining. They decide to have a picnic inside, but the living room doesn't look like
the garden. This is a problem! They wonder how they can make Elmo's living room look like Abby's garden. What if they make flowers, birds, and
bugs using craft supplies?

(CC) DVI #5217H(S)PBS

09:30a Work It Out Wombats!
Brother Day/Cafe Chaos

The key to a successful "Brother Day?" Make sure you ask the brother in question "Zeke" what he wants to do. / The key to being a successful
waiter? Make sure to remember everyone's order, and the order of the orders!

(CC) DVI #107H(S)PBS

10:00a Donkey Hodie
Big Nest Bird Party/Pet Elephant Camp

Donkey tries to act like a bird to fit in at Duck Duck's bird party, but she's not enjoying herself. Can she have fun by being her Donkey
self?/Grampy and Donkey miss Gregory while he's away at camp, so they do special things to remind themselves of him.

(CC) DVI #136H(S)PBS

10:30a Pinkalicious & Peterrific
Gnome More Nonsense/Space Dancing

Pinkalicious and Peter are thrilled when they discover Norman the Garden Gnome living in their backyard. He is great at keeping the bunnies
away from their flowers, but he's not so great at playing pretend. It's up to Pinkalicious to show Norman that using your imagination can be both
helpful and fun! Pinkalicious and her friends are putting on a dance show, but Peter gets discouraged when he keeps making mistakes. It's up to
Pinkalicious to show him that he shouldn't give up - practice makes pinka-perfect!

(CC) DVI #112H(S)PBS

11:00a Elinor Wonders Why
A Moth Mystery/Just Peachy

(CC) DVI #134H(S)PBS
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11:30a Nature Cat
Moth Frolic-Fest/Dune Patrol

Moth Frolic-Fest - Hal can't believe it! While he was at the groomers, Hal missed out on a Full-Out, Butterfly Frolic- Fest, and now he has a frolic
itch that just needs to be scratched! Trouble is it's dusk and butterflies are only active during the day. There are no butterflies around? Say it isn't
so! But don't worry because the gang has a sweet idea! Moths come out at night and they frolic! Maybe they can find a moth for Hal to frolic with.
Onward and mothward! Dune Patrol - Nature Cat and his pals are at the beach playing a game of catch when their flying disk accidentally lands
on top of a sandy hill. Whoopsie! As they all start to race up the hill, a cute little Plover stops them in their tracks. She explains that the sandy hill
is actually a sand dune and it's very important and needs protection. Nature Cat and his pals promise to make sure that no one ruins the sand
dunes. Dune Patrol, ho!!

(CC) N/A #201H(S)PBS

12:00n Hero Elementary
Going to Pieces / Forces of Nature

When a piece of a statue breaks off, Sparks' Crew tries to find it in time for the statue's unveiling ceremony. But, the missing piece is made of a
special material that makes it very hard to catch. Curriculum: When a substance is broken into pieces, each piece is still made up of the same
material and has the same properties. / Sparks' Crew tries to find an invention that Dr. Inventorman buried underground years ago. The secret
spot is marked on an old photograph, but when they get to the location, they see that much has changed over time. Curriculum: The look of the
landscape can change both slowly and quickly due to earth events such as moving water and landslides.

(CC) DVI #125H(S)PBS

12:30p Xavier Riddle and the Secret Museum
I Am Johann Sebastian Bach/I Am Marie Curie

I am Johann Sebastian Bach Xavier is pumped to once again rock the school talent show with his rendition of Hot Cross Buns on the recorder.
Only problem is, he hasn't exactly improved since last year's performance. In fact, he may have gotten worse! How could this happen? And what
can he do about it? To the Secret Museum! Xavier and the gang go back in time to meet someone who knew exactly how to rock out to the max:
Johann Sebastian Bach. Joining Bach as he works on his song over and over again, learns all he can about his instrument, and travels miles by
foot to watch other musicians play helps Xavier to see there's only one way he can get better on the recorder: he'll have to work hard and
practice. Curriculum: "If you want to get better at something, you have to work hard and practice." I am Marie Curie Brad is crestfallen when he
shows up for his first meeting of the Butterfly Club, only to find out it's for kids 7 and up. And he's only 6! Does this mean he'll never get to learn
more about his beloved butterflies? To the Secret Museum! Brad and the gang travel back in time to meet someone who never let anything stand
in her way: Marie Curie. Marie dreams of one day being a scientist, but those dreams seem to shatter when she finds out girls aren't allowed to
go to university. How silly! But, Marie doesn't let that stop her; she finds her own secret university where she can learn, then starts up her very
own lab and makes an amazing scientific discovery! Marie Curie inspires Brad to follow his dreams no matter what. Curriculum: "Follow your
dreams, no matter what."

(CC) DVI #101H(S)PBS

01:00p Cottonwood Connections
The House Tour

(N) N/A #107HSHPTV

01:30p Daytripper
Taylor, Tx

In a town that epitomize Texas Bar-B-Q, Chet interviews 3 different pit masters, each with their own spin on Texas que. He visits a museum
dedicated to the governor who defeated the KKK in Texas and goes fishing on the best "crappie" lake in the state.

(CC) N/A #803H(S)NETA

02:00p America Outdoors with Baratunde Thurston
Idaho: Tied to the Land

Baratunde ventures into the wilds of Idaho to explore its evolving outdoor culture. He finds ranchers and backcountry pilots sharing the wilderness
with newly resettled refugees and sees how climate change is impacting an age-old salmon fishery.

(CC) N/A #102(S)NPS

03:00p Alma's Way
Socks for Sale/Alma's Animal Show

When Chacho chews holes in the socks that Alma was planning to donate for the Community Center's Bomba Drum Fundraiser, she has to figure
out a way to transform the holey mess into a new success. Alma offers to record Papi's animal show while he's busy and recruits her friends and
their talented pets to help. But Alma keeps messing up on the camera. Will this week's show be cancelled?

(CC) DVI #112H(S)PBS

03:30p Wild Kratts
Golden Bamboo Lemur

While in Madagascar, the Wild Kratts learn from Wild Kratts Kid, Patricia Ranomafana, that a Golden Bamboo lemur baby has been born. The
Team decides to stay a bit longer to learn about this rare lemur.

(CC) N/A #321H(S)PBS

04:00p Odd Squad
Orchid's Almost Half Hour Talent Show/The Perfect Score

Orchid's Almost Half Hour Talent Show - All the agents want to be a part of Orchid's talent show. Curriculum: Fair sharing; Equi-partitioning. The
Perfect Score - It's villain report card day at Odd Squad. Curriculum: Word problems involving addition and numerical relations; Using a number
line.

(CC) DVI #218H(S)PBS
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04:30p Arthur
Arthur Makes Waves/It Came from Beyond

Arthur Makes Waves - With the community pool closed for repairs and the temperature on the rise, Arthur and D.W. need a place to keep cool.
After accepting an invitation to James's pool, they discover that his older sister is Molly, leader of the Tough Customers! Can Arthur and Molly get
along-and if they can, will their friends let them? It Came From Beyond - Grandma Thora takes in a stray, an adorable little dog named. Killer? It
soon becomes clear that the name fits, as Killer bullies every person and animal in sight. Can Killer let her guard down long enough to make a
few friends, or will she have to give up her new home?

(CC) DVI #906H(S)PBS

05:00p Ready Jet Go!
Endless Summer/Jet Shrinks The Kids

Jet is amazed to find out that the entire Earth doesn't have the same season at the same time. So he flies with Sydney and Sean from the
northern hemisphere to the southern hemisphere to compare and experience holidays in winter and summer...all in one day! Mindy feels bad that
she's the smallest kid in the group, so sympathetic Jet and friends use a shrink-ray and become her size. The plan goes awry, and Jet, Sean,
Sydney, and Sunspot become the size of mice. Mindy has to follow intricate diagrams to reverse the shrink-ray!

(CC) DVI #204H(S)PBS

05:30p BBC News America (CC) N/A #2928H(S)WETA

06:00p PBS Newshour
Episode 3

(CC) N/A #14003H(S)NPS

07:00p Nature
Octopus: Making Contact

Follow an Alaskan professor as he raises and studies a pet octopus in his home, making remarkable discoveries about its extraordinary
intelligence, personality and skills. Octopuses are able to recognize faces and interact with other individuals.

(CC) DVI #3701#(S)NPS

08:00p Human Footprint
Strangers In Paradise

Invasive species are reshaping the world's ecosystems, but who's really to blame? Shane wrestles a python, hunts Hawaiian pigs, and gets
sucker-punched by a carp to answer the question: in the Age of Humans, how does our species decide what belongs?

(CC) N/A #101#(S)NPS

09:00p Nova
The Planets: Inner Worlds

The rocky planets - Mercury, Venus, Earth and Mars - were born of similar material around the same time, yet only one supports life. Were
Earth's neighbors always so extreme? Is there somewhere else in the solar system where life might flourish?

(CC) N/A #4612#(S)NPS

10:00p We Hold These Truths: The Global Quest for Liberty
WE HOLD THESE TRUTHS is an hour-long documentary exploring the promise and enduring influence of America's Declaration of
Independence at home and around the world. Since 1776, more than 100 nations have declared their independence, modeling their declarations
on Thomas Jefferson's immortal words. From Vietnam to Venezuela, from Prague to Hong Kong, millions of lives have been touched by the
ideals expressed in this enduring document. Douglas Ginsburg - Federal Judge on the U.S. Court of Appeals, D.C. Circuit - interviews leading
experts and extraordinary citizens while shedding light on the U.S. Declaration through short, character-driven stories from around the world.

(CC) N/A #0H(S)APTEX

11:00p This American Land
Oregon's Rivers, Wyoming Public Lands, Solar Power for Farms

As federal authorities revise management plans for public lands in southwestern Wyoming, conservationists want to make sure they protect the
area's natural and historic values. With key Oregon rivers lacking protection, a bill in Congress would designate many of them as Wild and Scenic
- more mileage of such rivers than in any other state. Farmers in the Midwest are adopting solar power, covering their energy needs and
increasing their bottom lines.

(CC) N/A #1001H(S)NETA

11:30p Outside: Beyond The Lens (CC) N/A #308H(S)APTEX
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12:00m Human Footprint
Strangers In Paradise

Invasive species are reshaping the world's ecosystems, but who's really to blame? Shane wrestles a python, hunts Hawaiian pigs, and gets
sucker-punched by a carp to answer the question: in the Age of Humans, how does our species decide what belongs?

(CC) N/A #101H(S)NPS

06:00a Molly of Denali
Mouse in the Treehouse/Leader of the Pack

(CC) DVI #201H(S)PBS

06:30a Happy Yoga with Sarah Star
Serene River Falls

Bask in the serene river falls setting as we gently stretch and lengthen the spine in a full range of motion. Including stretches to help move the
energy, releasing tension while creating more ease in the shoulders and upper back using a chair for support.

(CC) N/A #411H(S)NETA

07:00a Yoga In Practice
The Delight of Freedom

How many of us have felt tightness in our neck and shoulders because we spend too much time looking down at devices or slumped over at a
desk? In time, that forward action of our head and shoulders can lead to all sorts of discomfort and even injury if we do not address it. Good
alignment is good therapy for injury, and when we feel more freedom in our body we are able to enjoy our life a bit more.

(CC) N/A #404H(S)APTEX

07:30a Curious George
Buoy Wonder/Roller Monkey

Buoy Wonder - Today is a big day for Bill. He's entering his boat in the Model Boat Show! But George discovers that the boat sinks and to keep
Bills hopes for a prize afloat, he decides to build a new boat. After some trial and error, George finds out which building materials sink and which
float. Roller Monkey - A monkey on roller skates seems unlikely until Mr. And Mrs. Dulson ask George to wear a pair in front of their toy store to
attract customers. George's skating rolls out of control, so Hundley steps in to help. Soon George, Hundley, and even Gnocchi find themselves
learning about momentum and inertia at a rapid downhill pace.

(CC) DVI #104H(S)PBS

08:00a Daniel Tiger's Neighborhood
Daniel Gets A Shot/A Stormy Night

Daniel Gets a Shot - Daniel has an appointment at the doctor today and he has to get a shot. He is very apprehensive and does not want to go.
So Daniel asks Mom Tiger questions about the shot, and she shares her trick for staying brave in scary situations. And Daniel finds that the shot
was not so bad after all! A Stormy Night - Daniel and O the Owl are having fun playing outside in the rain until a thunderstorm builds up and
worries them. When Mom Tiger teaches them to think of something happy, O and Daniel learn that the thunderstorm is not so scary after all!

(CC) DVI #119H(S)PBS

08:30a Rosie's Rules
Rosie The Dog Sitter/Chef Rosie

103A Tia needs someone to take care of Benito, her puppy. This sounds like the perfect job for Rosie the dog sitter. 103B Rosie decides to be a
chef and opens her own restaurant with Iggy, but soon realizes she needs to do more tasks than cooking.

(CC) DVI #103H(S)PBS

09:00a Sesame Street
Backyard Pizza Parlor

It's Friday, and that means Abby and Rudy are going to Crusty Charlie's. When Daddy Freddy gets home, he tells them that they won't be able to
go to for a while, because they have to make choices and buy things they need. But they can still have pizza at home. To make it more fun, they
pretend that they're at Crusty Charlie's. They sing songs, play games, and take turns being servers.

(CC) DVI #5231H(S)PBS

09:30a Work It Out Wombats!
Sparkle Pants/Game Changer

Is it possible to have too many pairs of Sparkle Pants? Not if you find creative ways to repurpose them! / After a long spell of rain, it's time to play!
But, what game can Zadie, Cece, Clyde, and Carly play that's fun for all?

(CC) DVI #111H(S)PBS

10:00a Donkey Hodie
A Big Favor for Grampy/A Fair Way to Bounce

Grampy asks Donkey to take Gregory for a walk. The only trouble is, Gregory won't move!/Harriett Elizabeth Cow wants the pals to try her new
invention, the Bounce-a-rino. But, how will they decide who bounces first?

(CC) DVI #105H(S)PBS

10:30a Pinkalicious & Peterrific
Plantastically Pink/Painting Pixie

Pinkalicious plants the seed of the most beautiful flower in the world: the Pinkabloom! She soon learns that the only way to make it grow is by
singing to it. With help from Peter and friends, the Pinkabloom grows to be as tall as the house, but it won't bloom... / When miniature paintings
start popping up all around Pinkville, Pinkalicious and Peter resolve to find the mysterious artist who's responsible - Painting Pixie. Can the kids
help the spritely artist plant enough surprising paintings to get her big pixie wings?

(CC) DVI #106H(S)PBS
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11:00a Elinor Wonders Why
Underground Soup/Dandy Dandelions

(CC) DVI #133H(S)PBS

11:30a Nature Cat
Amber Rocks/The Big Stink

(CC) N/A #310H(S)PBS

12:00n Hero Elementary
Search and Rescue / Secret Lives of Teachers

Sparks' Crew is on a training mission to find their schoolmates, Petie Heat and Freeze Louise, who are hiding somewhere in Citytown. The team
follows hot and cold clues to lead them to find their friends. Curriculum: Heating or cooling a substance may cause changes that can be
observed. / The kids are shocked to see their teacher, Mr. Sparks, on the weekend, outside of school. But, when Mr. Sparks loses an important
package, our heroes have to save the day without the use of the superhero technology they usually have with them on school days. Curriculum:
When current technology is not available, there are other ways to solve problems.

(CC) DVI #126H(S)PBS

12:30p Xavier Riddle and the Secret Museum
I Am Helen Keller/I Am Alexander Graham Bell

I am Helen Keller Yadina becomes increasingly frustrated as she tries to read a book to Dr. Zoom, but has to keep stopping since it has words in
it she doesn't know. Learning to read is SO hard - she feels like she'll never be able to do it. Xavier knows just what his little sister needs to the
Secret Museum! Our heroes travel back in time to meet someone truly incredible, who had to overcome a whole lot to learn how to do just about
anything: Helen Keller. Watching Helen first learn what words are, then how to read, and finally how to speak, all in her own unique way, inspires
Yadina to go home and try to find her own way to learn to read. Because, as Helen shows her, there are many different ways to learn. Curriculum:
"There are many different ways to learn" I am Alexander Graham Bell Losing his voice is frustrating enough for Brad, but it doesn't help matters
when Xavier and Yadina do all the talking for him instead of trying to listen. To the Secret Museum! Brad takes his friends back in time to meet
someone who worked his whole life to help people be heard: Alexander Graham Bell. Watching Alexander first help his deaf mother, then his
whole school of deaf students, have their voices heard in any way they can, helps Xavier and Yadina realize that they should've tried harder to
listen to Brad, even when they couldn't technically hear him. It's important to listen to everyone. Curriculum: "Listen to everyone."

(CC) DVI #103H(S)PBS

01:00p Cottonwood Connections
Entrepreneurship on the Plains

(N) N/A #108HSHPTV

01:30p Daytripper
Conroe, Tx

Chet visits a town in the piney woods known for designing the famous "Lone Star" flag. He tours a wolf sanctuary, eats meatloaf in the historic
district, and then goes "fly boarding" on beautiful Lake Conroe.

(CC) N/A #804H(S)NETA

02:00p America Outdoors with Baratunde Thurston
La: It's A Vibe

Baratunde explores his adopted hometown of Los Angeles to learn how Angelinos connect with the outdoors in their sprawling city. Meet
kayakers saving a polluted river and Black surfers claiming their place on the waves.

(CC) N/A #103(S)NPS

03:00p Alma's Way
Howard Flies The Coop/Supper Surprise

When Howard discovers he's afraid of pigeons, Alma and her friends try to help him get over it. When Alma is invited to have dinner with Andre
and his dad, she feels nervous about what "mystery dish" they're going to serve.

(CC) DVI #130H(S)PBS

03:30p Wild Kratts
Archerfish School

When the Kratt Bros meet a school of Archerfish, they are taught the secret of "water droplet" archery from an Archerfish named Arrow. Soon,
they are using this newly learned skill to infiltrate Donita Donata's yacht and rescue the baby animals she has ben capturing for her newest high-
end fashion line. Science Concept: Physics of Motion.

(CC) N/A #420H(S)PBS

04:00p Odd Squad
The Voice/Problem Partners

The Voice - A villain steals Ms. O's voice. Curriculum: Understanding wholes and halves. Problem Partners - The agents are called in to help
when Ohlm and Orchid have problems working together. Curriculum: Rounding to the nearest 10; Odd and even numbers.

(CC) DVI #219H(S)PBS

04:30p Arthur
When Duty Calls, Parts 1 & 2

(CC) DVI #2302H(S)PBS
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05:00p Ready Jet Go!
Earth, Wind, and Flyer/Mini-Golf at the Dsa

Jet is fascinated by the effects of wind on his saucer. He and the kids study how wind works, ending with Sean going on a wild saucer ride. / Jet is
fascinated by Earthie golf, and Sean and Sydney try to teach him the rules. When the DSA builds a new mini-golf course, the kids team up
against the grownups, and Jet gets to apply his new knowledge of force.

(CC) DVI #205H(S)PBS

05:30p BBC News America (CC) N/A #2929H(S)WETA

06:00p PBS Newshour
Episode 4

(CC) N/A #14004H(S)NPS

07:00p This Old House
Atlanta | Unsafe Structures

The Atlanta house is in disrepair, so layers are peeled back to uncover the extent of the damage. The homeowner lends a hand with demolition of
unsafe structures. We meet the contractor. A lending library is built. Care is taken to save an oak tree.

(CC) N/A #4402H(S)PBSPL

07:30p Ask This Old House
Ev Chargers, China Cabinet Repair

Heath explains EV chargers and where they work best for; Mark breaks down different brick patterns, where they originated, and their pros and
cons; Nathan helps repair a cracked China cabinet using MDF panels; Mauro shows how to paint on MDF.

(CC) N/A #2102H(S)PBSPL

08:00p Home Diagnosis
Rochester, Ny to Flip Or Flee

After 30 years in this split-level ranch, the Rochester, NY homeowner is ready to move on. The home could use some updating but does that
mean updating its systems as well as the kitchen? Corbett and Grace provide the testing needed to know if the owner should improve the home's
performance and appearance or save the effort and sell to the highest bidding flipper.

(CC) N/A #103H(S)NETA

08:30p Inspire
Season In Review

(N) N/A #217HKTWU

09:00p Ridley
Hospitality, Part 1

When the body of a young woman is found buried in a shallow grave on a bleak Pennine moorland, Carol calls in Ridley to assist with the case.
But the victim was not all she seemed to be. Ridley discovers she was leading a secret double life.

(CC) DVI #103H(S)NPS

10:00p Sunflower Journeys
When History Matters

We uncover the history of Cyrus K. Holliday, one of the founders of Topeka and learn about the contributions he made to the region; we explore
the Women's Suffrage movement, and see how it is being acknowledged for its 100th anniversary; we return to our studio to meet Jennie Chinn,
director of the Kansas State Historical Society, to find out how people can interact with the historic past of our region utilizing the resources at the
state?s museum and research facilities.

(N) N/A #3203H(S)KTWU

10:30p America's Heartland
A mushroom farm near Monterey Bay grows unique varieties like Lion's Mane and Cauliflower mushrooms. Discover how to prepare a Wild
Mushroom Galette with chimichurri sauce. Visit a bustling farm in California's Central Valley as they harvest bell peppers. Meet the women who
own a rural farm in Pennsylvania that's a leader in organic and sustainable agriculture.

(CC) N/A #1701H(S)APTEX

11:00p This Old House
Atlanta | Unsafe Structures

The Atlanta house is in disrepair, so layers are peeled back to uncover the extent of the damage. The homeowner lends a hand with demolition of
unsafe structures. We meet the contractor. A lending library is built. Care is taken to save an oak tree.

(CC) N/A #4402H(S)PBSPL

11:30p Ask This Old House
Ev Chargers, China Cabinet Repair

Heath explains EV chargers and where they work best for; Mark breaks down different brick patterns, where they originated, and their pros and
cons; Nathan helps repair a cracked China cabinet using MDF panels; Mauro shows how to paint on MDF.

(CC) N/A #2102H(S)PBSPL
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12:00m Before We Die
Episode 3

An assassination reveals that corruption in the force runs much deeper than anyone thought. Hannah and Billy start to suspect their boss may be
involved. When she discovers Bianca has been sent home, Hannah fears for her son.

(CC) N/A #203H(S)NPS

06:00a Molly of Denali
Hot Springs Eternal/Tooeys Hero

It's a cold winter and Molly is set on discovering a hot springs Grandpa Nat once found in a blizzard, so she sets off with Grandpa, Dad, and
Tooey on two snowmobiles and with a list of vague directions. When night falls, the success of their backwoods adventure will come down to
determination and traditional Alaska Native knowledge of the stars. / Tooey's hero, dog musher Eugene Pike, is recreating a historic mail run
across interior Alaska. When ice breakup at the river threatens Pike's progress to Qyah, it's up to Tooey and Molly to help him finish the mail run.

(CC) DVI #108H(S)PBS

06:30a Happy Yoga with Sarah Star
Desert Sunset

Enjoy the glorious desert sunset, gaining clarity and stability with a modified yoga practice using a chair for support including: modified seated sun
salutations, stretches to open the hips and release tension in the spine and a standing sequence linking breath with movement, building strength,
balance and focus.

(CC) N/A #412H(S)NETA

07:00a Yoga In Practice
Seeking Balance

We all get into habits, good and bad ones, like a dog that runs back and forth alongside a fence creating a groove. In Sanskrit, these patterns are
called samaskaras, and they become more entrenched the longer we continue them. To cultivate better habits we have to bring awareness to
what is no longer serving us and then decide to make a change. Slowing down and being aware is a place to begin.

(CC) N/A #405H(S)APTEX

07:30a Curious George
Flower Monkey/The Great Golden Egg Hunt

(CC) N/A #1110H(S)PBS

08:00a Daniel Tiger's Neighborhood
Daniel Plays Ball/O Builds A Tower

Daniel Plays Ball - Daniel, Miss Elaina and Prince Wednesday are at the park with Prince Tuesday. They decide to play a game with a ball.
Daniel struggles to catch the ball and gets very frustrated. All of his friends remind him to keep on trying and finally, he succeeds! O Builds a
Tower - In the block corner at school, O the Owl is determined to use all of the blocks to build the tallest tower in the world. After many failed
attempts, he is frustrated, but Teacher Harriet and O's friends encourage him to try once again.

(CC) DVI #118H(S)PBS

08:30a Rosie's Rules
Rosie Rocks Mariachi/Rosie Canta Un Corrido

105A Papa and Tia's Mariachi band is performing, but when a player can't come, Rosie jumps in to help. 105B Rosie wants to sing a corrido for
the family talent show, but she struggles to find inspiration.

(CC) DVI #105H(S)PBS

09:00a Sesame Street
Chickens on the Farm

Big Bird is visiting his chicken friend, Lottie, at the farm. Lottie hasn't been able to lay an egg because the nesting box isn't comfy and cozy. This
is a problem! Big Bird wonders if there's something they can use to make the nesting box comfier and cozier. What if they use hay? Let's try! It
works. Big Bird makes the nesting box comfier for Lottie. It's so comfy that Lottie lays an egg!

(CC) DVI #5228H(S)PBS

09:30a Work It Out Wombats!
Crab Quakes/Hopping Helpers

The Wombats are on the case, helping find the mystery of a scary-weird sound that has frightened Carly, CeCe, and Clyde. / The Wombats
become "Hopping Helpers," packaging jars of super-sticky Ooey Gooey Goo.

(CC) DVI #106H(S)PBS

10:00a Donkey Hodie
A Donkey Hodie Halloween

It's Purple Panda's first Halloween in Someplace Else, but he's afraid because he doesn't know what to expect. Donkey Hodie is here to help!
She prepares Panda for all the things he'll see on Halloween while their neighbors make it extra special.

(CC) DVI #132H(S)PBS

10:30a Pinkalicious & Peterrific
Secret Sculpture/The Celebrator

Pinkalicious, Peter and friends set out to explore Pinkville Green and discover a secret statue to play on! Mr. Crunk tells them not to touch the art,
but it looks so fun! Can you play with art? Pinkville's birthday is coming up, and Mommy has made just the invention for the occasion - the
celebrator! It's so much fun to use that Pinkalicious can't stop celebrating -- every little thing -- until celebrating becomes, well, a little annoying.

(CC) DVI #114H(S)PBS
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11:00a Elinor Wonders Why
Frozen Fish/Pirate Treasure

Frozen Fish - After the lake freezes over, Elinor and her friends wonder what happens to all of their fishy friends during the wintertime. How can
they survive? Do they freeze? After Ranger Rabbit cuts a hole in the ice to check on the fish, the kids gaze down through the thick ice and learn
that the whole lake isn't frozen after all. The ice is only at the top, and there's still liquid at the bottom where the fish live comfortably when the
lake freezes in the winter. Pirate Treasure - While the kids are playing pirates in search of treasure, pirate Ari realizes that he forgot where he hid
their treasure. But, no worries, because the kids are pirates, and pirates always figure it out. Unfortunately, it's not that simple, and they can't
even draw a map, because Ari can't remember exactly how to get to the treasure. Luckily, their friend Philbert the Squirrel helps them out by
teaching the kids about landmarks and how to use them to find your way. So, the mighty pirates finally find their loot. Arrrr!

(CC) DVI #122H(S)PBS

11:30a Nature Cat
Playground-Palooza/Small But Big

Playground-Palooza - When Nature Cat, Squeeks, Daisy and Hal learn that their city dog friend Sadie is sad because she really misses playing
with her friends out in nature, Nature Cat has a great idea to make her feel better. They will bring the nature fun to Sadie right in the middle of the
city! The gang loves the idea, but there is one small question: how are they going to bring nature into the city?! Small But Big - Squeeks is so
excited because today is The Small But Big Art Fair, and she is making a small but big masterpiece for it! The others are excited to go see it, but
getting there proves to be difficult because the directions are really for small creatures and will require Daisy, Nature Cat and Hal to use
magnifying glasses to help them get there.

(CC) N/A #120H(S)PBS

12:00n Hero Elementary
Knot So Fast / Made in the Shade

AJ invents "The Lacer Racer," a shoe-tying car. But, when the car gets out of control, it ties Citytown into knots. How can they build a trap to
catch it? Curriculum: A solution can be found by using an engineering design process: What's the problem, what can we try, build, test, and
share? / When the ice cream in Stevie Heat's ice cream cart melts, Sparks' Crew investigates how this could have happened, and what they can
do to make sure it doesn't happen again. Curriculum: The sun has warming effects. The effect the sun's heat has can be reduced by making
shade.

(CC) DVI #127H(S)PBS

12:30p Xavier Riddle and the Secret Museum
I Am Florence Nightingale/I Am George Washington Carver

I am Florence Nightingale When Yadina gets the hiccups right before a big show & tell appearance, she turns to Xavier and Brad for help. Unsure
how to cure her, the boys have some fun coming up with silly solutions, none of which work. To the Secret (hic) Museum! Our heroes travel back
in time to meet legendary nurse Florence Nightingale, just as she's presented with a very serious problem: her neighbor's dog has a sore paw. To
the library! Florence dedicates herself to learning exactly how to get the poor pup back on his feet, inspiring Xavier and Brad to commit
themselves to finding a real solution to Yadina's hiccup problem. From now on, they'll always help others as best they can. Curriculum: "It's
important to help others as best you can." I am George Washington Carver While playing soccer, Xavier accidentally smushes a flower in the
garden. Yadina wants to help the little flower, but Xavier doesn't get it - what's the big deal? To the Secret Museum! Our trio travel back in time to
meet an expert in plant care: George Washington Carver... accidentally smushing three more flowers in the process! Good thing George
Washington Carver knows just what to do. As the kids transport the plant patients back to George's secret garden, Xavier learns all about how
amazing plant life is and why it's so important each one of us help take care of the Earth. Curriculum: "Take care of the Earth"

(CC) DVI #104H(S)PBS

01:00p Cottonwood Connections
History of Farming Practices

(N) N/A #109HSHPTV

01:30p Daytripper
Boerne, Tx

Chet tours this German community with stops along Main Street for "fickle" pickles and milkshakes at an vintage drive in. He goes underground at
a cave without a name, hikes through a nature center along Cibolo Creek, and then joins a shooting club in operation since 1864.

(CC) N/A #805H(S)NETA

02:00p America Outdoors with Baratunde Thurston
Appalachia: A Different Way

Baratunde meets the people of Appalachia who are driving a revolution in how we see and interact with nature. Meet a record-breaking hiker,
former coal miners raising bees, and activists working to make the outdoors accessible to everyone.

(CC) N/A #104(S)NPS

03:00p Alma's Way
Lost in the Bronx/New Neighbors

When Alma and Uncle Nestor get separated from the rest of the family on the subway, Alma remembers the "just-in-case" plan she made with
Mami. Can she and Uncle Nestor reunite with the rest of the family before their special dinner reservation? When new neighbors Beto and Emi
move in next door, Alma and Beto hit it off straight away. Junior and Beto's little sister, Emi, seem to be fast friends, too until they aren't. Can
Alma and Beto figure out what keeps driving them apart?

(CC) DVI #136H(S)PBS
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03:30p Wild Kratts
Back In Creature Time - Go Dodo Go, Part 1

The Wild Kratts crew lament the extinction of different animals in recent history and how they'll never ever be able to see them. Aviva decides that
it's finally time to unveil her most secret invention yet - the Time Trampoline! Using the trampoline, the Wild Kratts jump back in time to meet the
extinct Dodo Bird of Mauritius. But once there, they run into Gourmand's ancestor, who decides Dodos are definitely on the menu! It's Wild Kratts
to the rescue!

(CC) N/A #325H(S)PBS

04:00p Odd Squad
Oona and the Oonabots/The Ninja Situation

Oona and the Oonabots - Oona uses her Oonabots to fix an odd problem. Curriculum: Coding; Spatial reasoning. The Ninja Situation - Odd
Squad must go undercover to recover a stolen gadget. Curriculum: Fractions: partitioning simple shapes into halves, thirds, fourths, sixths and
eighths.

(CC) DVI #220H(S)PBS

04:30p Arthur
Arthur Meets Mister Rogers/Draw!

Mister Rogers is staying at Arthur's house but Arthur's friends don't know about it, yet. Mister Rogers is a nice guy, but ... his show is for babies!
Can Arthur keep his friends in the dark? Fred Rogers provides his character's voice. In the second story, Fern draws a not-too-flattering cartoon
of Francine. Francine pretends not to care, but its not much fun being a punch line.

(CC) DVI #201H(S)PBS

05:00p Ready Jet Go!
Water, Water Everywhere/Commander Cressida Story Contest

Jet takes the kids on a saucer tour all around the Earth to discover all the ways that water can be found. They visit Antarctica to look at the ice,
and then compare that extreme to the icy surface of Jupiter's moon Europa. / Sydney wants to enter a Commander Cressida story contest, but
can't think up a good enough story. The other kids help, and they come up with a story about lassoing a comet to bring water to Venus, and then
Mars.

(CC) DVI #206H(S)PBS

05:30p BBC News America (CC) N/A #2930H(S)WETA

06:00p PBS Newshour
Episode 5

(CC) N/A #14005H(S)NPS

07:00p Washington Week with the Atlantic (CC) N/A #6302H(S)NPS

07:30p Firing Line with Margaret Hoover
Guest: Jill Lepore. Harvard historian and journalist Jill Lepore discusses how the past sheds light on present truth-related threats. Lepore critiques
the Supreme Court's dismantling of affirmative action, which she says will erode public confidence in the Court.

(CC) N/A #702H(S)NPS

08:00p Market to Market (CC) N/A #4847H(S)IPTV

08:30p Real Ag
Air Spraying

(N) N/A #1102HSHPTV

09:00p The Great American Recipe
Feel the love as the cooks prepare their favorite comfort food and a dish inspired by a loved one. The cooks pour their hearts and souls into
recipes ranging from bacon-wrapped meatloaf and cornbread to crab cakes, elk stew and chicken curry.

(CC) N/A #203H(S)NPS

10:00p Amanpour and Company (CC) N/A #6005H(S)PBSPL

11:00p Real Ag
Air Spraying

(N) N/A #1102HSHPTV

11:30p Start Up
Will Power Fitness Gym

William McCray has endured several hardships throughout his life, but when he lost his mother to health issues when she was only 34 years old,
he decided to dedicate his life to helping people transform their mind and bodies. He founded Will Power Fitness Gym on a philosophy that if you
help people dig deep to discover their true reason for wanting to change, it can create a lifelasting impression. This is a story about perseverance
and staying true to your principals against all odds.

(CC) N/A #805H(S)NETA
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12:00m America Outdoors with Baratunde Thurston
Death Valley: Life Blooms

Baratunde explores the hottest place on Earth and finds it is remarkably full of life. Meet an ultra-marathoner who runs in the brutal heat of
summer, the mayor of a town of one, and an elder of the Timbisha Shoshone tribe.

(CC) N/A #101(S)NPS

06:00a Molly of Denali
Mouse in the Treehouse/Leader of the Pack

(CC) DVI #201H(S)PBS

06:30a Agphd (N) N/A #1318HHEFTY

07:00a Market to Market (CC) N/A #4847H(S)IPTV

07:30a Curious George
Buoy Wonder/Roller Monkey

Buoy Wonder - Today is a big day for Bill. He's entering his boat in the Model Boat Show! But George discovers that the boat sinks and to keep
Bills hopes for a prize afloat, he decides to build a new boat. After some trial and error, George finds out which building materials sink and which
float. Roller Monkey - A monkey on roller skates seems unlikely until Mr. And Mrs. Dulson ask George to wear a pair in front of their toy store to
attract customers. George's skating rolls out of control, so Hundley steps in to help. Soon George, Hundley, and even Gnocchi find themselves
learning about momentum and inertia at a rapid downhill pace.

(CC) DVI #104H(S)PBS

08:00a Work It Out Wombats!
Summerween/Make It Snow

The Wombats decide to celebrate a summer version of their favorite holiday - Halloween! / Zeke so wants to play in the snow, but it's summer
and the Everything Emporium does not sell snow. Next best thing? Build Zeke a giant snow globe!

(CC) DVI #110H(S)PBS

08:30a Daniel Tiger's Neighborhood
Daniel Gets A Shot/A Stormy Night

Daniel Gets a Shot - Daniel has an appointment at the doctor today and he has to get a shot. He is very apprehensive and does not want to go.
So Daniel asks Mom Tiger questions about the shot, and she shares her trick for staying brave in scary situations. And Daniel finds that the shot
was not so bad after all! A Stormy Night - Daniel and O the Owl are having fun playing outside in the rain until a thunderstorm builds up and
worries them. When Mom Tiger teaches them to think of something happy, O and Daniel learn that the thunderstorm is not so scary after all!

(CC) DVI #119H(S)PBS

09:00a Sesame Street
Fairy Tale Haircut

It's story time but Rapunzel is missing from the story book! Abby poofs Elmo and herself into the storybook to find Rapunzel stuck in a sea of her
own hair. Abby and Elmo help Rapunzel figure out how to keep her hair from getting in the way so she can be what she really wants to be: a
gymnast.

(CC) DVI #5229H(S)PBS

09:30a Rosie's Rules
The Great Robot Picnic/Rosies Car Wash

(CC) DVI #122H(S)PBS

10:00a Donkey Hodie
A Big Favor for Grampy/A Fair Way to Bounce

Grampy asks Donkey to take Gregory for a walk. The only trouble is, Gregory won't move!/Harriett Elizabeth Cow wants the pals to try her new
invention, the Bounce-a-rino. But, how will they decide who bounces first?

(CC) DVI #105H(S)PBS

10:30a Diy Science Time
Density

Mister C and the Science Crew have fun building their own heatless lava lamp. Explore what will float (or sink) with these exciting density
experiments.

(CC) N/A #105H(S)NETA

11:00a Paint This with Jerry Yarnell
Old Faithful, Part 2

In this segment, Jerry starts the finishing phase of the sky and background. Then he begins the process of underpainting the middle and
foreground areas. He discusses the issue of glazing to create softness. Then paints in final highlights and details in the middle and foreground
areas. He finishes by explaining the compositional layout of Old Faithful as it begins to release its steam and gases.

(CC) N/A #3102H(S)NETA
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11:30a Make It Artsy
Your Daily Life

Take a break from your daily routine and shake things up. Host Julie Fei Fan Balzer creates playful zines from daily life. Then, Erin Gerlach
shows how to repair clay pots. Last is a color study - black.

(CC) N/A #912H(S)NETA

12:00n Creative Living
Nightshades are a category of vegetables, and Carol Fenster, a nutritionist and author, will demonstrate some substitutes for potatoes, tomatoes,
eggplant and others that many people cannot eat because they contain an alkaloid that may promote joint inflammation. Her company is Savory
Palate, LLC. Clare Rowley is the President of Creative Feet LLC, and she's going to demonstrate using leather and home decor fabrics to make a
Mug Rug, which is a coffee cup coaster. She'll feature the Pearls 'n Piping Foot as well as the Satinedge pressure foot to do this technique. Dr.
Daniel Marez is a doctor of Oriental medicine, and has written a book on relieving pain. He's going to share his journey from being a licensed
optician to becoming a healer and acupuncturist.

(CC) N/A #6915H(S)KENW

12:30p This Old House
Atlanta | Welcome to Atlanta

The crew heads South to Atlanta, GA where work on an 1890s Victorian with rich history is about to begin. They get a warm Southern welcome
from the builder, project manager, and homeowners and are given a tour of the project and scope of work.

(CC) N/A #4401H(S)PBSPL

01:00p Woodsmith Shop
Playing Games in the Shop

Even with digital distractions all around us, classic board and card games have never been more popular. Even better if you can build them
yourself. These ideal gift projects include checkers, cribbage, and mancala. It's time to start building.

(CC) N/A #1407H(S)NETA

01:30p American Woodshop
Chippendale High Boy Carvings and Turnings

This period furniture design is inspired by Thomas Chippendale of the 1700s. Elegance in American black cherry. The scallop shell carvings are
iconic and uniquely American. The final turnings just lift the eyes to the broken arch pediment. Breathtaking!

(CC) N/A #3009H(S)NETA

02:00p Garage with Steve Butler
Foosball

Steve demonstrates how to build a classic foosball game.

(CC) N/A #102H(S)NETA

02:30p Chef's Life
Cabbage's Last Stand

Vivian can't resist the opportunity to romp around the city before firing up the BBQ cabbage at Feast Portland. The crisp Oregon air and
thousands of patient festival patrons make hiccups with her cooking equipment easier to overcome.

(CC) N/A #405H(S)PBS

03:00p America's Test Kitchen from Cook's Illustrated
The Chicken Or The Egg?

Hosts Bridget Lancaster and Julia Collin Davison make the best Charcoal-Grilled Barbecued Chicken Kebabs. Tasting expert Jack Bishop
challenges Julia to a tasting of sparkling water, and test cook Elle Simone makes simple Curry Deviled Eggs.

(CC) N/A #2024H(S)APTEX

03:30p Cook's Country
Chicken and Cornbread

Test cook Natalie Estrada prepares Cast Iron Baked Chicken for Bridget Lancaster. Tasting expert Jack Bishop challenges Julia Collin Davison to
a tasting of hot sauce. Test cook Ashley Moore shows Julia how to make foolproof Blueberry Cornbread with Honey Butter.

(CC) N/A #1207H(S)APTEX

04:00p Fons & Porter's Love of Quilting
Turnstyle

Featuring two unusual quilt blocks, Sara Gallegos' Turnstyle quilt relies on some fun techniques. The non-standard shapes require some
precision cutting, and the delicate, directional column of Flying Geese is entirely foundation-pieced. Learn the techniques to achieve this bold
design on this episode of "Love of Quilting."

(CC) N/A #4109H(S)NETA

04:30p It's Sew Easy
Playful Pants

This episode features a wardrobe staple - playful pants. Joanne Banko creates cropped pants with a designer hem treatment. Then, it's trendy
draw string waist pants with Angela Wolf. This legging variation has a flattering, comfortable fit for most body types.

(CC) N/A #2010H(S)NETA
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05:00p Knit and Crochet Now
Gansey Lace Pullovers

First up is Toni Lipsey and the Samsara Lace pullover. This elegant and textural but lightweight tee features breathtaking stitches. Then it's time
for the first of our stitch lessons with Lena Skvagerson. We begin with the Carnelian Stripe Crochet Scarf. The super easy granny stitch has never
looked more modern! We finish up with the Monsoon knit pullover with Britt Schmiesing, with a variety of patterns, including dotted stockinette
and petal lace.

(CC) N/A #1201H(S)NETA

05:30p Garden Smart
Turf Tips

Most of us have grass, and caring for it leaves many of us with questions. GardenSMART visits with an expert who shares some new ideas and
tips for getting the most out of our turf. Tune in as we GardenSMART.

(CC) N/A #7112H(S)NETA

06:00p Cottonwood Connections
If These Walls Could Talk

(N) N/A #204HSHPTV

06:30p Rick Steves' Europe
Travel Skills: Cruising

Setting sail on the Mediterranean, Rick explores the ins and outs and pros and cons of cruising. He learns how to get the most out of a cruise,
and exercises his independence to make smart use of limited time on shore by planning well, avoiding lines, and eating quick-but-local meals on
the go. Along with the joys and efficiencies of cruising, Rick considers the downsides, including the inevitable congestion and commercialism that
comes with mass tourism.

(CC) N/A #1004H(S)APTEX

07:00p The Lawrence Welk Show
Tour of Southern California

This colorful look at Southern California's beauty spots has Guy and Ralna singing "Far Away Places", Myron Floren, Joey Schmidt, and
Lawrence himself play "It's A Small World". Anacani sings the lovely "Cielito Lindo", and the Aldridge Sisters and Otwell Twins come together for
a wistful rendition of "California Dreamin'".

(CC) N/A #1847H(S)OETA

08:00p Christmas in the Country
RECORDED DECEMBER 15, 2012 AT THE HISTORIC SALEM LUTHERAN CHURCH IN ST. FRANCIS, KANSAS, MUSIC OF THE HOLIDAY
SEASON IS FEATURED INCLUDING TRADITIONAL CHRISTMAS AND GERMAN HYMNS BY LOCAL CHOIRS, BELL CHOIRS AND
MUSICIANS FROM THE COMMUNITY.

(N) N/A #0SHPTV

09:30p The Cheech
Through the palette of the Los Tejanos Art Exhibit, The Cheech explores Cheech Marin's lifelong advocacy of the Chicano Art Movement, and his
journey to develop the Cheech Marin Center for Chicano Art, Culture and Industry. With original score by Grammy Nominated musician El Dusty,
The Cheech takes a fascinating look at a national icon's love affair with art, and his incredible contribution to promote and preserve a vital part of
American cultural identity.

(CC) N/A #0H(S)NETA

10:00p Austin City Limits
St. Vincent/Joy Olakokun

Relish the distinctive sounds of St. Vincent and Joy Oladokun. The Grammy-winning St. Vincent plays songs from her much-praised LP Daddy's
Home. Versatile singer/tunesmith Oladokun performs tunes from her album In Defense of My Own Happiness.

(CC) N/A #4710H(S)PBSPL

11:00p Sound On Tap
Flamel

An experimental rock band from the border of Ciudad Juarez and El Paso, TX. Named after Nicolas Flamel, the famous alchemist, the band that
adopts his surname as their banner, and leans into his yearning for experimentation.

(CC) N/A #401H(S)NETA

11:30p Songs at the Center
Mark Erelli, Matt Butler, Angela Perley

Kerrville New Folk Award Winner Mark Erilli shows us how his Retinitis Pigmentosa diagnosis has focused his music, Matt Butler comes to us
after appearances on The Bluegrass Situation and NPR's Morning Edition, and Angela Perley shares music described as Witchy-Woman
Psychedelia and Amplified Americana. A Meaningful Musical Triple Threat.

(CC) N/A #906H(S)
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12:00m Nature
Octopus: Making Contact

Follow an Alaskan professor as he raises and studies a pet octopus in his home, making remarkable discoveries about its extraordinary
intelligence, personality and skills. Octopuses are able to recognize faces and interact with other individuals.

(CC) DVI #3701H(S)NPS

06:00a Molly of Denali
Hot Springs Eternal/Tooeys Hero

It's a cold winter and Molly is set on discovering a hot springs Grandpa Nat once found in a blizzard, so she sets off with Grandpa, Dad, and
Tooey on two snowmobiles and with a list of vague directions. When night falls, the success of their backwoods adventure will come down to
determination and traditional Alaska Native knowledge of the stars. / Tooey's hero, dog musher Eugene Pike, is recreating a historic mail run
across interior Alaska. When ice breakup at the river threatens Pike's progress to Qyah, it's up to Tooey and Molly to help him finish the mail run.

(CC) DVI #108H(S)PBS

06:30a Alma's Way
Lost in the Bronx/New Neighbors

When Alma and Uncle Nestor get separated from the rest of the family on the subway, Alma remembers the "just-in-case" plan she made with
Mami. Can she and Uncle Nestor reunite with the rest of the family before their special dinner reservation? When new neighbors Beto and Emi
move in next door, Alma and Beto hit it off straight away. Junior and Beto's little sister, Emi, seem to be fast friends, too until they aren't. Can
Alma and Beto figure out what keeps driving them apart?

(CC) DVI #136H(S)PBS

07:00a Wild Kratts
Back In Creature Time - Go Dodo Go, Part 1

The Wild Kratts crew lament the extinction of different animals in recent history and how they'll never ever be able to see them. Aviva decides that
it's finally time to unveil her most secret invention yet - the Time Trampoline! Using the trampoline, the Wild Kratts jump back in time to meet the
extinct Dodo Bird of Mauritius. But once there, they run into Gourmand's ancestor, who decides Dodos are definitely on the menu! It's Wild Kratts
to the rescue!

(CC) N/A #325H(S)PBS

07:30a Curious George
Flower Monkey/The Great Golden Egg Hunt

(CC) N/A #1110H(S)PBS

08:00a Work It Out Wombats!
Brother Day/Cafe Chaos

The key to a successful "Brother Day?" Make sure you ask the brother in question "Zeke" what he wants to do. / The key to being a successful
waiter? Make sure to remember everyone's order, and the order of the orders!

(CC) DVI #107H(S)PBS

08:30a Daniel Tiger's Neighborhood
Daniel Plays Ball/O Builds A Tower

Daniel Plays Ball - Daniel, Miss Elaina and Prince Wednesday are at the park with Prince Tuesday. They decide to play a game with a ball.
Daniel struggles to catch the ball and gets very frustrated. All of his friends remind him to keep on trying and finally, he succeeds! O Builds a
Tower - In the block corner at school, O the Owl is determined to use all of the blocks to build the tallest tower in the world. After many failed
attempts, he is frustrated, but Teacher Harriet and O's friends encourage him to try once again.

(CC) DVI #118H(S)PBS

09:00a Sesame Street
The Great Home Carnival

It's raining, and Elmo, Abby, and Rudy can't go to the carnival anymore. This is a problem! They wonder if they can make their own carnival
games with things at home. What if they use paper for a memory game, rolled-up socks for a toss game, and empty boxes for pretend roller
coaster cars? Let's try! It works. They didn't give up, and they made their favorite carnival games at home.

(CC) DVI #5230H(S)PBS

09:30a Rosie's Rules
Fort Fuentes/Rosies Derby Car

(CC) DVI #123H(S)PBS

10:00a Donkey Hodie
A Donkey Hodie Halloween

It's Purple Panda's first Halloween in Someplace Else, but he's afraid because he doesn't know what to expect. Donkey Hodie is here to help!
She prepares Panda for all the things he'll see on Halloween while their neighbors make it extra special.

(CC) DVI #132H(S)PBS

10:30a Biz Kid$
Economic Cycles (What Goes Up Must Come Down)

Trends in the economy go up and down. Learn how trends can affect a business. Discover how you can protect yourself against negative effects
and plan for the positive trends. Meet a young man who made paintball profitable and a family who mines for gold.

(CC) DVI #208H(S)APTEX
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11:00a Curious Crew
Kinetic Energy

Stubborn cans, racing spools, yo-yos and more! The Curious Crew learns when something moves, it has kinetic energy. STEM Challenge:
Designing a marble rollercoaster. Curious About Careers: Orthopedic Researcher LeeAnn Kaiser.

(CC) N/A #403H(S)NETA

11:30a Make48
We get a first-hand immersion in the world of product tradeshows including the Consumer Electronics Show, The National Toy Show and the
National Hardware Show. The series culminates with the finely tuned products being unveiled and presented to some of the retail product
industry's biggest buyers.

(CC) N/A #210H(S)APTEX

12:00n Market to Market (CC) N/A #4846H(S)IPTV

12:30p Motorweek
R/T: BMW M2 COUPE R/T: FORD F150 RAPTOR R

(CC) N/A #4244H(S)PBSPL

01:00p Real Ag
Side Hustles

(N) N/A #1103HSHPTV

01:30p Plan Stronger TV
Advice for Graduates

David Holland and attorney, Michael Pyle, discuss the essentials of estate planning. Ross Riskin, CPA/PFS, reveals advantages of 529 plans for
college funding. Financial coach, Laura Scharr, explains money personalities. The Financial Panel offers money tips for recent college graduates.

(CC) N/A #604H(S)ACCES

02:00p Classic Gospel
Best of Sue Dodge

Sue Dodge has been an influential voice in gospel music for more than three decades as a member of the legendary Speer Family and then as a
solo artist. Included in this show are performances of favorites like "Oh What a Happy Day" and "When He Blest My Soul."

(CC) N/A #1313H(S)NETA

03:00p How She Rolls
Boxed In

(CC) N/A #208H(S)PBSPL

03:30p Doctors On Call
Dr Bell Razafindrabe: Pain Management

(N) N/A #1810HSHPTV

04:00p Antiques Roadshow
Tucson, Hour Three

Journey to Tucson to see fantastic finds, including a 1994 Pete Seeger original song, an 1889 George Hitchcock oil diptych and an 1861
Abraham Lincoln presidential pardon. Which treasure is top find of the episode?

(CC) N/A #2012H(S)NPS

05:00p PBS News Weekend (CC) N/A #2004H(S)NPS

05:30p History with David Rubenstein
Erica Dunbar

Historian Erica Armstrong Dunbar reveals the story of 22-year-old Ona Judge, who in May of 1796 escaped enslavement from the household of
the most powerful man in the United States: President George Washington.

(CC) N/A #308H(S)PBSPL

06:00p Antiques Roadshow
Tucson, Hour Three

Journey to Tucson to see fantastic finds, including a 1994 Pete Seeger original song, an 1889 George Hitchcock oil diptych and an 1861
Abraham Lincoln presidential pardon. Which treasure is top find of the episode?

(CC) N/A #2012H(S)NPS

07:00p Ridley
Hospitality, Part 2

Ridley discovers a murder victim was leading a secret double life. In order to solve the mystery of Gabriela's true origins, Ridley needs to track
down her killer, and finally lay her to rest.

(CC) DVI #104#(S)NPS
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08:00p Grantchester On Masterpiece
Season 8, Episode 1

(CC) DVI #5328#(S)NPS

09:00p D.I. Ray
Episode 1

D.I. Rachita Ray is promoted to Homicide but realizes instantly she is there to 'tick a box' and that the so called 'culturally specific homicide' she is
assigned to, is anything but.

(CC) DVI #101#(S)NPS

10:00p Austin City Limits
St. Vincent/Joy Olakokun

Relish the distinctive sounds of St. Vincent and Joy Oladokun. The Grammy-winning St. Vincent plays songs from her much-praised LP Daddy's
Home. Versatile singer/tunesmith Oladokun performs tunes from her album In Defense of My Own Happiness.

(CC) N/A #4710H(S)PBSPL

11:00p Ridley
Hospitality, Part 2

Ridley discovers a murder victim was leading a secret double life. In order to solve the mystery of Gabriela's true origins, Ridley needs to track
down her killer, and finally lay her to rest.

(CC) DVI #104H(S)NPS
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12:00m Sanditon On Masterpiece
After a fun-filled charity motorbike race, a young biker is found dead. Will and Geordie struggle to work out who would want to hurt a gifted young
man.

(CC) DVI #5328H(S)PBS

06:30a Happy Yoga with Sarah Starr
Sunflowers at Dusk

Bask in the radiant sunflower field at dusk as we reconnect you to your abdominal muscles with easy to follow exercises using a chair for support.
Including gentle sun salutations, along with accessible moves to improve your posture and strengthen the core while activating the hip flexors and
quadriceps.

(CC) N/A #501H(S)NETA

07:00a Yoga In Practice
Interdependence

The profound truth is that you cannot be human on your own. You are human through the relationships and connections that you make. This is
the African concept of Ubuntu, whereby a person is a person through other people. We are made for interdependence. I need you in order to be
me. Our class today will remember this deeper truth by moving from the periphery into the core using twists and backbends.

(CC) N/A #406H(S)APTEX

07:30a Curious George
Curious George and the Invisible Sound/Curious George, A Peeling Monkey

Curious George and the Invisible Sound - While trying to record different animal sounds in the country, George discovers some amazing things
about the dynamics of sound: the closer he gets, the louder the sound; the further away he is, the quieter the sound. Then he discovers one he's
never heard before. He follows the direction of the sound throughout the house until he finds... a cricket?! How can something so small make
such a big noise? Curious George, A Peeling Monkey - George really can't wait to see what's inside Professor Wiseman's birthday present.
Because he's a good little monkey, he leaves the present in one piece, but he distracts himself by "unwrapping" everything else around him.
George learns that lots of things have covers, and for many different reasons. Even the bathroom walls are covered with wallpaper! But not for
long...

(CC) DVI #108H(S)PBS

08:00a Daniel Tiger's Neighborhood
Grandpere Sleeps Over/Tea Party at the Castle

When Grandpere sleeps over at Daniel's house, Daniel thinks about what Grandpere needs to be comfortable./Daniel's friends are having a
stuffie tea party. When Daniel doesn't have a stuffie, Prince Wednesday helps him find one so he can play, too.

(CC) DVI #612H(S)PBS

08:30a Rosie's Rules
Moms Snowy Day/Rosies Nature Adventure

112A Mom yearns for past snowy winters, so Rosie tries to make her a snowy winter in the backyard. 112B Rosie, Iggy and Papa are on hike in a
national park, but it turns into a rescue mission when Lote falls in the river.

(CC) DVI #112H(S)PBS

09:00a Sesame Street
Goldilocks and the Three Homes

Elmo, Abby, Baby Bear, and Chris go to Fairy Tale Land to build a home for Goldilocks. They wonder if they can build a home for Goldilocks
that's just right. What if they use a tape measure to measure her so the home isn't too big or too small? Let's try! It works. They didn't give up and
built a home that's just right for Goldilocks.

(CC) DVI #5233H(S)PBS

09:30a Work It Out Wombats!
Talent Turmoil/Zeke's Collection Selection

The Wombats learn the hard way that you can't keep a talent show in order if all the props are out of order. / Feeling left out of the Treeborhood's
Collection Bonanza, Zeke goes in search of a collection he can call his own.

(CC) DVI #114H(S)PBS

10:00a Donkey Hodie
Yodel Bird Sitting/Superhero Squabble

Donkey is baby-yodel-bird-sitting. But no matter what she tries, the baby won't nap. Can her pals help figure out what the baby needs? /Donkey
and Panda argue while playing their favorite superheroes. If they argued, can they still be friends?

(CC) DVI #133H(S)PBS

10:30a Pinkalicious & Peterrific
Pinkalicious/Glitterizer

If there is one thing Pinkalicious loves most, it's the color pink! When Pinkalicious wakes up to discover her whole body has suddenly turned pink,
she's ecstatic. However, Pinkalicious soon discovers that you can have too much of a good thing. / Mommy shows Pinkalicious and Peter her
latest invention: the Glitterizer, a machine that sprays glitter! Pinkalicious eagerly tests it out with her friends and everyone loves it. Well, everyone
except Rafael.

(CC) DVI #107H(S)PBS

11:00a Elinor Wonders Why
The Little Drummer/Rest Is Best

(CC) DVI #136H(S)PBS
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11:30a Nature Cat
The Legend of Gold Gardens/Winter Dance Party

The Legend of Gold Gardens - Nature Cat and the gang uncover a map to The Gardens of Gold! Some say it's just a neighborhood legend,
others say, it's "Sparkly gold as far as eyes can see, endless riches for you and me." There's only one way to find out the truth! Time for an
adventure! But the adventure won't be easy, the way to The Gardens of Gold looks physically challenging there are a lot of tough obstacles. Will
the gang make it to the treasure? Or will the Wall of Tall stand in their way? Tally ho! Winter Dance Party - Today is the Winter Solstice! It's the
shortest day of the year! Daisy's family always celebrates the return of longer days with the Winter Solstice Dance Party, but there's one slight
problem. Daisy forgot to get ready for the party and there's so much to do and so little time to do it! Will Daisy get the party ready for the Bunny
Family to celebrate the Winter Solstice?!

(CC) N/A #123H(S)PBS

12:00n Hero Elementary
Sound of Ice Cream / The Reflection Connection

When an ice cream truck is accidentally made invisible, Sparks' Crew has to rely on the sound of the truck's music to track and find it. Curriculum:
Sounds can differ depending on how near or far they are and what direction the sounds are coming from. / When a flying super-glue-gadget goes
haywire, people everywhere are getting stuck! Only the light beam from an unsticky gadget can free them...but that gadget is stuck too! How will
Sparks' Crew move the light beam to help unstick everyone? Curriculum: When a beam of light hits a smooth, shiny surface, it changes direction
and the beam shines somewhere else.

(CC) DVI #114H(S)PBS

12:30p Xavier Riddle and the Secret Museum
I Am Mark Twain/I Am Abigail Adams

(CC) DVI #112H(S)PBS

01:00p Cottonwood Connections
Farming and the Land

(N) N/A #110HSHPTV

01:30p Daytripper
Downtown San Antonio, Tx

Chet explores what makes this city the #1 tourist town in Texas. From learning the real history of The Alamo, to floating The Riverwalk, to eating
authentic Tex-Mex at the historic Market Square, The Daytripper shows folks why sometimes the path most traveled is the path best traveled.

(CC) N/A #806H(S)NETA

02:00p America Outdoors with Baratunde Thurston
Tidewater: Homecoming

Baratunde treks along the coast of North Carolina and discovers surprising ways in which history has shaped these environments. He explores a
daunting swamp, soars above the dunes on a Wright Brothers glider and tracks wild horses on the beach.

(CC) N/A #105H(S)NPS

03:00p Molly of Denali: Wise Raven & Old Crow
Molly's family goes on an epic river trip to a traditional Gwich'in village to celebrate their late Grandma Catherine. Getting there won't be easy.
Molly will need to listen to the land and connect with her culture to get them there safely.

(CC) DVI #0H(S)PBS

04:00p Odd Squad
6:00 to 6:05

6:00 to 6:05 - In this half-hour episode, dinosaurs break out of the dinosaur room in headquarters and Olive and Otto must travel back in time to
save the day. Curriculum: Measurement; telling time on an analog clock.

(CC) DVI #121H(S)PBS

04:30p Arthur
Arthur's Tv-Free Week/Night Fright

The kids and their parents have pledged not to watch TV for one whole week. Can they last? Who will be the first to crack? In part two, big, brave
Binky is afraid someone will discover his secret -- he can't sleep without a night light. When Arthur spends the night and discovers the truth, Binky
has no choice but to resort to bribery.

(CC) DVI #207H(S)PBS

05:00p Ready Jet Go!
Mindy's Ice Rink/Measure for Measure

Mindy is impatient for winter, because she wants to ice skate. So Jet, Sean, Sydney, and Celery fly to Saturn's icy rings to gather ice from them
and return to build a Saturn-ringed skating rink around Jet's house. Jet, Sydney, Sean, Mindy, and Sunspot decide to make a scaled replica of the
solar system using found items in their own neighborhood and in doing so learn that an Astronomical Unit is the distance from the Earth to the
Sun.

(CC) DVI #207H(S)PBS

05:30p BBC News America (CC) N/A #2931H(S)WETA

06:00p PBS Newshour
Episode 6

(CC) N/A #14006H(S)NPS
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07:00p Antiques Roadshow
Omaha, Hour One

(CC) N/A #2013(S)NPS

08:00p The Great American Recipe
Join the cooks as they prepare grab-and-go meals, from breakfast burritos to musubi. In the second round, the cooks make home-baked treats as
part of the first-ever Great American Recipe Bake Sale.

(CC) N/A #204#(S)NPS

09:00p Pov
Liquor Store Dreams

Two Korean American children of liquor store owners reconcile their own dreams with those of their immigrant parents. Along the way, they
confront the complex legacies of LA's racial landscape, including the 1991 murder of Latasha Harlins and the 1992 uprisings sparked by the
police beating of Rodney King, while engaged in current struggles for social and economic justice.

(CC) DVI #3603H(S)NPS

10:30p Amanpour and Company
Tonight on Amanpour and Company: Kurt Volker, Former US Ambassador to NATO; Marcelo Ebrard, Former Foreign Minister of Mexico; Jeff
Goodell, Author, The Heat Will Kill You First. Hari Sreenivasan interviews Jane Ferguson, Author, No Ordinary Assignment.

(CC) N/A #6006H(S)PBSPL

11:30p Sara's Weeknight Meals
Suns Out, Buns Out

Come summer there is nothing so tasty as grilled meat or fish nestled in a buttery bun. Sara's got three great choices starting with a poor man's
version of the New England lobster roll, with shrimp taking the starring role on a budget. A turkey burger is made succulent and juicy with the
addition of spinach, and finally, pork sliders filled with chopped veggies for flavor, crunch and moisture. Meat on a bun, and bring on the sun.

(CC) N/A #1008H(S)APTEX
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12:00m Doctors On Call
Dr Bell Razafindrabe: Pain Management

(N) N/A #1810HSHPTV

06:00a Molly of Denali
Eagle Egg Hunt/Dream Tube

When a gust of wind spins a wildlife camera away from an eagle's nest on hatching day, Molly and Dad head to the Windsong Wildlife Area on an
ATV to fix it. Unfortunately, none of the camera locations on their map are labeled. Will they have time to check each camera and find the Eagle
Cam before the baby birds hatch? / Molly and friends have their eye on a spectacular water tube for sale at the Trading Post, but they don't have
enough money to buy it. Fortunately, there is money to be found on the riverfront in the form of agate stones! Unfortunately, the kids have no idea
how to price and sell them. But they better find out soon, because Auntie Midge has her eye on the tubular tube too!

(CC) DVI #107H(S)PBS

06:30a Happy Yoga with Sarah Starr
Cascading River

Allow the resplendent river energy to recharge your body as we explore a modified yoga practice using a chair for support. Including gentle sun
salutations along with easy to follow yoga moves to create more ease in the hands, neck, shoulders, back, hips and more.

(CC) N/A #502H(S)NETA

07:00a Yoga In Practice
Reset Your Emotional Circuit Breaker

Our psyches were not developed to respond to everything that is coming at us right now. Being so connected these days to the world's news is
overloading our emotional circuit breakers. Take a few deep breaths and ask yourself: What is mine to do and not to do today? What is mine to
say and not to say today? What is mine to care about and not to care about today? Remember that someone will always care.

(CC) N/A #407H(S)APTEX

07:30a Curious George
Pig-Headed George/Nightmare On N Avenue

(CC) N/A #1015H(S)PBS

08:00a Daniel Tiger's Neighborhood
Daniel Loves Tigey/Daniel Needs Tigey at School

Daniel Loves Tigey - Daniel gets upset when Margaret spills juice on his favorite stuffed animal, Tigey. Daniel learns how he can make himself
feel better when he's upset. Daniel Needs Tigey at School - Daniel is having a hard day at school, but he knows just how to make himself feel
better: by hugging his Tigey! Strategy: When you're upset you can find a way to feel better.

(CC) DVI #317H(S)PBS

08:30a Rosie's Rules
Rosie Maps It Out/Merry-Go-Rosie

104A When Rosie can't figure out where to take Mom for Mother's Day, Mom shows Rosie how to read symbols on a map. 104B Crystal takes
the kids to the merry-go-round at the amusement park, but first they need to plan their route on a map.

(CC) DVI #104H(S)PBS

09:00a Sesame Street
Hubert The Human Cannon Ball

Elmo and friends must help Hubert the Human Cannonball fly exactly 9 feet across Sesame Street when his cannon breaks. Will Hubert make it
into his bucket of blue gelatin?

(CC) DVI #5234H(S)PBS

09:30a Work It Out Wombats!
Bake It Til You Make It/Zoom-In Zadie

Louisa hatches a plan to trade mud pies for stickers, but Zeke can't remember his perfect mud pie recipe. / Mr. E yearns to paint a square, but
Quique's lessons aren't helping. Can Zadie's photos bring students to the class to inspire Mr. E?

(CC) DVI #112H(S)PBS

10:00a Donkey Hodie
Flying Flapjacks/Pickle Penguin Problem

Donkey wants to make a surprise breakfast for Grampy all by herself, but none of her flapjacks will fly. Maybe she does need a little help.
/Panda's toy Pickle Pet gets stuck between two rocks. How will he and Donkey rescue it?

(CC) DVI #106H(S)PBS

10:30a Pinkalicious & Peterrific
Butterfly Garden Party/Animal Dance

Butterfly Garden Party: When Pinkalicious and Peter see a rare Pink Empress Butterfly, they are inspired to build a butterfly garden to attract
more! Curriculum: (Theater) Imitate a butterfly using movements and a simple costume; (STEAM) Create a habitat to attract butterflies. Animal
Dance: Everyone in dance class has to give a performance inspired by their favorite animal. For Pinkalicious, the perfect animal to dance like is a
Rooster-Cat-A-Roo. Now all she needs to do is convince her class that this animal actually exists. Curriculum: (Dance) Imitate movements made
by animals. Interstitial: Kids learn about symmetry as they fold, cut, and paint paper to create butterfly art.

(CC) DVI #301H(S)PBS
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11:00a Elinor Wonders Why
Burrowing Owl Girl/Olive's Tree

Burrowing Owl Girl - Elinor is very excited, because she's visiting her grandparents in the desert. While out exploring with her grandmother, the
always curious Elinor comes across a peculiar looking owl that is smaller than any other owl she's ever seen. Even more peculiar, this owl is out
during the day! How can that be? After some careful observations, she realizes she DOESN'T know everything there is to know about owls, and
learns that the owl she spotted is a burrowing owl, which lives in the desert and runs around during the day. Elinor is reminded that nature is full
of surprises! Olive's Tree - Olive shows her friends her favorite tree in the forest. The next day, however, they're sad to see that the tree has fallen
over. The three little scientists set out to find out why, and soon learn that Olive's tree has simply entered the final stage of its life cycle. Trees go
from a seed, to sprout, to sapling, to full mature tree and finally, to a wildlife tree, which is a tree that has fallen over. Even though the tree has
fallen, Olive is comforted to know that it will still be around for a long time, providing a home to many creatures in the forest.

(CC) DVI #123H(S)PBS

11:30a Nature Cat
Know Your Snow/The Nature-Tastic Four and the Humongous Hurricane

(CC) N/A #505H(S)PBS

12:00n Hero Elementary
Super Summertime / Snowy Journey

AJ wants to do all the activities on his super fun list, but it's summertime and everything on his list is a winter activity. Sparks' Crew works together
to devise solutions for adapting to the seasonal changes. Curriculum: Humans devise solutions for adapting to seasonal changes. / On a cold
winter morning, Fur Blur isn't her usual self: she keeps sleeping. Sparks' Crew takes her to see Benny's grandfather, a veterinarian. But, it's a
challenge to get there through the snow. Curriculum: Seasonal changes require us to change the way we do things. Animals can adapt to the
winter in their own ways, such as hibernation.

(CC) DVI #130H(S)PBS

12:30p Xavier Riddle and the Secret Museum
I Am Leonardo Da Vinci/I Am Amelia Earhart

I am Leonardo da Vinci Xavier gets caught in a tailspin when he can't decide which after-school activity to sign up for. Basketball? Dance?
Robotics? It all sounds fun, how can he possibly pick just one? To the Secret Museum! Our heroes are sent back in time to meet the ultimate
renaissance man: Leonardo da Vinci. During their playdate, we discover that Leonardo is interested in a lot of different things, too - just like
Xavier! And he wouldn't have it any other way. What he learns doing one thing helps him with another! He helps Xavier to see that it's okay to try
many different activities. Curriculum: "It's okay to try many different activities." I am Amelia Earhart There's a bike rodeo coming up and Brad can't
wait to sign up, until he realizes that the course isn't training-wheel friendly. Uh oh. Brad can't possibly ride his bike without training wheels, can
he? To the Secret Museum! Xavier takes his pal back in time to meet someone who never backed down from a challenge: Amelia Earhart.
Watching Amelia boldly chase her dream of soaring through the clouds as the first woman to cross the Atlantic Ocean solo convinces Brad that
when there's something you really want to do, even if it seems impossible, you just have to go for it. Curriculum: "Go for it!"

(CC) DVI #105H(S)PBS

01:00p Cottonwood Connections
The Homestead Act

(N) N/A #111HSHPTV

01:30p Daytripper
Palestine, Tx

Chet dives in the rich history and food of this East Texas town. He takes a trip back in time in the old high school, eats at a hamburger institution,
and then investigates a little-known NASA facility sending scientific balloons up into the sky. Finally, he finishes the day hunting for farm-
destroying hogs with night vision.

(CC) N/A #807H(S)NETA

02:00p America Outdoors with Baratunde Thurston
Minnesota: A Better World

Baratunde ventures to Minnesota's Arrowhead Region, one of the last places where you can hike or paddle into the remote wilderness. He meets
with passionate birders and harvesters of wild rice and hears from them why wilderness means so much.

(CC) N/A #106H(S)NPS

03:00p Alma's Way
Lucas Left Out/The Sweetest Trea

(CC) DVI #124H(S)PBS

03:30p Wild Kratts
This Orca Likes Sharks

The Kratt Bros discover a message in a bottle telling them about an old wily orca who only eats large sharks. They find this hard to believe, so
with the help of Aviva's Dolphin Decoder, modified to speak Orca, the Wild Kratts go in search of the orca who likes sharks! Science Concept :
Predator/Prey relationship.

(CC) N/A #421H(S)PBS

04:00p Odd Squad
The Potato Ultimato/A Fistful of Fruit Juice

The Potato Ultimato - When Otto starts shrinking, Olaf leads Olive and Oren on a quest for the only known cure - the magical Growing Potato.
Curriculum: Measurement: using standard length measurements and estimating length. A Fistful of Fruit Juice - Ms. O tells Olive and Otto the
story of how she first joined up with Odd Squad. Curriculum: Algebraic thinking; understanding odd and even number patterns.

(CC) DVI #122H(S)PBS
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04:30p Arthur
D.W. Goes to Washington/Arthur's Mystery Envelope

D.W. gets lost during a tour of the White House. A kind employee reunites her with her family and invites them all in for pizza -- but doesn't that
guy look a little ... familiar? In part two, when Mr. Haney gives Arthur a sealed envelope to bring home, Arthur fears the worst.

(CC) DVI #210H(S)PBS

05:00p Ready Jet Go!
Mindy Turns Five

Mindy has finally turned five and is super excited that she is now old enough to go to space. But she's planned a tea party in the back yard. The
kids convince Mindy to move her tea party to the Moon! In her first trip to space ever, Mindy gets to board the Propulsion family saucer and
experience space travel, rounding out their Moon tea party with a quick trip out to Pluto and back.

(CC) DVI #208H(S)PBS

05:30p BBC News America (CC) N/A #2932H(S)WETA

06:00p PBS Newshour
Episode 7

(CC) N/A #14007H(S)NPS

07:00p Finding Your Roots
Hollywood Royalty

Henry Louis Gates, Jr. helps actors Isabella Rossellini, Anjelica Huston and Mia Farrow unearth surprising new revelations about their family
histories, taking them generations beyond their famous cinematic forebears.

(CC) N/A #601#(S)NPS

08:00p Frontline
Putin's Crisis

With Vladimir Putin facing down a mutiny, how the Russian leader reached this moment of crisis. The story of Putin's rise, his clashes at home
and abroad, and how his troubled Ukraine war led to the greatest threat yet to his grip on power.

(CC) N/A #4119H(S)NPS

09:00p Iconic America: Our Symbols and Stories with David Rubenstein
The Statue of Liberty

Reveal the evolving meaning of this symbol for a "nation of immigrants," and how it embodies our values and our conflicts, from abolition and
women's suffrage to the treatment of refugees.

(CC) DVI #105#(S)NPS

10:00p Amanpour and Company
Tonight on Amanpour and Company: Melissa Bell, CNN Correspondent; Hadas Gold, CNN Correspondent; Erel Margalit, Former Israeli Labor
Party Politician; Julianne Smith, US Ambassador to NATO; Alexander Betts, Director of Refugee Studies Centre, University of Oxford. Michel
Martin interviews Xochitl Gonzalez, Author, The Fake Poor Bride.

(CC) N/A #6007H(S)PBSPL

11:00p Doctors On Call
Dr. Brandon Wiedenhaft: Pet Health

(N) N/A #1802HSHPTV

11:30p Whitney Reynolds Show
Living Your Truth, we are discovering what that means. From a man who was wrongfully convicted and sent to prison, to a woman who changed
her whole life around and is now helping others. We are discussing how the truth sets all our guests free.

(CC) N/A #109HNETA
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12:00m Frontline
Putin's Crisis

With Vladimir Putin facing down a mutiny, how the Russian leader reached this moment of crisis. The story of Putin's rise, his clashes at home
and abroad, and how his troubled Ukraine war led to the greatest threat yet to his grip on power.

(CC) N/A #4119H(S)NPS

06:00a Molly of Denali
Sukis Bone/Brand New Flag

When Suki digs up an old bone tool covered with markings, Molly, Tooey, and Oscar discover the playful pooch has made an important
archeological discovery. Now everything the kids find by the river could be an ancient artifact, including a round, washer-like object Oscar tied to
a kite and got stuck in a tree. / Inspired by Benny Benson, the real-life Alaska Native boy who designed the state flag of Alaska, Molly announces
a contest to design an original flag for the Denali Trading Post. As the submissions stream in, Molly finds her hands full of designs, expectations,
and worries. Which flag will she choose? The winner proves to be the most unlikely candidate.

(CC) DVI #110H(S)PBS

06:30a Happy Yoga with Sarah Starr
Lace Meadow

Enjoy the peaceful summer meadow as we focus on a modified yoga practice using a chair for support. Including stretches to increase mobility in
the shoulders while lengthening the spine in a full range of motion; combined with standing poses to create more strength and flexibility in the
lower body.

(CC) N/A #503H(S)NETA

07:00a Yoga In Practice
Savoring The Gifts

To savor something is the act of stepping outside of an experience to assess and appreciate it. Savoring intensifies the positive emotions that
come with doing something you love. To relish today's practice to its utmost, stay as present in the moment as possible, and feel, and even taste,
the natural gratitude that arises by simply appreciating the gifts of this life you have been given.

(CC) N/A #408H(S)APTEX

07:30a Curious George
Curious George, Dog Counter/Squirrel for a Day

Curious George, Dog Counter - It's Dog Show Day! George and Professor Wiseman spend the day with all kinds of different dogs: big, small,
hairy...and hungry. With the help of his sandwich, George tempts the winning dogs to follow him home to show The Man with the Yellow Hat.
Once there, George can't keep track of all the dogs, so he and a worried Hundley come up with creative ways to sort and count the dogs in the
apartment. Squirrel For a Day - When Bill shows George how Jumpy Squirrel stores his food in the ground, George decides this is a pretty good
idea and tries to store all the food in the country house in the ground too. The Man with the Yellow Hat rescues their supplies and tries to explain
that they should only put things in the ground if they want them to grow. That sounds like another great plan. George tries to see what else might
grow-will car keys grow into a car? Will a rubber band grow into an inner tube?

(CC) DVI #109H(S)PBS

08:00a Daniel Tiger's Neighborhood
Daniel's Sleepover/Backyard Camping

Daniel's Sleepover - Daniel and his parents go to Prince Wednesday's castle for a family sleepover. When Daniel and Prince Wednesday go
through their bedtime routines together, Daniel realizes how different it is sleeping at Prince Wednesday's castle. As bedtime nears, Daniel and
Prince Wednesday notice some things that are just a little bit scary...but they soon learn that once they investigate further, they actually aren't
scary at all! Backyard Camping - Daniel and O the Owl are camping in the yard with Dad Tiger and O is a little hesitant to sleep in this unfamiliar
setting. However, once he examines this new setting closely, he learns that it's not so scary! In fact, different can be fun!

(CC) DVI #120H(S)PBS

08:30a Rosie's Rules
Dino Day Delayed/Rosies Walkie Talkie

106A When Papa says they'll have to wait until tomorrow to go to the Dino Park, Rosie tries to make tomorrow come faster. 106B Rosie tries to
remember where she left her walkie talkie so she, Javi and Jun can play a game.

(CC) DVI #106H(S)PBS

09:00a Sesame Street
Family Recipe

It's family picnic day! Elmo is at the park with Mia and her dad, Frank. They're making Mia's family pasta salad, but they can't remember what the
secret ingredient is. After a couple of guesses from friends, Mia's Papi, Dave, finally arrives at the picnic and reminds them that the secret
ingredient is family. On their family picnics, all that mattered was that they were all together.

(CC) DVI #5235H(S)PBS

09:30a Work It Out Wombats!
Junior Supers/Measure for Measure

Super's special trick - breaking big jobs into little ones - helps Zadie and Malik clean up a big mess. / To make a new hat for Ellie, the Wombats
are helped by a "special trick" - measuring!

(CC) DVI #101H(S)PBS

10:00a Donkey Hodie
Chili Jamboree/Hoof Dancing Is Hard

Waiting for Grampy's slow-cook chili is hard for Bob Dog. His pals help him pass the time with a jamboree./Donkey wants to become a hoof
dancer just like Grampy. He helps her learn the most important steps: practice, practice some more, and practice!

(CC) DVI #107H(S)PBS
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10:30a Pinkalicious & Peterrific
Aqualicious/Sing in the Spring

"Aqualicious" While at the beach, Pinkalicious and Peter meet Aqua, a merminnie! The three become friends and play together until it's time for
Aqua to go home. But Aqua's home isn't quite what Pinkalicious is expecting - it's even more pinkamazing! Curriculum: (Visual Arts) A color can
come in many different shades (focus on blue). "Sing in the Spring" Spring has come to Pinkville, but none of the flowers have bloomed. Turns
out all the springtime fairies have the flu. But with a little fairy dust and a lot of singing, Pinkalicious and Peter make the flowers bloom and help
bring in the spring. Curriculum: (Music) Sing songs that use gestures to illustrate or substitute for words. Interstitial: Kids observe the same lake
from different angles and paint their perspectives with watercolors.

(CC) DVI #203H(S)PBS

11:00a Elinor Wonders Why
Elinor's Fishy Friend/Do The Crane Dance

(CC) DVI #137H(S)PBS

11:30a Nature Cat
Ants Revolution/Tide Pool Tough

Ants Revolution - A surprise picnic for Squeeks turns into a cheesecake chase scene, as ants steal Squeeks' surprise dessert! Nature Cat and his
pals try to get the dessert back for Squeeks, but watch as the ants bring the cheesecake down into their ant hill! Oh no! Tide Pool Tough - A day
at the beach is not so fun for Nature Cat as he watches his pals having tons of fun surfing in the ocean. Nature Cat would love to join them but he
is scared of the water! Possible help for Nature Cat comes from an unlikely source - the tide pool creatures who try to get him to feel more
comfortable in the water. Can Nature Cat become tide pool tough, and then join his friends surfing?

(CC) N/A #108H(S)PBS

12:00n Hero Elementary
Bugging Out / Eager Beavers

Sparks' Crew is accidentally shrunk to the size of bugs and have to find their way out of an overgrown, weedy area. They are inspired by the
different abilities of insects and arachnids, and imitate those abilities to try to find their way out. Curriculum: Mimicking how insects and arachnids
use their body parts can help humans solve problems. / Sparks' Crew comes to the rescue of Lucita's grandmother when her favorite scenic spot
becomes flooded. Our heroes discover that beavers have built a blockage in the river. But why? Curriculum: Living things, such as beavers, can
change their environment to meet their needs.

(CC) DVI #116H(S)PBS

12:30p Xavier Riddle and the Secret Museum
I Am Mary Shelley/I Am Harry Houdini

I am Mary Shelley Xavier and the gang are excited for a Nature Troop campout, where Xavier has volunteered to tell the first campfire story.
There's just one problem: everyone is expecting a spooky story, but Xavier only knows how to tell silly stories. What's he going to do? He doesn't
want to disappoint everyone. To the Secret Museum! Our heroes are sent back in time to meet an expert spooky storyteller: Mary Shelley. Mary
takes our trio on an imaginative playdate where she spins the leaves and wind into a very spooky tale, which Xavier can't help but turn funny. Is
all hope lost?? Mary helps Xavier see that he can tell a story that's both spooky AND silly. The most important thing is to tell stories your own
way. Curriculum: "Tell stories you own way." I am Harry Houdini The time has come from Brad to spend his very first night in the museum, and he
couldn't be more excited. Except, when the lights go out, Brad realizes it's kind of... gulp... scary there at night. Too afraid to stay put in his
sleeping bag, there's only one thing left to do... to the Secret Museum! Our heroes travel back in time to meet someone who knew how to face a
scary situation: Harry Houdini. Harry wants nothing more than to be a brave performer, just like his hero, tightrope walker Fearless Jean. But, it
turns out tightrope walking is scarier than he thought! Good thing Harry has a trick to help himself, and Brad, make it through to the end: when
you're scared, take a deep breath to calm down and feel better. Curriculum: "When you're scared, you can take a deep breath to calm down and
feel better."

(CC) DVI #102H(S)PBS

01:00p Cottonwood Connections
Entertainment and Culture

(N) N/A #112HSHPTV

01:30p Daytripper
Glen Rose, Tx

Chet heads to the Dinosaur Capital of Texas to see the world's best dinosaur footprints in the Paluxy River bed. He explores a wildlife preserve to
feed giraffes and see rhinos. And also visits a museum challenging the status quo of modern science. Follow in all up with towering burgers and
grilled honey buns, and you've got a day trip.

(CC) N/A #808H(S)NETA

02:00p Nature
Octopus: Making Contact

Follow an Alaskan professor as he raises and studies a pet octopus in his home, making remarkable discoveries about its extraordinary
intelligence, personality and skills. Octopuses are able to recognize faces and interact with other individuals.

(CC) DVI #3701H(S)NPS

03:00p Alma's Way
Community Campout/Leaf It to Alma

(CC) DVI #131H(S)PBS
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03:30p Wild Kratts
Fossa Palooza

Chris, bummed that the gang must leave Madagascar without ever having seen amazing fossa, accidentally falls out the hatch of the Tortuga in
mid-flight and lands deep in an island forest - amongst a group of the very creatures he longed to find!

(CC) N/A #316H(S)PBS

04:00p Odd Squad
Soundcheck Part Deux/Jinx

Soundcheck Part Deux - When the members of Soundcheck go missing, Otto and Olive must bring them back together in time for their big
concert. Curriculum: Data collection and analysis; using data to make predictions. Jinx - When all of Odd Squad comes down with a case of the
jinx, it's up to Oscar and Dr. O to save the day. Curriculum: Algebraic thinking; using transitive reasoning to solve word problems.

(CC) DVI #123H(S)PBS

04:30p Arthur
Shelter from the Storm Part 1 & 2

When a powerful hurricane hits Elwood City, everyone's affected. Ladonna's dad is called up by the Army Corps of Engineers. Muffy relocates to
a shelter, while Arthur struggles to reunite lost pets and owners. And Brain seeks the help of a therapist--voiced by special guest Idina Menzel--to
help him manage his anxiety. Educational Objective: Arthur and friends realize the importance of family, friendship, and the support and
compassion of others in times of crisis

(CC) DVI #1810H(S)PBS

05:00p Ready Jet Go!
That's One Gigantic Pumpkin, Jet Propulsion!

The kids are attempting to grow prize-winning pumpkins in the back yard. Jet gets carried away and uses his Bortronian Grow-Lamp to grow a
huge pumpkin. Now they just have to get his enormous pumpkin downtown to win the contest!

(CC) DVI #209H(S)PBS

05:30p BBC News America (CC) N/A #2933H(S)WETA

06:00p PBS Newshour
Episode 8

(CC) N/A #14008H(S)NPS

07:00p Nature
The Whale Detective

A filmmaker investigates his traumatic encounter with a 30-ton humpback whale that breached and almost landed on him while he was kayaking.
What he discovers raises far bigger questions about humans' relationship with whales and their future.

(CC) DVI #3709#(S)NPS

08:00p Human Footprint
Top Predator

There's a killer inside us. Our biology, culture, technology, and economy have transformed our species into the greatest predator the world has
ever seen. From Yellowstone to Mozambique, Shane explores our global impact as the planet's top predator.

(CC) N/A #102#(S)NPS

09:00p Nova
The Planets: Mars

Mars was once a blue water world studded with active volcanoes. But when its magnetic field and protective atmosphere faded, it became the
frozen desert planet we know today. With so many necessary elements in place, did life ever form on Mars?

(CC) N/A #4613#(S)NPS

10:00p Amanpour and Company (CC) N/A #6008H(S)PBSPL

11:00p This American Land
Renewable Urban Energy, Crop-Switching in the Megadrought, Highway Crossings

In Minnesota, Rochester is on its way to achieving 100 percent renewable energy generation by 2030. Farmers in Arizona are hoping that
guayule, a hardy plant that produces natural rubber, can become a profitable crop requiring far less water than alfalfa, corn or cotton. In
Wyoming, new crossings for wildlife across a busy interstate highway are saving the lives of animals, drivers and passengers.

(CC) N/A #1002H(S)NETA

11:30p Outside: Beyond The Lens (CC) N/A #309H(S)APTEX
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12:00m Human Footprint
Top Predator

There's a killer inside us. Our biology, culture, technology, and economy have transformed our species into the greatest predator the world has
ever seen. From Yellowstone to Mozambique, Shane explores our global impact as the planet's top predator.

(CC) N/A #102H(S)NPS

06:00a Molly of Denali
Eagle Egg Hunt/Dream Tube

When a gust of wind spins a wildlife camera away from an eagle's nest on hatching day, Molly and Dad head to the Windsong Wildlife Area on an
ATV to fix it. Unfortunately, none of the camera locations on their map are labeled. Will they have time to check each camera and find the Eagle
Cam before the baby birds hatch? / Molly and friends have their eye on a spectacular water tube for sale at the Trading Post, but they don't have
enough money to buy it. Fortunately, there is money to be found on the riverfront in the form of agate stones! Unfortunately, the kids have no idea
how to price and sell them. But they better find out soon, because Auntie Midge has her eye on the tubular tube too!

(CC) DVI #107H(S)PBS

06:30a Happy Yoga with Sarah Starr
Sunflower Glo

Bask in the golden sunflower glo as you enjoy a modified yoga session using a chair for support including; seated stretches to increase flexibility
and mobility in the shoulders and upper back, and a standing sequence linking breath with movement designed to create more freedom in the
hips and hamstrings while building strength, balance and focus.

(CC) N/A #504H(S)NETA

07:00a Yoga In Practice
Refining and Evolving

There is a saying, "Yoga makes the impossible possible, the possible easy, the easy elegant." Yoga, like life, is a process of refining and
evolving. The small changes that we commit to each day shift our mind, our vision, our health. One of my favorite mantras is, "I like myself when I
try." When you are on your mat you have ample opportunity to try the possible and to make the easy elegant.

(CC) N/A #409H(S)APTEX

07:30a Curious George
Curious Gorge/Sound Story

(CC) N/A #1111H(S)PBS

08:00a Daniel Tiger's Neighborhood
Daniel Gets Mad at Dad/Daniel Gets Mad at His Friends

Daniel Gets Mad at Dad - On their way to the post office, Dad tells Daniel he can't play at the park, and that makes Daniel mad! Daniel feels badly
about getting angry with his dad, but he learns that you can love someone even if you're mad at them. Daniel Gets Mad at His Friends - Daniel
and his friends are making "Just Like Me" pictures at school today. When Miss Elaina spills red paint on Daniel's project, he gets mad at his
friend. The group learns that even good friends get mad at each other sometimes. Strategy: You can be mad at someone you love. When you are
ready, give them a hug!

(CC) DVI #314H(S)PBS

08:30a Rosie's Rules
Sister Surprise/Rosies Twin

111A When Rosie learns about a surprise for a sister, she tries to find out who that sister is. 111B Inspired by the cool stuff twins Jun and Quinn
do together, Rosie tries to find someone to be her very own twin.

(CC) DVI #111H(S)PBS

09:00a Sesame Street
Fort Rudy

Elmo and Rudy are having a sleepover and building a pillow fort. But they don't have a pillow big enough for the roof. This is a problem! They
wonder what they can use to build a strong and sturdy roof. What if they use a blanket and weigh it down with heavy books so it doesn't fall
down? Let's try! It works. Elmo and Rudy didn't give up and built a pillow fort. Let the sleepover begin!

(CC) DVI #5218H(S)PBS

09:30a Work It Out Wombats!
Crab Quakes/Hopping Helpers

The Wombats are on the case, helping find the mystery of a scary-weird sound that has frightened Carly, CeCe, and Clyde. / The Wombats
become "Hopping Helpers," packaging jars of super-sticky Ooey Gooey Goo.

(CC) DVI #106H(S)PBS

10:00a Donkey Hodie
Being Bob Dog/Panda Panda

Donkey and Panda don't know what to give Bob Dog for his birthday, so they pretend to be him to figure out the bow-wowiest present ever!
/There are too many Pandas! Donkey and Panda's playdate goes awry when they find one of Harriett's inventions.

(CC) DVI #126H(S)PBS
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10:30a Pinkalicious & Peterrific
Indoor Camp-In/The Flutterbugs

Pinkalicious and Peter have been looking forward to having a campout in their yard, but plans change when it starts raining. That won't stop them,
though. With a little imagination, some scissors and paint, indoor camping can be just as fun as camping outside! Pinkalicious and her friends are
all set for a pinkerrific tea party - that is, until some unexpected guests buzz in. She thinks the flutterbugs are there for the cupcakes, but
discovers what they really love is her singing.

(CC) DVI #113H(S)PBS

11:00a Elinor Wonders Why
Speedy Swimming/Strawberry Jam

Speedy Swimming - The kids go to the local lake for a nice swim and discover that many animals can swim really fast. Elinor then notices
something interesting -- ducks, along with other animals that swim, like frogs and turtles, have webbed feet. The three little scientists discover that
webbed feet help these creatures get around easier in the water, which makes them swim faster. The kids are inspired by this discovery and use
flippers to swim fast all over the lake! Strawberry Jam - It's Elinor's Dad's birthday and he's in great spirits, because they are doing his favorite
thing - going camping. But, when Elinor and Olive plan the perfect camping breakfast, they realize they're out of strawberry jam, which he loves.
What are they going to do?! The two kids set out to find some strawberries and learn how to tell which strawberries are ripe and ready to be eaten
and which are not. The two girls then use the ripe strawberries to make the perfect birthday breakfast for Elinor's Dad.

(CC) DVI #124H(S)PBS

11:30a Nature Cat
The Bumblebee Queen/Tree Love

(CC) N/A #506H(S)PBS

12:00n Hero Elementary
The Butterfly Chasers / Something Shady

When Monarch butterflies are missing from the school garden, Benny and the rest of Sparks' Crew follow one Monarch to see where it goes.
They soon discover that all the Monarchs are on the move...but why? Curriculum: Seasonal weather changes cause Monarch butterflies to
migrate south in the winter in order to survive. / The shady spot that AJ picked for the class's outdoor lunch has disappeared. Determined, Sparks'
Crew embarks on a mission to find out who, or what, swiped AJ's shade. Curriculum: The position of the light behind an object affects the position
and size of the shadow it casts.

(CC) DVI #112H(S)PBS

12:30p Xavier Riddle and the Secret Museum
We Are The Wright Brothers/We Are The Bronte Sisters

(CC) DVI #111H(S)PBS

01:00p Cottonwood Connections
Fort Wallace Museum

(N) N/A #201HSHPTV

01:30p Daytripper
Port Aransas, Tx

Chet heads to the coast to learn how to surf the waves and shell the shore. He dines on local seafood and learns the boating history that brought
FDR to this coastal hideaway.

(CC) N/A #809H(S)NETA

02:00p Food - Delicious Science
Food on the Brain

Travel the world with Michael Mosley and James Wong to discover how the chemistry in our food affects our brains and creates our deepest
cravings. This is delicious science.

(CC) N/A #101H(S)PBS

03:00p Molly of Denali: Wise Raven & Old Crow
Molly's family goes on an epic river trip to a traditional Gwich'in village to celebrate their late Grandma Catherine. Getting there won't be easy.
Molly will need to listen to the land and connect with her culture to get them there safely.

(CC) DVI #0H(S)PBS

04:00p Odd Squad
Breakfast Club/Dr. O: Party Time, Excellent

The Breakfast Club - Delivery Debbie goes undercover to stop a group of villains. Curriculum: hundreds chart, odd and even numbers,
greater/less than, two-digit numbers, place value. Dr. O: Party Time, Excellent - When Olympia finds out Dr. O is leaving, she struggles to throw
the best goodbye party ever. Curriculum: money, subtraction.

(CC) DVI #221H(S)PBS

04:30p Arthur
Binky Barnes, Art Expert/Arthur's Lucky Pencil

Arthur and Buster have to work with Binky on an art project, but what does a bully like Binky know about art? A lot more than they do, it turns out.
In part two, Arthur discovers the secret to success -- a pencil that brings good luck to whoever possesses it. But pencils get shorter when they're
sharpened, and soon, Arthur's entire future rests on a small stub of lead.

(CC) DVI #202H(S)PBS
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05:00p Ready Jet Go!
Try and Try Again/Racing On Sunshine

Jet's robot Jet 2 needs new wheels if he's going to be able to rove over the surface of Mars. Jet and the kids try a bunch of different wheels,
without success. In the end, they borrow the wheels from Mitchell's scooter, so Jet 2 can successfully navigate on Mars. The kids enter their karts
in the big kid-kart derby, but this year they all have to design solar powered karts. Jet learns how solar panels work, and how batteries save up
the energy so you can race even when clouds cover the Sun.

(CC) DVI #210H(S)PBS

05:30p BBC News America (CC) N/A #2934H(S)WETA

06:00p PBS Newshour
Episode 9

(CC) N/A #14009H(S)NPS

07:00p This Old House
Atlanta | School of Hvac

The Atlanta Beltline is toured. A stem wall foundation replaces the existing footings, and the crawl space gets a vapor barrier. The homeowner
receives a lesson on HVAC installation. An outdoor learning center is toured for backyard inspiration.

(CC) N/A #4403H(S)PBSPL

07:30p Ask This Old House
Doorbell Retrofit, Driveway Edging

Heath installs a new doorbell by locating and replacing the original doorbell wiring; Richard explains bottle traps and when they are an option in
small bathrooms; Mark removes an old brick driveway edging and replaces it with cobblestones.

(CC) N/A #2103H(S)PBSPL

08:00p Home Diagnosis
Brooklyn, Ny 1600's Verses #Tinylab

Tour the history of Home Performance with hosts Grace and Corbett by pitting today's homeowner expectations against the earliest days of
America. Using the TinyLab, the world's highest performing tiny house on wheels that Corbett and Grace built, they compare it against the
Wyckoff House, New York's oldest surviving structure dating back to the Dutch colonies in the 1600s, also originally self-built as a one-room
family homestead. After generations of additions can the past ever measure up to modern performance standards?

(CC) N/A #104H(S)NETA

08:30p Inspire
Constitutional Amendment On Abortion

(N) N/A #218HKTWU

09:00p La Frontera with Pati Jinich
Fronterizos of the Golden Coast

Pati Jinich travels the California part of the US-Mexico border. She meets the fronterizos, or borderlanders, of the golden coast to experience the
melding of cultures, cross-border collaborations, and explosive growth.

(CC) N/A #201H(S)NPS

10:00p Sunflower Journeys
Getting Down to Business

We look into the state's efforts to make hemp production emerge as part of the Kansas agricultural economy; we talk to Ron Wilson of the Huck
Boyd National Institute for Rural Development and hear Ron define the term ? Ruralprenaur,? - a rural entrepreneur who has a vested interest in
making a small town grow, including two examples, B&W Trailer Hitches in Humboldt, KS, and the Landoll Corporation in Marysville, KS; in our
studio segment, we meet Darin Miller, the owner of co-working spaces in Wamego and Manhattan where his members nurture individual small
businesses.

(N) N/A #3204H(S)KTWU

10:30p America's Heartland
Ever heard of grapes with names like Cotton Candy and Gum Drop? See how they're grown at this farm in California's Central Valley. Prunes are
being rediscovered by chefs and consumers as a healthy food choice. Learn how to make Salsa Verde Braised Chicken with fresh tomatillos. A
Texas farmer works with college researchers to see if sheep can provide effective weed control in cotton fields.

(CC) N/A #1702H(S)APTEX

11:00p This Old House
Atlanta | School of Hvac

The Atlanta Beltline is toured. A stem wall foundation replaces the existing footings, and the crawl space gets a vapor barrier. The homeowner
receives a lesson on HVAC installation. An outdoor learning center is toured for backyard inspiration.

(CC) N/A #4403H(S)PBSPL

11:30p Ask This Old House
Doorbell Retrofit, Driveway Edging

Heath installs a new doorbell by locating and replacing the original doorbell wiring; Richard explains bottle traps and when they are an option in
small bathrooms; Mark removes an old brick driveway edging and replaces it with cobblestones.

(CC) N/A #2103H(S)PBSPL
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12:00m Before We Die
Episode 4

Hannah decides to take justice into her own hands, but a message from Bianca stops her in her tracks. Hannah and Billy make a breakthrough in
their case linking police corruption to the Mimicas and share it with their boss.

(CC) N/A #204H(S)NPS

06:00a Molly of Denali
Trini's Super Coop/Trini's Winter Warm Up

(CC) DVI #205H(S)PBS

06:30a Happy Yoga with Sarah Starr
Waves

Allow the powerful ocean energy to recharge your body as we explore an invigorating modified yoga practice using a chair for support. Including
gentle sun salutations along with easy to follow yoga moves to stretch and lengthen the spine in a full range of motion, creating more ease in the
back, shoulders and hips.

(CC) N/A #505H(S)NETA

07:00a Yoga In Practice
A Complicated Journey

Being human can be a messy and complicated journey. It is our light that makes our shadows, our sorrows that give meaning to our joys, making
us who we are. What if yoga as a practice of living fully is inviting us to engage the messiness of our life and not to run from it? Are we able to
want the life we are currently living right now? Consider this idea as we move though our practice together.

(CC) N/A #410H(S)APTEX

07:30a Curious George
Curious George On Time/Curious George's Bunny Hunt

Curious George On Time - After accidentally breaking Professor Wiseman's cuckoo clock, George decides to explore the inside of the BIG library
clock to see how it works. When the big clock stops working too, Mr. Reloj, the local clockmaker, comes to the rescue. With Mr. Reloj's help,
George discovers how to use various tools to make the clocks tick again. Curious George's Bunny Hunt - In the country, George falls in love with
neighbor Bill's new pet bunnies. They are so irresistible that when Bill leaves to do his paper route, George just has to pet one. But as soon as he
opens the bunny hutch, they all escape. By following their footprints and careful counting, George restores order and returns the missing bunnies
to their home.

(CC) DVI #105H(S)PBS

08:00a Daniel Tiger's Neighborhood
Daniel Learns About Lizards/Daniel Wonders About Trolley

Daniel Learns About Lizards - Daniel and Prince Wednesday discover a small lizard in Daniel's backyard. They have a lot of questions about the
lizard. When they wonder and explore, they learn so many new things. Daniel Wonders About Trolley - Daniel and his friends learn more about
their favorite Neighborhood Trolley! Strategy: When you wonder you can try to find out more.

(CC) DVI #320H(S)PBS

08:30a Rosie's Rules
Trouble In Chalk Town/Story Time Garden

Rosie and Javi are making a chalk town in the circle drive, but things take a turn when others want to use the space too. / Rosie wants to fix the
community garden for Story Time by herself, but it turns out to be harder than she thought.

(CC) DVI #116H(S)PBS

09:00a Sesame Street
Elmo's Number Adventure

A number convention comes to Sesame Street and Elmo helps solve problems using math. Guest: Billie Eilish.

(CC) DVI #5232H(S)PBS

09:30a Work It Out Wombats!
Me Time/Zadie and the Really Big, Really Loud Noisy Thing

After discovering that Super takes an hour for herself every day, the Wombats go on a quest to create the perfect "Me Time."/After a too-calm
"Quiet Day," Zadie yearns to make some noise with her Really Big, Really Loud Noisy Thing!

(CC) DVI #108H(S)PBS

10:00a Donkey Hodie
Spooky Shadow Swamp/Hidden Orchestra

When Donkey and Panda lose Bob Dog's favorite ball in Spooky Shadow Swamp, they must find their inner brave to get it back./To join the
Hidden Orchestra, Donkey must complete a scavenger hunt for hidden instruments. Will she remember all the steps?

(CC) DVI #111H(S)PBS

10:30a Pinkalicious & Peterrific
All Tangled Up/Above The Clouds

It's Pinkville's Flower Festival and the whole town has gathered to plant flowers in the park. When an ordering mishap leaves Pinkville with balls
of yarn instead of flowers bulbs, Pinkalicious rallies everyone to use the yarn to make the park pinkatastic. / It's a very windy day in Pinkville, so
Pinkalicious and Peter decide to make homemade kites. But Pinkalicious gets carried away - literally. How can she and Peter use their creative
problem-solving skills to get her back down again?

(CC) DVI #108H(S)PBS
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11:00a Elinor Wonders Why
Echo Location/Ears to You

Echo Location - On a camping trip, the kids discover that Ari is really good at playing Marco Polo. Even without saying "Marco," a blindfolded Ari
can easily figure out where Olive and Elinor are. How does he do it? They get a clue when they learn about echoing voices from a cliff face and
understand that bats make a special noise only a few animals can hear that helps them know what's around them. Ears to You - One day while
playing at the lake, Elinor and her friends notice something very interesting -- they can't see ears on some animals. That's so interesting! How do
they hear? This question sets the kids off to explore, and they soon learn how frogs, fish and moles hear. Even though it looks like those animals
don't have any ears at all, the kids discover they do have ears, but that they're just hard to notice, because they are good for hearing underground
or underwater. Just like there are lots of different kinds of animals, there are also lots of different kinds of ears!

(CC) DVI #130H(S)PBS

11:30a Nature Cat
Magical Mushroom Mystery Tour/A Midsummer Day's Dream

(CC) N/A #311H(S)PBS

12:00n Hero Elementary
Turtle Beach / Shine A Light On Me

Sparks' Crew travels to Turtle Beach to see baby turtles hatching, but instead find the beach filled with litter. Our heroes investigate how the
garbage got there and clean it up to make the path to the water clear and safe for the hatching turtles. Curriculum: Human activity has an impact
on the world around us, but we can take action to reduce the impact of human activity. / Sparks' Crew gathers at night to help search for a
missing superdog, Spotnado. When the dog gets ahold of a flashlight, they use what they learn about light to help catch the dog. Curriculum:
Objects can only be seen if light is available to illuminate them or if they give off their own light. Some materials allow light to pass through them,
others allow only some light through, and others block all the light.

(CC) DVI #113H(S)PBS

12:30p Xavier Riddle and the Secret Museum
I Am Winston Churchill/I Am Cleopatra

I am Winston Churchill Brad is excited to join a small group of boys building a castle in the KidZone, but his enthusiasm quickly disappears when
they refuse to listen to any of his ideas. Brad knows he could help make their castle amazing, if only they'd listen. To the Secret Museum! Our
heroes go back in time to meet someone who knew exactly how to command attention: Winston Churchill. They meet Winston just as he's about
to play a game of capture the flag with his new schoolmates, but none of them want to listen to his ideas on how to play the game! Knowing he
could lead his team to victory, Winston keeps on sharing his ideas, confidently and politely, until the boys finally listen. Their big win shows Brad
how important it is to speak up for yourself. I am Cleopatra Xavier is stoked to see a super awesome super moon in real life! There's just one
problem: he'd have to stay up past bedtime. How can he ask his parents? What if they say no? To the Secret Museum! Our heroes go back in
time to meet someone who was skilled at the art of negotiation: Cleopatra. They arrive in Ancient Egypt and find Cleopatra just as she's preparing
to ask her father a big question of her own: she wants to end her daily lessons a full hour early so she can attend a festival in town. Luckily,
Cleopatra knows exactly how to ask! You have to be prepared, confident, and polite. Seeing how well Cleopatra's strategy works shows Xavier
how important it is to ask for things the right way.

(CC) DVI #107H(S)PBS

01:00p Cottonwood Connections
Restoration of the Grainfield Opera

(N) N/A #202HSHPTV

01:30p Daytripper
Mount Pleasant, Tx

Chet heads to a Northeast Texas town where he dines on sushi and samples the legendary "Pittsburg Hot Links." He goes mountain biking at a
state park and explores the aviation history of town, including the Ezekiel Air Ship that claims to have beaten the Wright Brothers to flight.

(CC) N/A #810H(S)NETA

02:00p Dutch Hop!
The hammered dulcimer, accordion, trombone and bass blend to create unique polka melodies and the 100-year-old dance tradition of the Volga
Germans, immigrants who came to the United States from Germany by way of Russia. Along with their agricultural skills, they brought a unique
form of music. Viewers meet the musicians, dancers and families who treasure this cultural gem and strive to keep the tradition alive.

(CC) N/A #0H(S)NETA

03:00p Alma's Way
Trick Or Treatasaurus/The Haunted Hallway

When Junior accidentally ruins his dinosaur Halloween costume, Alma, Mami, and T'a Gloria must figure out a way to turn the mistake into a
fright-night delight. It's Halloween at the community center, and Alma, Rafia, and Lucas are determined to have the best Haunted Hallway ever.
But when Alma decides that she wants to make the Hallway even spookier than before, people stop visiting. What gives?

(CC) DVI #138H(S)PBS

03:30p Wild Kratts
Praying Mantis

Two Wild Kratts kids wake up to find the praying mantis cocoons they've been keeping in their room have hatched - they now have 200 babies!
Sending out a Wild Kratts Alarm, the Tortuga rushes to help them, and return the baby mantises safely to the wild.

(CC) N/A #323H(S)PBS
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04:00p Odd Squad
Xs and Os/Dr. O No

(CC) DVI #222H(S)PBS

04:30p Arthur
Making Conversation/A Cloudy Day

(CC) DVI #2502H(S)PBS

05:00p Ready Jet Go!
Potatoes On Mars/Bortron Leprechaun

Jet is fascinated by the Earthie potatoes that the kids have grown in the backyard garden. Now he wants to try to grow potatoes on Mars! They
take several plants to Mars and try, but learn that potatoes need the right air, temperature, water, and even the right soil. Jet is fascinated by his
first Earthie rainbow. He wants to know all about them! Sydney tells Jet about the mythical Leprechauns that keep a pot of gold at the end of the
rainbow, and even though they explain that it's only a story, Jet insists on following the rainbow to its end and meeting a magical leprechaun.

(CC) DVI #211H(S)PBS

05:30p BBC News America (CC) N/A #2935H(S)WETA

06:00p PBS Newshour
Episode 10

(CC) N/A #14010H(S)NPS

07:00p Washington Week with the Atlantic (CC) N/A #6303H(S)NPS

07:30p Firing Line with Margaret Hoover
Guest: Jewel. Singer-songwriter Jewel Kilcher discusses her journey from a troubled upbringing in Alaska to music megastardom, how she saved
her own soul by prioritizing her mental health, and her virtual reality platform providing access to mindfulness tools.

(CC) N/A #703H(S)NPS

08:00p Market to Market (CC) N/A #4848H(S)IPTV

08:30p Real Ag
Side Hustles

(N) N/A #1103HSHPTV

09:00p The Great American Recipe
Join the cooks as they prepare grab-and-go meals, from breakfast burritos to musubi. In the second round, the cooks make home-baked treats as
part of the first-ever Great American Recipe Bake Sale.

(CC) N/A #204H(S)NPS

10:00p Amanpour and Company (CC) N/A #6010H(S)PBSPL

11:00p Real Ag
Side Hustles

(N) N/A #1103HSHPTV

11:30p Start Up
Ash and Erie

Like 30 percent of American men under 5'8 in height, Steven Mazur and Eric Huang have always had a difficult time finding clothes that fit them
properly. So, they took matters into their own hands and decided to do something about it. After lots of research, a successful IndieGoGo
campaign and a trip to the Shark Tank, Ash and Erie is now the industry leader in "smaller guys" apparel. This is story about necessity truly being
the mother of invention.

(CC) N/A #806H(S)NETA
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12:00m India - Nature's Wonderland
Join a journey through India to discover its rich culture and rare wildlife. Experience a ritual tiger dance and see lions, elephants and India's only
ape -- the hoolock gibbon. Then climb to the Himalayas where the Ganges River begins.

(CC) N/A #101H(S)PBS

06:00a Molly of Denali
Sukis Bone/Brand New Flag

When Suki digs up an old bone tool covered with markings, Molly, Tooey, and Oscar discover the playful pooch has made an important
archeological discovery. Now everything the kids find by the river could be an ancient artifact, including a round, washer-like object Oscar tied to
a kite and got stuck in a tree. / Inspired by Benny Benson, the real-life Alaska Native boy who designed the state flag of Alaska, Molly announces
a contest to design an original flag for the Denali Trading Post. As the submissions stream in, Molly finds her hands full of designs, expectations,
and worries. Which flag will she choose? The winner proves to be the most unlikely candidate.

(CC) DVI #110H(S)PBS

06:30a Agphd (N) N/A #1319HHEFTY

07:00a Market to Market (CC) N/A #4848H(S)IPTV

07:30a Curious George
Curious Gorge/Sound Story

(CC) N/A #1111H(S)PBS

08:00a Work It Out Wombats!
Bake It Til You Make It/Zoom-In Zadie

Louisa hatches a plan to trade mud pies for stickers, but Zeke can't remember his perfect mud pie recipe. / Mr. E yearns to paint a square, but
Quique's lessons aren't helping. Can Zadie's photos bring students to the class to inspire Mr. E?

(CC) DVI #112H(S)PBS

08:30a Daniel Tiger's Neighborhood
Daniel Gets Mad at Dad/Daniel Gets Mad at His Friends

Daniel Gets Mad at Dad - On their way to the post office, Dad tells Daniel he can't play at the park, and that makes Daniel mad! Daniel feels badly
about getting angry with his dad, but he learns that you can love someone even if you're mad at them. Daniel Gets Mad at His Friends - Daniel
and his friends are making "Just Like Me" pictures at school today. When Miss Elaina spills red paint on Daniel's project, he gets mad at his
friend. The group learns that even good friends get mad at each other sometimes. Strategy: You can be mad at someone you love. When you are
ready, give them a hug!

(CC) DVI #314H(S)PBS

09:00a Sesame Street
A Home for Gecko

Elmo, Abby, and Chris are helping Zoe make a habitat for her new pet gecko, Gary. They fill a terrarium with soil, moss, rocks, and branches but
are missing a hiding place to keep Gary cool. This is a problem! They wonder what they can use for Gary's hiding spot. What if they use an empty
yogurt cup? Let's try! It works. They didn't give up and made the perfect hiding spot for Gary's new home.

(CC) DVI #5221H(S)PBS

09:30a Rosie's Rules
Rosie Maps It Out/Merry-Go-Rosie

104A When Rosie can't figure out where to take Mom for Mother's Day, Mom shows Rosie how to read symbols on a map. 104B Crystal takes
the kids to the merry-go-round at the amusement park, but first they need to plan their route on a map.

(CC) DVI #104H(S)PBS

10:00a Donkey Hodie
Being Bob Dog/Panda Panda

Donkey and Panda don't know what to give Bob Dog for his birthday, so they pretend to be him to figure out the bow-wowiest present ever!
/There are too many Pandas! Donkey and Panda's playdate goes awry when they find one of Harriett's inventions.

(CC) DVI #126H(S)PBS

10:30a Diy Science Time
Polymers

Mister C and the Science Crew have the right formula for you to create your own super-stretchy, ooey-gooey slime! We're all linked together
when we're exploring polymers as a team.

(CC) N/A #106H(S)NETA

11:00a Paint This with Jerry Yarnell
Old Faithful, Part 3

In episode 3, Jerry continues highlighting the foreground rock area with multiple colors and various brighter highlights and details. Now he
explains how to mix a specific color of gray for the underpainting of the mist and gasses from the geyser. Now he shows how to use the # 6 bristle
brush to underpaint the formations of the geyser. He ends by explaining how to layer the light values to create the cloud-like formations.

(CC) N/A #3103H(S)NETA
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11:30a Make It Artsy
Your Materials

The final episode takes a different approach to materials and how we use them. First, create sparkly watercolor ornaments with host Julie Fei Fan
Balzer. Then join Lynn Lilly in her home studio for three variations of embroidery hoop art to use for wall decor. Last is a color study - gold.

(CC) N/A #913H(S)NETA

12:00n Creative Living
Designer, Jana Beus knows that PVC pipe is not just for plumbing! She's going to show how to construct a doll house using this lightweight but
sturdy plastic. She'll also show a product called "Magic Foam" which can become instant upholstery! Beus' company is Doll Stuff by Jana. Elena
Etcheverry is the founder and ED for Charity Wings, and she will show how to use a sewing machine to embroider a monogram onto a blanket.
She explains that this can easily be turned into a home business and is one that she works with through her non-profit organization. Chef John
Csukor is a culinary consultant to the California Fig Advisory Board, and he knows that when California figs are added to baked goods, the
finished recipe has a higher moisture content contributing to longer shelf life. In addition the rich flavors meld well with warm spices for a special
treat!

(CC) N/A #6916H(S)KENW

12:30p This Old House
Atlanta | Unsafe Structures

The Atlanta house is in disrepair, so layers are peeled back to uncover the extent of the damage. The homeowner lends a hand with demolition of
unsafe structures. We meet the contractor. A lending library is built. Care is taken to save an oak tree.

(CC) N/A #4402H(S)PBSPL

01:00p Woodsmith Shop
Platform Bed

Building a bed is much easier than you think. There aren't many parts and you get a chance to work on some important woodworking skills. In this
episode, the Woodsmith Shop crew makes a platform bed with a paneled headboard. Eye-catching material and stain give it a great look.

(CC) N/A #1408H(S)NETA

01:30p American Woodshop
Finishing for the Ages / Queen Anne Low Boy Finishing Techniques

How do you get the perfect color on custom wooden works? Test samples! This show is completely dedicated to demystifying the finishing
process. This episode shows the steps needed to finish with style and ease!

(CC) N/A #3010H(S)NETA

02:00p Garage with Steve Butler
Mallet & Hand Plane

Steve builds a mallet and hand plane from recycled materials.

(CC) N/A #103H(S)NETA

02:30p Chef's Life
More Than One Way to Skin A Catfish

An up-close-and-personal experience with farm-raised catfish offers Vivian an enlightened perspective on the industry. When a staff member's
last day at the restaurant finally arrives, heavy emotions, and fond memories create a bonding moment for the entire crew. It's the holidays and
Vivian is crowned Grand Marshall of the Pink Hill Christmas Parade.

(CC) N/A #407H(S)PBS

03:00p America's Test Kitchen from Cook's Illustrated
Summertime Staples

In this episode, test cook Keith Dresser makes host Julia Collin Davison the perfect Pan-Seared Swordfish Steaks with Caper-Currant Relish.
Tasting expert Jack Bishop challenges host Bridget Lancaster to a tasting of supermarket capers. Gadget expert Lisa McManus reviews Indoor
Gardens, and test cook Becky Hays makes Bridget the Best Summer Tomato Gratin.

(CC) N/A #2025H(S)APTEX

03:30p Cook's Country
The Perfect Cake

Test cook Christie Morrison and Julia Collin Davison reveal the steps to making a showstopping Blueberry Jam Cake. Equipment expert Adam
Ried reviews toasters with Bridget Lancaster. Test cook Bryan Roof and Bridget make a St. Louis favorite, Gooey Butter Cake Bars.

(CC) N/A #1208H(S)APTEX

04:00p Fons & Porter's Love of Quilting
Lakeside Lanterns

Angela Huffman's quilt, Lakeside Lanterns, was inspired by a vintage quilt she saw at a museum on her travels, but antique quilts don't always
have "friendly" math. On this episode, you'll learn how thoughtful oversizing and careful trimming will simplify the quilt's construction. Use updated
techniques to achieve a traditional look!

(CC) N/A #4110H(S)NETA

04:30p It's Sew Easy
Stitch It Up

Stitch it up with three very different sewing styles on this episode. Frist, Emily Thompson makes a mesh bag perfect for the beach. Then, it's
cosplay expert Cheryl Sleboda with a tip for adding enlarger panels to your cosplay outfits for a perfect fit. Last is a stitching technique for adding
pockets to joggers with Angela Wolf.

(CC) N/A #2011H(S)NETA
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05:00p Max Haverfield & Friends Christmas Show
Fox Theatre: Hays, Ks

(N) N/A #1HSHPTV

06:30p Kansas Shrine Bowl 2023
Fhsu-Hays, Ks/East Vs West

(N) N/A #1HSHPTV

10:30p Sharing Butte Creek (CC) N/A #0H(S)NETA

11:00p Sound On Tap
Ranky Tanky

This Grammy Award winning, Charleston, SC-based quintet, performs timeless music born from the Gullah culture of the southeastern Sea
Islands. Their debut album was featured on NPR's Fresh Air with Terry Gross and the TODAY show. It also soared to the #1 position on the
Billboard, Amazon, and iTunes Jazz Charts. Playful game songs, ecstatic shouts, and heartbreaking spirituals can all be found on their latest
release Good Time, which also offers the groups first original songs inspired by Gullah tradition.

(CC) N/A #402H(S)NETA

11:30p Songs at the Center
Tenille Townes, Caitlyn Smith, Caylee Hammack

15-time Canadian Country Music Award winner and 2-time Academy of Country Music (ACM) Award winner, Tenille Townes, joins Caitlyn Smith,
writer of the # 1 Billboard Adult Top 40 duet by Meghan Trainor and John Legend, "Like I'm Gonna Lose You;" and Capitol Nashville Recording
Artist, Caylee Hammack, one of Billboard Magazine's "10 New Artists You Need to Know." All three ignite the Songs at the Center stage with high
energy, humility and grace.

(CC) N/A #907H(S)
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12:00m Nature
The Whale Detective

A filmmaker investigates his traumatic encounter with a 30-ton humpback whale that breached and almost landed on him while he was kayaking.
What he discovers raises far bigger questions about humans' relationship with whales and their future.

(CC) DVI #3709H(S)NPS

06:00a Molly of Denali
Trini's Super Coop/Trini's Winter Warm Up

(CC) DVI #205H(S)PBS

06:30a Alma's Way
Trick Or Treatasaurus/The Haunted Hallway

When Junior accidentally ruins his dinosaur Halloween costume, Alma, Mami, and T'a Gloria must figure out a way to turn the mistake into a
fright-night delight. It's Halloween at the community center, and Alma, Rafia, and Lucas are determined to have the best Haunted Hallway ever.
But when Alma decides that she wants to make the Hallway even spookier than before, people stop visiting. What gives?

(CC) DVI #138H(S)PBS

07:00a Wild Kratts
Praying Mantis

Two Wild Kratts kids wake up to find the praying mantis cocoons they've been keeping in their room have hatched - they now have 200 babies!
Sending out a Wild Kratts Alarm, the Tortuga rushes to help them, and return the baby mantises safely to the wild.

(CC) N/A #323H(S)PBS

07:30a Curious George
Curious George On Time/Curious George's Bunny Hunt

Curious George On Time - After accidentally breaking Professor Wiseman's cuckoo clock, George decides to explore the inside of the BIG library
clock to see how it works. When the big clock stops working too, Mr. Reloj, the local clockmaker, comes to the rescue. With Mr. Reloj's help,
George discovers how to use various tools to make the clocks tick again. Curious George's Bunny Hunt - In the country, George falls in love with
neighbor Bill's new pet bunnies. They are so irresistible that when Bill leaves to do his paper route, George just has to pet one. But as soon as he
opens the bunny hutch, they all escape. By following their footprints and careful counting, George restores order and returns the missing bunnies
to their home.

(CC) DVI #105H(S)PBS

08:00a Work It Out Wombats!
Crab Quakes/Hopping Helpers

The Wombats are on the case, helping find the mystery of a scary-weird sound that has frightened Carly, CeCe, and Clyde. / The Wombats
become "Hopping Helpers," packaging jars of super-sticky Ooey Gooey Goo.

(CC) DVI #106H(S)PBS

08:30a Daniel Tiger's Neighborhood
Daniel Learns About Lizards/Daniel Wonders About Trolley

Daniel Learns About Lizards - Daniel and Prince Wednesday discover a small lizard in Daniel's backyard. They have a lot of questions about the
lizard. When they wonder and explore, they learn so many new things. Daniel Wonders About Trolley - Daniel and his friends learn more about
their favorite Neighborhood Trolley! Strategy: When you wonder you can try to find out more.

(CC) DVI #320H(S)PBS

09:00a Sesame Street
Friendship Celebration

It's a friendship celebration on Sesame Street! Elmo and Zoe are practicing a dance for the celebration, but Zoe gets frustrated with Elmo for
struggling to learn the dance moves. Zoe learns to be careful with the words she uses after hurting Elmo's feelings over their friendship dance.
Guest: Amanda Gorman.

(CC) DVI #5220H(S)PBS

09:30a Rosie's Rules
Sister Surprise/Rosies Twin

111A When Rosie learns about a surprise for a sister, she tries to find out who that sister is. 111B Inspired by the cool stuff twins Jun and Quinn
do together, Rosie tries to find someone to be her very own twin.

(CC) DVI #111H(S)PBS

10:00a Donkey Hodie
Spooky Shadow Swamp/Hidden Orchestra

When Donkey and Panda lose Bob Dog's favorite ball in Spooky Shadow Swamp, they must find their inner brave to get it back./To join the
Hidden Orchestra, Donkey must complete a scavenger hunt for hidden instruments. Will she remember all the steps?

(CC) DVI #111H(S)PBS

10:30a Biz Kid$
The Green Economy & You

Join the Biz Kids on a mission and discover your impact on the environment. Explore different ways to become part of the green economy and
learn how there's green to be made in thinking green. Find out about "The Big Green Bus" and "Zoo Doo."

(CC) DVI #209H(S)APTEX
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11:00a Curious Crew
Central Nervous System

Uncontrollable hands, knee-jerk reflex, reaction times and more! The Curious Crew explores how our body's system of nerves help us make quick
decisions. STEM Challenge: Designing a sensory fidget toy. Curious About Careers: Kinesiologist Dr. Janet Hauck.

(CC) N/A #404H(S)NETA

11:30a Make48
Launch of the 48 hour invention competition. Learn the product challenge. Begin to meet the teams, the experts and the mentors of the
competition. Commence with the brainstorming process, patent searches, and more...

(CC) N/A #301H(S)APTEX

12:00n Market to Market (CC) N/A #4848H(S)IPTV

12:30p Motorweek
R/T: KIA NIRO ELECTRIC R/T: TOYOTA GR COROLLA

(CC) N/A #4245H(S)PBSPL

01:00p Real Ag
Gmo's

(N) N/A #1104HSHPTV

01:30p Plan Stronger TV
Lady Bird Deeds

David Holland is joined by attorney, Courtney Kilbourne Hayes, who explains "Lady Bird" deeds. CFP Professional, Kathy Longo, provides
insights for women in divorce. Director of the Alabama Securities Commission, Joseph Borg, shares cautions on the very real threat of financial
exploitation.

(CC) N/A #605H(S)ACCES

02:00p Classic Gospel
Gvb Reunion Live

History was made when over 20 members, past and present, of the Grammy award-winning Gaither Vocal Band gathered on one stage for the
first-ever LIVE concert reunion. Bill Gaither, Mark Lowry, Guy Penrod, Gary McSpadden, David Phelps, Russ Taff, Marshall Hall and more
combined their talents for a two-day event of song, inspiration and laughter with unprecedented performances of many of your favorite hits from
this legendary group.

(CC) N/A #1401H(S)NETA

03:00p How She Rolls
Beginnings & Endings

Even with strong sales, competitors are undercutting the grocery business. Carrie finally finds the perfect new bakery space, but will she choose
to move? A former employee opens a new cafe, and daughter Caroline has finally found her college home.

(CC) N/A #209H(S)PBSPL

03:30p Doctors On Call
Dr Shelbe Darnell

(N) N/A #1811HSHPTV

04:00p Antiques Roadshow
Omaha, Hour One

ANTIQUES ROADSHOW cameras capture tales of family heirlooms, yard salebargains and long-lost items salvaged from attics and basements,
whil e experts reveal the fascinating truths about these finds.

(CC) N/A #2013H(S)NPS

05:00p PBS News Weekend (CC) N/A #2006H(S)NPS

05:30p History with David Rubenstein
Frederik Logevall

Pulitzer Prize-winning historian Fredrik Logevall explores the life of President John F. Kennedy, from his birth to his rise to power during a time of
national turmoil and transformation.

(CC) N/A #309H(S)PBSPL

06:00p Antiques Roadshow
Omaha, Hour One

ANTIQUES ROADSHOW cameras capture tales of family heirlooms, yard salebargains and long-lost items salvaged from attics and basements,
whil e experts reveal the fascinating truths about these finds.

(CC) N/A #2013H(S)NPS

07:00p Ridley
Swansong, Part 1

After a chance encounter with jazz singer Eve Marbury, Ridley agrees to help find Eve's brother Luke, missing for forty years.

(CC) DVI #105#(S)NPS
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08:00p Grantchester On Masterpiece
Season 8, Episode 2

(CC) DVI #5329#(S)NPS

09:00p D.I. Ray
Episode 2

D.I. Ray and the team race to track down Anjuli Kapoor, making more than one grim discovery in the process. This is no honor crime.

(CC) DVI #102#(S)NPS

10:00p Austin City Limits
John Legend & The Roots: Wake Up!

Savor a special encore of protest soul classics from John Legend & the Roots' Grammy-winning LP Wake Up! Originally broadcast in 2011, the
hour-long episode features "Wake Up Everybody," "Compared to What" and "Ordinary People."

(CC) N/A #4605H(S)PBSPL

11:00p Ridley
Swansong, Part 1

After a chance encounter with jazz singer Eve Marbury, Ridley agrees to help find Eve's brother Luke, missing for forty years.

(CC) DVI #105H(S)NPS
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12:00m Sanditon On Masterpiece
Season 8, Episode 2

In the aftermath of a fatal accident, Will is devastated to be the cause while Geordie rushes to exonerate his friend.

(CC) DVI #5329H(S)PBS

06:00a Molly of Denali
Operation Sleepover/Beneath The Surface

Operation Sleepover When a blizzard hits Qyah Molly has to spend the night at Tooey's house. Sleepover time! And even better, Atsaq agrees to
Molly and Tooey's plan to have the sled dogs sleep inside - if they can behave. Beneath the Surface It's ice fishing season! Nina is studying life
under the ice with her new underwater camera, so Molly and Tooey decide to join her in her tent. But a friendly competition to see who can catch
the most fish turns south when Molly's fish charm bracelet accidently falls into an ice hole.

(CC) DVI #129H(S)PBS

06:30a Happy Yoga with Sarah Starr
Bloom

Rejuvenate amongst the spectacular desert bloom with a modified yoga practice using a chair for support. Including dynamic seated stretches to
open the hips and improve range of motion in the spine along with a balance and strength standing sequence, incorporating gentle side bends to
expand the breath, activate the core and bring overall spaciousness to the body.

(CC) N/A #506H(S)NETA

07:00a Yoga In Practice
Tend to the Roots

During the recent upheavals of life I have found it comforting to engage in the nourishing activities of daily life. The basics have kept me grounded
- taking walks outside, nestling into a sofa to read or watch a movie, cooking meals, playing with my grandchildren. Tending to the roots of daily
life has created an inner resiliency that helps me face future uncertainties. Let's grow some roots today.

(CC) N/A #411H(S)APTEX

07:30a Curious George
Delivery Monkey/Another Mystery Package

(CC) N/A #1112H(S)PBS

08:00a Daniel Tiger's Neighborhood
The Neighborhood Wedding

Dr. Anna and Baker Aker are getting married, and the whole Neighborhood is helping them celebrate! Daniel has an important job as the ring
bearer and learns there are many ways to say "I love you."

(CC) DVI #611H(S)PBS

08:30a Rosie's Rules
Fun House/Crystals New Bunny

113A At the carnival, Rosie is finally ready to go into the Fun House, but then learns she doesn't have enough tickets. 113B A visit to the pet store
for Crystal's new bunny finds Rosie struggling to figure out what the bunny wants vs. what it needs.

(CC) DVI #113H(S)PBS

09:00a Sesame Street
Kind Alan

Elmo, Rosita, and Julia are disappointed that their plans changed, and they cant have storytime with Alan right now. To help the waiting go by,
they paint pictures of all the kind things Alan has done for them, like giving them snacks, playing with them, and reading them books. They come
up with the idea of putting the paintings together to make their own book and then tell their new story to Alan.

(CC) DVI #5222H(S)PBS

09:30a Work It Out Wombats!
The Sleepover/Secret Tunnels

Can Zeke manage a sleepover at the Creation Station when the bedtime routine is nothing like his own? / Hand-drawn map in hand, the
Wombats navigate an exciting network of tunnels beneath the Treeborhood.

(CC) DVI #109H(S)PBS

10:00a Donkey Hodie
Acornball/Super Duper Magic Fun Box

Donkey and Panda can't wait for Gameshow Gator's new game. To pass the time, they make up their own game: Acornball!/Donkey and Panda
disagree on which toys from the Super Duper Magic Fun Box are fun. Does this mean they can't be friends anymore?

(CC) DVI #130H(S)PBS

10:30a Pinkalicious & Peterrific
Fishtastic/The Pink Ness Monster

Fishtastic: Pinkalicious and Peter are super excited to go fishing at the beach, but the fish they catch is unlike any they've seen before. Maybe a
little music is all Pinkalicious needs to realize there is more to being a magni-fish-cent fish besides the color of your scales. Curriculum: (Music)
Singing is a way to express joy. The Pink Ness Monster: No one in Pinkville has ever seen the legendary Pink Ness monster before. Frida has
her heart set on being the first and Pinkalicious will do whatever it takes to bring this monster to life. Curriculum: (Visual Arts) Creating a sculpture
from everyday objects. Interstitial: Blues singer Vaneese Thomas makes up a song with kids and shows that the blues can make you feel all sorts
of emotions.

(CC) DVI #306H(S)PBS
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11:00a Elinor Wonders Why
Follow Your Nose/Leaf Charms

Follow Your Nose - The kids are having fun smelling some flowers, but Ari has a bit of a cold and his nose is stuffed up, so he can't smell
anything. This makes Elinor wonder why they need to smell at all. After investigating, the kids figure out that smelling is good for lots of reasons,
including to be able to taste things, and to tell where things are. In the end, the girls decide to help Ari by smelling everything for him until his cold
goes away. Leaf Charms - Elinor is excited to do some exploring with Camilla Dromedary, but Camilla seems more interested in playing dress up.
Camilla doesn't think Nature is very exciting because it's all trees with leaves and its all... green! After a while they go outside and Camilla
discovers that leaves come in all different shapes and colors. It turns out Nature has something she loves: a lot of flair! The girls use the leaves to
make some special charms and necklaces to remind them of their fun day exploring

(CC) DVI #127H(S)PBS

11:30a Nature Cat
Lights Out for Sea Turtles/Nature Art

Lights Out For Sea Turtles! - Nature Cat and his pals are camping out on the beach! Sweet! While they're looking for seashells they run into
Squeeks sea turtle friend, Celia, who just laid more than one hundred eggs. Squeeks wants to see the baby sea turtles up close and watch them
run to the ocean. She hears the cuteness factor is off the charts! Celia's eggs won't hatch for a while, but she says there are lots of other nests on
the beach and some of the eggs are bound to hatch tonight. Best. Beach. Campout. EVER! Time to find a sea turtle nest! Nature Art - Today is
the day of Hal's Aunt Riva's Nature Art Festival and Aunt Riva has a surprise. She's inviting Hal, Nature Cat, Squeeks and Daisy to be part of her
Nature Art show. Hooray! Aunt Riva encourages everyone to let their creative juices flow and create their own nature art. The pressure quickly
gets to Nature Cat and he's worried he'll never be inspired to make any nature, but Nature Cat just needs to take Aunt Riva's advice. He needs to
relax and soak up nature. That should lead to inspiration! Onward and artward!

(CC) N/A #203H(S)PBS

12:00n Hero Elementary
Hail Caesar / Picture Perfect

When a hailstorm causes damage around Citytown, Sparks' Crew calls upon the famous hero, Hail Caesar, to help them understand more about
hail. Curriculum: Severe weather, such as a hailstorm, is different from typical weather. / It's Picture Day at Hero Elementary, and Sparks' Crew is
determined to stay clean. But, their mission involves rescuing someone whose scooter is stuck in a giant mud puddle. How can they help without
getting dirty? Curriculum: A pulley lets a person pull downward to lift something up.

(CC) DVI #128H(S)PBS

12:30p Xavier Riddle and the Secret Museum
I Am Maya Angelou/I Am Frederick Douglass

(CC) DVI #119H(S)PBS

01:00p Cottonwood Connections
The Horse,The Ox & The Animals That Worked

(N) N/A #203HSHPTV

01:30p Daytripper
Laredo, Tx

Chet heads to the Texas border to sample the Tex Mex culture. He shops the mercados, eats at the restaurantes, and finds lots of historia on the
famous "Streets of Laredo." To cap it off, he paddles the Rio Grande on the look out for migrating birds.

(CC) N/A #811H(S)NETA

02:00p Antiques Roadshow
Omaha, Hour One

ANTIQUES ROADSHOW cameras capture tales of family heirlooms, yard salebargains and long-lost items salvaged from attics and basements,
whil e experts reveal the fascinating truths about these finds.

(CC) N/A #2013H(S)NPS

03:00p Alma's Way
Alma's Cat-Tastrophe/Stickball!

When Mr. Ramirez takes too many cats into his shop, Alma helps him figure out what to do with them. When Alma asks her friends to play
stickball, there's one hold-out Howard. How will she convince him he'll enjoy playing the game, too?

(CC) DVI #126H(S)PBS

03:30p Wild Kratts
Mini Madagascar

With no big land predators, Chris realizes that Madagascar is one of the safest places in the world for adventuring. It's the perfect place to
miniaturize and explore. But the 'mini' Kratts soon discover, they made a big mistake!

(CC) N/A #317H(S)PBS

04:00p Odd Squad
Negative Town/License to Science

Negative Town - The agents go to Negative Town to track down a villain. Curriculum: negative numbers. License to Science - Oona must pass
her lab director's test or risk getting kicked off Odd Squad. Curriculum: odd and even numbers, early algebra, addition and subtraction.

(CC) DVI #223H(S)PBS
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04:30p Arthur
The Pea and the Princess/D.W. and Dr. Whosit

(CC) DVI #2303H(S)PBS

05:00p Ready Jet Go!
Who Messed Up The Treehouse?/Fact Or Fiction?

Each kid brings their personal project up to the tree house, and each contributes to a huge mess. Now they can't do anything in the tree house
because it's too messy, but none of them want to clean up the other's mess. They have to learn to share the responsibility and clean it together.
When Mindy tells Jet that clouds are made of cotton candy, and defends this idea because she heard a friend say so, Sean and Sydney set out to
show her how to separate fact from fiction through research! Celery takes them up into the clouds to see for themselves.

(CC) DVI #212H(S)PBS

05:30p BBC News America (CC) N/A #2936H(S)WETA

06:00p PBS Newshour
Episode 11

(CC) N/A #14011H(S)NPS

07:00p Antiques Roadshow
Omaha, Hour Two

Discover hidden treasures such as 1955 Whitey Ford and 1951 Yogi Berra jerseys, an 1863 gilt bronze-mounted gaslight and an 1887 Seth
Whipple oil painting. Which find is appraised at $130,000?

(CC) N/A #2014(S)NPS

08:00p The Great American Recipe
Celebrate with the home cooks as they prepare recipes in honor of special occasions and holiday traditions. From Bar Mitzvahs to powwows, the
contestants take a culinary trip down memory lane and bring a festive spirit to their dishes.

(CC) N/A #205#(S)NPS

09:00p Pov
A House Made of Splinters

Near the frontlines in Eastern Ukraine, dedicated social workers who work tirelessly to protect three displaced kids who, despite the perils
surrounding them, find moments of joy and friendship.

(CC) DVI #3604H(S)NPS

10:30p Amanpour and Company
Tonight on Amanpour and Company: Olga Kefalogianni, Greek Tourism Minister & Francesca Racioppi, Head of WHO's European Centre for
Environment and Health; Alex O'Keefe, Writer, The Bear & Shaan Sharma, Actor. Michel Martin interviews Christian Cooper, Host, Extraordinary
Birding.

(CC) N/A #6011H(S)PBSPL

11:30p Sara's Weeknight Meals
Basta Pasta: Us Vs Italy

It's a stuffed pasta showdown as Sara travels to an ancient Tuscan villa to learn the secrets of homemade ravioli from a real Italian chef, a
delicious but time-consuming task involving asparagus, goat cheese and a whole lot of chianti. Back home in her American kitchen, Sara shows
us a hack to make a homemade ravioli stuffed with spicy greens, quick enough for a weeknight and pretty darn tasty. Which is best? Only the
cook knows.

(CC) N/A #1009H(S)APTEX
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12:00m Doctors On Call
Dr Shelbe Darnell

(N) N/A #1811HSHPTV

06:00a Molly of Denali
Mystery in the Night Sky/Lights, Camera, Patak!

What is the mysterious light moving across the night sky above the Trading Post? Tooey is convinced it's aliens! When Grandpa Nat hears this
theory, he joins the kids on a night watch. Will aliens appear, or could it be something else? / Mr. Patak needs to record a carving demonstration,
but he's super camera shy! Molly and Tooey are determined to help, but bringing out the performer in Mr. Patak may be harder than they thought.

(CC) DVI #221H(S)PBS

06:30a Happy Yoga with Sarah Starr
Golden Shoreline

Relax with the golden light of sunset along the peaceful shoreline as we enjoy a modified yoga practice using a chair for support. Including gentle
stretches for the neck, shoulders and back combined with calming forward bends to stretch the hamstrings and hips.

(CC) N/A #507H(S)NETA

07:00a Yoga In Practice
Strengthening The Back

One of the most common physical issues people deal with in modern life is lower back pain caused from too much sitting. While sitting, we often
collapse our front body and shoulders, over-extending the neck and weakening our back muscles. In today's class we will work on strengthening
the back muscles for better posture. When you enjoy good posture a natural self-assurance arises.

(CC) N/A #412H(S)APTEX

07:30a Curious George
Curious George Discovers The Poles/Curious George Finds His Way

Curious George Discovers the "Poles" - George is thrilled when Bill asks him to look after his tadpoles. He conscientiously feeds them and even
decides to give them a little vacation in the lagoon. But the tadpoles disappear and George worries that he's lost Bill's pets forever. After weeks of
searching, George is ready to give up hope, until he learns that the tadpoles haven't vanished; they've grown into frogs! Curious George Finds
His Way - Hundley and George get locked out of the building in the back alley. While trying to find their way back in, they get hopelessly lost. To
make matters worse, it starts to get dark. It isn't until they begin to hear some familiar sounds they realize that with the combination of Hundley's
sharp ears and George's good memory of what they'd heard along the way, they can find their way home.

(CC) DVI #110H(S)PBS

08:00a Daniel Tiger's Neighborhood
Daniel Wants to Be Alone/Daniel's Alone Space

Daniel Wants to Be Alone - While playing with his friends at school, Daniel decides he would like to spend some time alone. Daniel's Alone Space
- When Daniel receives a new "Tigey the Adventure Tiger" book from Grandpere in the mail, he sits down to read it, but keeps getting distracted
by Margaret. Daniel learns that when he wants to be alone, he can find a place of his very own. Strategy: Sometimes you want to be alone. You
can find a place of your very own.

(CC) DVI #313H(S)PBS

08:30a Rosie's Rules
Dragon Drama/Rosies Lucky Charm

(CC) DVI #120H(S)PBS

09:00a Sesame Street
Family Recipe

It's family picnic day! Elmo is at the park with Mia and her dad, Frank. They're making Mia's family pasta salad, but they can't remember what the
secret ingredient is. After a couple of guesses from friends, Mia's Papi, Dave, finally arrives at the picnic and reminds them that the secret
ingredient is family. On their family picnics, all that mattered was that they were all together.

(CC) DVI #5235H(S)PBS

09:30a Work It Out Wombats!
Snout and About/Zadie's Shell Shuffle

It's All Hands on Deck! when Zadie and Malik retrace their steps to locate Zeke's beloved stuffy. / When Zadie messes up Mr. E's shell garden,
the key to fixing the pattern is... JunJun's song.

(CC) DVI #103H(S)PBS

10:00a Donkey Hodie
Growing The Ungrowdenia/Camp Buddy Buddy

Donkey gives her new flower too much water, and it grows so big that it disrupts her garden and her pals' fun. Can she learn from her mistake to
fix the problem?/When the wind ruins Donkey and Panda's Camp Buddy Buddy plan, they must change the plan.

(CC) DVI #108H(S)PBS

10:30a Pinkalicious & Peterrific
Robotta's Singing Delivery Service/The Rhyme Off

Robotta's Singing Delivery Service: When Robotta responds to a sung command, Pinkalicious and Peter get an idea to set up their own delivery
service. Before long Robotta is singing and delivering packages all across Pinkville - though maybe not to the right address Curriculum: (Music)
Changing the lyrics to a familiar song. The Rhyme Off: It's the right time for Pinkalicious to rhyme. Kendra agrees, and thinks it's a breeze. They
must see who is truly the best when their rhyming is put to the test. Curriculum: Express yourself through rhymes. Interstitial: Kids from the
Boston City Singers discuss the fundamentals of singing.

(CC) DVI #307H(S)PBS
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11:00a Molly of Denali: Wise Raven & Old Crow
Molly's family goes on an epic river trip to a traditional Gwich'in village to celebrate their late Grandma Catherine. Getting there won't be easy.
Molly will need to listen to the land and connect with her culture to get them there safely.

(CC) DVI #0H(S)PBS

12:00n Hero Elementary
Monumental Problem / Super Lift

When a nose accidentally breaks off one of the faces on Hero Hill, our heroes must figure out how to repair the monument. Sparks' Crew makes
various sticky mixtures, hoping to find one strong enough to stick the nose back on. Curriculum: When two or more substances are mixed
together, the resulting substance may have different properties than each material on its own. / Sparks' Crew tries to help change a broken wheel
on a hot dog cart. But, with Sara playing "teacher" for the day, how can they lift the heavy cart without her so they can change the wheel?
Curriculum: Using a lever can make it easier to lift a heavy object.

(CC) DVI #129H(S)PBS

12:30p Xavier Riddle and the Secret Museum
I Am Isaac Newton/I Am Golda Meir

I am Isaac Newton Xavier tries mini golf for the first time, and things don't exactly go as planned. No matter how hard and fast he swings, the ball
never goes in the hole... To the Secret Museum! Our trio are sent back in time to meet an expert in the laws of motion: Sir Isaac Newton. Isaac is
in the middle of his own problem, trying to figure out how he can out jump boys who are clearly bigger than him. Instead of attacking the problem
hard and fast, Xavier style, Isaac takes a much calmer approach with the use of a thinking tree and a thinking kite. When he finally solves his
problem and wins the long jump competition, Xavier realizes how much better it is to slow down and think through problems. I am Golda Meir
When Yadina finds turtles crossing the bike path in the park, she becomes very worried about them - what if they get hit by a bike? Or a trike?
She wants to help them stay safe, but what can she do? This problem seems way too big for her. To the Secret Museum! Our heroes go back in
time to meet an expert problem solver: Golda Meir. They find Golda in the midst of a big problem herself: a bunch of the kids at her school don't
have access to the books they need! This is another toughie. But Golda, undaunted, comes up with the idea to hold a community fundraiser to
get money for the books, showing Yadina that she should tell people when there's a problem so you can solve it together.

(CC) DVI #106H(S)PBS

01:00p Cottonwood Connections
If These Walls Could Talk

(N) N/A #204HSHPTV

01:30p Daytripper
San Saba, Tx

Chet heads to the "Pecan Capital of the World" where he learns about the 1000 or so different varieties of this nut. He drives across a historic
suspension bridge, stands below the famed "Wedding Oak," and shops at a western store that's five buildings wide.

(CC) N/A #812H(S)NETA

02:00p Finding Your Roots
Hollywood Royalty

Henry Louis Gates, Jr. helps actors Isabella Rossellini, Anjelica Huston and Mia Farrow unearth surprising new revelations about their family
histories, taking them generations beyond their famous cinematic forebears.

(CC) N/A #601H(S)NPS

03:00p Alma's Way
Steggie Rescue/Alma Hits The Right Note

(CC) DVI #122H(S)PBS

03:30p Wild Kratts
Lemur Stink Fight

While in Madagascar, the Wild Kratts hear signs of a dispute between two troops of ringtailed lemurs. So they set out to figure out just what these
two lemur groups are arguing about...

(CC) N/A #320H(S)PBS

04:00p Odd Squad
Two Agents and a Baby/Ocean and the Fly

Two Agents and a Baby - Olympia and Otis are forced to babysit Baby Genius. Curriculum: solving for an unknown number, early multiplication,
early division. Ocean and the Fly - Oona tells the story of when she switched bodies with a fly. Curriculum: measuring length and circumference.

(CC) DVI #224H(S)PBS

04:30p Arthur
Buster Baxter, Cat Saver/Play It Again, D.W.

Buster rescues a cat that got stuck in a tree. It's not every day that your best friend is lionized, canonized and just plain admired, and Arthur, for
one, is sick of it. In part two, D.W. drives Arthur to distraction with her "Crazy Bus" CD, playing it 4,000 times a day! When the CD disappears,
D.W. suspects Arthur has finally snapped.

(CC) DVI #206H(S)PBS
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05:00p Ready Jet Go!
Mindy and Carrot Bake/Commander Cressida Begins

While making a cake, Carrot and Mindy find they are one are short one ingredient, so they head to the store. But Carrot accidentally pushes a
wrong button on the wagon's newly-updated control panel, and they take off into outer space! Using a diagram, methodical experimentation, and
record keeping, Mindy and Carrot figure out how to properly fly the saucer back home, where they finally finish the cake. Mindy has a problem:
now that she's been to space with the bigger kids, she realizes how much there is out there to see! How can she decide where to explore next?
Sydney asks her mom, Dr. Skelley, who presents them with the very first edition of Commander Cressida comics! In reading the comic book,
Mindy comes to appreciate that she, like Commander Cressida, can explore space "one adventure at a time."

(CC) DVI #213H(S)PBS

05:30p BBC News America (CC) N/A #2937H(S)WETA

06:00p PBS Newshour
Episode 12

(CC) N/A #14012H(S)NPS

07:00p Finding Your Roots
Off The Farm

Henry Louis Gates, Jr. explores the humble roots of comedic actors Melissa McCarthy and Eric Stonestreet, retracing the ancestral journeys that
laid the groundwork for their success.

(CC) N/A #602#(S)NPS

08:00p Southern Storytellers
Episode 1

Southern creators of literature, music, and film - Billy Bob Thornton, Adia Victoria, Jericho Brown, David Joy, and Mary Steenburgen reveal deep
bonds with the South and the indelible imprint the region has made on their lives and work.

(CC) N/A #101#(S)NPS

09:00p Iconic America: Our Symbols and Stories with David Rubenstein
The American Bald Eagle

The story of how the American Bald Eagle soared to its vaunted perch in American iconography. Learn how it became an iconic symbol of
patriotism but also of environmental activism and Native American traditions.

(CC) DVI #106#(S)NPS

10:00p Amanpour and Company
Tonight on Amanpour and Company: Jessica Roth, Former Federal Prosecutor, Southern District of New York/Professor Cardozo School of Law;
William Cohen, Former U.S. Defense Secretary; Elina Valtonen, Finnish Minister for Foreign Affairs. Hari Sreenivasan interviews Ben McKenzie,
Author, Easy Money: Cryptocurrency, Casino Capitalism, and the Golden Age of Fraud.

(CC) N/A #6012H(S)PBSPL

11:00p Doctors On Call
Dr. Lindsay Gallion Dc: Chiropractic Care

(N) N/A #1803HSHPTV

11:30p Whitney Reynolds Show
We are talking grit, grace and everything in between. We meet a teenage scientist that helps get one step closer to a cancer cure. We also sit
down with artists and a beauty queen who are all climbing the ladder and sharing their gritty tips!

(CC) N/A #110HNETA
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12:00m Southern Storytellers
Episode 1

Southern creators of literature, music, and film - Billy Bob Thornton, Adia Victoria, Jericho Brown, David Joy, and Mary Steenburgen reveal deep
bonds with the South and the indelible imprint the region has made on their lives and work.

(CC) N/A #101H(S)NPS

06:00a Molly of Denali
Reading The Mud/Unsinkable Molly Mabray

Reading the Mud When one of Connie's prized turkeys goes missing on Molly and Tooey's watch, it's up to them to track it down. Armed with a
tracking guide, Molly and Tooey decipher tracks in the mud to locate the troublesome turkey and bring it home safely. Unsinkable Molly Mabray
Inspired by Daniel's tall tales of sailing on the high seas, Molly, Tooey, and Trini decide to build their own sailboat and voyage to distant waters.
They soon find that building a sea-worthy boat is a lot more complicated than it seems.

(CC) DVI #114H(S)PBS

06:30a Happy Yoga with Sarah Starr
Sunflower Inspiration

Allow the uplifting sunflower energy to inspire your practice as we create more support from the inside out with a modified yoga session designed
to activate the core. Including a seated a seated warm up along with moves to firm the abs, strengthen the core and increase upper body
endurance while exploring modified plank variations and standing poses using a chair for support.

(CC) N/A #508H(S)NETA

07:00a Yoga In Practice
Breath and Relaxation

77 percent of Americans report physical symptoms related to stress and anxiety. To calm the noise in our minds we will ease into a practice that
enhances the parasympathetic nervous system, aiding our sleep and digestion instead of fueling the fight or flight response. Today's class will
open our ribcage so we can breathe more deeply. We'll finish with a guided relaxation called yoga nidra, or yogic sleep.

(CC) N/A #413H(S)APTEX

07:30a Curious George
Curious George Sees Stars/Curious George Gets A Trophy

Curious George Sees Stars - George is determined to count all the stars in the sky but he just can't stay awake long enough to finish. And when
he goes back to the city it's even more difficult-the stars have disappeared! Will George be able to come up with a system to keep track of his
count? And exactly where do all the stars go when George goes to the city? Curious George Gets a Trophy - As a reward for helping him wash
dishes at the restaurant, Chef Pisghetti gives George an ice cream sculpture in the shape of Gnocchi the cat. George really wants to show The
Man with the Yellow Hat his new trophy, but the ice cream keeps melting! After a few melted dishes, George learns a whole lot about what
happens to ice cream outside of the freezer.

(CC) DVI #116H(S)PBS

08:00a Daniel Tiger's Neighborhood
Daniel's Very Different Day/Class Trip to the Library

Daniel's Very Different - Day Daniel was expecting to have a special picnic at Katerina's house, but the day doesn't turn out quite as he had
planned. Daniel learns how to adapt when his routine changes. Class Trip to the Library - Daniel and his friends are excited to go on a field trip to
the library, but they arrive to find that it's closed. Together, they learn that sometimes plans may change, but they can do things in a different way!
Strategy: Things may change and that's okay. Today we can do things a different way.

(CC) DVI #316H(S)PBS

08:30a Rosie's Rules
Lights Out Rosie/Rosie Goes Camping

110A Because of a power outage, Rosie and Javi can't watch their movie, so they learn how people did things before there was electricity. 110B
The Fuentes family goes camping, but when they forget their tools, Rosie learns to use tools from nature.

(CC) DVI #110H(S)PBS

09:00a Sesame Street
Fort Rudy

Elmo and Rudy are having a sleepover and building a pillow fort. But they don't have a pillow big enough for the roof. This is a problem! They
wonder what they can use to build a strong and sturdy roof. What if they use a blanket and weigh it down with heavy books so it doesn't fall
down? Let's try! It works. Elmo and Rudy didn't give up and built a pillow fort. Let the sleepover begin!

(CC) DVI #5218H(S)PBS

09:30a Work It Out Wombats!
Helper for the Day/Race Car Wombats

Zeke's sorting choices prove interesting when he volunteers to be Mr. E's "Helper for the Day." / The Wombats are psyched to race in the
Treeborhood Derby, but can't get their homemade car out of the house, let alone to the starting line.

(CC) DVI #113H(S)PBS

10:00a Donkey Hodie
Gator's New Game/Donkey and Panda Cheer Up

Gameshow Gator wants to make up a new game everybody can play. The pals help him find a way to include everyone./Nothing is going right for
Panda this morning, and Donkey gets some bad news. They remind each other that they can cheer themselves up.

(CC) DVI #137H(S)PBS
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10:30a Pinkalicious & Peterrific
Pink Lemonade/Pink Shoes

Pinkalicious and Peter start a lemonade stand to save up money to buy new art supplies and toys. The only problem? No customers! If they want
to make some money, they'll have to get creative but how? Hopscotch-Palooza is here, and Pinkalicious can't wait to play, but her favorite pink
sneakers are too small. With a little help from her mom, she makes a new pair that are even more pinka-perfect than her old shoes.

(CC) DVI #111H(S)PBS

11:00a Elinor Wonders Why
The Town Picnic/The Amazing Expandable Clubhouse

The Town Picnic - It's time for the Animal Town picnic, but Ari is growing impatient waiting for Ms. Llama's famous ketchup, which just won't come
out of the bottle. Meanwhile, Elinor and her friends follow a bee to its hive and observe the honey-making process, where they discover that
honey is goopier when it has less water in it. Using this new-found knowledge, the kids are inspired to solve M. Llama's ketchup problem by
adding water and making it less goopy, just in time for Ari to enjoy his delicious sandwich. Yum! The Amazing Expandable Clubhouse - Elinor,
Olive and Ari are happy to welcome new members to The Explorer's Club, but as more and more kids join, a big problem arises: their clubhouse
isn't big enough to fit all the new Explorers! When the entire Clubhouse rolls down the hill, Elinor and her friends need to find a solution. After
observing their snail friends, Norma and Lulu, they realize that a snail's shell expands as it grows, which gives them the idea to EXPAND their
Clubhouse, adding new sections to make it nice and spacious for all to play!

(CC) DVI #101H(S)PBS

11:30a Nature Cat
Sweet Symbiosis/Strawberry Fields Forever

(CC) N/A #312H(S)PBS

12:00n Hero Elementary
Sparks' Unplugged / Camp Catastrophe

When muffins go missing from the school cafeteria kitchen, Sparks' Crew tries to solve the mystery. But their electronics and gadgets are all
charging, so they find ways to use everyday objects to help them find the culprit. Curriculum: It's not always necessary to use high-tech tools to
solve a problem; people can use low-tech tools to observe, gather, and share information to solve the problem. / When a scout troop's tent blows
away, Sparks' Crew helps them build a new shelter. But with all the tent material damaged, is there anything in nature that our heroes can use?
Curriculum: Trees have various parts with different characteristics. Each part can be used to help build a structure.

(CC) DVI #115H(S)PBS

12:30p Xavier Riddle and the Secret Museum
I Am Rosa Parks/I Am Thurgood Marshall

(CC) DVI #123H(S)PBS

01:00p Cottonwood Connections
The Buffalo

(N) N/A #205HSHPTV

01:30p Daytripper
Victoria, Tx

Chet heads to the coastal bend and explores one of the most historic towns in Texas.  He learns how to throw an atlatl and how not to throw a
disc for disc golf.  He eats at the oldest deli in Texas and even jumps in the Guadalupe River.

(CC) N/A #813H(S)NETA

02:00p Earth's Natural Wonders
Extreme Wonders

Visit extreme locales, including Mount Everest's Khumbu Icefall and its dangers to sherpas, the Grand Canyon, where conservationists try to
ensure a condor chick's survival, and the slopes of Mount Kilimanjaro, where farmers battle with elephants.

(CC) N/A #101H(S)PBS

03:00p Alma's Way
Granny on the Go/Chacho's Day Out

(CC) DVI #116H(S)PBS

03:30p Wild Kratts
Animals Who Live to Be 100 Years Old

Martin is hanging out with his pet Fruit fly Juice, when Juice suddenly dies. Even though Juice was young, he was pretty old for a Fruit fly. Jimmy
wants to know if any animals can live to be over 100 years old. Soon the Wild Kratts are on a mission to discover the oldest creatures on earth!
Science: Aging : Life cycles.

(CC) N/A #419H(S)PBS

04:00p Odd Squad
Hands on a Desk Chair/There's No 'o' In Obot

Hands on a Desk Chair - When Ms. O leaves to conduct a super-secret mission, the agents compete to figure out who is in charge. Curriculum:
grouping and early division. There's No 'O' in Obot - Otis and Olympia are stuck with a new robot partner. Curriculum: data collection and
analysis, using charts to analyze data.

(CC) DVI #225H(S)PBS
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04:30p Arthur
Lost!/The Short, Quick Summer

Arthur falls asleep on a bus and awakens in a strange -- and scary -- part of town. Will he ever find his way home? Can he keep himself from
crying? In part two, Arthur learns he doesn't have to go far from home to have a great summer.

(CC) DVI #209H(S)PBS

05:00p Ready Jet Go!
Mindy's Bedtime/Galileo, Galileo!

Mindy has to go to bed when the Sun goes down, but she's having such a fun day with her friends. She asks Jet and the others to help her keep
the Sun from going down. The older kids humor Mindy and try to help "slow down the Sun." All their efforts make Mindy so sleepy that she
decides to go home and sleep. Sydney and Jet are having a hard time explaining to Mindy that the Sun doesn't move - the Earth is moving
around the Sun, so the Sun seems to move. Then Sean comes over dressed as his science hero Galileo, getting ready to do a school report.
Mindy asks "Galileo" to explain why the Sun seems to move, and Sean practices for his report by explaining how the planets move, in character
as Galileo!

(CC) DVI #214H(S)PBS

05:30p BBC News America (CC) N/A #2938H(S)WETA

06:00p PBS Newshour
Episode 13

(CC) N/A #14013H(S)NPS

07:00p Nature
Undercover in the Jungle

Go undercover with a film crew on a perilous journey to the untouched wilderness of biodiversity in the Amazon rainforest. Meet some of the most
incredible creatures, from pygmy marmosets to pumas, as the wild secrets of the jungle are revealed.

(CC) DVI #3703#(S)NPS

08:00p Human Footprint
Man's Best Friend

Shane discovers why dogs are more than man's best friend - they've been reshaped by evolution into the perfect partner for our species. And just
as we've transformed them, dogs have left an unmistakable pawprint on us and the world we both share.

(CC) N/A #103#(S)NPS

09:00p Nova
The Planets: Jupiter

Jupiter's massive gravitational force made it a wrecking ball when it barreled through the early solar system. But it also shaped life on Earth,
delivering comets laden with water - and perhaps even the fateful asteroid that wiped out the dinosaurs.

(CC) N/A #4614#(S)NPS

10:00p Amanpour and Company
Tonight on Amanpour and Company: Dennis Ross, Former U.S. Special Middle East Peace Negotiator; Report: Tunisia and Europe's Migrant
Crisis; Chris Krebs, Former Director, U.S. Cybersecurity and Infrastructure Security Agency. Walter Isaacson interviews Priscillia Sims Brown,
CEO, Amalgamated Bank.

(CC) N/A #6013H(S)PBSPL

11:00p This American Land
Long Journey for Spawning Salmon, A Wildlife Photographer's Lone Pandemic

Following the run of Chinook salmon for hundreds of miles from the Pacific to Idaho. How a determined wildlife photographer captured the salmon
story during months of solitary travels along the spawning route. With authorities releasing limited water pulses upstream, conservationists and
volunteers work to restore the native habitat of the Colorado Delta that has been dry for decades.

(CC) N/A #1003H(S)NETA

11:30p Outside: Beyond The Lens (CC) N/A #310H(S)APTEX
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12:00m Human Footprint
Man's Best Friend

Shane discovers why dogs are more than man's best friend - they've been reshaped by evolution into the perfect partner for our species. And just
as we've transformed them, dogs have left an unmistakable pawprint on us and the world we both share.

(CC) N/A #103H(S)NPS

06:00a Molly of Denali
Forget-You-Not/Fire, Food, & Family

Trini is ecstatic to send her mom, Joy, a care package of all her favorite things in Qyah. But Trini discovers that some things are impossible to
find. Can her friends help her get creative before the package has to go in the mail? / Grandpa Nat and Molly are well-prepared and cozy when
the power goes out during a fierce blizzard. Trini and her dad, however, suddenly find themselves without lights or heat. Can they find a way to
keep their home and pets warm until the power comes back on?

(CC) DVI #219H(S)PBS

06:30a Happy Yoga with Sarah Starr
Waterfall Glen

Enjoy the peaceful waterfall valley as we open to more ease with a modified yoga practice using a chair for support. Including gentle sun
salutations, side bends, twist variations and forward folds to create more breathing space in your body.

(CC) N/A #509H(S)NETA

07:00a Yoga In Practice
Love Yourself As You Are

According to Voltaire, "The perfect is the enemy of the good." Often we do not strive for the good life or the good body or experience but the
perfect one, ruining our chances of satisfaction. The practice of yoga can open a path of self-care and awareness, help us learn to appreciate the
good in ourselves and let go of striving for perfection. In this episode we embrace who we are right now.

(CC) N/A #401H(S)APTEX

07:30a Ready Jet Go!: Space Camp
When Sunspot develops an allergic reaction, Jet must leave Space Camp in order to find a cure. Will Jet succeed in getting their hands on the
cure in time to save Sunspot and make it back to Space Camp without Mitchell discovering what the heck is going on?

(CC) N/A #0H(S)PBS

09:00a Sesame Street
Sesame Street Sitters

Grover and Cookie Monster help Chris babysit. Chris teaches them how to take care of a baby by learning how the baby communicates, like
when she is hungry or needs a nap.

(CC) DVI #5223H(S)PBS

09:30a Work It Out Wombats!
Snout Wash Day/A Super Recipe

Because Zeke won't let go of his beloved stuffy, and because Malik wrecks the instructions, Operation "Wash Stinky Snout!" doesn't go as
planned. / The Wombats ask their friends for help in making a special Thank You treat for Super.

(CC) DVI #102H(S)PBS

10:00a Donkey Hodie
The Fastest Fetcher/Bobbly Ball

Bob Dog quits fetching when he loses the "Fastest Fetcher" gameshow. Will he find something else to be the best at?/Donkey and Panda get
bored practicing Bobbly Ball. They find ways to make practice fun so they can catch the ball and win a surprise!

(CC) DVI #110H(S)PBS

10:30a Pinkalicious & Peterrific
Sweet Pea Pixie/Pink Piper

It's time for the Sweet Pea Pixies to emerge from their pods in the Pinkville Community Garden, but one pixie has trouble flying. It's up to
Pinkalicious and Peter to show her how to spread her wings and take off! Pinkalicious writes a song about her favorite color for school, but no
matter where she goes to practice, she keeps getting interrupted by dogs barking, frogs chirping, and cows moo'ing. But why? It's almost like they
like pink as much as she does.

(CC) DVI #115H(S)PBS

11:00a Elinor Wonders Why
The Tomato Drop/Look What I Can Do

The Tomato Drop - Elinor, Ari and Olive are having a fun day at the Animal Town Tomato Festival, but the day is about to get even better as they
enter the 'tomato drop' contest. After their first two tomatoes smash into goop when they hit the ground, the kids have to figure out a better way to
drop their tomatoes. This is when Elinor notices other things falling softly in nature, like the fall leaves or feathers from birds. Using those things
as inspiration, Elinor and friends quickly cobble together a tomato parachute, with a scarf as the chute. Sure enough, when Elinor drops their
tomato chute, it falls slowly and lands intact. YAY! Look What I Can Do - Elinor and her friends are playing soccer. Elinor and Ari notice all their
friends are pretty good at the game, but they aren't. After further observation, they realize all their friends have a specific talent that makes them
good during play. With Ms. Mole's help, Elinor realizes everyone has their own special abilities. Ari can fly, so he makes an awesome goalie. And
Elinor's talent? Bouncing the ball with her ears - GOOOAL!

(CC) DVI #105H(S)PBS
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11:30a Nature Cat
Spring Hunter 3000/The Case of the Missing Moon

Spring Hunter 3000 - Spring has sprung! And it's now time for Daisy's favorite online game: Spring Hunter 3000! The goal of the game is to try
and find as many signs of spring as possible: birds, flowers, you name it. The more you find, the more points you get. And whoever gets the most
points is deemed the Queen or King of spring! Oh yeah! Oh yeah! The Case of the Missing Moon - Hal is so so so sad! When he went to howl at
the moon, like he does every night, the moon was? gone! But that's impossible! How does a moon just disappear? There has to be a logical
explanation, right? Can Nature Cat and his pals find the missing moon? Or will Hal's nightly howls come to an end for good?

(CC) N/A #127H(S)PBS

12:00n Hero Elementary
Sara Loses Her Snap / A Soupie Mystery

Sara loses her superpowers on the same day when Sparks' Crew has to move a giant, heavy burger. But, how can they move it without Sara's
super strength? Curriculum: The shape of objects makes them easier or harder to move. Round objects that roll move more easily than flat-
bottomed objects that slide. / A mysterious creature has been sighted in Super Superior Lake. Sparks' Crew sets out to find "Soupy, " as it's
called. But, they need to find reliable information to figure out what this creature might be. Curriculum: Gather information from different sources
to decide what is accurate before constructing explanations.

(CC) DVI #132H(S)PBS

12:30p Xavier Riddle and the Secret Museum
I Am Julia Child/I Am Neil Armstrong

(CC) DVI #113H(S)PBS

01:00p Cottonwood Connections
Have Town, Will Travel

(N) N/A #206HSHPTV

01:30p Daytripper
Belton, Tx

Chet kicks off the seasons throwing a dart at a map and proving that no matter where it lands in Texas, there's always something to do. In
Belton's historic downtown, he visits their heritage museum, eats some excellent BBQ, and stops off at the oldest department store in Texas.
Throw in some mountain biking and dinner at a renovated cotton gin and that's a day trip.

(CC) N/A #901H(S)NETA

02:00p Earth's Natural Wonders
Wonders of Water

See wonders created by the grand and unpredictable power of water, including Victoria Falls, where men risk death to reach fishing pools; the
Camargue, where man vs. bull; and ocean reefs, where a guardian seeks a manta ray to help save the species.

(CC) N/A #102H(S)PBS

03:00p Alma's Way
Too Corny/Alma Tags Along

(CC) DVI #119H(S)PBS

03:30p Wild Kratts
Capture The Fishmobile

When Aviva unveils her new Fishmobile invention, designed to keep up with the rapid, precise movements of schooling fish, Chris and Martin
challenge the gang to a brand new creature game.

(CC) N/A #324H(S)PBS

04:00p Odd Squad
Monumental Oddness/Party Crashers

(CC) DVI #330H(S)PBS

04:30p Arthur
Buster Spaces Out/The Long Road Home

Buster Spaces Out - Inspired by footage of the moon landing, Buster wants to go to outer space! Well, someday. For now, it'd be really cool to
build and launch a rocket! So Buster enlists his friends to help...but they can't agree on anything and the mission stalls. Luckily, NASA astronaut
Mike Finke guest-stars to teach the kids that only teamwork will accomplish this mission-and then it's blast-off! The Long Road Home - After
costing Lakewood Elementary the win in a relay race against Mighty Mountain, George wants to redeem himself. Ok, George might be a slower
runner but he is determined to walk all the way from Crown City to Elwood City and raise money for charity. There's just one problem - no one
really thinks he can do it! This episode also marks the homecoming for "El Boomerang" and the suspense is - will the beloved soccer ball arrive
from (believe it or not) Turkey in time for Alberto's birthday?? Everyone's in for a surprise.

(CC) DVI #1410H(S)PBS

05:00p Ready Jet Go!
My Three Suns/Magnet P.I.

The kids can't play shadow tag because the Sun keeps going behind clouds. Mindy wants the sun to be out all the time! Face 9000 tells them
about a system with not one, but three suns! That sounds like a place where there would be shadows all the time. Celery takes them to visit in the
family saucer. Sean becomes an amateur magician called the Great Seanzo, dazzling the other kids with magnet tricks. Jet becomes fascinated
by magnets, and they all explore the various things magnets can do, culminating in a magic magnet show for Carrot.

(CC) DVI #215H(S)PBS
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05:30p BBC News America (CC) N/A #2939H(S)WETA

06:00p PBS Newshour
Episode 14

(CC) N/A #14014H(S)NPS

07:00p This Old House
Atlanta | Cardboard Kitchen

New framing replaces the once termite eaten studs. Having an HVAC plan in place, the homeowner begins installing ductwork at the house.
Native fruit trees are explored. Cardboard boxes make for a real kitchen feel. Old windows salvaged and restored.

(CC) N/A #4404H(S)PBSPL

07:30p Ask This Old House
Woodland Garden, Chimney Repairs

Jenn helps plant native plants to mimic a natural woodland garden; Mauro shows the patching process on cracked porcelain tiles; Mark explains
common chimney problems, including chimney safety precautions and how to make some basic chimney repairs.

(CC) N/A #2104H(S)PBSPL

08:00p Home Diagnosis
Philadelphia, Pa Home Is Where The Heat Is

A young family moves into an all-American production home from the 1980's. It's everything they hoped for in space especially with plans to grow
the family but they've noticed in the first few weeks major comfort problems and unexplained aspects of the home like mysterious doors with
seemingly no purpose. Before they settle in hosts Corbett and Grace help show them how can they fix the performance problems to create a
more safe and comfortable home.

(CC) N/A #105H(S)NETA

08:30p Inspire
Food Insecurity in the Sunflower State

(N) N/A #301HKTWU

09:00p La Frontera with Pati Jinich
Ancient Seeds & Desert Ghosts

Pati Jinich travels along both sides of the Arizona-Sonora border through some of the most untouched places in North America. She hunts for an
ancient chile, visits a ghost town, drops water for migrants, and more.

(CC) N/A #202H(S)NPS

10:00p Sunflower Journeys
Outdoor Classrooms & Recreation

We ride on a bus tour sponsored by the continuing Education Department of Wichita State University to Dodge City, KS, and see how participants
experience local history lessons with writer Beccy Tanner as tour guide; we travel north of Topeka to observe the stars at the Banner Creek
Science Center and see how the facility focuses on the nighttime sky without interference from city lights; we find out how the Shawnee County
Parks and Rec department can deliver a recreational experience outside of an established park setting with their new Mobile Van.

(N) N/A #3205H(S)KTWU

10:30p America's Heartland
Fresh, ripe summer peaches are the top crop at this Fresno farm. We'll walk you step-by-step through making a Peach and Tomato Panzanella
Salad at peak season. Meet an almond farmer whose parents immigrated from India and settled in California's fertile Central Valley. An Alaska
family builds a flour factory right on their barley farm, and leads the way in promoting soil health to others.

(CC) N/A #1703H(S)APTEX

11:00p This Old House
Atlanta | Cardboard Kitchen

New framing replaces the once termite eaten studs. Having an HVAC plan in place, the homeowner begins installing ductwork at the house.
Native fruit trees are explored. Cardboard boxes make for a real kitchen feel. Old windows salvaged and restored.

(CC) N/A #4404H(S)PBSPL

11:30p Ask This Old House
Woodland Garden, Chimney Repairs

Jenn helps plant native plants to mimic a natural woodland garden; Mauro shows the patching process on cracked porcelain tiles; Mark explains
common chimney problems, including chimney safety precautions and how to make some basic chimney repairs.

(CC) N/A #2104H(S)PBSPL
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12:00m Before We Die
Hannah uses Billy's tracker to find him. Dubravka decides to hand the business over to Goran and focus on her future grandchild. Hannah
concentrates on rescuing Bianca which leads to a deadly standoff between the two matriarchs.

(CC) N/A #205H(S)NPS

06:00a Molly of Denali
Winter Champions/Hus-Keys

Winter Champions In an attempt to entertain themselves through the long winter months, Molly and the gang organize an outhouse race to
determine who will become "Winter Champions." Now they just have to figure out how to build an outhouse and keep it from tipping over. Hus-
Keys After hearing that her Great-Aunt Merna keeps misplacing her keys, Molly decides to create a tutorial video to help Merna train her dog to
find them for her. Molly and Tooey cast Suki in the leading roll, but when Molly's furry friend's performance is comically bad, she turns to clever
editing to make her training video effective.

(CC) DVI #115H(S)PBS

06:30a Happy Yoga with Sarah Starr
Sunflower Sunset

Bask in the setting sun over the vast sunflower fields of summer as we enjoy a modified yoga practice using a chair for support. Including gentle
sun salutations along with easy to follow yoga moves to create more ease in the hands, neck, shoulders, back, hips and more.

(CC) N/A #510H(S)NETA

07:00a Yoga In Practice
How to Get Going

Some days we feel stuck or bored, as if we are simply muddling through life. A word to describe this feeling is languishing. To shift out of our daily
ruts we need motivation. A good way to start is to reflect on what matters to you most, provides you with a sense of well-being and grounds your
energy, then go do that. This episode shows us how to challenge ourselves while practicing chair yoga.

(CC) N/A #402H(S)APTEX

07:30a Curious George
Grease Monkeys In Space/Pinata Vision

Grease Monkey in Space: The Man with the Yellow Hat's dream of space travel is finally coming true! He's been assigned to repair a large
telescope, but on the day of the big launch Professors Wiseman, Pizza and Einstein realize that it's actually a two-man - or rather, a one-man and
one-monkey - job. Soon it's up to George to complete the mission and replace the telescope's batteries. George has only a few minutes before
his air runs out to accomplish his task and remember his right, his left and his shapes. Can George save the day or will the space walk turn into a
space "whoops?" Pinata Vision: When George attends Betsy's birthday party he is ready for a day of fun with friends. Steve and Betsy blindfold
George and give him the first shot at breaking open the birthday pinata - but when George swings the bat without any sense of where he's
aiming, he makes a grand mess instead. To help George improve his game, Steve blindfolds George and sets him off to try and find Charkie -
and George navigates his way around the city by using only his hands, ears and sense of touch. His adventure leads him to some familiar places
and ultimately back to the sweet pinata prize!

(CC) DVI #205H(S)PBS

08:00a Daniel Tiger's Neighborhood
Daniel Takes His Time/Sometime's It's Good to Go Slow

Daniel Takes His Time - Grandpere is visiting Daniel and they are baking raisin bread together. Daniel learns that sometimes it's good to take
your time, and it can be worth the wait. Sometimes It's Good to Go Slow - Daniel's class is going on a nature walk. The group learns that
sometimes it's good to go slow: seeing, hearing, and smelling the environment around you. You never know what you'll find! Strategy: Sometimes
it's good to go slow.

(CC) DVI #315H(S)PBS

08:30a Rosie's Rules
Iggy's Bedtime/The Great Crystalini

114A To help Mom, Rosie volunteers to put Iggy to bed, but she'll have to follow his special routine to do so. 114B Rosie is helping Crystal with
her magic show, but for their big trick to work, she must follow the steps in order.

(CC) DVI #114H(S)PBS

09:00a Sesame Street
Crisis Promos

Elmo and Grover discover an adorable puppy on Sesame Street. They name the puppy Tango and set out on an adventure to a pet adoption fair
to help find her a new home. Along the way, they introduce her to their friends and learn how to take care of Tango. They give her a doggy treat
for a snack and give her a bath to get her clean. Elmo, Grover, and Tango finally reach the pet fair but it's over. No one's there to give Tango a
home. Just then, Elmo realizes that her new home should be with Elmo. He loves Tango. Elmo asks his parents if Tango could live with them. He
promises to help feed her, give her baths, and take her for walks. Elmo's parents say that they do have room for a sweet little puppy and welcome
Tango to the family. Now, Elmo and Tango are furry friends forever!

(CC) DVI #0H(S)PBS

09:30a Work It Out Wombats!
The Mighty Zeke/Gift for a Fish

Zadie and Malik hope a cape, mask, and super strength gloves will help Zeke overcome his fear of riding a two-wheeler. / The Wombats are
invited to the Fishmans' Fish Shower. But what sort of gift should they create?

(CC) DVI #105H(S)PBS
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10:00a Donkey Hodie
Hey-O, Purple Moon/Purple Peg Problem

Moon Moths will arrive for the purple moon, but they don't like loud noises. Can Panda find a quiet way to show his love and see the moths?
/Panda's spaceship won't blast off. Fixing it is a big job, but Donkey's there to help, one step at a time.

(CC) DVI #134H(S)PBS

10:30a Pinkalicious & Peterrific
A Birthday Party for Kendra/Norman Plans A Playdate

"A Birthday Party for Kendra" Pinkalicious is shocked to hear Kendra has never celebrated a birthday before so she decides to throw her a
surprise party with the help of their friends! But a pinkaperfect party isn't what Kendra had in mind. Curriculum: (Visual Arts) Different people react
differently to colors and visual styles. "Norman Plans a Playdate" Norman the Gnome is really excited - his friend Edna is coming over to play!
Pinkalicious and Peter put their gnome-thinking caps on to help Norman plan the perfect playdate. Curriculum: (Theatre / Visual Arts) - Use role
play to experiment with interacting with different types of people (and to help understand different types of personalities). Interstitial: Kids meet
comic book creator LJ Baptiste and learn how choosing different color palettes can convey a variety of feelings.

(CC) DVI #201H(S)PBS

11:00a Elinor Wonders Why
Big Trees/Baby Steps

Big Trees - Ari's attempts to make the world's tallest toy block tower keep falling over, so he tries to get some inspiration from a special field trip to
the forest to see the world's tallest trees. When they arrive, the kids are AMAZED to see the huge sequoias, which are so tall, the kids can't even
see the top! They try to form a ring around the trees by having the whole class hold hands, but they don't even get close to circling the tree. This
makes Ari realize how tall trees are often wide at the bottom, which gives him the perfect idea for his tower: just make it wide at the bottom! Baby
Steps - While Elinor and Ari are looking after Ari's baby sister, Miri, in the park, they decide they want to teach her how to walk. But, after they try
and try again, Miri still can't seem to be able to walk. Meanwhile, Olive is determined to learn a new roller skate jump, but can't seem to get it. The
kids finally realize that sometimes, you can't do things, because your body isn't ready yet. With this new knowledge, they help Miri stand, and
Olive gets inspired to practice until she's ready to do her new move!

(CC) DVI #126H(S)PBS

11:30a Nature Cat
The Queen of the Night/Space Rocks

The Queen of the Night - Sweet jumping gerbils! Tonight is the one night a year that the Queen of the Night cactus blooms but the flower only
lasts for a few hours! Daisy has always wanted to go to the desert to see it. But to find the flower in the great big desert - and in time - Nature Cat
and the gang are sure going to need some help from new friends. Space Rocks - Nature Cat and his pals are on a top-secret, extremely
important mission to find a real space rock for Squeeks' rock collection. Finding a real space rock is not the easiest thing in the world to do, in fact
it's very hard, but that doesn't deter Nature Cat and the gang from looking all over the four corners of their neighborhood!

(CC) N/A #131H(S)PBS

12:00n Hero Elementary
A Leg Up / Sneezitis Solution

When a baby porcupine gets itself into predicaments, it's Sparks' Crew to the rescue. But, how do they help the little porcupine when they can't
get too close to it? Curriculum: Animals, including humans, can use their legs in many ways. / Fur Blur has come down with "Sneezitis," a
hamster cold. The only cure is to sniff the flower of a certain plant. Sparks' Crew rushes her to the Citytown Greenhouse to find the plant... but
which one is it? Curriculum: Plants can be identified by similarities in size, shape and color of stems, leaves and flowers.

(CC) DVI #117H(S)PBS

12:30p Xavier Riddle and the Secret Museum
I Am Harriet Tubman

(CC) DVI #121H(S)PBS

01:00p Cottonwood Connections
Historical Societies

(N) N/A #207HSHPTV

01:30p Daytripper
North Padre Island, Tx

Chet heads down the Texas coast to the North Padre Island National Seashore. He experiences a sea turtle hatchling release, and then heads
down the longest undeveloped barrier island in the world to fish, swim, and camp on its shores.

(CC) N/A #902H(S)NETA

02:00p Earth's Natural Wonders
Living Wonders

Witness wonders created by the force that makes our planet unique-life itself. In the Amazon, boys face fierce animals in a rite of passage and a
Bangladeshi father and son brave killer bees and man-eating tigers to find honey.

(CC) N/A #103H(S)PBS

03:00p Alma's Way
Checkers Champ/World's Greatest

(CC) DVI #121H(S)PBS
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03:30p Wild Kratts
Chameleons On Target

Aviva is working on a special ring chip that will super power her "inventuring", but it's stolen by a mysterious lemur. Martin and Chris are off to the
rescue and along the way, they learn about the amazing world of chameleons.

(CC) N/A #315H(S)PBS

04:00p Odd Squad
Why Did The Chicken Cross The Dimension/Off The Clock

(CC) DVI #331H(S)PBS

04:30p Arthur
Binky Wrestles with a Story/All Will Be Revealed

(CC) DVI #2501H(S)PBS

05:00p Ready Jet Go!
Sunspot's Sunspot/Our Sun Is A Star!

Sunspot begins acting strangely, and Jet fears that he is sick. Carrot and Celery examine him, and decide that he's acting strange because of a
large sunspot on the Sun. The only way to cure him is to bring him to the Sun, and get him close to the huge sunspot. Mindy wants to have a
sleepover outside with her friend Lillian, but it's winter and too cold to sleep outside under the stars. Sean points out that they are under the light
of a star all the time - our Sun! Mindy learns that our Sun is a star, just like the tiny ones we see at night.

(CC) DVI #216H(S)PBS

05:30p BBC News America (CC) N/A #2940H(S)WETA

06:00p PBS Newshour
Episode 15

(CC) N/A #14015H(S)NPS

07:00p Washington Week with the Atlantic (CC) N/A #6304H(S)NPS

07:30p Firing Line with Margaret Hoover
Guest: Lisa Murkowski. Sen. Lisa Murkowski, a moderate Republican who defeated a Trump-backed candidate in the midterms, says Alaska's
new voting reforms could help democracy elsewhere. She discusses the 2024 race and indicates how she would vote in a Trump-Biden rematch.

(CC) N/A #704H(S)NPS

08:00p Market to Market (CC) N/A #4849H(S)IPTV

08:30p Real Ag
Gmo's

(N) N/A #1104HSHPTV

09:00p The Great American Recipe
Celebrate with the home cooks as they prepare recipes in honor of special occasions and holiday traditions. From Bar Mitzvahs to powwows, the
contestants take a culinary trip down memory lane and bring a festive spirit to their dishes.

(CC) N/A #205H(S)NPS

10:00p Amanpour and Company
Tonight on Amanpour and Company: Nathan Law, Activist; Colson Whitehead, Author, Crook Manifesto; From the Archives: Jane Birkin, Late
British singer and actress. Michel Martin interviews Paco de Leon, Host, Weird Finance.

(CC) N/A #6015H(S)PBSPL

11:00p Real Ag
Gmo's

(N) N/A #1104HSHPTV

11:30p Start Up
Cochrane House

Roderica and Francina James have always been passionate about real estate, hospitality and design. So, when they bought the historic 1870
Italianate style Cochrane House, they knew they had something special. Fast forward 10 years, and the James sisters own and operate one of
most rare and unique luxury bed and breakfasts in Detroit. This is a story about family, culture and staying true to your core values.

(CC) N/A #807H(S)NETA
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12:00m Earth's Natural Wonders
Wonders of Water

See wonders created by the grand and unpredictable power of water, including Victoria Falls, where men risk death to reach fishing pools; the
Camargue, where man vs. bull; and ocean reefs, where a guardian seeks a manta ray to help save the species.

(CC) N/A #102H(S)PBS

06:00a Molly of Denali
Forget-You-Not/Fire, Food, & Family

Trini is ecstatic to send her mom, Joy, a care package of all her favorite things in Qyah. But Trini discovers that some things are impossible to
find. Can her friends help her get creative before the package has to go in the mail? / Grandpa Nat and Molly are well-prepared and cozy when
the power goes out during a fierce blizzard. Trini and her dad, however, suddenly find themselves without lights or heat. Can they find a way to
keep their home and pets warm until the power comes back on?

(CC) DVI #219H(S)PBS

06:30a Agphd (N) N/A #1320HHEFTY

07:00a Market to Market (CC) N/A #4849H(S)IPTV

07:30a Curious George
Curious George's Rocket Ride/Curious George, Station Master

Curious George's Rocket Ride - The International Space Station's food supply has run out, and George is the only one who has the unique skills
needed to fly the rocket and deliver the supplies. But George can't help but be curious about what's in those interesting looking containers. Before
you know it, George has quite a mess to clean up before the supplies can be launched. Luckily, George's experience with cleaning his room and
his knowledge of how shapes fit together helps him put it away in time to get the astronauts their supplies. Curious George, Station Master -
George and The Man with the Yellow Hat offer to pick up Bill when his train comes in and when he gets there, Flint Quint, the station master,
shows George how he keeps the trains running smoothly and arriving on time. While Flint is eating lunch, George decides he wants to try his
hand at being station master and while everything starts off smoothly, pretty soon trains are off schedule, out of order, and very confused. Mr.
Quint comes to the rescue, and they put the trains back in the correct number order before they reach the station.

(CC) DVI #114H(S)PBS

08:00a Work It Out Wombats!
Helper for the Day/Race Car Wombats

Zeke's sorting choices prove interesting when he volunteers to be Mr. E's "Helper for the Day." / The Wombats are psyched to race in the
Treeborhood Derby, but can't get their homemade car out of the house, let alone to the starting line.

(CC) DVI #113H(S)PBS

08:30a Daniel Tiger's Neighborhood
Disappointed at the Pool/Disappointed at the Farm

(CC) DVI #518H(S)PBS

09:00a Sesame Street
Sesame Street Goes to the Farm

Elmo, Rosita, Bert, and Ernie are visiting a farm today! Farmer Todd takes them on a tour and tells them all about the animals that live on the
farm, like chickens, goats, and cows, machines like tractors that help farmers do all kinds of jobs, and the food that grows on the farm, like
strawberries, blueberries, and apples. (Guest: Keke Palmer)

(CC) DVI #5224H(S)PBS

09:30a Rosie's Rules
Dragon Drama/Rosies Lucky Charm

(CC) DVI #120H(S)PBS

10:00a Donkey Hodie
The Fastest Fetcher/Bobbly Ball

Bob Dog quits fetching when he loses the "Fastest Fetcher" gameshow. Will he find something else to be the best at?/Donkey and Panda get
bored practicing Bobbly Ball. They find ways to make practice fun so they can catch the ball and win a surprise!

(CC) DVI #110H(S)PBS

10:30a Diy Science Time
Thermal Energy

Mister C and the Science Crew have the perfect recipe for having fun and making ice cream! Today we explore heat transfer, temperature and
more.

(CC) N/A #107H(S)NETA

11:00a Kansas Shrine Bowl 2023
Fhsu-Hays, Ks/East Vs West

(N) N/A #1HSHPTV
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03:00p America's Test Kitchen from Cook's Illustrated
Pork and Greens

Test cook Lan Lam shows host Julia Collin Davison the secret to Smoky Pulled Pork on a Gas Grill. Equipment expert Adam Ried shares with
host Bridget Lancaster his top pick for salad spinners. Then, test cook Dan Souza makes the best Braised Greens with Bacon and Onion.

(CC) N/A #2026H(S)APTEX

03:30p Cook's Country
Roast Beef and Potatoes

Test cook Natalie Estrada reveals the secrets to making a foolproof Classic Roast Beef Tenderloin with Bridget Lancaster. Julia Collin Davison
discovers equipment expert Adam Ried's top pick of tongs. Test cook Lawman Johnson shows Julia how to make perfect Lyonnaise Potatoes.

(CC) N/A #1209H(S)APTEX

04:00p Fons & Porter's Love of Quilting
Confetti Quilting

Confetti quilting is an unusual technique that creates a fun result-and uses up scraps! When this technique is paired with silk dupioni, and you
bring in metallic thread and machine embroidery, the results are stunning! Learn how to use tulle netting and fusible web to secure the scraps of
"confetti" with Sara Gallegos and guest Katrina Walker.

(CC) N/A #4111H(S)NETA

04:30p It's Sew Easy
I've Got A Notion

Notions are the key to professional sewing. First is adding a wrap skirt to leggings with Angela Wolf. Next, it's a lesson on invisible zippers with
Cheryl Sleboda. Then, Joanne Banko has some quick embroidery tips that will reduce puckering.

(CC) N/A #2012H(S)NETA

05:00p Knit and Crochet Now
Tiered Tunics

We begin with Kristen Omdahl and the Paradiso Tunic. This fun and flirty top with three-quarter-length sleeves and a baby doll silhouette, has a
flowy fit that is flattering for all shapes and sizes! Then it's time for the scarf corner with Lena Skvargerson, and the Powder Mountain Knit Scarf. 4
colors and a bold chevron design make up this super-simple scarf. We finish up with Britt Schmiesing and the Nebesa Knit Tunic. Layer this
romantic Tunic over contrasting colors to emphasize the beauty of the openwork stitch patterns.

(CC) N/A #1202H(S)NETA

05:30p Garden Smart
Gardening and Plants Connect People

Flowers bring young and old together, and studies have demonstrated that socialization has numerous benefits. Tune in as GardenSMART visits
a senior citizen center where old and young join in creating beautiful flower arrangements.

(CC) N/A #7201H(S)NETA

06:00p Cottonwood Connections
The Buffalo

(N) N/A #205HSHPTV

06:30p Rick Steves' Europe
Greek Islands: Santorini, Mykonos, and Rhodes

Rick island-hops through the Aegean, sampling three classic Greek getaways - Santorini, Mykonos, and Rhodes - and basking in their dramatic
beauty. He tours ancient ruins, traces the vestiges of the Crusaders, samples rustic cuisine, savors classic Greek-island views, and compares
beaches - from the ultimate party beach to idyllic quiet hideaways. And he shows how a cruise ship can be an efficient way to link up great island
stopovers.

(CC) N/A #1005H(S)APTEX

07:00p The Lawrence Welk Show
Small Town, U.S.A.

Myron Floren hosts this 1969 show that really showcases the talents of costumer Rose Weiss and the glorious sets of Chuck Coon. Those "Dear
Hearts and Gentle People" and That Old Gang of Mine" sing the praises of hometowns everywhere. Andra Willis sings "Peace In The Valley",
Steve Smith stops by the fishin' hole to sing "My Heart Is A Hobo", and Jack Imel and Bob Ralston are just a couple of "Small Town Boys". The
show ends with a reverent "Prayer For Peace".

(CC) N/A #1849H(S)OETA

08:00p Candlelight Concert: Home for the Holidays
Wsu Choral Choir

(N) N/A #2021HSHPTV

09:30p The Tunnel
The Tunnel is a 30-minute documentary film about the creation, and the re-creation, of the Blue Ridge Tunnel. Built by Irish immigrants in the
1850s, at nearly a mile long, it was the longest railroad tunnel in America. It was re-opened as a historic site and tourist attraction in November of
2020.

(CC) N/A #0H(S)NETA
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10:00p Austin City Limits
Ray Wylie Hubbard

Enjoy the roadhouse rock of legendary Texas songwriter Ray Wylie Hubbard. The veteran troubadour plays favorites and songs from his
collaborative album Co-starring.

(CC) N/A #4610H(S)PBSPL

11:00p Sound On Tap
Sierra Blanca

This Texas-born, Tennessee-based folk/soul artist hopes to calm your soul with his music.

(CC) N/A #403H(S)NETA

11:30p Songs at the Center
Craig Bickhardt, Kyshona, Jesse Terry

Craig Bickhardt wrote The Judds #1 Hit "I know Where I'm Going," as well as writing for Kathy Mattea and singing back-up for Reba McEntire.
This episode also features Kyshona discussing the students and inmates under her care as a music therapist and world-touring singer songwriter,
Jesse Terry, along with show host, award-winning songwriter Eric Gnezda.

(CC) N/A #908H(S)
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12:00m Nature
Undercover in the Jungle

Go undercover with a film crew on a perilous journey to the untouched wilderness of biodiversity in the Amazon rainforest. Meet some of the most
incredible creatures, from pygmy marmosets to pumas, as the wild secrets of the jungle are revealed.

(CC) DVI #3703H(S)NPS

06:00a Molly of Denali
Winter Champions/Hus-Keys

Winter Champions In an attempt to entertain themselves through the long winter months, Molly and the gang organize an outhouse race to
determine who will become "Winter Champions." Now they just have to figure out how to build an outhouse and keep it from tipping over. Hus-
Keys After hearing that her Great-Aunt Merna keeps misplacing her keys, Molly decides to create a tutorial video to help Merna train her dog to
find them for her. Molly and Tooey cast Suki in the leading roll, but when Molly's furry friend's performance is comically bad, she turns to clever
editing to make her training video effective.

(CC) DVI #115H(S)PBS

06:30a Alma's Way
Checkers Champ/World's Greatest

(CC) DVI #121H(S)PBS

07:00a Wild Kratts
Chameleons On Target

Aviva is working on a special ring chip that will super power her "inventuring", but it's stolen by a mysterious lemur. Martin and Chris are off to the
rescue and along the way, they learn about the amazing world of chameleons.

(CC) N/A #315H(S)PBS

07:30a Curious George
Grease Monkeys In Space/Pinata Vision

Grease Monkey in Space: The Man with the Yellow Hat's dream of space travel is finally coming true! He's been assigned to repair a large
telescope, but on the day of the big launch Professors Wiseman, Pizza and Einstein realize that it's actually a two-man - or rather, a one-man and
one-monkey - job. Soon it's up to George to complete the mission and replace the telescope's batteries. George has only a few minutes before
his air runs out to accomplish his task and remember his right, his left and his shapes. Can George save the day or will the space walk turn into a
space "whoops?" Pinata Vision: When George attends Betsy's birthday party he is ready for a day of fun with friends. Steve and Betsy blindfold
George and give him the first shot at breaking open the birthday pinata - but when George swings the bat without any sense of where he's
aiming, he makes a grand mess instead. To help George improve his game, Steve blindfolds George and sets him off to try and find Charkie -
and George navigates his way around the city by using only his hands, ears and sense of touch. His adventure leads him to some familiar places
and ultimately back to the sweet pinata prize!

(CC) DVI #205H(S)PBS

08:00a Work It Out Wombats!
The Mighty Zeke/Gift for a Fish

Zadie and Malik hope a cape, mask, and super strength gloves will help Zeke overcome his fear of riding a two-wheeler. / The Wombats are
invited to the Fishmans' Fish Shower. But what sort of gift should they create?

(CC) DVI #105H(S)PBS

08:30a Daniel Tiger's Neighborhood
Daniel Takes His Time/Sometime's It's Good to Go Slow

Daniel Takes His Time - Grandpere is visiting Daniel and they are baking raisin bread together. Daniel learns that sometimes it's good to take
your time, and it can be worth the wait. Sometimes It's Good to Go Slow - Daniel's class is going on a nature walk. The group learns that
sometimes it's good to go slow: seeing, hearing, and smelling the environment around you. You never know what you'll find! Strategy: Sometimes
it's good to go slow.

(CC) DVI #315H(S)PBS

09:00a Sesame Street
The Missing Goat Mystery

Elmo, Rosita, and Grover are at the farm today! While they help Farmer Todd take care of goats, they find out that one of the goats, Kudzu, is
missing. This is a problem! They help Farmer Todd by looking for clues, following hoof prints, and listening closely for bleating sounds until they
find Kudzu at the orchard munching on an apple.

(CC) DVI #5225H(S)PBS

09:30a Rosie's Rules
Rosie in the City/Rosie in the Country

(CC) DVI #121H(S)PBS

10:00a Donkey Hodie
Hey-O, Purple Moon/Purple Peg Problem

Moon Moths will arrive for the purple moon, but they don't like loud noises. Can Panda find a quiet way to show his love and see the moths?
/Panda's spaceship won't blast off. Fixing it is a big job, but Donkey's there to help, one step at a time.

(CC) DVI #134H(S)PBS
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10:30a Biz Kid$
Secrets to Success

The secret to success is actually simple - it's all about staying in school and building the best toolbox for your future. Learn about the many ways
to pay for your education and the importance of learning every day of your life.

(CC) DVI #210H(S)APTEX

11:00a Curious Crew
Basketball Science

Lay-up angles, curvy bounce passes, delightful dribbling and more! The Curious Crew learns how simple scientific principals improve the game of
basketball. STEM Challenge: Designing a mini-free throw machine. Curious About Careers (2): Ophthalmologist Dr. Sonia Rana and Computer
Coder Hillary Lewandowski.

(CC) N/A #405H(S)NETA

11:30a Make48
The teams go on a 1 hour supply run in a hardware store to gather the materials to make their invention. Begin the prototyping process!

(CC) N/A #302H(S)APTEX

12:00n Market to Market (CC) N/A #4849H(S)IPTV

12:30p Motorweek
R/T: LEXUS ES300H R/T: KIA TELLURIDE

(CC) N/A #4246H(S)PBSPL

01:00p Real Ag
Poultry

(N) N/A #1105HSHPTV

01:30p Plan Stronger TV
Becoming A Cfp Professional

David Holland, CFP, and business coach, Teresa Rand, delve into the "Great Resignation" phenomenon. CFP Professional, Nancy Anderson,
shares how we can get a jumpstart on our finances at age 50. Financial coach, Laura Scharr, reveals the importance of a spending plan. Our
Financial Panel explores the path to becoming a CFP Professional.

(CC) N/A #606H(S)ACCES

02:00p Classic Gospel
Booth Brothers: Country Roads

Ronnie, Michael and Paul go back to their roots with Country Roads. Hosted by Bill Gaither, Country Roads showcases this award-winning trio
performing country classics. Influenced by artists such as The Statler Brothers, The Gatlins, Randy Travis, Don Williams, Hank Williams, Alabama
and more, these gospel music mainstays tip their hats to some of their musical heroes.

(CC) N/A #1402H(S)NETA

03:00p How She Rolls
A Very Carrie Christmas

(CC) N/A #210H(S)PBSPL

03:30p Doctors On Call
Dr Benjamin Rahoy: Allergy-Immunology

(N) N/A #1812HSHPTV

04:00p Antiques Roadshow
Omaha, Hour Two

Discover hidden treasures such as 1955 Whitey Ford and 1951 Yogi Berra jerseys, an 1863 gilt bronze-mounted gaslight and an 1887 Seth
Whipple oil painting. Which find is appraised at $130,000?

(CC) N/A #2014H(S)NPS

05:00p PBS News Weekend (CC) N/A #2008H(S)NPS

05:30p History with David Rubenstein
Jonathan Alter

(CC) N/A #310H(S)PBSPL

06:00p Antiques Roadshow
Omaha, Hour Two

Discover hidden treasures such as 1955 Whitey Ford and 1951 Yogi Berra jerseys, an 1863 gilt bronze-mounted gaslight and an 1887 Seth
Whipple oil painting. Which find is appraised at $130,000?

(CC) N/A #2014H(S)NPS
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07:00p Ridley
Swansong, Part 2

Ridley's initial inquiries into the search for Luke Marbury draw a blank, but when a woman is found dead, Ridley finds a connection. Further links
between the case and dark secrets carefully buried for decades begin to emerge.

(CC) DVI #106#(S)NPS

08:00p Grantchester On Masterpiece
Season 8, Episode 3

At one of Cambridge's most prestigious colleges, a man is murdered and a valuable painting is stolen, leaving Geordie to determine if the two
crimes are linked.

(CC) DVI #5330#(S)NPS

09:00p D.I. Ray
Episode 3

The body count continues to rise as D.I. Ray and the team uncover more evidence suggesting they are dealing with highly dangerous organized
criminals.

(CC) DVI #103#(S)NPS

10:00p Austin City Limits
Ray Wylie Hubbard

Enjoy the roadhouse rock of legendary Texas songwriter Ray Wylie Hubbard. The veteran troubadour plays favorites and songs from his
collaborative album Co-starring.

(CC) N/A #4610H(S)PBSPL

11:00p Ridley
Swansong, Part 2

Ridley's initial inquiries into the search for Luke Marbury draw a blank, but when a woman is found dead, Ridley finds a connection. Further links
between the case and dark secrets carefully buried for decades begin to emerge.

(CC) DVI #106H(S)NPS
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12:00m Grantchester On Masterpiece
Season 8, Episode 3

At one of Cambridge's most prestigious colleges, a man is murdered and a valuable painting is stolen, leaving Geordie to determine if the two
crimes are linked.

(CC) DVI #5330H(S)NPS

05:00a Ready Jet Go!: Space Camp
When Sunspot develops an allergic reaction, Jet must leave Space Camp in order to find a cure. Will Jet succeed in getting their hands on the
cure in time to save Sunspot and make it back to Space Camp without Mitchell discovering what the heck is going on?

(CC) N/A #0H(S)PBS

06:30a Happy Yoga with Sarah Starr
Panoramic Wilderness

Revel in the beauty of the panoramic wilderness as you enjoy a modified yoga session using a chair for support. Including gentle seated stretches
designed to create more mobility in your upper body, standing balance poses to strengthen and tone the legs, and seated warrior moves to open
your hips.

(CC) N/A #601H(S)NETA

07:00a Yoga In Practice
It's Not What You Do, But How You Do It

We all have unique gifts and talents as expressed through our lifelong accomplishments. These gifts are meant to bring joy, satisfaction, and
meaning into our lives and the lives of those around us. It's not about what you do in life but how you do it. It's about how much passion, love, and
care you put into what you do that truly matters. Consider this as we begin a gentle yoga practice today.

(CC) N/A #403H(S)APTEX

07:30a Curious George
Red Planet Monkey/Tortilla Express

Red Planet Monkey - George is thrilled to visit Pizza and Einstein's Space Center to help solve a problem with the Mars rover. But a sleepy
monkey falls asleep and wakes to discover that he and the Man with the Yellow Hat are going to Mars! Can the curious little monkey figure out
what's been gumming up the rover's controls? Or was it all just a wonderful dream? Tortilla Express - When the grocer runs out of masa
(cornmeal), George and Marco are worried they won't be able to make Marco's famous tortillas for his abuela's birthday. Thankfully, Uncle
Enrique makes it his mission to find the key ingredient. During their ride on the "Tortilla Express," all three learn where masa comes from and how
it gets from the farm to Marco's table.

(CC) N/A #806H(S)PBS

08:00a Daniel Tiger's Neighborhood
You Are Special/Daniel Is Special

You are Special: The children are putting on a show at school today, each doing something that makes them special. O the Owl wants to be just
like the others and, with a little encouragement, he learns that owls are special too. Daniel is Special: Daniel and Dad take a fall walk through the
neighborhood, admiring the colors of the leaves. On their way, they meet Miss Elaina and O the Owl who each do special things that make Daniel
wonder if he is as special as they are. Dad reminds Daniel of the things that make him special, like his whimsical imagination!

(CC) DVI #121H(S)PBS

08:30a Rosie's Rules
Fort Fuentes/Rosies Derby Car

(CC) DVI #123H(S)PBS

09:00a Sesame Street
Sesame Street Sitters

Grover and Cookie Monster help Chris babysit. Chris teaches them how to take care of a baby by learning how the baby communicates, like
when she is hungry or needs a nap.

(CC) DVI #5223H(S)PBS

09:30a Work It Out Wombats!
Moo Moo Choo Choo / Lake Bellyflop

The Wombats help to free the Moo Moo Choo Choo train, which got itself stuck in a sea of ooey-gooey mud. / First spied through a telescope,
three adventurous Wombats attempt to find mystical Bellyflop Lake - without getting lost!

(CC) DVI #119H(S)PBS

10:00a Donkey Hodie
A Donkey Hodie Halloween

It's Purple Panda's first Halloween in Someplace Else, but he's afraid because he doesn't know what to expect. Donkey Hodie is here to help!
She prepares Panda for all the things he'll see on Halloween while their neighbors make it extra special.

(CC) DVI #132H(S)PBS

10:30a Pinkalicious & Peterrific
Peter's Portrait/Pink Peepers

Peter's Portrait: Pinkalicious sets out to draw Peter's Portrait, but quickly discovers this is no easy task when her subject can't seem to sit still.
Curriculum: (Visual Arts) Using line drawing as a tool to explore movement. Pink Peepers: Pinkalicious is so enchanted by the beautiful singing of
the Pink Peepers that she invites them to move in with her. But as enjoyable as the Peepers singing sounds, not everyone is hopping with delight.
Curriculum: (Music) Listen to and imitate sounds in the natural environment using your voice. Interstitial: Kids use pencils and charcoal to draw
portraits.

(CC) DVI #302H(S)PBS
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11:00a Elinor Wonders Why
A Moth Mystery/Just Peachy

(CC) DVI #134H(S)PBS

11:30a Nature Cat
Under Pressure/Rainy Day

(CC) N/A #309H(S)PBS

12:00n Hero Elementary
What You Don't See / Super Purple Pop-Up Plants

A frightened horse is on the loose in Citytown, and Sparks' Crew tries to help catch it. But, how can they get near it when the horse runs away
whenever it sees them? Curriculum: Some animals have camouflage that helps them blend into their surroundings, which keeps them from being
seen. / Sparks' Crew investigates mysterious purple plants that keeps popping up all over Citytown. Where are these plants coming from? And
how do they stop them? Curriculum: Seeds are dispersed in many ways. Animals can disperse seeds, which helps some plants grow in different
areas.

(CC) DVI #118H(S)PBS

12:30p Xavier Riddle and the Secret Museum
I Am Edmund Hillary/I Am Celia Cruz

(CC) DVI #132H(S)PBS

01:00p Cottonwood Connections
History Makers

(N) N/A #208HSHPTV

01:30p Daytripper
Hico, Tx

Chet explores a small town that's known as the home of "Billy the Kid. " He uncovers the story of whether or not Billy died in New Mexico or made
it to TX to live to his old age. He rock climbs inside some renovated grain silos, and visits a chocolatier that making some of the most amazing
truffles on the planet.

(CC) N/A #903H(S)NETA

02:00p Antiques Roadshow
Omaha, Hour Two

Discover hidden treasures such as 1955 Whitey Ford and 1951 Yogi Berra jerseys, an 1863 gilt bronze-mounted gaslight and an 1887 Seth
Whipple oil painting. Which find is appraised at $130,000?

(CC) N/A #2014H(S)NPS

03:00p Ready Jet Go!: Space Camp
When Sunspot develops an allergic reaction, Jet must leave Space Camp in order to find a cure. Will Jet succeed in getting their hands on the
cure in time to save Sunspot and make it back to Space Camp without Mitchell discovering what the heck is going on?

(CC) N/A #0H(S)PBS

04:30p Arthur
Arthur Vs. The Piano/The Big Blow-Up

Arthur gets stage fright during a rehearsal. Will he be able to get through his recital without any mistakes? In the second story, can Francine and
the Brain put aside their differences for the good of the soccer team? Probably not -- so Arthur and Buster decide to "write" some wrongs.

(CC) DVI #208H(S)PBS

05:00p Ready Jet Go!
You Can Call Me Albedo/The Tide Is Hig

It's evening at the cul-de-sac, and the kids are looking at two asteroids through Sean's telescope - one is light-colored and one is dark.
Meanwhile, Mitchell's dog Cody seems to have run away because he doesn't like the black sweater Mitchell put on him. The kids learn about
how, just like asteroids, some things are easier to see in the dark than others, like a white card is easier to see than Cody's black sweater. This
amount of brightness is called "albedo." The kids go to their local beach to surf, but notice that the beach looks completely different from the last
time they stood there. There's way more sand, and the ocean is far away! They decide to be detectives and study what has happened, and learn
that the larger and smaller beach is caused by the tides - the rising and falling of the ocean.

(CC) DVI #217H(S)PBS

05:30p BBC News America (CC) N/A #2941H(S)WETA

06:00p PBS Newshour
Episode 16

(CC) N/A #14016H(S)NPS

07:00p Antiques Roadshow
Omaha, Hour Three

Travel to Omaha to see fantastic pieces of history, like a Humphreys' homeopathic medicine cabinet, a 1939 Gregoire Boonzaier "View of Cape
Town" oil painting and a mid-19th-century Mormon book archive. Which treasure is the top find of the hour?

(CC) N/A #2015(S)NPS
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08:00p The Great American Recipe
See how the home cooks put it all on the plate in their last chance to impress before the finale. From carne asada tacos to corn chaat to chicken
chapli, the cooks prepare dishes inspired by a close friend and recipes that changed their lives.

(CC) N/A #206#(S)NPS

09:00p Pov
Eat Your Catfish

Paralyzed by late-stage ALS, Kathryn clings to a mordant wit as she yearns to witness her daughter's wedding. Shot from her fixed point of view,
watch a family grappling with the daily demands of disability and in-home caretaking.

(CC) DVI #3605H(S)NPS

10:30p Amanpour and Company (CC) N/A #6016H(S)PBSPL

11:30p Sara's Weeknight Meals
From The Latin Kitchen

Sara tours Latin America through it's kitchens when she cooks with two amazing Latin American cooks. First up, chef Letitia Moreinos Schwartz
takes Sara to a Brazilian cafe to taste some of the unique flavors of her native country; then they shop for some 'only in Brazil' ingredients at a
specialty market. Back in the kitchen, they put a Brazilian twist on Salt Cod, or bacalhau. Later, a superfan by way of the CIA (and not the cooking
school) joins Sara to make an essential dish of her native Puerto Rico - Arroz con Gandules.

(CC) N/A #1010H(S)APTEX
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12:00m Doctors On Call
Dr Benjamin Rahoy: Allergy-Immunology

(N) N/A #1812HSHPTV

06:00a Molly of Denali
Fiddle of Nowhere/A Splash of Mink

Oscar has dreamed about participating in Qyah's annual fiddle festival and becoming a champion fiddler like his idol, Finnegan King. This year,
he is finally old enough to play, but he breaks an E string the morning of the event and there are no replacements to be found in town! His only
hope is a snowshoe journey out to the cabin of Mr. Patak's mysterious customer, known only as "The Fiddler in the Woods," to borrow one. Will
Molly, Oscar, and Mr. Patak make it to the Fiddler's cabin in time? / Molly and Trini can't wait to get their jig on at the Qyah Tribal Hall, but on the
way, they run into an adorable, tiny mink that leaves them covered in a big, stinky smell. The duo tries tips from an online "cleaning expert," but
nothing the site suggests works. Can they find an effective way to lose the mink stink, or will they have to sit this dance out?

(CC) DVI #113H(S)PBS

06:30a Happy Yoga with Sarah Starr
Fiery Ocean Sunset

Allow the natural energy of the ocean waves and golden, fiery sunset to inspire your practice. Enjoy this intermediate yoga session as we flow
slowly and gracefully through standing and seated poses creating more movement around the hips and hamstrings through an effective set of
postures including lunges, forward folds and hip opening stretches.

(CC) N/A #602H(S)NETA

07:00a Yoga In Practice
The Delight of Freedom

How many of us have felt tightness in our neck and shoulders because we spend too much time looking down at devices or slumped over at a
desk? In time, that forward action of our head and shoulders can lead to all sorts of discomfort and even injury if we do not address it. Good
alignment is good therapy for injury, and when we feel more freedom in our body we are able to enjoy our life a bit more.

(CC) N/A #404H(S)APTEX

07:30a Curious George
The Buggy House/Rubber Band-It

(CC) N/A #1115H(S)PBS

08:00a Daniel Tiger's Neighborhood
King Daniel for the Day

King Daniel for the Day In this special full-length episode, Daniel Tiger is curious about what it's like to be King. There's only one way to find out?
King Friday makes Daniel "King for the Day!" On his royal mission, Daniel discovers that the most important part of being King is being kind to his
neighbors. Strategy: You can choose to be kind.

(CC) DVI #319H(S)PBS

08:30a Rosie's Rules
Rosie Gets Moving/The Flying Disc Dilemma

108A When Tia forgets her lucky spoon, Rosie, Javi and Papá use different kinds of transportation to get it to her before her train leaves. 108B
When Crystal's flying disc gets stuck in a tree, Rosie learns that just the right kind of transportation can get it down.

(CC) DVI #108H(S)PBS

09:00a Sesame Street
Haymobile

Elmo and Abby are helping Farmer Todd feed the cows. They need the tractor to carry the heavy hay, but the tractor is broken. This is a problem!
They wonder if there's another way to bring the heavy hay to the cows. What if they use something with wheels, like the wagon and pull the
wagon together to move the hay? Let's try! It works. They didn't give up, and they brought the hay to feed the cows.

(CC) DVI #5227H(S)PBS

09:30a Work It Out Wombats!
3,2,1 Lift Off! / Moon Magic

Only one way to find out if there are unicorns on the moon build a spaceship and go see for yourself! / Louisa tells Zeke she's a Moon Magician
who can turn the moon into different shapes. Would Zeke like to learn how she does it?

(CC) DVI #118H(S)PBS

10:00a Ready Jet Go!: Space Camp
When Sunspot develops an allergic reaction, Jet must leave Space Camp in order to find a cure. Will Jet succeed in getting their hands on the
cure in time to save Sunspot and make it back to Space Camp without Mitchell discovering what the heck is going on?

(CC) N/A #0H(S)PBS

11:30a Nature Cat
Gimme Shelter/Goin' Batty

Gimme Shelter - The gang cannot wait to get to Lookout Point, the premiere spot to watch sunsets! It's supposed to be beautiful and colorful!
They run on, nothing can stop them now! Uh oh, spoke to soon! A change in the weather does stop them, as it gets really cloudy and windy!
Squeeks thinks it's going to rain! Can the gang find shelter before the dastardly downpour? Tally ho! Goin' Batty - Nature Cat can't wait to get to
Cocono Cave! At dusk the bats fly out all together into the early evening sky! It's supposed to be an amazing nature sight! But getting there
proves to be a big problem for Nature Cat, who has a series of mishaps, leaving him to question his love of nature. Gasp! Oh no, say it isn't so!

(CC) N/A #122H(S)PBS
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12:00n Hero Elementary
First Day of School, Part 1 / First Day of School, Part 2

It's our heroes' first day at Hero Elementary. They meet each other and Mr. Sparks for the first time, and learn about superpowers that everyone
shares: the Superpowers of Science. / Sparks' Crew goes on its first mission, to catch a baby hamster that is zipping around town at super fast
speed, causing chaos. Unable to catch it, they have to find a way to get this little blur of fur to come to them. Could this be the beginning of a
beautiful friendship? Curriculum: Using the powers of observation, predicting, and testing can help solve problems.

(CC) DVI #135H(S)PBS

12:30p Xavier Riddle and the Secret Museum
I Am Catherine The Great/I Am Tomioka Tessai

I am Catherine the Great Brad shows up ready for day camp with a pep in his step and a smile on his face, until he finds out that he's going
without Xavier or Yadina. Uh oh. Brad can't possibly go without his best friends! Who will he play with? Xavier and Yadina are sure Brad will make
new friends at camp, but Brad isn't so sure - he doesn't know how. To the Secret Museum! Our heroes go back in time to meet someone who
made all kids of friends: Catherine the Great. They find Catherine wandering outside her castle walls, simply so she can make some new friends
to play with. Watching Catherine meet new kids, and ask them questions about themselves, shows Brad that getting to know people is a great
way to make friends. I am Tomioka Tessai Yadina isn't sure if she should take her old family quilt in for show and tell; she loves it and all, but it's
old and has a lot of holes - what if she feels embarrassed to show people? To the Secret Museum! Our heroes go back in time to meet someone
who was deeply connected to the stories of his ancestry: Tomioka Tessai. They find the young artist as he's trying to decide what he should paint
to share with his art class. While thinking it over, Tomioka takes our trio on a tour of his family's garden, and proudly tells the story of the cherry
tree he planted there with his father and grandfather, helping both Tomioka and Yadina realize they should each present their class with
something that's special to their family, because sharing stories about their family makes them feel proud.

(CC) DVI #108H(S)PBS

01:00p Cottonwood Connections
What's for Dinner?

(N) N/A #209HSHPTV

01:30p Daytripper
Lake Travis, Tx

Chet gets wet on a lake just outside of Austin, exploring everything from its swimming areas to its restaurants. He tries his hand at wake surfing
and then dines at the Oasis which is known as the "Sunset Capital of Texas."

(CC) N/A #904H(S)NETA

02:00p Finding Your Roots
Off The Farm

Henry Louis Gates, Jr. explores the humble roots of comedic actors Melissa McCarthy and Eric Stonestreet, retracing the ancestral journeys that
laid the groundwork for their success.

(CC) N/A #602H(S)NPS

03:00p Alma's Way
The Beach Blahs/The Last Sandcastle

When Alma's new friend, Beto, is disappointed that the Bronx Beach doesn't feel like his old beach in San Diego, Alma and Andre try to show him
that even though this beach is different, it's just as fun. During a trip to the beach, Junior's sandcastle gets washed away by the tide. Can Alma
find a way to cheer him up?

(CC) DVI #133H(S)PBS

03:30p Wild Kratts
Lemur Legs

The Wild Kratts arrive in Madagascar for the first time - touching down in the southern region known as the spiny desert - where they discover a
group of sifaka lemurs. Soon, they are learning about these lemurs amazing vertical clinging and leaping abilities.

(CC) N/A #319H(S)PBS

04:00p Odd Squad
Trading Places/Bad Lemonade

Trading Places - A villain uses one of Oscar's gadgets to cause destruction around town, which eventually leads to Olive getting kicked off the
squad. Curriculum: Numbers and counting; understanding place value. Bad Lemonade - Olive and Otto are called in to help when Polly Graph
mysteriously quits her lemonade stand. Curriculum: Data collection and analysis; creating and interpreting bar graphs and pictographs

(CC) DVI #125H(S)PBS

04:30p Arthur
Fright Night/Citizen Cheikh

(CC) DVI #2301H(S)PBS

05:00p Ready Jet Go!
Freebird/Sean's Robotic Arm

When a strange bird lands in Jet's yard, the kids learn it is a migrating Snow Goose who is using Jet's yard as a temporary stopping-off place.
Several more Snow Geese arrive, and the kids set up an "observation station" to make notes about their migrating habits. Sean accidentally
drops his beloved Neil Armstrong action figure into a large crack in the ground in the woods behind his house. The kids all work together to
engineer some kind of robotic arm to reach down into the crack and rescue Neil!

(CC) DVI #218H(S)PBS
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05:30p BBC News America (CC) N/A #2942H(S)WETA

06:00p PBS Newshour
Episode 17

(CC) N/A #14017H(S)NPS

07:00p Finding Your Roots
This Land Is My Land

Henry Louis Gates, Jr. reveals the unexpected family trees of entertainer Queen Latifah and actor Jeffrey Wright, redefining their sense of the
black experience -- and challenging preconceptions about America's past.

(CC) N/A #604#(S)NPS

08:00p Southern Storytellers
Episode 2

Six of the South's most influential creators take us home to the places that define them: author Angie Thomas, singer/songwriters Jason Isbell
and Amanda Shires, author Michael Twitty, country legend Lyle Lovett, and screenwriter Qui Nguyen.

(CC) N/A #102#(S)NPS

09:00p Iconic America: Our Symbols and Stories with David Rubenstein
Stone Mountain

Delve into the fate of the Monument at Stone Mountain, Georgia, the Confederate Mount Rushmore, revealing a nation wrestling with its past as
Confederate statues are torn down across the country.

(CC) DVI #107#(S)NPS

10:00p Amanpour and Company (CC) N/A #6017H(S)PBSPL

11:00p Doctors On Call
Dr. Bell Razafindrabe: Pain Management

(N) N/A #1804HSHPTV

11:30p Whitney Reynolds Show
Near-Death Experiences and the people who have lived to tell what they encountered during the in-between.

(CC) N/A #111HNETA
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12:00m Southern Storytellers
Episode 2

Six of the South's most influential creators take us home to the places that define them: author Angie Thomas, singer/songwriters Jason Isbell
and Amanda Shires, author Michael Twitty, country legend Lyle Lovett, and screenwriter Qui Nguyen.

(CC) N/A #102H(S)NPS

06:00a Arthur
Arthur's Underwear/Francine Frensky, Olympic Rider

Arthur thinks its hilarious when Binky's pants split during class -- until he starts having nightmares about it happening to him. In the second story,
Francine wants to be an Olympic equestrian, but it turns out her prissy sister Catherine is a much better rider! Can Francine stand the humiliation
of being second-best?

(CC) DVI #205H(S)PBS

06:30a Happy Yoga with Sarah Starr
Red Rock Sunset

Bask in the glorious red rock sunset as we enjoy a modified seated yoga practice using a chair for support. Including gentle sun salutations along
with easy to follow yoga moves to create more mobility and flexibility in the hands, neck, chest, shoulders, back, hips and more.

(CC) N/A #603H(S)NETA

07:00a Yoga In Practice
Seeking Balance

We all get into habits, good and bad ones, like a dog that runs back and forth alongside a fence creating a groove. In Sanskrit, these patterns are
called samaskaras, and they become more entrenched the longer we continue them. To cultivate better habits we have to bring awareness to
what is no longer serving us and then decide to make a change. Slowing down and being aware is a place to begin.

(CC) N/A #405H(S)APTEX

07:30a Curious George
Curious George Flies A Kite/from Scratch

Curious George Flies a Kite - A gusty morning at the country house leads George to experiment with aerodynamics. In the wind, birds soar, ping-
pong balls roll, and bricks don't move at all. But the best thing of all for a windy day is a kite. George, with the not-so-willing assistance of Jumpy
Squirrel, discovers the wonders and the perils of kite flying. From Scratch - Gnocchi, the cat, is accused of scratching the booths in Chef
Pisghetti's restaurant. To prove Gnocchi's innocence (and eat cannoli), George decides to mount an investigation. Using his scientific inquiry
skills, he observes the differences between the scratches Gnocchi makes with her claws and the scratches left on the booth and shows that his
friend was wrongfully accused.

(CC) DVI #101H(S)PBS

08:00a Daniel Tiger's Neighborhood
Disappointed at the Pool/Disappointed at the Farm

(CC) DVI #518H(S)PBS

08:30a Rosie's Rules
The Great Robot Picnic/Rosies Car Wash

(CC) DVI #122H(S)PBS

09:00a Sesame Street
Crisis Promos

Elmo and Grover discover an adorable puppy on Sesame Street. They name the puppy Tango and set out on an adventure to a pet adoption fair
to help find her a new home. Along the way, they introduce her to their friends and learn how to take care of Tango. They give her a doggy treat
for a snack and give her a bath to get her clean. Elmo, Grover, and Tango finally reach the pet fair but it's over. No one's there to give Tango a
home. Just then, Elmo realizes that her new home should be with Elmo. He loves Tango. Elmo asks his parents if Tango could live with them. He
promises to help feed her, give her baths, and take her for walks. Elmo's parents say that they do have room for a sweet little puppy and welcome
Tango to the family. Now, Elmo and Tango are furry friends forever!

(CC) DVI #0H(S)PBS

09:30a Work It Out Wombats!
Color Fun/A Super Invention

(CC) DVI #122H(S)PBS

10:00a Donkey Hodie
Piano Problem/Bongo-Lympics

Grampy's piano was delivered to Donkey's windmill by mistake. Can Donkey and Panda deliver it before the sing-along?/Panda really wants to
win the Bongo-lympics but has never come in first place before. Coach Donkey is here to help him practice!

(CC) DVI #127H(S)PBS

10:30a Pinkalicious & Peterrific
Peter's Blues/Pink Raspberry

Peter is feeling down and learns to play the blues on the harmonica. Expressing your feelings through music can make you feel better! Maybe
Peter can cheer up his friends and family, too. But not everyone responds to music the same way. / Peter learns how to make a raspberry sound
from baby Saffron, sparking an idea - to host a silly song contest. Peter really wants to win, but he has trouble coming up with an original silly
sound until he teams up with an expert - Saffron.

(CC) DVI #110H(S)PBS
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11:00a Elinor Wonders Why
Hiding In Plain Sight/Owl Girl

Hiding in Plain Sight - Elinor and her friends are playing Hide-And-Go-Seek at recess, but no matter where they hide, the Goat twins always seem
to find them. The kids decide they need a to find a better way to hide, so they observe some animals who are camouflaged, prompting Elinor to
realize that she, Olive and Ari can use their shapes, colors and patterns to hide themselves in plain sight, so that the Goat Twins can't spot them.
Owl Girl - Elinor isn't sure what she's going to be for Costume Day, but it has to be something INTERESTING. That night, Elinor is awakened by a
strange "Whooo!" sound coming from outside, so she and her mom go out to investigate. While looking for the source of the strange sound, Elinor
is surprised at how many things are happening outside at night while she sleeps. Suddenly, they hear the sound again and look up to see an owl
soaring in the sky, which inspires Elinor to figure out exactly what she wants to be for the costume parade.

(CC) DVI #102H(S)PBS

11:30a Ready Jet Go!: Space Camp
When Sunspot develops an allergic reaction, Jet must leave Space Camp in order to find a cure. Will Jet succeed in getting their hands on the
cure in time to save Sunspot and make it back to Space Camp without Mitchell discovering what the heck is going on?

(CC) N/A #0H(S)PBS

01:00p Cottonwood Connections
"Great American Desert"

(N) N/A #210HSHPTV

01:30p Daytripper
Houston, Tx

As one of the largest cities in America, many folks know about Houston, but Chet takes viewers off the beaten path exploring its hidden side. He
goes underground into a ancient cistern, visits the wild art side of the city, sees the ship channel, and then finds authentic eats inside Houston's
Indian district.

(CC) N/A #905H(S)NETA

02:00p When Disaster Strikes
A Perfect Storm: Mozambique

Hear the extraordinary story of bravery and hope after Cyclone Idai strikes Mozambique. The world races to help rescue and support survivors
from flooding on a biblical scale.

(CC) N/A #101H(S)NPS

03:00p Alma's Way
Do The Waltzango/Big Brother Bootcamp

(CC) DVI #120H(S)PBS

03:30p Wild Kratts
Cheetah Adopted

Martin and Chris are creature adventuring on the African savannah when they encounter a warthog mom and her piglets. But they notice
something odd. One of the piglets is the cheetah cub Spotswat! It's up to the Kratt Bros to find out why this cub has been adopted into the
warthog family and to reunite him with his mother, Blur. Science Concept: Interspecies relationships.

(CC) N/A #423H(S)PBS

04:00p Molly of Denali: Wise Raven & Old Crow
Molly's family goes on an epic river trip to a traditional Gwich'in village to celebrate their late Grandma Catherine. Getting there won't be easy.
Molly will need to listen to the land and connect with her culture to get them there safely.

(CC) DVI #0H(S)PBS

05:00p Ready Jet Go!
Astronaut Ellen Ochoa!

When Astronaut Ellen Ochoa comes to visit the DSA and review an engineering project, she runs into the kids, who are running Sean's lemonade
stand to raise money for a rocket to Mars. They end up hanging out with her before her DSA meeting. They solve an engineering problem
together, which inspires Ellen to use the same solution with the engineering project at the DSA.

(CC) DVI #219H(S)PBS

05:30p BBC News America (CC) N/A #2943H(S)WETA

06:00p PBS Newshour
Episode 18

(CC) N/A #14018H(S)NPS

07:00p Animals with Cameras, A Nature Miniseries
Oceans

Wildlife cameraman Gordon Buchanan leads a team using state of the art cameras, offering a fresh look at the lives of some of the animals in our
oceans such as sharks, elephant seals, turtles and gannets.

(CC) DVI #201#(S)PBS
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08:00p Human Footprint
The Replacements

Shane explores the surprising science and unexpected histories of "The Replacements": five animal and plant species that made allies of
humans, grew to dominate the planet alongside us, and changed their destinies (and our own) forever.

(CC) N/A #104#(S)NPS

09:00p Nova
The Planets: Saturn

NASA's Cassini explores Saturn for 13 years, looping through its icy rings and flying by its moons. The probe captures stunning ring-moon
interactions, but when it finds the ingredients for life on the moon Enceladus, a bittersweet decision is made.

(CC) N/A #4615#(S)NPS

10:00p Amanpour and Company (CC) N/A #6018H(S)PBSPL

11:00p This American Land
Outstanding Waters, Protecting The Texas Coastal Bend, Avoiding Deadly Bird

Under the Clean Water Act, grass-roots campaigns in New Mexico are urging state authorities to designate the Upper Pecos watershed, Upper
Rio Grande, Rio Hondo and Upper Jemez River as Outstanding National Resource Waters deserving special protection. A similar campaign in
Colorado succeeded in protecting Hermosa Creek and its entire drainage, the first stretch of water outside a wilderness area or national park to
receive the Outstanding Waters designation. Following the catastrophic Deepwater Horizon oil spill in 2010, county authorities face the challenge
of safeguarding and restoring the natural habitats of the Texas coast around the petrochemical port of Corpus Christi. In cities like Milwaukee,
conservationists urge architects and developers to adopt window designs that deter birds from colliding with tall buildings, especially during
migrating seasons.

(CC) N/A #1004H(S)NETA

11:30p Outside: Beyond The Lens (CC) N/A #301H(S)APTEX
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12:00m Human Footprint
The Replacements

Shane explores the surprising science and unexpected histories of "The Replacements": five animal and plant species that made allies of
humans, grew to dominate the planet alongside us, and changed their destinies (and our own) forever.

(CC) N/A #104H(S)NPS

06:00a Molly of Denali
New Nivagi/Crane Song

When Molly is entrusted with her Grandpa Nat's secret nivagi recipe for the annual Qyah Ice Cream Competition, she's determined to make it a
winning dish...until Suki eats the nivagi and slobbers all over the recipe! Molly has just a few hours to recreate the recipe and collect the hard-to-
find ingredients. Can she uphold her Grandpa's nivagi legacy or will she end his winning streak? / Molly can't wait to help Nina and Dr. Antigone
band baby cranes. But every time they get close enough to slip the bands on the colts' legs, something happens that scares the cranes away.
Molly puts in an emergency call to Grandpa Nat, who provides her with a foolproof trick to finish the job: a crane dance.

(CC) DVI #112H(S)PBS

06:30a Happy Yoga with Sarah Starr
Autumn Leaves

Bask in the golden leaves of autumn as you connect to your core with a dynamic intermediate flow practice. Including postures that will help to
strengthen your abdominals, legs and thighs, creating greater ease of movement and better posture in your daily life.

(CC) N/A #604H(S)NETA

07:00a Yoga In Practice
Interdependence

The profound truth is that you cannot be human on your own. You are human through the relationships and connections that you make. This is
the African concept of Ubuntu, whereby a person is a person through other people. We are made for interdependence. I need you in order to be
me. Our class today will remember this deeper truth by moving from the periphery into the core using twists and backbends.

(CC) N/A #406H(S)APTEX

07:30a Curious George
Curious George's Home for Pigeons/Out of Order

Curious George's Home for Pigeons - Compass may be a homing pigeon but sometimes he has trouble finding his way home. George decides to
make him a place to stay on their balcony. After much experimentation, George creates a tree that The Man with the Yellow Hat might not
recognize but in Compass's eyes is the perfect pigeon perch. Out of Order - When George sees a very nice lady leaving packages behind
everywhere she goes, he figures she must be very forgetful. He decides to be helpful by gathering up all the packages for her. When Betsy
explains to George that the nice lady is actually the mail carrier, they have to figure out a system to match the packages up with the correct
address and return them fast!

(CC) DVI #102H(S)PBS

08:00a Daniel Tiger's Neighborhood
Circle Time Squabble/It's Not Okay to Hurt Someone

Circle Time Squabble - At school, Daniel gets so mad at Miss Elaina that he wants to push her. Instead, he remembers the importance of self-
control and how to stop himself from hurting a friend. It's Not Okay to Hurt Someone - Farmer Daniel gets mad when Margaret knocks down his
fence. Daniel learns that it's okay to be angry, but it's never okay to hurt someone. Strategy: Stop, stop, stop. It's ok to feel angry, it's not, not, not
ok to hurt someone.

(CC) DVI #318H(S)PBS

08:30a Rosie's Rules
Rosies Pirate Adventure/Time Trouble

Rosie and friends pretend to be pirates travelling around the world, but they need a globe to plan a route./While Jun is visiting Shanghai, she and
Rosie plan a virtual breakfast. But when it's daytime for Rosie, it's nighttime for Jun.

(CC) DVI #117H(S)PBS

09:00a Sesame Street
Elmo Mails A Letter

Elmo is mailing his first letter, but hes worried something will happen to it, so he follows mail carrier Jasmine to the post office to see what
happens. There, he sees how everyones mail gets sorted to go to the right place. Elmo and Jasmine make stops to deliver mail to their friends
and, along the way, Elmo learns that mail carriers are everyday heroes who help us stay connected to each other. Guest: John Batiste

(CC) DVI #5202H(S)PBS

09:30a Work It Out Wombats!
A Sleep Story for Ellie/Super's Super Mug

What's a super sleepy Ellie to do, besides stumble around groggily and talk to bushes? The storytellers of her favorite sleepy time radio show are
on vacation, so she's having trouble falling asleep! Zadie decides to come up with a soothing story just for Ellie, a story about a dragon who loves
pizza; Malik and Zeke volunteer to help provide the relaxing sound effects. Guess what? It works! / When Super's favorite mug smashes into a
bunch of pieces, the Wombats decide to fix it so Super won't be too sad. Sticky tape doesn't work, sticky taffy doesn't work, but Mr. E's Ooey
Gooey Goo, shells and gold paint - plus a whole lotta love - do the trick!

(CC) DVI #121H(S)PBS

10:00a Donkey Hodie
Dodie Hodie/Uniquely Panda

Donkey's cousin comes to visit, but they don't like doing the same things anymore. Can they still have fun together?/When Purple Panda wonders
if he likes being different from other pandas, Donkey helps him realize his differences make him special.

(CC) DVI #135H(S)PBS
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10:30a Pinkalicious & Peterrific
Petercadabra/Sleepless In Pinkville

"Petercadabra" Peter is determined to become a great magician after finding Daddy's book of magic tricks. And with a fancy hat, a wand, and a
little bit of magic, Peter is well on his way to becoming "The Great Peterini." Curriculum: (Theater) Use costumes props and your imagination to
take on a persona. "Sleepless in Pinkville" Pinkalicious and Peter have to get up early for a very special sunrise, but are too excited to sleep.
Perhaps Goldie the unicorn can help them finally get some shut-eye? Curriculum: (Theater) Experiment with the imagination and creative
movement as a way to release energy and play together.

(CC) DVI #212H(S)PBS

11:00a Elinor Wonders Why
A Garden for All/Band of Explorers

(CC) DVI #135H(S)PBS

11:30a Nature Cat
Know Your Snow/The Nature-Tastic Four and the Humongous Hurricane

(CC) N/A #505H(S)PBS

12:00n Hero Elementary
Back On Track / Switcheroo-Er

When a toy train display featuring a model replica of City Town is ruined, Sparks' Crew sets out to learn more about the landforms that make up
City Town and help to rebuild a new replica. Curriculum: Many different types of landforms can make up an area. / AJ invents a gadget that
switches everyone's powers. But, having different powers is harder than they thought. How can they use their new powers to get their old powers
back? Curriculum: When you need information to solve a problem, you can ask an expert.

(CC) DVI #136H(S)PBS

12:30p Xavier Riddle and the Secret Museum
I Am Mary Anning /I Am Charlie Chaplin

(CC) DVI #127H(S)PBS

01:00p Cottonwood Connections
Ethnic Heritage of the High Plains

(N) N/A #211HSHPTV

01:30p Daytripper
Sweetwater, Tx

Chet heads back to "Big Country" to explore the hidden history of female pilots during WW2, eat some BBQ, and hunt for rattlesnakes. He
finishes the day at the largest rattlesnake round up in the country observing local traditions and eating some of his own.

(CC) N/A #906H(S)NETA

02:00p When Disaster Strikes
The Silent Killer: Somalia

Hear shocking stories as another drought strikes Somalia. Mass migration, food shortages and malnutrition mean famine is a very real threat, but
resolute humanitarians race to meet the basic needs of the most vulnerable.

(CC) N/A #102H(S)NPS

03:00p Alma's Way
Harper's Quick Change/All Rapped Up

When Alma, Harper, and Rafia see a quick-change video Safina made, Harper wants to make a video for her dad of her changing into her robot
costume that's just like it. The only problem is, they can't figure out how she changed her clothes so fast! They'll need a little help to make a video
of their own. Alma is supposed to help Eddie record a rap, but starts a rap circle with Junior, Andre, and Becka instead.

(CC) DVI #132H(S)PBS

03:30p Wild Kratts
Tenrec Treasure Hunt

When Chris sets up an elaborate treasure hunt centering on a cool and rare group of insectivores - the Tenrec - from Madagascar, the rest of the
crew sets off to complete the hunt.

(CC) N/A #322H(S)PBS

04:00p Odd Squad
Shapely University/Slow Day

Shapely University - Agents compete against rival Odd Squad agents to solve an odd problem. Curriculum: geometry and spatial sense, parallel
lines, parallelograms. Slow Day - Otis and Olympia investigate why people in town are stuck in slow motion. Curriculum: data collection and
analysis, geometry and spatial skills, understanding maps.

(CC) DVI #226H(S)PBS

04:30p Arthur
Listen Up/Arthurs New Old Vacation

(CC) DVI #2503H(S)PBS
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05:00p Ready Jet Go!
Eye in the Sky/Total Eclipse Block Party

Sean is planning his first sleepout under the stars with his Space Scouts troop, but the weather is threatening, and it looks like his sleepout will be
rained out. The kids get help from Mitchell , building a weather observation station to make a weather prediction, and visit the DSA for further help
by tracking the weather with satellites. A total eclipse of the Sun is coming to Boxwood Terrace! The kids prepare a Total Eclipse song and dance
to perform at the DSA, where the whole town is gathered for the event. Meanwhile, Sunspot attempts to explain the eclipse to all the local animals
so they won't think it's night and sleep through it.

(CC) DVI #220H(S)PBS

05:30p BBC News America (CC) N/A #2944H(S)WETA

06:00p PBS Newshour
Episode 19

(CC) N/A #14019H(S)NPS

07:00p This Old House
Atlanta | Whole House Protection

Progress is made on the interior and exterior of the house. New beveled pine siding is weaved into the old. Tyler Perry Studios is toured. The
house gets lightning and surge protection. In MA, The Dracut Centre School restoration is complete.

(CC) N/A #4405H(S)PBSPL

07:30p Ask This Old House
Wallpaper Restoration, Gutter Repairs

Kevin visits the Franklin Pierce Homestead in New Hampshire to learn of a historic French wallpaper from the 19th-century restoration; Heath
explains the basics of GFCI receptacles; Tom helps repair and repitch the gutters above a back patio.

(CC) N/A #2105H(S)PBSPL

08:00p Home Diagnosis
Atlantic City, Nj Not Your Average Homeowner

A homeowner with an engineering background has created a very complicated home. Multi-leveled with a central aquarium system, extra attics,
and an indoor/outdoor swimming pool located in a wet coastal environment, it's difficult at first glance to know if this home may or may not be
working. Hosts Grace and Corbett try to put all the puzzle pieces together to create a clear picture of its performance.

(CC) N/A #106H(S)NETA

08:30p Inspire
Caring for Our Animal Companions

(N) N/A #302HKTWU

09:00p La Frontera with Pati Jinich
Back to the Middle

Pati Jinich travels the New Mexico and Chihuahua border region, one of the most unique and bio-diverse places. She meets architect Ronald
Rael, observes migratory species, visits a remote Mennonite camp, and more.

(CC) N/A #203H(S)NPS

10:00p Sunflower Journeys
Very Eventful

We visit the Mulvane Art Fair on the campus of Washburn University, to see how this juried show features artists from 15 different states, as well
as live music in an atmosphere filled with creativity; then it?s off to the Little House on the Prairie Museum in Independence, KS, where an annual
festival pays tribute to the author Laura Ingalls Wilder; and in our studio segment, we visit with Rosa Cavazos, from the Greater Topeka
Partnership, who give us tips on how a town can promote an event or historic festival using social media.

(N) N/A #3206H(S)KTWU

10:30p America's Heartland
Olives grown near Sacramento are rushed to a nearby processing plant and mill, guaranteeing the freshest olive oil. Follow along as we prepare
an Olive and Goat Cheese Focaccia bread recipe. See what it takes to grow figs and pistachios in California's Central Valley. A family-owned
South Dakota cattle ranch is trying some innovative practices borrowed from abroad.

(CC) N/A #1704H(S)APTEX

11:00p This Old House
Atlanta | Whole House Protection

Progress is made on the interior and exterior of the house. New beveled pine siding is weaved into the old. Tyler Perry Studios is toured. The
house gets lightning and surge protection. In MA, The Dracut Centre School restoration is complete.

(CC) N/A #4405H(S)PBSPL

11:30p Ask This Old House
Wallpaper Restoration, Gutter Repairs

Kevin visits the Franklin Pierce Homestead in New Hampshire to learn of a historic French wallpaper from the 19th-century restoration; Heath
explains the basics of GFCI receptacles; Tom helps repair and repitch the gutters above a back patio.

(CC) N/A #2105H(S)PBSPL
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12:00m When Disaster Strikes
The Silent Killer: Somalia

Hear shocking stories as another drought strikes Somalia. Mass migration, food shortages and malnutrition mean famine is a very real threat, but
resolute humanitarians race to meet the basic needs of the most vulnerable.

(CC) N/A #102H(S)NPS

06:00a Molly of Denali
Fiddle of Nowhere/A Splash of Mink

Oscar has dreamed about participating in Qyah's annual fiddle festival and becoming a champion fiddler like his idol, Finnegan King. This year,
he is finally old enough to play, but he breaks an E string the morning of the event and there are no replacements to be found in town! His only
hope is a snowshoe journey out to the cabin of Mr. Patak's mysterious customer, known only as "The Fiddler in the Woods," to borrow one. Will
Molly, Oscar, and Mr. Patak make it to the Fiddler's cabin in time? / Molly and Trini can't wait to get their jig on at the Qyah Tribal Hall, but on the
way, they run into an adorable, tiny mink that leaves them covered in a big, stinky smell. The duo tries tips from an online "cleaning expert," but
nothing the site suggests works. Can they find an effective way to lose the mink stink, or will they have to sit this dance out?

(CC) DVI #113H(S)PBS

06:30a Happy Yoga with Sarah Starr
Spectacular Sunflower

Allow the spectacular sunflower display to inspire your practice as we enjoy a modified seated yoga practice using a chair for support. Including
seated sun salutations and a gentle series of stretches to increase range of motion in the shoulders and upper back while releasing tension in the
neck and spine.

(CC) N/A #605H(S)NETA

07:00a Yoga In Practice
Reset Your Emotional Circuit Breaker

Our psyches were not developed to respond to everything that is coming at us right now. Being so connected these days to the world's news is
overloading our emotional circuit breakers. Take a few deep breaths and ask yourself: What is mine to do and not to do today? What is mine to
say and not to say today? What is mine to care about and not to care about today? Remember that someone will always care.

(CC) N/A #407H(S)APTEX

07:30a Curious George
Zeros to Donuts/Curious George, Stain Remover

Zeros to Donuts - When George learns about the meaning and power of zero, he is ready to test out his knowledge. The perfect opportunity
arises when he's sent to the donut shop for one dozen donuts. But when he adds a couple of zeros, he's surprised to find out he gets one
hundred dozen. Now he has to figure out what to do with all those extra donuts before The Man with the Yellow Hat notices. Curious George,
Stain Remover - George spills grape juice on the new rug and needs to figure out a way to clean it up before The Man with the Yellow Hat
returns! Too much soap and too much water make matters worse. With the help of the barnyard animals (and some simple engineering), George
uses the Renkins' water pump to clean up the mess.

(CC) DVI #103H(S)PBS

08:00a Daniel Tiger's Neighborhood
The Neighborhood Snowstorm

(CC) DVI #516H(S)PBS

08:30a Rosie's Rules
Royal Rosie/Rosies No-Strawberry Stand

107A The Purple Knight is coming to Mom's bookstore, but Rosie isn't sure how to help Mom set up. 107B Rosie and Javi make a strawberry
horchata stand, but they don't have strawberries. They go to the store where Rosie learns how stores get food.

(CC) DVI #107H(S)PBS

09:00a Sesame Street
Elmo Builds A Robot Dog

Elmo, Tamir, and Alan are building a pet robot dog for Norbert the Robot. They finish putting the pieces together, but the tail is droopy. This is a
problem! They wonder how they can make a happy, waggedy tail. What if they use a wooden paint brush so the tail can stay up and wrap it with
shiny foil? Lets try! It works. They didnt give up and made the robot dogs tail shiny, happy, and extra waggedy.

(CC) DVI #5201H(S)PBS

09:30a Work It Out Wombats!
Moo Moo Choo Choo / Lake Bellyflop

The Wombats help to free the Moo Moo Choo Choo train, which got itself stuck in a sea of ooey-gooey mud. / First spied through a telescope,
three adventurous Wombats attempt to find mystical Bellyflop Lake - without getting lost!

(CC) DVI #119H(S)PBS

10:00a Donkey Hodie
Snow Day/Snow Surprise Challenge

It's a snow day in Someplace Else! Will Panda's pals want to do all his favorite snow activities from Planet Purple?/Bob Dog wants to win a glowy,
snowy, floating fun ball, so he thinks of things he's good at to play Gameshow Gator's new snow game.

(CC) DVI #131H(S)PBS
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10:30a Pinkalicious & Peterrific
A Fairy Thanksgiving/Pinkfoot Playdate

"A Fairy Thanksgiving" When Pinkalicious and Peter accidentally damage Fairyanna's Thanksgiving table, they are determined to make things
right and give the fairies the most pinkamazing Fairy Thanksgiving yet! Curriculum: (Visual Arts) - Create art from found objects in nature.
"Pinkfoot Playdate" Pinkfoot is back and is eager to spend the day with Pinkalicious and her friends. But Pinkalicous struggles to find something
that's pinkaperfect for her giant pink furry monster friend. Curriculum: (Dance) Using movement, explore contrasts in force, e.g. hard/soft,
strong/light. Interstitial: Kids use elements from nature to create a fairy house in their backyard.

(CC) DVI #202H(S)PBS

11:00a Elinor Wonders Why
To Bee Or Not to Bee/Turtle Crossing

To Bee or Not to Bee - Elinor, Ari, Olive and Koa are having a picnic in the forest, when all of a sudden, a few honey bees come over to check out
the kids' food. A nervous Koa gets antsy and starts swatting at the bees because he's afraid of them. This gives Elinor an idea to help her friend
get over his fear of bees. After some very careful bee observations, the kids conclude that bees are tiny and a lot more afraid of us than we are of
them. They also realize that instead of swatting at bees, you should stay calm and steady when a bee is around, and you are a lot less likely to
get stung. Turtle Crossing - Elinor, Olive and Ari are having a blast riding their bikes along the park's brand-new dirt bike-path. Suddenly, they
must slam on the brakes: a sweet little turtle is trying to cross the path to get to a small pond on the other side. The kids learn all about how
turtles' eggs are laid on land and the babies must make it back to the water when they hatch. The problem is, the dirt bike path is right in the
turtles' way. After some careful thinking, the kids work together to move their new bike path around the turtle crossing and save the day!

(CC) DVI #125H(S)PBS

11:30a Nature Cat
Slime Time/Rock Stars

Slime Time - Nature Cat can't wait to play with his favorite yarn ball! But when he goes to take it out of its super secret hiding spot? ...it's gone?!
Where could it be? The gang sets out to find the culprit and rescue Nature Cat's favorite toy. Along they way they find help from an unlikely slimey
source. Onward and Yarnward! Rock Stars - Squeeks can't wait to show off her favorite rock at her Rock Stars meeting. She thinks she has a
good chance to become The Rock Star of the Month! But things don't go as planned when Hal mistakes Squeeks' rock for a ball, causing the rock
to roll away. Get that rock!

(CC) N/A #121H(S)PBS

12:00n Hero Elementary
Squeak to Me / Team's Song Theme Song

AJ builds a gadget to help people understand Fur Blur's squeaks. But, the gadget misfires and makes people squeak instead of talk. Sparks'
Crew must find ways to communicate information non-verbally in order to locate and reverse the gadget. Curriculum: There are many ways to
communicate information including verbally, acting things out, writing, and making noise. / Sparks Crew wants to make their own theme song, but
they have no musical instruments. How can they find a way to make sounds of different pitches? Curriculum: The pitch of a sound can be
changed when the object changes in size, length, or liquid volume.

(CC) DVI #134H(S)PBS

12:30p Xavier Riddle and the Secret Museum
I Am Albert Einstein/I Am Carol Burnett

(CC) DVI #130H(S)PBS

01:00p Cottonwood Connections
Those Roadside Attractions

(N) N/A #212HSHPTV

01:30p Daytripper
Round Top, Tx

Chet explores both the normal and festival sides of the smallest incorporated town in Texas. He goes junkin' with the famed Junk Gypsies, eats at
one of the most famous pie cafes in Texas, and visits a jaw-dropping concert venue.

(CC) N/A #907H(S)NETA

02:00p When Disaster Strikes
Paradise Lost: Bahamas

Hear an epic tale of survival as one of the Caribbean's strongest hurricanes strikes The Bahamas. The government and international aid workers
battle to meet the survivors' basic needs in the chaos of the aftermath.

(CC) N/A #103H(S)NPS

03:00p Molly of Denali: Wise Raven & Old Crow
Molly's family goes on an epic river trip to a traditional Gwich'in village to celebrate their late Grandma Catherine. Getting there won't be easy.
Molly will need to listen to the land and connect with her culture to get them there safely.

(CC) DVI #0H(S)PBS

04:00p Odd Squad
Villains In Need Are Villains Indeed/Happily Ever Odd

Villains in Need are Villains Indeed - Odd Squad and villains work together to stop a giant robot. Curriculum: coding, code-breaking and
computational thinking, mapping. Happily Ever Odd - The agents accidentally lose someone in headquarters. Curriculum: early algebra- solving
for an unknown in the middle of an equation.

(CC) DVI #227H(S)PBS
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04:30p Arthur
Arthur Makes A Movie/Go to Your Room!

Too young to see a real "James Hound" movie, the kids decide they'll make a film of their own. With Muffy directing and Arthur playing the
dashing, urbane hero, how bad could it be? In part two, D.W. feels misunderstood when she's sent to her room for 10 whole minutes!

(CC) DVI #204H(S)PBS

05:00p Ready Jet Go!
Moon Circus/Every Day Is Earth Day

Carrot is about to turn 250 Bortronian years old, and the kids have set up a backyard circus to help him celebrate. They all notice that Earth's
gravity makes it hard to perform their circus stunts, so they take the whole circus to the Moon, where its 1/6th gravity makes all their stunts much
easier! It's Earth Day, and the kids are preparing posters for the big community celebration at the DSA. They decide to research their posters by
traveling all around the Earth in Jet's family saucer and observing all the things that make Earth so special.

(CC) DVI #221H(S)PBS

05:30p BBC News America (CC) N/A #2945H(S)WETA

06:00p PBS Newshour
Episode 20

(CC) N/A #14020H(S)NPS

07:00p Washington Week with the Atlantic (CC) N/A #6305H(S)NPS

07:30p Firing Line with Margaret Hoover
Guest: Amul Thapar. Sixth Circuit Judge Amul Thapar discusses his new book defending Clarence Thomas's originalism, his own presence on
the conservative short-list for the Supreme Court, the affirmative action ruling, and ethics questions involving justices.

(CC) N/A #705H(S)NPS

08:00p Market to Market (CC) N/A #4850H(S)IPTV

08:30p Real Ag
Poultry

(N) N/A #1105HSHPTV

09:00p The Great American Recipe
Discover what happens when the cooks have to get out of their comfort zones with a surprise recipe swap challenge. In the second challenge,
they must prepare a dish that's been handed down for generations.

(CC) N/A #206H(S)NPS

10:00p Amanpour and Company (CC) N/A #6020H(S)PBSPL

11:00p Real Ag
Poultry

(N) N/A #1105HSHPTV

11:30p Start Up
Luminaid

Anna Stork and Andrea Sreshta were graduate students in architecture school in 2010 when the earthquake hit in Haiti. Looking at the types of
supplies that were being shipped in, they noticed that lighting supplies were not being distributed in volume. Typically, after a disaster occurs, the
lights go out, so they thought that a lightweight rechargeable light would add a lot of safety and comfort to those affected, and LuminAID was
born. This is story about compassion and finding a solution to a real-world problem.

(CC) N/A #808H(S)NETA
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12:00m When Disaster Strikes
Paradise Lost: Bahamas

Hear an epic tale of survival as one of the Caribbean's strongest hurricanes strikes The Bahamas. The government and international aid workers
battle to meet the survivors' basic needs in the chaos of the aftermath.

(CC) N/A #103H(S)NPS

06:00a Molly of Denali
New Nivagi/Crane Song

When Molly is entrusted with her Grandpa Nat's secret nivagi recipe for the annual Qyah Ice Cream Competition, she's determined to make it a
winning dish...until Suki eats the nivagi and slobbers all over the recipe! Molly has just a few hours to recreate the recipe and collect the hard-to-
find ingredients. Can she uphold her Grandpa's nivagi legacy or will she end his winning streak? / Molly can't wait to help Nina and Dr. Antigone
band baby cranes. But every time they get close enough to slip the bands on the colts' legs, something happens that scares the cranes away.
Molly puts in an emergency call to Grandpa Nat, who provides her with a foolproof trick to finish the job: a crane dance.

(CC) DVI #112H(S)PBS

06:30a Agphd (N) N/A #1321HHEFTY

07:00a Market to Market (CC) N/A #4850H(S)IPTV

07:30a Curious George
Curious George's Home for Pigeons/Out of Order

Curious George's Home for Pigeons - Compass may be a homing pigeon but sometimes he has trouble finding his way home. George decides to
make him a place to stay on their balcony. After much experimentation, George creates a tree that The Man with the Yellow Hat might not
recognize but in Compass's eyes is the perfect pigeon perch. Out of Order - When George sees a very nice lady leaving packages behind
everywhere she goes, he figures she must be very forgetful. He decides to be helpful by gathering up all the packages for her. When Betsy
explains to George that the nice lady is actually the mail carrier, they have to figure out a system to match the packages up with the correct
address and return them fast!

(CC) DVI #102H(S)PBS

08:00a Work It Out Wombats!
Color Fun/A Super Invention

(CC) DVI #122H(S)PBS

08:30a Daniel Tiger's Neighborhood
Circle Time Squabble/It's Not Okay to Hurt Someone

Circle Time Squabble - At school, Daniel gets so mad at Miss Elaina that he wants to push her. Instead, he remembers the importance of self-
control and how to stop himself from hurting a friend. It's Not Okay to Hurt Someone - Farmer Daniel gets mad when Margaret knocks down his
fence. Daniel learns that it's okay to be angry, but it's never okay to hurt someone. Strategy: Stop, stop, stop. It's ok to feel angry, it's not, not, not
ok to hurt someone.

(CC) DVI #318H(S)PBS

09:00a Sesame Street
Sesame Street Art Museum

Everyone on Sesame Street is making paintings for their own museum. Rudy wants to paint a rainbow, but he cant make the perfect purple. This
is a problem! Rudy wonders how he can mix the perfect purple. What if he mixes the red and blue paint a little bit at a time? Lets try! It works.
Rudy doesnt give up and makes the perfect purple for his rainbow, just in time for the museum. Guest: Kasey Musgraves

(CC) DVI #5204H(S)PBS

09:30a Rosie's Rules
Fort Fuentes/Rosies Derby Car

(CC) DVI #123H(S)PBS

10:00a Donkey Hodie
Dodie Hodie/Uniquely Panda

Donkey's cousin comes to visit, but they don't like doing the same things anymore. Can they still have fun together?/When Purple Panda wonders
if he likes being different from other pandas, Donkey helps him realize his differences make him special.

(CC) DVI #135H(S)PBS

10:30a Diy Science Time
Air Pressure

Mister C and the Science Crew build a barometer to measure air pressure and explore lots of airmazing experiments!

(CC) N/A #108H(S)NETA

11:00a Paint This with Jerry Yarnell
Old Faithful, Part 4

In this final episode, Jerry continues layering the highlights on the explosion of mist and gases from the geyser. He explains how to carefully layer
the highlights to create the progression of lighter values. Then shows how to create a very bright white to cap the multi-layered formations. Then
he finishes by using the toothbrush to splatter the rock formation with various colors.

(CC) N/A #3104H(S)NETA
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11:30a Make It Artsy
Your Environment

Shake up your art by finding ideas around your house. To start the show host Julie Fei Fan Balzer looks around her kitchen as a resource for
collage papers to use for her project. Then Joe Rotella shares a new look at bats - making a bat house for your yard. The last segment features
the first of this season's color studies- the color red, with host Julie Fei Fan Balzer.

(CC) N/A #901H(S)NETA

12:00n Creative Living
Since so many people spend a great deal of time in front of a computer screen, this experience is now being called "computer vision syndrome."
Dr. Edward Kondrot will talk about preventative measures that can be taken to help keep the problems to a minimum. He is with the Healing the
Eye & Wellness Center. Author and fitness guru, Kate McKay is going to talk about the five components of fitness and says that being fit is
defined by how well your body performs in each category. Her book is titled "Living Sexy Fit...at Any Age." Eleisha Ensign is the Executive
Director for TexaSweet Citrus Marketing, and she's going to go over all the different ways you can use a grapefruit section. She'll also show how
to section a grapefruit quickly

(CC) N/A #6917H(S)KENW

12:30p This Old House
Atlanta | Cardboard Kitchen

New framing replaces the once termite eaten studs. Having an HVAC plan in place, the homeowner begins installing ductwork at the house.
Native fruit trees are explored. Cardboard boxes make for a real kitchen feel. Old windows salvaged and restored.

(CC) N/A #4404H(S)PBSPL

01:00p Woodsmith Shop
Carpenter's Toolbox

Take your tools wherever you need them with this classically inspired toolbox. Learn the skills to make box joints on the table saw. Add distinctive
molding profiles and fit out the inside to hold your essential tools. It adds up to a practical, good-looking organizer.

(CC) N/A #1409H(S)NETA

01:30p American Woodshop
The Go-To Corner Chair

The chair is the most used daytime furniture in every home. This unconventional corner chair is the perfect way to make sitting in the corner fun.
Made of a bent lamination arm rest supported by turned red oak spindles with a plank seat. You need to see this to believe it!

(CC) N/A #3011H(S)NETA

02:00p Garage with Steve Butler
Cafe Table

Steve creates a unique cafe style table.

(CC) N/A #104H(S)NETA

02:30p Chef's Life
All Sunchoked Up

Flo and Theo's pre-school class visit the restaurant for a meal where table manners are the focus, but exceptionally slow service makes everyone
antsy, especially Ben. When her sunchoke recipe doesn't make the grade, Vivian enlists guidance from an old friend.

(CC) N/A #408H(S)PBS

03:00p America's Test Kitchen from Cook's Illustrated
A Taste of Mexico

Host Julia Collin Davison makes a foolproof recipe for Chile Verde con Cerdo (Green Chili with Pork), ingredient expert Jack Bishop shares what
you need to know about canned and jarred chile products, and test cook Elle Simone Scott prepares a refreshing Coctel de Camaron (Mexican
Shrimp Cocktail).

(CC) N/A #2101H(S)APTEX

03:30p Cook's Country
Pork and Pie

Test cook Ashley Moore brings Julia Collin Davison into the kitchen to make Monroe County-Style Pork Chops. Equipment expert Adam Ried
reviews pie servers with Bridget Lancaster. Test cook Christie Morrison shows Bridget the secrets to reimagining a retro dessert, Coconut Cream
Pie.

(CC) N/A #1210H(S)APTEX

04:00p Fons & Porter's Love of Quilting
Arrow Point

The Arrowhead quilt block made its debut in 1941, and was pieced using individually cut patches, which can be tedious. In this episode, Angela
Huffman presents two contemporary construction methods for today's quilters that make quick work of this quilt block-and add in a lot of fun!

(CC) N/A #4201H(S)NETA

04:30p It's Sew Easy
Perfection

Learn some easy ways for making your sewing projects look more professional. Joanne Banko shares piping tips and tricks that will have you
thinking out side of the box. Next, add one final garment to your athletic wear with a crisscross back yoga top demonstrated by Angela Wolf.
Then, Emily Thompson shares quick tips for gathering fabric.

(CC) N/A #2013H(S)NETA
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05:00p Knit and Crochet Now
Pullover Ponchos

First is Toni Lipsey and the Moonglade Poncho. The generous ribbed collar and cuffs of this poncho make it both luxurious and eye-catching.
Next is todays stitch corner with Lena Skvargerson and the Crazy for Cables Scarf. Finally, Britt Schmiesing is back with the Forevermore
Poncho. This stylish poncho is ready to go wherever you go!

(CC) N/A #1203H(S)NETA

05:30p Garden Smart
Simple Yet Inspired Front Entryway Design

Connecting our home to its location is key to making arriving at the front of our home a welcoming experience. GardenSMART visits an
accomplished landscape designer who has recently improved her home's look by sprucing up the driveway, garage door, and front entryway. The
results are impressive. Tune in as we GardenSMART.

(CC) N/A #7202H(S)NETA

06:00p Cottonwood Connections
Have Town, Will Travel

(N) N/A #206HSHPTV

06:30p Rick Steves' Europe
European Festivals I

In this first of two episodes on Europe's greatest festivals, Rick cheers with the masses at Siena's crazy Palio horse race, tosses a caber at a
Scottish Highland Games, dons a mask for Carnevale in Venice, and celebrates Easter in Greece. Dropping in on some of the Continent's top
parties, he discovers that each one is a celebration of traditional culture, and all of them are full of opportunities to sing and dance, feast on
traditional food, and party with locals.

(CC) N/A #1006H(S)APTEX

07:00p The Lawrence Welk Show
My Blue Heaven

On this show JoAnn Castle makes "Hello Dolly" come alive and Arthur Duncan is a stand-out with his tribute to Bill "Bojangles" Robinson. Norma
sings the aria "One Fine Day" by Puccini and it all winds up with a patriotic recitation called "Flag Day" by Aladdin and a rousing version of the
"President Kennedy March". It'll make you proud to be an American.

(CC) N/A #1850H(S)OETA

08:00p Christmas at Windhorst
Recorded 12-5-20

(N) N/A #101HSHPTV

09:00p Front and Center
Judah & The Lion

Judah Akers and Brian Macdonald bring their American alternative and folk sound back to their Nashville roots at Analog at the Hutton Hotel
performing "Suit and Jacket," "Take it All Back," and more including covers of Blink-182's "All the Small Things" and Tom Petty's "I Won't Back
Down."

(CC) N/A #1105H(S)APTEX

10:00p Austin City Limits
Terry Allen & The Panhandle Mystery Band

Enjoy an hour with maverick Texas singer/songwriter and artist Terry Allen. The Guggenheim Fellowship winner performs songs from his lauded
LP Just Like Moby Dick, as well as classics from his back catalog.

(CC) N/A #4712H(S)PBSPL

11:00p Sound On Tap
Lunatic

Lunatic is a pop(ish) music band formed in Ciudad Juarez, Chihuahua, in 2012. The two piece is currently working together over a great distance,
with half of the group based out of New York and the other Mexico. Their lived experiences inspire their music and sounds.

(CC) N/A #404H(S)NETA

11:30p Songs at the Center
Rod Abernethy, Murphy, Andrew Farriss

Rod Abernethy, composer of video game theme music and soundtracks for Disney, Activision, Dreamworks, Warner Brothers, Nintendo, Sony,
and Paramount joins American Idol's fanfavorite, Murphy and co-founder and primary songwriter for the international rock band, INXS, Andrew
Farriss. A true triple-threat guest lineup on Songs at the Center!

(CC) N/A #909H(S)
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12:00m Animals with Cameras, A Nature Miniseries
Oceans

Wildlife cameraman Gordon Buchanan leads a team using state of the art cameras, offering a fresh look at the lives of some of the animals in our
oceans such as sharks, elephant seals, turtles and gannets.

(CC) DVI #201H(S)PBS

06:00a Molly of Denali: Wise Raven & Old Crow
Molly's family goes on an epic river trip to a traditional Gwich'in village to celebrate their late Grandma Catherine. Getting there won't be easy.
Molly will need to listen to the land and connect with her culture to get them there safely.

(CC) DVI #0H(S)PBS

07:00a Wild Kratts
Aye Aye

When the Wild Kratts team embarks on a pirate adventure in the Indian Ocean, they discover a very strange, other-worldly castaway.

(CC) N/A #318H(S)PBS

07:30a Curious George
Zeros to Donuts/Curious George, Stain Remover

Zeros to Donuts - When George learns about the meaning and power of zero, he is ready to test out his knowledge. The perfect opportunity
arises when he's sent to the donut shop for one dozen donuts. But when he adds a couple of zeros, he's surprised to find out he gets one
hundred dozen. Now he has to figure out what to do with all those extra donuts before The Man with the Yellow Hat notices. Curious George,
Stain Remover - George spills grape juice on the new rug and needs to figure out a way to clean it up before The Man with the Yellow Hat
returns! Too much soap and too much water make matters worse. With the help of the barnyard animals (and some simple engineering), George
uses the Renkins' water pump to clean up the mess.

(CC) DVI #103H(S)PBS

08:00a Work It Out Wombats!
3,2,1 Lift Off! / Moon Magic

Only one way to find out if there are unicorns on the moon build a spaceship and go see for yourself! / Louisa tells Zeke she's a Moon Magician
who can turn the moon into different shapes. Would Zeke like to learn how she does it?

(CC) DVI #118H(S)PBS

08:30a Daniel Tiger's Neighborhood
The Neighborhood Snowstorm

(CC) DVI #516H(S)PBS

09:00a Sesame Street
Bug Scouts

Bug Scouts Elmo, Abby, and Cookie Monster try to help Artie the Ant carry a crumb but its too heavy. This is a problem! They wonder if theres
another way to move the crumb. What if they break the crumb into smaller pieces so it wont be as big and heavy? Lets try! It works. The Bug
Scouts didnt give up and helped Artie carry the smaller crumb pieces up the anthill to share with his family.

(CC) DVI #5205H(S)PBS

09:30a Rosie's Rules
Rosies Pirate Adventure/Time Trouble

Rosie and friends pretend to be pirates travelling around the world, but they need a globe to plan a route./While Jun is visiting Shanghai, she and
Rosie plan a virtual breakfast. But when it's daytime for Rosie, it's nighttime for Jun.

(CC) DVI #117H(S)PBS

10:00a Donkey Hodie
Snow Day/Snow Surprise Challenge

It's a snow day in Someplace Else! Will Panda's pals want to do all his favorite snow activities from Planet Purple?/Bob Dog wants to win a glowy,
snowy, floating fun ball, so he thinks of things he's good at to play Gameshow Gator's new snow game.

(CC) DVI #131H(S)PBS

10:30a Biz Kid$
The Marketing Mix

Now that you've decided on your business product or service, how will you promote it? Let the Biz Kids help you understand your target market
and learn about the four P's of business success: product, price, promotion, and placement. Learn how "Exclusive Cuts" barber services, "Wow,
Take a Bow" dog grooming, and other businesses market their services and products.

(CC) DVI #211H(S)APTEX

11:00a Curious Crew
Torque

Candle see-saws, balanced meter sticks, 'getting a grip' and more! The Curious Crew explores how the force of torque helps us turn and leverage
things. STEM Challenge: Design a One-Handed Spoon Catapult. Curious About Careers: Robotics Engineer Sid Mosley.

(CC) N/A #406H(S)NETA

11:30a Make48
Our inventor teams get their first round of expert industry feedback in front of a focus group. They continue to fine tune their prototypes.

(CC) N/A #303H(S)APTEX
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12:00n Market to Market (CC) N/A #4850H(S)IPTV

12:30p Motorweek
R/T: TOYOTA TACOMA R/T: HONDA ACCORD

(CC) N/A #4247H(S)PBSPL

01:00p Real Ag
Disease Management

(N) N/A #1106HSHPTV

01:30p Plan Stronger TV
Financial Insecurities

David Holland, CFP, is joined by business coach, Theresa Rand, to explore key questions surrounding the transition to retirement. Attorney,
David Sweat, reveals the special legal issues with motorcycle accidents. Financial coach, Laura Scharr, shares a way to think about retirement
differently. Our Financial Panel discusses the challenges of financial insecurities.

(CC) N/A #607H(S)ACCES

02:00p Classic Gospel
Jimmy Fortune: God & Country

From the heart of country and gospel music legend Jimmy Fortune comes an all-new show that celebrates the beauty of America, the courage of
those who have made it free and the hymns that have warmed the hearts of citizens for centuries. Featuring an interview with Bill Gaither and
performances by some of Nashville's most-noted musicians, the program showcases Fortune's unmistakable tenor with stirring renditions of
congregational favorites and national classics honoring faith and freedom.

(CC) N/A #1403H(S)NETA

03:00p Your Fantastic Mind
Love

In this episode, we explore the human brain in love and grief and how research is being used to help people with social and emotional disorders.
Renowned anthropologist and best-selling author Dr. Helen Fisher shares her decades of research on what happens to the human brain in love.
Dr. Larry Young at Yerkes Primate Research Center has studied prairie voles for 25 years and his discoveries have helped us better understand
what happens to the brain in love, separation and grief. Prairie voles are one of the few mammals that are monogamous for life. Young's research
is being used to conduct clinical studies to see if we can treat people with autism spectrum disorder and mental health disorders, using intra-nasal
sprays containing the molecules associated with connection and love.

(CC) N/A #201H(S)NETA

03:30p Doctors On Call
Troy Moore Pt,Dpt: Physical Therapy

(N) N/A #1813HSHPTV

04:00p Antiques Roadshow
Omaha, Hour Three

Travel to Omaha to see fantastic pieces of history, like a Humphreys' homeopathic medicine cabinet, a 1939 Gregoire Boonzaier "View of Cape
Town" oil painting and a mid-19th-century Mormon book archive. Which treasure is the top find of the hour?

(CC) N/A #2015H(S)NPS

05:00p PBS News Weekend (CC) N/A #2010H(S)NPS

05:30p History with David Rubenstein
Ada Ferrer

(CC) N/A #401H(S)PBSPL

06:00p Antiques Roadshow
Omaha, Hour Three

Travel to Omaha to see fantastic pieces of history, like a Humphreys' homeopathic medicine cabinet, a 1939 Gregoire Boonzaier "View of Cape
Town" oil painting and a mid-19th-century Mormon book archive. Which treasure is the top find of the hour?

(CC) N/A #2015H(S)NPS

07:00p Ridley
The Numbered Days, Part 1

Ridley and Carol are called out to investigate the suspicious death of a man after a fall from his balcony. The prime suspect is the victim's
younger brother.

(CC) DVI #107#(S)NPS

08:00p Grantchester On Masterpiece
Season 8, Episode 4

Leonard is devastated when a halfway house resident is found dead. The man confessed suicidal thoughts to Will, but is this suicide or murder?

(CC) DVI #5331#(S)NPS
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09:00p D.I. Ray
Episode 4

D.I. Ray makes a shocking discovery which has a huge impact on both her investigation and her personal life.

(CC) DVI #104#(S)NPS

10:00p Austin City Limits
Terry Allen & The Panhandle Mystery Band

Enjoy an hour with maverick Texas singer/songwriter and artist Terry Allen. The Guggenheim Fellowship winner performs songs from his lauded
LP Just Like Moby Dick, as well as classics from his back catalog.

(CC) N/A #4712H(S)PBSPL

11:00p Ridley
The Numbered Days, Part 1

Ridley and Carol are called out to investigate the suspicious death of a man after a fall from his balcony. The prime suspect is the victim's
younger brother.

(CC) DVI #107H(S)NPS
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12:00m Grantchester On Masterpiece
Season 8, Episode 4

Leonard is devastated when a halfway house resident is found dead. The man confessed suicidal thoughts to Will, but is this suicide or murder?

(CC) DVI #5331H(S)NPS

06:00a Molly of Denali
Art from the Heart/Gold Strikeout

Randall is having trouble drawing a special Northwest Coast design for Aunt Merna and Uncle Jack's anniversary. Molly and Tooey are quick to
offer their help, but they soon learn that deciding what to draw is harder than it looks. /When Molly, Tooey and Trini strike gold, they think they've
found a way to get some great gifts for their families! But when they find out their "discovery" comes with some serious consequences, they need
to try to set things right again.

(CC) DVI #216H(S)PBS

06:30a Happy Yoga with Sarah Starr
Ocean Sundown

Allow the peaceful ocean sunset to inspire you as we enjoy a modified seated yoga practice using a chair for support. Including seated lower
body poses to create strength in the legs and glutes, along with upper body stretches designed to increase mobility in the shoulders and upper
back.

(CC) N/A #606H(S)NETA

07:00a Yoga In Practice
Savoring The Gifts

To savor something is the act of stepping outside of an experience to assess and appreciate it. Savoring intensifies the positive emotions that
come with doing something you love. To relish today's practice to its utmost, stay as present in the moment as possible, and feel, and even taste,
the natural gratitude that arises by simply appreciating the gifts of this life you have been given.

(CC) N/A #408H(S)APTEX

07:30a Curious George (CC) N/A #1215H(S)PBS

08:00a Daniel Tiger's Neighborhood
Jodi's Asthma/Daniel and Max Play at the Playground

(CC) DVI #515H(S)PBS

08:30a Rosie's Rules
The Doggie Detectives/A House for Gatita

While delivering popcorn in Maya's apartment building, Rosie, Crystal and Mom find a lost dog toy, so they become doggie detectives to find its
owner./Rosie builds a cardboard house for Gatita so she can have a peaceful nap.

(CC) DVI #118H(S)PBS

09:00a Sesame Street
Lunchtime Engineers

Chris sprained his ankle, and engineers Zoe, Gabrielle, and Rosita want to bring him his lunch in a new way, using a rope and pulley. But the
rope slips off the lunch bag. This is a problem! They wonder if theres something they can put the lunch bag in and tie the rope to. What if they put
the lunch bag in a basket and tie the rope to the basket handle? Lets try! It works. Zoe, Gabrielle, and Rosita didnt give up and found a new way
to get Chris his lunch.

(CC) DVI #5203H(S)PBS

09:30a Work It Out Wombats!
Junjun's Wake-Up Call/Stack 'em Up

JunJun loves ice cream -- ube ice cream, especially -- but he also loves sleep. Sleeping late, sleeping in, staying tucked up in bed for just as
longgggg as he can, which is a problem when the Eat 'N Greet holds its first-ever "Ice Cream for Breakfast" day. Can Zadie wake up her
sleepyhead best friend before last call? / Can Zeke really clean Super's big, messy closet all by his little self? (There are a TON of boxes of many
shapes and sizes.) With Louisa's help, he can once they get their imaginary "house" built, cross a raging river, and discover how triangles,
squares, and rectangles fit together nicely.

(CC) DVI #120H(S)PBS

10:00a Donkey Hodie
Big Nest Bird Party/Pet Elephant Camp

Donkey tries to act like a bird to fit in at Duck Duck's bird party, but she's not enjoying herself. Can she have fun by being her Donkey
self?/Grampy and Donkey miss Gregory while he's away at camp, so they do special things to remind themselves of him.

(CC) DVI #136H(S)PBS

10:30a Pinkalicious & Peterrific
Paintbrush Boy and Pencil Girl/Save A Tree

Paintbrush Boy and Pencil Girl: Pinkalicious and Rafael decide to create their very own comic book! But when Pinkalicious realizes that Rafael
made the next chapter without her, it will take more than a superhero to save their friendship. Curriculum: (Visual Arts) Creating characters and
working collaboratively to tell a story through a comic book format. Save a Tree: Pinkalicious and her friends are sad to learn their favorite tree at
the park has died and will be taken down. Determined to save it, Pinkalicious comes up with a pinkamazing idea to give their beloved tree new
purpose. Curriculum: (Visual Arts) Create something new from something old, using paint, natural objects and craft items. Interstitial: Kids meet
comic book creator LJ Baptiste and learn how choosing different color palettes can convey a variety of feelings.

(CC) DVI #305H(S)PBS
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11:00a Elinor Wonders Why
A Change of Art/The Litterbug

A Change of Art - Elinor and her class are painting outdoors with the town's enthusiastic art teacher, Mr. Lion, when they run out of paint. A
flabbergasted Mr. Lion apologizes, but soon the kids begin to experiment with natural items they find, and discover nature is full of colors you can
use to paint: grass paints green and you can use strawberries, blueberries, and blackberries to paint your canvas. The kids happily finish their
paintings, and when they're all done, Elinor proudly shows off her picture, which shows her true love of nature. The Litterbug - Elinor, Ari and
Olive are in the park when they see Mrs. Hippo picking up litter and doing her best to keep Animal Town clean. The kids decide to help her, but
when they finish, they realize that the park they just cleaned is full of litter again! That must mean Animal Town has a litterbug. After doing some
investigating, the kids realize who the litterbug is -- it's Mrs. Hippo herself! It turns out that one of the bags she was using to collect trash had a
hole in it, so she was dropping litter behind her everywhere they went.

(CC) DVI #128H(S)PBS

11:30a Nature Cat
The Bumblebee Queen/Tree Love

(CC) N/A #506H(S)PBS

12:00n Hero Elementary
Heroes In Space, Part 1 / Heroes In Space, Part 2

Sara is excited to celebrate the (full) moon viewing with her hero friends, but they notice that half the moon seems to be 'gone!' / On a mission to
find the other half of the moon and save the festival, Sparks' Crew flies to the moon to investigate. Curriculum: Objects can only be seen if light is
available to illuminate them, or if they give off their own light. Patterns of the motion of the sun and moon in the sky can be observed, described,
and predicted.

(CC) DVI #133H(S)PBS

12:30p Xavier Riddle and the Secret Museum
I Am Rukmini Devi Arundale/I Am Bob Ross

(CC) DVI #133H(S)PBS

01:00p The Jazzy Vegetarian
Pizza with a Twist!

Celebrated vegan chef Laura Theodore prepares plant-powered variations on pizza. Perfect for a casual party, vegan Polenta Pizza features a
gluten-free crust topped with ripe tomatoes, fresh basil, artichoke hearts and classic Italian seasonings. Tantalizing Tortilla Salad Pizza boasts a
crispy crust, lively greens and Vegan Almond Parmesan. Part pizza, part tart, Jazzy Pizza Tart is topped with roasted veggies and baked to
perfection. Special guest: Ed Begley Jr.

(CC) DVI #401H(S)NETA

01:30p Daytripper
Jacksonville, Tx

Chet visits the "Tomato Capital of the World" that's hidden amongst the East Texas pines. He eats some soul food, visits a French-inspired yoga
studio, and gets an almost full-body immersion at a local off-road park.

(CC) N/A #908H(S)NETA

02:00p Antiques Roadshow
Omaha, Hour Three

Travel to Omaha to see fantastic pieces of history, like a Humphreys' homeopathic medicine cabinet, a 1939 Gregoire Boonzaier "View of Cape
Town" oil painting and a mid-19th-century Mormon book archive. Which treasure is the top find of the hour?

(CC) N/A #2015H(S)NPS

03:00p Alma's Way
Howard Flies The Coop/Supper Surprise

When Howard discovers he's afraid of pigeons, Alma and her friends try to help him get over it. When Alma is invited to have dinner with Andre
and his dad, she feels nervous about what "mystery dish" they're going to serve.

(CC) DVI #130H(S)PBS

03:30p Wild Kratts
Baby Tooth & Kid Musky

When the Wild Kratts begin to talk about predator and prey, the Kratt Bros decide to split up to investigate the lives of being a predator and a
prey. But when they each befriend a young member of their respective groups and the groups collide, the gang must struggle to figure out how
they react in a true battle for survival . Science Concept: Predator/Prey relationship.

(CC) N/A #422H(S)PBS

04:00p Odd Squad
Can You Wrangle It/Ahead of the Time

(CC) DVI #326H(S)PBS

04:30p Arthur
D.W., The Picky Eater/Buster and the Daredevils

D.W. has a tantrum in a restaurant -- someone tried to slip her some spinach! Is this the end of D.W.'s nights on the town? Based on a book of
the same title by Marc Brown. In the second story, two really cool kids agree to teach Buster some skateboard tricks, but he has to do whatever
they dare him to. How far will Buster go to be cool?

(CC) DVI #203H(S)PBS
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05:00p Ready Jet Go!
Mars Rock for Mom/Sean Has A Cold

It's Mothers Day, and Jet wants to do something special for Celery, who just wants to finish her book. She suggests a day where Jet finds his own
missing things. Jet agrees it would be the perfect gift, but first he needs her to fly them to Mars, so he can find his missing robot, Jet 2, that he left
there! It's the first windy day of spring at Boxwood Terrace, and the kids are all trying out their new kites - all but Sean, who's stuck in his room
with a cold. Sunspot joins Sean and helps him work out engineering problems so he can entertain himself - and even fly a kit from his room!

(CC) DVI #222H(S)PBS

05:30p BBC News America (CC) N/A #2946H(S)WETA

06:00p PBS Newshour
Episode 21

(CC) N/A #14021H(S)NPS

07:00p Antiques Roadshow
Cleveland, Hour One

Discover hidden treasures such as 1920 World Series stubs, a Charles Rohlfs music stand from around 1905 and an Ohio folk art double portrait,
ca. 1838. One is the top find of the night!

(CC) N/A #2016(S)NPS

08:00p The Great American Recipe
See how the home cooks put it all on the plate in their last chance to impress before the finale. From carne asada tacos to corn chaat to chicken
chapli, the cooks prepare dishes inspired by a close friend and recipes that changed their lives.

(CC) N/A #207#(S)NPS

09:00p Pov
Children of the Mist

Learn the story of Di, a 13-year-old Hmong girl living in rural Northwest Vietnam as she navigates the cultural and social challenges faced by
young girls in her community while balancing inherited traditions and modernity.

(CC) DVI #3606H(S)NPS

10:30p Amanpour and Company
Tonight on Amanpour and Company: Raja Krishnamoorthi, U.S. House Democrat; Lawrence Freedman, Author, Command; Petteri Taalas,
Secretary-General, World Meteorological Organization. Hari Sreenivasan interviews Kim Euna, Woljeong-ri Haenyeo Association, Jeju Island &
Jeong Sun-nyo, Gangjeong Mission Center, Jeju Island & Hyun Bok-rye, Woljeong-ri Haenyeo Association, Jeju Island.

(CC) N/A #6021H(S)PBSPL

11:30p Sara's Weeknight Meals
Alaskan Salmon Two Ways

The incredible natural resources of Alaska are on the menu as Sara travels to Juneau to learn how locals are turning wild and foraged food into
culinary delights. She talks to a fish biologist about the incredible journey wild salmon make to return to their home streams. Then, she learns the
traditional way to make Cedar Planked Salmon and foraged sea asparagus with an Alaskan Native home cook. Back home Sara shows us an
easy way to make any fish with her salmon-in-a-bag with borscht beets.

(CC) N/A #1101H(S)APTEX
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12:00m Doctors On Call
Dr. Tyrel Somers: Wound Care/Wellness

(N) N/A #1805HSHPTV

06:00a Molly of Denali
Wild Moose Chase/Where The Bison Roam

Wild Moose Chase Molly's class is learning about bartering by practicing with kids who live up north in Kaktovik, Alaska. Molly offers to trade a
pair of moose antlers for the kids' fossilized whale bone, but later discovers that the antlers she's promised have been traded around town! Can
Molly and Tooey track down the traveling antlers or will this barter go bust? Where the Bison Roam Molly and Mom accompany Nina to Shageluk,
where Nina is doing a follow-up story on the country's only herd of wild wood bison. Once there, they meet Dr. Locklear and fly out to record the
number of bison in the herd. Unfortunately, one of them seems to be missing. Will they be able to find it?

(CC) DVI #119H(S)PBS

06:30a Happy Yoga with Sarah Starr
Red Rock Panoramic

Bask in the red rock beauty as you enjoy a well balanced intermediate flow practice with an emphasis on core strengthening moves and standing
poses to open the hips, shoulders and spine.

(CC) N/A #607H(S)NETA

07:00a Yoga In Practice
Refining and Evolving

There is a saying, "Yoga makes the impossible possible, the possible easy, the easy elegant." Yoga, like life, is a process of refining and
evolving. The small changes that we commit to each day shift our mind, our vision, our health. One of my favorite mantras is, "I like myself when I
try." When you are on your mat you have ample opportunity to try the possible and to make the easy elegant.

(CC) N/A #409H(S)APTEX

07:30a Curious George
Water Ski-Daddle/The Greenhouse Effect

(CC) N/A #1311H(S)PBS

08:00a Daniel Tiger's Neighborhood
Super Daniel!/Play Pretend

Super Daniel!: Daniel and Grandpere are at home pretending to be superheroes when Daniel notices that Dad has forgotten to take his lunch to
work with him. He and Grandpere take Dad's lunchbox to the Clock Factory and Daniel uses his imagination to have several super adventures
along the way. Play Pretend: Teacher Harriet shows the children a big cardboard box and asks them what they think it could be. Daniel and Miss
Elaina have fun pretending the box is a space ship and a jungle boat, but O the Owl just sees a big cardboard box. With a little help from his
friends, O discovers how much fun it is to pretend!

(CC) DVI #124H(S)PBS

08:30a Rosie's Rules
Rosie The Dog Sitter/Chef Rosie

103A Tia needs someone to take care of Benito, her puppy. This sounds like the perfect job for Rosie the dog sitter. 103B Rosie decides to be a
chef and opens her own restaurant with Iggy, but soon realizes she needs to do more tasks than cooking.

(CC) DVI #103H(S)PBS

09:00a Sesame Street
The Grouch Band

Oscar is getting ready for a virtual Grouch concert with the noisiest and most annoying instruments. But Elmos Shaky Shake instrument isnt noisy
enough. This is a problem! Elmo wonders how to make his plastic jar full of rocks noisier. What if Elmo puts in more rocks and adds some blocks
too? Lets try! It works. Elmo didnt give up, and his instrument was noisy enough to be part of the concert.

(CC) DVI #5207H(S)PBS

09:30a Work It Out Wombats!
A Boxful of Snout / Postcard from Snout

Uh oh! The Wombats accidentally "gift-wrapped" Snout while helping Mr. E. Can they figure out which box he's in? / Zeke misses Snout, who's
accompanying Mr. E on a visit to Aunt Ida. Will a postcard from Snout chase away Zeke's blues?

(CC) DVI #117H(S)PBS

10:00a Donkey Hodie
Squibbit/Teamwork Challenge

A noisy penguin interrupts Donkey and Panda's band practice. Will they figure out what she wants so she stops squibbiting?/The pals team up for
Gator's latest gameshow, but can't agree on answers to his clues. Will they learn to work together to win?

(CC) DVI #112H(S)PBS

10:30a Pinkalicious & Peterrific
Pink Love/Duocorn

It's Valentine's Day in Pinkville! Pinkalicious can't wait to show her classmates just how much she loves them by making homemade collage
Valentines out of their favorite things. But when the Valentines are accidentally destroyed, Pinkalicious needs to come up with a creative solution
- fast! / Pinkalicious and her unicorn friend Goldilicious compete in an imaginary race - the Great Unicorn Challenge! Peter really wants to play,
but he doesn't have a unicorn to ride, until he conjures up his very own - a duocorn. Interstitial: Kids meet mixed media artist Chanel Thervill and
use materials to create collages.

(CC) DVI #127H(S)PBS
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11:00a Elinor Wonders Why
The House That Ants Built/Special Places

The House That Ants Built - Elinor and her friends are trying to make an awesome couch cushion castle, but they each have their own ideas of
how to build it. When they can't seem to share materials, it looks like all hope is lost, until Elinor notices ants walking by her windowsill.
Fascinated, the kids follow the ants and notice them co-operating with each other to build the perfect nest. Now they know just what to do. The
kids go back inside and now that they're working together, the castle-building is much smoother. They can even move the biggest pillow -
together! Special Places - When Ari can't find his favorite ball, he and his friends retrace his footsteps, where they observe a bird with eggs in her
nest, then find Mr. Dog burying a toy. Mr. Dog explains he loves to put things away, which is why he buries them and keeps them safe in their
"special place." At that moment, Ari suddenly remembers where he left his ball. Elinor and Olive help him find a "special place" to keep it, AFTER
they finish playing, of course!

(CC) DVI #104H(S)PBS

11:30a Nature Cat
What A Pearl/Wild Bee Motel

(CC) N/A #315H(S)PBS

12:00n Hero Elementary
Aj's Extra Superpower, Part 1 / Aj's Extra Superpower, Part 2

When a little girl's toys keep disappearing from her backyard, Sparks' Crew discovers the culprit is a neighbor's dog. How will they keep it out?
AJ's Extra Superpower (his autism) is the key. Curriculum: Investigating can help you figure things out and solve problems. / The team heads to
Citytown Hero Con. AJ is dressed as his hero, Jetman Jones, and is shocked to see that many people are also dressed like him. How will he find
the real Jetman Jones in the crowd? Curriculum: Find the differences in similar things by observing and comparing.

(CC) DVI #137H(S)PBS

12:30p Xavier Riddle and the Secret Museum
I Am Lou Gehrig/I Am Marie Owens

(CC) DVI #117H(S)PBS

01:00p The Jazzy Vegetarian
Breezy Brunch

Celebrated vegan chef Laura Theodore prepares a delightful mid-day plant-based meal. Menu features a gluten-free, vegan Zucchini Summer
Quiche, crunchy Jicama and Spinach Salad and Cranberry-Pecan Quick Biscuits. Chilled Avocado Soup adds a refreshing touch to this warm
weather meal. Special guests: T. Colin Campbell, Ph.D. and Rachelle Carson-Begley.

(CC) DVI #402H(S)NETA

01:30p Daytripper
Bandera, Tx

Chet heads to the "Cowboy Capital of the World" to explore this wild west town. He eats a massive chicken-fried steak at a local institution, goes
horseback riding in a beautiful state park, cooks his own steak over burning coals, and then finds himself in the middle of a cowboy shoot out.

(CC) N/A #909H(S)NETA

02:00p Wonders of Mexico
Forests of the Maya

In Mexico's far south lies an unusual peninsula: The Yucatan. Swathed in a forest stretching 50000 square miles and once ruled by the mighty
Maya Civilization. But it's also place full of secrets which hold the key to how animals and people survive the long and difficult times. This is where
we begin our journey through the seasons. A young morelet crocodile searches for prey in one of only a few places left with water. Thirst even
lures the most elusive forest creature -- the Jaguar. Above in the canopy, spider monkeys are on the search for food, and there's no better place
to find it than at the spectacular Maya temple of Calakmul. Meanwhile Don Roque, a Mayan descendent, reveals the key to the success of his
ancient ancestors is all down to the peninsula's unique geology. There are over 8000 cenotes, or natural wells, across this porous limestone
peninsula. The cenote in Don Roque's back garden isn't just a vital water source; it's also a haven for wildlife. Nesting cave swallows and
turquoise-browed motmots line the cave walls. Some dry caves have become home to a swarms of bats, emerging from the underworld in their
millions. But this underground water isn't enough to sustain life all year round. The Yucatan Peninsula relies on powerful weather systems that
develop thousands of miles away in the Atlantic Ocean. As the seasons change, we witness how the vital rains affect all life on the Peninsula.

(CC) N/A #101H(S)PBS

03:00p Alma's Way
No-Go Mofongo/Alma Vs. Eddie

Mami whips up some mofongo for the family cookout using an old recipe from Alma's great-grandmother. But when Alma sneaks a taste, she
realizes it's a "no-go" and tries to fix it by herself since Mami is so busy. Too bad she made it worse. Can Alma fix the mofongo in time for dinner?
The City Seagulls are playing the Sweat Sox. That means it's time for rival baseball fans, Papi and Abuelo, to prank each other all day! Alma and
Eddie think the pranks are hi-lar-i-ous and decide to play some of their own on each other. At first, they're both having fun, but after a while, Eddie
doesn't look like he's enjoying himself as much as Alma. What gives?

(CC) DVI #101H(S)PBS

03:30p Wild Kratts
Deer Buckaroo

The Wild Kratts team searches for a fawn - Buckaroo - they helped a few years ago to find out how he's doing now. In the process, they learn
about deer society and the vital purpose of antlers.

(CC) N/A #604H(S)PBS
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04:00p Odd Squad
Set Lasers to Profit/Villains Helping Villains

(CC) DVI #329H(S)PBS

04:30p Arthur
Arthur's Eyes/Francine's Bad Hair Day

This animated series is based on Marc Brown's best-selling books about Arthur Read, an eight-year-old aardvark, his sister D.W., and their family
and friends. In "Arthur's Eyes," Arthur has vision problems, and discovers that he needs glasses. He finds that some of the kids at school treat
him differently because he is different. In "Francine's Bad Hair Day," Francine gets ready for school pictures by changing her hair, and the way
she acts, only to discover that while her looks are different, she's no longer happy.

(CC) DVI #101H(S)PBS

05:00p Ready Jet Go!
Ain't No Mars Mountain High Enough/Treasure Hunt

Sunspot needs to climb one more mountain to join an elite space climbing club - and the mountain happens to be Mt. Sharp, on Mars! Jet
convinces the kids to fly to Mars with Sunspot and join the mountain climbing expedition. With all the Earthie kids away for the day, Jet and
Sunspot are left to their own devices. They notice neighbor Mitchell digging for buried treasure in his yard, and decide to make and bury their own
treasure, then make a map that Mitchell can find and follow to their homemade treasure!

(CC) DVI #223H(S)PBS

05:30p BBC News America (CC) N/A #2947H(S)WETA

06:00p PBS Newshour
Episode 22

(CC) N/A #14022H(S)NPS

07:00p Finding Your Roots
Science Pioneers

Henry Louis Gates, Jr. traces the family trees of Francis Collins, Shirley Ann Jackson and Harold Varmus, three pioneering scientists who've
made dramatic contributions to our understanding of the world while knowing little about their own ancestry.

(CC) N/A #607H(S)NPS

08:00p Southern Storytellers
Episode 3

Some of the South's most influential creators take us to the places that feed their imaginations: author Jesmyn Ward, screenwriter Michael
Waldron, poet Natasha Trethewey, and songwriters Justin Moore, Tarriona "Tank" Ball and Thao Nguyen.

(CC) N/A #103#(S)NPS

09:00p Iconic America: Our Symbols and Stories with David Rubenstein
The Golden Gate Bridge

The Golden Gate Bridge is an engineering marvel that symbolizes America's can-do spirit. Explore if America can continue to execute bold and
ambitious infrastructure projects in the 21st century.

(CC) DVI #108#(S)NPS

10:00p Amanpour and Company
Tonight on Amanpour and Company: Alexander Gabuev, Director, Carnegie Endowment Eurasia Centre; Karin von Hippel, Director General,
Royal United Services Institute; Patrick Gaspard, Former US Ambassador to South Africa / CEO, Center for American Progress; Kamissa
Camara, Former Minister of Foreign Affairs in Mali / Senior Advisor for Africa, U.S. Institute of Peace. Walter Isaacson interviews Lena Andrews,
Author, Valiant Women: The Extraordinary American Servicewomen Who Helped Win World War II.

(CC) N/A #6022H(S)PBSPL

11:00p Doctors On Call
Dr. Tyrel Somers: Wound Care/Wellness

(N) N/A #1805HSHPTV

11:30p Whitney Reynolds Show
Power Couples who have survived a tough situation and discovered, they are better together.

(CC) N/A #112HNETA
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12:00m Southern Storytellers
Episode 3

Some of the South's most influential creators take us to the places that feed their imaginations: author Jesmyn Ward, screenwriter Michael
Waldron, poet Natasha Trethewey, and songwriters Justin Moore, Tarriona "Tank" Ball and Thao Nguyen.

(CC) N/A #103H(S)NPS

06:00a Molly of Denali
A Fireweed Feast/River Skate

(CC) DVI #206H(S)PBS

06:30a Happy Yoga with Sarah Starr
Glowing Sunflower Sunset

Revel in Mother Nature's beauty of a magnificent sunflower sunset as we enjoy a modified yoga practice using a chair for support. Practice
seated and standing postures designed to create more balance and strength in the lower body, combined with core work, creating greater ease of
movement and better posture in your daily life.

(CC) N/A #608H(S)NETA

07:00a Yoga In Practice
A Complicated Journey

Being human can be a messy and complicated journey. It is our light that makes our shadows, our sorrows that give meaning to our joys, making
us who we are. What if yoga as a practice of living fully is inviting us to engage the messiness of our life and not to run from it? Are we able to
want the life we are currently living right now? Consider this idea as we move though our practice together.

(CC) N/A #410H(S)APTEX

07:30a Curious George
Aiming for the Stars/George Vs The Volcano

Professor Wiseman visits the country and teaches George about constellations, the groups of stars in the sky that form recognizable shapes.
George is fascinated with Orion's Belt, the Big Dipper, and The Dog - and he draws his own book of constellations as a guide to the night sky.
When George returns to the city, he can't wait to spot the stars there too - and he invites all of his city friends onto the roof for a star-gazing party!
But the city lights block their view of the sky, and the stars are hard to see, so George and his friends find a way to make their own stars. / George
is thrilled when Marco asks him to help build a volcano for Show-and-Share at school. With some paint, chicken wire and papier mache, their
creation is nearly complete. All they need is the lava! Marco combines a frothy concoction of vinegar, soap and baking soda and -- sizzle, fizzle,
and foam! -- the volcano erupts. Wow! When Marco leaves the project at George's apartment for the night, George can't stop thinking about the
eruption and, not able to resist, triggers another. But now George is out of all of the ingredients needed for the eruption and somehow must
recreate the lava flow for the big day! Can George save Marco's volcano??

(CC) N/A #1411H(S)PBS

08:00a Daniel Tiger's Neighborhood
Daniel Says I'm Sorry/The Royal Mudpies

Daniel Says I'm Sorry: Daniel, Katerina and Miss Elaina are playing cars at school, until Miss Elaina accidentally upsets Daniel. Teacher Harriet
helps the children learn how to apologize to a friend. Later, when Daniel accidentally upsets Katerina, he knows just what he needs to do! The
Royal Sandbox: Daniel and Prince Wednesday are making sand pies in the sandbox. They decide to top off a sand pie with Prince Tuesday's
royal crown, but they soon see that this wasn't such a good idea. They learn how to apologize to Prince Tuesday and make the situation better -
by helping clean the crown and promising to ask first next time.

(CC) DVI #126H(S)PBS

08:30a Rosie's Rules
Abuelas Birthday/Cat Mail

101A When Rosie finds out it's Abuela's birthday, she tries to send her a birthday party in the mail. 101B Rosie wants Abuela to feel how soft
Gatita is, so she tries to send her in the mail.

(CC) DVI #101H(S)PBS

09:00a Sesame Street
Doggie Job Search

Brandeis, a yellow Labrador Retriever, is looking for a job on Sesame Street. Elmo notices Gina with a dog nearby and Gina explains that the dog
is a service dog who helps people. Brandeis thinks that would be a great job for him! Gina trains him for a career as a service dog.

(CC) DVI #5206H(S)PBS

09:30a Work It Out Wombats!
Amazing Adventure/The Kaya-Tastic Banana-Tastic Halo Halo Split!

Thanks to Ellie, best babysitter ever, the Wombats embark on a for-real Sticker Monster treasure hunt. / Kaya has to get creative when she
breaks her tablet right before her Kaya-tastic Banana-tastic Halo-Halo Split cooking class.

(CC) DVI #116H(S)PBS

10:00a Donkey Hodie
Swoop-A-Rino/Duck Duck's Great Adventure

Donkey and Bob Dog love riding Harriett's new Swoop-a-rino, but Duck Duck can't figure out how to fly it. Can she learn to do it?/Donkey takes
Duck Duck on an adventure where she has to make a lot of choices. How will she decide which way to go?

(CC) DVI #125H(S)PBS
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10:30a Pinkalicious & Peterrific
Peter's Pet/Cupcake Calamity

Peter's Pet: Pinkalcious notices that the Pinkerton's pet cat Rosie seems to be glued to Peter's side. Maybe if she acts more like Peter Rosie will
start following her too? Curriculum: (Theater) Use your body, voice and costumes to portray a character. Cupcake Calamity: Mr. Swizzle has a
pinkamazing Cupcake machine that makes all kinds of cupcakes! But when it breaks down, Pinkalicious and her friends need to figure out how to
get it operating again. Curriculum: Divergent thinking, thinking outside the box (thinking about how one thing can be many different things.
Interstitial: Kids play Frozen Statues, a theater game where they use their bodies to act out different types of animals, people or things.

(CC) DVI #304H(S)PBS

11:00a Elinor Wonders Why
The Unsinkable Lynx/Rocky The Rock

The Unsinkable Lynx - It's a very snowy day and Elinor, Ari and Olive meet a new friend, Gael the lynx, who has just moved to Animal Town. The
kids decide to play some fun SNOW TAG, and it quickly becomes clear that Gael is a master at the game. He moves impossibly fast in the snow.
How does he do it? After some careful observations, the kids discover that Gael's paws are much wider than theirs, which helps him walk on top
of the snow instead of sinking down into it. This discovery inspires the kids to make their own wide snowshoes! Rocky the Rock - Ari spots a
funny looking rock with a smile on it and decides to make it his new friend, Rocky. When it's time for a snack, Ari notices that Rocky doesn't eat
anything, which makes him worried. How will Ari take care of his friend Rocky? Enlisting the help of his friends, they wonder, are rocks alive?
They make observations about what living things do and compare them to what Rocky does, which sparks a lively class debate. The kids decide
that rocks are not alive, but that they can still be friends with nature.

(CC) DVI #129H(S)PBS

11:30a Nature Cat
Plants Got The Moves/Magnet Mania

Plants Got the Moves - Daisy has being getting ready for months for the Animal Science Fair, which is later on in the woods. Man-oh-man is
Daisy ready with her terrific exhibit, which shows how bean seeds grow. But before going to the fair, a gust of wind blows, knocking over her
science fair project and ruining it. Daisy needs help to try and find another science project to exhibit at the Animal Science Fair and gets
inspiration from an unlikely source: plants that move! Magnet Mania - You ever hear of Ole' Lucky the Lodestone? Well, it's only the biggest
magnetic rock the word's ever seen that can attract things with iron in it, and the final destination for the gang's celebration of Magnet Mania! But
there is one problem, how do they go North to get to Ole' Lucky when they have no compass?

(CC) N/A #135H(S)PBS

12:00n Hero Elementary
With A Little Push/Track That Pack

Sparks' Crew chases a giant ball through Citytown. To save the day, the team uses hands-on investigation and learns that pushing an object can
start or stop its movement. AJ's backpack has floated away in a lake. By navigating the connecting bodies of water, Sparks' Crew works together
to find his pack.

(CC) DVI #101H(S)PBS

12:30p Xavier Riddle and the Secret Museum
I Am Nikola Tesla/I Am Nellie Bly

(CC) DVI #118H(S)PBS

01:00p The Jazzy Vegetarian
Be My Valentine

Celebrated vegan chef Laura Theodore prepares a festive vegan Valentine's supper. Menu features Red Pepper Boats with rice, mushroom and
caper stuffing and Leeks with Raisins are served on the side. For the first course, Best Butternut Bisque presents a smooth texture and rich
flavor. Decadent Raspberry Fudge Truffles make a mouthwatering dessert. Special guests: T. Colin Campbell, Ph.D. and Chef Del Sroufe.

(CC) DVI #403H(S)NETA

01:30p Daytripper
Nocona, Tx

Chet explores the Red River Valley and all it has to offer. He visits a leather company that's been making its famous baseball gloves for 75 years,
sips some Texas wine grown in the rolling hills, and explores the legends of the cattle drives that had to cross the big, wide river.

(CC) N/A #910H(S)NETA

02:00p Animals with Cameras, A Nature Miniseries
Oceans

Wildlife cameraman Gordon Buchanan leads a team using state of the art cameras, offering a fresh look at the lives of some of the animals in our
oceans such as sharks, elephant seals, turtles and gannets.

(CC) DVI #201H(S)PBS

03:00p Alma's Way
Alma The Artist/Bomba Or Baseball

Mr. Huda holds a contest to design a mural for his store gate, and Alma's design is the winner! Andre volunteers to help Alma paint the mural, but
begins adding his own ideas without asking. Can Alma speak up for herself and her vision? When Uncle Nestor's Bomba dance show and the
first baseball game of the season are scheduled for the same day, Alma must decide whether she'll honor her commitment to dance Bomba, or
skip the performance to watch her favorite team play

(CC) DVI #102H(S)PBS
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03:30p Wild Kratts
Archerfish School

When the Kratt Bros meet a school of Archerfish, they are taught the secret of "water droplet" archery from an Archerfish named Arrow. Soon,
they are using this newly learned skill to infiltrate Donita Donata's yacht and rescue the baby animals she has ben capturing for her newest high-
end fashion line. Science Concept: Physics of Motion.

(CC) N/A #420H(S)PBS

04:00p Odd Squad
O Games

O Games - In this half-hour episode, Odd Squad agents compete in Olympic style games to determine who gets to be Ms. O for the day.
Curriculum: Algebraic thinking; skip counting by 2s, 5s and 10s.

(CC) DVI #127H(S)PBS

04:30p Arthur
Arthur and the Real Mr. Ratburn/Arthur's Spelling Trubble

This animated series is based on Marc Brown's best-selling books about Arthur Read, an eight-year-old aardvark, his sister D.W., and their family
and friends. In "Arthur and the Real Mr. Ratburn," Arthur and his friends get a new 3rd grade teacher, about whom they have heard terrible,
horrible stories. They become detectives in order to discover if some of the rumors are true. In "Arthur's Spelling Trubble," Arthur unwittingly
become's his class' representative in the school spellathon.

(CC) DVI #102H(S)PBS

05:00p Ready Jet Go!
Moon Face/Lone Star 2 - Rocket Kids!

The kids observe the full Moon at night and wonder why it seems to have a "face." They research why the light and dark splotches seem to make
a face, and ultimately decide to fly to the Moon's surface so they can see for themselves what the light and dark splotches are made of. The kids
are digging again down by the Lake, and dig up a part of an old rocket. This leads Sydney to tell another "Lone Star" story, this one about how
long ago, when Boxwood Terrace was called "Boxwood Territory," early astronomer Lone Star engineered and built the first rockets. This inspires
the kids to engineer and build their own "foot rocket."

(CC) DVI #224H(S)PBS

05:30p BBC News America (CC) N/A #2948H(S)WETA

06:00p PBS Newshour
Episode 23

(CC) N/A #14023H(S)NPS

07:00p Animals with Cameras, A Nature Miniseries
Australia

Wildlife cameraman Gordon Buchanan fronts the team helping scientists investigate the lives of some of Australia's most iconic animals. Koalas,
fruit bats and kangaroos take the cameras into their secret worlds.

(CC) DVI #202#(S)PBS

08:00p Human Footprint
The Urban Jungle

In "The Urban Jungle," Shane explores the modern city: an ecosystem built by, for us. He encounters three species thriving in the city, reckons
with our complex urban history, and envisions a new and wilder urban future.

(CC) N/A #105#(S)NPS

09:00p Nova
The Planets: Ice Worlds

In the far reaches of the solar system, Uranus and Neptune dazzle with unexpected rings, supersonic winds and dozens of moons. And NASA's
New Horizons gets a stunning up-close view of Pluto before venturing deep into the Kuiper Belt.

(CC) N/A #4616#(S)NPS

10:00p Amanpour and Company
Tonight on Amanpour and Company: Jessica Roth, Former Federal Prosecutor, Southern District of New York; Joe Neguse, US House Democrat
/ Author, Courage in the People's House; Joe Walsh, Former US House Republican. Michel Martin interviews Dr. Chavi Eve Karkowsky, Writer,
The Overlooked Reason Our Health Care System Crushes Patients.

(CC) N/A #6023H(S)PBSPL

11:00p This American Land
Protecting Red Wolves, Eager Beavers, Monster Snapping Turtles

In North Carolina's swampy Alligator River National Wildlife Refuge, wild red wolves cling to survival as one of the most endangered animals on
the planet. Conservationists track their movements and support captive breeding programs. In a look back, wildlife authorities in Idaho recall
when they airlifted beavers to remote mountainous areas where they were needed to manage ecosystems. On Florida's Suwannee River, wildlife
photographers follow authorities as they capture and measure giant alligator snapping turtles, gathering valuable data needed to protect the
species.

(CC) N/A #1005H(S)NETA
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11:30p Outside: Beyond The Lens (CC) N/A #302H(S)APTEX
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12:00m Human Footprint
The Urban Jungle

In "The Urban Jungle," Shane explores the modern city: an ecosystem built by, for us. He encounters three species thriving in the city, reckons
with our complex urban history, and envisions a new and wilder urban future.

(CC) N/A #105H(S)NPS

05:00a Ready Jet Go!: Space Camp
When Sunspot develops an allergic reaction, Jet must leave Space Camp in order to find a cure. Will Jet succeed in getting their hands on the
cure in time to save Sunspot and make it back to Space Camp without Mitchell discovering what the heck is going on?

(CC) N/A #0H(S)PBS

06:30a Happy Yoga with Sarah Starr
Island Breeze

Allow the ocean breeze and setting sun to inspire your practice as we enjoy a modified yoga session using a chair for support. Including seated
and standing postures designed to open your hips and stretch the hamstrings along with balance postures to tone your legs & glutes.

(CC) N/A #609H(S)NETA

07:00a Yoga In Practice
Tend to the Roots

During the recent upheavals of life I have found it comforting to engage in the nourishing activities of daily life. The basics have kept me grounded
- taking walks outside, nestling into a sofa to read or watch a movie, cooking meals, playing with my grandchildren. Tending to the roots of daily
life has created an inner resiliency that helps me face future uncertainties. Let's grow some roots today.

(CC) N/A #411H(S)APTEX

07:30a Curious George
Dolphin with the Yellow Hat/Dog's Day Off

(CC) N/A #1407H(S)PBS

08:00a Daniel Tiger's Neighborhood
Safety Patrol/Safety at the Beach

Safety Patrol: Today at school, the children are learning about traffic signs. Prince Tuesday comes for a special visit, wearing his crossing guard
uniform. He takes the class on a walk through the Neighborhood and they practice their safety rules all along the way. Safety at the Beach: Daniel
and Katerina are playing on Jungle Beach with Mom Tiger. The children get a bit carried away by their treasure hunting play and they drift too far
away from Mom. They learn that to stay safe near the water, they need to stop and listen!

(CC) DVI #130H(S)PBS

08:30a Rosie's Rules
Super Rosie/On with the Show

115A Rosie wants to have a nighttime job, so she turns into a Super Kid and tries different tasks to get her job done. 115B Rosie is helping out
with the play at the community theater, but she must figure out what her job is before the play starts.

(CC) DVI #115H(S)PBS

09:00a Sesame Street
The Letter M Mystery

(CC) DVI #5208H(S)PBS

09:30a Work It Out Wombats!
The Treeborhood Photo Album/Runway Recycling

Zadie creates a Treeborhood photo album to trace the growth of their beloved Tree from little, to big, to VERY big. / When Mr. E accidentally
polka-dances a sculpture to smithereens, he and Louisa hold a contest to replace it.

(CC) DVI #115H(S)PBS

10:00a Donkey Hodie
Me, Myself, and Donkey/Fashion Donkey

Donkey is disappointed when all her pals are away for the day. Can she find ways to have fun on her own?/Donkey wants to be just like Fashion
Penguin, who has a passion for fashion, but copying him isn't exciting. Can she find her own Donkey passion?

(CC) DVI #138H(S)PBS

10:30a Pinkalicious & Peterrific
The Monster Trap/The Search for Peter's Whistle

The Monster Trap: It's bedtime, but Peter is convinced there is a monster hiding in his room. To help reassure her brother, Pinkalicious builds a
fort and sets a trap just in case a monster does decide to show up. Curriculum: (Theater) Use dramatic play to foster problem-solving; build
simple sets in role play; (STEAM) Explore building through trial and error using found and repurposed materials. The Search for Peter's Whistle: It
seems like everyone in Pinkville can whistle, except Peter. No matter how much he practices, he still can't seem to get it right - or so he thinks.
Curriculum: (Music) Whistling is one means, unique to everyone, of making music and interacting with each other and our world. Interstitial: Kids
use a cardboard box to build and decorate a castle for their stuffed animals.

(CC) DVI #303H(S)PBS
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11:00a Elinor Wonders Why
Feed The Birds

Elinor is friends with a chickadee bird she names Chicky, but when snow covers the yard, she starts to worry about how Chicky will find food in
the winter. She and her friends then observe that birds all have a unique way of finding food during the winter months, called foraging. This new
knowledge inspires Elinor, Olive and Ari to build bird feeders to make food easier to find for their feathery friends!

(CC) DVI #110H(S)PBS

11:30a Nature Cat
Lets Talk Turkey Vulture/Prescription: Nature

Let's Talk Turkey Vulture - It's a crisp autumn day and Nature Cat and his pals are raking leaves in their backyard when a large creepy shadow
suddenly covers them. Nature Cat looks up to see big bald birds swooping over their heads. What are those things? And what do they want?
Ahhhh! The scary birds come down to introduce themselves as Tammy and Tobias. The gang learns that they're turkey vultures, and despite their
intimidating appearance, they come in peace, man! Prescription: Nature - Hal has been inside his doghouse all week trying to build a Squeak-a-
saurus Rex, a model Tyrannosaurs Rex built completely out of squeak toys. It's gonna be fabuladocious! But every time he's about to be finished,
the model breaks apart, making Hal very frustrated and tired. He'll never get his Squeak-a-saurus Rex finished!! Dr. Daisy has the remedy. A
dose of nature should do the trick! It's time for Hal to take a break and go outside!

(CC) N/A #205H(S)PBS

12:00n Hero Elementary
Friends of the Forest / Chicken Hero

When our heroes learn that lots of paper is being wasted in different ways, they embark on a mission with Branchman (an adult superhero), to
understand the problem and plan a solution to use less paper, while encouraging others to do so as well. Curriculum: By using less paper, we can
help save trees. / When Jetman Jones tries to get a super sidekick, he's surprised when he's sent a chicken. It runs away and Sparks' Crew uses
their Superpowers of Science to gather evidence and track it down. Curriculum: Finding clues can help solve problems.

(CC) DVI #138H(S)PBS

12:30p Xavier Riddle and the Secret Museum
I Am Jesse Owens/I Am Ella Fitzgerald

(CC) DVI #135H(S)PBS

01:00p The Jazzy Vegetarian
Spanish Style

Celebrated vegan chef Laura Theodore prepares a Spanish-inspired plant-based menu. Quinoa and Butternut Squash Paella highlights quinoa,
which stands in for the traditional rice, while butternut squash adds welcome texture and taste. First course features Avocado-Tofu Salad with
Lively Lemon Dressing. For dessert, elegant Baked Apples in Parchment provide a delicious finish to this satisfying vegan menu.

(CC) DVI #404H(S)NETA

01:30p Daytripper
Seminole Canyon, Tx

Chet heads to West Texas to see some of the most pristine and mysterious cave art in the country. He investigates the legend of Judge Roy
Bean known as the "Law West of the Pecos" and then eats a burger of Texas-sized proportions.

(CC) N/A #911H(S)NETA

02:00p Wonders of Mexico
Mountain Worlds

Mexico is a vast country, dominated by a great chain of mountains, the Sierra Madre. Journey down this rocky spine and you'll discover an
amazing diversity of life and culture. In the far north, secret mountains worlds provide a stronghold for Mexico's black bears, while a violent
tectonic past has created the grandest canyon of them all -- the Copper Canyon. These spectacular vistas have been home to the Raramuri for
over two thousand years, shaping their life in this precipitous landscape. Travel south and the temperate and tropics collide. Magical oak forests
thrive alongside orchids, creating a paradise for orchid bees. Mexico's volcanic heartland is home to restless giants. Their ash helps fertilize the
soils, making this one of the most productive and inhabited regions of the country. Mexico's famous export, Tequila, is produced in the shadow of
these ancient volcanoes. Great civilizations rose and fell here too, leaving behind abandoned temples for a band of coatis to make their home. In
the far south, the Sierra Madre catches moisture coming in from the Pacific Ocean. Rich cloud forests host some rare creatures, including one
worshipped by the Aztecs -- the resplendent quetzal. Some of Mexico's mountain worlds are so inviting they compel creatures to journey
thousands of miles to reach them. Every year millions of monarch butterflies overwinter in the fir forests of central Mexico. Their arrival coincides
with Mexico's most spectacular festival -- the Day of the Dead.

(CC) N/A #102H(S)PBS

03:00p Ready Jet Go!: Space Camp
When Sunspot develops an allergic reaction, Jet must leave Space Camp in order to find a cure. Will Jet succeed in getting their hands on the
cure in time to save Sunspot and make it back to Space Camp without Mitchell discovering what the heck is going on?

(CC) N/A #0H(S)PBS

04:30p Arthur
Arthur Sells Out/Mind Your Manners

Arthur Sells Out - To earn the money he needs to buy a new video game, Arthur decides to sell his old toys through his school's Web site. At first,
sales are slow - until Muffy helps Arthur discover how to sell the "sizzle" and not the "steak." His toys fly off the (cyber) shelf, but is bending the
truth to earn money worth losing his friends? Mind Your Manners - When Arthur decides to take on Brain at an all-school checkers competition,
everyone rallies behind the underdog.  That is until Arthur rejects all the fan support with a big "yowl." Will Arthur get his fan support back...and
does he even want it back?

(CC) DVI #1102H(S)PBS
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05:00p Cat in the Hat Knows A Lot About That!
Show Me The Honey/Migration Vacation

Show Me the Honey - Sally and Nick have run out of honey! Luckily the Cat knows just where to go to get more. They visit Queen Priscilla
Buzzoo who invites them to join in the bee dance to learn how to make honey. Migration Vacation - The purple martin swallow that lives in Sally's
backyard has gone missing! The Cat, with the help of a variety of forest creatures, help Nick and Sally track down the bird, and learn how and
why birds migrate.

(CC) DVI #101H(S)PBS

05:30p BBC News America (CC) N/A #2949H(S)WETA

06:00p PBS Newshour
Episode 24

(CC) N/A #14024H(S)NPS

07:00p This Old House
Atlanta | Respecting The Old While Adding The New

Care is taken in the renovation to respect the old details of the home. New porch columns are made to match the old. A bathroom gets a
concrete-like finish. A reclaimed front door is installed. Dr. Martin Luther King Jr.'s birth home is visited.

(CC) N/A #4406H(S)PBSPL

07:30p Ask This Old House
Sandstone Repair, Awning Installation

Mark travels to Dallas to learn about Texas sandstone and repair a homeowner's sandstone steps; Ross explains how to avoid being scammed
by a solar company and offers going solar advice; Nathan helps install a new awning for their back door.

(CC) N/A #2106H(S)PBSPL

08:00p Home Diagnosis
Form Vs. Function: Aesthetics Vs. Performance

The Lunsford's reflect on their origin story and what has motivated them to take this next big step into designing and building their own home, with
tuned performance as the driving factor. Selection of materials is explored here, as well as the ways geometry and space organization affect
performance.

(CC) N/A #201H(S)NETA

08:30p Inspire
Agritourism In Kansas

(N) N/A #303HKTWU

09:00p La Frontera with Pati Jinich
Miles from Nowhere

Acclaimed chef and James Beard Award-winning host Pati Jinich travels from El Paso and Juarez to Big Bend National Park. She discovers the
people, places and food -- from burritos to Middle Eastern cuisine -- that make this region unique.

(CC) N/A #101H(S)NPS

10:00p Sunflower Journeys
It Grows In Kansas

We start with an introduction to the Kansas Black Farmer's Association, an organization founded in 1999 by farmers of Nicodemus, KS who utilize
their combined support to help other Kansas farmers in both rural and urban situations; we visit the Red Tractor Farm, just south of Lawrence,
KS, and meet Jessica Pierson and Jen Humphrey who share their passion for organic agriculture; and in our studio segment, we introduce you to
Dr. John Richard Schrock, a retired biology professor from Emporia State University who talks about the ?Kansas School Naturalist,? a
publication that?s been produced since the mid-1950s and is devoted to natural history and nature education.

(N) N/A #3207H(S)KTWU

10:30p America's Heartland
Bright red chili peppers grown at this Mendocino farm are turned into a spicy and sweet chili powder beloved by chefs. See how farmers and
volunteers are making a difference in southern California, where fresh produce is grown just for food banks. Learn how to make a Sweet Corn
Polenta dish. A new peanut plant in Alabama is owned by hundreds of local growers of this popular legume.

(CC) N/A #1705H(S)APTEX

11:00p This Old House
Atlanta | Respecting The Old While Adding The New

Care is taken in the renovation to respect the old details of the home. New porch columns are made to match the old. A bathroom gets a
concrete-like finish. A reclaimed front door is installed. Dr. Martin Luther King Jr.'s birth home is visited.

(CC) N/A #4406H(S)PBSPL

11:30p Ask This Old House
Sandstone Repair, Awning Installation

Mark travels to Dallas to learn about Texas sandstone and repair a homeowner's sandstone steps; Ross explains how to avoid being scammed
by a solar company and offers going solar advice; Nathan helps install a new awning for their back door.

(CC) N/A #2106H(S)PBSPL
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12:00m Wonders of Mexico
Forests of the Maya

In Mexico's far south lies an unusual peninsula: The Yucatan. Swathed in a forest stretching 50000 square miles and once ruled by the mighty
Maya Civilization. But it's also place full of secrets which hold the key to how animals and people survive the long and difficult times. This is where
we begin our journey through the seasons. A young morelet crocodile searches for prey in one of only a few places left with water. Thirst even
lures the most elusive forest creature -- the Jaguar. Above in the canopy, spider monkeys are on the search for food, and there's no better place
to find it than at the spectacular Maya temple of Calakmul. Meanwhile Don Roque, a Mayan descendent, reveals the key to the success of his
ancient ancestors is all down to the peninsula's unique geology. There are over 8000 cenotes, or natural wells, across this porous limestone
peninsula. The cenote in Don Roque's back garden isn't just a vital water source; it's also a haven for wildlife. Nesting cave swallows and
turquoise-browed motmots line the cave walls. Some dry caves have become home to a swarms of bats, emerging from the underworld in their
millions. But this underground water isn't enough to sustain life all year round. The Yucatan Peninsula relies on powerful weather systems that
develop thousands of miles away in the Atlantic Ocean. As the seasons change, we witness how the vital rains affect all life on the Peninsula.

(CC) N/A #101H(S)PBS

06:00a Molly of Denali
Tooth Or Consequences/Qyah Spy

Tooth or Consequences A sensational video turns Molly's excitement about an upcoming dentist visit into panic. Do dentists really drill cavities
with jackhammers? Molly and her friends have no desire to find out. Can they duck the traveling dentist long enough to get away pain-free? Qyah
Spy It's all fun and secret spy games until Molly and Tooey stumble across a mystery visitor in Qyah. The duo deduces the visitor must be a spy
when they examine the stranger's clothing and hear a conversation between an unfamiliar voice and Auntie Midge in a language that sounds like
"secret code." Is their beloved chief embroiled in a secret spy ring?! Stay tuned, for all is not what it seems.

(CC) DVI #116H(S)PBS

06:30a Happy Yoga with Sarah Starr
Sunflowers Galore

Renew your practice with the bountiful sunflower energy as we focus on intermediate yoga sequences to fire up the core. Including supine, plank
and standing core strengthening moves that challenge your balance and focus.

(CC) N/A #610H(S)NETA

07:00a Yoga In Practice
Strengthening The Back

One of the most common physical issues people deal with in modern life is lower back pain caused from too much sitting. While sitting, we often
collapse our front body and shoulders, over-extending the neck and weakening our back muscles. In today's class we will work on strengthening
the back muscles for better posture. When you enjoy good posture a natural self-assurance arises.

(CC) N/A #412H(S)APTEX

07:30a Curious George
Plastics!/Hide and Go Sheep

(CC) N/A #1309H(S)PBS

08:00a Daniel Tiger's Neighborhood
Margaret's First Thank You Day

(CC) DVI #520H(S)PBS

08:30a Rosie's Rules
Family Sports Day/The Cake-Off

102A The Fuentes family can't decide what sport to play, so they decide to hold a vote. 102B Rosie and Papá enter a cake decorating contest,
but when the vote ends in a tie, Rosie realizes they can vote again.

(CC) DVI #102H(S)PBS

09:00a Sesame Street
Martin Luther King Jr. Day

Elmo and his friends are making a Peace Tree to celebrate Martin Luther King Jr. day. They draw pictures on leaves to show how they will treat
people fairly and kindly, but Elmo doesn't know what to draw. With Tamir's help, Elmo draws a heart, because he's the kindest monster. The
Peace Tree is now filled with leaves, each one a promise to keep and follow Dr. King's wish to be fair, be kind, and be loving.

(CC) DVI #5210H(S)PBS

09:30a Work It Out Wombats!
A Boxful of Snout / Postcard from Snout

Uh oh! The Wombats accidentally "gift-wrapped" Snout while helping Mr. E. Can they figure out which box he's in? / Zeke misses Snout, who's
accompanying Mr. E on a visit to Aunt Ida. Will a postcard from Snout chase away Zeke's blues?

(CC) DVI #117H(S)PBS

10:00a Donkey Hodie
The Cow and Potato Bug Opera/Everything Explorers

Donkey is excited to direct a new show starring all her pals. But when she needs to become an actor in the show, can she let Panda be the new
leader?/ Donkey and Panda discover a surprise spider, but every time they get close to it, it jumps away!

(CC) DVI #114H(S)PBS
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10:30a Pinkalicious & Peterrific
Jumping for Joy/The Pinkatoo

Peter thinks he's too short to do fun activities as well as Pinkalicious or Rafael, so he makes shoes that let you jump really high! But he and
Pinkalicious will need to learn how to jump properly if they're going to make it to the park in time to play basketball. Pinkalicious sees a pinkatoo,
a rare music-loving bird that hasn't been seen in Pinkville for 53 years! Now everyone wants to see the pinkatoo, too. Pinkalicious, Peter, Rafael
and Jasmine set out to find that bird!

(CC) DVI #133H(S)PBS

11:00a Elinor Wonders Why
The Tomato Drop/Look What I Can Do

The Tomato Drop - Elinor, Ari and Olive are having a fun day at the Animal Town Tomato Festival, but the day is about to get even better as they
enter the 'tomato drop' contest. After their first two tomatoes smash into goop when they hit the ground, the kids have to figure out a better way to
drop their tomatoes. This is when Elinor notices other things falling softly in nature, like the fall leaves or feathers from birds. Using those things
as inspiration, Elinor and friends quickly cobble together a tomato parachute, with a scarf as the chute. Sure enough, when Elinor drops their
tomato chute, it falls slowly and lands intact. YAY! Look What I Can Do - Elinor and her friends are playing soccer. Elinor and Ari notice all their
friends are pretty good at the game, but they aren't. After further observation, they realize all their friends have a specific talent that makes them
good during play. With Ms. Mole's help, Elinor realizes everyone has their own special abilities. Ari can fly, so he makes an awesome goalie. And
Elinor's talent? Bouncing the ball with her ears - GOOOAL!

(CC) DVI #105H(S)PBS

11:30a Nature Cat
Flamingo-A-Go-Go/What A Tangled Web

Flamingo-a-go-go - While playing a game of nature I-spy, Squeeks spies something... pink?! Pink? What in nature is pink? Upon a closer look,
the gang finds the source of the pink color, Lola, a flamingo who lost her flock while they were on their way to a new home. Lola doesn't
remember where their new home was going to be! It's up to Nature Cat and his pals to find Lola's new home, while learning a little bit about
flamingos along the way. What a Tangled Web - Oh no, Nature Cat is really sad today! It seems that someone has been taking all his cat toys,
most recently Mr. Silly Sock! How can they find out who the cat toy thief is? Daisy gets an idea to catch the thief, inspired by Wanda the spider
who has a web in Daisy's garden.

(CC) N/A #136H(S)PBS

12:00n Hero Elementary
Teacher of the Year / The Sweet Smell of Success

There's a big surprise in store for Mr. Sparks: He will be receiving the "Hero Teacher of the Year" award! His heroic students want to make
everything special for the big celebration, and that includes making a cake. But, will Sparks' Crew be able to keep the party a surprise while they
figure out the right mixture for the cake batter? Curriculum: If you mix materials together, the properties of the mixture may not be the same as the
properties of the materials themselves. / Invisigirl (a former student) likes to use her invisibility to play jokes, but a joke has unintended
consequences when she makes a cake invisible, and then can't find it! The team tries to track it down via their sense of smell, but will it be
enough to find the cake? Curriculum: Humans have five senses they use to gather information about the world around them. They can use that
information to solve problems.

(CC) DVI #140H(S)PBS

12:30p Xavier Riddle and the Secret Museum
I Am Billie Jean King/I Am Arthur Ashe

(CC) DVI #128H(S)PBS

01:00p The Jazzy Vegetarian
American Classics Made Vegan!

Celebrated vegan chef Laura Theodore prepares a tempting, All-American vegan meal. An Italian-American staple, Spaghetti and Vegan
"Meatballs," features walnuts, pecans, and chickpeas creating a realistic "meatball"! Easy Vegan Antipasto includes Roasted Asparagus, Basil
Roasted Peppers, olives and vegan cheese, while Grandma's Garlic Bread is sure to please. For dessert, Vegan Chocolate Cupcakes with
Whipped Cashew Frosting are packed with chocolaty flavor and topped with a rich, creamy frosting.

(CC) N/A #1001H(S)NETA

01:30p Daytripper
Route 66, Tx

Chet drives the "Mother Road" through the Texas panhandle visiting the iconic people and places that made it famous. He tours a classic car
museum and pulls off to explore famous roadside attractions including a 190-foot cross, a slug bug ranch, and a museum dedicated completely to
barbed wire.

(CC) N/A #912H(S)NETA
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02:00p Wonders of Mexico
Burning North

Northern Mexico is dominated by two great deserts; the Sonoran and Chihuahuan. In this film, we'll unravel the forces that have created this arid
world, and discover that for the animals living here, overcoming the conditions can bring rich rewards. In Central Northern Mexico are vast
prairies that gave rise to the cowboy culture, and still provide a refuge for extensive colonies for charming black tailed prairie dogs and one of
Mexico's rarest animals, the aplomado falcon. Beyond the prairies is the Chihuahuan desert. Bigger than Montana it hides one of Mexico's
greatest natural wonders. The valley of Cuatrocienegas is full of natural springs that are home to many species of fish found nowhere else on
earth. West of the Chihuahuan desert, the forests covering the Sierra Madre Occidentalis are a refuge for wild chillies called Chiltepin. First
cultivated in Mexico over 6000 years ago, it gave rise to thousands of varieties we eat today. In the foothills to the west, the Sonoran Desert is
home to forests of iconic saguaro cactus that support a rich community of animals, In the day, ferruginous pygmy owls find refuge in old
woodpecker nests and at night pallid bats emerge to hunt their favourite prey; scorpions. The Sonoran Desert stretches into the Gulf of California,
where the desert island of Isla San Pedro Martir is home to side blotched lizards who survive against the odds by eating the scraps left by nesting
seabirds.

(CC) N/A #103H(S)PBS

03:00p Alma's Way
Doggone Sox/Alma Spells It Out

Alma really wants to have a sleepover in her room with her dog, Chacho, but when the mischievous pup hides Abuelo's lucky sock on the day of
a big baseball game, Alma must find it before Chacho is sent to the doghouse. When Rafia wins the neighborhood spelling bee, Alma is chosen
as her alternate for the city-wide competition. Rafia wants to practice for the big day, but Alma doesn't get it: What's so important about being an
alternate?

(CC) DVI #104H(S)PBS

03:30p Wild Kratts
Masked Bandits

As they prepare for a creature costume party, the Wild Kratts team begins to notice all sorts of strange things happening in the Tortuga HQ.
Jimmy is sure there is a ghost or monster living with them, but the Kratt brothers are convinced it's some kind of creature. When the gang sets out
to discover who is causing all the trouble, they discover that certain animals gravitate towards human habitation because it provides food and
protection from predators.

(CC) N/A #131H(S)PBS

04:00p Odd Squad
Not So Splash/Switch Your Partner Round and Round

Not So Splash - In the middle of summer, Olive and Otto investigate why parts of town are turning snowy and cold. Curriculum: Measurement;
comparing temperatures and using a thermometer. Switch Your Partner Round and Round - Olive and Otto discover what life would have been
like if Ms. O has assigned them different partners. Curriculum: Measurement; using standard measurements to compare capacity.

(CC) DVI #128H(S)PBS

04:30p Arthur
Arthur Makes Waves/It Came from Beyond

Arthur Makes Waves - With the community pool closed for repairs and the temperature on the rise, Arthur and D.W. need a place to keep cool.
After accepting an invitation to James's pool, they discover that his older sister is Molly, leader of the Tough Customers! Can Arthur and Molly get
along-and if they can, will their friends let them? It Came From Beyond - Grandma Thora takes in a stray, an adorable little dog named. Killer? It
soon becomes clear that the name fits, as Killer bullies every person and animal in sight. Can Killer let her guard down long enough to make a
few friends, or will she have to give up her new home?

(CC) DVI #906H(S)PBS

05:00p Cat in the Hat Knows A Lot About That!
I Love The Nightlife/Oh Give Me A Home!

I Love the Nightlife - Nick wants to stay awake all night. Good thing the Cat needs help finding his most favorite hat that he lost in the forest of
Wagamaroo! The Cat takes Nick and Sally on a nocturnal adventure, along the way meeting a variety of animals who stay up all night! Oh Give
Me a Home! - Nick has a super duper special shell and Sally wants one too! The Cat in the Hat takes them to a beachside adventure where they
meet Tucker, a hermit crab who is also looking for a new shell because he's grown too big for his. An under the sea fashion show gives both
Tucker and Sally super duper special shells!

(CC) DVI #102H(S)PBS

05:30p BBC News America (CC) N/A #2950H(S)WETA

06:00p PBS Newshour
Episode 25

(CC) N/A #14025H(S)NPS

07:00p Washington Week with the Atlantic (CC) N/A #6306H(S)NPS

07:30p Firing Line with Margaret Hoover
Guest: Vivek Ramaswamy. Entrepreneur and GOP presidential candidate Vivek Ramaswamy discusses his critique of woke capitalism, his plan
to eliminate federal agencies, his opposition to U.S. military support for Ukraine, and why he believes America needs a political outsider.

(CC) N/A #706H(S)NPS
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08:00p Market to Market (CC) N/A #4851H(S)IPTV

08:30p Real Ag
Disease Management

(N) N/A #1106HSHPTV

09:00p The Great American Recipe
See how the home cooks put it all on the plate in their last chance to impress before the finale. From carne asada tacos to corn chaat to chicken
chapli, the cooks prepare dishes inspired by a close friend and recipes that changed their lives.

(CC) N/A #207H(S)NPS

10:00p Amanpour and Company (CC) N/A #6025H(S)PBSPL

11:00p Real Ag
Disease Management

(N) N/A #1106HSHPTV

11:30p Start Up
Start Up 100th Episode

Gary Bredow and Jenny Feterovich have always been entrepreneurs, both fascinated with film production and storytelling. Born and raised in the
former Soviet Union, Jenny immigrated to the US with her family as a teenager, and Gary from the small farming community of Carleton,
Michigan. When this unlikely duo discussed the concept for START UP over a BBQ lunch, there was no turning back, and they decided to chase
this dream with everything they had. START UP Season 8 ushers in its landmark 100th episode by sharing their own Start Up story. Meet the
family and crew, and learn about the joys and challenges that come with producing a national television series for 8 consecutive seasons.

(CC) N/A #809H(S)NETA
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12:00m Wonders of Mexico
Mountain Worlds

Mexico is a vast country, dominated by a great chain of mountains, the Sierra Madre. Journey down this rocky spine and you'll discover an
amazing diversity of life and culture. In the far north, secret mountains worlds provide a stronghold for Mexico's black bears, while a violent
tectonic past has created the grandest canyon of them all -- the Copper Canyon. These spectacular vistas have been home to the Raramuri for
over two thousand years, shaping their life in this precipitous landscape. Travel south and the temperate and tropics collide. Magical oak forests
thrive alongside orchids, creating a paradise for orchid bees. Mexico's volcanic heartland is home to restless giants. Their ash helps fertilize the
soils, making this one of the most productive and inhabited regions of the country. Mexico's famous export, Tequila, is produced in the shadow of
these ancient volcanoes. Great civilizations rose and fell here too, leaving behind abandoned temples for a band of coatis to make their home. In
the far south, the Sierra Madre catches moisture coming in from the Pacific Ocean. Rich cloud forests host some rare creatures, including one
worshipped by the Aztecs -- the resplendent quetzal. Some of Mexico's mountain worlds are so inviting they compel creatures to journey
thousands of miles to reach them. Every year millions of monarch butterflies overwinter in the fir forests of central Mexico. Their arrival coincides
with Mexico's most spectacular festival -- the Day of the Dead.

(CC) N/A #102H(S)PBS

06:00a Molly of Denali
Turn on the Northern Lights/Fiddlesticks

Turn on the Northern Lights When Trini confesses that she's never seen the Northern Lights, Molly makes it her mission to show them to her. But
after several sleepless nights, they still haven't seen the Aurora Borealis. Can a little help from lots of different sources help them see the lights?
Fiddlesticks After an awesome jig dance at the Tribal Hall, Molly can't wait for her fiddle lessons with Oscar to start, but she soon discovers she
has a knack for playing the drum. A knack that turns into a passion. Can Molly figure out a way to break the news that she won't be taking fiddle
lessons from her friend?

(CC) DVI #117H(S)PBS

06:30a Agphd (N) N/A #1322HHEFTY

07:00a Market to Market (CC) N/A #4851H(S)IPTV

07:30a Curious George
Dolphin with the Yellow Hat/Dog's Day Off

(CC) N/A #1407H(S)PBS

08:00a Work It Out Wombats!
Amazing Adventure/The Kaya-Tastic Banana-Tastic Halo Halo Split!

Thanks to Ellie, best babysitter ever, the Wombats embark on a for-real Sticker Monster treasure hunt. / Kaya has to get creative when she
breaks her tablet right before her Kaya-tastic Banana-tastic Halo-Halo Split cooking class.

(CC) DVI #116H(S)PBS

08:30a Daniel Tiger's Neighborhood
Safety Patrol/Safety at the Beach

Safety Patrol: Today at school, the children are learning about traffic signs. Prince Tuesday comes for a special visit, wearing his crossing guard
uniform. He takes the class on a walk through the Neighborhood and they practice their safety rules all along the way. Safety at the Beach: Daniel
and Katerina are playing on Jungle Beach with Mom Tiger. The children get a bit carried away by their treasure hunting play and they drift too far
away from Mom. They learn that to stay safe near the water, they need to stop and listen!

(CC) DVI #130H(S)PBS

09:00a Sesame Street
Hike Pirates

Abby, Rudy, and Freddy are going on a hike. Rudy says hes tired and wants to go home. To make their hike more fun, Freddy shows Abby and
Rudy a map to follow and find hidden treasure left by hike pirates. As they follow the map, they learn that hiking is fun exercise and that things
found in nature, like rocks and a waterfall, are the treasure. But the best treasure of all is spending time together as a family. Guest: Naomi Osaka

(CC) DVI #5209H(S)PBS

09:30a Rosie's Rules
Rosie The Dog Sitter/Chef Rosie

103A Tia needs someone to take care of Benito, her puppy. This sounds like the perfect job for Rosie the dog sitter. 103B Rosie decides to be a
chef and opens her own restaurant with Iggy, but soon realizes she needs to do more tasks than cooking.

(CC) DVI #103H(S)PBS

10:00a Donkey Hodie
Me, Myself, and Donkey/Fashion Donkey

Donkey is disappointed when all her pals are away for the day. Can she find ways to have fun on her own?/Donkey wants to be just like Fashion
Penguin, who has a passion for fashion, but copying him isn't exciting. Can she find her own Donkey passion?

(CC) DVI #138H(S)PBS

10:30a Diy Science Time
Inertia

Mister C and the Science Crew are in motion and have the momentum to explore inertia! Build an inertia wand and a centripetal force board with
Mister C.

(CC) N/A #109H(S)NETA
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11:00a Paint This with Jerry Yarnell
Beside Still Waters, Part 1

Acrylic Painting on18x24 stretched canvas. In this opening segment, Jerry explains the process of creating a memory painting without the use of
reference material -- other than a rough "memory" sketch of things you have seen as you travel. He then explains and lays out the composition
and begins blocking in the sky and distant trees and other background areas. He also discusses the loose impressionistic brush strokes and
techniques he will be using.

(CC) N/A #3105H(S)NETA

11:30a Make It Artsy
Your Outdoor Space

There is no better place to find inspiration than outdoors - a walk outside can change your whole outlook. Host Julie Fei Fan Balzer opens the
show creating leaf luminaires inspired by the outside and great to use outdoors. Then, Erin Gerlach creates a bee or butterfly basin to attract
these creatures to your garden. The show closes with a color study - green.

(CC) N/A #902H(S)NETA

12:00n Creative Living
Designer and seamstress, Patty Dunn will show how to roll a clean beautiful hem edge on the sewing machine, talk about machine set up,
optional threads and show how to sew wire into a fabric edge. She is the owner of All Dunn Designs. Interior designer, Jenny Rausch will talk
about the transformation of kitchens in the 20th century. She'll go over the motivation for these changes, what advancements have taken place,
and tell who some of the fascinating women were who brought about these changes. Her company is Karr Bick Kitchen & Bath. Bruce Johnson is
the spokesperson for Minwax, and he's going to show how to use dresser drawers to create an under-the-bed storage bin. This home storage
solution is so easy and attainable for even first time DIY'ers.

(CC) N/A #6918H(S)KENW

12:30p This Old House
Atlanta | Whole House Protection

Progress is made on the interior and exterior of the house. New beveled pine siding is weaved into the old. Tyler Perry Studios is toured. The
house gets lightning and surge protection. In MA, The Dracut Centre School restoration is complete.

(CC) N/A #4405H(S)PBSPL

01:00p Woodsmith Shop
Paneled Storage Chests

The three storage chests the Woodsmith Shop cast make on this episode all have great appeal. But underneath the beauty, is a surprisingly
simple construction process. And it's perfect for adding your own touch. Learn how to make one yourself.

(CC) N/A #1410H(S)NETA

01:30p American Woodshop
Easy Inlay Turned Boxes

Completely mesmerizing! These spinning creations of magical woods are inlaid with wonder! New materials and new techniques of inlaying
elevate turned boxes to new heights. It's impossible to have more fun in wood than by watching these spin to life! Also featured are chisel
sharpening tips.

(CC) N/A #3012H(S)NETA

02:00p Garage with Steve Butler
Work Bench

Steve demonstrates how to build a work bench, perfect for small shop.

(CC) N/A #105H(S)NETA

02:30p Chef's Life
Heavenly Hocks

A view behind-the-scenes reveals the hot and cold of curing ham. At a New York dinner party hosted in her honor, Vivian serves up a gift of NC
seasoning meats - the pig tails, ham hocks, and fatback that give Carolina cuisine its quintessential kick. While in the Big Apple, a visit with her
publisher reveals an itinerary certain to make for an ambitious autumn.

(CC) N/A #409H(S)PBS

03:00p America's Test Kitchen
Ultimate Yule Log

Hosts Bridget Lancaster and Julia Collin Davison make the ultimate Caramel-Espresso Yule Log. Lisa reviews mini muffin tins.

(CC) N/A #2301H(S)APTEX

03:30p Cook's Country
Holiday Feast

Test cook Ashley Moore shows Bridget how to make a Crumb-Crusted Rack of Lamb that is perfect for the holidays. Equipment expert Adam
Ried shows Julia his top picks of electric knives. Test cook Christie Morrison shows Julia how to make a showstopping Brussels Sprout Gratin.

(CC) N/A #1211H(S)APTEX

04:00p Fons & Porter's Love of Quilting
Mostly North

Sara Gallegos' "challenge" quilt for this season was a Mariner's Compass, which is a traditionally advanced patchwork design. With Mostly North,
she simplifies the process to make an achievable and still stunning version of the style. In this episode, we'll pair the techniques of foundation
piecing and curved piecing, which requires a few tricks. You'll also learn how to create the half blocks for a column style setting.

(CC) N/A #4202H(S)NETA
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04:30p It's Sew Easy
Let's Get Started

This first episode is all about getting started with a sewing project. First, Joanne Banko demonstrates a variety of techniques using both the
sewing machine and serger. Then, Angela Wolf is on location at her home studio with a sew along featuring the Bella Top - adding sleeves and
embroidery. This sew along will be about altering patterns with various style changes.

(CC) N/A #2101H(S)NETA

05:00p Knit and Crochet Now
Pocket Shawls

Who doesn't love pockets? First up is Kristen Omdahl with the Texture Message Pocket Shawl. Create interesting linear textures with a
combination of crochet stitches and post stitch textures and ribbing. Then join Lena in the stitch corner for the Leaf of Life Knit Scarf. This lovely,
elegant and lacy scarf is made simple with easy repeats, making it a great project for the novice lace knitter. Finally, Britt Schmiesing returns with
the Readers wrap knit shawl. This easy-to-knit pattern is warm and cozy and great for year-round use, or whenever you want to curl up with a
good book.

(CC) N/A #1204H(S)NETA

05:30p Garden Smart
Incorporating The Garden Into Our Everyday Menus

GardenSMART visits an outstanding cooking school. It's run by a talented chef who educates folks about where their food comes from, and how
to incorporate freshly-grown ingredients into their meals. Tune in as we GardenSMART.

(CC) N/A #7203H(S)NETA

06:00p Cottonwood Connections
Historical Societies

(N) N/A #207HSHPTV

06:30p Rick Steves' Europe
European Festivals II

In this second of two episodes on Europe's greatest festivals, Rick dances with Spaniards at Sevilla's April Fair, celebrates Bastille Day in Paris,
runs with the bulls at Pamplona, and hoists a frothy stein at Munich's Oktoberfest. And he celebrates a traditional family Christmas, browsing the
holiday market in Nurnberg and sledding down alpine slopes by torchlight in Switzerland. With the entire Continent as his playground, fun is his
mission.

(CC) N/A #1007H(S)APTEX

07:00p The Lawrence Welk Show
Salute to Cole Porter

The irresistibly joyful song "Wunderbar" opens this sparkling tribute to the music of Cole Porter. Bobby and Cissy trip the light fantastic to "The
Continental", Henry's clarinet artistry is a highlight on "Begin The Beguine", and Guy and Ralna harmonize on "True Love". The orchestra soars
on "Night and Day", I Get A Kick Out Of You", and "Easy To Love". The whole cast gathers around Clay Hart at the end for "Don't Fence Me In".

(CC) N/A #1851H(S)OETA

08:00p Harmonies for Healing: Under The Streetlamp (CC) N/A #101H(S)APTEX

09:00p Front and Center
Drew Holcomb and the Neighbors

The Americana band play an intimate show at Analog at the Hutton Hotel in Nashville, performing "What Would I Do Without You," "Dragons,"
"American Beauty" and more.

(CC) N/A #1106H(S)APTEX

10:00p Austin City Limits
Pavement

Legendary alternative rock pioneers Pavement deliver modern rock highlights in a career-spanning hour. The veteran California band mark their
thirtieth anniversary with a rare television performance.

(CC) N/A #4811H(S)PBSPL

11:00p Sound On Tap
Sal and the Stonewall Hippies

With deep roots styled and sharpened in the hallows of the West Texas haunt of The Blue Light, Sal and the Stonewall Hippies are gaining
traction with each and every performance. Stylistically falling somewhere between flatlanders and troubadour's imparting strife and life's darker
side, Sal and company drive to tug on the heartstrings of any lovers of thematic storylines and fan of tight pockets. Bluesy undertones and hints
of grit and growth always shine brightly with each note of progress and reflection.

(CC) N/A #405H(S)NETA

11:30p Songs at the Center
Master Series Episode Featuring Georgia Middleman and Gary Burr

Nashville songwriting royalty: Georgia Middleman and Gary Burr. Gary has written for Faith Hill, Garth Brooks, Reba McEntire, Tim McGraw,
Wynona, Leann Rimes, Randy Travis, Patty Loveless Collin Raye. He has collaborated with Ringo Starr, Kenny Loggins, Carole King and many,
many more. Gary is a Member of the Nashville Songwriters Hall of Fame. Georgia has written for Kenny Chesney, Martina McBride, Reba
McEntire and Keith Urban, and many others. Gary and Georgia's bona fides could fill a book, and their discussion of the music business,
songwriting in particular, with show host, Eric Gnezda, is a Songs at the Center Exclusive.

(CC) N/A #910H(S)
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12:00m Animals with Cameras, A Nature Miniseries
Australia

Wildlife cameraman Gordon Buchanan fronts the team helping scientists investigate the lives of some of Australia's most iconic animals. Koalas,
fruit bats and kangaroos take the cameras into their secret worlds.

(CC) DVI #202H(S)PBS

06:00a Molly of Denali
Tooth Or Consequences/Qyah Spy

Tooth or Consequences A sensational video turns Molly's excitement about an upcoming dentist visit into panic. Do dentists really drill cavities
with jackhammers? Molly and her friends have no desire to find out. Can they duck the traveling dentist long enough to get away pain-free? Qyah
Spy It's all fun and secret spy games until Molly and Tooey stumble across a mystery visitor in Qyah. The duo deduces the visitor must be a spy
when they examine the stranger's clothing and hear a conversation between an unfamiliar voice and Auntie Midge in a language that sounds like
"secret code." Is their beloved chief embroiled in a secret spy ring?! Stay tuned, for all is not what it seems.

(CC) DVI #116H(S)PBS

06:30a Alma's Way
Doggone Sox/Alma Spells It Out

Alma really wants to have a sleepover in her room with her dog, Chacho, but when the mischievous pup hides Abuelo's lucky sock on the day of
a big baseball game, Alma must find it before Chacho is sent to the doghouse. When Rafia wins the neighborhood spelling bee, Alma is chosen
as her alternate for the city-wide competition. Rafia wants to practice for the big day, but Alma doesn't get it: What's so important about being an
alternate?

(CC) DVI #104H(S)PBS

07:00a Wild Kratts
Masked Bandits

As they prepare for a creature costume party, the Wild Kratts team begins to notice all sorts of strange things happening in the Tortuga HQ.
Jimmy is sure there is a ghost or monster living with them, but the Kratt brothers are convinced it's some kind of creature. When the gang sets out
to discover who is causing all the trouble, they discover that certain animals gravitate towards human habitation because it provides food and
protection from predators.

(CC) N/A #131H(S)PBS

07:30a Curious George
Plastics!/Hide and Go Sheep

(CC) N/A #1309H(S)PBS

08:00a Work It Out Wombats!
The Treeborhood Photo Album/Runway Recycling

Zadie creates a Treeborhood photo album to trace the growth of their beloved Tree from little, to big, to VERY big. / When Mr. E accidentally
polka-dances a sculpture to smithereens, he and Louisa hold a contest to replace it.

(CC) DVI #115H(S)PBS

08:30a Daniel Tiger's Neighborhood
Margaret's First Thank You Day

(CC) DVI #520H(S)PBS

09:00a Sesame Street
Let's Play Pretend

Prairie Dawn is hosting the Dress Me Up Club. She organizes princess costumes for the girls and superheroes costumes for the boys. When
Abby wants to dress up as a superhero and then a pirate, Prairie Dawn learns that it doesnt matter if youre a boy or girl; anyone can dress-up
and play any way they want.

(CC) DVI #5211H(S)PBS

09:30a Rosie's Rules
Abuelas Birthday/Cat Mail

101A When Rosie finds out it's Abuela's birthday, she tries to send her a birthday party in the mail. 101B Rosie wants Abuela to feel how soft
Gatita is, so she tries to send her in the mail.

(CC) DVI #101H(S)PBS

10:00a Donkey Hodie
The Cow and Potato Bug Opera/Everything Explorers

Donkey is excited to direct a new show starring all her pals. But when she needs to become an actor in the show, can she let Panda be the new
leader?/ Donkey and Panda discover a surprise spider, but every time they get close to it, it jumps away!

(CC) DVI #114H(S)PBS

10:30a Biz Kid$
Hidden Careers

You don't have to be perfect at your passion to build a career in it. If you love baseball, but don't have the skills of a super athlete, you will see
there are many different roles you can play behind the scenes. Learn about "behind the scenes" careers in sports, music, entertainment, art, and
even aviation.

(CC) DVI #212H(S)APTEX
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11:00a Curious Crew
Sense of Hearing

Echo location, tympanic membranes, radio teeth and more! The Curious Crew learns how our ears are designed to capture incoming sounds.
STEM Challenge: Designing a pair of 'Ear Defenders.' Curious About Careers: Audiologist Dr. Brooke Tudor.

(CC) N/A #407H(S)NETA

11:30a Make48
The 48 hours is winding down and the teams are in the final stages of wrapping up their designs, making a product website and preparing their
pitch.

(CC) N/A #304H(S)APTEX

12:00n Market to Market (CC) N/A #4851H(S)IPTV

12:30p Motorweek (CC) N/A #4248H(S)PBSPL

01:00p Real Ag
Sunflower

(N) N/A #1107HSHPTV

01:30p Plan Stronger TV
When to Hire A Financial Adviser

David Holland and Women's Wealth Coach, Jayne Ellegard, discuss the importance of a financial coach. CFP Professional, Kathy Longo,
explains the importance of family financial conversations. Our Financial Panel walks us through the decision to hire a financial professional.

(CC) N/A #608H(S)ACCES

02:00p Classic Gospel
David Phelps: Hymnal

One of Christian music's most-lauded vocalists, GRAMMY Award-winning tenor David Phelps lends his three-octave range and impeccable
delivery to some of the church's most-treasured hymns. Filmed on his Tennessee farm with a full band, organ and gospel choir, this show takes
the viewer to church with unforgettable performances of such cherished gems as "Amazing Grace", "How Great Thou Art", "In The Garden",
"Victory In Jesus", "I Surrender All" and "It Is Well With My Soul".

(CC) N/A #1404H(S)NETA

03:00p Your Fantastic Mind
Motherhood

In this episode, we examine trauma and PTSD among African American mothers. The Grady Trauma Project based out of Grady Hospital,
Atlanta's safety net hospital, is home to a team of female researchers who have studied 12,000 African American women over 15 years. The
researchers found that PTSD impacted almost half of the African American women they studied, at 46%, far higher than the national rate of 6%.
This PTSD is from various traumas including those related to childhood trauma, domestic violence and violent crime. Researchers at GTP are
conducting new studies to investigate the possibility if they treat mothers for PTSD, it improves the overall health and wellness of their children.
African American women also have far less access to mental health assistance and are more likely to suffer intimate partner violence and abuse.
We highlight the NIA project which works exclusively with suicidal African American women. The program aims to improve their mental health and
help them lead more meaningful and purpose-filled lives free of violence. Over the past 20 years, the NIA project has worked with more than
2,000 suicidal African American women, providing individual and group therapy.

(CC) N/A #202H(S)NETA

03:30p Doctors On Call
Dr Tyrel Somers: Dementia/Long Term Care

(N) N/A #1814HSHPTV

04:00p Antiques Roadshow
Cleveland, Hour One

Discover hidden treasures such as 1920 World Series stubs, a Charles Rohlfs music stand from around 1905 and an Ohio folk art double portrait,
ca. 1838. One is the top find of the night!

(CC) N/A #2016H(S)NPS

05:00p PBS News Weekend (CC) N/A #2012H(S)NPS

05:30p History with David Rubenstein
Ian Toll

(CC) N/A #402H(S)PBSPL

06:00p Celebrity Antiques Road Trip
Phyllis Logan and Kevin Mcnally

Traveling in classic cars in Kent, "Downton Abbey" Phyllis Logan visits the impressive collection of a controversial conservationist, while "Pirates
of The Caribbean" Kevin McNally reveals just how much he knows about the universe.

(CC) N/A #401H(S)PBSPL
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07:00p Ridley
The Numbered Days, Part 2

Ridley discovers a shocking connection between the murder case and the arson attack which killed his own family. Ridley finds himself closing in
on the truth of what happened on that fateful night.

(CC) DVI #108#(S)NPS

08:00p Grantchester On Masterpiece
Season 8, Episode 5

Geordie is placed on desk duty as Elliot contrives to force him to resign. The next murder case is handed to Larry, who wisely enlists the help of
Miss Scott.

(CC) DVI #5332#(S)NPS

09:00p Grantchester On Masterpiece
Season 8, Episode 6

Will has disappeared, but with Bonnie about to give birth, Geordie must find him and bring him to his senses before it is too late.

(CC) DVI #5333#(S)NPS

10:00p Austin City Limits
Pavement

Legendary alternative rock pioneers Pavement deliver modern rock highlights in a career-spanning hour. The veteran California band mark their
thirtieth anniversary with a rare television performance.

(CC) N/A #4811H(S)PBSPL

11:00p Ridley
The Numbered Days, Part 2

Ridley discovers a shocking connection between the murder case and the arson attack which killed his own family. Ridley finds himself closing in
on the truth of what happened on that fateful night.

(CC) DVI #108H(S)NPS
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12:00m Grantchester On Masterpiece
Season 8, Episode 5

Geordie is placed on desk duty as Elliot contrives to force him to resign. The next murder case is handed to Larry, who wisely enlists the help of
Miss Scott.

(CC) DVI #5332H(S)NPS

06:00a Molly of Denali
Ice Sculpture/Tale of a Totem

Ice Sculpture When Auntie Midge informs Molly that her Mom was once an accomplished ice sculptor, Molly decides to organize an ice-sculpting
competition in Qyah. But when rising temperatures threaten to melt the ice, Molly must come up with a clever solution to save the contest. Tale of
a Totem Molly's excitement about attending her first totem pole raising in Sitka quickly turns to panic when she and Randall accidentally lose an
important piece of the totem pole-one of the abalone shell eyes on a raven. Can they find a replacement before the ceremony that afternoon?

(CC) DVI #118H(S)PBS

06:30a Happy Yoga with Sarah Starr
Garden Paradise

Revel in the tropical garden paradise as you enjoy an accessible yoga practice using a chair for support. Including seated and standing poses to
tone your legs and core, along with upper body stretches designed to increase mobility in your spine, shoulders and chest.

(CC) N/A #701H(S)NETA

07:00a Yoga In Practice
Breath and Relaxation

77 percent of Americans report physical symptoms related to stress and anxiety. To calm the noise in our minds we will ease into a practice that
enhances the parasympathetic nervous system, aiding our sleep and digestion instead of fueling the fight or flight response. Today's class will
open our ribcage so we can breathe more deeply. We'll finish with a guided relaxation called yoga nidra, or yogic sleep.

(CC) N/A #413H(S)APTEX

07:30a Curious George
Monkey Parade/George & Allie's Pet Hotel

(CC) N/A #1409H(S)PBS

08:00a Daniel Tiger's Neighborhood
Margaret Gets All The Attention/Prince Tuesday Visits

(CC) DVI #519H(S)PBS

08:30a Rosie's Rules
An Anniversary Tradition/Chiles En Nogada Day

Rosie, Crystal and Iggy try to recreate Mom and Pap's beach anniversary tradition at home./It's Chiles en Nogada Day, but when Papa loses the
recipe, it's up to Rosie to figure out who else might have it.

(CC) DVI #119H(S)PBS

09:00a Sesame Street
Astro Team Alpha

Elmo, Abby, and Cookie Monster are playing a space game and they need to drive their rovers back to the rocket ship before time runs out, but
Cookie Monster gets stuck in a crater. This is a problem! They wonder if theres something they can use to get him out. What if they push dirt to
make a ramp? Lets try! It works. They didnt give up and worked together to complete their mission. (Guest: Mae Jemison)

(CC) DVI #5212H(S)PBS

09:30a Work It Out Wombats!
3,2,1 Lift Off! / Moon Magic

Only one way to find out if there are unicorns on the moon build a spaceship and go see for yourself! / Louisa tells Zeke she's a Moon Magician
who can turn the moon into different shapes. Would Zeke like to learn how she does it?

(CC) DVI #118H(S)PBS

10:00a Donkey Hodie
Bright Bright Bugs/Panda's Purple Party

Donkey and Panda camp out to see the music-loving Bright Bright Bugs. When their instruments break, can they find another way to attract the
bugs? / Panda is feeling tired of his purple things today, so Donkey helps him take a break.

(CC) DVI #139H(S)PBS

10:30a Pinkalicious & Peterrific
Amazing Sled Run/Frost Fairy

It's a snow day for Pinkalicious, Peter, Rafael and Jasmine! In fact, it snowed so much that the snow reaches Pinkalicious' bedroom window! With
all this snow on the ground, the kids decide to build the most pinkatastic sled run ever! / Pinkalicious and Peter find Felix the Frost Fairy fast
asleep on the job. They'll need to help him so everyone in Pinkville will have wonderful winter window designs when they wake up.

(CC) DVI #135H(S)PBS
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11:00a Elinor Wonders Why
Mz. Mole's Glasses/Elinor Stops The Squish

Ms. Mole's Glasses - When Ms. Mole forgets her glasses at school, Elinor and her friends follow her to return them. Ms. Mole can't see anything
without her glasses! The kids travel throughout Animal Town, just missing Ms. Mole at every turn. During their travels, the kids realize Ms. Mole
has been shopping and getting around using different senses. By the time they finally reach Ms. Mole and return her glasses, she's got all her
shopping done without them. Cool! Elinor Stops the Squish - Elinor and her friends want to bring Ms. Mole a cupcake for her birthday, but they're
worried it will get squished on the way to school. The kids find inspiration in nature when they observe how different animals/creatures stay safe
using their shells as a defense mechanism. Elinor, Ari and Olive use this idea as inspiration to make a shell around the cupcake using a hard
coconut. Because of the kids' hard work and ingenuity, the cupcake makes it all the way to school without being squished, just in time for Ms.
Mole to enjoy her present. Yum!

(CC) DVI #108H(S)PBS

11:30a Nature Cat
The Shellersons/Only The Shadow Knows

The Shellersons - On a trip to Barrel Cactus National Park to enjoy nature in all its glorious splendor, Nature Cat and his pals encounter Shelby, a
very sad desert tortoise. Today is Shelby's Shellerson Family Reunion party, but none of the other Shellerson members have shown up! Nature
Cat vows to help Shelby and find his family members, "The Shellerson Family Reunion will go on!" Only The Shadow Knows - As Daisy, Hal and
Squeeks are having a blast making shadow puppets, Nature Cat is just sitting in a tree, watching and waiting, waiting and watching. For what? It
seems that yesterday, Norman the Squirrel appeared in the same tree Nature Cat sits in now, took a look at the ground, and said that if Nature
Cat wants to see something "unbelievably incredibly amazingly Nature Cat-y!" he has to be in the same spot at the same time tomorrow. Nature
Cat isn't moving until he sees something "unbelievably incredibly amazingly Nature Cat-y!"

(CC) N/A #137H(S)PBS

12:00n Hero Elementary
Monster Hunters/A Soapy Situation

When someone calls on Sparks' Crew to help with a backyard "monster, the team discovers that it's actually a mother opossum and her babies.
How can our heroes lure them out of the yard? Curriculum: Animal parents and offspring engage in behaviors that protect their young and help
them survive. / In Citytown, the Super-Duper Store is a sudsy mess; an automated floor cleaning machine is on the fritz, causing a soapy situation
inside the store. Sparks' Crew is in a slippery situation. Curriculum: The strength of a push on an object affects the speed of the object. When
colliding with an unmovable object, a moving object's direction can change.

(CC) DVI #103H(S)PBS

12:30p Xavier Riddle and the Secret Museum
I Am James Naismith/I Am Temple Grandin

(CC) DVI #129H(S)PBS

01:00p The Jazzy Vegetarian
Summertime Supper

Celebrated vegan chef Laura Theodore prepares a fresh summertime meal highlighting Lemony Quinoa Salad with Fresh Herbs, featuring basil,
parsley, quinoa, chickpeas, and a lively lemon dressing. A delectable Summer Peaches and Lemon "Cream" Tart showcases plump, ripe
peaches nestled in a layer of luscious vegan lemon cream, cradled in a Crisp Pecan-Oat Pie Crust. Maple Lemonade makes a refreshing sip to
round out the meal.

(CC) N/A #1002H(S)NETA

01:30p Daytripper
100th Episode!

Chet and crew look back on the best (and worst) of the first 100 episodes of "The Daytripper." They reminisce on their favorite stories and make
some new memories too.

(CC) N/A #913H(S)NETA

02:00p Fight The Power: How Hip Hop Changed The World
The Foundation

Discover the factors that led to the birth of Hip Hop and its first socially conscious hit The Message by Grandmaster Flash and the Furious Five in
1982.

(CC) DVI #101H(S)NPS

03:00p Alma's Way
Alma's Movie Night/Papi The Hero

Alma, Andre, and friends can't wait for movie night in the park! But when Andre finds out tonight's feature stars a spooky blob monster, he
suddenly remembers he has to help out at the community center. Alma offers to help him finish in time, but he doesn't seem excited. What's up?
Alma, Eddie, and Junior need inspiration for the "hero song" they are writing for Papi, so they join him as he tries to catch a lost parrot named
Wanda. Too bad they keep scaring Wanda away. Will this hero's song remain unsung?

(CC) DVI #103H(S)PBS

03:30p Wild Kratts
Spots in the Desert

Chris is in the middle of organizing his creature power discs when they get a call from Wild Kratts kid Manuel, who lives in the Sonoran Desert.
He says he has spotted an ocelot in his backyard. An ocelot in the desert? That's so rare, since these wild cats usually live in rainforests. Their
Creature Mission - to "spot" an ocelot in the desert.

(CC) N/A #603H(S)PBS
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04:00p Odd Squad
Trials and Tubulations

In this half-hour episode, the tube system breaks and Olive and Otto are left stranded in a dangerous forest. Curriculum: Geometry and spatial
sense: using a map to identify landmarks and navigate to a location.

(CC) DVI #129H(S)PBS

04:30p Arthur
Blabbermouth/All Grown Up

(CC) DVI #2504H(S)PBS

05:00p Cat in the Hat Knows A Lot About That!
Many Ants Make Light Work/Nest Best Thing

Many Ants Make Light Work - Nick and Sally are trying to put up a tent in their backyard but it's not working! Nick is pulling when Sally is pushing
and it's just making a giant heap! Good thing the Cat knows a million trillion friends who are experts at teamwork! He whisks the kids off to visit an
ant colony where Nick and Sally learn that you can do anything when you work together! Nest Best Thing - Nick and Sally have found some bird
eggs in their backyard, but their nest is destroyed. Where are they going to keep them? The Cat in the Hat brings them to an expert nest builder,
Mrs. Robin, who shows the children how to build a nest especially for those robin eggs.

(CC) DVI #103H(S)PBS

05:30p BBC News America (CC) N/A #2951H(S)WETA

06:00p PBS Newshour
Episode 26

(CC) N/A #14026H(S)NPS

07:00p Antiques Roadshow
Cleveland, Hour Two

Join ROADSHOW in the journey to Cleveland and learn about items such as an Ohio salt-glazed figural stoneware match stand, an 1863 Civil
War grave marker group and a 1964 Manoucher Yektai oil painting. Which find is valued at $65,000?

(CC) N/A #2017(S)NPS

08:00p The Great American Recipe
Gather one last time with the three remaining home cooks as they get ready for the grand finale feast. In the final round, their challenge is to
prepare an entire meal that represents their Great American Recipe. Who will be named the winner?

(CC) N/A #208$(S)NPS

09:30p Attachments of Life
"Attachments of Life" is a documentary about how our belongings alter our lives. The film follows five people with distinctive relationships with
their possessions: a collector of classic cars, a senior with hoarding disorder, minimalists living in a tiny house and a woman who has lost her
possessions.

(CC) N/A #0H(S)NETA

10:00p Amanpour and Company (CC) N/A #6026H(S)PBSPL

11:00p Energy Switch
How Should We Respond to Climate Change?

Climate change is already affecting everyday lives. What are the risks as the globe warms?

(CC) N/A #101H(S)NETA

11:30p Sara's Weeknight Meals
Chinatown Vancouver

Chinese immigrants were the backbone of Vancouver as Sara discovers on a culinary tour of Chinatown. At a local tea shop, she learns to make
two deceptively simple appetizers cooked with tea. She samples Dim Sum at a shop owned by an opera singing second generation Chinese
local. Then, local Judy Lam Maxwell shows her a Chinese dumpling mashup filled with Korean bulgogi. Back home, Sara races the clock to prove
she can make Chinese takeout faster than it can be delivered from a restaurant. Will her baby egg rolls with soy dipping sauce win the race?

(CC) N/A #1102H(S)APTEX
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12:00m The Great American Recipe
Gather one last time with the three remaining home cooks as they get ready for the grand finale feast. In the final round, their challenge is to
prepare an entire meal that represents their Great American Recipe. Who will be named the winner?

(CC) N/A #208H(S)NPS

06:00a Molly of Denali
Welcome Home Balto/Snow Jam

Welcome Home Balto When Molly finds out there is no statue of the heroic dog Balto in nearby Nenana, she sets out to remedy the situation and
ends up on her own dogsledding adventure. Snow Jam Molly's basketball team, the Qyah Northern Lights, are planning to dribble basketballs
while snowshoeing to raise money to attend a regional basketball tournament in Akiak. Before the race, Grandpa Nat teaches Molly traditional
Koyukon words for different types of snow. The lesson proves to be crucial the day of the run when Molly must rely on her new knowledge to help
her team across the finish line.

(CC) DVI #124H(S)PBS

06:30a Happy Yoga with Sarah Starr
Island Sunset

Enjoy the brilliant ocean sunset as you experience a gentle yoga session using a chair for support. Including seated sun salutations along with
easy to follow yoga moves to create more mobility and flexibility in your hands, neck, shoulders, back, hips and more.

(CC) N/A #702H(S)NETA

07:00a Yoga In Practice
Breathing Into Awareness

Yoga is a transformational practice of awareness that connects your body with your mind, and this helps you to truly appreciate each moment. To
feel more centered, we must remember to breathe and live in the moment. Episode one teaches how to move in relation to our natural breath as
a simple awareness technique, and how to align the general foundation of a pose to create overall steadiness and focus. The class builds to a
basic balancing pose, Tree.

(CC) N/A #101H(S)APTEX

07:30a Curious George
Raisins!/A Bedtime Story for Compass

(CC) N/A #1312H(S)PBS

08:00a Daniel Tiger's Neighborhood
Calm for Storytime/Calm at the Clock Factory

Calm for Storytime: The children are going to the Neighborhood Library for story time and all the excitement has made them feel a bit silly. Prince
Wednesday has a hard time getting calm for the library, but discovers that there are times to be calm and times when it's more than okay to be
silly. Calm at the Clock Factory: Daniel and his friends are visiting Dad Tiger's Clock Factory. Daniel is so excited to show off his dad and the
clocks he makes that he is having trouble staying calm. He learns that there are places where you need to be calm and places where it's okay to
be silly.

(CC) DVI #127H(S)PBS

08:30a Rosie's Rules
Trouble In Chalk Town/Story Time Garden

Rosie and Javi are making a chalk town in the circle drive, but things take a turn when others want to use the space too. / Rosie wants to fix the
community garden for Story Time by herself, but it turns out to be harder than she thought.

(CC) DVI #116H(S)PBS

09:00a Sesame Street
Martin Luther King Jr. Day

Elmo and his friends are making a Peace Tree to celebrate Martin Luther King Jr. day. They draw pictures on leaves to show how they will treat
people fairly and kindly, but Elmo doesn't know what to draw. With Tamir's help, Elmo draws a heart, because he's the kindest monster. The
Peace Tree is now filled with leaves, each one a promise to keep and follow Dr. King's wish to be fair, be kind, and be loving.

(CC) DVI #5210H(S)PBS

09:30a Work It Out Wombats!
Moo Moo Choo Choo / Lake Bellyflop

The Wombats help to free the Moo Moo Choo Choo train, which got itself stuck in a sea of ooey-gooey mud. / First spied through a telescope,
three adventurous Wombats attempt to find mystical Bellyflop Lake - without getting lost!

(CC) DVI #119H(S)PBS

10:00a Donkey Hodie
Cheesy Con/Stanley's One-Dragon Show

When Donkey hurts her hoof and can't go to Cheesy Con with Panda, Panda brings Cheesy Con to her!/Stanley's one-dragon show isn't going as
he planned. Can his pals help him get things back on track in time for opening night?

(CC) DVI #128H(S)PBS

10:30a Pinkalicious & Peterrific
Pinkminster Dog Show/Do-Over Ray

Pinkalicious helps Rafael train his dog Rusty to enter the Pinkminster Dog Show, however Rusty's tricks are a little different from most dogs. /
Mommy creates a special invention that lets Pinkalicous and Peter try something again if they mess up.

(CC) DVI #503H(S)PBS
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11:00a Elinor Wonders Why
Wind in the Web/The Pokey Plan

Wind in the Web - Elinor and her friends volunteer to help Mr. Raccoon put up a sign for his bakery, but the sign keeps blowing away in the fall
breeze. After Elinor observes a spider in its web and how the wind doesn't seem to affect it at all, she learns things that are wide will catch the
wind, but if they have lots of holes like a spider's web, they will not. They try this new idea on their sign and cut holes in it, and it works. Problem
solved, and just in time for all the folks to notice the sign and buy Mr. Raccoon's yummy baked treats! The Pokey Plant - It's Plant Day at school
and Elinor is super excited to get a beautiful plant to take home. When she gets a cactus, she's a little disappointed at first, but after some careful
observations, she and her friends learn lots of cool things about it, like how it grows in the desert, how it doesn't need much water and how the
spikes keep it safe. Elinor decides her cactus is the coolest plant ever!

(CC) DVI #112H(S)PBS

11:30a Nature Cat
Houstons Outdoor Adventure/Hotel Hal

Houston's Outdoor Adventure Houston's cousin Nigel is coming to visit next week all the way from England. Nigel wants to join Houston on one of
his famous nature adventures. Daisy suggests Houston take Nigel on The Tough Track Adventure, a nature obstacle course happening the day
that Nigel arrives. But Houston has a problem he's never been on an actual nature adventure before. He only assists his friends with their nature
needs using his computer. How can he get ready for a nature adventure in a week? Never fear! Nature Cat and the gang will help! Onward and
time-to-trainward! Hotel Hal - During band practice, some unexpected guests interrupt. Papa and Mama Vole (and all their young'uns) pop up to
see if they can bunk with Hal. They're having a little problem at their burrow so they need to find shelter. Hal is happy to have the company at
first, but when the voles start to take over and eat all his plants, it's time to ask the voles to leave. Easier said than done, as getting the voles back
in their home sets off a chain reaction of other animal habitat problems!

(CC) N/A #204H(S)PBS

12:00n Hero Elementary
When Fur Flies / Pumpkin Palooza

Something high in the sky is causing a trail of trouble across Citytown, but is it a bird, a plane, or something else? Sparks' Crew observes the
properties of things gone wrong downtown, which leads them to understand what the problem is. Curriculum: Understanding the problem is the
first step for finding a solution. / It's the day of Pumpkin Palooza and a little girl's decorated pumpkin has been ruined. It's Sparks' Crew to the
rescue! Learning that the culprit is a hungry squirrel, they work together to design and build a solution to protect all the decorated pumpkins in
City Town. Curriculum: You can use engineering design to gather information and to keep improving each solution. That's the power to solve real
world problems!

(CC) DVI #139H(S)PBS

12:30p Xavier Riddle and the Secret Museum
I Am Jigonsaseh/I Am Sacagawea

(CC) DVI #136H(S)PBS

01:00p The Jazzy Vegetarian
Big Bbq Burger Night

Celebrated vegan chef Laura Theodore shares a fun vegan menu designed to please kids and grown-ups alike. With big, bold flavors, vegan and
gluten-free Big BBQ Burgers make a satisfying replacement for a traditional burger, served with Fabulous Oven Fries on the side. For dessert,
refreshing Frozen Banana "Nice Cream" is a dairy-free treat that's fun to eat.

(CC) N/A #1003H(S)NETA

01:30p Daytripper
Return to Waco, Tx

Chet heads back to Waco ten years after his first episode to see how much the town has changed. He visits the Magnolia Silos, explores the
Mammoth Site, and flies 20 feet in the air off a new water slide.

(CC) N/A #1101H(S)NETA

02:00p Fight The Power: How Hip Hop Changed The World
Under Siege

Explore the 1980s and the birth of Hip Hop as social commentary in the Reagan Era with the emergence of artists like Public Enemy, KRS-One,
Ice-T, and NWA.

(CC) DVI #102H(S)NPS

03:00p Alma's Way
Alma's Cat-Tastrophe/Stickball!

When Mr. Ramirez takes too many cats into his shop, Alma helps him figure out what to do with them. When Alma asks her friends to play
stickball, there's one hold-out Howard. How will she convince him he'll enjoy playing the game, too?

(CC) DVI #126H(S)PBS

03:30p Wild Kratts
Wild Ponies

While creature adventuring on the sand dunes, Martin and Chris discover a band of Wild Ponies. An excited Aviva and Koki rush over to meet
their "favorite creature", but before they can get acquainted, a rogue wave hits the shore, separating a young foal from his mother. It's up to
Martin and Chris to rescue the foal and reunite him with his mother. Science Concept: Social organization.

(CC) N/A #507H(S)PBS
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04:00p Odd Squad
The Curious Case of Pirate-Itis/Oscar The Couch

The Curious Case of Pirate-itis - Otto and Oscar try to stop Olive from turning into a pirate. Curriculum: Geometry; identifying three-dimensional
shapes and comparing them to two-dimensional shapes. Oscar the Couch - Oscar accidentally turns himself into a couch. Curriculum: Number
operations; solving addition and subtraction word problems.

(CC) DVI #130H(S)PBS

04:30p Arthur
Arthur's Birthday/Francine Frensky, Superstar

This animated series is based on Marc Brown's best-selling books about Arthur Read, an eight-year-old aardvark, his sister D.W., and their family
and friends. When Arthur and Muffy both have their birthday parties on the same day, it quickly becomes the boys vs. the girls at school, in
"Arthur's Birthday." When Francine gets the lead in the class play, the part goes to her head in "Francine Frensky, Superstar."

(CC) DVI #110H(S)PBS

05:00p Cat in the Hat Knows A Lot About That!
A Plan for Sand/Whale Music

A Plan for Sand - Nick and Sally are playing in their sandbox, but there's not enough room for them to build their castles. The Cat arrives to take
them to the biggest sandbox they'll ever see! In the desert, they meet Carmela the Camel who teaches them about how camels are adapted to
live in the dry, sandy climate. Whale Music - Nick and Sally have made a song to sing to their moms, but they can't get the ending quite right. The
Cat in the Hat takes them to meet the best singing teacher in the world, Humphrey the Humpback Whale! While bobbing in the ocean, Humphrey
teaches the kids that whales communicate by singing, and that it's not how you sing that matters, but what you're saying in the song. The kids
return home to delight their mothers with their song!

(CC) DVI #104H(S)PBS

05:30p BBC News America (CC) N/A #2952H(S)WETA

06:00p PBS Newshour
Episode 27

(CC) N/A #14027H(S)NPS

07:00p Finding Your Roots
Italian Roots

(CC) N/A #609H(S)NPS

08:00p Al Capone: Icon
Al Capone - the quintessential self-made American man, ruthless killer or both? Just his name sparks images of pin-stripe suits and bloody
violence. To this day, Americans are fascinated by this celebrity gangster. The question is why?

(CC) N/A #0H(S)PBS

09:00p Frontline
Inside The Iranian Uprising

Inside the protests that have rocked Iran since the death of a young woman in police custody. With a trove of footage filmed by protestors, much
of it previously unseen, the film sheds new light on a regime under unprecedented pressure.

(CC) N/A #4117H(S)NPS

10:00p Amanpour and Company (CC) N/A #6027H(S)PBSPL

11:00p Doctors On Call
Dr. Dustin Moffitt

(N) N/A #1806HSHPTV

11:30p Whitney Reynolds Show
A mother who didn't like what happened in her path is opening up about the laws and literature she's produced to help others after her not face a
similar journey. We also have animal lovers, movie producers, and more weighing in on this topic.

(CC) N/A #113HNETA
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12:00m Frontline
Inside The Iranian Uprising

Inside the protests that have rocked Iran since the death of a young woman in police custody. With a trove of footage filmed by protestors, much
of it previously unseen, the film sheds new light on a regime under unprecedented pressure.

(CC) N/A #4117H(S)NPS

06:00a Molly of Denali
A Whale of a Time/That's Snow Fun

(CC) DVI #218H(S)PBS

06:30a Happy Yoga with Sarah Starr
Peaceful Wood Glen

Create more calm in your day in the peaceful wooded glen as you enjoy a gentle seated yoga practice using a chair for support. Including
strengthening warrior moves to create more tone in your legs, combined with upper body stretches for your shoulders and upper back.

(CC) N/A #703H(S)NETA

07:00a Yoga In Practice
Stand In Your Light

Episode two focuses on the principles of how to create a stable foundation with your hands and feet. Just like the foundation of a house, the
foundation of each pose needs to be balanced and evenly grounded to provide a strong support for the rest of your body. Feeling this support in
the body cultivates a sense of inner strength and joy. Learning to align the basic poses of Downward Dog and Warrior I starts with this foundation.

(CC) N/A #102H(S)APTEX

07:30a Curious George
George in the Doghouse/Time Is Puzzling

(CC) N/A #1410H(S)PBS

08:00a Daniel Tiger's Neighborhood
It's Time to Go/Daniel Doesn't Want to Stop Playing

It's Time to Go: Daniel, O the Owl and Katerina are playing "library" at the Treehouse. When it's time for them to go home, Katerina and Daniel
have trouble leaving because they are having so much fun! Choosing one more thing to do before they leave helps make their transition a little
easier. Daniel Doesn't Want to Stop Playing: Daniel is playing "Trolley" with Mom and Dad in the living room. When Mom tells him that it's time to
work on his school project, Daniel doesn't want to stop playing. Mom helps Daniel move on by allowing him to pick one more thing to do with his
toy Trolley. Daniel makes one last stop and then he's ready to work on his project.

(CC) DVI #129H(S)PBS

08:30a Rosie's Rules
Rosie Gets Moving/The Flying Disc Dilemma

108A When Tia forgets her lucky spoon, Rosie, Javi and Papá use different kinds of transportation to get it to her before her train leaves. 108B
When Crystal's flying disc gets stuck in a tree, Rosie learns that just the right kind of transportation can get it down.

(CC) DVI #108H(S)PBS

09:00a Sesame Street
Let's Grow Together

Welcome to the Sesame Street community garden! Tamir has an idea: open a garden stand to share the things they grow. Alan says they can
share his grandmothers recipe for pickling daikon. While Alans friends help him make the pickled daikon, they learn more about Alans cultural
heritage; he is Japanese American. Alan is proud to be Japanese American and hes happy to be sharing his familys culture.

(CC) DVI #5215H(S)PBS

09:30a Work It Out Wombats!
Special Delivery/Campout Confusion

Zadie helps Malik design a faster route to sick-and-snuffly Sammy, so Sammy's ice cream won't melt on the way. / When Zadie doesn't take the
time to plan what they need for a fun campout, 'fun' quickly becomes unfun, until they make a list.

(CC) DVI #104H(S)PBS

10:00a Ready Jet Go!: Space Camp
When Sunspot develops an allergic reaction, Jet must leave Space Camp in order to find a cure. Will Jet succeed in getting their hands on the
cure in time to save Sunspot and make it back to Space Camp without Mitchell discovering what the heck is going on?

(CC) N/A #0H(S)PBS

11:30a Nature Cat
Return to Mighty Mountain/Welcome to the Vernal Pond

Return To Mighty Mountain - There is no giving up for Nature Cat and his pals. After failing to reach the peak of the Mighty Mountains, they are
going to try to hike all the way up again! But this time, they have a surprise: help from an unlikely, yet extremely experienced, mountain climber to
guide them - Granny Bunny! Welcome to the Vernal Pond - While playing in the woods, Nature Cat and his pals come across Fern, a spotted
salamander who just so happens to be pregnant, and ready to have her babies! But she needs help getting to the safest spot in the woods to
have her babies, the vernal pond. Nature Cat knows these woods like the back of his hand, and he has never heard of or seen the vernal pond.
Fern cannot wait to show them why!

(CC) N/A #138H(S)PBS
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12:00n Hero Elementary
Where's Fur Blur? / The Blob

Our heroes can't find Fur Blur. Sparks' Crew uses their 5 senses to track her throughout the school. Curriculum: Humans have five senses they
use to gather information about the world around them. They can use that information to solve problems. / A giant, mysterious blob is invading the
hallways and classrooms, causing chaos. Sparks' Crew needs to identify the properties of The Blob in order to stop it and save the day.
Curriculum: Identifying the properties of a material can help give clues to what it is.

(CC) DVI #107H(S)PBS

12:30p Xavier Riddle and the Secret Museum
I Am Mary Leaky/I Am Alexander Hamilton

(CC) DVI #115H(S)PBS

01:00p The Jazzy Vegetarian
Let's Do Lunch!

Celebrated vegan chef Laura Theodore prepares a nourishing, plant-based luncheon menu featuring soup, salad, and dessert. Colorful Tomato,
Chickpea, and Red Pepper Salad with Fresh Basil is served with a hearty and flavorful Lentil-Veggie Curry Soup. For dessert, luscious
LemonBlueberry Oat Cake is packed with fresh blueberries, bananas, and chopped pecans, a tender baked goodie that's sure to please family
and friends.

(CC) N/A #1004H(S)NETA

01:30p Daytripper
Davis Mountains

Chet explores the wild mountains of West Texas with a trip to its highest point (Mt. Livermore). He eats at the historic Indian Lodge, drives the
famous Scenic Loop, and polishes it all off at a local bistro.

(CC) N/A #1102H(S)NETA

02:00p Animals with Cameras, A Nature Miniseries
Australia

Wildlife cameraman Gordon Buchanan fronts the team helping scientists investigate the lives of some of Australia's most iconic animals. Koalas,
fruit bats and kangaroos take the cameras into their secret worlds.

(CC) DVI #202H(S)PBS

03:00p Alma's Way
Alma On Ice/Junior's Lost Tooth

It's Rafia's first time ice skating, and Alma is sure she'll find it easy since she's so good at sports. When Rafia has trouble on the ice, Alma must
find a way to help her friend learn without making her feel self-conscious. When Junior loses his first tooth, Alma tries everything to cheer him up.
But with Junior still bummed out after she gives him all his favorite things, Alma realizes that the one thing she can do to make him happy is to
help him find it.

(CC) DVI #109H(S)PBS

03:30p Wild Kratts
A Bat in the Brownies

When a little brown bat crashlands into a plate of Jimmy Z's famous brownies, Martin and Chris out set out to convince Aviva, Jimmy Z and Koki
that bats are nothing to be afraid of. With bat activated Creature Power Suits, the bros follow join their new friend on a nocturnal fly about, and the
entire crew must come to the rescue when the bat colony's roost is destroyed by a lightning bolt. In the end the Wild Kratts crew "goes batty," as
they gain a new appreciation for bat ecology, predators and insects and echolocation, and learn to love bats.

(CC) N/A #136H(S)PBS

04:00p Odd Squad
The Problem with Pentagurps/Three Portals Down

(CC) DVI #327H(S)PBS

04:30p Arthur
Phony Fern/Brain's Shocking Secret

Phony Fern - When Fern's parents give her a cell phone for "emergencies only," Fern is uninterested - until Muffy introduces her to the joys of
personalized ring tones, texting, and incessant chatting! Fern becomes hooked, and starts to believe that nail polish consultations are
"emergencies." But she realizes that although evolving technology is great, sometimes it's better to communicate the old-fashioned way, in
person. Brain's Shocking Secret - Brain is the smartest kid in his class. Everyone knows that! What they don't know is that he was kept back in
Kindergarten - and that's a fact Brain would like to keep secret. Will Binky spill the beans??

(CC) DVI #1104H(S)PBS

05:00p Cat in the Hat Knows A Lot About That!
Flower Power/Snowman's Land

Flower Power - Sally's mom has a cold, so Sally wants to pick her some colorful flowers to make her feel better. The Cat in the Hat takes Nick
and Sally to the forest of Flora-Fah-Zoom where they meet three different creatures that all depend on flowers to live. Sally decides to make her
mother a picture of their adventure in Flora-Fah-Zoom instead of picking a flower that animals need in order to survive. Snowman's Land - Sally
and Nick have just finished making a statue of the Cat in the Hat out of snow, but he's starting to melt! Good thing Cat knows where to take the
melting snowcat: to the cold and snowy north! In the arctic, the kids skate on a frozen lake, make snow sculptures, and learn that water can
freeze and melt when it's cold or warm outside. Because it's getting warmer back home, they leave their snowcat sculpture there so they can
come back and visit him!

(CC) DVI #105H(S)PBS
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05:30p BBC News America (CC) N/A #2953H(S)WETA

06:00p PBS Newshour
Episode 28

(CC) N/A #14028H(S)NPS

07:00p Nature
The Bat Man of Mexico

An ecologist tracks the Lesser Long-nosed bat's epic migration across Mexico, braving hurricanes, snakes, Mayan tombs and seas of
cockroaches, in order to save the species and the tequila plants they pollinate.

(CC) DVI #3907H(S)NPS

08:00p Human Footprint
The Ground Below

Shane explores the history and science of cotton. A prehistoric coastline from North Carolina to Texas laid the foundation for a crop that re-
shaped our history, our culture, and even our DNA.

(CC) N/A #106#(S)NPS

09:00p Nova
Bat Superpowers

Bats have been implicated in deadly epidemics such as COVID-19 and Ebola, yet scientists are discovering evidence that they may hold a key to
a longer and healthier life. From caves in Thailand and Texas to labs around the globe, NOVA meets the scientists who are decoding the
superpowers of the bat.

(CC) DVI #4810H(S)NPS

10:00p Amanpour and Company (CC) N/A #6028H(S)PBSPL

11:00p This American Land
Kalmiopsis Wilderness, Managing Farms for Bobwhite Quail, Outdoors In Colorado

In southern Oregon, a little-known wilderness called Kalmiopsis is a source of clear water for downstream communities and a core for
surrounding wildlands that conservationists want to protect from logging and mining. Changes in cropland management in Kansas can make a
big difference for the survival of bobwhite quail and other wild species. Gunnison County in Colorado offers stunning mountain scenery, thriving
agriculture, and outdoor recreation - and residents there support more wilderness protection for public lands including wilderness and special
management areas. Following lead contamination of the water supply in Flint, Michigan, scientists in North Carolina reveal another dangerous
chemical making its way through water pipes to thousands of homes.

(CC) N/A #1006H(S)NETA

11:30p Outside: Beyond The Lens
Utah Route 12 Road Trip

A lesser-known National Park in Utah's red rock country, Capitol Reef National Park, is explored via a scenic drive considered to be one of the
best in the world. Jeff, Zack, and Dave follow Utah's Route 12 Scenic Byway to the majestic cliffs and slot canyons in search of the perfect frame.

(CC) N/A #303H(S)APTEX
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12:00m Human Footprint
The Ground Below

Shane explores the history and science of cotton. A prehistoric coastline from North Carolina to Texas laid the foundation for a crop that re-
shaped our history, our culture, and even our DNA.

(CC) N/A #106H(S)NPS

06:00a Molly of Denali
Lynx to the Past/Molly of the Yukon

(CC) DVI #223H(S)PBS

06:30a Happy Yoga with Sarah Starr
Ocean Mist

Refresh and recharge with the ocean waves at sunset as you enjoy a gentle seated yoga practice using a chair for support. Including seated sun
salutations and gentle stretches designed to increase range of motion and enhance mobility in your shoulders, back, hips and more.

(CC) N/A #704H(S)NETA

07:00a Yoga In Practice
Cultivating Confidence

Learning to trust yourself and to be authentically "you" is one of the greatest lessons that yoga provides. As one of Stacey's mentors likes to say,
"Yoga is the art of getting good at being yourself." In this episode we learn to engage our muscles in standing poses, which allows us to "take a
confident stance" and has a calming effect on our nervous systems. We focus on two key standing poses, Warrior II and Side Angle Pose.

(CC) N/A #103H(S)APTEX

07:30a Curious George
Mule Feathers/George Serves It Up

(CC) N/A #1408H(S)PBS

08:00a Daniel Tiger's Neighborhood
Daniel Uses His Words/All Aboard!

Daniel Uses his Words: Daniel is playing "farm" today, but when Mom Tiger is cleaning up, she accidentally ruins Daniel's game. Grrr! Mom
teaches Daniel to express his feelings so she can understand why he is upset. Once Daniel uses his words, Mom helps him rebuild his farm. All
Aboard!: The kids are playing "train" at school, but things aren't going Katerina's way. Meow! Soon, Katerina learns that people will not be able to
help her if they don't understand why she is upset. When she explains her feelings, the children know how to help so that they can all play happily
together!

(CC) DVI #125H(S)PBS

08:30a Rosie's Rules
Dragon Drama/Rosies Lucky Charm

(CC) DVI #120H(S)PBS

09:00a Sesame Street
A Trip to the Dentist

Julia doesnt like going to the dentist. So, Elmo, Charlie, Julia, and Alan play pretend dentist with a toy alligator to help remind Julia of what
happens at the dentist. They count and clean its teeth, then Julia then goes along with Charlie to her dentist appointment. There, she sees all the
cool tools dentists use and learns that dentists are helpers who help keep our teeth clean, healthy, and strong.

(CC) DVI #5213H(S)PBS

09:30a Work It Out Wombats!
Color Fun/A Super Invention

(CC) DVI #122H(S)PBS

10:00a Donkey Hodie
The Potato Stand/Clyde's Surprise Playdate

Donkey wants to share her potatoes with her neighbors, but all her pals already have potatoes! Can she change her plan?/Donkey surprises
Clyde with a playdate in the sky, but they play in different ways. Can they find new ways to have fun together?

(CC) DVI #129H(S)PBS

10:30a Pinkalicious & Peterrific
The New Girl/Mission Pink

When a new girl, Iris, moves in across the street, Pinkalicious makes a new friend; Pinkalicious and Peter use Peter's new spy gear when they
overhear Mayor Martinez say that everything pink has to go.

(CC) DVI #401H(S)PBS

11:00a Elinor Wonders Why
Make Music Naturally/Light The Way

Make Music Naturally - The kids learn that Senor Tapir is putting on a concert. They want to participate, but don't have any instruments. After
hearing all of the beautiful sounds around them in nature, Elinor realizes that they can make their own by listening to nature. Senor Tapir is
thrilled with their natural, handmade instruments, and together they perform a song about making music - naturally. Light the Way - The kids are
having a backyard camp out, but after Elinor's Dad falls asleep, they need to find a way to communicate quietly without waking him. As they
observe some fireflies, the kids see how the fireflies signal to one another by lighting up, and realize they can do that with their flashlights. They
blink their flashlights on and off as a way to communicate while being quiet. Shhh!

(CC) DVI #116H(S)PBS
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11:30a Nature Cat
Moth Frolic-Fest/Dune Patrol

Moth Frolic-Fest - Hal can't believe it! While he was at the groomers, Hal missed out on a Full-Out, Butterfly Frolic- Fest, and now he has a frolic
itch that just needs to be scratched! Trouble is it's dusk and butterflies are only active during the day. There are no butterflies around? Say it isn't
so! But don't worry because the gang has a sweet idea! Moths come out at night and they frolic! Maybe they can find a moth for Hal to frolic with.
Onward and mothward! Dune Patrol - Nature Cat and his pals are at the beach playing a game of catch when their flying disk accidentally lands
on top of a sandy hill. Whoopsie! As they all start to race up the hill, a cute little Plover stops them in their tracks. She explains that the sandy hill
is actually a sand dune and it's very important and needs protection. Nature Cat and his pals promise to make sure that no one ruins the sand
dunes. Dune Patrol, ho!!

(CC) N/A #201H(S)PBS

12:00n Hero Elementary
The Butterfly Chasers / Something Shady

When Monarch butterflies are missing from the school garden, Benny and the rest of Sparks' Crew follow one Monarch to see where it goes.
They soon discover that all the Monarchs are on the move...but why? Curriculum: Seasonal weather changes cause Monarch butterflies to
migrate south in the winter in order to survive. / The shady spot that AJ picked for the class's outdoor lunch has disappeared. Determined, Sparks'
Crew embarks on a mission to find out who, or what, swiped AJ's shade. Curriculum: The position of the light behind an object affects the position
and size of the shadow it casts.

(CC) DVI #112H(S)PBS

12:30p Xavier Riddle and the Secret Museum
I Am Wilma Rudolph/I Am Jonas Salk

(CC) DVI #124H(S)PBS

01:00p The Jazzy Vegetarian
Easy Vegan Weeknight Meal

Celebrated vegan chef Laura Theodore cooks an easy and delicious family-style menu. Tantalizing Tofu Tomato Bake is a tasty dish that's based
on a classic way to cook fish, using tofu instead. Crisp Green Salad with peppers, tomatoes, and sunflower seeds is served on the side. Laura's
Jazzy Cookies are a vegan and gluten-free treat for a delightful dessert, yummy snack, or satisfying breakfast treat.

(CC) N/A #1005H(S)NETA

01:30p Daytripper
Kerrville, Tx

Chet visits this Hill Country town where he tours James Avery's jewelry factory, slides down a dam on the Guadalupe River and enjoys some craft
beer from an old house. He sees Stonehenge 2 and finishes it up at a vintage general store.

(CC) N/A #1103H(S)NETA

02:00p Fight The Power: How Hip Hop Changed The World
Culture Wars

Experience the 1990s during the Clinton years and the unstoppable rise in popularity of Hip Hop, which becomes a force that is attacked by all
sides of the political establishment.

(CC) DVI #103H(S)NPS

03:00p Alma's Way
Cardboard Club/Alma Clues In

Frankie Four Feet is getting rid of a giant cardboard box, and Alma knows just what her friends will do with it: turn it into a clubhouse! But when
they're done decorating and try to pile inside, they don't fit! Can Alma think of a way for all of her friends to be included in the clubhouse fun? It's a
hot day in the Bronx, and Andre and Rafia can't wait to get to the park to split a sweet, icy piragua. When Alma arrives at the park, the piragua is
gone, and her friends are angry at each other for allegedly eating it! Can Alma find clues to help her solve the case?

(CC) DVI #106H(S)PBS

03:30p Wild Kratts
Stuck On Sharks

Martin and Chris are on a mission to uncover the secret life of the mysterious Great White Shark. They use Aviva's incredible Remora Rocketsub
to "stick with" a female shark and soon learn that the giant predator of the sea actually has lots of challenges to contend with and that she could
help them discover something that no one has ever seen before - the birth of Great White shark pups. But when Gourmand sniffs around looking
for ingredients for his Shark Fin Soup recipe, the Wild Kratts team must help rescue their new friend.

(CC) N/A #137H(S)PBS

04:00p Odd Squad
Not So Splash/bBy The Book

Not So Splash - In the middle of summer, Olive and Otto must figure out why parts of the town are turning snowy and cold. Curriculum:
Measurement; using a thermometer and comparing temperatures. By the Book - Olive and Otto interrogate two suspects to figure out which one
is innocent and which one is guilty. Curriculum: Measurement; time.

(CC) DVI #133H(S)PBS

04:30p Arthur
D.W. All Wet/Buster's Dino Dilemma

This animated series is based on Marc Brown's best-selling books about Arthur Read, an eight-year-old aardvark, his sister D.W., and their family
and friends. In "D.W. All Wet" Arthur's younger sister develops a fear of octopuses after a visit to the aquarium, which haunts her at their trip to
the beach. Arthur and Buster go on a fossil-hunting field trip at school in "Buster's Dino Dilema," and are faced with a decision about telling the
truth.

(CC) DVI #103H(S)PBS
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05:00p Cat in the Hat Knows A Lot About That!
Dress Up Day/Bathtime

Dress Up Day - Nick and Sally are playing dress up, but oh no! Sally's princess dress has torn, and mom doesn't have any silk thread to fix it. Cat
takes them to his good friend Mindy, the silk caterpillar. Mindy shows them how she makes silk. Sally uses the silk thread to fix her swirly twirly
princess dress! Bathtime - Nick and Sally have been playing in the mud, and now they need to get clean! The Cat in the Hat knows some friends
who have some very wonderful ways to bathe! In Bana Bana Savanah, they meet three different animals who all keep clean in very different
ways. Even though it was fun to try bathing how the animals do, Sally and Nick decide that good old soap and water works best for them!

(CC) DVI #106H(S)PBS

05:30p BBC News America (CC) N/A #2954H(S)WETA

06:00p PBS Newshour
Episode 29

(CC) N/A #14029H(S)NPS

07:00p This Old House
Atlanta | Repointed and Planted

It's all about finishing touches. Outside the front door is cleaned and prepped for paint, the front steps are repaired, and a medicinal garden is
planted. Inside, the water heater is installed, custom shelves are built, and wallpaper is installed.

(CC) N/A #4407H(S)PBSPL

07:30p Ask This Old House
Paint Bathroom Tile, Hot Water Tank Replacement

Richard helps remove an old 40-gallon hot water tank; Heath shares safety tips for holiday light decoration; Tom explains how to identify, repair,
and prevent woodpecker damage; Mauro shows how to paint over bathroom tile using epoxy acrylic paint.

(CC) N/A #2107H(S)PBSPL

08:00p Home Diagnosis
Big Picture: Performance Vs. Energy Efficiency

Indoor Air Quality requires understanding ventilation and air tightness targets, and with low income weatherization and government programs
pushing for EE, the origin of the 'energy audit' is exposed as good at heart but inconsistent with building codes, and possibly harmful for the
home's occupants.

(CC) N/A #202H(S)NETA

08:30p Inspire
Women In Film

(N) N/A #304HKTWU

09:00p La Frontera with Pati Jinich
From Dos Laredos to Mars

Chef Pati Jinich travels from Laredo and Nuevo Laredo to Brownsville, Texas. She learns how tight-knit family bonds are an underlying theme
connecting everything in the Laredos and throughout La Frontera.

(CC) N/A #102H(S)NPS

10:00p Sunflower Journeys
Along for the Ride

We start in Topeka and discuss how the Topeka Metro Bikes program has grown through the years, yet suffered budget cuts in 2019 resulting in
the end of the program unless last-minute funding emerges; then we are off to Hutchinson and see the construction of the familiar yellow buses
that many of us grew up with at the Collins Bus Corporation; and we meet Joe Hirsch, who purchased his own bus to tour people around Kansas.

(N) N/A #3208H(S)KTWU

10:30p America's Heartland
How do you pronounce endive? We find out at the largest endive producer in America. Visit a walnut farm where the debris from the harvest is
used to enrich the soil. Learn how to make an appetizer with Whipped Goat Cheese with Dates and Bacon. Tour a cheese plant in Tennessee
that provides a home for the milk from a co-op of Minnesota dairy farmers.

(CC) N/A #1706H(S)APTEX

11:00p This Old House
Atlanta | Repointed and Planted

It's all about finishing touches. Outside the front door is cleaned and prepped for paint, the front steps are repaired, and a medicinal garden is
planted. Inside, the water heater is installed, custom shelves are built, and wallpaper is installed.

(CC) N/A #4407H(S)PBSPL

11:30p Ask This Old House
Paint Bathroom Tile, Hot Water Tank Replacement

Richard helps remove an old 40-gallon hot water tank; Heath shares safety tips for holiday light decoration; Tom explains how to identify, repair,
and prevent woodpecker damage; Mauro shows how to paint over bathroom tile using epoxy acrylic paint.

(CC) N/A #2107H(S)PBSPL
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12:00m Fight The Power: How Hip Hop Changed The World
Still Fighting

Follow the evolution of Hip Hop as its artists turn into multimillionaires and successful entrepreneurs. As a cultural phenomenon, Hip Hop
continues to change history and is adopted as the voice of protest around the world.

(CC) DVI #104H(S)NPS

06:00a Molly of Denali
Picking Cloudberries/Puzzled

Picking Cloudberries Molly, Trini and Nina set out to pick cloudberries to make a special pie for Molly's Mom. Grandpa Nat knows a great spot,
but the trio's trek runs into trouble when his hard-to-read directions seem to point them every way but the berries. Puzzled Molly and Tooey find a
strange box under the floorboards beneath Tooey's bed and discover it's an old Japanese puzzle box that is storing something valuable inside.
What could it be and how did it get there?

(CC) DVI #127H(S)PBS

06:30a Happy Yoga with Sarah Starr
Palm Sunrise

(CC) N/A #705H(S)NETA

07:00a Yoga In Practice
Fearlessly Open Your Heart

The French word for heart, coeur, is the root for the English word courage. When we practice courageously and focus on expanding our hearts,
we leave class less fearful and hopefully more loving. Physically, we can experience this opening of the heart by aligning our shoulders and
engaging our upper backs, which together, expands the chest. In this class we concentrate on poses that integrate the upper body, front and
back...plank, yoga push-up, and cobra. You will need two blocks.

(CC) N/A #104H(S)APTEX

07:30a Curious George
The Great Train Birthday

All aboard! George and Hundley go on an overnight train trip together. The trip coincides with George's birthday, and, as a special treat, the
conductor will allow George to drive the train on his big day. But when George and Hundley accidentally get off the train, the trip becomes a true
cross-country adventure. Will they find their way back in time for George to blow out the candles - and blow the train whistle?

(CC) N/A #1414H(S)PBS

08:00a Daniel Tiger's Neighborhood
The Dragon Dance/Teacher Harriet's Birthday

The Dragon Dance: In school, the children are all helping Teacher Harriet with a big art project: creating a dancing dragon! Everyone is eager to
finish so the dragon can dance, but they learn that they need to work together so the big project can be finished. Teacher Harriet's Birthday: It's
Teacher Harriet's birthday! Mom Tiger helps the children surprise her by decorating the classroom with streamers and making a birthday present
while she is gone. The children learn that cooperation is necessary to pull off the surprise.

(CC) DVI #123H(S)PBS

08:30a Rosie's Rules
The Great Robot Picnic/Rosies Car Wash

(CC) DVI #122H(S)PBS

09:00a Sesame Street
The Hair Dance

Gabrielle and Prairie Dawn think they cant dance together because their hair doesnt move the same way. But Nina helps them realize that it
would be cool to just let their hair do whatever it wants to do. Elmo and Big Bird join their dance and let their fur and feathers do what they want to
do, too. Dancing together is even more fun!

(CC) DVI #5214H(S)PBS

09:30a Work It Out Wombats!
Junjun's Wake-Up Call/Stack 'em Up

JunJun loves ice cream -- ube ice cream, especially -- but he also loves sleep. Sleeping late, sleeping in, staying tucked up in bed for just as
longgggg as he can, which is a problem when the Eat 'N Greet holds its first-ever "Ice Cream for Breakfast" day. Can Zadie wake up her
sleepyhead best friend before last call? / Can Zeke really clean Super's big, messy closet all by his little self? (There are a TON of boxes of many
shapes and sizes.) With Louisa's help, he can once they get their imaginary "house" built, cross a raging river, and discover how triangles,
squares, and rectangles fit together nicely.

(CC) DVI #120H(S)PBS

10:00a Donkey Hodie
The Golden Crunchdoodles Return/Flowers, Fetch, and Dance

The pals finally find a box of Golden Crunchdoodles cereal, but it won't open! Will asking questions help solve the problem? /Donkey, Panda, and
Bob Dog want to play different things. Can they compromise for their three-friend playdate?

(CC) DVI #140H(S)PBS

10:30a Pinkalicious & Peterrific
Don't Wake Norman/Pinkasaurus

Norman's even crankier than usual. Perhaps it's because he hasn't had his "Big Sleep" in 100 years! Pinkalicious and Peter get lessons on acting
like gnomes so they can guard the garden as he sleeps. But being a gnome isn't as easy as it looks. / While enjoying a day at the beach, Rafael's
dog Rusty digs up a pink bone! What animal could it belong to? Pinkalicious, Peter and Rafael use their imaginations to try to figure that out what.

(CC) DVI #122H(S)PBS
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11:00a Elinor Wonders Why
Underground Soup/Dandy Dandelions

(CC) DVI #133H(S)PBS

11:30a Nature Cat
Ocean Commotion - Part 1

A day for celebrating Hal and his favorite chew toy Mr. Chewinsky's three-year anniversary as dog and toy has gone from joyous fun to total
sadness as Nature Cat has made a terrible mistake! Nature Cat accidentally dropped Mr. Chewinsky down the storm drain, and now he is floating
on the storm water, working his way through the drain system to the river and out to the ocean! Oh no! As the gang goes to find and save Mr.
Chewinsky, they learn how all waterways are connected, and also meet up with a new special friend named Nature Dog, who helps them
navigate the oceans. Will they find Mr. Chewinsky? Will Hal be able to celebrate his anniversary!? And who is Nature Dog?!

(CC) N/A #139H(S)PBS

12:00n Hero Elementary
Saved from the Bell/The Right Stuff

When the bell on top of the school's Leaping Tower keeps ringing, Sparks' Crew plans and conducts an investigation. They discover that
vibrations make sound, but what's causing the bell to vibrate and ring? Curriculum: Vibrating matter can make sounds. / When Sparks' Crew
decides to restyle their current hero suits, they have to figure out what materials they can use. But, is it the right stuff to help them save the day?
Curriculum: Materials have different properties; it is possible to sort, describe and compare materials based on their properties.

(CC) DVI #104H(S)PBS

12:30p Xavier Riddle and the Secret Museum
I Am Confucius/I Am Sacagawea

(CC) DVI #125H(S)PBS

01:00p The Jazzy Vegetarian
Snazzy Salads

Celebrated vegan chef Laura Theodore prepares family-friendly, vegan salads. Country-Style Red Potato Salad is a popular choice for picnics
and summer meals. Eggless Egg Salad makes a great main dish paired with tomatoes, lettuce, and dill pickles on the side, or served as a snazzy
sandwich filling. Mixed Baby Greens Salad features a lively balsamic dressing enhancing delicate greens.

(CC) N/A #1006H(S)NETA

01:30p Daytripper
Longview, Tx

Chet visits Northeast Texas to ride in a Hot Air Balloon and eat some Bodacious Barbq. He tries his hand on an adventure course with water
obstacles, learns history, and eats some homegrown Italian food.

(CC) N/A #1104H(S)NETA

02:00p Fight The Power: How Hip Hop Changed The World
Still Fighting

Follow the evolution of Hip Hop as its artists turn into multimillionaires and successful entrepreneurs. As a cultural phenomenon, Hip Hop
continues to change history and is adopted as the voice of protest around the world.

(CC) DVI #104H(S)NPS

03:00p Alma's Way
Alma's Best Friend/Steggie Gets Lost

(CC) DVI #127H(S)PBS

03:30p Wild Kratts
Wolf Hawks

While hiking in the Sonoran Desert, Martin comes across a "wolf hawk". He rushes back to the Tortuga to tell everybody the news, only to have
Chris say there is no such thing. What he saw was a Harris's hawk. Martin is determined to prove why these raptors should be renamed and he
takes the Wild Kratts team on a mission to learn about these amazing birds. Science Concept: Hunting strategies.

(CC) N/A #605H(S)PBS

04:00p Odd Squad
No Ifs, Ands, Or Robots/Worst First Day Ever

No Ifs, Ands, or Robots - Chaos ensues when one of Oscar's Oscarbots malfunctions. Curriculum: Algebraic thinking: identifying and extending
number patterns; geometry: recognizing rectangular prisms. Worst First Day Ever - When Agent Ori's first day on the job turns into a worst-case
scenario, other Odd Squad agents share their own 'worst first day ever' stories. Curriculum: Partitioning/dividing; addition/subtraction.

(CC) DVI #131H(S)PBS

04:30p Arthur
Francine's Pilfered Paper/Buster Gets Real

Francine's Pilfered Paper - Thanksgiving can be a time for a long, relaxing weekend with family and friends. But for Mr. Ratburn, it's a chance to
assign a five-page paper about the holiday! Instead of despairing like her friends, Francine finds the perfect Web site for her research, which she
happily copies and pastes in a matter of minutes for her entire report. There's nothing wrong with that....is there? Buster Gets Real - Everyone
loves the new "Top Supermarket" reality series on TV - everyone except Arthur. So when Buster stops watching Bionic Bunny to watch this
popular new show, Arthur fears their friendship is over.

(CC) DVI #1108H(S)PBS
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05:00p Cat in the Hat Knows A Lot About That!
Trees Company/Now You See Me

Trees Company - Sally and Nick are playing up in their treehouse when Nick's mom calls them for lunch. Nick wonders what it would be like to
stay up in that tree all the time! The Cat in the Hat knows! Or at least he has friends that do. In Jimmer Jammer Jungle the kids learn how
different animals spend their entire lives in trees. As neat as that is, there's one thing those trees don't have, and that's mom's home cooking!
Now You See Me - Nick and Sally are playing hide and go seek, but Sally keeps getting found! The Cat takes the kids to meet the best hider ever,
his friend Gecko! Through a game of hide and go seek in the jungle, the kids learn how Gecko not only hides, but how he runs and climbs. Now
Sally knows how to camouflage herself so she won't be so easily found!

(CC) DVI #107H(S)PBS

05:30p BBC News America (CC) N/A #2955H(S)WETA

06:00p PBS Newshour
Episode 30

(CC) N/A #14030H(S)NPS

07:00p Washington Week with the Atlantic (CC) N/A #6307H(S)NPS

07:30p Firing Line with Margaret Hoover (CC) N/A #707H(S)NPS

08:00p Market to Market (CC) N/A #4852H(S)IPTV

08:30p Real Ag
Sunflower

(N) N/A #1107HSHPTV

09:00p The Great American Recipe
Gather one last time with the three remaining home cooks as they get ready for the grand finale feast. In the final round, their challenge is to
prepare an entire meal that represents their Great American Recipe. Who will be named the winner?

(CC) N/A #208H(S)NPS

10:00p Amanpour and Company (CC) N/A #6030H(S)PBSPL

11:00p Real Ag
Sunflower

(N) N/A #1107HSHPTV

11:30p Start Up
The Office Oasis

Kevin Lehoe graduated in 2014 with a mechanical engineering degree and quickly found himself working behind a desk. Passionate about
product design, Kevin realized that the thing that bothered him the most about sitting at a desk all day were the wheels on his office chair.
Questioning why traditional office furniture tends to be uncomfortable, clunky, and lacking proper design and function (like the chair wheels), he
founded The Office Oasis with the goal of bringing new life to outdated office essentials. This is a story about inventiveness and finding new
solutions for old problems.

(CC) N/A #810H(S)NETA
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12:00m Secrets of Westminster
Discover the hidden worlds of London's House of Commons and House of Lords, where back-stabbing, intrigue and traditions are the order of the
day. Visit Westminster Abbey, steeped in Anglo-Saxon myth and legend, royal extortion and ... dead people.

(CC) N/A #0H(S)PBS

06:00a Molly of Denali
Lynx to the Past/Molly of the Yukon

(CC) DVI #223H(S)PBS

06:30a Agphd (N) N/A #1323HHEFTY

07:00a Market to Market (CC) N/A #4852H(S)IPTV

07:30a Curious George
Mule Feathers/George Serves It Up

(CC) N/A #1408H(S)PBS

08:00a Work It Out Wombats!
Moo Moo Choo Choo / Lake Bellyflop

The Wombats help to free the Moo Moo Choo Choo train, which got itself stuck in a sea of ooey-gooey mud. / First spied through a telescope,
three adventurous Wombats attempt to find mystical Bellyflop Lake - without getting lost!

(CC) DVI #119H(S)PBS

08:30a Daniel Tiger's Neighborhood
Daniel Uses His Words/All Aboard!

Daniel Uses his Words: Daniel is playing "farm" today, but when Mom Tiger is cleaning up, she accidentally ruins Daniel's game. Grrr! Mom
teaches Daniel to express his feelings so she can understand why he is upset. Once Daniel uses his words, Mom helps him rebuild his farm. All
Aboard!: The kids are playing "train" at school, but things aren't going Katerina's way. Meow! Soon, Katerina learns that people will not be able to
help her if they don't understand why she is upset. When she explains her feelings, the children know how to help so that they can all play happily
together!

(CC) DVI #125H(S)PBS

09:00a Sesame Street
The Super Shape Heroes

Telly, Rosita, and Elmo reprise their "Helper Bot" characters and use their shape-shifting abilities to help a visitor to Sesame Street find missing
shapes.

(CC) DVI #5216H(S)PBS

09:30a Rosie's Rules
Trouble In Chalk Town/Story Time Garden

Rosie and Javi are making a chalk town in the circle drive, but things take a turn when others want to use the space too. / Rosie wants to fix the
community garden for Story Time by herself, but it turns out to be harder than she thought.

(CC) DVI #116H(S)PBS

10:00a Donkey Hodie
The Potato Stand/Clyde's Surprise Playdate

Donkey wants to share her potatoes with her neighbors, but all her pals already have potatoes! Can she change her plan?/Donkey surprises
Clyde with a playdate in the sky, but they play in different ways. Can they find new ways to have fun together?

(CC) DVI #129H(S)PBS

10:30a Diy Science Time
Friction

Mister C and the Science Crew build hovercrafts to explore friction. This is one show you won't be able to resist!

(CC) N/A #110H(S)NETA

11:00a Paint This with Jerry Yarnell
Beside Still Waters, Part 2

In the session, Jerry continues the underpainting process by blocking in the water and various areas of land masses. He then blocks in the tree
trunks of some of the distant trees and begins highlighting and detailing the background areas in preparation for re-sketching and underpainting
the bridge. Now he underpaints the bridge, pathway, and darker grasses along the shoreline.

(CC) N/A #3106H(S)NETA

11:30a Make It Artsy
Your Workspace

Shake up your workspace. Host Julie Fei Fan Balzer, known for her colorful aprons, shares how to make your own to reflect your mood and art
style. Then, meet Kristin Gambaccini to create a simple but unique plant stand to bring a living plant into your studio. Finally, Micah Goguen
shows how to make heirloom light catchers. Last is a color study - purple.

(CC) N/A #903H(S)NETA
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12:00n Creative Living
Marisa Pawelko is a licensed designer for Sizzix, and she'll show how to create easy and fun miniature greeting cards and envelopes using the
shape cutters from her collection. She'll be making a miniature bustier card with a coordinating envelope using a variety of materials Author, Peter
Goodman has written a children's book and will discuss the steps parents and teachers can take to protect children from bullying and self-blame,
while building resilience and self-confidence. His business is DreamBIG.

(CC) N/A #6919H(S)KENW

12:30p This Old House
Atlanta | Respecting The Old While Adding The New

Care is taken in the renovation to respect the old details of the home. New porch columns are made to match the old. A bathroom gets a
concrete-like finish. A reclaimed front door is installed. Dr. Martin Luther King Jr.'s birth home is visited.

(CC) N/A #4406H(S)PBSPL

01:00p Woodsmith Shop
Bird House & Feeder

Here's a great way to enjoy nature while enjoying your woodworking hobby. This episode shows you how to make a clever round birdhouse and a
shingled bird feeder. Besides being simple and fun to make, these projects teach essential woodworking skills you can use on other projects.

(CC) N/A #1411H(S)NETA

01:30p American Woodshop
Cantilevered Tables

Designed to defy gravity, these tables just look right. The live edge walnut slab tops really look spectacular! A special interlocking pivot joint is
used to form the leg assembly. Power sculpting the large wide slabs really makes the wood come to life!

(CC) N/A #3013H(S)NETA

02:00p Garage with Steve Butler
Castle Sand Box

Steve shows you how to build a sand box, perfect for the young knight.

(CC) N/A #106H(S)NETA

02:30p Chef's Life
Mayo - The Mother Sauce

Vivian holds a mayo blind taste test and a surprise brand takes top prize. After a new chef takes the reins, her diminishing role at the restaurant
becomes clearer. Vivian's long-held vacation plans are stifled by a series of strange events.

(CC) N/A #410H(S)PBS

03:00p America's Test Kitchen
Porchetta-Style Turkey and Fennel

Test cook Dan Souza makes host Julia Collin Davison Porchetta-Style Turkey Breast. Equipment expert Adam Ried reviews smart ovens. Test
cook Keith Dresser makes host Bridget Lancaster Roasted Fennel with Orange-Honey Dressing.

(CC) N/A #2302H(S)APTEX

03:30p Cook's Country
A Trip to the Big Easy

Test cook Bryan Roof and Julia Collin Davison team up to make a New Orleans classic, Shrimp Po' Boys. Tasting expert Jack Bishop challenges
Bridget Lancaster to a tasting of a Mardi Gras favorite, king cakes. Test cook Ashley Moore and Bridget make a Cajun specialty, Chicken Sauce
Piquant.

(CC) N/A #1212H(S)APTEX

04:00p Fons & Porter's Love of Quilting
Sea Glass Star

Angela Huffman had so much fun with a technique she used in a throw pillow last season, she designed an entire quilt around it. Sea Glass Star
uses asymmetrical strip sets to create banded flying geese, which creates a magnificent medallion star. We let 'technique' drive our creativity on
this episode of Love of Quilting!

(CC) N/A #4203H(S)NETA

04:30p Lawrence Welk: God Bless America
This program is a musical tribute to America's freedoms, its leaders and its veterans, and to the patriotism Lawrence Welk held dear as part of the
classic American success story of his life. The premiere of this special marks the 100th birthday of Lawrence Welk, who died in May 1992.
Because his lifetime spanned most of the 20th century, "Lawrence Welk: God Bless America" looks at our nation's history through the eyes and
experiences of this bandleader who Achieved "The American Dream." Welk Stars Featured: Anacani, Elaine Balden, Bobby Burgess, Jo Ann
Castle, Henry Cuesta, Dick Dale, Ralna English, Joe Feeney, Myron Floren, Guy Hovis, Jack Imel, The Lennon Sisters, Mary Lou Metzger, Tom
Netherton, Bob Ralston and Norma Zimmer.

(CC) N/A #0$(S)OETA

07:00p The Lawrence Welk Show
From Polkas to Classics

The Band opens this show with the "Pennsylvania Polka" and the Lennon Sisters follow with a wistfully lovely "Serenade Of The Bells". Natalie
Nevins asks "How Do You Solve A Problem Like Maria", and Bob Lido and the entire cast wind things up with a toe-tapping Dixieland medley of
"Ain't She Sweet", "Baby Face", and "Five Foot Two".

(CC) N/A #1852H(S)OETA
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08:00p Harmonies for Healing: Under The Streetlamp (CC) N/A #102H(S)APTEX

09:00p Front and Center
Hank Williams Jr.

The Grammy-winning Country Blues legend performs classics by Robert Johnson, Lightnin' Hopkins, R.L. Burnside and more from his latest
release Rich White Honky Blues including ".44 Special Blues," with special guest/producer Dan Auerbach of the Black Keys.

(CC) N/A #1107H(S)APTEX

10:00p Austin City Limits
Duran Duran

Revel in a performance from pop superstars Duran Duran. The British icons perform songs from their album Future Past, as well as greatest hits.

(CC) N/A #4711H(S)PBSPL

11:00p Sound On Tap
Catamaran

Catamaran makes rhythmically enrapturing indie surf rock, using tremolo-ed guitars and syrupy melodies to craft songs that are as catchy as they
are interesting. Catamaran quickly launched into the spotlight in the Dallas-Fort Worth area after making their radio debut on the 102.1 KDGE
Local Show. The band was nominated for a 2013 Dallas Observer Music Award for Best Pop Act and is currently in rotation on DFW's popular
independent radio station, 91.7 KXT.

(CC) N/A #406H(S)NETA

11:30p Songs at the Center
Matt Butler, Angela Perley, Mark Erelli

Matt Butler plays from his one-man show, "Reckless Son," inspired by his real life experiences performing in prisons across the country; Angela
Perley is a young, hard working, touring songwriter with positive energy that audiences love; Mark Erelli mixes science and art as the only singer-
songwriter we know with a Masters Degree in Evolutionary Biology. The music industry is fortunate he skewed in our direction, career-wise. Mark
is an Independent Music Award winner for best song.

(CC) N/A #911H(S)
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12:00m Nature
The Bat Man of Mexico

An ecologist tracks the Lesser Long-nosed bat's epic migration across Mexico, braving hurricanes, snakes, Mayan tombs and seas of
cockroaches, in order to save the species and the tequila plants they pollinate.

(CC) DVI #3907H(S)NPS

06:00a Molly of Denali
Picking Cloudberries/Puzzled

Picking Cloudberries Molly, Trini and Nina set out to pick cloudberries to make a special pie for Molly's Mom. Grandpa Nat knows a great spot,
but the trio's trek runs into trouble when his hard-to-read directions seem to point them every way but the berries. Puzzled Molly and Tooey find a
strange box under the floorboards beneath Tooey's bed and discover it's an old Japanese puzzle box that is storing something valuable inside.
What could it be and how did it get there?

(CC) DVI #127H(S)PBS

06:30a Alma's Way
Alma's Best Friend/Steggie Gets Lost

(CC) DVI #127H(S)PBS

07:00a Wild Kratts
Wolf Hawks

While hiking in the Sonoran Desert, Martin comes across a "wolf hawk". He rushes back to the Tortuga to tell everybody the news, only to have
Chris say there is no such thing. What he saw was a Harris's hawk. Martin is determined to prove why these raptors should be renamed and he
takes the Wild Kratts team on a mission to learn about these amazing birds. Science Concept: Hunting strategies.

(CC) N/A #605H(S)PBS

07:30a Curious George
The Great Train Birthday

All aboard! George and Hundley go on an overnight train trip together. The trip coincides with George's birthday, and, as a special treat, the
conductor will allow George to drive the train on his big day. But when George and Hundley accidentally get off the train, the trip becomes a true
cross-country adventure. Will they find their way back in time for George to blow out the candles - and blow the train whistle?

(CC) N/A #1414H(S)PBS

08:00a Work It Out Wombats!
Color Fun/A Super Invention

(CC) DVI #122H(S)PBS

08:30a Daniel Tiger's Neighborhood
The Dragon Dance/Teacher Harriet's Birthday

The Dragon Dance: In school, the children are all helping Teacher Harriet with a big art project: creating a dancing dragon! Everyone is eager to
finish so the dragon can dance, but they learn that they need to work together so the big project can be finished. Teacher Harriet's Birthday: It's
Teacher Harriet's birthday! Mom Tiger helps the children surprise her by decorating the classroom with streamers and making a birthday present
while she is gone. The children learn that cooperation is necessary to pull off the surprise.

(CC) DVI #123H(S)PBS

09:00a Sesame Street
Haymobile

Elmo and Abby are helping Farmer Todd feed the cows. They need the tractor to carry the heavy hay, but the tractor is broken. This is a problem!
They wonder if there's another way to bring the heavy hay to the cows. What if they use something with wheels, like the wagon and pull the
wagon together to move the hay? Let's try! It works. They didn't give up, and they brought the hay to feed the cows.

(CC) DVI #5227H(S)PBS

09:30a Rosie's Rules
Dragon Drama/Rosies Lucky Charm

(CC) DVI #120H(S)PBS

10:00a Donkey Hodie
The Golden Crunchdoodles Return/Flowers, Fetch, and Dance

The pals finally find a box of Golden Crunchdoodles cereal, but it won't open! Will asking questions help solve the problem? /Donkey, Panda, and
Bob Dog want to play different things. Can they compromise for their three-friend playdate?

(CC) DVI #140H(S)PBS

10:30a Biz Kid$
Learning from Failure

Have you ever made a decision you regret? Let the Biz Kids show you how several well-known companies overcame failures. You'll also discover
how mistakes can make you stronger by looking at the work of Albert Einstein, Steve Jobs, and the kid businesses of "You're on Deck" custom
cards and "Big Quill Enterprises" oyster sales.

(CC) DVI #213H(S)APTEX

11:00a Curious Crew
Chocolate Chemistry

Sliding chocolate, curious cocoa, sweet textures and more! The Curious Crew learns how modern day chocolate chemistry has become one
sweet science. STEM Challenge: Designing edible Chocolate Bowls. Curious About Careers: Health Educator Bethany Thayer.

(CC) N/A #408H(S)NETA
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11:30a Make48
Meet The Teams & Techs! Get The Challenge. Start The Clock!

We learn the challenge and the rules. We meet our 10 teams with detailed back story. The teams learn the challenge and the rules and the
whistle blows and the 48 hour countdown begins. It's all work and a lot of play! We dive into the creative process and the business of INVENTING
a product. Throughout the competition we cut away to supporting educational back stories about team members, mentors, and tool techs that
support our cast of characters throughout the 48 hour competition.

(CC) N/A #401H(S)APTEX

12:00n Market to Market (CC) N/A #4852H(S)IPTV

12:30p Motorweek (CC) N/A #4249H(S)PBSPL

01:00p Real Ag
Guide

(N) N/A #1108HSHPTV

01:30p Plan Stronger TV
Money Stories

David Holland is joined by attorney, Michael Pyle, who explains the legal ramifications of dying intestate. CFP Professional, Kathy Longo, talks
about the intersection of money and emotions. Our Financial Panel shares the importance of exploring our money stories.

(CC) N/A #609H(S)ACCES

02:00p Classic Gospel
Amazing Grace

This powerful Homecoming gathering hosted by Bill and Gloria Gaither, offers a timeless treasury of great hymns that will continue to survive for
generations to come. Enjoy these classic favorites as more than two hundred of gospel music's finest voices celebrate the hope of Heaven.

(CC) N/A #1405H(S)NETA

03:00p Your Fantastic Mind
Long Covid

It is estimated more than 11 million Americans are living with long Covid. Some people never fully recover from the virus, while others recover
and then relapse with the same or new symptoms. With very few clinics dedicated to treating long Covid and with researchers and healthcare
professionals still in the early stages of understanding how it manifests, millions of people are living with chronic issues not being addressed.
Many can no longer work and function normally. This episode features four different people with long Covid, including an emergency room
physician. We learn about research helping us better understand long Covid and the connection it has to other conditions such as chronic fatigue
syndrome. The episode also looks at how widely available FDA medications can be repurposed and used to treat and help alleviate symptoms for
some people fighting long Covid.

(CC) N/A #203H(S)NETA

03:30p Doctors On Call
Dr. Perez-Tamayo: Prostate/Breast Cancer

(N) N/A #1815HSHPTV

04:00p Antiques Roadshow
Cleveland, Hour Two

Join ROADSHOW in the journey to Cleveland and learn about items such as an Ohio salt-glazed figural stoneware match stand, an 1863 Civil
War grave marker group and a 1964 Manoucher Yektai oil painting. Which find is valued at $65,000?

(CC) N/A #2017H(S)NPS

05:00p PBS News Weekend (CC) N/A #2014%(S)NPS

05:30p Dutch Hop!
The hammered dulcimer, accordion, trombone and bass blend to create unique polka melodies and the 100-year-old dance tradition of the Volga
Germans, immigrants who came to the United States from Germany by way of Russia. Along with their agricultural skills, they brought a unique
form of music. Viewers meet the musicians, dancers and families who treasure this cultural gem and strive to keep the tradition alive. Dutch Hop
is not the "ump-pa-pa" polka that is familiar to most people. Little known by folks outside the community, Dutch Hop dancers add a bounce to their
steps and sometimes an extra hop or a stomp to the smoother traditional polka dance.

(CC) N/A #0$(S)NETA

07:00p Broadway's Brightest Lights
Grab a front-row seat at a concert featuring new arrangements and timeless renditions of some of the greatest show tunes of musical theatre.
Featuring Luke Frazier and The American Pops Orchestra, plus some of today's brightest Broadway stars.

(CC) N/A #0$(S)FRP
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08:30p Unrivaled: Sewanee 1899
In 1899, the Sewanee football team went undefeated and untied in a long 12-game season, including a string of 5 games in 6 days. Not only did
they beat every team they played - including Texas, Texas A& M, LSU, Ole Miss and Auburn - but they held every other team scoreless until their
final two games. Unrivaled: Sewanee 1899 tells the story of this team that coaches agree will never be equaled, and the very different game of
football played a century ago. Unrivaled includes interviews with football coaches across the south, descendants of many of the players, and
music by Bobby Horton who has scored more than a dozen Ken Burns' films.

(CC) N/A #0%(S)NETA

09:30p Line Unbroken: The Charles Forrester Story
A retrospective documentary on the work and life of the prolific sculptor and educator, Charles H. Forrester (1928-2010), examines his compelling
life story and six decades of artwork. A university professor for thirty years in England and Kentucky, with roots in New York and the Pacific
Northwest, he directly impacted generations of sculptors and artists.

(CC) N/A #0H(S)NETA

10:00p Austin City Limits
Duran Duran

Revel in a performance from pop superstars Duran Duran. The British icons perform songs from their album Future Past, as well as greatest hits.

(CC) N/A #4711H(S)PBSPL

11:00p Celebrity Antiques Road Trip
Phyllis Logan and Kevin Mcnally

Traveling in classic cars in Kent, "Downton Abbey" Phyllis Logan visits the impressive collection of a controversial conservationist, while "Pirates
of The Caribbean" Kevin McNally reveals just how much he knows about the universe.

(CC) N/A #401H(S)PBSPL
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12:00m Before We Die
Hannah and her new partner Billy Murdoch start investigating the Mimica family, who they believe are responsible for Sean's murder. But when
Hannah discovers the identity of Sean's contact "Issy," she immediately wants to pull the plug.

(CC) N/A #102H(S)NPS

06:00a Molly of Denali
The Story of the Story Knife/Raven Saves The Birthday Party

(CC) DVI #217H(S)PBS

06:30a Happy Yoga with Sarah Starr
Pebble Shore

Recharge along the pebble beach at sunset with an energizing flow practice as we focus on increasing lower body mobility while strengthening
your core, hips, glutes and more.

(CC) N/A #706H(S)NETA

07:00a Yoga In Practice
Steadiness and Freedom

Everything in life pulses in a pattern of dualities...birth and death, day and night, yes and no. On our yoga mats the primary relationship we work
with is between contraction and expansion. In poses, we contract muscles to find steadiness while simultaneously expanding through our bones
to experience freedom. Understanding this pulsation within our body helps manage the inevitable ups and downs of life. Today's class explores
this connection in Triangle Pose.

(CC) N/A #105H(S)APTEX

07:30a Curious George
Water to Ducks/Animal Magnetism

Water to Ducks - After a big rain, George is ecstatic to discover ducks swimming in a big puddle next to the country house. But the puddle starts
to shrink and the ducks begin to fly away. How can George keep that puddle from evaporating so he and Jumpy can continue to play peek-a-boo
with that cute baby duck? Animal Magnetism - On a mission to find magnets to hang his newest masterpiece on the refrigerator, George learns a
lot about magnets. His new knowledge comes in handy when he has to save his precious artwork from a giant magnetic crane at the junkyard.

(CC) DVI #111H(S)PBS

08:00a Daniel Tiger's Neighborhood
Daniel Helps Take Care of Margaret/Daniel Goes to the Dinosaur Playground

Daniel is upset when Dad Tiger can't pick him up from school, but Nana Platypus helps take care of him. / On a class trip, Daniel wants to stay
with his mom, but she reminds him that Teacher Harriet is also there to take care of him.

(CC) DVI #608H(S)PBS

08:30a Rosie's Rules
Movie Night/Rosies Seashell Museum

109A It's family movie night, and Rosie wants Javi's popcorn, so she tries to find the perfect trade. 109B Rosie is making a seashell museum at
the beach, but she needs to find a service to trade for Crystal's purple seashell.

(CC) DVI #109H(S)PBS

09:00a Sesame Street
Rainy Day Picnic

Elmo and Abby wanted to have a picnic in Abby's garden but it's raining. They decide to have a picnic inside, but the living room doesn't look like
the garden. This is a problem! They wonder how they can make Elmo's living room look like Abby's garden. What if they make flowers, birds, and
bugs using craft supplies?

(CC) DVI #5217H(S)PBS

09:30a Work It Out Wombats!
A Sleep Story for Ellie/Super's Super Mug

What's a super sleepy Ellie to do, besides stumble around groggily and talk to bushes? The storytellers of her favorite sleepy time radio show are
on vacation, so she's having trouble falling asleep! Zadie decides to come up with a soothing story just for Ellie, a story about a dragon who loves
pizza; Malik and Zeke volunteer to help provide the relaxing sound effects. Guess what? It works! / When Super's favorite mug smashes into a
bunch of pieces, the Wombats decide to fix it so Super won't be too sad. Sticky tape doesn't work, sticky taffy doesn't work, but Mr. E's Ooey
Gooey Goo, shells and gold paint - plus a whole lotta love - do the trick!

(CC) DVI #121H(S)PBS

10:00a Donkey Hodie
Trolley Visits Someplace Else/Wish Upon A Fish

Ding-ding! Trolley visits Someplace Else for a big party. When the pals need help preparing, can they figure out what Trolley's dings mean? /
Donkey thinks her pet fish Rogers is magic and will help her do hard things. But is it magic or practice?

(CC) DVI #204H(S)PBS
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10:30a Pinkalicious & Peterrific
Mr. Socko/A Pinkapurrfect Pet

"Mr. Socko" Peter is missing one of his favorite lucky socks! To help her brother out, Pinkalicious creates a sock puppet with the sock Peter has.
Pinkalicious and Peter then work with the puppet, Mr. Socko, to retrace Peter's steps to find its other pair. Curriculum: (Visual Arts) An
introduction to creating a puppet through found objects and learning to manipulate (or operate) it to create its character and show emotion. "A
Pinkapurrfect Pet" The Pinkertons discover a cat on their front doorstep! Pinkalicious and Peter realize that while taking care of a cat is tough,
things can get even hairier when they wake up to find three new kittens. Curriculum: (STEAM) Explore the design thinking aspect of STEAM.
Interstitial: (Reuse from Season 1) Kids build puppets with Sarah Nolen and learn how to bring character and movement to puppet performances.

(CC) DVI #204H(S)PBS

11:00a Elinor Wonders Why
Speed Racer/One of These Goats

Speed Racer - Elinor has a need for speed and wants to make her racecar go faster! So, she and her friends observe birds and fish and come to
realize that they are both very fast, because of the shape of their bodies, tails and wings. The kids then decide the best way to make their race
car go faster is by changing its shape. They make the car more aerodynamic by building it the same shape as a bird or fish. Ready, set....
gooooo! One of These Goats - Substitute Teacher Mr. Hamster wants to learn everyone's names, but he has trouble telling the Goat twins apart,
so Elinor, Ari and Olive decide to help him. This is tricky, because the Goat Twins look so much alike, especially today, when they've decided to
wear the same color dress. After observing them closely and studying each Goat's characteristics, the kids realize that even though the Goats are
very similar, there are many small ways to tell them apart if only you take a closer look.

(CC) DVI #109H(S)PBS

11:30a Nature Cat
The Moss Queen/Leaf Moving Machine Mayhem

(CC) N/A #407H(S)PBS

12:00n Hero Elementary
Toadal Confusion / Hero Hideaway

When toads take over a new skate park, Sparks' Crew has to help the toads get to their natural habitat. They try out different materials to build a
bridge that the toads can use to get home. Curriculum: Different properties of materials make them suited to different purposes. / AJ tries to make
a hero clubhouse out of cardboard boxes, but it keeps falling down. Is there a better way to build it so it will stay up? Curriculum: A structure
needs to be stable in order to remain upright. Size, shape, and placement can affect the stability of a structure.

(CC) DVI #108H(S)PBS

12:30p Xavier Riddle and the Secret Museum
I Am Albert Einstein/I Am Carol Burnett

(CC) DVI #130H(S)PBS

01:00p The Jazzy Vegetarian
Meatless Meatloaf Dinner

Celebrated vegan chef Laura Theodore prepares a weeknight meal to dazzle kiddos and adults alike! Very Delicious Vegan Meatloaf Muffins are
a tasty update on classic meatloaf, featuring tofu, pecans, and seasonings, providing a "meaty" texture and flavor. On the side, Mashed Carrots
and Potatoes with Rosemary offer a flavorsome alternative to plain steamed carrots. For the ultimate "wow" dessert-Incredible Chocolate
Brownies are a rich and chocolaty indulgence that will earn raves from the entire family.

(CC) N/A #1007H(S)NETA

01:30p Daytripper
Salado, Tx

Chet visits Central Texas with a tour of the second oldest hotel in the state, the Stagecoach Inn. He swims in the local springs, takes a pottery
class, and then enjoys a local brew made beside the creek.

(CC) N/A #1105H(S)NETA

02:00p Big Pacific
Mysterious

Explore the mysterious Pacific-whose depths we are just beginning to explore. There are many unanswered questions we yearn to unravel, but
the ocean doesn't give up it's ecrets willingly.

(CC) N/A #101H(S)PBS

03:00p Alma's Way
Steggie Rescue/Alma Hits The Right Note

(CC) DVI #122H(S)PBS

03:30p Wild Kratts
Clever The Raven

The Tortuga is parked in the Great North and some strange noises have Koki thinking it's time for a diagnostic overhaul. As they are near Little
Howler's pack territory, the bros decide to try to find the wolf pack. Unexpectedly, a raven joins Martin and Chris on their adventure and the
brothers soon learn about the incredible intelligence and ingenuity of the raven.

(CC) N/A #702H(S)PBS

04:00p Odd Squad
Where There's A Wolf, There's A Way/New Jacket Required

Where There's a Wolf, There's a Way - Otis and Olympia stop werewolf Olaf from turning back into a boy. Curriculum: money, subtraction
strategies. New Jacket Required - Otis struggles with his new high-tech agent's jacket. Curriculum: negative numbers and simple operations.

(CC) DVI #229H(S)PBS
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04:30p Arthur
Arthur's New Puppy/Arthur Bounces Back

This animated series is based on Marc Brown's best-selling books about Arthur Read, an eight-year-old aardvark, his sister D.W., and their family
and friends. In "Arthur's New Puppy," Arthur has trouble training his new dog 'Pal.' Arthur has a hard time earning enough of his own money to
buy the Moon Boots he wants in "Arthur Bounces Back."

(CC) DVI #108H(S)PBS

05:00p Cat in the Hat Knows A Lot About That!
Rain Game/No Sssweater Is Better

Rain Game - Sally wants to water the plants in her backyard, but it's hot and sunny outside. They need rain, and lots of it! Good thing the Cat in
the Hat knows exactly where to go to get some: the rain forest! With the assistance of some toucans and the singing of howler monkeys, they
explore each level of the rain forest, eventually reaching the top and the rain! No SSSweater is Better - Nick's favorite sweater is too small and he
doesn't want to change it. The Cat in the Hat has a friend with the exact same problem! He brings them to meet Slyde the snake who shows Nick
and Sally how he sheds his skin when it gets too small for him.

(CC) DVI #108H(S)PBS

05:30p BBC News America (CC) N/A #2956H(S)WETA

06:00p PBS Newshour
Episode 31

(CC) N/A #14031H(S)NPS

07:00p Antiques Roadshow
Cleveland, Hour Three

Travel to Cleveland to see outstanding vintage finds like a "Big Bronco" coin-operated horse made around 1952, a Bill Watterson archive, ca.
1975, and a Tiffany & Co. pendant watch necklace. Can you guess the $40,000-$60,000 treasure?

(CC) N/A #2018H(S)NPS

08:00p Antiques Roadshow
Vintage Baltimore 2021 Hour 1

Travel back to 2007 for updated appraisals on magnificent Maryland finds including Plains & Prairie American Indian art, a presentation sword
with a Lincoln-signed appointment and an 1885 Opening Day baseball program. One is $130,000-$200,000.

(CC) N/A #2502H(S)NPS

09:00p Weekend In Havana
Join Geoffrey Baer as he travels to Havana, where dancers, musicians, architects and writers invite him into their lives to experience the color,
culture and history of a beautiful and seductive city only recently re-opened to Americans.

(CC) N/A #0H(S)PBS

10:00p Amanpour and Company
Tonight on Amanpour and Company: Mike Valerio, CNN Correspondent; Marek Magierowski, Polish Ambassador to the U.S.; Jennifer Senior,
Staff writer, The Atlantic; Report: Rome's Latest Archeological Finds. Hari Sreenivasan interviews Jason Stanley, Author, How Fascism Works.

(CC) N/A #6031H(S)PBSPL

11:00p Energy Switch
What's The Future of Natural Gas?

Though gas has low carbon emissions it's not carbon free. Will the world use more or less?

(CC) N/A #102H(S)NETA

11:30p Sara's Weeknight Meals
Twisted Italian

Who doesn't love Italian food? Sara's got some of your favorites made with a twist. Like delicious ravioli made with wonton skins to save time, or
lasagna made with polenta rather than noodles. For a show stopper, try her butternut squash farrotto, just like risotto but with the ancient grain
farro. On top, delicious fried sage.

(CC) N/A #1103H(S)APTEX
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12:00m Antiques Roadshow
Vintage Baltimore 2021 Hour 1

Travel back to 2007 for updated appraisals on magnificent Maryland finds including Plains & Prairie American Indian art, a presentation sword
with a Lincoln-signed appointment and an 1885 Opening Day baseball program. One is $130,000-$200,000.

(CC) N/A #2502H(S)NPS

06:00a Molly of Denali
Rocky Rescue/Canoe Journey

Rocky Rescue A routine science expedition with Grandpa Nat and Nina becomes a rescue mission when Nina hurts her ankle in a snowboarding
accident and must be airlifted home. But dense cloud cover makes it nearly impossible for Mom to find them from the air. Can Molly figure out
how to get Mom to see them? Canoe Journey Molly and Mom join Randall and his family in Sitka for their traditional canoe trip to Celebration in
Juneau. When they are unable to find the shortcut to Juneau in time for the festivities, Molly must do some quick thinking about the instructions
given by her Elders to get the group back on track.

(CC) DVI #122H(S)PBS

06:30a Happy Yoga with Sarah Starr
Sunflower Gold

Revel in the golden sunflower sunset as you enjoy a gentle yoga practice using a chair for support. Including gentle seated sun salutations along
with easy to follow yoga moves to create more ease in your neck, shoulders, chest, back and more.

(CC) N/A #707H(S)NETA

07:00a Yoga In Practice
Learning to Do Just Enough

In Sanskrit, the original language of yoga, the word for beauty is alamkara which roughly translates as "doing just enough." This concept is
important in both our yoga practice and in our daily lives. Over-doing often leads to stress, burnout, or injury. On the other hand, under-doing
means we haven't fulfilled our potential, and can lead to feeling unworthy or dissatisfied. In this class we explore what 100 percent or fullness
means on any given day and for any given pose, while focusing on Revolved Triangle Pose.

(CC) N/A #106H(S)APTEX

07:30a Curious George
Mush!/Puppets in the Park

(CC) N/A #1310H(S)PBS

08:00a Daniel Tiger's Neighborhood
Daniel's Important Job at the Market/Daniel's Important Job at the Enchanted

Daniel and Dad help Prince Tuesday at the market. / Daniel is excited to plant flowers, but is upset when he gets the job of weeding. He learns
that everyone's job is important!

(CC) DVI #614H(S)PBS

08:30a Rosie's Rules
Fort Fuentes/Rosies Derby Car

(CC) DVI #123H(S)PBS

09:00a Sesame Street
Chickens on the Farm

Big Bird is visiting his chicken friend, Lottie, at the farm. Lottie hasn't been able to lay an egg because the nesting box isn't comfy and cozy. This
is a problem! Big Bird wonders if there's something they can use to make the nesting box comfier and cozier. What if they use hay? Let's try! It
works. Big Bird makes the nesting box comfier for Lottie. It's so comfy that Lottie lays an egg!

(CC) DVI #5228H(S)PBS

09:30a Work It Out Wombats!
Crab Quakes/Hopping Helpers

The Wombats are on the case, helping find the mystery of a scary-weird sound that has frightened Carly, CeCe, and Clyde. / The Wombats
become "Hopping Helpers," packaging jars of super-sticky Ooey Gooey Goo.

(CC) DVI #106H(S)PBS

10:00a Donkey Hodie
The Breakfast Bowl/Dancing Dandelions

Donkey and Panda compete against each other in the Breakfast Bowl. Can they still have fun if only one of them can win? / Donkey, Panda, and
Bob Dog plant Dancing Dandelion seeds and help each other find the right music to make the flowers grow.

(CC) DVI #201H(S)PBS

10:30a Pinkalicious & Peterrific
Yodelahee Goat/Pink Mascot

"Yodelahee Goat" Flora's goat Greta has escaped her farm, and Pinkalicious and Peter help track it down. After running all over Pinkville they find
the goat on top of Town Hall! How in the world are they going to get Greta down? Curriculum: (Music) Introducing the singing form of yodeling,
with a focus on using both high and low pitches. "Pink Mascot" The Pinksters have a new mascot - the pinkatoo. Pinkalicious and friends make a
mascot costume, but who will wear it and help cheer the soccer team on? Curriculum: (Theatre) To create a character and embody that character
when putting on a costume. Interstitial: Kids learn how to create a variety of different sounds using just their mouths with the help of beatboxer
Nate Paul.

(CC) DVI #205H(S)PBS
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11:00a Elinor Wonders Why
A Moth Mystery/Just Peachy

(CC) DVI #134H(S)PBS

11:30a Ready Jet Go!: Space Camp
When Sunspot develops an allergic reaction, Jet must leave Space Camp in order to find a cure. Will Jet succeed in getting their hands on the
cure in time to save Sunspot and make it back to Space Camp without Mitchell discovering what the heck is going on?

(CC) N/A #0H(S)PBS

01:00p The Jazzy Vegetarian
Vegan Thanksgiving Celebration

Celebrated vegan chef Laura Theodore prepares a festive vegan meal. Pecan Stuffed Zucchini Boats are a colorful and satisfying entree served
with Maple Sweet Potatoes. For dessert, Happy Apple Cake is a moist and delicious sweet treat to finish this fancy meal with a flourish!

(CC) N/A #1008H(S)NETA

01:30p Daytripper
Port Arthur, Tx

Chet heads to Southeast Texas to experience some Cajun culture. He fishes for flounder, eats some BBQ crabs, and explores the history
including Janis Joplin, oil, and Pleasure Island.

(CC) N/A #1106H(S)NETA

02:00p Big Pacific
Violent

Understand how the Pacific, surrounded by the Ring of Fire, is the epicenter of natural mayhem. Violence is part of life in the great ocean, and
creatures that live there must choose whether to avoid conflict-or rise to meet it.

(CC) N/A #102H(S)PBS

03:00p Alma's Way
Beatbox Big Time/Super Sisters

Alma's great at beatboxing so good that she thinks she doesn't need to practice with Eddie and Becka before their backyard show. She finds out
the hard way that practice makes perfect when she ruins the performance. Alma wants to be a "super sister" to Junior, just like Tia Gloria is to
Mami. But when Junior doesn't seem happy with her not-so-super deeds, Alma must figure out what being a "super sister" really means.

(CC) DVI #110H(S)PBS

03:30p Wild Kratts
The Real Ant Farm

While Koki and Jimmy work on the family farm of Wild Kratt kid Scarlett, harvesting crops, Aviva, Martin and Chris go on an adventure in the
amazon rainforest where they discover a hidden community of farmers - Leafcutter Ants! Science Concept: Agriculture.

(CC) N/A #606H(S)PBS

04:00p Odd Squad
Deposit Slip Up/Villains Always Win

Deposit Slip Up - Odd Squad builds an exact replica of the villain's vault to intercept a jetpack. Curriculum: symmetry and lines of symmetry.
Villains Always Win - Olympia tries to win back a stolen gadget on a villain game show. Curriculum: Temperature at which water freezes.

(CC) DVI #230H(S)PBS

04:30p Arthur
Swept Away/Germophobia

Swept Away - It's summertime! Arthur, D.W. and Buster are spending a few days at the beach where they discover the simple joys of building
sand castles. But can they save their beloved creation from the inevitable ocean tides? Germophobia - Buster's friends have had enough of his
sloppy habits, so they band together to educate him on the realities of bacteria. But when Buster goes way overboard to avoid any kind of germs,
his friends think he may have gone too far. Can they bring Buster back to reality before his pool party?

(CC) DVI #1101H(S)PBS

05:00p Cat in the Hat Knows A Lot About That!
A Tale About Tails/Sticky Situation

A Tale About Tails - Nick and Sally are playing "Tape the Tail on the Donkey" when they wish they had tails of their own! Well it just so happens
that the Cat knows a lot about tails! He brings them to the Jungle of Wagga-Tag-Tail where they meet a number of animals with very different
tails. When Nick and Sally get to test out all of these tails for themselves, they learn that different tails can do different things! Sticky Situation -
Sally and Nick are playing the drums on overturned buckets when Nick breaks his drumstick! Luckily, the Cat knows someone who is a stick
expert, his friend Betty Beaver! She finds Nick the perfect drumstick, but when her dam springs a leak, Nick, Sally and the Cat help her fix it,
using Nick's new stick. He doesn't have a stick anymore, but Nick learns an even better way to drum: using a home-made beaver tail!

(CC) DVI #109H(S)PBS

05:30p BBC News America (CC) N/A #2957H(S)WETA

06:00p PBS Newshour
Episode 32

(CC) N/A #14032H(S)NPS
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07:00p The Great Muslim American Road Trip
Life Is A Highway: Chicago to Joplin, Missouri

Join Mona Haydar and husband Sebastian Robins as they drive the first leg of Route 66 and discover America's Muslim roots, a history that goes
back to the1800s. Along the way, the young couple experience some tests in their relationship.

(CC) N/A #101H(S)NPS

08:00p The Great Muslim American Road Trip
A Bridge Over Troubled Waters: Tulsa to Albuquerque, New Mexico

Mona Haydar and Sebastian Robins learn why many African Americans converted to Islam, how Muslims excelled in modern jazz and why
Catholics and Muslims revere the Virgin Mary. The couple celebrate their ninth anniversary on a mountaintop.

(CC) N/A #102H(S)NPS

09:00p The Great Muslim American Road Trip
Back on the Road Again: Arizona, Nevada, California

Mona Haydar and Sebastian Robins meet setbacks and surprises while driving the last leg of Route 66. They learn about a 16th-century Muslim
explorer and a Syrian camel driver who surveyed Route 66 and find an unlikely Muslim village in Las Vegas.

(CC) N/A #103H(S)NPS

10:00p Amanpour and Company (CC) N/A #6032H(S)PBSPL

11:00p Doctors On Call
Dr. David Battin: Heart Disease

(N) N/A #1807HSHPTV

11:30p Whitney Reynolds Show
Trauma to Triumph

On this show we meet several people who have gone through traumatic life events and even through the challenge found a way to triumph. From
toymaker Melissa of "Melissa and Doug" to the Downing Twins widely know for their TV career, we learn from the tough moments that have help
land them on top.

(CC) N/A #201H(S)NETA
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12:00m The Great Muslim American Road Trip
A Bridge Over Troubled Waters: Tulsa to Albuquerque, New Mexico

Mona Haydar and Sebastian Robins learn why many African Americans converted to Islam, how Muslims excelled in modern jazz and why
Catholics and Muslims revere the Virgin Mary. The couple celebrate their ninth anniversary on a mountaintop.

(CC) N/A #102H(S)NPS

06:00a Molly of Denali
Basketball Blues

(CC) DVI #207H(S)PBS

06:30a Happy Yoga with Sarah Starr
Red Rock Basin

Allow the magnificent red rock wilderness to inspire your practice as you enjoy an accessible yoga session using a chair for support. Including
modified sun salutations and standing poses to build strength in your lower body and more openness in your hips.

(CC) N/A #708H(S)NETA

07:00a Yoga In Practice
Shining Brightly

Like a flower, in order to grow and expand, we must be solidly grounded. What this means in yoga is that in order to shine and fully delight in the
pose, one must root down first. In today's practice we explore the balance between staying actively engaged, or grounded, and extending upward
and outward in Half Moon Pose. The sense of freedom found when we expand in any pose, both physically and mentally, encourages us to enjoy
the fullness of the moment.

(CC) N/A #107H(S)APTEX

07:30a Curious George
Doctor Monkey/Curious George The Architect

Doctor Monkey - When George accompanies The Man with the Yellow Hat to Dr. Baker's office for his annual check-up, he discovers that a
stethoscope is a pretty handy thing to have around when you're trying to solve a puzzle involving a mysterious sound. Curious George the
Architect - Mr. Glass is building a new skyscraper in the neighborhood, and George and Gnocchi think that his construction site is more fun than a
playground. George learns how bulldozers, cement mixers and jackhammers work, and why it's not a good idea to let a monkey operate them.

(CC) DVI #112H(S)PBS

08:00a Daniel Tiger's Neighborhood
Everyone Has A Turn at Show and Tell/Daniel Takes Turns at the Pool

Daniel and his classmates learn how to take turns during Show and Tell. /At the Neighborhood pool, Daniel and Miss Elaina take turns playing
with the bubble wand. Later, he and Prince Wednesday take turns using a pool noodle.

(CC) DVI #616H(S)PBS

08:30a Rosie's Rules
Rosie Rocks Mariachi/Rosie Canta Un Corrido

105A Papa and Tia's Mariachi band is performing, but when a player can't come, Rosie jumps in to help. 105B Rosie wants to sing a corrido for
the family talent show, but she struggles to find inspiration.

(CC) DVI #105H(S)PBS

09:00a Sesame Street
Fairy Tale Haircut

It's story time but Rapunzel is missing from the story book! Abby poofs Elmo and herself into the storybook to find Rapunzel stuck in a sea of her
own hair. Abby and Elmo help Rapunzel figure out how to keep her hair from getting in the way so she can be what she really wants to be: a
gymnast.

(CC) DVI #5229H(S)PBS

09:30a Work It Out Wombats!
Junjun's Wake-Up Call/Stack 'em Up

JunJun loves ice cream -- ube ice cream, especially -- but he also loves sleep. Sleeping late, sleeping in, staying tucked up in bed for just as
longgggg as he can, which is a problem when the Eat 'N Greet holds its first-ever "Ice Cream for Breakfast" day. Can Zadie wake up her
sleepyhead best friend before last call? / Can Zeke really clean Super's big, messy closet all by his little self? (There are a TON of boxes of many
shapes and sizes.) With Louisa's help, he can once they get their imaginary "house" built, cross a raging river, and discover how triangles,
squares, and rectangles fit together nicely.

(CC) DVI #120H(S)PBS

10:00a Donkey Hodie
Speedy Delivery/Ruff Night

Turtle-Lou opens a Speedy Delivery service in Someplace Else. But how can he remember which neighbors get which packages? / The pals
have a sleepover at Bob Dog's house, and Donkey can't fall asleep. Can she change her bedtime routine just for tonight?

(CC) DVI #202H(S)PBS

10:30a Pinkalicious & Peterrific
Giganto Powder/The Extraordinary Art Experience

Pinkalicious and Peter use Mommy's new invention - Giganto Powder - to make things grow big! / Pinkalicious and Rafael attend a special art
exhibit where they can jump into paintings!

(CC) DVI #502H(S)PBS
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11:00a Elinor Wonders Why
Leave It to Ari/Snow Friend

Leave It To Ari - Elinor, Olive and Ari are helping Ari's dad rake the leaves in their yard, which leads them to wonder, "Who rakes the leaves in the
forest?" They need more observations, so they head out to the forest, where they look at the leaves more closely and notice that some of them
are fresh, others are a little worn, and others are really old and crumbling. The kids also notice some of the dirt on the ground has little bits of
leaves in it, and they realize that the leaves that fall on the forest floor eventually get old and go back into the soil, just like the compost that Ari's
Dad makes. Snow Friend - Elinor, Ari and Olive are building a giant Snow Friend, but there isn't enough snow to finish their masterpiece. Luckily,
the next day brings fresh new snow, but this snow won't stay packed at all - it just falls apart. After they go in the house to warm up, they observe
some snow melt and get sticky, and they figure out a solution - warm up the snow! When they put their plan into action, the warm snow has just
the right stickiness for packing. Just in time to build a super Snow Friend. Hurrah!

(CC) DVI #111H(S)PBS

11:30a Nature Cat
Ocean Commotion - Part 2

A day for celebrating Hal and his favorite chew toy Mr. Chewinsky's three-year anniversary as dog and toy has gone from joyous fun to total
sadness as Nature Cat has made a terrible mistake! Nature Cat accidentally dropped Mr. Chewinsky down the storm drain, and now he is floating
on the storm water, working his way through the drain system to the river and out to the ocean! Oh no! As the gang goes to find and save Mr.
Chewinsky, they learn how all waterways are connected, and also meet up with a new special friend named Nature Dog, who helps them
navigate the oceans. Will they find Mr. Chewinsky? Will Hal be able to celebrate his anniversary!? And who is Nature Dog?!

(CC) N/A #140H(S)PBS

12:00n Hero Elementary
The Lake Mistake/Plant Problem

On a warm day, the team takes a field trip to the lake. But, when a fellow super student accidentally freezes the entire lake, it's up to Sparks'
Crew to find a way to restore the lake back to its original, liquid state. Curriculum: Matter can be solid or liquid depending on temperature; solid
and liquid matter have different properties. / When a Turbo Grow ray zaps a plant, the plant grows out of control all over Citytown. Sparks' Crew
comes to the rescue and learns about plant parts and what plants need to survive. Curriculum: Plants have stems, leaves, and roots which
enable them to get the water and light they need in order to live.

(CC) DVI #106H(S)PBS

12:30p Xavier Riddle and the Secret Museum
I Am Mary Anning /I Am Charlie Chaplin

(CC) DVI #127H(S)PBS

01:00p The Jazzy Vegetarian
Plant-Powered Breakfast

Celebrated vegan chef Laura Theodore starts your day in the right way with protein rich Cinnamon-Spiced Quinoa Porridge. For something
sweet, Easy Oat-Date Breakfast Treats are filled with kid-friendly ingredients like dates, sunflower seeds, and bananas. Sweet and crispy Vegan
Smoked Maple "Bacon" is served on the side. Maple Tofu Whip with Fresh Berries rounds out this early morning meal.

(CC) N/A #1009H(S)NETA

01:30p Daytripper
Brady, Tx

Chet heads to the geographic center of Texas. He learns about the famous goat cook off, visits the strangest antique store in Texas, sees
amazing relics of country music, and eats one of the best chicken fried steaks in the state.

(CC) N/A #1107H(S)NETA

02:00p Big Pacific
Voracious

See how the challenge of finding food drives all life in the Pacific. Meet a destructive army of mouths, a killer with a hundred mouths and the
biggest mouth in the ocean. For creatures large and small, every mouthful counts.

(CC) N/A #103H(S)PBS

03:00p Alma's Way
Howard Flies The Coop/Supper Surprise

When Howard discovers he's afraid of pigeons, Alma and her friends try to help him get over it. When Alma is invited to have dinner with Andre
and his dad, she feels nervous about what "mystery dish" they're going to serve.

(CC) DVI #130H(S)PBS

03:30p Wild Kratts
Outfoxed

While playing with acorns in his Squirrel Creature Power Suit, Chris gets caught and carried off by a red fox. The gang must track Chris and the
fox down with Aviva's new Sniff-Tracker 1000 invention. But the fox is also being tracked by Gourmand. Mother fox must try to outfox everyone in
order to get home to feed her super hungry (and super cute) fox kits.

(CC) N/A #701H(S)PBS

04:00p Odd Squad
Other Olympia/Total Zeros

Other Olympia - Agent Olympia is not happy when an agent with the same name shows up at headquarters. Curriculum: measuring temperature.
Total Zeroes - Ms. O tells Olympia and Otis a story about a famous villain duo. Curriculum: adding, subtracting and multiplying by zero.

(CC) DVI #231H(S)PBS
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04:30p Arthur
D.W.'s Imaginary Friend/Arthur's Lost Library Book

This animated series is based on Marc Brown's best-selling books about Arthur Read, an eight-year-old aardvark, his sister D.W., and their family
and friends. Arthur has trouble with "D.W's Imaginary Friend" when the family goes to the amusement park. When Arthur loses a library book, he
has monsterous nightmares in "Arthur's Lost Library Book."

(CC) DVI #104H(S)PBS

05:00p Cat in the Hat Knows A Lot About That!
Night Lights/Go Snails Go!

Night Lights - Nick and Sally are making shadow puppets with the Cat in the Hat, but the batteries in the flashlight have gone out! They jump into
the Thingamajigger and shrink down to visit the fireflies that live in the backyard. There they learn that the fireflies communicate by flashing their
lights. And when the fireflies provide the light the kids need, the shadow puppet show can continue! Go Snails Go! - Nick, Sally and the Cat have
been invited along on a snail expedition! They jump into the Thingamajigger and shrink down to meet up with Lewis and Clark, the two snails
leading the way! As they travel through the forest of Slippity-Goo, having fun sliding in their own shells, the kids learn about all the different ways
snails use their shells.

(CC) DVI #110H(S)PBS

05:30p BBC News America (CC) N/A #2958H(S)WETA

06:00p PBS Newshour
Episode 33

(CC) N/A #14033H(S)NPS

07:00p Rivers of Life: Mississippi
The Mississippi

See the many faces of the massive, muddy Mississippi. Its fingers stretch into nearly half of the USA, from the frozen north to the nation's
agricultural heart to mysterious southern swamps where alligators still rule.

(CC) DVI #103H(S)PBS

08:00p Nova
Killer Volcanoes

Join NOVA and a team of volcanologists looking for an elusive volcanic mega-eruption that plunged the medieval earth into a deep freeze.
Investigate the geologic evidence from Greenland all the way to Antarctica to identify the 750-year-old culprit.

(CC) N/A #4416H(S)NPS

09:00p Secrets of the Dead
Abandoning The Titanic

Join a team of investigators as they search for the identity of the captain of a "mystery ship" that turned away from the "unsinkable" Titanic in its
darkest hour, abandoning thousands of lives to the icy waters and their deaths.

(CC) N/A #1706H(S)NPS

10:00p Amanpour and Company
Tonight on Amanpour and Company: Jared Bernstein, Chair, U.S. Council of Economic Advisers; Sylvia Luke, Lieutenant Governor of Hawaii;
Report: Crimea Bridge Attack; Kathleen Stephens, Former U.S. Ambassador to South Korea. Walter Isaacson interviews Ian Bremmer, Founder
& President, Eurasia Group & Mustafa Suleyman, CEO & Co-founder, Inflection AI.

(CC) N/A #6033H(S)PBSPL

11:00p This American Land
The Continental Divide, Escalante River, 3-D Science

On the Continental Divide in Colorado's Rocky Mountains, residents support a plan to create new wilderness and wildlife conservation areas,
including the nation's first national historic landscape to honor veterans of the Second World War. In southern Utah, the remote and untamed
Escalante River faces a major threat from invasive plants as it winds through spectacular redrock canyons; volunteers chop their way through
choking stands of Russian olive to unblock the river and keep it wild and free. A training program in Georgia educates teachers in a new
approach to science teaching called 3-D Science - getting teachers and students outside to observe their own surroundings and letting kids'
natural curiosity lead them to learn more.

(CC) N/A #1007H(S)NETA

11:30p Outside: Beyond The Lens (CC) N/A #304H(S)APTEX
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12:00m Nova
Killer Volcanoes

Join NOVA and a team of volcanologists looking for an elusive volcanic mega-eruption that plunged the medieval earth into a deep freeze.
Investigate the geologic evidence from Greenland all the way to Antarctica to identify the 750-year-old culprit.

(CC) N/A #4416H(S)NPS

06:00a Molly of Denali
Forget-You-Not/Fire, Food, & Family

Trini is ecstatic to send her mom, Joy, a care package of all her favorite things in Qyah. But Trini discovers that some things are impossible to
find. Can her friends help her get creative before the package has to go in the mail? / Grandpa Nat and Molly are well-prepared and cozy when
the power goes out during a fierce blizzard. Trini and her dad, however, suddenly find themselves without lights or heat. Can they find a way to
keep their home and pets warm until the power comes back on?

(CC) DVI #219H(S)PBS

06:30a Happy Yoga with Sarah Starr
Sunflower Meadow

Bask in the serene sunflower meadow as you enjoy a gentle yoga practice using a chair for support. Including gentle seated sun salutations along
with easy to follow yoga moves to create more ease in your hands, neck, shoulders, back, hips and more.

(CC) N/A #709H(S)NETA

07:00a Yoga In Practice
Being Steady in the Unknown

This class builds toward a fundamental arm balance called Side Plank. In this posture it is important to create alignment and integration in the
shoulders and core to support your weight while simultaneously maintaining balance. More than many postures, Side Plank encourages us to
accept the possibility of "falling". This possibility asks us to consider who we are when we move beyond our notions of perfection, both mentally
and physically. Holding steady in a challenging situation is an important lesson in yoga.

(CC) N/A #108H(S)APTEX

07:30a Curious George
Hundley's Truffle Trouble/George's Flying Disc Debacle

Hundley's Truffle Trouble - Visiting George in the country, Hundley mistakenly eats some rare gourmet truffles the Renkins found on their land,
not realizing they were NOT meant for him. Chef Pisghetti and others are crestfallen. No truffle linguini tonight! They enlist Hamilton the pig to
hunt for more, but Hamilton is more interested in leading the gang on a wild goose chase. Just when it seems that all hope is lost, it turns out that
Hundley is the one with the talented truffle-sniffing snout! George's Flying Disc Debacle - George is fascinated by Bill's flying disc, so Bill shows
him his three-step throwing system (patent pending)! On his third try, George really gets it flying ... but so far that it gets lost! Hoping to retrace the
disc's path in order to find it again, George tries to throw a number of other objects. But none of them are the right shape to make that same flight.
Luckily, The Man with the Yellow Hat's pie is finally out of the oven, and the pie tin is exactly the same

(CC) N/A #1415H(S)PBS

08:00a Daniel Tiger's Neighborhood
Daniel and Max Ask to Play/Daniel Asks to Play at the Music Shop

Daniel and Max see their friends playing, but don't know how to join in. They learn that sometimes, you just have to ask! /O the Owl is worried
about joining his friends, but when he asks if he can play too, they say yes!

(CC) DVI #617H(S)PBS

08:30a Rosie's Rules
Rosie in the City/Rosie in the Country

(CC) DVI #121H(S)PBS

09:00a Sesame Street
The Great Home Carnival

It's raining, and Elmo, Abby, and Rudy can't go to the carnival anymore. This is a problem! They wonder if they can make their own carnival
games with things at home. What if they use paper for a memory game, rolled-up socks for a toss game, and empty boxes for pretend roller
coaster cars? Let's try! It works. They didn't give up, and they made their favorite carnival games at home.

(CC) DVI #5230H(S)PBS

09:30a Work It Out Wombats!
The Sleepover/Secret Tunnels

Can Zeke manage a sleepover at the Creation Station when the bedtime routine is nothing like his own? / Hand-drawn map in hand, the
Wombats navigate an exciting network of tunnels beneath the Treeborhood.

(CC) DVI #109H(S)PBS

10:00a Donkey Hodie
Feelings Detectives/Clyde's Cloudy Day

Duck Duck has a super big feeling, but she doesn't know what it is. Detectives Donkey and Panda are on the case! / When Clyde feels sad, the
pals want to help him feel better, but he needs time. They give him time until he is ready to play.

(CC) DVI #203H(S)PBS
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10:30a Pinkalicious & Peterrific
Treasure Hunt/Cheer Up, Archie

"Treasure Hunt" Pinkalicious and Peter are thrilled to meet a real life Pirate, Captain Toothy McSquint! It's not long before Toothy has his new
mateys walkin' and talkin' like pirates, as the three search for Toothy's long lost buried treasure. Curriculum: (Theater) Use your body and voice to
create a character using evidence based observations, prior knowledge, and inquiry. "Cheer Up, Archie" Pinkalicious and Jasmine are worried
that Archie the pinkfish is bored in his fishbowl so they take him outside to play. When that doesn't cheer him up, they go to Aqua the merminnie
for help! Curriculum: (Visual Arts) Experiment with different materials, tools, and techniques to make art. Introducing the concept of creating an
installation. Interstitial: Kids watch funny woman Marcy Goldberg-Sacks perform and create characters by using her voice, body, and a few
helpful props. Then the kids create and perform their own fun characters.

(CC) DVI #208H(S)PBS

11:00a Elinor Wonders Why
Bird Song/No Need to Shout

Bird Song - Elinor's Dad is having trouble sleeping in because of the noisy birds outside his window, so Elinor decides to find out why birds sing,
and hopefully get her Dad a little peace and quiet. Ari and Olive join her, and the kids come to realize birds sing to communicate, just like how we
talk to communicate. The next morning, Elinor uses a whistle to call the bird away so her dad can finally get some sleep. No Need to Shout -
Elinor loses her voice just before she and her friends are supposed to sing their song for the class. She needs to figure out another way to
perform, so she and her friends decide to observe nature outside for some ideas. They notice that all sorts of animals use different ways to
communicate by using actions instead of words, like a dog wagging its tail vigorously or a baby crying. This gives Elinor the idea that she can act
out the actions of the song during their presentation. The show must go on!

(CC) DVI #107H(S)PBS

11:30a Nature Cat
Stop and Hear The Cicadas/Cold-Blooded

Stop And Hear The Cicadas - Today is the day of the Nature Quiz game show and Daisy has been studying non-stop! But while on the way to the
quiz, the gang hears a spooky scary noise in the forest that stops them in their tracks. What could it be?! And where is it coming from?! Nature
Cat is convinced the forest is haunted. Daisy thinks there must be a more logical explanation. Time for a little scientific investigation! Oh yeah! Oh
yeah! Cold-Blooded - Man-oh-man! Something keeps knocking over Daisy's precious Pinecone Pals! Maybe it's the wind? Hal knows exactly who
can protect the Pinecone Pals! Police officer Captain Pino Pineaconi, he's a Pinecone of Law! But when the gang returns from a fun game of
hide-and-go-seek, they find the Pinecone Pals knocked over again! Who keeps doing this?! Captain Pino thinks its time to launch an investigation
and the good captain is right! Time to look for clues. Tally ho!

(CC) N/A #202H(S)PBS

12:00n Hero Elementary
Hatching A Plan/The Invisible Force

When an egg hatches and an unfamiliar bird emerges, Sparks' Crew vows to reunite the young bird with its parents. After some trial and error,
they observe similarities and differences between young animals and their parents to find the baby bird's family. Curriculum: Young animals are
very much like their parents, but there are differences as well as similarities that can be observed. / When the decorations of a young girl's
birthday party are suddenly whisked away, Sparks' Crew wonder if this is the work of InvisiGirl. But once investigating further, they learn that
something more natural might be the cause of this mayhem. Curriculum: There is so much to investigate, beyond what can be seen; forces of
nature, such as the wind, can push objects.

(CC) DVI #102H(S)PBS

12:30p Xavier Riddle and the Secret Museum
I Am Rukmini Devi Arundale/I Am Bob Ross

(CC) DVI #133H(S)PBS

01:00p The Jazzy Vegetarian
Festive Plant-Based Meal

Celebrated vegan chef Laura Theodore prepares a vegan party meal featuring an exquisite Fancy Roasted Vegetable Torte, served with Summer
Tomato and Basil Salad on the side. To finish the meal with a flourish, an easy-to-prepare, Vegan Dessert Charcuterie Board offers a sensational
finale to this beautiful plant-based meal.

(CC) N/A #1010H(S)NETA

01:30p Daytripper
Tyler, Tx

Chet smells the roses with a stop in Northeast Texas. He eats some amazing BBQ, visits a creative craft brewery that's revitalizing downtown,
and visits a beautiful state park.

(CC) N/A #1108H(S)NETA

02:00p Big Pacific
Passionate

See how the quest to multiply has spawned a stunning array of unusual behaviors and adaptations. View forest penguins with a tenuous marriage
and the secret rendezvous of great white sharks, and hear the tale of male pregnancy.

(CC) N/A #104H(S)PBS

03:00p Alma's Way
Junior's Story/Anniversary Surprise

Junior really wants to find a book about a Puerto Rican boy, dinosaurs, and the Bronx, but Alma and Andre can't find any stories that have all
three at the bookstore. Luckily Alma has an idea: what if they help Junior make his own book? Alma and Eddie want to surprise Nestor and Gloria
for their anniversary, but when Gloria gets called into work unexpectedly, their party plans might be a bust.

(CC) DVI #113H(S)PBS
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03:30p Wild Kratts
Birds of a Feather

When Aviva reveals that dancing is just not her thing, Chris and Martin set out in the New Guinea forest to inspire her to give dancing a try by
uncovering some of the greatest dancers in the creature world - the Birds of Paradise. They soon find that the male birds use their showy bright
feathers and extraordinary dances to display to potential female mates that they are healthy and strong. But when the gang gets caught up in
Donita's plan to capture these fashionable birds for her latest clothing line, Aviva must put her dancing skills on the line to save them.

(CC) N/A #138H(S)PBS

04:00p Odd Squad
Olive and Otto In Shmumberland

Olive and Otto in Shmumberland - When Olive and Otto get zapped into a comic book, Olive must use her knowledge of the comic book to
escape. Curriculum: Number operations; solving addition and subtraction problems using a number line and other strategies.

(CC) DVI #139H(S)PBS

04:30p Arthur
Hic Or Treat/Mr. Alwaysright

Hic or Treat - D.W. gets a case of the hiccups that just won't go away. No matter how much advice she gets from Arthur and his friends, she just
can't find the right cure. (Well, at least her Halloween costume as "Hiccup Girl" is all set...) Will D.W. ever get relief - or will she have the hiccups
for the rest of her life and set the world record? Mr. Alwaysright - It seems that Brain is always right about everything and it's really starting to get
on Buster's nerves. But Buster is convinced that someday Brain will make a mistake - and when he does, Buster will be waiting. But is friendship
really about being right or wrong?

(CC) DVI #1107H(S)PBS

05:00p Cat in the Hat Knows A Lot About That!
Flight of the Penguin/Let's Go Fly A Kite

Flight of the Penguin - Sally and Nick are pretending to fly in their backyard. Oh wouldn't it be great if they really could? The Cat in the Hat brings
them to meet his good friend Percy the penguin. After a fun race with a penguin and a bird, the kids learn that not all birds fly, but that doesn't
mean they aren't fast! Let's Go Fly a Kite - Sally, Nick and the Cat are trying to fly a kite, but there's not enough wind. The Cat in the Hat takes
them to Huff-Puff-Maguff where there's so much wind, they lose their kite! They chase the kite, using the wind to help them. When they finally
reach it, the breeze helps to cool them down!

(CC) DVI #111H(S)PBS

05:30p BBC News America (CC) N/A #2959H(S)WETA

06:00p PBS Newshour
Episode 34

(CC) N/A #14034H(S)NPS

07:00p This Old House
Atlanta | Families Meet

The renovation of the 1890s Victorian whose former owner was a pillar in the community for civil rights is complete. The family of the former
owner meets the current homeowners. The crew gets a tour of the new spaces. The lending library is mounted.

(CC) N/A #4408H(S)PBSPL

07:30p Ask This Old House
Little Free Library

Tom and Kevin team up to build a Little Free Library for an elementary school; Tom and his daughter, Kate, paint and decorate it to look like a
school bus. Tom and Kevin meet up with students to help them install it and add their favorite books.

(CC) N/A #2108H(S)PBSPL

08:00p Home Diagnosis
Destruction: Water Is Everywhere

Moisture is a central instigator of chemistry and with a focus on drainage, leaks, flooding, mold, restoration, humidity, using humidity to flush
homes and finding ways to control it. The Lunsfords first introduce the concept of home chemistry and microbiology in this episode, speaking with
experts to understand its life-giving potential and destructive chemical power.

(CC) N/A #203H(S)NETA

08:30p Inspire
Underground Railroad

(N) N/A #305HKTWU

09:00p Breakthrough: The Ideas That Changed The World
The Car

Go for a ride through the 9,000-year history of the car, from its roots in dogsleds to Henry Ford's affordable and assembly line-built Model T, and
meet the scientists working on the next generation of self-driving automobiles.

(CC) N/A #104H(S)PBS
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10:00p Sunflower Journeys
Remote Places

We follow the journey of the Little Jerusalem area as is it becomes a public state park; we find more unusual entries on National Register of
Historic Places found right here in Kansas, and in our studio segment, we meet George Frazier, an author who has written a book about our state
called ?The Last Wild Places of Kansas.?

(N) N/A #3209H(S)KTWU

10:30p America's Heartland
Meet a family growing oranges for the long haul in California's Central Valley. Cantaloupes make a sweet treat, picked and packed right off the
vine. We'll show you how to put together a Lemon Cous Cous Chicken dish for your family. Discover how California is expanding its "Farm-To-
School" effort to bring K-12 students more local foods.

(CC) N/A #1707H(S)APTEX

11:00p This Old House
Atlanta | Families Meet

The renovation of the 1890s Victorian whose former owner was a pillar in the community for civil rights is complete. The family of the former
owner meets the current homeowners. The crew gets a tour of the new spaces. The lending library is mounted.

(CC) N/A #4408H(S)PBSPL

11:30p Ask This Old House
Little Free Library

Tom and Kevin team up to build a Little Free Library for an elementary school; Tom and his daughter, Kate, paint and decorate it to look like a
school bus. Tom and Kevin meet up with students to help them install it and add their favorite books.

(CC) N/A #2108H(S)PBSPL
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12:00m Breakthrough: The Ideas That Changed The World
The Robot

Learn how robots were first conceptualized in ancient Rome and see how their use has evolved over the centuries, from the calculator to the
Roomba. Then, take a sneak peek at what future robots will be able to do.

(CC) N/A #103H(S)PBS

06:00a Molly of Denali
Mollyball/Visit Qyah

Mollyball After wet cement ruins Molly and the gang's plans for a basketball rematch, they head over to the Trading Post where they create a new
game called Mollyball! As the game gets more and more complex, the kids must figure out a way of explaining the rules and later, how to end the
game. Visit Qyah While looking through a travel guide of different Alaskan villages, Molly discovers that Qyah isn't included! Molly convinces the
guide's author to visit her village and gets everyone involved to show the writer a good time. Will Molly succeed in getting Qyah into the
guidebook?

(CC) DVI #121H(S)PBS

06:30a Happy Yoga with Sarah Starr
Peaceful Lake Sunrise

Allow the serine lake sunrise to inspire your yoga practice as we explore dynamic core focused moves to strengthen your center, along with
balance poses to lengthen, strengthen and tone your lower body.

(CC) N/A #710H(S)NETA

07:00a Yoga In Practice
Learning to Slow Down

The rapid pace of modern life compromises our well-being and ages us prematurely. Yoga teaches us that the present moment is the ONLY
moment. This class focuses on the slow and steady practice of hip opening and forward folds. By learning to move more mindfully into each pose,
to hold the pose while focusing on the breath, and to release the pose with the same attention that created it, we slow down and cultivate a
moving meditation. This leads to a nourishing experience of slow self-reflection.

(CC) N/A #109H(S)APTEX

07:30a Curious George
The Sounds of George/Better Butterflying

(CC) N/A #1405H(S)PBS

08:00a Daniel Tiger's Neighborhood
Daniel Helps Take Care of Margaret/Daniel Goes to the Dinosaur Playground

Daniel is upset when Dad Tiger can't pick him up from school, but Nana Platypus helps take care of him. / On a class trip, Daniel wants to stay
with his mom, but she reminds him that Teacher Harriet is also there to take care of him.

(CC) DVI #608H(S)PBS

08:30a Rosie's Rules
Dino Day Delayed/Rosies Walkie Talkie

106A When Papa says they'll have to wait until tomorrow to go to the Dino Park, Rosie tries to make tomorrow come faster. 106B Rosie tries to
remember where she left her walkie talkie so she, Javi and Jun can play a game.

(CC) DVI #106H(S)PBS

09:00a Sesame Street
Backyard Pizza Parlor

It's Friday, and that means Abby and Rudy are going to Crusty Charlie's. When Daddy Freddy gets home, he tells them that they won't be able to
go to for a while, because they have to make choices and buy things they need. But they can still have pizza at home. To make it more fun, they
pretend that they're at Crusty Charlie's. They sing songs, play games, and take turns being servers.

(CC) DVI #5231H(S)PBS

09:30a Work It Out Wombats!
Amazing Adventure/The Kaya-Tastic Banana-Tastic Halo Halo Split!

Thanks to Ellie, best babysitter ever, the Wombats embark on a for-real Sticker Monster treasure hunt. / Kaya has to get creative when she
breaks her tablet right before her Kaya-tastic Banana-tastic Halo-Halo Split cooking class.

(CC) DVI #116H(S)PBS

10:00a Donkey Hodie
A Donkey Dilemma/The Quiet Game

Donkey promised to help Grampy bathe Gregory and also to play Bubble Bonanza with Panda today. What a dilemma! / The pals play too loudly
while Rock Star Penguin tries to write a song. They make up a quiet game to help. Who can stay quiet the longest?

(CC) DVI #205H(S)PBS

10:30a Pinkalicious & Peterrific
Walking Tall/Go with the Flow

Pinkalicious and Peter's babysitter, Indigo, teaches them how to walk on stilts; Pinkalicious and her friends make a mandala out of shells at the
beach.

(CC) DVI #402H(S)PBS
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11:00a Elinor Wonders Why
Bubble House/The Syrup Tree

Bubble House - The kids find a spittle bug, which is a bug that lives in bubbles. They watch it building itself a bubble house, and it inspires the
kids to build one of their very own. They try to make one big bubble, but it's a lot harder than they thought, and the bubbles keep popping. After
observing the spittle bug a bit more closely, they realize it uses its body like a straw to blow lots of small bubbles, so the kids imitate the spittle
bug by blowing lots and lots of little bubbles in a pile, and it works. Their very own bubble house! The Syrup Tree - The kids are helping Farmer
Bear as she makes her famous maple syrup by collecting tree sap and boiling it until it's syrupy, then pouring it into bottles. There's one problem
though, there's a lot of bottles to fill and she only has one ladle. Inspired by how tree sap delivers nutrients to the entire tree, Elinor and her
friends make the perfect delivery system that resembles branches on a tree that distributes the syrup to multiple bottles. Time for some pancakes!

(CC) DVI #114H(S)PBS

11:30a Nature Cat
Mighty Mountain Climbers/Bug Eating Plants!

Mighty Mountain Climbers - On a dare from Ronald, Nature Cat and his pals try to climb all the way up to The Mighty Mountain Peak. They get all
the supplies they need, and head out, led by Nature Cat. But they soon find out that hiking up a mountain is hard, and poses many problems no
matter how prepared you are. Will they make it all the way to the peak?! Bug Eating Plants! - A super excited Squeeks shows her brand-new,
homemade comic "Bug Eating Plants of The Swamp!" to her pals. As Squeeks begins to read the story, we see this action packed adventure
played out, as tiny Nature Cat, Hal, Daisy and Squeeks must make their way through the swamp while trying to stay away from the Bug Eating
Plants, which proves difficult for Tiny Hal!

(CC) N/A #130H(S)PBS

12:00n Hero Elementary
First Day of School, Part 1 / First Day of School, Part 2

It's our heroes' first day at Hero Elementary. They meet each other and Mr. Sparks for the first time, and learn about superpowers that everyone
shares: the Superpowers of Science. / Sparks' Crew goes on its first mission, to catch a baby hamster that is zipping around town at super fast
speed, causing chaos. Unable to catch it, they have to find a way to get this little blur of fur to come to them. Could this be the beginning of a
beautiful friendship? Curriculum: Using the powers of observation, predicting, and testing can help solve problems.

(CC) DVI #135H(S)PBS

12:30p Xavier Riddle and the Secret Museum
I Am Abraham Lincoln/I Am Jane Jacobs

(CC) DVI #131H(S)PBS

01:00p Steven Raichlen's Planet Barbecue
Argentine Fire

Argentina. The very name summons visions of rustic gaucho asados and sophisticated grill restaurants. In this show, you'll learn to prepare it
from a genuine asador, Argentinean grill master. From a whole wood-grilled rib roast. To a surprising "pizza" made with a flank steak "crust." With
two classic Argentinean sauces. Plus something unexpected: an Argentinean meatless mixed grill. Wood-Grilled Rib Roast with Chimichurri and
Salsa Criolla; Meat Crust Pizza; Meatless Mixed Grill.

(CC) N/A #101H(S)APTEX

01:30p Daytripper
Waxahachie, Tx

Chet visits one of the most historic squares in Texas. He eats some haunted catfish, learns about the culture of education, and learns to cook one
of the best steaks in Texas at Meat Church.

(CC) N/A #1109H(S)NETA

02:00p Big Pacific
Behind The Scenes

Follow the adventures of the filmmakers behind BIG PACIFIC. This "making of" special explores the highlights and challenges of wildlife
filmmaking.

(CC) N/A #105H(S)PBS

03:00p Alma's Way
Alma's Showstopper/Ultimate Helper

Alma, Rafia, and Andre want to perform at open mic night, and with Lucas' sa-weet singing skills, Alma's sure their performance will be a hit! But
when Lucas gets cold feet before the big night, Alma has to find a way to help him get over his nervousness. When Alma sees Safina's picture on
the vet clinic's wall, she is determined to win the title of Ultimate Helper of the Week herself. But when her good deeds go wrong, Alma has to
think about what it really means to help others.

(CC) DVI #107H(S)PBS

03:30p Wild Kratts
Mystery of the Mini Monkey Models

The Wild Kratts team splits up across the amazon in search of a strange group of mini monkeys to figure out why they have such elaborate
hairstyles and colors. Science Concept: Species recognition.

(CC) N/A #608H(S)PBS

04:00p Odd Squad
O Is Not for Over

O is Not for Over - Olive and Otto face their biggest challenge yet. Curriculum: Algebraic thinking; identifying and extending patterns and using
deductive reasoning to solve problems.

(CC) DVI #140H(S)PBS
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04:30p Arthur
Arthur Babysits/Arthur's Cousin Catastrophe

This animated series is based on Marc Brown's best-selling books about Arthur Read, an eight-year-old aardvark, his sister D.W., and their family
and friends. When "Arthur Babysits" the "terrible' Tibble twins, he gets more than he's bargained for. In "Arthur's Cousin Catastrophe," Arthur
spends most of the family reunion avoiding his cousin, only to find out that she's changed into someone more likable than he remembered.

(CC) DVI #109H(S)PBS

05:00p Cat in the Hat Knows A Lot About That!
You Should Be Dancing/Batty for Bats

You Should Be Dancing - Nick and Sally are planning to put on a show for their moms, but they can't finish their dance without falling down! The
Cat in the Hat takes them to meet one of the best dancers in the world, Tango a bird of paradise! With a few costume changes and a little
practice, Nick and Sally are finally able to show their moms their new dance! Batty for Bats - Sally and Nick are playing a game of blindfolded
freeze tag but they can't seem to find each other! Luckily the Cat has a friend who is always able to find his way in the dark. He takes them to
meet Zapita, a bat who teaches the kids about echolocation. Now that Nick and Sally know how to listen to find their way, freeze tag has become
a lot more fun!

(CC) DVI #112H(S)PBS

05:30p BBC News America (CC) N/A #2960H(S)WETA

06:00p PBS Newshour
Episode 35

(CC) N/A #14035H(S)NPS

07:00p Washington Week with the Atlantic (CC) N/A #6308H(S)NPS

07:30p Firing Line with Margaret Hoover
Guest: Chris Christie. Presidential candidate Chris Christie draws a contrast with other GOP 2024 candidates by sharply rebuking his former boss
Donald Trump ahead of the first presidential debate. The former prosecutor also discusses the cases against Trump.

(CC) N/A #708H(S)NPS

08:00p Market to Market
News and commodity market analysis from the weekly journal of rural America.

(CC) N/A #4901H(S)IPTV

08:30p Real Ag
Guide

(N) N/A #1108HSHPTV

09:00p Taste Awards
The TASTE AWARDS, often considered the Oscars of Food, Fashion and Lifestyle Media, are the premier awards show celebrating the year's
best food, fashion, fitness, travel, and lifestyle programming on television, in film, streaming online, in podcasts, on radio and in photography.

(CC) N/A #2022H(S)NETA

10:00p Amanpour and Company
Tonight on Amanpour and Company: Report: Assassination Rocks Ecuador; Jorge Castaneda, Former Mexican Foreign Minister. Michel Martin
interviews Jon Batiste, Musician, World Music Radio. From the Archives: Lubaina Himid, Turner Prize-winning artist.

(CC) N/A #6035H(S)PBSPL

11:00p Real Ag
Guide

(N) N/A #1108HSHPTV

11:30p Start Up
Healthy Roots Dolls

Yelitsa Jean-Charles never had a doll that looked like her growing up. The one time her parents gave her a black doll, she burst into tears
because she thought that it wasn't the "pretty one". Since then, Yelitsa has made it her goal to make sure that no other children feel the way she
did about her own appearance growing up, so during her junior year at Rhode Island School of Design, she created Healthy Roots Dolls, a toy
company that creates dolls and storybooks that empower young girls and represent the beauty of our diversity. This is a story about
empowerment, self-love and raw ambition.

(CC) N/A #811H(S)NETA
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12:00m Craft In America
Borders

Explore the relationships and influences Mexican and American craft artists have on each other and on our cultures. The program features
traditional weaving and the creation of paper jewelry.

(CC) N/A #901H(S)NPS

06:00a Molly of Denali
Forget-You-Not/Fire, Food, & Family

Trini is ecstatic to send her mom, Joy, a care package of all her favorite things in Qyah. But Trini discovers that some things are impossible to
find. Can her friends help her get creative before the package has to go in the mail? / Grandpa Nat and Molly are well-prepared and cozy when
the power goes out during a fierce blizzard. Trini and her dad, however, suddenly find themselves without lights or heat. Can they find a way to
keep their home and pets warm until the power comes back on?

(CC) DVI #219H(S)PBS

06:30a Agphd (N) N/A #1324HHEFTY

07:00a Market to Market
News and commodity market analysis from the weekly journal of rural America.

(CC) N/A #4901H(S)IPTV

07:30a Curious George
Hundley's Truffle Trouble/George's Flying Disc Debacle

Hundley's Truffle Trouble - Visiting George in the country, Hundley mistakenly eats some rare gourmet truffles the Renkins found on their land,
not realizing they were NOT meant for him. Chef Pisghetti and others are crestfallen. No truffle linguini tonight! They enlist Hamilton the pig to
hunt for more, but Hamilton is more interested in leading the gang on a wild goose chase. Just when it seems that all hope is lost, it turns out that
Hundley is the one with the talented truffle-sniffing snout! George's Flying Disc Debacle - George is fascinated by Bill's flying disc, so Bill shows
him his three-step throwing system (patent pending)! On his third try, George really gets it flying ... but so far that it gets lost! Hoping to retrace the
disc's path in order to find it again, George tries to throw a number of other objects. But none of them are the right shape to make that same flight.
Luckily, The Man with the Yellow Hat's pie is finally out of the oven, and the pie tin is exactly the same

(CC) N/A #1415H(S)PBS

08:00a Work It Out Wombats!
A Sleep Story for Ellie/Super's Super Mug

What's a super sleepy Ellie to do, besides stumble around groggily and talk to bushes? The storytellers of her favorite sleepy time radio show are
on vacation, so she's having trouble falling asleep! Zadie decides to come up with a soothing story just for Ellie, a story about a dragon who loves
pizza; Malik and Zeke volunteer to help provide the relaxing sound effects. Guess what? It works! / When Super's favorite mug smashes into a
bunch of pieces, the Wombats decide to fix it so Super won't be too sad. Sticky tape doesn't work, sticky taffy doesn't work, but Mr. E's Ooey
Gooey Goo, shells and gold paint - plus a whole lotta love - do the trick!

(CC) DVI #121H(S)PBS

08:30a Daniel Tiger's Neighborhood
Daniel and Max Ask to Play/Daniel Asks to Play at the Music Shop

Daniel and Max see their friends playing, but don't know how to join in. They learn that sometimes, you just have to ask! /O the Owl is worried
about joining his friends, but when he asks if he can play too, they say yes!

(CC) DVI #617H(S)PBS

09:00a Sesame Street
Elmo's Number Adventure

A number convention comes to Sesame Street and Elmo helps solve problems using math. Guest: Billie Eilish.

(CC) DVI #5232H(S)PBS

09:30a Rosie's Rules
Fort Fuentes/Rosies Derby Car

(CC) DVI #123H(S)PBS

10:00a Donkey Hodie
Feelings Detectives/Clyde's Cloudy Day

Duck Duck has a super big feeling, but she doesn't know what it is. Detectives Donkey and Panda are on the case! / When Clyde feels sad, the
pals want to help him feel better, but he needs time. They give him time until he is ready to play.

(CC) DVI #203H(S)PBS

10:30a Diy Science Time
Kinetic and Potential Energy

Mister C and the Science Crew have tons of stored energy and are ready to experiment! Pendulums, marble tracks and more!

(CC) N/A #111H(S)NETA
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11:00a Paint This with Jerry Yarnell
Beside Still Waters, Part 3

In this episode Jerry begins the refinement phase of detailing and highlighting the grasses and other areas. Now he underpaints the rocks along
the edge of the banks and paints in some of the reflections of the grasses and rocks along the shoreline. Then he underpaints the larger tree
trunks and reflections of the trunks.

(CC) N/A #3107H(S)NETA

11:30a Make It Artsy
Your Techniques

Add a different tool, a new surface, or just make a subtle change to shape up your techniques. First, host Julie Fei Fan Balzer creates a
handmade journal cover using watercolor powders. Next, Micah Goguen shares a technique for creating frosted vintage botanicals. Then, Sandy
McTier has a few tricks for decorative painting with her festive pumpkins project. Last is a color study - grey.

(CC) N/A #904H(S)NETA

12:00n Creative Living
Elena Etcheverry is the founder and ED for Charity Wings and she is going to show how to use the Kinkajou bottle cutter to make things like wine
glasses, votive covers, cups and much more. This is just one of the many home-grown businesses she works with through her non-profit
organization. Casey Schwartz co-owns the Flower Duet, and she is going to show how to take sets of tropical flowers and pull them together into
a showstopper perfect for an entryway or front desk at a reception. There is very little prep to do with these types of flowers that are often sold in
grocery stores.

(CC) N/A #6920H(S)KENW

12:30p This Old House
Atlanta | Repointed and Planted

It's all about finishing touches. Outside the front door is cleaned and prepped for paint, the front steps are repaired, and a medicinal garden is
planted. Inside, the water heater is installed, custom shelves are built, and wallpaper is installed.

(CC) N/A #4407H(S)PBSPL

01:00p Woodsmith Shop
Turned Tool Handles

It's time to put a new spin on your tools. With a lathe and a few small pieces of wood, you can create custom tool handles for your workshop and
even some great kitchen accessories, too. Learn the easy-to-master skills for these fun projects.

(CC) N/A #1412H(S)NETA

01:30p American Woodshop
The Barn Shop / Building on a Budget! / Scrolled Signs

A modern barn raising complete with a custom scrolled sign. The team covers making barn doors for Suzy's new barn shop with finishing wizard
Tom Monahan. Milk paint creates a lasting durable old barn look.

(CC) N/A #2701H(S)NETA

02:00p Garage with Steve Butler
Coopered Chest

Steve's throwing you a curve. He's making a coopered lid chest.

(CC) N/A #107H(S)NETA

02:30p Chef's Life
Two-Mato

As Chef & the Farmer turns 10, Vivian searches for ripe tomatoes to serve at the restaurant's birthday party. She seeks the wisdom of Ms. Mary
and Ms. Lillie to prepare an old-school tomato dish that "kills hungry."

(CC) N/A #501H(S)PBS

03:00p America's Test Kitchen
Breakfast of Champions

Test cook Lan Lam and host Julia Collin Davison make Omelets with Cheddar and Chives. Tasting expert Jack Bishop challenges Julia and
Bridget Lancaster to a head-to-head tasting of bottled cold brew. Test cook Erin McMurrer makes Bridget Breakfast Sausage Patties.

(CC) N/A #2303H(S)APTEX

03:30p Cook's Country
Comfort Food Done Right

Test cook Christie Morrison and Bridget Lancaster uncover the secrets to making a flavorful Double-Crust Chicken Pot Pie from scratch. Tasting
expert Jack Bishop challenges Julia Collin Davison to a tasting of creamy peanut butter. Test cook Ashley Moore makes Julia a delicious First
Lady specialty, Cowboy Cookies.

(CC) N/A #1213H(S)APTEX

04:00p Fons & Porter's Love of Quilting
Quilted Postcard Swap

Sometimes you need to send a little patchwork love in the mail! Inspired by a 'quilted postcard swap,' guest Elaine Theriault joins Sara Gallegos
to showcase patchwork techniques in a small format. Learn to create your own postcard, incorporating all the scraps from your sewing room
fabric, thread, stabilizers, batting, and anything else!

(CC) N/A #4204H(S)NETA
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04:30p It's Sew Easy
Necessities

Learn how to sew projects that will be well loved and used. First is Reen Wilcoxson with an easy technique for creating baby bibs in the hoop.
Then, Emily Thompson makes a folding fabric basket to store sewing supplies or other treasures.

(CC) N/A #2102H(S)NETA

05:00p Knit and Crochet Now
Baby Napper

First is the Diamond Filet Crochet Blanket with Toni Lipsey. Diamonds and bobbles are a crocheter's best friend for this delightful blanket with a
chunky texture. Then join us in the stitch corner for the Smokey Moon Crochet Scarf. This incredibly easy crochet checkerboard stitch is versatile
and can really add a bit of dimension to your next project. Finally, Britt Schmiesing is back with the Knit Lofty Lacy Baby Blanket. This easy-to-
memorize and fun-to-work pattern creates a lace blanket of beauty and comfort.

(CC) N/A #1205H(S)NETA

05:30p Kenny Rogers Live In Concert (CC) N/A #0$(S)FRP

07:00p Ozark Mountain Symphony: A Musical Celebration
Filmed live at the Mansion Theatre for the Performing Arts in the Ozark Mountains of Missouri, AN OZARK MOUNTAIN SYMPHONY: A
MUSICAL CELEBRATION brings the joy and hope of music to viewers across the country. Special guests include Michael Cavanaugh, the star of
the award-winning Billy Joel Musical Movin' Out; the London cast of The Simon and Garfunkel Story; Steffanie Leigh, star of the Disney Broadway
musical Mary Poppins; iconic country music legend Jimmy Fortune of the Statler Brothers; acclaimed Disney violinist Rob Kerr; the classic gospel
music group The Wilhites; and The Springfield Symphony Orchestra (Missouri) under the direction of Musical Director Jerry Williams. The concert
was filmed in 4K by an award-winning production team, including audio producer/mixer Dave Reitzas (David Foster, Celine Dion, Barbra
Streisand, Michael Buble, and Andrea Bocelli).

(CC) N/A #0H(S)APTEX

08:00p Harmonies for Healing: Under The Streetlamp (CC) N/A #101H(S)APTEX

09:00p Front and Center
Dave Gahan & Soulsavers

The Depeche Mode front man performs covers from his 2021 album Imposter, including Eartha Kitt's "Lilac Wine," Neil Young's "A Man Needs a
Maid," Nat King Cole's "Smile," Bob Dylan's "Not Dark Yet," Cat Power's "Metal Heart," and Elmore James' "I Held My Baby Last Night," plus
"Personal Jesus" from his original band.

(CC) N/A #1101H(S)APTEX

10:00p Austin City Limits
Maren Morris

Country superstar Maren Morris showcases gems from her Grammy-nominated album Humble Quest alongside chart-topping hits in a career-
spanning hour.

(CC) N/A #4812H(S)PBSPL

11:00p Sound On Tap
Honey Bunny

San Antonio's Honey Bunny is an alternative rock band formed in 2019. The group looks to push the boundaries of indie rock and having a good
time.

(CC) N/A #407H(S)NETA

11:30p Songs at the Center
Tenille Townes, Caitlyn Smith, Caylee Hammack

Tenille Townes, Caitlyn Smith and Caylee Hammack, all with major record deals...and on virtually everyone's list as three of the most promising
young singer-songwriters working today. They open their hearts both playing, and in their revealing interviews with show creator and host Eric
Gnezda.

(CC) N/A #912H(S)
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12:00m Rivers of Life: Mississippi
The Mississippi

See the many faces of the massive, muddy Mississippi. Its fingers stretch into nearly half of the USA, from the frozen north to the nation's
agricultural heart to mysterious southern swamps where alligators still rule.

(CC) DVI #103H(S)PBS

06:00a Molly of Denali
Mollyball/Visit Qyah

Mollyball After wet cement ruins Molly and the gang's plans for a basketball rematch, they head over to the Trading Post where they create a new
game called Mollyball! As the game gets more and more complex, the kids must figure out a way of explaining the rules and later, how to end the
game. Visit Qyah While looking through a travel guide of different Alaskan villages, Molly discovers that Qyah isn't included! Molly convinces the
guide's author to visit her village and gets everyone involved to show the writer a good time. Will Molly succeed in getting Qyah into the
guidebook?

(CC) DVI #121H(S)PBS

06:30a Alma's Way
Alma's Showstopper/Ultimate Helper

Alma, Rafia, and Andre want to perform at open mic night, and with Lucas' sa-weet singing skills, Alma's sure their performance will be a hit! But
when Lucas gets cold feet before the big night, Alma has to find a way to help him get over his nervousness. When Alma sees Safina's picture on
the vet clinic's wall, she is determined to win the title of Ultimate Helper of the Week herself. But when her good deeds go wrong, Alma has to
think about what it really means to help others.

(CC) DVI #107H(S)PBS

07:00a Wild Kratts
Mystery of the Mini Monkey Models

The Wild Kratts team splits up across the amazon in search of a strange group of mini monkeys to figure out why they have such elaborate
hairstyles and colors. Science Concept: Species recognition.

(CC) N/A #608H(S)PBS

07:30a Curious George
The Sounds of George/Better Butterflying

(CC) N/A #1405H(S)PBS

08:00a Work It Out Wombats!
The Sleepover/Secret Tunnels

Can Zeke manage a sleepover at the Creation Station when the bedtime routine is nothing like his own? / Hand-drawn map in hand, the
Wombats navigate an exciting network of tunnels beneath the Treeborhood.

(CC) DVI #109H(S)PBS

08:30a Daniel Tiger's Neighborhood
Daniel Helps Take Care of Margaret/Daniel Goes to the Dinosaur Playground

Daniel is upset when Dad Tiger can't pick him up from school, but Nana Platypus helps take care of him. / On a class trip, Daniel wants to stay
with his mom, but she reminds him that Teacher Harriet is also there to take care of him.

(CC) DVI #608H(S)PBS

09:00a Sesame Street
Goldilocks and the Three Homes

Elmo, Abby, Baby Bear, and Chris go to Fairy Tale Land to build a home for Goldilocks. They wonder if they can build a home for Goldilocks
that's just right. What if they use a tape measure to measure her so the home isn't too big or too small? Let's try! It works. They didn't give up and
built a home that's just right for Goldilocks.

(CC) DVI #5233H(S)PBS

09:30a Rosie's Rules
Rosie in the City/Rosie in the Country

(CC) DVI #121H(S)PBS

10:00a Donkey Hodie
A Donkey Dilemma/The Quiet Game

Donkey promised to help Grampy bathe Gregory and also to play Bubble Bonanza with Panda today. What a dilemma! / The pals play too loudly
while Rock Star Penguin tries to write a song. They make up a quiet game to help. Who can stay quiet the longest?

(CC) DVI #205H(S)PBS

10:30a Biz Kid$
Business Structures

What structure is right for your future business? It's not just "incorporated" anymore. Join us and learn about LLCs, sole proprietorships,
partnerships, and more. Examine the pros and cons of each business structure and discover which one could be right for you. Meet two girls who
were able to start both a non-profit organization and a for-profit company, all from selling honey.

(CC) DVI #502(S)APTEX
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11:00a Curious Crew
Electrical Circuits

Human conductivity, electrical resistance, series & parallel circuits and more! The Curious Crew learns how all circuits have three things: a power
source, a conductor and a load. STEM Challenge: Designing an Electrical Switch. Curious About Careers: Electrical Engineer Shanelle Foster.

(CC) N/A #409H(S)NETA

11:30a Make48
The Supply Run! Start Building

We continue to get to know our teams through personal back story. We also get to know our mentors and tool techs. The teams go on a one hour
supply run in a hardware store to gather the materials to create their invention. To kick start the creative process mentors from the product
industry interface with the teams to share some of the real world challenges and processes in product development. Our teams also have the
support of product attorneys to make sure their ideas are new and fresh! Intercut event action with our educational supporting side stories.

(CC) N/A #402H(S)APTEX

12:00n Market to Market
News and commodity market analysis from the weekly journal of rural America.

(CC) N/A #4901H(S)IPTV

12:30p Motorweek (CC) N/A #4250H(S)PBSPL

01:00p Real Ag
Farm Safety

(N) N/A #1101HSHPTV

01:30p Plan Stronger TV
Pet Trusts

David Holland is joined by attorney, Courtney Kilbourne Hayes, who explains the use of trusts to provide for pets who outlive you. Medicare guru,
Joanne Giardini-Russell, reveals some of the biggest Medicare pitfalls. Our Financial Panel shares the importance of financial conversations
between family generations.

(CC) N/A #610H(S)ACCES

02:00p Classic Gospel
Joey and Rory: Singer and the Song

Grammy Award-winning artist and storyteller Rory Feek has found "a new normal" parenting his daughter Indiana, authoring a bestseller,
managing his farm and singing for the first time since the passing of his wife, Joey. This collection features songs and musical performances that
brought out the best in these sweethearts' lives and careers, a tour of the farm, acoustic performances by Rory and an interview with Bill Gaither
that captures Rory's ever-inspiring story of hope.

(CC) N/A #1406H(S)NETA

03:00p Your Fantastic Mind
Becoming A Brain Surgeon

The road to becoming a brain surgeon, or neurosurgeon, is widely known as the most difficult and longest in all of medicine. In the United States,
neurosurgery residency training takes seven years after medical school. It is a competitive field where very few make the cut and achieve the
dream. In this episode, we embed with the Emory Department of Neurosurgery's newest class of residents, taking viewers behind the curtain
through their long days and long nights. From Emory's first African American woman neurosurgery resident to a man motivated to enter the field
after lifechanging brain surgery as a child, we shadow these first-year residents as they begin their arduous journey.

(CC) N/A #204H(S)NETA

03:30p Doctors On Call
Taylor Ziegler Dnp, Fnp: Childrens Mental Health

(N) N/A #1816HSHPTV

04:00p Antiques Roadshow
Cleveland, Hour Three

Travel to Cleveland to see outstanding vintage finds like a "Big Bronco" coin-operated horse made around 1952, a Bill Watterson archive, ca.
1975, and a Tiffany & Co. pendant watch necklace. Can you guess the $40,000-$60,000 treasure?

(CC) N/A #2018H(S)NPS

05:00p PBS News Weekend (CC) N/A #2016%(S)NPS

05:30p Frankie Valli & The Four Seasons: A Life On Stage (CC) N/A #0$(S)FRP

07:00p This Land Is Your Land (My Music Presents)
THIS LAND IS YOUR LAND takes a musical journey through the evolution of modern American folk music, from its roots in bluegrass to San
Francisco coffee houses to clubs in Greenwich Village. Hosted by Tom and Dick Smothers and Judy Collins, and featuring The Brothers Four,
Glenn Yarbrough, The Highwaymen, The Limeliters, Randy Sparks and The Minstrels, and Roger McGuinn from The Byrds, the program includes
their own personal reflections on the enduring legacy of these masterpieces.

(CC) N/A #0$(S)NACC
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08:30p Brushstroke
When Mary Cane-Honeysett, a talented elderly artist living alone in London, suffers a stroke, she develops tremors in her hands that prevent her
from holding a paintbrush steady. Depressed that she can no longer paint with the same tight, detailed style for which she has become known,
she gives up art entirely. Struggling with the after-effects of her stroke, Mary also faces the problem of maneuvering around her house, which has
become unmanageable in her physical condition. She must now deal with the difficult reality of selling the home she has lived in since she was a
child. BRUSHSTROKE follows Mary's journey as she confronts new challenges, restarts her life, and tries to put paint back on the canvas.

(CC) N/A #0H(S)APTEX

09:30p Come One, Come All: A Circus with a Purpose
COME ONE COME ALL tells the story of a small mountain town circus in Colorado where kids and adults learn the circus arts, then take their
skills out into the wider world to perform in places like Europe and the Middle East. Circus becomes a magical key that opens doors wherever
they go. However, this is also a circus with a purpose and the skills kids learn in the circus help them find community, inclusion, a voice, and
confidence in themselves.

(CC) N/A #0H(S)NETA

10:00p Austin City Limits
Maren Morris

Country superstar Maren Morris showcases gems from her Grammy-nominated album Humble Quest alongside chart-topping hits in a career-
spanning hour.

(CC) N/A #4812H(S)PBSPL

11:00p Celebrity Antiques Road Trip
Dame Diana Rigg and Neil Dudgeon

(CC) N/A #402H(S)PBSPL
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12:00m Before We Die
Hannah and Billy learn how the Mimicas plan to bring the cocaine into the UK, but without Christian, they don't know when or where the
consignment will be delivered. Another dealer confesses to Sean's murder, but Bianca makes a discovery.

(CC) N/A #105H(S)NPS

06:00a Molly of Denali
Heat Wave/It Came from Beyond

(CC) DVI #210H(S)PBS

06:30a Happy Yoga with Sarah Starr
Sunflower Woods

Bask in the serene sunflower beauty as you enjoy an accessible yoga practice using a chair for support. Includes a standing sequence designed
to create more freedom and mobility in your hips while building strength, balance and focus.

(CC) N/A #801H(S)NETA

07:00a Yoga In Practice
Opening to Self-Love

The most powerful relationship you will ever have is the relationship with yourself. Until you have cultivated love for yourself, it is difficult to fully
receive the love of others. We practice this in yoga by remembering our own value and worth even as we may face limitations in certain poses.
We will explore the idea of self-love in this class by working toward a basic backbend, Bridge Pose, and focusing on opening our shoulders and
chest...the "heart" of our bodies.

(CC) N/A #110H(S)APTEX

07:30a Curious George
Basic Training/A Wind-Er Wonderland

(CC) N/A #1303H(S)PBS

08:00a Daniel Tiger's Neighborhood
Daniel's Important Job at the Market/Daniel's Important Job at the Enchanted

Daniel and Dad help Prince Tuesday at the market. / Daniel is excited to plant flowers, but is upset when he gets the job of weeding. He learns
that everyone's job is important!

(CC) DVI #614H(S)PBS

08:30a Rosie's Rules
The Ice Pop Truck/Rosies Dollar Dilemma

Rosie wants to try the new ice pop from the Ice Pop Truck, but she needs to find an extra dollar to buy it. / Rosie gets a dollar after helping Tia at
the mercado, but she struggles to decide what to buy with it.

(CC) DVI #124H(S)PBS

09:00a Sesame Street
Hubert The Human Cannon Ball

Elmo and friends must help Hubert the Human Cannonball fly exactly 9 feet across Sesame Street when his cannon breaks. Will Hubert make it
into his bucket of blue gelatin?

(CC) DVI #5234H(S)PBS

09:30a Work It Out Wombats!
The Treeborhood Photo Album/Runway Recycling

Zadie creates a Treeborhood photo album to trace the growth of their beloved Tree from little, to big, to VERY big. / When Mr. E accidentally
polka-dances a sculpture to smithereens, he and Louisa hold a contest to replace it.

(CC) DVI #115H(S)PBS

10:00a Donkey Hodie
The Breakfast Bowl/Dancing Dandelions

Donkey and Panda compete against each other in the Breakfast Bowl. Can they still have fun if only one of them can win? / Donkey, Panda, and
Bob Dog plant Dancing Dandelion seeds and help each other find the right music to make the flowers grow.

(CC) DVI #201H(S)PBS

10:30a Pinkalicious & Peterrific
Snow Alarm/The Pinkest Reward

When the forecast says snow's coming, Peter and Pinkalicious build an alarm so they don't miss out on playing in the cold. / After Pinkalicious
earns a ribbon for helping out Pinkville the rest of her friends are inspired to make ribbons too.

(CC) DVI #501H(S)PBS

11:00a Elinor Wonders Why
Elinor's Fishy Friend/Do The Crane Dance

(CC) DVI #137H(S)PBS
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11:30a Nature Cat
Happy Halentine's Day/The Groundhog Way

Happy Halentine's Day - Tah-dee! It's Valentine's Day, Hal's most favorite holiday of all! And to celebrate, every year Hal shows his love by
handing out cards, flowers and candy to all of his Valentines, ending with a super special delivery of love to his mommy! But there's a slight
problem this year, Hal forgot to buy the gifts! Oh no, Valentine's Day is ruined! Never fear! Nature Cat has an idea - they can reuse items found in
nature and quickly make their very own Nature Valentines! Phew! The Groundhog Way - It's Groundhog Day! Today the Groundhog should tell
our pals if Spring will come early or if Winter will stay around longer. But the Groundhog has a different plan for this year, do nothing! He is not
going to come out of his burrow to make a weather prediction! Oh no! Why? Because in the last ten years he's been right only five times. He can't
stand the pressure and thinks it's time for someone else to do his job. Without the Groundhog, how will anyone know if spring will come early this
year? It's up to Nature Cat to save the day, to fill in for the Groundhog and make his very own weather prediction! Wait, how is he going to do
that?!

(CC) N/A #114H(S)PBS

12:00n Hero Elementary
Turtle Beach / Shine A Light On Me

Sparks' Crew travels to Turtle Beach to see baby turtles hatching, but instead find the beach filled with litter. Our heroes investigate how the
garbage got there and clean it up to make the path to the water clear and safe for the hatching turtles. Curriculum: Human activity has an impact
on the world around us, but we can take action to reduce the impact of human activity. / Sparks' Crew gathers at night to help search for a
missing superdog, Spotnado. When the dog gets ahold of a flashlight, they use what they learn about light to help catch the dog. Curriculum:
Objects can only be seen if light is available to illuminate them or if they give off their own light. Some materials allow light to pass through them,
others allow only some light through, and others block all the light.

(CC) DVI #113H(S)PBS

12:30p Xavier Riddle and the Secret Museum
I Am Kate Warne/I Am Sir Arthur Conan Doyle

(CC) DVI #122H(S)PBS

01:00p Steven Raichlen's Planet Barbecue
East Meets West

From caravans on ancient spice routes to navigations of Columbus and Magellan to transoceanic flights of modern airlines, the meeting of East
and West has profoundly influenced how we cook and eat. This show takes fusion cuisine to the grill. On the menu? "Good Luck Cluck"
(barbecued chicken with Thai curry), Lone Star Kalbi, and a grilled Pork and Cactus Salad bursting with Thai flavors. "Good Luck Cluck"
(Barbecued Chicken with Thai Curry); Pork and Cactus Salad with Thai Flavors; Lone Star Kalbi.

(CC) N/A #102H(S)APTEX

01:30p Daytripper
Spring, Tx

Chet visits this "Old Town" and discovers a lot of culture in this Houston suburb. He visits a museum about funerals, eats at Corkscrew BBQ, and
paddles a local creek.

(CC) N/A #1110H(S)NETA

02:00p Civilizations
The Second Moment of Creation

Examine the formative role of art and the creative imagination in the forging of humanity itself. Images and artifacts found in Africa, Asia, Europe,
Australia and South America testify to the urge to develop civilizations. Liev Schreiber narrates.

(CC) DVI #101H(S)PBS

03:00p Alma's Way
Basketball Birds/Looking for Litter

When Alma and Rafia find a bird's nest in the park's basketball hoop, they recruit their friends to help keep it safe. But when it's time to go home,
Alma tries to think of a way to protect the nest, even when her friends aren't around. After cleaning up the playground, Alma, her family, and
friends are surprised to find it full of litter again the next day! Alma and her friends go undercover and follow the litter clues to find out where the
trash is coming from.

(CC) DVI #111H(S)PBS

03:30p Wild Kratts
Quillber's Birthday Present

It's Aviva's birthday, and Chris and Martin decide to collect shed porcupine quills to make a beautiful necklace as a gift. As they tag along with an
African Crested Porcupine, they discover that animals have different ways and even some highly specialized features to defend themselves from
predators. For example, porcupine quills are modified hairs, designed by nature into a deadly defense. The Kratt brothers must use this amazing
defense to protect the porcupines from Zach's latest animal collection scheme.

(CC) N/A #135H(S)PBS

04:00p Odd Squad
Disorder in the Court

Disorder in the Court - In this half-hour episode, Olive is put on trial for causing oddness. Curriculum: Measurement; telling time on an analog
clock.

(CC) DVI #136H(S)PBS
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04:30p Arthur
Buenas Noches, Vicita/Prunella Packs It In

Buenas Noches, Vicita - Vicita Molina has lost her favorite book - a lovely South American tale of friendship and courage in the Amazon Jungle.
No book means no sleep for Vicita - or for any of the Molinas.  Since Vicita knows the story by heart, maybe D.W. and Arthur can help her find a
way to re-create it and get the family back to sleep. Prunella Packs It In - Everyone knows that elementary school is way too early to start thinking
about college - except for Prunella. Her older sister's anxiety about college is so contagious that Prunella piles on extra-curricular activities to
make her more "appealing." Will she crack under the heavy load? Or will she learn to relax and focus on the things that she actually enjoys?

(CC) DVI #1103H(S)PBS

05:00p Cat in the Hat Knows A Lot About That!
Maps/Termite Towers

Maps - Nick and Sally are pretending to be pirates. The Cat takes them on a real pirate adventure by following a treasure map! They use
landmarks to find their way to a real pirate treasure: parchment paper and ink pens to make their own pirate maps! Termite Towers - Sally and
Nick just can't seem to keep their block tower from toppling over. The Cat in the Hat takes them to meet some expert tower builders: the termites!
After shrinking down to bug-size, they learn from Terry termite how to build a tower that won't wiggle and wobble. With some engineering tips
from a termite, Sally and Nick can build their block tower higher than before!

(CC) DVI #113H(S)PBS

05:30p BBC News America (CC) N/A #2961H(S)WETA

06:00p PBS Newshour
Episode 36

(CC) N/A #14036H(S)NPS

07:00p Antiques Roadshow
Vintage Baltimore 2021 Hour 2

What are treasures from the 2007 ROADSHOW in Baltimore worth now? Appraisals include a Johnny Unitas Baltimore Colts championship
jacket, a B. J. O. Nordfeldt two-sided oil and a Klondike Gold Rush archive. One has more than doubled to $250,000.

(CC) N/A #2503H(S)NPS

08:00p Great Performances
Leonard Bernstein's Kaddish Symphony

Recorded in July 2022, Bernstein protege Marin Alsop conducts the Chicago Symphony Orchestra in a performance of Bernstein's "Kaddish"
Symphony at the Ravinia Festival. Creating a musical meditation wherein women's voices are the tether to the highest powers, and examining the
essential, eternal questions of humanity and faith, also featured are soprano Janai Brugger and Jaye Ladymore as narrator, along with the
Chicago Children's Choir.

(CC) N/A #4808#(S)NPS

09:00p How Saba Kept Singing
Musician David "Saba" Wisnia always believed that he survived the horrors of Auschwitz by entertaining the Nazi guards with his beautiful singing
voice. When his curious grandson, Avi, suspects there's more to the story, the pair embark on a journey that leads them into the mystery of
Saba's past. How Saba Kept Singing tells a story about faith, family and the power of discovery, proving love can grow and take hold in even the
grimmest of places.

(CC) N/A #0H(S)NPS

10:00p Amanpour and Company (CC) N/A #6036H(S)PBSPL

11:00p Energy Switch
Will Solar and Wind Power Our Future? Part 1

Solar and wind are now cheap new generation, but scaling up 25X is a big challenge.

(CC) N/A #103H(S)NETA

11:30p Sara's Weeknight Meals
Spot Prawns Vancouver

Spot prawns are so beloved in Vancouver they have an entire festival to celebrate the weeks they are in season. Sara learns fascinating facts
about the critters from a local commercial fisherman, then joins a Vancouver home cook to prepare a spot prawn risotto. Prawns are also on the
menu at the other end of the continent in Miami where a Cuban grandmother shows Sara her recipe for camarones enchilados after a spirited
food tour of the city's legendary Calle Ocho neighborhood.

(CC) N/A #1104H(S)APTEX
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12:00m Great Performances
Leonard Bernstein's Kaddish Symphony

Recorded in July 2022, Bernstein protege Marin Alsop conducts the Chicago Symphony Orchestra in a performance of Bernstein's "Kaddish"
Symphony at the Ravinia Festival. Creating a musical meditation wherein women's voices are the tether to the highest powers, and examining the
essential, eternal questions of humanity and faith, also featured are soprano Janai Brugger and Jaye Ladymore as narrator, along with the
Chicago Children's Choir.

(CC) N/A #4808H(S)NPS

06:00a Molly of Denali
Puppy Sitting/Big Dreams and Blue Skies

While Tooey and his family are away in Japan, Trini offers to puppy-sit his newest sled dog, Khi, and stick with his strict training routine. But Trini
accidentally teaches Khi some bad habits. Can she re-train Khi before Tooey comes home? / Molly is thrilled to learn about Ellen Paneok, who
inspired her mom to become a pilot, but is troubled to find there's barely any information about her anywhere. How can it be that this incredible
woman isn't included in the history books?

(CC) DVI #306H(S)PBS

06:30a Happy Yoga with Sarah Starr
Pastel Morning

Enjoy the pastel sunrise and calming waves as you experience a gentle seated yoga practice using a chair for support. Includes sun salutations
along with easy to follow yoga moves to create more mobility and flexibility in your neck, shoulders, chest, back, hips and more.

(CC) N/A #802H(S)NETA

07:00a Yoga In Practice
The Art of Connection

The art of yoga is really the art of connection. In our practices, we connect the body to the mind; the individual to the universal; the material to the
spiritual-and, in this class, the front body to the back body. In yoga terms, the front body represents our individual ego and the back body
represents an experience of oneness. Therefore, when we begin a pose from the back it invites us to connect to something bigger than
ourselves. Moving from the back body requires us to integrate the strength of the front body. Today, we use this connection in Snowbird and Boat
pose.

(CC) N/A #111H(S)APTEX

07:30a Curious George
Zoo Night/Charkie Escapes

Zoo Night - George is so entranced by the new, adorable baby panda at the zoo that he stays through closing time and is accidentally locked
inside. While trying to find the way out, he mistakenly opens a few wrong doors and finds himself surrounded by gorillas, giraffes, meerkats, and
penguins! Now George has to use his map of the zoo to put all the animals back in the correct habitats before they wake up the baby panda!
Charkie Escapes - Dog sitting Charkie is always a challenge but it's especially difficult today when George really wants to practice his soccer
kicks. Every time George comes up with a way of keeping Charkie tied up, Charkie comes up with a way of slipping out of her leash. It takes all of
George's problem solving skills to find a way to keep Charkie from running away...until George discovers that she likes playing soccer too.

(CC) DVI #113H(S)PBS

08:00a Daniel Tiger's Neighborhood
Everyone Has A Turn at Show and Tell/Daniel Takes Turns at the Pool

Daniel and his classmates learn how to take turns during Show and Tell. /At the Neighborhood pool, Daniel and Miss Elaina take turns playing
with the bubble wand. Later, he and Prince Wednesday take turns using a pool noodle.

(CC) DVI #616H(S)PBS

08:30a Rosie's Rules
Rosie The Message Delivery Kid / Javi's Growl

Rosie decides to be a message delivery kid and deliver messages to her neighbors, but her messages get all mixed up. / Javi temporarily loses
his voice, so Rosie must help him recover before they perform their El Coco play.

(CC) DVI #125H(S)PBS

09:00a Sesame Street
Fort Rudy

Elmo and Rudy are having a sleepover and building a pillow fort. But they don't have a pillow big enough for the roof. This is a problem! They
wonder what they can use to build a strong and sturdy roof. What if they use a blanket and weigh it down with heavy books so it doesn't fall
down? Let's try! It works. Elmo and Rudy didn't give up and built a pillow fort. Let the sleepover begin!

(CC) DVI #5218H(S)PBS

09:30a Work It Out Wombats!
Brother Day/Cafe Chaos

The key to a successful "Brother Day?" Make sure you ask the brother in question "Zeke" what he wants to do. / The key to being a successful
waiter? Make sure to remember everyone's order, and the order of the orders!

(CC) DVI #107H(S)PBS

10:00a Donkey Hodie
Speedy Delivery/Ruff Night

Turtle-Lou opens a Speedy Delivery service in Someplace Else. But how can he remember which neighbors get which packages? / The pals
have a sleepover at Bob Dog's house, and Donkey can't fall asleep. Can she change her bedtime routine just for tonight?

(CC) DVI #202H(S)PBS
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10:30a Pinkalicious & Peterrific
Dream Salon/The Duck Stops Here

At the Dream Salon, Pinkalicious gets the hair style of her dreams, which turns out not to be so dreamy after all. Peter is excited when a pink
duckling mistakes him as its Ducky Daddy, but he and Pinkalicious soon learn that having a duckling follow them around is not all it's quacked up
to be.

(CC) DVI #120H(S)PBS

11:00a Elinor Wonders Why
The Paper Trail/Bath Time

The Paper Trail - The kids are making a storybook when they run out of paper, so they decide to get more from the store. Unfortunately, the store
is out of paper too, so the kids wonder: where can they get more? This question brings them to Mr. Beaver's paper mill, where they learn that
paper comes from trees, and the trees come from- a tree farm! After learning all the steps and how nature plays a significant role in making
paper, the kids realize that it's important not to waste it. This inspires them to finish their story by drawing on the back of their old paper. Bath
Time - After Ari's parents let him skip bath time, he's determined to never have a bath again. This makes Elinor, Ari and Olive ask the question,
why do we have to take baths anyway? They learn all about the different ways animals keep themselves clean, but Ari is still adamant about
never bathing again. That is, until he starts to get really sticky and itchy, which disrupts his playtime. He finally gives in to bath time and makes
himself squeaky clean, but don't worry, he'll have plenty time to get dirty again tomorrow!

(CC) DVI #115H(S)PBS

11:30a Nature Cat
Make Room for Daddy Longlegs/Outerspace Detectives

(CC) N/A #408H(S)PBS

12:00n Hero Elementary
Back On Track / Switcheroo-Er

When a toy train display featuring a model replica of City Town is ruined, Sparks' Crew sets out to learn more about the landforms that make up
City Town and help to rebuild a new replica. Curriculum: Many different types of landforms can make up an area. / AJ invents a gadget that
switches everyone's powers. But, having different powers is harder than they thought. How can they use their new powers to get their old powers
back? Curriculum: When you need information to solve a problem, you can ask an expert.

(CC) DVI #136H(S)PBS

12:30p Xavier Riddle and the Secret Museum
I Am Ibn Batutta/I Am Beulah Louise Henry

(CC) DVI #134H(S)PBS

01:00p Steven Raichlen's Planet Barbecue
Grilling from Across The Pond

When Columbus landed in what is now the Bahamas in 1492, he initiated an East-West culinary exchange that continues to this day. This show
explores three European grill classics each with a New World twist. From Wood-Grilled Gazpacho with Serrano Ham Crisps to a unique Pearl
District Spiessbraten served with Jicama Salad. And for dessert? Spectacular Smoked, Torched Creme Brulee. Wood-Grilled Gazpacho with
Serrano Ham Crisps; Pearl District Spiessbraten with Jicama Salad; Smoked, Torched Creme Brulee.

(CC) N/A #103H(S)APTEX

01:30p Daytripper
Palacios/Matagorda, Tx

Chet heads to the coast where he eats at the classic Hotel Blessing buffet, explores a history as old as Texas, gets wet in the Gulf of Mexico, eats
some authentic Vietnamese food, and fishes in the dark.

(CC) N/A #1111H(S)NETA

02:00p Civilizations
How Do We Look?

Explore the many functions of the human image in art. Portraits, paintings and sculptures, both life-size and colossal, perform a role-assuaging
loss, expressing strength, inspiring fear-and were instrumental in depicting the human body today.

(CC) DVI #102H(S)PBS

03:00p Alma's Way
Chacho Gets A Bath/Frankie's Four Feet

(CC) DVI #128H(S)PBS

03:30p Wild Kratts
Flight of the Pollinators

When a miniaturized Chris gets covered with pollen and ends up sticking to a bee, he's off into the remarkable world of the pollinators. Martin,
Aviva, and the rest of the creature explorers must find Chris in an adventure that uncovers the amazing delivery system of plants and their animal
partners. They learn that plants use animals to help them make their seeds through a process called pollination.

(CC) N/A #132H(S)PBS

04:00p Odd Squad
Oscar of All Trades/Swamps 'n' Gators

Oscar of All Trades - Oscar tells Olive about his early days at Odd Squad. Curriculum: Numbers and counting; estimating. Swamps 'N' Gators -
Olive and Otto get trapped inside a board game. Curriculum: Number counting and operations; recognizing the number items in a set and adding
and subtracting.

(CC) DVI #137H(S)PBS
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04:30p Arthur
Binky's A Game/Brain and the Time Capsule

When Binky gets an "A" on a test, Muffy and Francine are convinced he cheated. Is it possible that Shelly "Binky" Barnes actually studied? Brain
makes a time capsule and gets overwhelmed by people asking to have their special belongings included. Will he make room for his friends, or will
he give them the boot?

(CC) DVI #2101H(S)PBS

05:00p Cat in the Hat Knows A Lot About That!
The Lost Egg/Hold On Tight

The Lost Egg - The kids are decorating the tree house for a party. The Cat knows the world's most fantabulous decorator: Stan the bower bird!
Stan teaches the kids how to decorate with almost anything--shells, leaves, and pebbles. Now they can have a party in their own fantabulously
decorated tree house! Hold on Tight - Nick is trying to hang onto the monkey bars but can't. The Cat takes him and Sally to meet the best holder-
on-ever, his tiny little friend Larry the limpet. After shrinking down to limpet size, Nick and Sally learn how to hang onto the rocks with the help of
natural hand- and footholds, some sticky stuff on their feet, and plain old perseverance. Now Nick knows that in order to stay on the monkey bars,
he needs to keep trying!

(CC) DVI #114H(S)PBS

05:30p BBC News America (CC) N/A #2962H(S)WETA

06:00p PBS Newshour
Episode 37

(CC) N/A #14037H(S)NPS

07:00p Finding Your Roots
Dna Mysteries

Henry Louis Gates, Jr. uses DNA detective work to solve mysteries in the family trees of actor Tea Leoni and radio host Joe Madison, introducing
each of them to parents and grandparents whose names they've never heard before.

(CC) N/A #612H(S)NPS

08:00p American Experience
Flood in the Desert

Explore the 1928 dam collapse, the second deadliest disaster in California history. A colossal engineering failure, the dam was built by William
Mulholland to ensure the growth of Los Angeles by bringing water to the city via aqueduct.

(CC) DVI #3403H(S)PBS

09:00p American Experience
Fatal Flood

In the spring of 1927, after weeks of incessant rains, the Mississippi River went on a rampage from Cairo, Illinois to New Orleans, inundating
hundreds of towns, killing as many as a thousand people and leaving a million homeless. In Greenville, Mississippi, efforts to contain the river
pitted the majority black population against an aristocratic plantation family, the Percys -- and the Percys against themselves. A story of greed,
power and race during one of America's greatest natural disasters.

(CC) DVI #1311H(S)PBS

10:00p Amanpour and Company (CC) N/A #6037H(S)PBSPL

11:00p Doctors On Call
Dr.'s Robert & Kristie Clark: Depression

(N) N/A #1808HSHPTV

11:30p Whitney Reynolds Show
Difficult Dialogue

Choosing to take on tough conversations for BIG CHANGE that's what happening with each guest on this program. From a woman who helps
halt gang violence, to an activist who is using his voice and platform to help stop the Asian hate. Plus two deaf podcast who's whole platform is
fueled by today's topic.

(CC) N/A #202H(S)NETA
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12:00m American Experience
Flood in the Desert

Explore the 1928 dam collapse, the second deadliest disaster in California history. A colossal engineering failure, the dam was built by William
Mulholland to ensure the growth of Los Angeles by bringing water to the city via aqueduct.

(CC) DVI #3403H(S)PBS

06:00a Molly of Denali
The Night Manager/Not So Permafrost

The Night Manager When the Sassy Ladies of Saskatoon arrive at the Trading Post a day early, Molly's confident that she and Trini can handle
checking them in using a handy guide for guests. But after a series of blunders caused by following the instructions in the guide, Molly realizes
she may be in over her head. Not So Permafrost When Molly and her friends arrive at their old clubhouse, they are surprised to find it half sunk
into the ground! Molly is determined to save the structure, but first she must solve the mystery of why it's sinking in the first place.

(CC) DVI #120H(S)PBS

06:30a Happy Yoga with Sarah Starr
Ocean Twilight

Gently stretch your body from head to toe as you relax with the ocean waves at sunset. Enjoy seated sun salutations and gentle stretches
designed to increase flexibility and mobility in your shoulders, back, hips, legs and more.

(CC) N/A #803H(S)NETA

07:00a Yoga In Practice
Where You Look Matters

As we age things tend to get stuck, both in our perspectives and in our bodies. In yoga, rotated poses can help get us unstuck. Twisting is
beneficial for our spines and our digestion, and helps to balance our physical energy. Such poses can also change our perspective from one point
of view to another as we twist. In this class we learn the basics of healthy rotations to aid in cleansing our organs, reinvigorating our spine, and
refreshing our perspective - because where you look matters.

(CC) N/A #112H(S)APTEX

07:30a Curious George
Twain A Fence and a Hard Place/Loafing Around

(CC) N/A #1304H(S)PBS

08:00a Daniel Tiger's Neighborhood
Daniel and Max Ask to Play/Daniel Asks to Play at the Music Shop

Daniel and Max see their friends playing, but don't know how to join in. They learn that sometimes, you just have to ask! /O the Owl is worried
about joining his friends, but when he asks if he can play too, they say yes!

(CC) DVI #617H(S)PBS

08:30a Rosie's Rules
President of the Sandbox / Dino Parade

Rosie and Javi both want to be in charge of the sandbox, so the kids hold an election to choose the president. / The Dino Parade is about to be
cancelled, so Rosie rallies her friends to form a marching band.

(CC) DVI #127H(S)PBS

09:00a Sesame Street
Gingerbread Man

Cookie Monster makes a gingerbread man following a storybook recipe, and he comes alive and runs away. He's too fast to catch. This is a
problem! They wonder if there's a something they can put under the net to catch him. What if they put a glass of milk under the net? Let's try! It
works! Cookie Monster and Elmo ask to be friends with the gingerbread man and they all play together.

(CC) DVI #5219H(S)PBS

09:30a Work It Out Wombats!
A Boxful of Snout / Postcard from Snout

Uh oh! The Wombats accidentally "gift-wrapped" Snout while helping Mr. E. Can they figure out which box he's in? / Zeke misses Snout, who's
accompanying Mr. E on a visit to Aunt Ida. Will a postcard from Snout chase away Zeke's blues?

(CC) DVI #117H(S)PBS

10:00a Donkey Hodie
Yodel Bird Sitting/Superhero Squabble

Donkey is baby-yodel-bird-sitting. But no matter what she tries, the baby won't nap. Can her pals help figure out what the baby needs? /Donkey
and Panda argue while playing their favorite superheroes. If they argued, can they still be friends?

(CC) DVI #133H(S)PBS

10:30a Pinkalicious & Peterrific
Invasion of the Flutterbugs/Ballet of the Bells

"Invasion of the Flutterbugs" The Pinkertons are shocked to find their house is suddenly swarming with Flutterbugs! What could possibly be
drawing them in and more importantly, how can Pinkalicious and Peter get them to leave? Curriculum: (Music) Exploring the musical concept of a
repeat song as a means to communicate, connect and make music. "Ballet of the Bells" Pinkalicious and Peter find a box of handbells and their
playing attracts the fairy, Bellerina! She tells them that if they continue practicing, even more fairies will come dance to their music. But can the
show go on when Peter accidentally breaks one of the bells? Curriculum: (Music) Bell music; bells make higher or lower pitches depending on
their size. Interstitial: Kids from the Boston City Singers discuss the fundamentals of singing.

(CC) DVI #207H(S)PBS
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11:00a Elinor Wonders Why
Butterfly Party/More Than One Right Way

Butterfly Party - It's Olive's mom's birthday, and Olive wants to organize something really special for her: a garden party with REAL butterflies.
But, how can they get butterflies to come to the party? The kids set off to observe butterflies and figure out that they like certain kinds of flowers,
and not others. Ms. Mole offers to let them transplant some butterfly-friendly plants from her garden to Olive's, and it works! Before long, Olive's
backyard is fluttering with butterflies, just in time for Olive's mom to enjoy her birthday party. More Than One Right Way - It's Halloween, and
Elinor, Ari and Olive arrive in the classroom to discover Ms. Mole putting up pumpkin decorations. The enthusiastic kids want to help, so Ms. Mole
suggests they make spiderweb decorations with yarn and glue. But, when each kid makes a different-looking spiderweb, they're not sure which
one is the most like a real web. After observing different spiders in nature, the kids realize that different kinds of spiders make different kinds of
webs, which means they were all right! They then head back into school to decorate the classroom and have a happy Halloween.

(CC) DVI #132H(S)PBS

11:30a Nature Cat
Enter The Dragonfly/Water Woes

Enter the Dragonfly - Nature Cat and his pals are assembled in Ye Olde Kingdom of the Backyard to play. The Knights of Nature! Huzzah! When
Ronald sees their shiny Knights of Nature helmets, he's entranced and wants one of his own. But not so fast, Ronald! Nature Cat explains that in
order to wear a helmet, Ronald must become a Knight of Nature by going on a quest, and his quest is to find a dragonfly! Huzzah! Water Woes -
Whaaaat?! Daisy's whole garden isn't looking so good. The plants are all droopy and way smaller than last year. Daisy explains that the reason is
because they are in a drought, which means it hasn't rained in a while. And since it hasn't rained, her rain barrel, which she uses to water her
plants, is totally empty. Even other woodland creatures are thirsty and looking for water because of the drought. Man oh man! Nature Cat and the
gang have to do something to help, but they can't make it rain! What they can do is learn to conserve water! Hooray!

(CC) N/A #206H(S)PBS

12:00n Hero Elementary
Bugging Out / Eager Beavers

Sparks' Crew is accidentally shrunk to the size of bugs and have to find their way out of an overgrown, weedy area. They are inspired by the
different abilities of insects and arachnids, and imitate those abilities to try to find their way out. Curriculum: Mimicking how insects and arachnids
use their body parts can help humans solve problems. / Sparks' Crew comes to the rescue of Lucita's grandmother when her favorite scenic spot
becomes flooded. Our heroes discover that beavers have built a blockage in the river. But why? Curriculum: Living things, such as beavers, can
change their environment to meet their needs.

(CC) DVI #116H(S)PBS

12:30p Xavier Riddle and the Secret Museum
I Am Jigonsaseh/I Am Sacagawea

(CC) DVI #136H(S)PBS

01:00p Steven Raichlen's Planet Barbecue
San Antonio Grill

San Antonio is the home base for this season of Planet Barbecue. One of only two cities in the U.S. designated a UNESCO Creative City of
Gastronomy, the Alamo City boasts a cuisine as colorful as its historic city center. Get ready for Carne Asado Breakfast Tacos, Jason Dady's
Oak-Smoked Cherry-Glazed Ribs, and Beef Cheek Barbacoa prepared by local smoke master Esaul Ramos. Carne Asado Breakfast Tacos;
Oak-Smoked Cherry-Glazed Ribs; Beef Cheek Barbacoa.

(CC) N/A #104H(S)APTEX

01:30p Daytripper
Mckinney, Tx

Chet visits one of the most vibrant historic squares in Texas. He dines on some "sugar bacon" and eats a monster burger. He then explores the
history of the town and golfs in a modern way at locally-based Top Golf.

(CC) N/A #1112H(S)NETA

02:00p Civilizations
God and Art

Trace the relationship between religion and art, which has inspired some of the most ingenious, affecting, majestic and breathtaking works of art
ever made. Yet beneath great works of religious art often lie conflict, intrigue and divine mysteries.

(CC) DVI #103H(S)PBS

03:00p Alma's Way
Socks for Sale/Alma's Animal Show

When Chacho chews holes in the socks that Alma was planning to donate for the Community Center's Bomba Drum Fundraiser, she has to figure
out a way to transform the holey mess into a new success. Alma offers to record Papi's animal show while he's busy and recruits her friends and
their talented pets to help. But Alma keeps messing up on the camera. Will this week's show be cancelled?

(CC) DVI #112H(S)PBS

03:30p Wild Kratts
Race to Goat Mountain

Chris and Martin, off to explore mountain bio-zones of Goat Mountain, bump into Paisley Paver. Paisley reveals her hideous plans for a
development dubbed "Asphalt Ascent". The brothers are horrified. Thinking fast, Chris challenges her to a race to the top of Goat Mountain.
Whoever gets to the peak first decides the future of the mountain ecosystem. Is there any creature in these steep slopes and dizzying heights
who can help Chris to victory? Enter the mountain goat!

(CC) N/A #704H(S)PBS
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04:00p Odd Squad
There Might Be Dragons/Dawn of the Read

There Might Be Dragons - When the power goes out in headquarters, Odd Squad must figure out a way to control the temperature of dragon
eggs. Curriculum: Measurement; using a thermometer and comparing temperatures. Dawn of the Read - Odd Squad takes on a page-turner of a
case at the local library, where books are mysteriously coming to life. Curriculum: Algebraic thinking; identifying number patterns; using deductive
reasoning to solve problems.

(CC) DVI #138H(S)PBS

04:30p Arthur
Arthur Goes to Camp/Buster Makes The Grade

This animated series is based on Marc Brown's best-selling books about Arthur Read, an eight-year-old aardvark, his sister D.W., and their family
and friends. The boys and girls go head to head with pranks when "Arthur Goes To Camp." But when the neighboring camp joins in, the kids put
their differences aside for the common good. Buster is in danger of failing third grade in "Buster Makes the Grade," so his classmates band
together to try to get him to take studying seriously.

(CC) DVI #107H(S)PBS

05:00p Cat in the Hat Knows A Lot About That!
Jump!/Slow Down for Sloths

Jump! - Nick and Sally can't jump high enough to get their balloon that is stuck up in a tree. Good thing The Cat knows some of the best jumpers
ever! Off they go to Jumpalaroo to learn how to jump from nature's masters: grasshoppers, a kangaroo, and even a flea! Slow Down for Sloths -
Nick and Sally are trying to draw a picture of a butterfly but can't get close enough to see it. Cat takes them to meet Onslow the Sloth, who
teaches the kids that when you slow down, the world comes to you. After lots of practice (and a race to see who's the slowest!), Nick and Sally
are now able to get closer to the butterfly and finish their picture!

(CC) DVI #115H(S)PBS

05:30p BBC News America (CC) N/A #2963H(S)WETA

06:00p PBS Newshour
Episode 38

(CC) N/A #14038H(S)NPS

07:00p Nature
Big Bend: The Wild Frontier of Texas

Roam the Wild West frontier land of the Rio Grande's Big Bend alongside its iconic animals, including black bears, rattlesnakes and scorpions.

(CC) DVI #3904H(S)NPS

08:00p Nova
Killer Hurricanes

Follow a team of experts investigating the Great Hurricane of 1780 that killed more people than any other Caribbean hurricane. Discover what
made the storm so deadly and whether mega-storms are more likely to strike in our rapidly changing climate.

(CC) N/A #4417H(S)NPS

09:00p Nova
Killer Floods

Uncover geologic fingerprints of colossal floods that violently reshaped the ancient world. Follow geologists around the globe as they reconstruct
catastrophic Ice Age floods more powerful than all the world's top ten rivers combined.

(CC) N/A #4418H(S)NPS

10:00p Amanpour and Company (CC) N/A #6038H(S)PBSPL

11:00p This American Land
Public Lands, Clean Water from Farmlands, Urine Recycling

In Montana, conservationists, landowners, business leaders and government officials consider the importance of the most important yet least-
known and understood conservation and access program in the U.S. - the Land and Water Conservation Fund. Farmers in Oklahoma use cover
crops and smart pasturing of livestock to reduce their use of chemical fertilizers, improve water quality, and increase their bottom line.
Researchers are finding useful purposes for recycled urine.

(CC) N/A #1008H(S)NETA

11:30p Outside: Beyond The Lens (CC) N/A #305H(S)APTEX
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12:00m Nova
Killer Hurricanes

Follow a team of experts investigating the Great Hurricane of 1780 that killed more people than any other Caribbean hurricane. Discover what
made the storm so deadly and whether mega-storms are more likely to strike in our rapidly changing climate.

(CC) N/A #4417H(S)NPS

06:00a Molly of Denali
The Whole Mitten Kaboodle/Eagle Tale

The Whole Mitten Kaboodle After realizing she's lost one of her favorite Suki mittens, Molly must retrace her steps around Qyah in order to track it
down. Eagle Tale It's Father's Day and Molly has the perfect idea for a gift - a storytelling performance complete with animal masks. Trini, Tooey,
and Oscar are ready and willing to perform... or they would be if Molly could get them organized! Luckily, Auntie Midge steps in with some tips
and tricks for staving off this Father's Day disaster!

(CC) DVI #125H(S)PBS

06:30a Happy Yoga with Sarah Starr
Golden Desert

Relax in the golden desert bloom as you enjoy easy to follow yoga moves for your whole body. Includes seated sun salutations along with gentle
stretches to create more ease in your neck, shoulders, chest, back, hips and more while using a chair for support.

(CC) N/A #804H(S)NETA

07:00a Yoga In Practice
Remembrance

To forget is part of being human. In our daily lives we often forget the big picture, we forget love is our essence, and we forget that we are all
connected. Forgetting, however, provides an opportunity...to remember...to awaken. Becoming more awake is a gift. On our mats we practice
remembering by awakening the various parts of our bodies and unifying them as an integrated whole. This class addresses remembrance and
the integration of the body in forward folds.

(CC) N/A #113H(S)APTEX

07:30a Curious George
George's Geode Jamboree/The Man with the Yellow Hair

At the museum, George stumbles upon a closed Earth Science exhibit. Inspired, George decides to start his own rock collection and finds a great
bunch of them in the park. Back at home, George accidentally cracks open a rock and is amazed to discover beautiful crystals inside! What else
could George break open that might have a surprise? As George goes to work cracking open fruits and household items, Professors Wiseman,
Pizza and Einstein realize that George's geode - and a trip to a special cave - might be exactly what the exhibit needs to be awesome again. /
The Country Square Dance is tonight and George and The Man with the Yellow Hat are on their way to get their shoes shined. George spots a
fun airplane chair through a storefront window and goes to investigate. It's a barber shop! The barber shows George some of his special
techniques and George is amazed. He never realized how fascinating hair is! When the barber steps out, George steps in - and ends up giving
Bill, Mr. Renkins, and The Man with the Yellow Hat unique hair styles memorable enough for the dance.

(CC) N/A #1413H(S)PBS

08:00a Daniel Tiger's Neighborhood
Daniel Visits School/Daniel Visits The Doctor

Daniel Visits School - Daniel is visiting school for the first time and he's a little nervous until he learns that asking questions so that he knows what
to expect is the best way to handle the anxiety that comes with new experiences. Daniel Visits the Doctor - Daniel is going to Dr. Anna for his
checkup - but he is very anxious! Mom Tiger teaches him that talking about the situation will help him feel calmer, so Daniel makes a book with all
the information he knows about the doctor.

(CC) DVI #102H(S)PBS

08:30a Rosie's Rules
Neighborhood Market Day / Rosie and Javis Slime Store

It's Neighborhood Market Day and Rosie searches for something to sell, but nothing seems quite right. / Rosie and Javi open a slime store, but
realize they don't have enough slime, so they have to make more.

(CC) DVI #128H(S)PBS

09:00a Sesame Street
Friendship Celebration

It's a friendship celebration on Sesame Street! Elmo and Zoe are practicing a dance for the celebration, but Zoe gets frustrated with Elmo for
struggling to learn the dance moves. Zoe learns to be careful with the words she uses after hurting Elmo's feelings over their friendship dance.
Guest: Amanda Gorman.

(CC) DVI #5220H(S)PBS

09:30a Work It Out Wombats!
Summerween/Make It Snow

The Wombats decide to celebrate a summer version of their favorite holiday - Halloween! / Zeke so wants to play in the snow, but it's summer
and the Everything Emporium does not sell snow. Next best thing? Build Zeke a giant snow globe!

(CC) DVI #110H(S)PBS

10:00a Donkey Hodie
Trolley Visits Someplace Else/Wish Upon A Fish

Ding-ding! Trolley visits Someplace Else for a big party. When the pals need help preparing, can they figure out what Trolley's dings mean? /
Donkey thinks her pet fish Rogers is magic and will help her do hard things. But is it magic or practice?

(CC) DVI #204H(S)PBS
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10:30a Pinkalicious & Peterrific
Missing Squeakykins/The Cloud-O-Matic

It's Pinkalicious' turn to take home the class pet, Squeakykins. But poor Squeakykins looks so bored! Pinkalicious and Peter build her a giant
maze - so big that Squeakykins gets lost! With Mommy's new Cloud-o-Matic machine, Pinkalicious can make clouds that look just like her
drawings. But too many clouds can be a problem, especially at the annual Sun Festival.

(CC) DVI #119H(S)PBS

11:00a Elinor Wonders Why
Backyard Soup/Colorful and Tasty

Backyard Soup - Elinor loves making "Backyard Soup," because all the ingredients come from their backyard garden. She's eager to try the same
recipe when she visits her grandma and grandpa, but their backyard is a lot different than Elinor's, because they live in the desert. Elinor learns
that different plants grow in different environments as she makes a whole different "Backyard Soup" with her grandparents, where the main
ingredient is cactus! Colorful and Tasty - Elinor and her friends are selling lots of yummy cupcakes, but the problem is no one is buying any. The
kids don't understand what's wrong, because everyone loves cupcakes. After observing how flowers attract bees through color and smell, they go
back to their bake sale and decorate the table with fantastic colors, and use a fan to spread the aroma of the cupcakes. Before they know it, the
place is "buzzing" and they sell every cupcake!

(CC) DVI #113H(S)PBS

11:30a Nature Cat
Garden Impossible/Agents of the Great Outdoors

Garden Impossible - It's a beautiful spring day when Daisy gets an urgent video chat from her best gardening pal, Petunia, who has moved to the
city. Petunia has gotten herself into a quite a pickle. The Urban Gardening Club is coming to consider her for club membership in a month. Only
trouble is, she doesn't have a garden, and she doesn't know how to grow one in the city. If she can't become a member of the Urban Gardening
Club, she doesn't know what she'll do. Not to worry! No garden is impossible for Daisy and her pals! Time to build a city garden! Tally ho! Agents
of the Great Outdoors - The Agents of the Great Outdoors are on a super-secret spy mission! Shhh! They're going undercover to find out if the
noises animals make are their own way of talking to each other, and whoever finds the answer will get the Golden Badge of Honor. Ooooh! It's so
golden and so badge-y and all at the same time. The Agents of the Great Outdoors are on the case! Time to find out if animals communicate!
Onward and Yonward!

(CC) N/A #207H(S)PBS

12:00n Hero Elementary
All Over The Map / Lights Go Down In City Town

A bird takes AJ's Twigcam and flies off with it while it is still sending footage of its flight. Sparks' Crew uses a map to help them identify the bird's
locations and follow it through Citytown. Curriculum: A map is a model of the land and its features. / Sparks' Crew is looking forward to seeing a
meteor shower, but the nighttime sky is too lit-up by the lights of the city. How can they make the sky darker so everyone can see the meteors?
Curriculum: People in cities use a lot of light at night, which makes it hard to see the night sky. But there are things they can do to reduce the
impact, like turning off lights.

(CC) DVI #109H(S)PBS

12:30p Xavier Riddle and the Secret Museum
I Am Billie Jean King/I Am Arthur Ashe

(CC) DVI #128H(S)PBS

01:00p Steven Raichlen's Planet Barbecue
Mexi-Que

Elsewhere in Latin America, grill masters make a virtue of simplicity (think salt only grilled steaks of Argentina and Uruguay). But Mexicans build
layer upon layer of flavor-marinating meats in recados (spice pastes) and adobos (chile and vinegar marinades), wrapping and grilling them in
aromatic leaves, and searing them over hardwood fires. Introducing three spectacular Mexican grill specialties. Pollo Asado; Grilled Swordfish
with Salsa Macha; Carne Enchilada.

(CC) N/A #105H(S)APTEX

01:30p Daytripper
Texas Capitol, Tx

Chet visits the 3 branches of Texas government with a behind-the-scenes tour of the capitol complex, the governor's mansion, and the Texas
Supreme Court.

(CC) N/A #1113H(S)NETA

02:00p Civilizations
Encounters

See how advances in seafaring and a thirst for trade and exploration sent human beings around the planet. Distant and disparate cultures met for
the first time, and art became the great interface by which civilizations understood each other.

(CC) DVI #104H(S)PBS

03:00p Alma's Way
Coqui Quest/Chalk The Block

It's one of those days where there's nothing to do, and the kids are looking for an activity. Inspired by Papi's story about how he used to look for
coqu's in Puerto Rico, Alma and friends search the park for the tiny frogs. But how fun can a game be when you're looking for something that;s
pretend? Andre has drawn a chalk art mural on the sidewalk from his building all the way to Alma;s house. He calls it "Chalk the Block," and
everyone is invited to come see it. But a heavy rainstorm washes his hard work away! Can Alma find a way to help Andre re-do his art before
everyone arrives?

(CC) DVI #108H(S)PBS
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03:30p Wild Kratts
Googly-Eye: The Night Guru

The Kratt brothers secretly "borrow" Aviva's half finished night vision goggles to go in search of a mysterious nocturnal creature. But when the
unstable goggles stop working, the brothers find themselves taken in by the nocturnal society of the tarsier. As they investigate, the Wild Kratts
team discovers that nocturnal creatures only come out at night and learn that eyes help a creature see by collecting the light that comes from
objects all around. But when the tarsier troop is in danger of losing one of their own, Chris and Martin must tap into their newfound understanding
of nocturnal living and help the troubled tarsier family.

(CC) N/A #139H(S)PBS

04:00p Odd Squad
It Takes Goo to Make A Feud Go Right/Friends of Odd Squad

It Takes Goo to Make a Feud Go Right - Olympia and Otis are tasked with calling a truce between feuding guests. Curriculum: using a Venn
diagram, 3D shapes: spheres and cubes. Friends of Odd Squad - Ms. O leaves headquarters in the hands of an unlikely crew. Curriculum: spatial
sense: mapping; position, location and direction.

(CC) DVI #232H(S)PBS

04:30p Arthur
Big Brother Binky, Parts I & II

In this special two-part episode, Binky's family adopts a baby girl from China. Binky receives the news of getting a baby sister with great
excitement, and he delights in helping prepare for her arrival and visiting China. Although at times Binky worries about how his life will change,
and more importantly, whether his new sister will even like him! - Binky becomes the proudest big brother in Elwood City.

(CC) DVI #1110H(S)PBS

05:00p Cat in the Hat Knows A Lot About That!
Chasing Rainbows/Follow The Prints

Chasing Rainbows - The kids are painting a picture of a rainbow but can't remember all the colors to use. Luckily for them, Cat takes them to
Color-ga-lore to meet King Kaleidoscope, an expert on rainbows! A musical number teaches them the proper color order, and a silly spray of
water leads them to discover how to make their very own rainbow! Follow the Prints - Nick and Sally are enjoying a backyard picnic when they
discover their last strawberry has gone missing! Who could have taken it? Cat's friend Cluey Looey can help them! They are off to Muddyfeet
Waterhole where they learn about how the differently shaped feet, paws, or hooves of various animals make differently shaped footprints. Back
home, they follow the prints and discover their strawberry was taken by a squirrel! Luckily, the Cat has some more!

(CC) DVI #116H(S)PBS

05:30p BBC News America (CC) N/A #2964H(S)WETA

06:00p PBS Newshour
Episode 39

(CC) N/A #14039H(S)NPS

07:00p This Old House
Newburyport | Powering Through

Before demo begins, the main power is disconnected. The old bump out is demoed, and the present bathroom is tested for asbestos. A carpenter
talks about working with Parkinson's Disease. The vinyl siding is removed to reveal the original clapboards.

(CC) N/A #4410H(S)PBSPL

07:30p Ask This Old House
Antique Pocket Door, Shaker End Table

Nathan and his dad, Bill, help install an 1800s pocket door with reclaimed hardware; Ross explains the technological advancements of induction
cooktops; Kevin meets maker Char Miller-King and build a Shaker-style-inspired end table together.

(CC) N/A #2110H(S)PBSPL

08:00p Home Diagnosis
The Truth About Home Building: Real Life of a Contractor

(CC) N/A #204H(S)NETA

08:30p Inspire
Women In Space

(N) N/A #306HKTWU

09:00p Great Performances
Leonard Bernstein's Kaddish Symphony

Recorded in July 2022, Bernstein protege Marin Alsop conducts the Chicago Symphony Orchestra in a performance of Bernstein's "Kaddish"
Symphony at the Ravinia Festival. Creating a musical meditation wherein women's voices are the tether to the highest powers, and examining the
essential, eternal questions of humanity and faith, also featured are soprano Janai Brugger and Jaye Ladymore as narrator, along with the
Chicago Children's Choir.

(CC) N/A #4808H(S)NPS
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10:00p Sunflower Journeys
Learning Opportunities

We start in Manhattan, KS, and are introduced to the S.A.V.E. Farm program which strives to encourage returning veterans to develop a career in
agriculture; then we visit the Washburn University campus and see how a workshop for high school and college students endeavors to turn out
the leaders of tomorrow through an interactive simulation program; and we discuss opportunities for 60+ seniors to audit college courses in
Kansas, tuition-free, and interview Bob King, an eager participant, and Steven Grenus from the Washburn University registrar?s office.

(N) N/A #3210H(S)KTWU

10:30p America's Heartland
Artichoke farmers reveal why you shouldn't be intimidated by this thorny but delicious crop. Journey up steep terrain in San Diego County to see
how farmers grow protea flowers for bouquets. Follow along as we cook up a sweet Caramel Apple Crisp. Meet Georgia farmers supplying
"imperfect" produce to the Atlanta Community Food Bank.

(CC) N/A #1708H(S)APTEX

11:00p This Old House
Newburyport | Powering Through

Before demo begins, the main power is disconnected. The old bump out is demoed, and the present bathroom is tested for asbestos. A carpenter
talks about working with Parkinson's Disease. The vinyl siding is removed to reveal the original clapboards.

(CC) N/A #4410H(S)PBSPL

11:30p Ask This Old House
Antique Pocket Door, Shaker End Table

Nathan and his dad, Bill, help install an 1800s pocket door with reclaimed hardware; Ross explains the technological advancements of induction
cooktops; Kevin meets maker Char Miller-King and build a Shaker-style-inspired end table together.

(CC) N/A #2110H(S)PBSPL
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12:00m Civilizations
The Second Moment of Creation

Examine the formative role of art and the creative imagination in the forging of humanity itself. Images and artifacts found in Africa, Asia, Europe,
Australia and South America testify to the urge to develop civilizations. Liev Schreiber narrates.

(CC) DVI #101H(S)PBS

06:00a Molly of Denali
Mystery in the Night Sky/Lights, Camera, Patak!

What is the mysterious light moving across the night sky above the Trading Post? Tooey is convinced it's aliens! When Grandpa Nat hears this
theory, he joins the kids on a night watch. Will aliens appear, or could it be something else? / Mr. Patak needs to record a carving demonstration,
but he's super camera shy! Molly and Tooey are determined to help, but bringing out the performer in Mr. Patak may be harder than they thought.

(CC) DVI #221H(S)PBS

06:30a Happy Yoga with Sarah Starr
Sunny Bloom

Soak up the sunshine energy in the bright spring bloom while enjoying a gentle seated yoga practice, great for all levels...especially beginners!
Stay low on your mat and experience the benefits of gentle yoga. Includes seated, all fours and supine stretches for your shoulders, back, hips,
legs and more!

(CC) N/A #805H(S)NETA

07:00a Yoga In Practice
Our Breath Is Our Conversation with the World

Focusing on the breath is one of the essential practices of Yoga. Breathing creates a dynamic conversation between ourselves and our
surroundings, connecting us to the world. In this episode Five Point Star opens us to our breath.

(CC) N/A #201H(S)APTEX

07:30a Curious George
George of the Desert/The Texture Game

(CC) N/A #1404H(S)PBS

08:00a Daniel Tiger's Neighborhood
Daniel's Babysitter/Daniel Goes to School

Daniel's Babysitter - Prince Tuesday comes to babysit Daniel Tiger while Mom Tiger and Dad Tiger go out dancing. As Daniel gets ready for bed,
he misses his Mom and Dad, but Prince Tuesday reminds him that they will be back soon. And when Tigey goes missing right before bedtime,
Daniel learns what a grr-ific babysitter Prince Tuesday is. Daniel Goes to School - When Daniel joins the rest of his friends at school, he doesn't
want his Dad to leave - until Dad Tiger reminds him that "grownups come back." Then, Miss Elaina loses her locket and misses her mom, Lady
Elaine. The kids help Miss Elaina find the locket and enjoy the rest of the school day. After lunch, the grownups return to the school.

(CC) DVI #103H(S)PBS

08:30a Rosie's Rules
Rosie On Ice / The Meteor Shower

Rosie's going ice skating with the Purple Knight, but when she decides not to wear a coat, she is too cold to skate. / Rosie and Javi find the
perfect spot to watch the meteor shower, but it's not as perfect as they thought.

(CC) DVI #129H(S)PBS

09:00a Sesame Street
A Home for Gecko

Elmo, Abby, and Chris are helping Zoe make a habitat for her new pet gecko, Gary. They fill a terrarium with soil, moss, rocks, and branches but
are missing a hiding place to keep Gary cool. This is a problem! They wonder what they can use for Gary's hiding spot. What if they use an empty
yogurt cup? Let's try! It works. They didn't give up and made the perfect hiding spot for Gary's new home.

(CC) DVI #5221H(S)PBS

09:30a Work It Out Wombats!
Bake It Til You Make It/Zoom-In Zadie

Louisa hatches a plan to trade mud pies for stickers, but Zeke can't remember his perfect mud pie recipe. / Mr. E yearns to paint a square, but
Quique's lessons aren't helping. Can Zadie's photos bring students to the class to inspire Mr. E?

(CC) DVI #112H(S)PBS

10:00a Donkey Hodie
Good Dog School/Panda Hodie

Bob Dog is nervous about his Good Dog School graduation. When his pals remind him of what he's good at, will he find the confidence to
graduate?/Panda loses his Super Porcupine puppet. If Donkey pretends she is Panda, can she find it for him?

(CC) DVI #116H(S)PBS

10:30a Pinkalicious & Peterrific
Monkey Dance/Royal Peacock Dance

Pinkalicious and Peter are surprised when they find a monkey outside their treehouse! While their new friend is lots of fun, she's also a bit of a
trickster - and pretty messy! What will Mommy say when she finds the kids monkeying around with Maisy the monkey? / Pinkalicious' class is
putting on a dance recital and whoever has the best posture gets to wear the Royal Peacock Crown! Rafael and Pinkalicious practice by
balancing a stack of precious objects on their heads, including Mommy's favorite tea cups. Who will get to be the Royal Peacock?

(CC) DVI #124H(S)PBS
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11:00a Elinor Wonders Why
The Little Drummer/Rest Is Best

(CC) DVI #136H(S)PBS

11:30a Nature Cat
The Petrified Wood Mystery/Nature Buddy Clubhouse

(CC) N/A #406H(S)PBS

12:00n Hero Elementary
Fair Weather / Home Sweet Home

It's the day of the Hero Elementary Fun Fair, but the weather turns rainy, then sunny, then rainy again. Sparks' Crew learns to recognize the signs
of changing weather in order to predict if the weather will be nice for the Fun Fair. Curriculum: Weather patterns -- including the interaction of
sunlight, temperature, clouds, and wind -- help people predict what the weather is going to be. / When a tree falls in the schoolyard, our heroes try
to find a new home for a chipmunk. But, what kind of home--or habitat--does a chipmunk need? Sparks' Crew will figure it out, one way or
another! Curriculum: The places where wild animals live have features that help meet the animals' needs.

(CC) DVI #110H(S)PBS

12:30p Xavier Riddle and the Secret Museum
I Am Zora Neale Hurston/I Am Charles Dickens

I am Zora Neale Hurston Xavier and Yadina are eager to read a new comic Brad has written, but Brad isn't so sure he can share this particular
story - it's very personal. What should he do? To the Secret Museum! Our heroes are sent back in time to meet an exceptional storyteller: Zora
Neale Hurston. We meet Zora as she enjoys listening to the tall tales being told on the porch of her corner store, before launching into a few tales
of her own. Listening to Zora tell her own personal stories, and watching her light up as she does, helps Brad to feel more comfortable with the
idea of sharing his own story with his best friends. Because stories are best when you share them with others. I am Charles Dickens Yadina is left
feeling bored on a rainy day after she's already played with ALL her toys - there's nothing left to have fun with. With no new toys to play with,
there's only one thing left to do... To the Secret Museum! Our heroes are sent back in time to meet someone who was seldom bored: Charles
Dickens. After a playdate with a young Charles, which involves zero toys but oodles of fun as they jump over "shark infested waters" and swim
with a funny octopus named Fanny, Yadina realizes that she doesn't need anything new to play with, because her imagination can make
everything more fun.

(CC) DVI #110H(S)PBS

01:00p Steven Raichlen's Planet Barbecue
Texas Trinity

Texas BBQ to many means brisket, but in this show, you'll experience the Texas Trinity: Grilled Quail with Pear Salsa and Blue Cheese Farroto
prepared by San Antonio master chef Jason Dady. Smoked and Grilled Rib-Eye Steaks accompanied by Smashed Potatoes. And a sizzling
sandwich, a Hot Gut Hero (beef sausage with pepper Jack cheese). It's the Texas Trinity hot off the grill. Grilled Quail with Pear Salsa and Blue
Cheese Farroto; Smoked, Grilled Rib-Eye Steaks with Jalapeno Horseradish Butter; Hot Gut Hero (Beef Sausage and Pepper Jack Cheese
Sandwich).

(CC) N/A #106H(S)APTEX

01:30p Daytripper
Lampasas, Tx

Chet travels to Lampasas, Texas to experience the art, sculptures, and historic "healing" springs of this North Hill Country town. He eats some
authentic German schnitzel, an Elvis-tested milkshake from Storm's, and some Mexican food by the creek.

(CC) N/A #1201H(S)NETA

02:00p Civilizations
Renaissances

Travel east and west to explore the connections and rivalries between Renaissance Italy and the Islamic empires that experienced their own
cultural flowering in the 15th and 16th centuries. Both spheres were open to influences flowing both ways.

(CC) DVI #105H(S)PBS

03:00p Alma's Way
Harper's Quick Change/All Rapped Up

When Alma, Harper, and Rafia see a quick-change video Safina made, Harper wants to make a video for her dad of her changing into her robot
costume that's just like it. The only problem is, they can't figure out how she changed her clothes so fast! They'll need a little help to make a video
of their own. Alma is supposed to help Eddie record a rap, but starts a rap circle with Junior, Andre, and Becka instead.

(CC) DVI #132H(S)PBS

03:30p Wild Kratts
Owl Odyssey

When the Wild Kratts gets marooned and lost a world away from the Tortuga, they must embark on a long journey home. The gang finds
inspiration in several owls that they encounter along the way. As owls live on every continent except Antarctica, Aviva thinks it must be a sign.
She has enough supplies and power to make one creature power suit and one only and ultimately it's up to owl power whether or not they ever
get back home.

(CC) N/A #703H(S)PBS

04:00p Odd Squad
Saving Agent Orson/The Scientist

Saving Agent Orson - The agents try and stop baby Agent Orson from getting kicked off the squad. Curriculum: using bar graphs, pie charts and
Venn diagrams to sort, classify and analyze data. The Scientist - Oona gets zapped to an alternate dimension. Curriculum: place value, number
operations.

(CC) DVI #233H(S)PBS
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04:30p Arthur
The Master Builders, Parts 1 & 2

Buster struggles to build a birdhouse that will save the community garden from pests, while Muffy and Francine design a cat toy that they think
will really change the pet toy game.

(CC) DVI #2102H(S)PBS

05:00p Cat in the Hat Knows A Lot About That!
A Long Winter's Nap/The Tree Doctor

A Long Winter's Nap - Sally and Nick are so excited to go ice skating tomorrow, that they can't fall asleep! Cat's friend Boris the bear can help! Off
they go to the Gleep-sneep Woods to learn how Boris gets ready to take his long winter's nap. Back at home, Nick and Sally follow Boris' advice,
and follow their own bedtime routine to get ready for bed. With the help of a bedtime story from Cat, they quickly fall asleep. The Tree Doctor -
Sally's little maple sapling hasn't grown any bigger! To discover why, the Cat in the Hat takes the kids to meet Dr. Twiggles. With the help of the
tree doctor and his songs, Nick and Sally discover how trees "eat"; - through their leaves and roots. They also learn that trees grow verrrry slowly.
A few more years and their maple sapling will grow into a maple tree!

(CC) DVI #117H(S)PBS

05:30p BBC News America (CC) N/A #2965H(S)WETA

06:00p PBS Newshour
Episode 40

(CC) N/A #14040H(S)NPS

07:00p Washington Week with the Atlantic (CC) N/A #6309H(S)NPS

07:30p Firing Line with Margaret Hoover
Guest: Richard Dreyfuss. Oscar winner Richard Dreyfuss discusses America's civics crisis and his initiative to restore civics education in public
schools. He weighs in on the state of discourse in the country and speaks out against diversity inclusion standards in Hollywood.

(CC) N/A #709H(S)NPS

08:00p Market to Market
News and commodity market analysis from the weekly journal of rural America.

(CC) N/A #4902H(S)IPTV

08:30p Real Ag
Farm Safety

(N) N/A #1101HSHPTV

09:00p Great Performances
Vienna Philharmonic Summer Night Concert 2023

Each summer, the world-renowned Vienna Philharmonic is joined by a guest soloist to perform an enchanting open-air concert under the direction
of a guest conductor from the magnificent gardens of Austria's Imperial Schonbrunn Palace, a UNESCO World Cultural Heritage Site.

(CC) N/A #4809H(S)NPS

10:30p One Voice: The Songs We Share
The Sacred

See how music once only performed in church is adapted by Elvis Presley, Johnny Cash, Aretha Franklin and other top artists to be shared
beyond the walls of the sanctuary.

(CC) N/A #101H(S)NPS

11:00p Real Ag
Farm Safety

(N) N/A #1101HSHPTV

11:30p Start Up
Ann Arbor T-Shirt Company

Jerry Kozak and Ricky Winowiecki began printing and selling t-shirts out of their college dorm with little success. After graduation, they borrowed
$16,000 from friends and family to buy their first commercial t-shirt printer. After a couple more years of dismal sales, business started to pick up.
The company got its first significant contracts and moved into a warehouse. With over 50 employees and two dogs, Ann Arbor t-shirt company
prints and embroiders over 500,000 shirts per year for clients all over the world. This is a story about resilience and absolutely refusing to give up.

(CC) N/A #812H(S)NETA
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12:00m Great Performances
Vienna Philharmonic Summer Night Concert 2023

Each summer, the world-renowned Vienna Philharmonic is joined by a guest soloist to perform an enchanting open-air concert under the direction
of a guest conductor from the magnificent gardens of Austria's Imperial Schonbrunn Palace, a UNESCO World Cultural Heritage Site.

(CC) N/A #4809H(S)NPS

06:00a Molly of Denali
The Whole Mitten Kaboodle/Eagle Tale

The Whole Mitten Kaboodle After realizing she's lost one of her favorite Suki mittens, Molly must retrace her steps around Qyah in order to track it
down. Eagle Tale It's Father's Day and Molly has the perfect idea for a gift - a storytelling performance complete with animal masks. Trini, Tooey,
and Oscar are ready and willing to perform... or they would be if Molly could get them organized! Luckily, Auntie Midge steps in with some tips
and tricks for staving off this Father's Day disaster!

(CC) DVI #125H(S)PBS

06:30a Agphd (N) N/A #1325HHEFTY

07:00a Market to Market
News and commodity market analysis from the weekly journal of rural America.

(CC) N/A #4902H(S)IPTV

07:30a Curious George
George's Geode Jamboree/The Man with the Yellow Hair

At the museum, George stumbles upon a closed Earth Science exhibit. Inspired, George decides to start his own rock collection and finds a great
bunch of them in the park. Back at home, George accidentally cracks open a rock and is amazed to discover beautiful crystals inside! What else
could George break open that might have a surprise? As George goes to work cracking open fruits and household items, Professors Wiseman,
Pizza and Einstein realize that George's geode - and a trip to a special cave - might be exactly what the exhibit needs to be awesome again. /
The Country Square Dance is tonight and George and The Man with the Yellow Hat are on their way to get their shoes shined. George spots a
fun airplane chair through a storefront window and goes to investigate. It's a barber shop! The barber shows George some of his special
techniques and George is amazed. He never realized how fascinating hair is! When the barber steps out, George steps in - and ends up giving
Bill, Mr. Renkins, and The Man with the Yellow Hat unique hair styles memorable enough for the dance.

(CC) N/A #1413H(S)PBS

08:00a Work It Out Wombats!
A Boxful of Snout / Postcard from Snout

Uh oh! The Wombats accidentally "gift-wrapped" Snout while helping Mr. E. Can they figure out which box he's in? / Zeke misses Snout, who's
accompanying Mr. E on a visit to Aunt Ida. Will a postcard from Snout chase away Zeke's blues?

(CC) DVI #117H(S)PBS

08:30a Daniel Tiger's Neighborhood
Daniel Visits School/Daniel Visits The Doctor

Daniel Visits School - Daniel is visiting school for the first time and he's a little nervous until he learns that asking questions so that he knows what
to expect is the best way to handle the anxiety that comes with new experiences. Daniel Visits the Doctor - Daniel is going to Dr. Anna for his
checkup - but he is very anxious! Mom Tiger teaches him that talking about the situation will help him feel calmer, so Daniel makes a book with all
the information he knows about the doctor.

(CC) DVI #102H(S)PBS

09:00a Sesame Street
The Missing Goat Mystery

Elmo, Rosita, and Grover are at the farm today! While they help Farmer Todd take care of goats, they find out that one of the goats, Kudzu, is
missing. This is a problem! They help Farmer Todd by looking for clues, following hoof prints, and listening closely for bleating sounds until they
find Kudzu at the orchard munching on an apple.

(CC) DVI #5225H(S)PBS

09:30a Rosie's Rules
The Ice Pop Truck/Rosies Dollar Dilemma

Rosie wants to try the new ice pop from the Ice Pop Truck, but she needs to find an extra dollar to buy it. / Rosie gets a dollar after helping Tia at
the mercado, but she struggles to decide what to buy with it.

(CC) DVI #124H(S)PBS

10:00a Donkey Hodie
Trolley Visits Someplace Else/Wish Upon A Fish

Ding-ding! Trolley visits Someplace Else for a big party. When the pals need help preparing, can they figure out what Trolley's dings mean? /
Donkey thinks her pet fish Rogers is magic and will help her do hard things. But is it magic or practice?

(CC) DVI #204H(S)PBS

10:30a Diy Science Time
Optical Illusions

Mister C and the Science Crew have all the tricks to make science exciting today. There is more than meets the eye when you try these cool
optical illusions.

(CC) N/A #112H(S)NETA
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11:00a Paint This with Jerry Yarnell
Beside Still Waters, Part 4

In the episode, Jerry shows his viewers how to paint the stones and miscellaneous details on the bridge. He continues by painting in the form
highlights on the rocks along the shoreline and on the large tree trunks. He continues by adding additional tree limbs and miscellaneous
intermediate details along shoreline and pathway.

(CC) N/A #3108H(S)NETA

11:30a Make It Artsy
Your Home

You may be spending a little more time at home lately. Shape up your rooms with some new looks. First, host Julie Fei Fan Balzer creates quilt
block pillow covers - change them up for an instant update. Then, it's movie night with Lynn Lilly from her home studio - make a personalized
party right at home. Last is a color study - blue.

(CC) N/A #905H(S)NETA

12:00n Creative Living
What is a Zentangle? Deborah Pace is an artist and designer, and she's going to explain what a Zentangle is, how it got started and what
supplies are needed. She'll also talk about what surfaces you can use to create this art form. Deborah's company is AarTvark Cre8tions. Theresa
Cifali, mixed media artist and owner of The Altered Canvas, will show how to create your own background paper to coordinate with cards,
scrapbooking and other paper crafts. She will demonstrate two different techniques for doing this.

(CC) N/A #6921H(S)KENW

12:30p This Old House
Atlanta | Families Meet

The renovation of the 1890s Victorian whose former owner was a pillar in the community for civil rights is complete. The family of the former
owner meets the current homeowners. The crew gets a tour of the new spaces. The lending library is mounted.

(CC) N/A #4408H(S)PBSPL

01:00p Woodsmith Shop
Roll-Around Tool Cabinet

There's a lot to like this in handy cabinet: it has plenty of storage and organization options, it rolls wherever you need it, and it looks great. You
might just end up using it in the house for storing pantry or craft supplies. Find out just how easy it is to make on this episode.

(CC) N/A #1413H(S)NETA

01:30p American Woodshop
Shaker Inspired Tall Case Maple Clock

Special Bird's-Eye and Tiger Maple woods combine to recreate this tall case masterpiece.

(CC) N/A #2702H(S)NETA

02:00p Garage with Steve Butler
Yard Games

Steve builds some yard games, guaranteed to create some backyard fun.

(CC) N/A #108H(S)NETA

02:30p Chef's Life
Shake, Rattle, and Pole (Beans)

Vivian struggles to scrounge up enough green beans to add to the menu at Chef & the Farmer, where a new chef is firmly in place. Mrs. Tessie
Mae gives her a golf cart tour of her garden, an intro to pickled pork and a lesson in snapping pole beans.

(CC) N/A #502H(S)PBS

03:00p America's Test Kitchen
Two Simple Pastas

Test cook Keith Dresser makes host Julia Collin Davison Pasta Cacio e Uova. Equipment expert Adam Ried reviews chef's knives under $75.
Test cook Dan Souza makes host Bridget Lancaster Orecchiette with Broccoli Rabe and Sausage.

(CC) N/A #2304H(S)APTEX

03:30p Cook's Country
Fried Bites

Host Bridget Lancaster makes Popcorn Chicken, and Toni Tipton-Martin talks about the snack's inventor. Equipment expert Adam Reid shares
his top pick for electric deep fryers. Bryan Roof makes Gobi Manchurian, and Lawman Johnson fries up Crispy Vegetable Fritters.

(CC) N/A #1401H(S)APTEX

04:00p Fons & Porter's Love of Quilting
Shine Bright

What happens when you combine classic chaining patchwork with a rainbow of stars? You get a quilt that will Shine Bright! For this quilt, Sara
Gallegos showcases some black-and-white checkerboards for her Double Irish Chain design, and adds sparkle with rainbow-hued Friendship
Stars. For an extra dash of delight, Sara adds a scrappy flange binding in a rainbow of colors!

(CC) N/A #4205H(S)NETA
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04:30p It's Sew Easy
Seams and Facings

Learn how to professionally finish your sewing projects - seams and facings are one of the most important elements. First, Lindsey Johns shows
how to select the right seam for the job. Then, Angela Wolf is on location with the Bella Top and neckline techniques including the v-neck and the
proper facing technique.

(CC) N/A #2103H(S)NETA

05:00p Knit and Crochet Now
Mukluk Boots

Kristin Omdahl starts us off with Mukluk Crochet Boots. You'll stay warm and trendy with these adorable booties complimented by Bobbles and
tassels. Up next is the Solitude Lace Knit Scarf with Lena in our stitch corner. Then it's time for the knit version of our mukluk boots. Lounge
around in comfort and style with these unique boots.

(CC) N/A #1206H(S)NETA

05:30p Garden Smart
An Iconic Southern Garden

GardenSMART visits a beautiful garden with deep roots in history, and a long legacy. As our gardens mature, how should we keep them healthy
and interesting? We visit a great location that has an accomplished gardener who maintains a tremendous garden, yet still keeps it relevant
today. Tune in as we GardenSMART.

(CC) N/A #7204H(S)NETA

06:00p Cottonwood Connections
History Makers

(N) N/A #208HSHPTV

06:30p Rick Steves' Europe
The Best of Sicily

This tour of Sicilian highlights starts in Palermo, where Rick sings with the merchants in the markets, joins locals in their passeggiata, drops in on
a contessa, and marvels at the Romanesque cathedral of Monreale. Then he sips wine on the slopes of Mount Etna, munches cannoli, ponders
Greek temples at Agrigento, admires Roman mosaics at the Villa of Casale, and marvel at the view from the Greek theater in Taormina.

(CC) N/A #1008H(S)APTEX

07:00p The Lawrence Welk Show
Academy Awards (Tanya Roberts)

Jack Benny plays first fiddle with the Welk band! Benny's hilarious monologue and violin solo highlight a show which features great movie songs
like Guy and Ralna singing "Buttons and Bows", Bobby and Cissy dance to the "Theme from Love Story", and other winners on the list include
major hits such as "Never on Sunday", "Georgy Girl", and "Born Free".

(CC) N/A #1902H(S)OETA

08:00p Harmonies for Healing: Under The Streetlamp (CC) N/A #102H(S)APTEX

09:00p Front and Center
Mika Live at the Paris Philharmonic

The Lebanese-British pop star's sold-out performance with the National Orchestra of Ile-de-France features his debut breakout hit "Grace Kelly,"
"Origin of Love," "Toy Boy," and more from the classically trained showman whose glittery style and emotive falsetto have earned him
comparisons to Freddie Mercury.

(CC) N/A #1102H(S)APTEX

10:00p Austin City Limits
The War On Drugs

Grammy-winning modern rockers The War On Drugs perform songs from their acclaimed LP I Don't Live Here Anymore.

(CC) N/A #4810H(S)PBSPL

11:00p Sound On Tap
Glass Townes

Glass Townes is a versatile indie pop band based in El Paso, Texas. Heavily influenced by a number of genres, they aim to create original music
with diversity that enables the listener to see the world in a different light.

(CC) N/A #408H(S)NETA

11:30p Songs at the Center
Songs at the Center's Annual Compilation Show

All the best music and Eric Gnezda interviews from the past season that we simply didn't have time to include in our previous twelve weekly 30
minute episodes. This is a fan favorite and, simply, the fastest, most entertaining 30 minutes in Music Television anywhere.

(CC) N/A #913H(S)
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12:00m Nova
Killer Floods

Uncover geologic fingerprints of colossal floods that violently reshaped the ancient world. Follow geologists around the globe as they reconstruct
catastrophic Ice Age floods more powerful than all the world's top ten rivers combined.

(CC) N/A #4418H(S)NPS

06:00a Molly of Denali
Mystery in the Night Sky/Lights, Camera, Patak!

What is the mysterious light moving across the night sky above the Trading Post? Tooey is convinced it's aliens! When Grandpa Nat hears this
theory, he joins the kids on a night watch. Will aliens appear, or could it be something else? / Mr. Patak needs to record a carving demonstration,
but he's super camera shy! Molly and Tooey are determined to help, but bringing out the performer in Mr. Patak may be harder than they thought.

(CC) DVI #221H(S)PBS

06:30a Alma's Way
Harper's Quick Change/All Rapped Up

When Alma, Harper, and Rafia see a quick-change video Safina made, Harper wants to make a video for her dad of her changing into her robot
costume that's just like it. The only problem is, they can't figure out how she changed her clothes so fast! They'll need a little help to make a video
of their own. Alma is supposed to help Eddie record a rap, but starts a rap circle with Junior, Andre, and Becka instead.

(CC) DVI #132H(S)PBS

07:00a Wild Kratts
Owl Odyssey

When the Wild Kratts gets marooned and lost a world away from the Tortuga, they must embark on a long journey home. The gang finds
inspiration in several owls that they encounter along the way. As owls live on every continent except Antarctica, Aviva thinks it must be a sign.
She has enough supplies and power to make one creature power suit and one only and ultimately it's up to owl power whether or not they ever
get back home.

(CC) N/A #703H(S)PBS

07:30a Curious George
George of the Desert/The Texture Game

(CC) N/A #1404H(S)PBS

08:00a Work It Out Wombats!
Bake It Til You Make It/Zoom-In Zadie

Louisa hatches a plan to trade mud pies for stickers, but Zeke can't remember his perfect mud pie recipe. / Mr. E yearns to paint a square, but
Quique's lessons aren't helping. Can Zadie's photos bring students to the class to inspire Mr. E?

(CC) DVI #112H(S)PBS

08:30a Daniel Tiger's Neighborhood
Daniel's Babysitter/Daniel Goes to School

Daniel's Babysitter - Prince Tuesday comes to babysit Daniel Tiger while Mom Tiger and Dad Tiger go out dancing. As Daniel gets ready for bed,
he misses his Mom and Dad, but Prince Tuesday reminds him that they will be back soon. And when Tigey goes missing right before bedtime,
Daniel learns what a grr-ific babysitter Prince Tuesday is. Daniel Goes to School - When Daniel joins the rest of his friends at school, he doesn't
want his Dad to leave - until Dad Tiger reminds him that "grownups come back." Then, Miss Elaina loses her locket and misses her mom, Lady
Elaine. The kids help Miss Elaina find the locket and enjoy the rest of the school day. After lunch, the grownups return to the school.

(CC) DVI #103H(S)PBS

09:00a Sesame Street
Kind Alan

Elmo, Rosita, and Julia are disappointed that their plans changed, and they cant have storytime with Alan right now. To help the waiting go by,
they paint pictures of all the kind things Alan has done for them, like giving them snacks, playing with them, and reading them books. They come
up with the idea of putting the paintings together to make their own book and then tell their new story to Alan.

(CC) DVI #5222H(S)PBS

09:30a Rosie's Rules
Rosie The Message Delivery Kid / Javi's Growl

Rosie decides to be a message delivery kid and deliver messages to her neighbors, but her messages get all mixed up. / Javi temporarily loses
his voice, so Rosie must help him recover before they perform their El Coco play.

(CC) DVI #125H(S)PBS

10:00a Donkey Hodie
Good Dog School/Panda Hodie

Bob Dog is nervous about his Good Dog School graduation. When his pals remind him of what he's good at, will he find the confidence to
graduate?/Panda loses his Super Porcupine puppet. If Donkey pretends she is Panda, can she find it for him?

(CC) DVI #116H(S)PBS

10:30a Biz Kid$
Movin' On Out

Check out this kid's guide to the true cost of cutting the cord and being independent. This episode takes you through it all - budgeting,
roommates, finding a place, and learning about all the hidden costs that Mom and Dad used to pay for you. Meet seven girls who figured out how
to share finances and the hairdryer. So how much does it cost to live on your own? More than you think!

(CC) DVI #503(S)APTEX
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11:00a Curious Crew
Matter

Lava lamps, slo-motion balls, clouds in bottles and more! The Curious Crew discovers that solids, liquids and gasses take up space, has mass
and are all made of matter. STEM Challenge: Making Sculpting Putty. Curious About Careers: Energy Troubleshooter Adel Pascaris.

(CC) N/A #410H(S)NETA

11:30a Make48
Innovate, Build, Invent!, Pt. 1

We dive deep into the hands-on brainstorming and prototyping stage. This is the meat of the series with lots of inventing, building, innovating and
collaborating! By this time we really know each team and can personally connect with their efforts! It is a full on educational toy workshop with lots
of team action.

(CC) N/A #403H(S)APTEX

12:00n Market to Market
News and commodity market analysis from the weekly journal of rural America.

(CC) N/A #4902H(S)IPTV

12:30p Motorweek (CC) N/A #4251H(S)PBSPL

01:00p Real Ag
Air Spraying

(N) N/A #1102HSHPTV

01:30p Plan Stronger TV
Financial Prep for Natural Disasters

David Holland is joined by CFP Professional, Lili Vasileff, who explores the challenges of financial infidelity. CFP Professional, Reshell Smith, lays
out the financial preparations we need to make for natural disasters. Our Financial Panel discusses the challenge of student loan debt for people
of color and explores helpful strategies for anyone facing this debt.

(CC) N/A #611H(S)ACCES

02:00p Classic Gospel
Bill Gaither's Country Gospel Favorites

Enjoy performances from some of country music's most acclaimed artists, featuring some of Bill Gaither's favorite moments alongside country
gospel recording artists. Household names such as the Oak Ridge Boys, George Jones, Ronnie Milsap, the Statler Brothers and more deliver
powerhouse gospel songs with their signature twang and a whole lot of heart.

(CC) N/A #1407H(S)NETA

03:00p Your Fantastic Mind
Balance and Movement

Cutting edge research that shows how stimulation of the vagus nerve can help patients regain arm function up to a decade after a stroke.
Researchers at Emory/Georgia Tech who are studying the science of movement including the neuromechanics of human balance and gait. Their
research shows that cognitive stiffness is connected to physical stiffness and vice versa and that improving one area can improve the other.

(CC) N/A #205H(S)NETA

03:30p Doctors On Call
Dr. Tyrel Somers: General Health

(N) N/A #1801HSHPTV

04:00p Antiques Roadshow
Vintage Baltimore 2021 Hour 2

What are treasures from the 2007 ROADSHOW in Baltimore worth now? Appraisals include a Johnny Unitas Baltimore Colts championship
jacket, a B. J. O. Nordfeldt two-sided oil and a Klondike Gold Rush archive. One has more than doubled to $250,000.

(CC) N/A #2503H(S)NPS

05:00p PBS News Weekend (CC) N/A #2018H(S)NPS

05:30p History with David Rubenstein
Simon Winchester

(CC) N/A #403H(S)PBSPL

06:00p Celebrity Antiques Road Trip
Dame Diana Rigg and Neil Dudgeon

(CC) N/A #402H(S)PBSPL

07:00p Little Women On Masterpiece
Part One

With their father away at war, sisters Meg, Jo, Beth and Amy March come to terms with their new life, alongside their mother, Marmee. The girls
make friends with Laurie, the new boy next door.

(CC) N/A #4815H(S)PBS
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08:00p Little Women On Masterpiece
Part Two

The March family fears the worst when Mr. March falls ill. As circumstances change for Meg, Jo, Beth and Amy, the family must come together to
face their most difficult challenge yet.

(CC) N/A #4816H(S)PBS

09:00p Little Women On Masterpiece
Part Three

The March family fears the worst when Mr. March falls ill. As circumstances change for Meg, Jo, Beth and Amy, the family must come together to
face their most difficult challenge yet.

(CC) N/A #4817H(S)PBS

10:00p Austin City Limits
The War On Drugs

Grammy-winning modern rockers The War On Drugs perform songs from their acclaimed LP I Don't Live Here Anymore.

(CC) N/A #4810H(S)PBSPL

11:00p Little Women On Masterpiece
Part One

With their father away at war, sisters Meg, Jo, Beth and Amy March come to terms with their new life, alongside their mother, Marmee. The girls
make friends with Laurie, the new boy next door.

(CC) N/A #4815H(S)PBS
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12:00m Little Women On Masterpiece
Part Two

The March family fears the worst when Mr. March falls ill. As circumstances change for Meg, Jo, Beth and Amy, the family must come together to
face their most difficult challenge yet.

(CC) N/A #4816H(S)PBS

06:00a Molly of Denali
The Qyah Ice Classic/The Great Qyah Cleanup

Spring is coming, and soon the river ice will break, but when? All of Qyah is making their guesses, and the one that comes closest earns a
special prize! Do Molly and her friends have a shot at the win? / Spring has sprung, and the whole village pitches in to clean up Qyah. Molly and
Tooey discover a mystery piece of trash that turns out to be treasure.

(CC) DVI #209H(S)PBS

06:30a Happy Yoga with Sarah Starr
Sunflowers and Honeybees

Re-energize in a field of sunflowers and honeybees as you experience a total body stretch while using a chair for support. Includes lower body
moves to build strength and stamina along with gentle stretches for your shoulders, chest, back, hips and more.

(CC) N/A #806H(S)NETA

07:00a Yoga In Practice
Your Practice Is A Journey

Like any journey to unknown places, the practice of yoga changes your experience and your perspective. Approach your practice today as you
would any journey...with trust, curiosity, and courage. Bow Pose and Camel will help us to move into new experiences.

(CC) N/A #202H(S)APTEX

07:30a Curious George
Curious George and the Dam Builders/Curious George's Low High Score

Curious George and the Dam Builders - George gets acquainted with a family of beavers when he notices the impact their dam has on his
favorite pond. Building a dam looks like so much fun that George decides to build his own. But when a sudden downpour sweeps both dams
away, George and the beavers have to figure out how to repair the damage together or their beloved pond won't be a good place for beavers or
monkeys! Curious George's Low High Score - George can't understand why his high score of 257 isn't a winner when he plays his first game of
mini-golf with Steve and Betsy. How can a small number be worth more than a big number? After getting the lowdown on the principles of mini-
golf, George is determined to get a low score next time, and so he builds his own mini-golf course for practice.

(CC) DVI #115H(S)PBS

08:00a Daniel Tiger's Neighborhood
Daniel's Allergy/Allergies at School

Daniel's Allergy - When Daniel tries a peach for the first time, he learns he is allergic to the fruit. Dad and Doctor Anna take care of him, and
Doctor Anna tells Daniel how he can take care of himself, too. Allergies at School - Daniel is celebrating the 100th day at school. He tells Teacher
Harriet and his friends that he is allergic to peaches. Teacher Harriet, Katerina, Miss Elaina, O the Owl, and Prince Wednesday take care of
Daniel by helping him avoid peaches. They all take care of each other in different ways throughout the school day. Strategy: We take care of
each other.

(CC) DVI #304H(S)PBS

08:30a Rosie's Rules
President of the Sandbox / Dino Parade

Rosie and Javi both want to be in charge of the sandbox, so the kids hold an election to choose the president. / The Dino Parade is about to be
cancelled, so Rosie rallies her friends to form a marching band.

(CC) DVI #127H(S)PBS

09:00a Sesame Street
Sesame Street Sitters

Grover and Cookie Monster help Chris babysit. Chris teaches them how to take care of a baby by learning how the baby communicates, like
when she is hungry or needs a nap.

(CC) DVI #5223H(S)PBS

09:30a Work It Out Wombats!
Me Time/Zadie and the Really Big, Really Loud Noisy Thing

After discovering that Super takes an hour for herself every day, the Wombats go on a quest to create the perfect "Me Time."/After a too-calm
"Quiet Day," Zadie yearns to make some noise with her Really Big, Really Loud Noisy Thing!

(CC) DVI #108H(S)PBS

10:00a Donkey Hodie
Feelings Detectives/Clyde's Cloudy Day

Duck Duck has a super big feeling, but she doesn't know what it is. Detectives Donkey and Panda are on the case! / When Clyde feels sad, the
pals want to help him feel better, but he needs time. They give him time until he is ready to play.

(CC) DVI #203H(S)PBS
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10:30a Pinkalicious & Peterrific
Garden Gnome Party/That Unicorn Feeling

Norman turns down an invitation to a garden gnome party because he can't dance the Big Jig. With a little help from Edna, the gnome,
Pinkalicious and Peter help Norman point, hop, and step his way to the party. To Pinkalicious, Goldie the unicorn is her best friend - but to
Kendra, Goldie doesn't exist! When Kendra accidentally causes Goldie to go missing, she's determined to find her - but first she has to learn to
"see" her.

(CC) DVI #118H(S)PBS

11:00a Elinor Wonders Why
Olive's Library/Nature Walk

Olive's Library - It's Olive's birthday party and everyone has given her a book as a present, which makes Olive very happy. However, when she
goes to her room to put them away, Olive finds there's no more room. Her shelf is CRAMMED full of books. What should she do with all these
books? While outside playing, the kids observe how ants share food by storing it in a special communal room. Inspired by this, the kids help Olive
make a little lending library so she can share her books with everyone in Animal Town! Nature Walk - It's Nature Day at school and Elinor, Olive
and Ari have to make a Nature Walk at recess. But, it's a windy day and they run into problems when their arrow signs keep blowing over,
confusing their classmates and causing them to get turned around on the nature path. Fortunately, the three kids learn how to improve their signs
by copying an idea from the trees: underground roots! The kids bury the bottom part of their arrow signs, just like a tree, which works perfectly.

(CC) DVI #131H(S)PBS

11:30a Nature Cat
Saving Seeds/Onward and Mossward

(CC) N/A #409H(S)PBS

12:00n Hero Elementary
Tail of One Kitty/Movie Theater Meltdown

A little girl's kitten is on the loose. It's Sparks' Crew to the rescue. They observe how animals use their tails and they apply that new information to
their day-saving rescue. Curriculum: Observe, describe, and compare how animals use their tails for many purposes. / At the movie theater,
Sparks' Crew meets Stevie Heat, a teen with an out of control superpower: his hands heat up and melt anything he touches. The team has to
help Stevie clean up and learn to control his heat hands before the movie starts. Curriculum: When matter is heated or cooled, it may change.
Some of those changes can be reversed and some can't.

(CC) DVI #105H(S)PBS

12:30p Xavier Riddle and the Secret Museum
I Am Jesse Owens/I Am Ella Fitzgerald

(CC) DVI #135H(S)PBS

01:00p Steven Raichlen's Planet Barbecue
Fire and Spice

The Caribbean occupies a special place in the annals of barbecue. Taino Indian barbacoa seafood and meats smoke-roasted on a wooden
platform that gave us the word "barbecue." The Caribbean remains a hotbed of barbecue delights; Jamaican Jerk Chicken, Trinidadian grilled
vegetable dip called Choka and Shrimp Boka Dushi-a spicy Dutch West Indian kebab whose name literally means "happy mouth." Jamaican Jerk
Chicken; Choka with Bakes (Trinidadian Grilled Vegetable Dip with Grilled Flatbreads); Shrimp Boka Dushi.

(CC) N/A #107H(S)APTEX

01:30p Daytripper
Texas Burgers Road Trip

Chet and crew travel to a "world famous" back road burger joint in Andice. They also look back at some of their favorite and memorable burger
meals.

(CC) N/A #1202H(S)NETA

02:00p Civilizations
Paradise On Earth

Explore one of humanity's deepest artistic urges: the depiction of nature. But landscape painting is seldom a straightforward portrayal of observed
nature; it's a projection of dreams, idylls, escapes and refuges the elusive paradise on earth.

(CC) DVI #106H(S)PBS

03:00p Alma's Way
Community Campout/Leaf It to Alma

(CC) DVI #131H(S)PBS

03:30p Wild Kratts
Little Howler

Chris and Martin are unpacking from an adventure and are surprised when a Wolf pup pops out of their bags. They have no idea where the little
guy came from and must retrace their steps in order to return him back to his pack. They experience that wolves are a very social animal with a
close pack structure and frequent visual and audio communication among individual members. With this knowledge and wolf-powered Creature
Power Suits the bros are able to fend off a hungry cougar and finally return the pup to his wolf pack.

(CC) N/A #134H(S)PBS

04:00p Odd Squad
Sunny Side Adds Up/Old Odd New Tricks

(CC) DVI #332H(S)PBS
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04:30p Arthur
The Making of Arthur/Dancing Fools

The Making of Arthur - Matt Damon guest-stars in animated form as the host of a new series, "Postcards from You." When the Oscar # winning
star puts out a call for homemade videos for his TV show, he sets off a frantic rush among Arthur and his gang to film their lives. Could the
experiences of kids in Elwood City really interest a television audience? They'll have to wait and see if Matt Damon thinks so. (Note: This episode
promotes the real "Postcards from You" initiative that encourages kids around the country to make their own videos.) Dancing Fools - Mrs. Molina
is a teaching a dance class for kids. The class creates the opportunity for some unlikely dance pairings - Muffy and Binky, D.W. and the Tibbles,
and, the most unlikely of all, Francine and George. Will the two survive the dance class? Or, could they possibly emerge as the next Fred and
Ginger?

(CC) DVI #1106H(S)PBS

05:00p Cat in the Hat Knows A Lot About That!
Incredible Journey/Bamboozled

Incredible Journey - Nick and Sally are playing in their homemade Thingamajigger, when the Cat arrives to take them on a real adventure! Off
they go to meet salmon Sam, who is returning to the pool where she hatched so she can lay her eggs. With the help of the Subber-e-blubber,
they follow Samantha underwater, upriver on her incredible journey! Bamboozled - Sally needs to find a gift for her stuffed panda, Pammy. Who
better to ask than a real panda? The Cat takes them to meet Zhu Zhu, a giant panda who helps the kids to discover all the wonderful things you
can do with her favorite food, bamboo. Bamboo turns out to be a perfect gift for Pammy!

(CC) DVI #118H(S)PBS

05:30p BBC News America (CC) N/A #2966H(S)WETA

06:00p PBS Newshour
Episode 41

(CC) N/A #14041H(S)NPS

07:00p Antiques Roadshow
Vintage Tucson 2021 Hour 1

Revisit tremendous Tucson treasures first appraised 15 years ago including Picasso Madoura pottery, an early 20th C. Cartier necklace &brooch,
and an 1861 Charles Dickens letter. Can you guess which is now valued at $90,000-$115,000?

(CC) N/A #2504H(S)NPS

08:00p Once Upon A Time In Belfast
It Wasnt Like A Movie Anymore

Explore how ordinary people became caught up in "the Troubles" in Northern Ireland as events progress from protests and rioting to full-blown
violence. When tensions between Catholic and Protestant communities explode, the British Army is deployed.

(CC) DVI #101#(S)NPS

09:00p Once Upon A Time In Belfast
Do Paramilitaries Lie Awake at Night?

Discover how ordinary people become surrounded by fear and hatred as violence grows and home-grown paramilitaries begin taking control of
many Catholic and Protestant working-class communities. It is now 1972, and society is deeply segregated.

(CC) DVI #102#(S)NPS

10:00p Amanpour and Company (CC) N/A #6041H(S)PBSPL

11:00p Energy Switch
Will Solar and Wind Power Our Future? Part 2

Though solar and wind provide 4% of electricity, proponents say it could make it all.

(CC) N/A #104H(S)NETA

11:30p Sara's Weeknight Meals
Six Ingredient Meals

Sara's viewers love 5-ingredient recipes, so why not six? Her frittata has a secret ingredient - leftover spaghetti - enlivened with rich brie and
bacon, and on the table in minutes. You could save the spaghetti from another pasta favorite - peppery broccoli pasta with feta. Her duck confit
with braised leeks and sauerkraut is nice enough for company. Plus, Sara answers a viewer's question about perfectly flattened chicken breasts.

(CC) N/A #1105H(S)APTEX
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12:00m Once Upon A Time In Northern Ireland
It Wasnt Like A Movie Anymore

Explore how ordinary people became caught up in "the Troubles" in Northern Ireland as events progress from protests and rioting to full-blown
violence. When tensions between Catholic and Protestant communities explode, the British Army is deployed.

(CC) DVI #101H(S)NPS

06:00a Molly of Denali
Valentine's Day Disaster/Porcupine Slippers

Molly's Valentine's Day Disaster Molly and Trini want to make beaded sun catchers for their friends for Valentine's Day. After a quick trip to
Nenana, they gather all their supplies and are ready to start crafting. But their bag rips on the way back and they lose their beads! Will this be a
Valentine's Day Disaster?! Porcupine Slippers It's Mom's birthday and Molly wants to surprise her with a special gift: a pair of traditional beaded
slippers. Atsaq and Tooey agree to help, but when they run out of porcupine quills, the trio must head into the woods at night to find and gather
the quills from a real porcupine!

(CC) DVI #126H(S)PBS

06:30a Happy Yoga with Sarah Starr
Golden Rays

Allow the ocean waves and golden sunset to recharge your body as we gently stretch from head to toe with seated and standing poses for your
shoulders, chest, back, hips, hamstrings and more. Relax and enjoy all the benefits of yoga as we tone, strengthen, improve balance, increase
flexibility and reduce stress.

(CC) N/A #807H(S)NETA

07:00a Yoga In Practice
Nature and the Cycle of Creation

When we become aware of nature, we begin to align to its rhythm, its cycles, its pulsations. As a part of nature, we can observe how our energy
patterns change with the weather or the seasons. This class will culminate with an energetic pose, Wild Thing.

(CC) N/A #203H(S)APTEX

07:30a Curious George
Curious George Takes A Job/Curious George Takes Another Job - (Part 1 & 2)

Curious George Takes a Job - Following his nose, George sniffs his way to Chef Pisghetti's Ristorante where he finds Gnocchi the cat being
tormented by her enormous ribbon. While the Chef is cooking up a meal to tempt a restaurant critic, George and Gnocchi experiment with kitchen
magic. They learn that when cooking, not everything becomes floppy like spaghetti and some things don't really belong in the pasta pot. Curious
George Takes Another Job - After George's success helping Chef Pisghetti impress the restaurant critic, the Chef suggests that George help his
friend Mr. Glass wash the windows of his skyscraper-The Glass Palace. A perfect job for a little monkey! But maybe not a curious monkey
because George can't help but be distracted by some amazing shadows he sees inside the windows.

(CC) DVI #106H(S)PBS

08:00a Daniel Tiger's Neighborhood
Daniel and Margaret Play School/Treasure Hunt at the Castle

Daniel and Margaret Play School - Teacher Daniel is playing "school" today, but his "student," Baby Margaret, just won't cooperate! Big brother
Daniel thinks of a way that he and Margaret can have fun together, and "school" can stay in session! Treasure Hunt at the Castle - Daniel, Prince
Wednesday and Chrissie are playing at the Castle, and they just can't agree on what to play. They soon learn that they're big enough to figure out
what to do, and come up with creative solutions so they can play together. Strategy: You're big enough to think of what to do.

(CC) DVI #306H(S)PBS

08:30a Rosie's Rules
Neighborhood Market Day / Rosie and Javis Slime Store

It's Neighborhood Market Day and Rosie searches for something to sell, but nothing seems quite right. / Rosie and Javi open a slime store, but
realize they don't have enough slime, so they have to make more.

(CC) DVI #128H(S)PBS

09:00a Sesame Street
Sesame Street Goes to the Farm

Elmo, Rosita, Bert, and Ernie are visiting a farm today! Farmer Todd takes them on a tour and tells them all about the animals that live on the
farm, like chickens, goats, and cows, machines like tractors that help farmers do all kinds of jobs, and the food that grows on the farm, like
strawberries, blueberries, and apples. (Guest: Keke Palmer)

(CC) DVI #5224H(S)PBS

09:30a Work It Out Wombats!
3,2,1 Lift Off! / Moon Magic

Only one way to find out if there are unicorns on the moon build a spaceship and go see for yourself! / Louisa tells Zeke she's a Moon Magician
who can turn the moon into different shapes. Would Zeke like to learn how she does it?

(CC) DVI #118H(S)PBS

10:00a Donkey Hodie
A Donkey Hodie Halloween

It's Purple Panda's first Halloween in Someplace Else, but he's afraid because he doesn't know what to expect. Donkey Hodie is here to help!
She prepares Panda for all the things he'll see on Halloween while their neighbors make it extra special.

(CC) DVI #132H(S)PBS
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10:30a Pinkalicious & Peterrific
The Sparkle Kart/The Pinkville Merry-Go-Round

"The Sparkle Kart" Pinkalicious and Peter spot Kendra in a flashy store-bought go kart! With some help from Mommy, they make a homemade
kart, the Sparkle Speedster, but is it fast enough to beat Kendra? Curriculum: (Visual Arts) Construct Assemblages; (STEAM) Engingeering -
creating something out of existing materials. "The Pinkville Merry-Go-Round" The new Pinkville merry-go-round has... one bench? That's no fun
to ride. Pinkalicious and friends search all over Pinkville to find ways to make the merry-go-round more pinkamazing. Curriculum: (Visual Arts)
Model flexible thinking as part of creative problem solving. Interstitial: With help from Jay (AKA "The Pastry Queen"), kids accessorize their bikes
with robot-inspired decorations to ride in a parade.

(CC) DVI #206H(S)PBS

11:00a Elinor Wonders Why
A Garden for All/Band of Explorers

(CC) DVI #135H(S)PBS

11:30a Nature Cat
Stop That Squirrel/Onward and Pondward

Stop That Squirrel - Oh yeah! Nature Cat and his pals can't wait for a day of backyard bird watching! And Nature Cat has a sure-fire way to attract
the birds - the bird feeder! But things take a turn when a grey squirrel named Cruiser breaks into the birdfeed and takes all the birdseed for
himself. Squirrel Power! Can Nature Cat and the gang build a bird feeder that Cruiser can't conquer and save their day of backyard bird
watching? Onward and Pondward - Nature Cat and his pals meet a Little Duckling who's in a hurry to leave his pond home - for good! But why
would a Duckling want to leave such a beautiful place? It's pond-tastic! The truth is, the Duckling is scared of water! Water...why'd it have to be
water? Maybe Nature Cat and the Duckling can try to overcome their fear of water together? Tally ho!

(CC) N/A #125H(S)PBS

12:00n Hero Elementary
Sparks' Unplugged / Camp Catastrophe

When muffins go missing from the school cafeteria kitchen, Sparks' Crew tries to solve the mystery. But their electronics and gadgets are all
charging, so they find ways to use everyday objects to help them find the culprit. Curriculum: It's not always necessary to use high-tech tools to
solve a problem; people can use low-tech tools to observe, gather, and share information to solve the problem. / When a scout troop's tent blows
away, Sparks' Crew helps them build a new shelter. But with all the tent material damaged, is there anything in nature that our heroes can use?
Curriculum: Trees have various parts with different characteristics. Each part can be used to help build a structure.

(CC) DVI #115H(S)PBS

12:30p Xavier Riddle and the Secret Museum
I Am Fred Rogers

(CC) DVI #137H(S)PBS

01:00p Steven Raichlen's Planet Barbecue
The Brazilian Grill

Brazilians are world masters at the art of the rotisserie. In this show, learn to cook beef, chicken and pork with the proverbial turn. We start with
Brazil's celebrated Picanha (fat cap sirloin) served with farofa and Country-Style Salsa. Next, Brazilian Pork Loin grilled with Bacon and Prunes
and finally Rio Chicken Rollatini. So put on some samba music and get ready to rock the grill. Picanha with Country Salsa; Brazilian Pork Loin
with Bacon and Prunes; Rio Chicken Rollatini.

(CC) N/A #108H(S)APTEX

01:30p Daytripper
Texas Swimming Hole Road Trip

Chet and crew travel to Jacob's Well and look back on their trips to some of the best swimming holes in Texas.

(CC) N/A #1203H(S)NETA

02:00p Civilizations
Color and Light

Explore the story of light and color in art both in the search for greater realism and spiritual ecstasy. Journey from Gothic cathedrals and Indian
courtly painting to modern art.

(CC) DVI #107H(S)PBS

03:00p Alma's Way
The Beach Blahs/The Last Sandcastle

When Alma's new friend, Beto, is disappointed that the Bronx Beach doesn't feel like his old beach in San Diego, Alma and Andre try to show him
that even though this beach is different, it's just as fun. During a trip to the beach, Junior's sandcastle gets washed away by the tide. Can Alma
find a way to cheer him up?

(CC) DVI #133H(S)PBS

03:30p Wild Kratts
Bad Hair Day

Chris and Martin try to help a lion named "He who breathes fire" get past obstacles and back to his pride, who are under siege from two intruder
lions

(CC) N/A #201H(S)PBS
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04:00p Odd Squad
Who Is Agent Otis?

Who Is Agent Otis? - Olympia discovers a secret about her partner. Curriculum: charts, line graphs, data analysis and collection.

(CC) DVI #234H(S)PBS

04:30p Arthur
Baby Kate and the Imaginary Mystery/Strangers on a Train

Baby Kate and the Imaginary Mystery - Nadine, D.W.'s imaginary friend is missing! Baby Kate, Pal, Amigo, and Nemo are all on the case and
won't give up until this mystery is solved - even if some fur gets ruffled along the way! Could the Tibbles be hiding Nadine? Or is the solution to
the mystery closer to home? Strangers on a Train - Sue Ellen can't wait to travel on an old-fashioned train with her mom. It will be just like those
black and white movies! But once aboard, Sue Ellen discovers that the train is not as spectacular as she had hoped - until she finds a mysterious
diary on board. Could it belong to the ghost of the "Crown City Star"? ?

(CC) DVI #1105H(S)PBS

05:00p Cat in the Hat Knows A Lot About That!
Thump/Squirreled Away

Thump - Nick is trying to make his mother a surprise lunch, but she keeps coming into the kitchen! If only there was a way for him to know when
she was coming. The Cat takes Nick and Sally to meet his friend Twitch the rabbit. Twitch and her bunnies teach Nick and Sally how to stop, look
and listen for danger. Now Sally that can warn Nick when his mom is coming, they're able to surprise her with lunch! Squirreled Away - Nick can't
remember where he put his yoyo. Cat offers to take the kids to meet his friend Bucky the squirrel who is good at both hiding and finding things!
Nick and Sally learn how to use landmarks to help them remember where they put things. Back at home Nick, thinking like Bucky, is able to track
down his yoyo!

(CC) DVI #119H(S)PBS

05:30p BBC News America (CC) N/A #2967H(S)WETA

06:00p PBS Newshour
Episode 42

(CC) N/A #14042H(S)NPS

07:00p Finding Your Roots
War Stories

Henry Louis Gates, Jr. explores the roots of actor Julianne Moore, comedian Bill Hader and painter Kehinde Wiley, revealing how their ancestors'
military service left an indelible mark on their families -- and on their country.

(CC) N/A #613H(S)NPS

08:00p Once Upon A Time In Belfast
So Many Broken Hearts

Learn about the harrowing impact of the IRA hunger strike through three women's stories: an IRA prisoner's wife, a police officer's wife, and a
hunger striker's daughter. Tit-for-tat killings, car bombs and assassinations are now routine.

(CC) DVI #103#(S)NPS

09:00p Once Upon A Time In Belfast
The Dirty War

Discover how tensions rise as police and the army infiltrate paramilitary organizations to gain intelligence in the late 1980s. No one can be trusted
as fear and suspicion seep into all parts of daily life.

(CC) DVI #104#(S)NPS

10:00p Amanpour and Company
Tonight on Amanpour and Company: Report: The Toll of War Near the Frontline; Andriy Zagorodnyuk, Former Ukrainian Defense Minister; David
Petraeus, Former Commander, U.S. Central Command. Walter Isaacson interviews Alberto R. Gonzales, Former U.S. Attorney General.

(CC) N/A #6042H(S)PBSPL

11:00p Doctors On Call
Dr. Thomas Dagg: Family/Sports Medicine

(N) N/A #1809HSHPTV

11:30p Whitney Reynolds Show
Missing

An in-depth look from all angles at the word- MISSING! The Corona Virus made for many missing things, people and events. We will meet those
impacted by this word. Also we hear from a dad who is filling in the gap for millions of those missing a father. Plus, we actually have a reunion! A
service who was missing for over 3 years is reunited with her owner, we have both in studio!

(CC) N/A #203H(S)NETA
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12:00m Once Upon A Time In Northern Ireland
So Many Broken Hearts

Learn about the harrowing impact of the IRA hunger strike through three women's stories: an IRA prisoner's wife, a police officer's wife, and a
hunger striker's daughter. Tit-for-tat killings, car bombs and assassinations are now routine.

(CC) DVI #103H(S)NPS

06:00a Molly of Denali
Sticker Shock/A Song for Lola

Tooey's brothers won't stop using Tooey's stuff! To keep track of who owns what, Tooey labels everything he can. Things escalate, the label
maker breaks and Molly's feelings get hurt. Can he figure out how to use the labels for good? / Vera's Lola Miranda is coming back to Qyah on a
visit from the Philippines! Vera wants to surprise her with a special song, but she and Molly are struggling to create one that's "serious" enough to
honor her Lola.

(CC) DVI #308H(S)PBS

06:30a Happy Yoga with Sarah Starr
Mountain Skyline

Allow the mountain skyline to inspire your practice as you enjoy a gentle seated yoga session using a chair for support. Includes seated sun
salutations and gentle stretches designed to increase range of motion and enhance mobility in your shoulders, upper back, hips and more.

(CC) N/A #808H(S)NETA

07:00a Yoga In Practice
Find Balance to Find Peace

Balance is a juggling act in our bodies and in our daily lives. To find balance in either requires us to embrace a true steadiness at our core. Yoga
postures such as Revolved Warrior II help us find balance within the asymmetries of the body.

(CC) N/A #204H(S)APTEX

07:30a Curious George
Surprise Quints/Muddy Monkey

Surprise Quints - It's Mr. Quint's birthday and everyone is helping with preparations for a surprise party. But Mr. Quint comes home early from his
fishing trip so George is assigned the job of keeping him busy until it's time for the party. The job gets even more complicated when four of Mr.
Quint's siblings arrive and they are all having the same birthday-could they be quintuplets? And can you keep five Quints happy with only twelve
fish crackers to eat? Muddy Monkey - The Man with the Yellow Hat just can't figure out why George refuses to take a bath. What he doesn't
realize is that George has lost his favorite bath toy, Sproingy the Frog. And until George finds Sproingy, all the shower games, car washes, and
dog washes aren't going to do a bit of good. Unless of course, the dog being washed happens to be playing with a very special bubble making
frog.

(CC) DVI #121H(S)PBS

08:00a Daniel Tiger's Neighborhood
Daniel Helps Take Care of Margaret/Daniel Goes to the Dinosaur Playground

Daniel is upset when Dad Tiger can't pick him up from school, but Nana Platypus helps take care of him. / On a class trip, Daniel wants to stay
with his mom, but she reminds him that Teacher Harriet is also there to take care of him.

(CC) DVI #608H(S)PBS

08:30a Rosie's Rules
Rosie On Ice / The Meteor Shower

Rosie's going ice skating with the Purple Knight, but when she decides not to wear a coat, she is too cold to skate. / Rosie and Javi find the
perfect spot to watch the meteor shower, but it's not as perfect as they thought.

(CC) DVI #129H(S)PBS

09:00a Sesame Street
Friendship Celebration

It's a friendship celebration on Sesame Street! Elmo and Zoe are practicing a dance for the celebration, but Zoe gets frustrated with Elmo for
struggling to learn the dance moves. Zoe learns to be careful with the words she uses after hurting Elmo's feelings over their friendship dance.
Guest: Amanda Gorman.

(CC) DVI #5220H(S)PBS

09:30a Work It Out Wombats!
Sparkle Pants/Game Changer

Is it possible to have too many pairs of Sparkle Pants? Not if you find creative ways to repurpose them! / After a long spell of rain, it's time to play!
But, what game can Zadie, Cece, Clyde, and Carly play that's fun for all?

(CC) DVI #111H(S)PBS

10:00a Donkey Hodie
A Donkey Dilemma/The Quiet Game

Donkey promised to help Grampy bathe Gregory and also to play Bubble Bonanza with Panda today. What a dilemma! / The pals play too loudly
while Rock Star Penguin tries to write a song. They make up a quiet game to help. Who can stay quiet the longest?

(CC) DVI #205H(S)PBS
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10:30a Pinkalicious & Peterrific
School Rules/Scooterboy

When Pinkalicious brings her pet unicorn, Goldie, to school, she discovers that even imaginary unicorns have to follow the rules. Peter is ready to
save the day as Scooterboy, superhero extraordinaire! But he can't find anyone who needs rescuing. Maybe his sidekick, Twirl-a-whirl Girl, can
help.

(CC) DVI #117H(S)PBS

11:00a Elinor Wonders Why
Feed The Birds

Elinor is friends with a chickadee bird she names Chicky, but when snow covers the yard, she starts to worry about how Chicky will find food in
the winter. She and her friends then observe that birds all have a unique way of finding food during the winter months, called foraging. This new
knowledge inspires Elinor, Olive and Ari to build bird feeders to make food easier to find for their feathery friends!

(CC) DVI #110H(S)PBS

11:30a Nature Cat
The Big Bath Brouhaha/Fossil Hunt

(CC) N/A #208H(S)PBS

12:00n Hero Elementary
The Feed for Speed / An Uphill Task

The class pet, Fur Blur, is competing in the school's Super Pet Races. But, has Sparks' Crew given her everything a pet needs to be ready to
race? Curriculum: Animals-including humans-need food and water. Different animals get food and water in different ways. / AJ invents a wheeled
robot that can do everything...except get up stairs. Sparks' Crew has to figure out how to get the robot up the stairs in time for the big Invention
Fair. Curriculum: Simple Machines, such as a ramp, can be used to move something to a higher level.

(CC) DVI #111H(S)PBS

12:30p Xavier Riddle and the Secret Museum
I Am Edmund Hillary/I Am Celia Cruz

(CC) DVI #132H(S)PBS

01:00p Steven Raichlen's Planet Barbecue
From Caracas to Lima

In this episode we'll travel the BBQ trail from Venezuela to Peru starting with a Venezuelan specialty Asopao (seafood rice), reimagined here on
the grill by Caracas-born chef Geronimo Lopez. And then a twist on two Peruvian delicacies Tuna Anticuchos (kebabs) and Smoke-Roasted
Peruvian Potato Salad. Asopao (Venezuelan "Paella"); Tuna Anticuchos; Smoke-Roasted Peruvian Potato Salad.

(CC) N/A #109H(S)APTEX

01:30p Daytripper
Texas World Food Tour

Chet and Crew dine on authentic Cuban Food at Habana in South Austin while looking back on some of their most memorable ethnic meals over
the years.

(CC) N/A #1204H(S)NETA

02:00p Civilizations
The Cult of Progress

Examine the rise and fall of "progress" as an ideology, and see how the "civilizing" project that arose from Enlightenment ideas was fraught with
contradictions that troubled European artists in different ways.

(CC) DVI #108H(S)PBS

03:00p Alma's Way
Alma's Cat-Tastrophe/Stickball!

When Mr. Ramirez takes too many cats into his shop, Alma helps him figure out what to do with them. When Alma asks her friends to play
stickball, there's one hold-out Howard. How will she convince him he'll enjoy playing the game, too?

(CC) DVI #126H(S)PBS

03:30p Wild Kratts
Raptor Roundup

Martin and Chris challenge themselves to ID as many hawks, eagles, owls, falcons and vultures as they can. But the evil endangered species
chef, Gaston Gourmand has his own plan for the raptors and has been capturing them all in his quest to find the tastiest bird wing. Will the Wild
Kratts team succeed in rescuing the raptors before they become Gourmand's next gourmet delicacy? They'll have to use everything they know
about classification and birds of prey - to round up the raptors and return them to where they belong - living free and in the wild!

(CC) N/A #140H(S)PBS

04:00p Odd Squad
Odds and Ends

Odds and Ends - The agents must come together to battle a common enemy. Curriculum: charts, line graphs, data analysis and collection.

(CC) DVI #235H(S)PBS
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04:30p Arthur
Locked in the Library!/Arthur Accused!

This animated series is based on Marc Brown's best-selling books about Arthur Read, an eight-year-old aardvark, his sister D.W., and their family
and friends. After they get into an argument, Arthur and Francine have plenty of time to work out their differences when they are "Locked In The
Library." Buster playes detective when Arthur is accused of stealing donated quarters in "Arthur Accused."

(CC) DVI #106H(S)PBS

05:00p Cat in the Hat Knows A Lot About That!
Pick Your Friends/ Finola's Farm

Pick Your Friends - It's Valentine's Day and Nick and Sally disagree hotly on how to decorate the card they're making for the Cat. Does this mean
they aren't really best friends? The Cat takes them to meet Sheldon, a tortoise who knows all about friendship. They learn that Sheldon's best
friend is completely different from him and that being best friends doesn't mean you always have to agree. Finola's Farm - Nick and Sally are
sittind down to breakfast but have run out of milk. The Cat arrives to take them to Finola's Farm to have breakfast with Finola. First they learn how
to milk a cow, then they discover that cows' milk can be made into butter and cheese and best of all--ice cream!

(CC) DVI #120H(S)PBS

05:30p BBC News America (CC) N/A #2968H(S)WETA

06:00p PBS Newshour
Episode 43

(CC) N/A #14043H(S)NPS

07:00p Nova
Arctic Ghost Ship

Unravel the greatest mystery in Arctic exploration: 160 years ago, the Franklin Expedition to chart the Northwest Passage vanished. Now, a
Canadian team discovers one of Franklin's lost ships-a vital clue to the fate of the ill-starred expedition.

(CC) N/A #4216H(S)NPS

08:00p Nova
Sunken Ship Rescue

NOVA follows the epic operation to secure, raise and salvage the Costa Concordia cruise ship, which ran aground and tragically capsized off the
coast of Italy on January 13th 2012, killing 32 passengers. Moving the ship - which stretches the length of three football fields, weighs over
114,000 tons and lies half submerged on the site of a protected reef with a 50-meter long hole in its hull - from its precarious perch on the edge of
a 60 meter high underwater cliff will be a huge technical and logistical challenge. Now, NOVA joins a team of more than 500 divers and engineers
working around the clock as they attempt the biggest ship recovery project in history.

(CC) N/A #4202H(S)NPS

09:00p Once Upon A Time In Belfast
Who Wants to Live Like That

Explore how politicians are propelled back toward peace talks. After decades of cyclical violence, a breakthrough is reached, and there is joy
when the Good Friday Agreement is announced in 1998. However, peace comes at an enormous cost.

(CC) DVI #105#(S)NPS

10:00p Amanpour and Company
Tonight on Amanpour and Company: Fiona Hill, Former Senior Dir. for Europe and Russia, U.S. Natl. Security Council; Josep Borrell, EU High
Representative for Foreign Affairs; Jens Stoltenberg, NATO Secretary General. Walter Isaacson interviews Drew Gilpin Faust, Author, Necessary
Trouble.

(CC) N/A #6043H(S)PBSPL

11:00p This American Land
Sage Grouse, Curlew Grassland, Tribute to Gary Strieker

Protecting the sage grouse also protects one of the largest ecosystems in North America. Stream restoration work is preserving the sagebrush
steppe of the Curlew National Grassland in Idaho. Gary Strieker was the founder and executive producer of This American Land. He inspired
"conservation through storytelling."

(CC) N/A #1101H(S)NETA

11:30p Outside: Beyond The Lens (CC) N/A #306H(S)APTEX
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12:00m Nova
Sunken Ship Rescue

NOVA follows the epic operation to secure, raise and salvage the Costa Concordia cruise ship, which ran aground and tragically capsized off the
coast of Italy on January 13th 2012, killing 32 passengers. Moving the ship - which stretches the length of three football fields, weighs over
114,000 tons and lies half submerged on the site of a protected reef with a 50-meter long hole in its hull - from its precarious perch on the edge of
a 60 meter high underwater cliff will be a huge technical and logistical challenge. Now, NOVA joins a team of more than 500 divers and engineers
working around the clock as they attempt the biggest ship recovery project in history.

(CC) N/A #4202H(S)NPS

06:00a Molly of Denali
Seal Dance/Snowboarding Qyah Style

Seal Dance When an approaching storm forces Molly, Grandpa Nat, and Mom to make an impromptu landing on the Aleutian island of Atka,
Molly makes a new friend who teachers her about Unangax dances and together they learn how to perform a traditional Seal Dance.
Snowboarding Qyah Style Inspired by Randall's snowboarding video antics, Molly decides to make her own video to show off "Qyah Style"
snowboarding. First step: learning how to snowboard! She recruits Tooey to help her, but soon realizes snowboarding is harder than it looks,
much less adding signature Qyah Style into the mix.

(CC) DVI #123H(S)PBS

06:30a Happy Yoga with Sarah Starr
Wilderness Paradise

Revitalize and recharge in the wilderness paradise as we focus on creating a stronger core while entirely seated in a chair! Receive all the
amazing benefits of a strong core including improved balance and stability, reduced back pain and improved posture.

(CC) N/A #809H(S)NETA

07:00a Yoga In Practice
Finding Your Center

When life is chaotic we need to find our center to help reestablish balance. In this practice we will use Triangle and Half Moon to teach us how to
strongly plant our legs. By grounding our energy we learn to create inner balance.

(CC) N/A #205H(S)APTEX

07:30a Curious George
In Case of Emergency/George's Bff

The Doorman is upgrading the building's emergency system, and in the lobby now is a big red emergency button that George is dying to push.
When George plays fetch with Hundley and their ball is lost, George thinks that this is an emergency worthy of pushing that button! Push it he
does, and the fire crew is on their way. What George doesn't know is that the ball went down the elevator shaft, causing the elevator to break
down with The Man with the Yellow Hat stuck inside - a REAL emergency! Will the fire crew rescue his friend (before his ice cream melts)? And
will George learn when he should, and should not, push that button? / Flying home from a fishing tournament, George and The Man with the
Yellow Hat encounter a storm, so they land and spend the night at a Prairie Nature Center. Their friend and guide, Inez, raises endangered Black
Footed Ferrets and releases them into the wild. George has several close encounters with one of the ferrets, who likes to play chase and steal
George's fishing trophy! When it's time to release the ferret into the wild, George surprises the ferret with a gift...but George is the one who ends
up surprised when the ferret becomes a stowaway on the plane ride back home!

(CC) N/A #1412H(S)PBS

08:00a Daniel Tiger's Neighborhood
Daniel Loves Tigey/Daniel Needs Tigey at School

Daniel Loves Tigey - Daniel gets upset when Margaret spills juice on his favorite stuffed animal, Tigey. Daniel learns how he can make himself
feel better when he's upset. Daniel Needs Tigey at School - Daniel is having a hard day at school, but he knows just how to make himself feel
better: by hugging his Tigey! Strategy: When you're upset you can find a way to feel better.

(CC) DVI #317H(S)PBS

08:30a Rosie's Rules
Royal Rosie/Rosies No-Strawberry Stand

107A The Purple Knight is coming to Mom's bookstore, but Rosie isn't sure how to help Mom set up. 107B Rosie and Javi make a strawberry
horchata stand, but they don't have strawberries. They go to the store where Rosie learns how stores get food.

(CC) DVI #107H(S)PBS

09:00a Sesame Street
The Missing Goat Mystery

Elmo, Rosita, and Grover are at the farm today! While they help Farmer Todd take care of goats, they find out that one of the goats, Kudzu, is
missing. This is a problem! They help Farmer Todd by looking for clues, following hoof prints, and listening closely for bleating sounds until they
find Kudzu at the orchard munching on an apple.

(CC) DVI #5225H(S)PBS

09:30a Work It Out Wombats!
Moo Moo Choo Choo / Lake Bellyflop

The Wombats help to free the Moo Moo Choo Choo train, which got itself stuck in a sea of ooey-gooey mud. / First spied through a telescope,
three adventurous Wombats attempt to find mystical Bellyflop Lake - without getting lost!

(CC) DVI #119H(S)PBS
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10:00a Donkey Hodie
Hey-O, Purple Moon/Purple Peg Problem

Moon Moths will arrive for the purple moon, but they don't like loud noises. Can Panda find a quiet way to show his love and see the moths?
/Panda's spaceship won't blast off. Fixing it is a big job, but Donkey's there to help, one step at a time.

(CC) DVI #134H(S)PBS

10:30a Pinkalicious & Peterrific
Star Light, Star Not So Bright/The Opera-Matic

A star from the heart-shaped constellation has landed in the Pinkerton backyard! Pinkalicious and Peter are excited to have their very own star,
until it starts to dim. Will they be able to return the star to its friends in the night sky? / With Mommy's latest invention, the Opera-matic, anything
you say sounds like opera! Pinkalicious, Peter and their friends have fun playing with it - until the machine suddenly breaks and they have to sing
their very own operatic apology to Mommy.

(CC) DVI #125H(S)PBS

11:00a Elinor Wonders Why
Echo Location/Ears to You

Echo Location - On a camping trip, the kids discover that Ari is really good at playing Marco Polo. Even without saying "Marco," a blindfolded Ari
can easily figure out where Olive and Elinor are. How does he do it? They get a clue when they learn about echoing voices from a cliff face and
understand that bats make a special noise only a few animals can hear that helps them know what's around them. Ears to You - One day while
playing at the lake, Elinor and her friends notice something very interesting -- they can't see ears on some animals. That's so interesting! How do
they hear? This question sets the kids off to explore, and they soon learn how frogs, fish and moles hear. Even though it looks like those animals
don't have any ears at all, the kids discover they do have ears, but that they're just hard to notice, because they are good for hearing underground
or underwater. Just like there are lots of different kinds of animals, there are also lots of different kinds of ears!

(CC) DVI #130H(S)PBS

11:30a Nature Cat
The Glow Games/Have A Grape Day

The Glow Games - Here we go again, Ronald! Tonight Ronald challenges Nature Cat and his friends to compete in the Glow Games! The first
team to find three bioluminescent creatures wins the game as well as the Golden Glow Trophy! Nature Cat and his pals are ready to compete;
they are not scared of Ronald! But they have one question first, what is bioluminescence? Have a Grape Day - Man-oh-man-oh-man! It's Grape
Day! Hooray! Led by Squeeks, the gang is on their way to the grape patch because today the grapes will finally be ripe and ready to eat! Squeeks
cannot wait for grape tacos, grape fricassee, grape suzette, grape flambe! But all their excitement comes screeching to a halt when the gang
sees the sight before them: the whole grape patch has been overtaken by weeds, everywhere! How could this have happened? Ronald!?!?!

(CC) N/A #133H(S)PBS

12:00n Hero Elementary
Aj's Extra Superpower, Part 1 / Aj's Extra Superpower, Part 2

When a little girl's toys keep disappearing from her backyard, Sparks' Crew discovers the culprit is a neighbor's dog. How will they keep it out?
AJ's Extra Superpower (his autism) is the key. Curriculum: Investigating can help you figure things out and solve problems. / The team heads to
Citytown Hero Con. AJ is dressed as his hero, Jetman Jones, and is shocked to see that many people are also dressed like him. How will he find
the real Jetman Jones in the crowd? Curriculum: Find the differences in similar things by observing and comparing.

(CC) DVI #137H(S)PBS

12:30p Xavier Riddle and the Secret Museum
I Am Cesar Chavez/I Am Dolores Heurta

(CC) DVI #126H(S)PBS

01:00p Steven Raichlen's Planet Barbecue
Gulf Coast Grill

The Gulf Coast extends from the Florida Keys to the Yucatan Peninsula. You'll find some of the most vibrant seafood and distinctive grilling in the
Americas. From Grilled Oysters with Charred Corn Salsa to a Gulf Coast grill-top Shrimp Boil. And a spectacular Grilled Snapper "Zarandeado"
prepared by Mexican grill master Alejandro Gutierrez. In this show, we're fishing for compliments from the Gulf Coast grill. Gulf Coast Shrimp Boil
with Texas Toast; Grilled Snapper "Zarandeado" with Serrano Salsa; Grilled Oysters With Charred Corn Salsa.

(CC) N/A #110H(S)APTEX

01:30p Daytripper
Texas Revolution Road Trip

Chet and crew visit the Bob Bullock Texas History Museum and retrace the significant events of the Texas Revolution.

(CC) N/A #1205H(S)NETA

02:00p Civilizations
What Is Art (Good for)?

(CC) DVI #109H(S)PBS

03:00p Alma's Way
All About Alma/Alma's Playdate

When Alma is consumed with her starring role in a musical, she doesn't understand why her friends aren't happy for her. / Alma helps Harper feel
at home during a playdate at the Rivera house.

(CC) DVI #129H(S)PBS
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03:30p Wild Kratts
The Gecko Effect

There's a mystery to be solved, as the Wild Kratts team wonders how a Gecko lizard climbs up smooth surfaces and can even climb upside
down. The gang uses their Miniaturizer to shrink down and discover it's all about physics: all objects have electrical charges that attract one
another and the gecko's marvelous toe pad structure charges so much that they can walk on surfaces as smooth as glass. But in the meantime
Zach has stolen their Miniaturizer and now imprisons them in a glass terrarium. Martin and Chris activate the new Gecko Powers of their Creature
Power Suits and must retrieve the Miniaturizer before Zach shrinks all the animals in the creature world.

(CC) N/A #133H(S)PBS

04:00p Odd Squad
Odd Together Now

(CC) DVI #333H(S)PBS

04:30p Arthur
Arthur's Pet Business/D.W. The Copycat

This animated series is based on Marc Brown's best-selling books about Arthur Read, an eight-year-old aardvark, his sister D.W., and their family
and friends. Arthur wants to prove to his parents that he's responsible, but gets more than he bargained for when opening "Arthur's Pet
Business." Arthur is upset that D.W. doesn't share his tastes, but in "D.W. the Copycat," he finds that sometimes that's for the best.

(CC) DVI #105H(S)PBS

05:00p Cat in the Hat Knows A Lot About That!
Reindeer Games/Along Came A Spider

(CC) DVI #121H(S)PBS

05:30p BBC News America (CC) N/A #2969H(S)WETA

06:00p PBS Newshour
Episode 44

(CC) N/A #14044H(S)NPS

07:00p This Old House
Newburyport | Demo Find

With demo complete, the new foundations are poured, and a winding staircase replaces the old steep set. A find during demo sparks interest in
the home's history. Outside, a retaining wall is built, and the old water and sewer lines are replaced.

(CC) N/A #4411H(S)PBSPL

07:30p Ask This Old House
Baby Proofing, Septic Systems

Nathan, Heath, and Mauro help a homeowner baby proof her house by replacing old receptacles and installing cabinet locks, and baby gates;
Jenn breaks down the basics of caring for houseplants; Richard explains how septic systems works and maintain them.

(CC) N/A #2111H(S)PBSPL

08:00p Home Diagnosis
This Little Light of Mine: Holes in the House (Windows, Skylights and Doors)

Everyone wants their homes to bring in the beauty of the outdoors, but which products are best and which installation techniques can hurt your
performance and potentially create headaches? The Lunsfords debunk the myth of windows and doors causing all drafts, teaching stack effect
and demonstrating the blower door test of their own fully enclosed home build.

(CC) N/A #205H(S)NETA

08:30p Inspire
Impact of Race On Breast Cancer

(N) N/A #307HKTWU

09:00p Finding Your Roots
War Stories

Henry Louis Gates, Jr. explores the roots of actor Julianne Moore, comedian Bill Hader and painter Kehinde Wiley, revealing how their ancestors'
military service left an indelible mark on their families -- and on their country.

(CC) N/A #613H(S)NPS

10:00p Sunflower Journeys
Heritage Tourism

We visit Abilene, KS, and see the result of an extensive remodeling effort at the Eisenhower Museum; we see how history tours of Lawrence, KS
share the rich heritage of that town; and in our studio segment, we meet Courtney Garcia, who shares with us the significance of Fiesta Mexicana
and the many ways it highlights Mexican culture.

(N) N/A #3211H(S)KTWU

10:30p America's Heartland
An urban couple realizes their dream by moving to the country and growing saffron, one of the world's rarest spices. A tomato farmer adds solar
panels to farmland that's been affected by drought. We'll walk you through the steps to cook a hearty White Bean and Beef Stew. Tour a lumber
mill in Alabama, a state that's become one of the leading timber producers in the nation.

(CC) N/A #1709H(S)APTEX
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11:00p This Old House
Newburyport | Demo Find

With demo complete, the new foundations are poured, and a winding staircase replaces the old steep set. A find during demo sparks interest in
the home's history. Outside, a retaining wall is built, and the old water and sewer lines are replaced.

(CC) N/A #4411H(S)PBSPL

11:30p Ask This Old House
Baby Proofing, Septic Systems

Nathan, Heath, and Mauro help a homeowner baby proof her house by replacing old receptacles and installing cabinet locks, and baby gates;
Jenn breaks down the basics of caring for houseplants; Richard explains how septic systems works and maintain them.

(CC) N/A #2111H(S)PBSPL
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12:00m Civilizations
Paradise On Earth

Explore one of humanity's deepest artistic urges: the depiction of nature. But landscape painting is seldom a straightforward portrayal of observed
nature; it's a projection of dreams, idylls, escapes and refuges the elusive paradise on earth.

(CC) DVI #106H(S)PBS

06:00a Molly of Denali
Big Sulky/The Funny Face Competition

Big Sulky When a windstorm knocks down Big Sulky, Qyah's oldest tree, Molly and Tooey decide to make an exhibit honoring the giant spruce.
To prepare, they interview everyone who has a Big Sulky story, and in the process, try to solve the mystery of how the giant tree got its name.
The Funny Face Competition After seeing a book of photos that misrepresent Alaska Natives, Molly and Tooey organize a Funny Face
Competition to take photos of how their friends and family really are - happy and smiling. Tooey seems like a shoe-in to win... until Aunt Merna
comes to town.

(CC) DVI #135H(S)PBS

06:30a Happy Yoga with Sarah Starr
Tropical Garden

Bask in the tropical garden paradise as you enjoy a creative intermediate yoga practice designed to stretch your hamstrings, hips and spine with
an emphasis on strengthening your core.

(CC) N/A #810H(S)NETA

07:00a Yoga In Practice
Intention, Knowledge, and Action

Practicing yoga brings our heart, mind and body together by setting intention through knowledge and action. This episode unites mind and body
with a series of twists - Standing Rotation, Revolved Open Twist, and the apex pose, Twisted Sister.

(CC) N/A #206H(S)APTEX

07:30a Curious George
Spelunky Monkey/The Dive-In Movie

(CC) N/A #1305H(S)PBS

08:00a Daniel Tiger's Neighborhood
A New Friend at School/ A New Friend at the Playground

A New Friend at School - Daniel can't wait to race the crafty car he made at school with Prince Wednesday! But Prince Wednesday is busy
playing with Jodi now. Is Prince Wednesday still Daniel's friend? Of course he is! A New Friend at the Playground - Daniel and Miss Elaina are
playing together at the park. When their new friend Jodi shows up to play, Daniel worries that Miss Elaina likes Jodi more than him, but then
Daniel is reminded that they're all still friends.

(CC) DVI #406H(S)PBS

08:30a Rosie's Rules
Rosie Rocks Mariachi/Rosie Canta Un Corrido

105A Papa and Tia's Mariachi band is performing, but when a player can't come, Rosie jumps in to help. 105B Rosie wants to sing a corrido for
the family talent show, but she struggles to find inspiration.

(CC) DVI #105H(S)PBS

09:00a Sesame Street
Chickens on the Farm

Big Bird is visiting his chicken friend, Lottie, at the farm. Lottie hasn't been able to lay an egg because the nesting box isn't comfy and cozy. This
is a problem! Big Bird wonders if there's something they can use to make the nesting box comfier and cozier. What if they use hay? Let's try! It
works. Big Bird makes the nesting box comfier for Lottie. It's so comfy that Lottie lays an egg!

(CC) DVI #5228H(S)PBS

09:30a Work It Out Wombats!
The Treeborhood Photo Album/Runway Recycling

Zadie creates a Treeborhood photo album to trace the growth of their beloved Tree from little, to big, to VERY big. / When Mr. E accidentally
polka-dances a sculpture to smithereens, he and Louisa hold a contest to replace it.

(CC) DVI #115H(S)PBS

10:00a Donkey Hodie
Bye Bye, Book/Tater Buddies

Duck Duck builds a book swap box so all her pals can share books, but it's harder to give away her books than she thought./The pals throw a
party for their Tater Buddy dolls. When one of his friends is upset, can Panda spot the signs and help?

(CC) DVI #117H(S)PBS

10:30a Pinkalicious & Peterrific
Pinkapolka Dotty/Lila Gets Glasse

"PinkaPolka Dotty" Inspired by Dame Nostrella's pinkcredible polka dot art exhibit, Pinkalicious decides to create polka dot art of her own, but she
gets a little too carried away! Soon, the entire Pinkerton household is covered with polka dots! Curriculum: (Visual Arts) Creating art with polka
dots; discussing how a work of art makes you feel. "Lila Gets Glasses" Lila's a little embarrassed to wear her new glasses, even when she needs
them to play soccer. So Pinkalicious comes up with a creative solution to help Lila see in style. Curriculum: (Visual Arts) Experiment with different
materials, tools and techniques to make art that expresses an individual's style. Interstitial: Kids use recycled bottle caps of different sizes and
colors to create unique works of art.

(CC) DVI #209H(S)PBS
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11:00a Elinor Wonders Why
These Sneezes/Ari's Lucky Shirt

These Sneezes - While the kids are playing in the forest, Olive lets out a giant AAAA-CHOO. This startles the kids and makes Elinor curious
about why we sneeze in the first place? After visiting the library, they learn that sneezes are caused by small irritants such as dust and pollen that
get into your nose. They also figure out that Olive's trunk is getting irritated by flower pollen Ari's Lucky Shirt - Elinor, Olive and Ari are excited for
a big soccer game. In order to make sure he plays well, Ari wants to wear his old lucky shirt, even though it's so small that Ari can't even move his
arms while wearing it. As the kids visit Ranger Rabbit, they observe a snake that has shed its skin, because the skin became too small and
uncomfortable, just like Ari's shirt. Ari learns from this and decides he doesn't need a lucky shirt to be a good soccer goalie. He needs to be
comfortable and able to move around freely, just like the snake!

(CC) DVI #117H(S)PBS

11:30a Nature Cat
Croak and Swagger/Puddle Pool Party

Croak and Swagger - Nature Cat leads his friends to the pond for a day of listening to one of the most amazing spring sounds: the bullfrog croak!
At the pond, amid the bullfrog croaks, the gang hears another sound: someone crying! Nature Cat finds the cries coming from Warren the
Bullfrog, who is very sad because he doesn't know how to croak. What kind of bullfrog is he? It's up to Nature Cat and his pals to help Warren get
his croak back! Puddle Pool Party - Squeeks is so excited because today she has invited her pals to a puddle in the woods for a Puddle Pool
Party! Arriving in the woods with their bathing suits on and pool toys at the ready, the gang finds a big problem, the puddle is gone! Squeeks is
heartbroken, she really had her mind set on a puddle pool party. Where did the puddle go?

(CC) N/A #132H(S)PBS

12:00n Hero Elementary
A Leg Up / Sneezitis Solution

When a baby porcupine gets itself into predicaments, it's Sparks' Crew to the rescue. But, how do they help the little porcupine when they can't
get too close to it? Curriculum: Animals, including humans, can use their legs in many ways. / Fur Blur has come down with "Sneezitis," a
hamster cold. The only cure is to sniff the flower of a certain plant. Sparks' Crew rushes her to the Citytown Greenhouse to find the plant... but
which one is it? Curriculum: Plants can be identified by similarities in size, shape and color of stems, leaves and flowers.

(CC) DVI #117H(S)PBS

12:30p Xavier Riddle and the Secret Museum
I Am Mary Shelley/I Am Harry Houdini

I am Mary Shelley Xavier and the gang are excited for a Nature Troop campout, where Xavier has volunteered to tell the first campfire story.
There's just one problem: everyone is expecting a spooky story, but Xavier only knows how to tell silly stories. What's he going to do? He doesn't
want to disappoint everyone. To the Secret Museum! Our heroes are sent back in time to meet an expert spooky storyteller: Mary Shelley. Mary
takes our trio on an imaginative playdate where she spins the leaves and wind into a very spooky tale, which Xavier can't help but turn funny. Is
all hope lost?? Mary helps Xavier see that he can tell a story that's both spooky AND silly. The most important thing is to tell stories your own
way. Curriculum: "Tell stories you own way." I am Harry Houdini The time has come from Brad to spend his very first night in the museum, and he
couldn't be more excited. Except, when the lights go out, Brad realizes it's kind of... gulp... scary there at night. Too afraid to stay put in his
sleeping bag, there's only one thing left to do... to the Secret Museum! Our heroes travel back in time to meet someone who knew how to face a
scary situation: Harry Houdini. Harry wants nothing more than to be a brave performer, just like his hero, tightrope walker Fearless Jean. But, it
turns out tightrope walking is scarier than he thought! Good thing Harry has a trick to help himself, and Brad, make it through to the end: when
you're scared, take a deep breath to calm down and feel better. Curriculum: "When you're scared, you can take a deep breath to calm down and
feel better."

(CC) DVI #102H(S)PBS

01:00p Inspire
Food Insecurity in the Sunflower State

(N) N/A #301HKTWU

01:30p I've Got Issues
Kansas Legislative Session

(N) N/A #1201HKTWU

02:00p Quest for Beauty (CC) N/A #0H(S)NETA

03:00p Alma's Way
Alma's New Kicks/Star Ball

(CC) DVI #114H(S)PBS

03:30p Wild Kratts
Creature Power Challenge

After getting caught in the middle of a tussle between a grumpy rhino and an outraged elephant, Martin and Chris decide to have a contest to
decide what's stronger - elephant or rhino powers.

(CC) N/A #203H(S)PBS

04:00p Odd Squad
First Day

In this two-part episode, agents struggle with a case while Oscar interviews candidates to run the Odd Squad Creature Room. Curriculum: Data
and charts.

(CC) DVI #201H(S)PBS
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04:30p Arthur
Francine and the Soccer Spy/Sue Ellen and the Last Page

When Ladonna befriends a new member of the Mighty Mountain soccer team, Francine becomes convinced she is leaking top secret team info.
The City Council has voted to close the Elwood City Library! Can Sue Ellen save the library before it's too late?

(CC) DVI #2103H(S)PBS

05:00p Cat in the Hat Knows A Lot About That!
Teeny Weeny Adventure/I See Seeds

Teeny Weeny Adventure - Nick has spotted a tiny ladybug, but Sally has found an even smaller ant! And there's nothing smaller than an ant. Or is
there? Cat takes Nick and Sally to meet a variety of single-celled creatures, the smallest anywhere! Nick and Sally soon learn that a drop of water
holds a whole lot more than they ever realized! I See Seeds - Sally and Nick are going on an adventure, but how are they going to get there?
Skateboard? Train? Rocketship? They just can't decide, until Cat suggests they see how trees send their seeds on trips. They follow different
seeds as they travel through the air, float on the water and hitch rides on animals.

(CC) DVI #122H(S)PBS

05:30p BBC News America (CC) N/A #2970H(S)WETA

06:00p PBS Newshour (CC) N/A #14045H(S)NPS

07:00p Washington Week with the Atlantic (CC) N/A #6310H(S)NPS

07:30p Firing Line with Margaret Hoover
Guest: Roya Mahboob. Afghanistan's first female tech CEO, Roya Mahboob, discusses the fall of Kabul and decimation of women's rights after
two years of Taliban rule. She gives an update on the Afghan Girls Robotics Team, which she launched prior to the Taliban takeover.

(CC) N/A #710H(S)NPS

08:00p Market to Market
News and commodity market analysis from the weekly journal of rural America.

(CC) N/A #4903H(S)IPTV

08:30p Real Ag
Air Spraying

(N) N/A #1102HSHPTV

09:00p Joni Mitchell: The Library of Congress Gershwin Prize for Popular Song
The incomparable, trail-blazing talent of Joni Mitchell is celebrated in Washington, DC's historic DAR Constitution Hall by a cadre of musical stars
who all drew inspiration from the woman many consider to be the most influential musical artist of her time. Be it lyrics, composition, playing,
singing, or even painting, no artist has demonstrated the creative length, depth and breadth of Joni Mitchell.

(CC) N/A #0H(S)NPS

10:30p One Voice: The Songs We Share
American Roots

Enjoy American roots musical performances hosted by and starring Frank Waln with performances by Mauricio Martinez, Amber Merritt,
Jacqueline Schwab, and Asako Tamura with Luke Frazier and The American Pops Orchestra.

(CC) N/A #104H(S)NPS

11:00p Real Ag
Air Spraying

(N) N/A #1102HSHPTV

11:30p Start Up
Michigan Fields

Since 2017, Drew Patrick has been developing a concept that would connect people with locally sourced and grown grocery products. So, when
the pandemic hit, he knew it was time to fasttrack the concept and launch his business, Michigan Fields, as quickly as possible. Essentially an
online grocery store, you shop just like you would through Instacart or the other services, but the products are coming directly from the source.
This is a story about quickly adapting to your environment and bringing businesses together to provide a valuable service.

(CC) N/A #813H(S)NETA
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12:00m Joni Mitchell: The Library of Congress Gershwin Prize for Popular Song
The incomparable, trail-blazing talent of Joni Mitchell is celebrated in Washington, DC's historic DAR Constitution Hall by a cadre of musical stars
who all drew inspiration from the woman many consider to be the most influential musical artist of her time. Be it lyrics, composition, playing,
singing, or even painting, no artist has demonstrated the creative length, depth and breadth of Joni Mitchell.

(CC) N/A #0H(S)NPS

06:00a Molly of Denali
Seal Dance/Snowboarding Qyah Style

Seal Dance When an approaching storm forces Molly, Grandpa Nat, and Mom to make an impromptu landing on the Aleutian island of Atka,
Molly makes a new friend who teachers her about Unangax dances and together they learn how to perform a traditional Seal Dance.
Snowboarding Qyah Style Inspired by Randall's snowboarding video antics, Molly decides to make her own video to show off "Qyah Style"
snowboarding. First step: learning how to snowboard! She recruits Tooey to help her, but soon realizes snowboarding is harder than it looks,
much less adding signature Qyah Style into the mix.

(CC) DVI #123H(S)PBS

06:30a Agphd (N) N/A #1326HHEFTY

07:00a Market to Market
News and commodity market analysis from the weekly journal of rural America.

(CC) N/A #4903H(S)IPTV

07:30a Curious George
In Case of Emergency/George's Bff

The Doorman is upgrading the building's emergency system, and in the lobby now is a big red emergency button that George is dying to push.
When George plays fetch with Hundley and their ball is lost, George thinks that this is an emergency worthy of pushing that button! Push it he
does, and the fire crew is on their way. What George doesn't know is that the ball went down the elevator shaft, causing the elevator to break
down with The Man with the Yellow Hat stuck inside - a REAL emergency! Will the fire crew rescue his friend (before his ice cream melts)? And
will George learn when he should, and should not, push that button? / Flying home from a fishing tournament, George and The Man with the
Yellow Hat encounter a storm, so they land and spend the night at a Prairie Nature Center. Their friend and guide, Inez, raises endangered Black
Footed Ferrets and releases them into the wild. George has several close encounters with one of the ferrets, who likes to play chase and steal
George's fishing trophy! When it's time to release the ferret into the wild, George surprises the ferret with a gift...but George is the one who ends
up surprised when the ferret becomes a stowaway on the plane ride back home!

(CC) N/A #1412H(S)PBS

08:00a Work It Out Wombats!
Sparkle Pants/Game Changer

Is it possible to have too many pairs of Sparkle Pants? Not if you find creative ways to repurpose them! / After a long spell of rain, it's time to play!
But, what game can Zadie, Cece, Clyde, and Carly play that's fun for all?

(CC) DVI #111H(S)PBS

08:30a Daniel Tiger's Neighborhood
Daniel Loves Tigey/Daniel Needs Tigey at School

Daniel Loves Tigey - Daniel gets upset when Margaret spills juice on his favorite stuffed animal, Tigey. Daniel learns how he can make himself
feel better when he's upset. Daniel Needs Tigey at School - Daniel is having a hard day at school, but he knows just how to make himself feel
better: by hugging his Tigey! Strategy: When you're upset you can find a way to feel better.

(CC) DVI #317H(S)PBS

09:00a Sesame Street
The Great Home Carnival

It's raining, and Elmo, Abby, and Rudy can't go to the carnival anymore. This is a problem! They wonder if they can make their own carnival
games with things at home. What if they use paper for a memory game, rolled-up socks for a toss game, and empty boxes for pretend roller
coaster cars? Let's try! It works. They didn't give up, and they made their favorite carnival games at home.

(CC) DVI #5230H(S)PBS

09:30a Rosie's Rules
President of the Sandbox / Dino Parade

Rosie and Javi both want to be in charge of the sandbox, so the kids hold an election to choose the president. / The Dino Parade is about to be
cancelled, so Rosie rallies her friends to form a marching band.

(CC) DVI #127H(S)PBS

10:00a Donkey Hodie
Hey-O, Purple Moon/Purple Peg Problem

Moon Moths will arrive for the purple moon, but they don't like loud noises. Can Panda find a quiet way to show his love and see the moths?
/Panda's spaceship won't blast off. Fixing it is a big job, but Donkey's there to help, one step at a time.

(CC) DVI #134H(S)PBS

10:30a Diy Science Time
Static Electricity

Mister C and the Science Crew will have you shocked with all the amazing things you can do with static electricity! Today's activities and
demonstrations will get you charged up to learn.

(CC) N/A #113H(S)NETA
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11:00a Paint This with Jerry Yarnell
Beside Still Waters, Part 5

In this final segment, Jerry takes his viewers through the process of adding all final details and highlights. He adds the miscellaneous clumps of
grasses, weeds, and brush to seat the bridge, trees, and rocks. Then adds the leaves on the large trees. He finishes up by putting a horizontal
glaze on the water to make it appear more wet. Then uses the script brush to apply the taller weeds throughout the painting.

(CC) N/A #3109H(S)NETA

11:30a Make It Artsy
Your Stuff

Take a second look at your "stuff" and figure out new ways to use it. First, host Julie Fei Fan Balzer shows ways to reinvent using washi tape in
card making. Then, Sandy McTier demonstrates a decorative painting technique featuring a poinsettia motif. Finally, Joe Rotella reinvents his use
of foil paper as a mosaic. The show closes with a color study - teal.

(CC) N/A #906H(S)NETA

12:00n Creative Living
Designer and seamstress, Patty Dunn will show how to weave fabric strips to make a quilted pieced look. She'll also show placemats and purses
that have been made with this technique called "line dancing." She is the owner of All Dunn Designs. Patty Waid, owner and operator of Waid &
Associates, says creating beautiful centerpieces is like adding "jewelry" to your event. She'll present a close look at the basic elements of design
that help to set the foundation for building centerpieces with a "wow" factor. Kerri Forrest represents Bernina Sewing Machine, and she's going to
talk about sergers. She'll explain what they can do, how to select one and then demonstrate some of the basic stitches by working on a teeshirt.
Unlike traditional sewing machines, sergers trim the fabric, sew the seam and finish the edge at the same time.

(CC) N/A #7001H(S)KENW

12:30p This Old House
Newburyport | Powering Through

Before demo begins, the main power is disconnected. The old bump out is demoed, and the present bathroom is tested for asbestos. A carpenter
talks about working with Parkinson's Disease. The vinyl siding is removed to reveal the original clapboards.

(CC) N/A #4410H(S)PBSPL

01:00p Woodsmith Shop
Compact Home Office

On this episode of the Woodsmith Shop, the cast builds a pair of work from home essentials: a desk and wall shelf combo. They're designed to fit
just about anywhere. Simple, robust joinery means you can build them in a short time and they'll last for years.

(CC) N/A #1501H(S)NETA

01:30p American Woodshop
Tri-Leg Triangular Seat with Turned Tapered Legs

Learn turning wood the easy way. Turning tips for everyone of any skill level! Absolutely a perfect way to create a perfect seat.

(CC) N/A #2703H(S)NETA

02:00p Garage with Steve Butler
Tea Lights

(CC) N/A #109H(S)NETA

02:30p Chef's Life
Prolific Peppers

Vivian preps peppers for a trip to Lambstock, where chefs, food and music converge. Even with Warren at the wheel, the road provides
unexpected woes. Holley's grandmother offers a lesson in stuffing peppers and delegating authority.

(CC) N/A #503H(S)PBS

03:00p America's Test Kitchen
Beef Wellington

Hosts Julia Collin Davison and Bridget Lancaster make a show-stopping Beef Wellington. Tasting expert Jack Bishop challenges Bridget to a
tasting of domestic caviar.

(CC) N/A #2305H(S)APTEX

03:30p Cook's Country
Roast Chicken and Salad

Host Julia Collin Davison makes Green Goddess Roast Chicken, and Toni Tipton-Martin shares the origins of Green Goddess dressing.
Ingredient expert Jack Bishop gives a primer on herbs. Bryan Roof makes Perfect Pesto from the Recipe Box, and Ashley Moore makes Potato,
Green Bean and Tomato Salad.

(CC) N/A #1402H(S)APTEX

04:00p Fons & Porter's Love of Quilting
Signed with Love

Quilters throughout the years have found ways to commemorate events through fabric. One of the oldest ways is through a signature quilt, in
which autographs become a cherished keepsake. Angela Huffman shares a perfect design for such a quilt. Learn all the construction techniques,
as well as tips for preparing fabric for autographs, on this episode of Love of Quilting.

(CC) N/A #4206H(S)NETA
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04:30p It's Sew Easy
Fabric Feature

Learn about choosing the right fabric for your sewing project. One of the ways to make your sewing easier is to let your fabric do all the work.
First, Joanne Banko has a free motion home dec project using the fabric pattern itself as a guide. Then, Angela Wolf is on location with the Bella
Top. Mesh fabric adds a style element to the top and she finishes it off with a lesson on elastic casing.

(CC) N/A #2104H(S)NETA

05:00p Knit and Crochet Now
Cozy Comfy Shrugs

First is the Cabernet Shrug with Toni Lipsey. If you can crochet a rectangle, you can craft this oversized cozy shrug. Then Lena is back in the
stitch corner with the November Lights Scarf. Beautiful lace texture in soft grey creates a seasonal fashion accessory that will dress up any style.
Then it's time for the knit version of our shrug and the Fillory Knit Shrug. Britt Schmiesing creates a comfy shrug that will teach you many new
skills.

(CC) N/A #1207H(S)NETA

05:30p Garden Smart
The Healing Power of Plants

The therapeutic benefits of gardening have been documented since ancient times. Today, horticultural therapy is making huge strides in working
with senior citizens. No matter our age and health, gardening has many positive benefits. Be sure to tune in as GardenSMART explores the field
of horticultural therapy.

(CC) N/A #7205H(S)NETA

06:00p Cottonwood Connections
What's for Dinner?

(N) N/A #209HSHPTV

06:30p Rick Steves' Europe
Sicilian Delights

Sicily serves up a full-bodied and tasty travel experience. Rick dines on fresh seafood at the fisherman's harbor in Cefalù, ponders ancient Greek
greatness in Siracusa, communes with monks - alive and departed - in a Capuchin crypt, sleeps in an olive orchard at an agriturismo, and eats
his way through a classic Sicilian banquet with a famous chef.

(CC) N/A #1009H(S)APTEX

07:00p The Lawrence Welk Show
Salute to the Working People (Ken Delo)

Hosted by Ken Delo, this program features a lively selection of songs that celebrate occupations. Ken sings "Casey Jones" saluting railroad
workers, Guy and Ralna sing "Let Me Be There", Anacani serenades the "Peanut Vender", and Larry Hooper performs his ever-popular hit, "The
Auctioneer". Bobby and Cissy, Ken and Anacani, and Jack and Mary Lou honor dance instructors with "Six Lessons from Madame LaZonga".

(CC) N/A #1903H(S)OETA

08:00p Backstage Pass
Mike Mains & The Branches

Known for their indie-pop melodies, husband and wife Mike and Shannon Mains headline Mike Mains & The Branches. Their music reflects their
love and experiences together as a couple. Their newest album, "When We Were in Love," released in Spring of 2019 features songs like
"Endless Summer," "Breathing Underwater," and "Around the Corner."

(CC) N/A #1001H(S)NETA

09:00p Front and Center
Mike Campbell & The Dirty Knobs

The Rock and Roll Hall of Fame guitarist and his current band perform songs from their External Combustion including "Wicked Mind" and
"Wreckless Abandon," plus "Refugee," "You Got Lucky," and "Runnin' Down a Dream" from his days with Tom Petty and the Heartbreakers.
Performed at the Brooklyn Bowl.

(CC) N/A #1103H(S)APTEX

10:00p Austin City Limits
Adrian Quesada Boleros Psicodelicos

Black Pumas founder Adrian Quesada brings to life the music of his acclaimed Spanish-language album Boleros Psicodelicos in a thrilling hour,
with international guest vocalists iLe, Natalia Clavier, Girl Ultra, Clemente Castillo and more.

(CC) N/A #4809H(S)PBSPL

11:00p Sound On Tap
Scabaret

Scabaret (aka Three Bad Mamas and a Microphone) is a tour-de-force of blended styles, combining classical and swing technique with down and
dirty rock sensibilities. Add generous splashes of tango, disco, R&B, cabaret, and country, and you have an intriguing amalgamation served up
with humor, wit and style.

(CC) N/A #409H(S)NETA
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11:30p Songs at the Center
Master Series Episode with Ray Stevens

We kick of Season Nine with a MASTER SERIES EPISODE featuring Nashville Songwriters Hall of Fame and Country Music Hall of Fame
legend, Ray Stevens. Ray's talent ranges from novelty hits, "The Streak," and "Guitarzan," to hit ballads like "Misty" and "Everything is Beautiful."
Nine Grammy nominations, two wins and 40-million albums sold tells you all you need to know about Mr. Ray Stevens. Ray plays, sings and talks
about creativity with host, Eric Gnezda.

(CC) N/A #901H(S)
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12:00m Nova
Sunken Ship Rescue

NOVA follows the epic operation to secure, raise and salvage the Costa Concordia cruise ship, which ran aground and tragically capsized off the
coast of Italy on January 13th 2012, killing 32 passengers. Moving the ship - which stretches the length of three football fields, weighs over
114,000 tons and lies half submerged on the site of a protected reef with a 50-meter long hole in its hull - from its precarious perch on the edge of
a 60 meter high underwater cliff will be a huge technical and logistical challenge. Now, NOVA joins a team of more than 500 divers and engineers
working around the clock as they attempt the biggest ship recovery project in history.

(CC) N/A #4202H(S)NPS

06:00a Molly of Denali
Big Sulky/The Funny Face Competition

Big Sulky When a windstorm knocks down Big Sulky, Qyah's oldest tree, Molly and Tooey decide to make an exhibit honoring the giant spruce.
To prepare, they interview everyone who has a Big Sulky story, and in the process, try to solve the mystery of how the giant tree got its name.
The Funny Face Competition After seeing a book of photos that misrepresent Alaska Natives, Molly and Tooey organize a Funny Face
Competition to take photos of how their friends and family really are - happy and smiling. Tooey seems like a shoe-in to win... until Aunt Merna
comes to town.

(CC) DVI #135H(S)PBS

06:30a Alma's Way
Alma's New Kicks/Star Ball

(CC) DVI #114H(S)PBS

07:00a Wild Kratts
Creature Power Challenge

After getting caught in the middle of a tussle between a grumpy rhino and an outraged elephant, Martin and Chris decide to have a contest to
decide what's stronger - elephant or rhino powers.

(CC) N/A #203H(S)PBS

07:30a Curious George
Spelunky Monkey/The Dive-In Movie

(CC) N/A #1305H(S)PBS

08:00a Work It Out Wombats!
Moo Moo Choo Choo / Lake Bellyflop

The Wombats help to free the Moo Moo Choo Choo train, which got itself stuck in a sea of ooey-gooey mud. / First spied through a telescope,
three adventurous Wombats attempt to find mystical Bellyflop Lake - without getting lost!

(CC) DVI #119H(S)PBS

08:30a Daniel Tiger's Neighborhood
A New Friend at School/ A New Friend at the Playground

A New Friend at School - Daniel can't wait to race the crafty car he made at school with Prince Wednesday! But Prince Wednesday is busy
playing with Jodi now. Is Prince Wednesday still Daniel's friend? Of course he is! A New Friend at the Playground - Daniel and Miss Elaina are
playing together at the park. When their new friend Jodi shows up to play, Daniel worries that Miss Elaina likes Jodi more than him, but then
Daniel is reminded that they're all still friends.

(CC) DVI #406H(S)PBS

09:00a Sesame Street
Backyard Pizza Parlor

It's Friday, and that means Abby and Rudy are going to Crusty Charlie's. When Daddy Freddy gets home, he tells them that they won't be able to
go to for a while, because they have to make choices and buy things they need. But they can still have pizza at home. To make it more fun, they
pretend that they're at Crusty Charlie's. They sing songs, play games, and take turns being servers.

(CC) DVI #5231H(S)PBS

09:30a Rosie's Rules
Royal Rosie/Rosies No-Strawberry Stand

107A The Purple Knight is coming to Mom's bookstore, but Rosie isn't sure how to help Mom set up. 107B Rosie and Javi make a strawberry
horchata stand, but they don't have strawberries. They go to the store where Rosie learns how stores get food.

(CC) DVI #107H(S)PBS

10:00a Donkey Hodie
Bye Bye, Book/Tater Buddies

Duck Duck builds a book swap box so all her pals can share books, but it's harder to give away her books than she thought./The pals throw a
party for their Tater Buddy dolls. When one of his friends is upset, can Panda spot the signs and help?

(CC) DVI #117H(S)PBS

10:30a Biz Kid$
You Are The Target!

Every day, kids and teens are subjected to thousands of commercial messages from advertisers. This episode helps you recognize when you are
being targeted, how to resist manipulation, and when to apply good consumer skills to cut through the commercial fog.

(CC) DVI #504(S)APTEX
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11:00a Curious Crew
Polymers

How are growing gummy bears, exploding diapers, and making water disappear all related? The Curious Crew explores the world of polymers!
STEM Challenge: Making slime; Curious About Careers: Zookeeper Annie Marcum.

(CC) N/A #501H(S)NETA

11:30a Make48
Innovate, Build, Invent!, Pt. 2

We dive deep into the hands-on brainstorming and prototyping stage. This is the meat of the series with lots of inventing, building, innovating and
collaborating! By this time we really know each team and can personally connect with their efforts! It is a full on educational toy workshop with lots
of team action.

(CC) N/A #404H(S)APTEX

12:00n Market to Market
News and commodity market analysis from the weekly journal of rural America.

(CC) N/A #4903H(S)IPTV

12:30p Motorweek (CC) N/A #4252H(S)PBSPL

01:00p Real Ag
Side Hustles

(N) N/A #1103HSHPTV

01:30p Plan Stronger TV
Challenges of Student Loan Debt

David Holland and Women's Wealth Coach, Jayne Ellegard, discuss how our money beliefs affect our finances. CFP® Professional, Reshell
Smith, explains the financial risks of dying without a will. Our Financial Panel explores the challenges of student loan debt.

(CC) N/A #612H(S)ACCES

02:00p Classic Gospel
Josh Turner: I Serve A Savior

On the heels of a Billboard #1 country release in 2017, GRAMMY nominee Josh Turner presents an all-new gospel show. Featuring some of his
favorite hymns and hits such as "Long Black Train", "Amazing Grace", "I Saw The Light" and more, this gospel debut captures the heart and
unmistakable voice of the faith-filled baritone.

(CC) N/A #1408H(S)NETA

03:00p Your Fantastic Mind
Adolescent Mental Health

Social media, academic stress and other crucial factors are contributing to an adolescent mental health crisis in America. This episode explores
the alarming rise of anxiety, depression and suicide among today's teenagers, addressing causes of the crisis and exploring possible solutions.
Viewers will hear from families and teens affected by mental health disorders, as well as psychiatric experts calling for an urgent need for change.

(CC) N/A #301H(S)NETA

03:30p Doctors On Call
Dr. Brandon Wiedenhaft: Pet Health

(N) N/A #1802HSHPTV

04:00p Antiques Roadshow
Vintage Tucson 2021 Hour 1

Revisit tremendous Tucson treasures first appraised 15 years ago including Picasso Madoura pottery, an early 20th C. Cartier necklace &brooch,
and an 1861 Charles Dickens letter. Can you guess which is now valued at $90,000-$115,000?

(CC) N/A #2504H(S)NPS

05:00p PBS News Weekend (CC) N/A #2020H(S)NPS

05:30p History with David Rubenstein
Lien-Hang Nguyen

(CC) N/A #404H(S)PBSPL

06:00p Cottonwood Connections
Western Cattle Trail

(N) N/A #301HSHPTV

06:30p World's Greatest Cruises (CC) N/A #101H(S)NETA

07:00p Professor T
Ring of Fire

A young woman is left badly burned after a fire in a student flat. When investigations show the victim was drugged and the fire was set, Professor
T helps the police in a race against time to find who did it before they strike again.

(CC) DVI #201#(S)NPS
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08:00p Unforgotten On Masterpiece
Season 5, Episode 1

DCI Jessica James' first day in her new job is marred by an unforeseen and devastating event involving her family life. Her first case looks like a
murder dating back to the 1930s, but could the body have been disposed of in more recent times?

(CC) DVI #5334#(S)NPS

09:00p Van Der Valk On Masterpiece
Freedom In Amsterdam, Part 1

The team is immediately plunged into an investigation following the dramatic shooting of an idealistic Freerunning champion.

(CC) DVI #5340#(S)PBS

10:00p Austin City Limits
Adrian Quesada Boleros Psicodelicos

Black Pumas founder Adrian Quesada brings to life the music of his acclaimed Spanish-language album Boleros Psicodelicos in a thrilling hour,
with international guest vocalists iLe, Natalia Clavier, Girl Ultra, Clemente Castillo and more.

(CC) N/A #4809H(S)PBSPL

11:00p Professor T
Ring of Fire

A young woman is left badly burned after a fire in a student flat. When investigations show the victim was drugged and the fire was set, Professor
T helps the police in a race against time to find who did it before they strike again.

(CC) DVI #201H(S)NPS
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12:00m Unforgotten On Masterpiece
Season 5, Episode 1

DCI Jessica James' first day in her new job is marred by an unforeseen and devastating event involving her family life. Her first case looks like a
murder dating back to the 1930s, but could the body have been disposed of in more recent times?

(CC) DVI #5334H(S)NPS

06:00a Molly of Denali
Going Toe to Toe with a Dinosaur/Sassy Ladies On Ice

Going Toe to Toe with a Dinosaur Molly and Vera join scientists as they visit a dinosaur excavation site. Will they find a real dinosaur fossil? After
a few false starts, the girls uncover what they think might be the discovery of a lifetime. Sassy Ladies on Ice The Sassy Ladies of Saskatoon are
back-this time in search of a glacier they saw 30 years ago. Molly is excited to join them, but after a long plane ride and hike, Molly and the Sassy
Ladies are surprised to discover that the glacier has disappeared. What happened to it?

(CC) DVI #136H(S)PBS

06:30a Happy Yoga with Sarah Starr
Sunflower Beauty

Bask in the beautiful sunflower fields of summer as you enjoy a gentle yoga practice while entirely seated in a chair. Includes lower body moves
to build strength and stamina along with gentle stretches for your shoulders, chest, back, hips and more.

(CC) N/A #901H(S)NETA

07:00a Yoga In Practice
Transforming Fear Into Joy

Fear can be useful. It keeps us safe in uncertain situations, but it can just as easily block us from living fully. Through our sense of wonder, like a
child, we can learn to embrace any circumstance. The arm balance called Crow can help us face our fears.

(CC) N/A #207H(S)APTEX

07:30a Curious George
Guest Monkey/Charkie Goes to School

Guest Monkey - George is almost as excited as Allie on her first day of school, but is ecstatic when she invites him to school the next day as a
special guest monkey! He soon learns, though, that kindergarten has a lot of special rules that he's not used to - like not climbing on the furniture
or standing in the sand table. Will George get extra credit for trying to follow the rules, or will his effort create one big mess? Charkie Goes to
School - Charkie's building has a new rule - all dogs must have a good-behavior diploma from obedience school. After seeing Charkie struggle
with the obstacle course, George recruits the academy's top alumni, Hundley, to help prepare Charkie for the final exam. Can George and
Hundley figure out a way to get Charkie to cross the finish line amid all the distractions?

(CC) DVI #405H(S)PBS

08:00a Daniel Tiger's Neighborhood
Daniel Visits School/Daniel Visits The Doctor

Daniel Visits School - Daniel is visiting school for the first time and he's a little nervous until he learns that asking questions so that he knows what
to expect is the best way to handle the anxiety that comes with new experiences. Daniel Visits the Doctor - Daniel is going to Dr. Anna for his
checkup - but he is very anxious! Mom Tiger teaches him that talking about the situation will help him feel calmer, so Daniel makes a book with all
the information he knows about the doctor.

(CC) DVI #102H(S)PBS

08:30a Rosie's Rules
The Ice Pop Truck/Rosies Dollar Dilemma

Rosie wants to try the new ice pop from the Ice Pop Truck, but she needs to find an extra dollar to buy it. / Rosie gets a dollar after helping Tia at
the mercado, but she struggles to decide what to buy with it.

(CC) DVI #124H(S)PBS

09:00a Sesame Street
Community Mural

Friends on Sesame Street are painting a mural to celebrate the people in their neighborhood. Tamir, Ji-Young, and Abby have a hard time finding
a paint color that is the same color of their skin and fur. Nina shows them how they can mix paint to create the beautiful color that looks just like
them. She mixes brown paint with some pink to make a beautiful pinkish brown color that looks just like her skin Nina Pinkish Brown. Tamir mixes
brown paint with a little bit of gold to make a beautiful golden-brown Tamir Brown. Ji-Young mixes gold paint with a little bit of pink to make Ji-
Young Pinkish Gold. Abby adds in a little bit more red paint to pink to make a beautiful pink color, Abby Pink. Everyone works together to make
the mural special, showing that we may be different on the outside but we're all friends on Sesame Street.

(CC) DVI #5301H(S)PBS

09:30a Work It Out Wombats!
Talent Turmoil/Zeke's Collection Selection

The Wombats learn the hard way that you can't keep a talent show in order if all the props are out of order. / Feeling left out of the Treeborhood's
Collection Bonanza, Zeke goes in search of a collection he can call his own.

(CC) DVI #114H(S)PBS

10:00a Donkey Hodie
Donkey's Bad Day/Yodel Bird Egg

Donkey and Panda's Awesome, Extra Fun, Very Good Day keeps going badly. Will Donkey find a way to cheer herself up?/Donkey and Panda
find a yodel bird egg with no mama in sight! They vow to protect it, but it's harder than they expect.

(CC) DVI #118H(S)PBS
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10:30a Pinkalicious & Peterrific
Best Day Ever/Catchy Song

Pop star Jonah Rose is coming to Pinkville. Pinkalicious and Peter are excited to see him and do his signature move, the Jonah Jump. But when
they find out the concert is sold out, they decide to put on their own show with a very special guest. / Pinkalicious has written the catchiest song
ever, and soon everyone in Pinkville is singing it. In fact, they can't stop singing it! Can Pinkalicious come up with an even catchier song to get it
out of their heads?

(CC) DVI #132H(S)PBS

11:00a Elinor Wonders Why
Follow That Roly Poly/Rain, Rain Don't Go Away

Follow That Roly Poly - The Exploring Club is looking for somewhere really cool to explore when they find a Roly Poly that leads them on their
next adventure -- under a log! After careful observation, they realize that there's an entire community of critters that lives under logs. It's a like a
tiny town! Finally, they put the log back the way they found it and learn that you don't have to look far to find a grand adventure in nature. Rain,
Rain Don't Go Away - Elinor, Ari and Olive are in the park playing when their fun is cut short, because it starts to rain. This makes Elinor wonder,
"why does it need to rain?" The kids soon observe lots of ways the rain is helpful to plants and animals: it helps snails stay slimy, fills up bird
baths, keeps frog ponds full, and keeps the grass green. Now the kids know that a rain shower is very useful to nature. Also, rain makes the best
thing ever for kids - PUDDLES to jump in!

(CC) DVI #118H(S)PBS

11:30a Nature Cat
Ze Worm Whisperer/Love You, Michael Bluejay

(CC) N/A #112H(S)PBS

12:00n Hero Elementary
What You Don't See / Super Purple Pop-Up Plants

A frightened horse is on the loose in Citytown, and Sparks' Crew tries to help catch it. But, how can they get near it when the horse runs away
whenever it sees them? Curriculum: Some animals have camouflage that helps them blend into their surroundings, which keeps them from being
seen. / Sparks' Crew investigates mysterious purple plants that keeps popping up all over Citytown. Where are these plants coming from? And
how do they stop them? Curriculum: Seeds are dispersed in many ways. Animals can disperse seeds, which helps some plants grow in different
areas.

(CC) DVI #118H(S)PBS

12:30p Xavier Riddle and the Secret Museum
I Am Johann Sebastian Bach/I Am Marie Curie

I am Johann Sebastian Bach Xavier is pumped to once again rock the school talent show with his rendition of Hot Cross Buns on the recorder.
Only problem is, he hasn't exactly improved since last year's performance. In fact, he may have gotten worse! How could this happen? And what
can he do about it? To the Secret Museum! Xavier and the gang go back in time to meet someone who knew exactly how to rock out to the max:
Johann Sebastian Bach. Joining Bach as he works on his song over and over again, learns all he can about his instrument, and travels miles by
foot to watch other musicians play helps Xavier to see there's only one way he can get better on the recorder: he'll have to work hard and
practice. Curriculum: "If you want to get better at something, you have to work hard and practice." I am Marie Curie Brad is crestfallen when he
shows up for his first meeting of the Butterfly Club, only to find out it's for kids 7 and up. And he's only 6! Does this mean he'll never get to learn
more about his beloved butterflies? To the Secret Museum! Brad and the gang travel back in time to meet someone who never let anything stand
in her way: Marie Curie. Marie dreams of one day being a scientist, but those dreams seem to shatter when she finds out girls aren't allowed to
go to university. How silly! But, Marie doesn't let that stop her; she finds her own secret university where she can learn, then starts up her very
own lab and makes an amazing scientific discovery! Marie Curie inspires Brad to follow his dreams no matter what. Curriculum: "Follow your
dreams, no matter what."

(CC) DVI #101H(S)PBS

01:00p Gzero World with Ian Bremmer
Whose Side Is India On?

Guest: Barkha Dutt, Delhi-based broadcast journalist and Washington Post columnist. Based on the plushest of red carpets that President Biden
rolled out for Indian Prime Minister Narendra Modi during his White House visit in June, one might think the two were the closest of allies. But one
would be mistaken.

(CC) N/A #610H(S)APTEX

01:30p Story in the Public Square
Joseph Ewoodzie, Jr.

Food is central to the daily existence of Americans, whether we are growing it; shopping for it; preparing it; consuming it; or even just hungry for it.
Joseph Ewoodzie, Jr. of Davidson College argues that for many, food intersects with race and class to help form our identity as individuals

(CC) N/A #901H(S)NETA

02:00p 10 Modern Marvels That Changed America
Host Geoffrey Baer takes viewers across the country to the legendary streets, monuments and man-made marvels that changed America.
Explore the streets that change the way we get around, visit the Statue of Liberty and Mount Rushmore, and learn more about the engineering
feats that made our civilization possible.

(CC) N/A #0H(S)PBS

03:00p Alma's Way
Harper's Quick Change/All Rapped Up

When Alma, Harper, and Rafia see a quick-change video Safina made, Harper wants to make a video for her dad of her changing into her robot
costume that's just like it. The only problem is, they can't figure out how she changed her clothes so fast! They'll need a little help to make a video
of their own. Alma is supposed to help Eddie record a rap, but starts a rap circle with Junior, Andre, and Becka instead.

(CC) DVI #132H(S)PBS
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03:30p Wild Kratts
Bugs Or Monkeys?

A miniaturized Martin wants to check out insects in the rainforest, but Chris wants to investigate the world of the Spider monkey. Chris wins when
he puts "mini" Martin in his pack back and heads off through the treetops.

(CC) N/A #207H(S)PBS

04:00p Odd Squad
Odd Beginnings, Part 1

Odd Beginnings - Agents Opal and Omar uncover the location of a legendary odd artifact. Curriculum: Measurement, Simple Machines.

(CC) DVI #301H(S)PBS

04:30p Arthur
Buster's Breathless/The Fright Stuff

Will Buster's friends treat him the same after they learn he has asthma? Maybe the answer will be found on a guided tour through...Buster's
lungs! In the second story, prankster poltergeists have arrived in Elwood City--and just in time for the "Scare Your Pants Off" costume party! It's
boys versus girls in what becomes a great big battle of the pranks, until the kids learn a lesson about practical jokes...from a spooky source.

(CC) DVI #403H(S)PBS

05:00p Cat in the Hat Knows A Lot About That!
Surprise Surprise/A Howling Good Time

Surprise Surprise - Try as they might, Nick and Sally just can't learn to do a somersault. Luckily Cat's friend Luis the Armadillo is the king of the
roly polys! But when they find Luis, they learn that he only rolls when he gets surprised. They take turns trying to surprise him, and when they
finally do, they're the ones surprised when they learn that not only can Luis roll, but he can even run underwater! Back at home, they follow Luis'
advice and are now able to somersault! A Howling Good Time - Nick and Sally are pretending to be lost adventurers when Sally wonders what to
do if you really do get lost. The Cat in the Hat knows a wolf pup who knows all about getting lost and found! In the Hooty Howly Woods Grayson
shows them how wolves howl to communicate and to find each other. Now Sally and Nick know one thing to do if they get lost - howl for mom!

(CC) DVI #123H(S)PBS

05:30p BBC News America (CC) N/A #2971H(S)WETA

06:00p PBS Newshour (CC) N/A #14046H(S)NPS

07:00p Antiques Roadshow
Vintage Tucson 2021 Hour 2

Blazing hot Tucson treasures include a Mexican charro saddle, Gaston Chaissac artwork and a 1956 Olympics USA Basketball memorabilia. But
has the marketplace cooled down since they were appraised in 2006? Not for one $65,000-$110,000 find.

(CC) N/A #2505#(S)NPS

08:00p Antiques Roadshow
Vintage Orlando Hour 1

See if Sunshine State appraisals still sparkle in the marketplace 14 years after ROADSHOW's visit, including James McNeill Whistler artwork,
Presidents Kennedy and Johnson-signed photos, and a Jonas Weber painted box. One is now $165,000-$250,000.

(CC) N/A #2506#(S)NPS

09:00p Pov
While We Watched

A timely depiction of a newsroom in crisis, While We Watched follows tormented journalist Ravish Kumar for two years as he battles a barrage of
fake news, falling ratings and the resulting cutbacks. Are there viewers for fact-based analyses anymore? Will his show survive or become a
swan song of reason - drowning out in sensationalism, misinformation, and ratings-driven editorial decisions?

(CC) DVI #3607H(S)NPS

10:30p Amanpour and Company (CC) N/A #6046H(S)PBSPL

11:30p Sara's Weeknight Meals
Holiday Sweets

The fall and winter holidays call for big celebrations with friends and family and, of course, lots of baking! Sara has the perfect recipes for any
occasion. For Thanksgiving - roasted glazed pears topped with shortbread pecan brittle and creme fraiche. For Christmas Eve, a comforting
warm chocolate cheesecake. And for Christmas morning - sticky buns that are super quick because they don't require yeast. On Ask Sara,
answers to a viewer's question about vanilla beans.

(CC) N/A #1106H(S)APTEX
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12:00m Doctors On Call
Dr Bell Razafindrabe: Pain Management

(N) N/A #1810HSHPTV

06:00a Molly of Denali
Culture Clash/Party Moose

Molly retells the story of the summer Trini moved to Qyah from Texas, and how she and Tooey attempted to make Trini feel at home - with
cowboy hats, lassos, and "yee-haws." Luckily, Trini has a sense of humor and a poster of Austin, Texas that clears up what it really means to be
from Texas. But it turns out Molly and Tooey aren't the only ones confused by stereotypes when Trini refuses to join the basketball team because
of...polar bears? / Molly flies north to surprise Nina with a hand-delivered party box of goodies (and herself) for Nina's birthday, but her plans are
jeopardized by a moose blocking the runway. Molly rushes to find a solution in an outdoors manual, but the gas in Mom's plane is running low.
Can Molly figure out how to get the moose off the runway before they have to turn back?

(CC) DVI #106H(S)PBS

06:30a Happy Yoga with Sarah Starr
Panoramic Seascape

Recharge along the scenic ocean bluffs as we stretch from head to toe while using a chair for support. Includes gentle stretches for your
hamstrings, shoulders, back, hips and more.

(CC) N/A #902H(S)NETA

07:00a Yoga In Practice
The Dance of Confidence

This class reminds us to dance with life however it may unfold, and embrace the cycle of life in all its beauty, challenges and mystery. The apex
pose, Baby Dancer, helps us to slowly open while maintaining balance and beauty.

(CC) N/A #208H(S)APTEX

07:30a Curious George
Wheels on the Bus/Seed Trouble

Wheels on the Bus - Running late for an important meeting at the Glass Palace, George and the Man with the Yellow Hat decide to take the bus
rather than walk. But when George and the Man get off at the wrong stop, the bus leaves with the Man's portfolio still inside! Determined to
retrieve the important drawings AND make it to the meeting on time, George jumps in a basket on a bicycle. The Man orders a baffled taxi driver
to follow that monkey on the bicycle to catch the bus to get his portfolio! With the clock ticking, will either of them catch up to the bus and arrive at
the meeting in time? Seed Trouble - George loves eating at Chef Pisghetti's restaurant! When Chef explains that he can't grow enough
vegetables to keep his customers fed, George and the Man with the Yellow Hat offer to start their own garden to help the Chef out. The garden is
ready to be planted, when Compass and his pigeon friends eat some of the seeds! George dumps the seeds into one jar to keep them safe... and
learns too late that different seeds can't be planted together. Can George figure out how to separate and identify the seeds, and keep Chef
Pisghetti in business?

(CC) DVI #308H(S)PBS

08:00a Daniel Tiger's Neighborhood
Daniel's Babysitter/Daniel Goes to School

Daniel's Babysitter - Prince Tuesday comes to babysit Daniel Tiger while Mom Tiger and Dad Tiger go out dancing. As Daniel gets ready for bed,
he misses his Mom and Dad, but Prince Tuesday reminds him that they will be back soon. And when Tigey goes missing right before bedtime,
Daniel learns what a grr-ific babysitter Prince Tuesday is. Daniel Goes to School - When Daniel joins the rest of his friends at school, he doesn't
want his Dad to leave - until Dad Tiger reminds him that "grownups come back." Then, Miss Elaina loses her locket and misses her mom, Lady
Elaine. The kids help Miss Elaina find the locket and enjoy the rest of the school day. After lunch, the grownups return to the school.

(CC) DVI #103H(S)PBS

08:30a Rosie's Rules
Lights Out Rosie/Rosie Goes Camping

110A Because of a power outage, Rosie and Javi can't watch their movie, so they learn how people did things before there was electricity. 110B
The Fuentes family goes camping, but when they forget their tools, Rosie learns to use tools from nature.

(CC) DVI #110H(S)PBS

09:00a Sesame Street
Goldilocks and the Three Homes

Elmo, Abby, Baby Bear, and Chris go to Fairy Tale Land to build a home for Goldilocks. They wonder if they can build a home for Goldilocks
that's just right. What if they use a tape measure to measure her so the home isn't too big or too small? Let's try! It works. They didn't give up and
built a home that's just right for Goldilocks.

(CC) DVI #5233H(S)PBS

09:30a Work It Out Wombats!
Amazing Adventure/The Kaya-Tastic Banana-Tastic Halo Halo Split!

Thanks to Ellie, best babysitter ever, the Wombats embark on a for-real Sticker Monster treasure hunt. / Kaya has to get creative when she
breaks her tablet right before her Kaya-tastic Banana-tastic Halo-Halo Split cooking class.

(CC) DVI #116H(S)PBS

10:00a Donkey Hodie
Gator's New Game/Donkey and Panda Cheer Up

Gameshow Gator wants to make up a new game everybody can play. The pals help him find a way to include everyone./Nothing is going right for
Panda this morning, and Donkey gets some bad news. They remind each other that they can cheer themselves up.

(CC) DVI #137H(S)PBS
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10:30a Pinkalicious & Peterrific
Princess Pinkalicious/Switcheridoo

Pinkalicious tries out being a princess for a day with the help of Sir Percy; Mommy and Pinkalicious and Daddy and Peter switch bodies.

(CC) DVI #403H(S)PBS

11:00a Elinor Wonders Why
Echo Location/Ears to You

Echo Location - On a camping trip, the kids discover that Ari is really good at playing Marco Polo. Even without saying "Marco," a blindfolded Ari
can easily figure out where Olive and Elinor are. How does he do it? They get a clue when they learn about echoing voices from a cliff face and
understand that bats make a special noise only a few animals can hear that helps them know what's around them. Ears to You - One day while
playing at the lake, Elinor and her friends notice something very interesting -- they can't see ears on some animals. That's so interesting! How do
they hear? This question sets the kids off to explore, and they soon learn how frogs, fish and moles hear. Even though it looks like those animals
don't have any ears at all, the kids discover they do have ears, but that they're just hard to notice, because they are good for hearing underground
or underwater. Just like there are lots of different kinds of animals, there are also lots of different kinds of ears!

(CC) DVI #130H(S)PBS

11:30a Nature Cat
Earth Day Today/Earth Day Every Day

Earth Day Today - It's Earth Day today! Hooray! To celebrate, Nature Cat, Squeeks, Daisy and Hal go on a nature hike over to Butterfly Hills. But
they don't get too far because they keep running into plastic bags blowing in the wind. Upon closer inspection, they see these plastic bags come
from a local supermarket, so Nature Cat calls for a change in Earth Day plans. Now they will celebrate Earth Day by alerting the supermarket of
their plastic bag problem! Earth Day Every Day - With an earth-friendly alternative in place for the supermarket plastic bag problem, Nature Cat
and his pals look to get back to their Earth Day hike celebration but are once again sidetracked. This time it's by a plastic bottle floating in a
stream. Trying to get this one plastic bottle out of nature and into a recycling can takes them on a perilous, action-packed journey through the
waterways, ending up in the ocean where they see more plastic waste! But it's also where they learn that Earth Day is every day.

(CC) N/A #117H(S)PBS

12:00n Hero Elementary
First Day of School, Part 1 / First Day of School, Part 2

It's our heroes' first day at Hero Elementary. They meet each other and Mr. Sparks for the first time, and learn about superpowers that everyone
shares: the Superpowers of Science. / Sparks' Crew goes on its first mission, to catch a baby hamster that is zipping around town at super fast
speed, causing chaos. Unable to catch it, they have to find a way to get this little blur of fur to come to them. Could this be the beginning of a
beautiful friendship? Curriculum: Using the powers of observation, predicting, and testing can help solve problems.

(CC) DVI #135H(S)PBS

12:30p Xavier Riddle and the Secret Museum
I Am Mark Twain/I Am Abigail Adams

(CC) DVI #112H(S)PBS

01:00p School of Greatness with Lewis Howes
Daymond John - Money Mindset

Entrepreneur, Best-Selling Author and TV Personality Daymond John shares how to overcome adversity and master negotiation skills.

(CC) N/A #101H(S)APTEX

01:30p Medical Frontiers
Japanese Treatment Eat for Long Covid

Epipharyngeal Abrasive Therapy (EAT) is a Japanese treatment for chronic inflammation that involves rubbing the upper throat with a chemical-
soaked cotton swab. EAT is gaining attention for its potential efficacy against long COVID and has been mentioned in the scientific journal
Nature. Doctors are also using it on conditions with unknown causes after noticing inflammation in many patients' throats. Our report provides the
latest information on EAT.

(CC) N/A #210H(S)APTEX

02:00p Animal Babies: First Year On Earth
First Steps

See how the babies learn to understand their surroundings in environments ranging from Africa to Sri Lanka to Iceland. The most basic tools for
survival must be learned in their first three months to thrive and ultimately survive.

(CC) DVI #101H(S)PBS

03:00p Alma's Way
Song of the Summer/Leapin Lizards

(CC) DVI #117H(S)PBS

03:30p Wild Kratts
Golden Snub Nosed Monkey Man

The Wild Kratts go on an expedition into the Chinese mountains to find the amazing Snub nosed monkeys, a species of cold-adapted monkeys
living in the snowy highlands. But when Martin becomes separated in an avalanche and his power suit malfunctions, it's a race against time for
the Wild Kratts to find Martin, the Giant Snub-nosed Monkey Man! Science Concept: Animals need special adaptations to deal with cold mountain
habitats.

(CC) N/A #410H(S)PBS
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04:00p Odd Squad
Odd Beginnings, Part 2

Odd Beginnings - Agents Opal and Omar uncover the location of a legendary odd artifact. Curriculum: Measurement, Simple Machines.

(CC) DVI #302H(S)PBS

04:30p Arthur
Take A Hike, Molly/Slink's Special Talent

When the Tough Customers go on hike in the woods, Molly makes a few mistakes and has to apologize...but she refuses to! When Rattles takes
over Slink's paper route, Slink is determined to prove himself and earn his job back.

(CC) DVI #2105H(S)PBS

05:00p Cat in the Hat Knows A Lot About That!
Secret Super Digger/Pucker Up and Blow

Secret Super Digger - Sally is trying to grow a flower for her mom, but it just won't grow. Time to see Finola! At Finola's Farm, she introduces Cat,
Sally and Nick to her secret super digger - Diggery the earthworm. Diggery shows them how plant roots need water air and compost, which
Diggery helps to make. Sally's flower is sure to grow once she gets some of her own secret super diggers to help! Pucker Up and Blow - Nick and
Sally are trying to whistle but they just can't seem to get it right! The Cat takes them to visit his friend, Rocky the Winter Wren, who is an expert
whistler. Rocky, and his son Ricky, offer this advice: if you want to whistle, start with one note and practice.

(CC) DVI #124H(S)PBS

05:30p BBC News America (CC) N/A #2972H(S)WETA

06:00p PBS Newshour (CC) N/A #14047H(S)NPS

07:00p Finding Your Roots
Hidden Kin

Henry Louis Gates, Jr. helps actors Julia Roberts and Edward Norton discover their hidden connections to history and each other.

(CC) N/A #901#(S)NPS

08:00p Finding Your Roots
Salems Lot

Henry Louis Gates, Jr. takes guests Claire Danes and Jeff Daniels on a journey through primal scenes from America's past-leading all the way
back to an infamous witch hunt.

(CC) N/A #902H(S)NPS

09:00p Frontline
Two Strikes / Tutwiler

A two-part special looking at a little-known two strikes law, and pregnancy in prison. With The Marshall Project, how a former West Point cadet
got life in prison. Also, pregnant women in prison and what happens to their newborns.

(CC) N/A #4120H(S)NPS

10:00p Amanpour and Company (CC) N/A #6047H(S)PBSPL

11:00p Doctors On Call
Dr Bell Razafindrabe: Pain Management

(N) N/A #1810HSHPTV

11:30p Whitney Reynolds Show
Real Life Resilience

Hear stories of those who have gone the distance, changed laws, done clinical trials and are helping share the strength with others! From
everyday people to Nelly, each guest has not only kept going but is also taking others with them!

(CC) N/A #204H(S)NETA
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12:00m Finding Your Roots
Salems Lot

Henry Louis Gates, Jr. takes guests Claire Danes and Jeff Daniels on a journey through primal scenes from America's past-leading all the way
back to an infamous witch hunt.

(CC) N/A #902H(S)NPS

06:00a Molly of Denali
Bubbling Up/Eenie Eenie Aye Over

(CC) DVI #212H(S)PBS

06:30a Happy Yoga with Sarah Starr
Summer on the Farm

Relax in the beauty of the simple and peaceful rustic farm setting as you enjoy a total body stretch while using a chair for support. Includes gentle
stretches for your chest, shoulders, hips, legs and more.

(CC) N/A #903H(S)NETA

07:00a Yoga In Practice
Cultivate Self-Respect

Yoga reminds us to feel an inner dignity and to cultivate self-respect. One frequently practiced yoga pose, beautiful in its shape, is Pigeon Pose.
How wonderful that a common bird like a pigeon can be so beautiful and filled with inner grace.

(CC) N/A #209H(S)APTEX

07:30a Curious George
Chipmonkey/Loch Ness Monkey

(CC) N/A #1004H(S)PBS

08:00a Daniel Tiger's Neighborhood
Daniel Does Gymnastics/The Big Slide

Daniel Does Gymnastics - When Daniel goes to gymnastics for the first time, he feels a little nervous to join in with his friends. Dad Tiger helps
Daniel feel brave by doing the gymnastics movements together and showing him that he can do it all on his own. The Big Slide - Daniel and O the
Owl are excited to ride the dinosaur slide at the playground, but when O sees how tall it is, he gets a little scared. Daniel and Mom Tiger help O
feel brave, and he goes down the slide - he loves it so much he even goes down again!

(CC) DVI #410H(S)PBS

08:30a Rosie's Rules
Rosie The Message Delivery Kid / Javi's Growl

Rosie decides to be a message delivery kid and deliver messages to her neighbors, but her messages get all mixed up. / Javi temporarily loses
his voice, so Rosie must help him recover before they perform their El Coco play.

(CC) DVI #125H(S)PBS

09:00a Sesame Street
Chickens on the Farm

Big Bird is visiting his chicken friend, Lottie, at the farm. Lottie hasn't been able to lay an egg because the nesting box isn't comfy and cozy. This
is a problem! Big Bird wonders if there's something they can use to make the nesting box comfier and cozier. What if they use hay? Let's try! It
works. Big Bird makes the nesting box comfier for Lottie. It's so comfy that Lottie lays an egg!

(CC) DVI #5228H(S)PBS

09:30a Work It Out Wombats!
Helper for the Day/Race Car Wombats

Zeke's sorting choices prove interesting when he volunteers to be Mr. E's "Helper for the Day." / The Wombats are psyched to race in the
Treeborhood Derby, but can't get their homemade car out of the house, let alone to the starting line.

(CC) DVI #113H(S)PBS

10:00a Donkey Hodie
Good Dog School/Panda Hodie

Bob Dog is nervous about his Good Dog School graduation. When his pals remind him of what he's good at, will he find the confidence to
graduate?/Panda loses his Super Porcupine puppet. If Donkey pretends she is Panda, can she find it for him?

(CC) DVI #116H(S)PBS

10:30a Pinkalicious & Peterrific
School Rules/Scooterboy

When Pinkalicious brings her pet unicorn, Goldie, to school, she discovers that even imaginary unicorns have to follow the rules. Peter is ready to
save the day as Scooterboy, superhero extraordinaire! But he can't find anyone who needs rescuing. Maybe his sidekick, Twirl-a-whirl Girl, can
help.

(CC) DVI #117H(S)PBS
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11:00a Elinor Wonders Why
To Bee Or Not to Bee/Turtle Crossing

To Bee or Not to Bee - Elinor, Ari, Olive and Koa are having a picnic in the forest, when all of a sudden, a few honey bees come over to check out
the kids' food. A nervous Koa gets antsy and starts swatting at the bees because he's afraid of them. This gives Elinor an idea to help her friend
get over his fear of bees. After some very careful bee observations, the kids conclude that bees are tiny and a lot more afraid of us than we are of
them. They also realize that instead of swatting at bees, you should stay calm and steady when a bee is around, and you are a lot less likely to
get stung. Turtle Crossing - Elinor, Olive and Ari are having a blast riding their bikes along the park's brand-new dirt bike-path. Suddenly, they
must slam on the brakes: a sweet little turtle is trying to cross the path to get to a small pond on the other side. The kids learn all about how
turtles' eggs are laid on land and the babies must make it back to the water when they hatch. The problem is, the dirt bike path is right in the
turtles' way. After some careful thinking, the kids work together to move their new bike path around the turtle crossing and save the day!

(CC) DVI #125H(S)PBS

11:30a Nature Cat
Wild Batts!/No Bird Left Behind!

In this fun PBS crossover episode Chris and Martin Kratt show up on Nature Cat as Chris and Martin Batt, two wild bat brothers whose tree home
is destroyed, forcing them to find a new shelter. Enter Nature Cat and his pals who come to the rescue, helping Chris and Martin Batt by building
them their brand new home! Onward and keep-on-nature-adventuring-ward! / A Baltimore Oriole named Brooks hurts his wing and cannot fly
south for the winter. This is not good because in the winter, Brooks' food source of bugs and berries are very scarce. He needs to get south!
Enter Nature Cat and his pals, who are up for the challenge of helping Brooks migrate south, but how are they going to fly him there? Oh
Houston, we have a problem!

(CC) N/A #218H(S)PBS

12:00n Hero Elementary
Hero Hit Parade / Trouble at the Pet Wash

When a big parade balloon gets loose and flies through Citytown, Sparks' Crew tries to get it back. But, how can they stop this giant balloon?
Curriculum: When objects touch or collide, they push on one another and can change direction. / Sparks' Crew is setting up a Pet Wash when a
young boy's dog goes missing. Sparks' Crew sets out to search for the dog, but there are so many different kinds of dogs out there... how can
they find the right one? Curriculum: The same type of animal, such as dogs, are similar and different in many ways.

(CC) DVI #121H(S)PBS

12:30p Xavier Riddle and the Secret Museum
I Am James Naismith/I Am Temple Grandin

(CC) DVI #129H(S)PBS

01:00p Cottonwood Connections
Western Cattle Trail

(N) N/A #301HSHPTV

01:30p Daytripper
Luckenbach

Chet travels with the spirits of "Waylon, Willie, and the Boys" to explore this small town. He tours the oldest bourbon distillery in Texas, eats a
monstrous burger, and watches the bats fly out of an old railroad tunnel.

(CC) N/A #1206H(S)NETA

02:00p In Our Son's Name
Phyllis and Orlando Rodriguez's lives shatter with the death of their son, Greg, who dies with thousands of others at the World Trade Center on
September 11, 2001. Instead of seeking revenge, the grieving couple begin a journey of reconciliation that transforms their lives. Their odyssey
thrusts them reluctantly into the public eye as they speak out against war in Iraq and Afghanistan, oppose the death penalty for 9/11 conspirator
Zacarias Moussaoui, and befriend his mother. Seeking to understand the nature of violence, Phyllis and Orlando engage in an emotional dialog
with men incarcerated at Sing Sing prison for violent crimes, who themselves seek reconciliation. Over time they reach a new understanding of
their rebellious son. Interviews, verite footage, and striking archival images create a a subtle, profound story told with disarming candor -- a
response to violence that challenges conventional concepts of justice and healing. Shadd Maruna, Dean of the Rutgers University School of
Criminal Justice said about the film: "I watched this powerful and healing documentary in a lecture theater filled with utterly transfixed
undergraduates - literally the 9/11 generation - and you could have heard a pin drop in the room. None of us could help but be moved, even
transformed, by Phyllis and Orlando's remarkable courage and dignity."

(CC) N/A #0H(S)NETA

03:00p Alma's Way
The Beach Blahs/The Last Sandcastle

When Alma's new friend, Beto, is disappointed that the Bronx Beach doesn't feel like his old beach in San Diego, Alma and Andre try to show him
that even though this beach is different, it's just as fun. During a trip to the beach, Junior's sandcastle gets washed away by the tide. Can Alma
find a way to cheer him up?

(CC) DVI #133H(S)PBS

03:30p Wild Kratts
Archerfish School

When the Kratt Bros meet a school of Archerfish, they are taught the secret of "water droplet" archery from an Archerfish named Arrow. Soon,
they are using this newly learned skill to infiltrate Donita Donata's yacht and rescue the baby animals she has ben capturing for her newest high-
end fashion line. Science Concept: Physics of Motion.

(CC) N/A #420H(S)PBS
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04:00p Odd Squad
Back to the Past/Odd Squad Needs You

Back to the Past - When the agents are accidentally transported to the future, they need to figure out what day it is or risk a time-tastrophe!
Curriculum: Using a calendar, understanding the concept of past, present and future. Odd Squad Needs You - When Odd Squad is asked to
make a recruitment commercial, Ms. O proves difficult. Curriculum: Time-learning how many seconds equal a minute, exploring what you can do
in 1 minute.

(CC) DVI #202H(S)PBS

04:30p Arthur
Hide and Snake/Muffy's New Best Friend

The kids capture a snake and learn that it's possibly poisonous--but only after it gets lost in Arthur's house! Can they find the snake before
Arthur's parents discover their slippery little secret? In the second story, Muffy is interviewing for a new best friend. She and Francine are usually
inseparable, but lately it seems they have less in common than they thought. Will the girls realize that even the best of friends can have different
interests?

(CC) DVI #402H(S)PBS

05:00p Cat in the Hat Knows A Lot About That!
Sniff and Seek/Aye Aye!

Sniff and Seek - Nick's most favourite smell is chocolate chip cookies! But what is Sally's? She's not sure. What better way to find out than by
playing sniff and seek with a skunk! Cat introduces Nick and Sally to Whiffy, and in the adventure of finding Sally's favourite smell they discover
how good Whiffy is at protecting himself with his very own special smell. Aye Aye! - Nick and Sally are making Halloween masks, but they want to
make them really scary. Cat takes them to meet Aiya, the Aye Aye, in the forest of Spookywoowoo. Aiya shows them, that even though he may
look scary - his big ears, huge eyes and long fingers help him to find food. And now Nick and Sally know just how to make their masks scary!

(CC) DVI #125H(S)PBS

05:30p BBC News America (CC) N/A #2973H(S)WETA

06:00p PBS Newshour (CC) N/A #14048H(S)NPS

07:00p America Outdoors with Baratunde Thurston
Suwannee: Wild River

The Suwannee is one of the last wild rivers in America. From jet skiers to herpetologists, manatees to snapping turtles, Baratunde learns how this
unique environment inspires a whole range of passions.

(CC) N/A #202#(S)NPS

08:00p Nova
Saving Venice

Rising seas and sinking land threaten to destroy Venice. Can the city's new hi-tech flood barrier save it? Discover the innovative projects and
feats of engineering designed to stop this historic city from being lost to future generations.

(CC) DVI #4912#(S)NPS

09:00p Evolution Earth
Earth

At Earth's extremes, animals are reacting in surprising ways. Animal homes are changing around them at superspeed. Follow remarkable stories
of resilience and hope. From humpback whales to tiny butterflies to ingenious savanna chimpanzees.

(CC) N/A #101#(S)NPS

10:00p Amanpour and Company
Tonight on Amanpour and Company: Damilola Ogunbiyi, Special Representative of the UN Secretary-General for Sustainable Energy for All / Co-
Chair of UN Energy; Report: Risk of Malaria Outbreak Growing With Warming Climate; Richard Haass, President Emeritus, Council on Foreign
Relations / Author, The Bill of Obligations: The Ten Habits of Good Citizens & Bobby Ghosh, Columnist, Bloomberg / Former Editor in Chief,
Hindustan Times. Hari Sreenivasan interviews Baratunde Thurston, Host, PBS's America Outdoors.

(CC) N/A #6048H(S)PBSPL

11:00p This American Land
Safer Passage, Going for the Green, King of Camouflage

Recent innovations are vital to the survival of wildlife and fish as they travel in Colorado and Oregon. Greenways are valuable to urban dwellers
as they enjoy nature within cities. Technology helps biologists protect a bird that's very hard to see.

(CC) N/A #1102H(S)NETA

11:30p Outside: Beyond The Lens (CC) N/A #307H(S)APTEX
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12:00m Nova
Saving Venice

Rising seas and sinking land threaten to destroy Venice. Can the city's new hi-tech flood barrier save it? Discover the innovative projects and
feats of engineering designed to stop this historic city from being lost to future generations.

(CC) DVI #4912H(S)NPS

06:00a Molly of Denali
Bird in the Hand/Bye-Bye Birdie

Molly and Tooey think they've discovered a ghost after a strange noise follows them from Spooky Hose all the way to the Trading Post's
Bunkhouse. Turns out the phantom is actually a bird stuck in a dryer vent! Molly's bird call book holds the key to finding out what kind of bird it is,
but they'll need to learn what some unfamiliar words mean before finding their feathered friend a new home. / Molly and Trini tag along with Nina
on trip to Kenai National Park to see real, live puffins! As the enthusiastic birders count how many puffins are eating and admire the precocious
pufflings, Molly and Trini are alarmed when the baby chicks begin to jump off a cliff! What's a good birdwatcher to do?

(CC) DVI #105H(S)PBS

06:30a Happy Yoga with Sarah Starr
Majestic Desert

Recharge and reenergize in the majestic desert paradise as you stay low on your mat for an invigorating core focused yoga practice. Includes
movements to tone and strengthen your core while stretching your hips, hamstrings, spine and more.

(CC) N/A #904H(S)NETA

07:00a Yoga In Practice
Allow Yourself to Soar

A well-known teaching from yogic philosophy invites us into a practice where "the posture is steady and at ease." The practice of any posture
should be nourishing and revealing...the body toned and the mind tuned. In today's class we work toward steady ease with a balance pose,
Eagle.

(CC) N/A #210H(S)APTEX

07:30a Curious George
Monkey The Magnificent/Curious George, Cat Sitter

(CC) N/A #1101H(S)PBS

08:00a Daniel Tiger's Neighborhood
Daniels Tiger Twirl/You Can Play Your Own Way

Daniels Tiger Twirl - At the Neighborhood Carnival, Miss Elaina shows off her cartwheel trick, but when Daniel tries, he can't do a cartwheel like
the one Miss Elaina did. Dad Tiger teaches Daniel that he can do a trick his own way, the Daniel way! You Can Play Your Own Way - Daniel is
playing school with Miss Elaina and Jodi, but Miss Elaina gets upset when Jodi keeps copying everything she does. The friends help Jodi realize
that she has great ideas of her own, and that she should play her own way.

(CC) DVI #413H(S)PBS

08:30a Rosie's Rules
Sister Surprise/Rosies Twin

111A When Rosie learns about a surprise for a sister, she tries to find out who that sister is. 111B Inspired by the cool stuff twins Jun and Quinn
do together, Rosie tries to find someone to be her very own twin.

(CC) DVI #111H(S)PBS

09:00a Sesame Street
Community Mural

Friends on Sesame Street are painting a mural to celebrate the people in their neighborhood. Tamir, Ji-Young, and Abby have a hard time finding
a paint color that is the same color of their skin and fur. Nina shows them how they can mix paint to create the beautiful color that looks just like
them. She mixes brown paint with some pink to make a beautiful pinkish brown color that looks just like her skin Nina Pinkish Brown. Tamir mixes
brown paint with a little bit of gold to make a beautiful golden-brown Tamir Brown. Ji-Young mixes gold paint with a little bit of pink to make Ji-
Young Pinkish Gold. Abby adds in a little bit more red paint to pink to make a beautiful pink color, Abby Pink. Everyone works together to make
the mural special, showing that we may be different on the outside but we're all friends on Sesame Street.

(CC) DVI #5301H(S)PBS

09:30a Work It Out Wombats!
A Boxful of Snout / Postcard from Snout

Uh oh! The Wombats accidentally "gift-wrapped" Snout while helping Mr. E. Can they figure out which box he's in? / Zeke misses Snout, who's
accompanying Mr. E on a visit to Aunt Ida. Will a postcard from Snout chase away Zeke's blues?

(CC) DVI #117H(S)PBS

10:00a Donkey Hodie
Snow Day/Snow Surprise Challenge

It's a snow day in Someplace Else! Will Panda's pals want to do all his favorite snow activities from Planet Purple?/Bob Dog wants to win a glowy,
snowy, floating fun ball, so he thinks of things he's good at to play Gameshow Gator's new snow game.

(CC) DVI #131H(S)PBS
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10:30a Pinkalicious & Peterrific
Face Painting/Sailing Away

Peter thinks he's too short to do fun activities as well as Pinkalicious or Rafael, so he makes shoes that let you jump really high! But he and
Pinkalicious will need to learn how to jump properly if they're going to make it to the park in time to play basketball. / Pinkalicious sees a pinkatoo,
a rare music-loving bird that hasn't been seen in Pinkville for 53 years! Now everyone wants to see the pinkatoo, too. Pinkalicious, Peter, Rafael
and Jasmine set out to find that bird!

(CC) DVI #126H(S)PBS

11:00a Elinor Wonders Why
The Unsinkable Lynx/Rocky The Rock

The Unsinkable Lynx - It's a very snowy day and Elinor, Ari and Olive meet a new friend, Gael the lynx, who has just moved to Animal Town. The
kids decide to play some fun SNOW TAG, and it quickly becomes clear that Gael is a master at the game. He moves impossibly fast in the snow.
How does he do it? After some careful observations, the kids discover that Gael's paws are much wider than theirs, which helps him walk on top
of the snow instead of sinking down into it. This discovery inspires the kids to make their own wide snowshoes! Rocky the Rock - Ari spots a
funny looking rock with a smile on it and decides to make it his new friend, Rocky. When it's time for a snack, Ari notices that Rocky doesn't eat
anything, which makes him worried. How will Ari take care of his friend Rocky? Enlisting the help of his friends, they wonder, are rocks alive?
They make observations about what living things do and compare them to what Rocky does, which sparks a lively class debate. The kids decide
that rocks are not alive, but that they can still be friends with nature.

(CC) DVI #129H(S)PBS

11:30a Nature Cat
Kingdom of Rotting Log/Can You Dig It?

Kingdom of Rotting Log - Sound the royal horns! Baa-baaa-baaaa! Today, Nature Cat, Squeeks, Hal and Daisy want to build their royal castle in
the woods, for a day of royal play! But the build doesn't go so smoothly because there is a rotting log in the way of where they want to put their
castle. In trying to remove the log, our gang finds out how important rotting logs are. Can You Dig It? - Today, Nature Cat and his pals look to
answer question number 73 on Nature Cat's Nature Curiosity List: if they keep digging a hole deeper and deeper, where will they end up? With
the help of Daisy's homemade Earthbreaker One machine and their imaginations, our gang goes onward and downward, through the earth, and
winds up somewhere very surprising.

(CC) N/A #115H(S)PBS

12:00n Hero Elementary
When Fur Flies / Pumpkin Palooza

Something high in the sky is causing a trail of trouble across Citytown, but is it a bird, a plane, or something else? Sparks' Crew observes the
properties of things gone wrong downtown, which leads them to understand what the problem is. Curriculum: Understanding the problem is the
first step for finding a solution. / It's the day of Pumpkin Palooza and a little girl's decorated pumpkin has been ruined. It's Sparks' Crew to the
rescue! Learning that the culprit is a hungry squirrel, they work together to design and build a solution to protect all the decorated pumpkins in
City Town. Curriculum: You can use engineering design to gather information and to keep improving each solution. That's the power to solve real
world problems!

(CC) DVI #139H(S)PBS

12:30p Xavier Riddle and the Secret Museum
I Am Helen Keller/I Am Alexander Graham Bell

I am Helen Keller Yadina becomes increasingly frustrated as she tries to read a book to Dr. Zoom, but has to keep stopping since it has words in
it she doesn't know. Learning to read is SO hard - she feels like she'll never be able to do it. Xavier knows just what his little sister needs to the
Secret Museum! Our heroes travel back in time to meet someone truly incredible, who had to overcome a whole lot to learn how to do just about
anything: Helen Keller. Watching Helen first learn what words are, then how to read, and finally how to speak, all in her own unique way, inspires
Yadina to go home and try to find her own way to learn to read. Because, as Helen shows her, there are many different ways to learn. Curriculum:
"There are many different ways to learn" I am Alexander Graham Bell Losing his voice is frustrating enough for Brad, but it doesn't help matters
when Xavier and Yadina do all the talking for him instead of trying to listen. To the Secret Museum! Brad takes his friends back in time to meet
someone who worked his whole life to help people be heard: Alexander Graham Bell. Watching Alexander first help his deaf mother, then his
whole school of deaf students, have their voices heard in any way they can, helps Xavier and Yadina realize that they should've tried harder to
listen to Brad, even when they couldn't technically hear him. It's important to listen to everyone. Curriculum: "Listen to everyone."

(CC) DVI #103H(S)PBS

01:00p Steven Raichlen's Project Fire
Barbecue Health Food

Here's a little-known fact about Steven Raichlen. His first James Beard Award-winning book wasn't about barbecue: it was a book on healthy
eating. In today's show, we harness the flavor-boosting, fat-melting power of live fire to produce grilled fare that not only tastes good, but is good
for you. From the paellas of Spain to the grilled beef salads of Southeast Asia, this show explores barbecue health food. GRILLED VEGETABLE
PAELLA; VIETNAMESE BEEF AND RICE NOODLE SALAD; MYSTERY BOX CHALLENGE - TOFU.

(CC) N/A #301H(S)APTEX

01:30p Tim Farmer's Country Kitchen
Creamy Rabbit & Duck Fat Potatoes, Seared Balsamic Duck Breast and Smoked

It's a Wild Game Feast! Smoked Trout Dip, (learn how to brine and smoke your own trout!) Seared Balsamic Duck Breast and Creamy Mustard
Rabbit with Duck Fat Fried Potatoes.

(CC) N/A #101H(S)NETA
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02:00p Animal Babies: First Year On Earth
Testing Limits

Learn the new challenges baby animals face once they can get around on their own. Every day brings new trials and tribulations, like searching
for food, surviving in harsh environments and bonding with family members.

(CC) DVI #102H(S)PBS

03:00p Alma's Way
Alma Goes to Puerto Rico: Bomba on the Beach

When Alma and her family travel to Puerto Rico to visit Papi's family, Alma can't wait to dance Bomba on the beach! But her dancing plans are
put on hold when an unmarked package containing a beautiful Bomba skirt is dropped in front of her Bisabuela's home. Alma, Papi, and her
cousin Yvette go on a quest throughout the San Juan-Lonza area to find the owner. Can they return the skirt to its owner and still get to the beach
in time?

(CC) DVI #139H(S)PBS

03:30p Wild Kratts
To Touch A Hummingbird

Martin and Chris realize that the Hummingbird might be the ultimate flier in the Creature world and ask Aviva to create a new power disc with its
powers. The only problem - it's not easy to touch Hummingbird!

(CC) N/A #210H(S)PBS

04:00p Odd Squad
Zero Effect/Bad Luck Bears

Zero Effect - Olive and Otto must stop zeroes from disappearing before the missing zeroes destroy the town... and Otto turns into a baby.
Curriculum: Numbers and counting; place value. Bad Luck Bears - When odd things start happening to the Bears basketball team, Olive and Otto
must set things straight before the big game. Curriculum: Number operations; addition problems with different addend combinations.

(CC) DVI #101H(S)PBS

04:30p Arthur
Arthur's Family Vacation/Grandpa Dave's Old Country Farm

This animated series is based on Marc Brown's best-selling books about Arthur Read, an eight-year-old aardvark, his sister D.W., and their family
and friends. On "Arthur's Family Vacation," things get off to a rocky start, but the family makes the best of some tough situations. In "Grandpa
Dave's Old Country Farm," Grandpa is too proud to accept some much-needed help in keeping up his farm, until the kids come for a visit and
show him how badly the repairs are needed.

(CC) DVI #115H(S)PBS

05:00p Cat in the Hat Knows A Lot About That!
Blue Feet Are Neat/A Little Reef Magic

Blue Feet Are Neat - Nick and Sally are trying out their new blue rubber boots but they keep getting stuck in the mud! Cat knows just who can
help them - Buster, the Blue-footed Booby bird. Buster is only too happy to show them how his wide, flat blue feet help him move easily over the
muddy shore. With Cat's help to make their boots wide and flat, Sally and Nick can now walk across the mud without getting stuck - just like
Buster! Reef Magic - Nick has difficulty learning a "disappearing" magic trick, when who should appear but The Cat in the Hat! He takes Nick and
Sally to the coral reef of Scoobamareen. There they learn that distraction is a great way for some sea creatures to hide themselves from other fish
who might be looking for a bite to eat. Back at home, Nick and Sally use what they learned to make their stuffed panda disappear!

(CC) DVI #126H(S)PBS

05:30p BBC News America (CC) N/A #2974H(S)WETA

06:00p PBS Newshour (CC) N/A #14049H(S)NPS

07:00p This Old House
Newburyport | Design Talk

Roof shingles are installed on a challenging roof line. Factory-assembled exterior window trims save time and labor. The original staircase
balusters and railings are modified. The homeowners meet with their interior designer and make selections.

(CC) N/A #4412H(S)PBSPL

07:30p Ask This Old House
Neighbors Helping Neighbors

In a special episode, the team partner with Rebuilding Together Boston. With the help of the Ask This Old House extended family and volunteers,
the crew repair a deck, construct a patio, and install landscape lighting and new plantings.

(CC) N/A #2112H(S)PBSPL

08:00p Home Diagnosis
Windbreakers: Airtightness and the Enclosure

There's a fear abundant in the general public that houses "need to breathe" and they shouldn't be built too tight, but what does that mean?
Housewraps, all-in-one WRB sheathing, tapes, foams all can help seal a house tight, but then it must be ventilated right. Every home is a system,
and the skin of a home is as critical as the skin of your body.

(CC) N/A #206H(S)NETA
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08:30p Inspire
Women In Music

(N) N/A #308HKTWU

09:00p Unforgotten On Masterpiece
Season 5, Episode 1

DCI Jessica James' first day in her new job is marred by an unforeseen and devastating event involving her family life. Her first case looks like a
murder dating back to the 1930s, but could the body have been disposed of in more recent times?

(CC) DVI #5334H(S)NPS

10:00p Sunflower Journeys
Theatrical Arts

We visit the Great Plains Theatre in Abilene, KS, and see how they have recovered from a devastating fire that destroyed their building just four
years ago; then it?s off to The Flint Hill Shakespeare Festival in Manhattan, KS, where classic works are portrayed in a popular festival; and in
our studio, we meet Craig Fisher, the artistic director of the Ad Astra Theatre in Topeka, KS, that utilizes the historic Jayhawk Theater for some of
their productions.

(N) N/A #3212H(S)KTWU

10:30p America's Heartland
Mandarin farmers explain why this tiny, easy-to-peel fruit is exploding in popularity. Visit a lettuce and herb farm that grows just about "everything
in a salad." We'll show you how to make a popular Greek recipe, Spanakopita with Tzatziki sauce. Meet a multi-generational family in Iowa
growing soybeans.

(CC) N/A #1710H(S)APTEX

11:00p This Old House
Newburyport | Design Talk

Roof shingles are installed on a challenging roof line. Factory-assembled exterior window trims save time and labor. The original staircase
balusters and railings are modified. The homeowners meet with their interior designer and make selections.

(CC) N/A #4412H(S)PBSPL

11:30p Ask This Old House
Neighbors Helping Neighbors

In a special episode, the team partner with Rebuilding Together Boston. With the help of the Ask This Old House extended family and volunteers,
the crew repair a deck, construct a patio, and install landscape lighting and new plantings.

(CC) N/A #2112H(S)PBSPL
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12:00m Animal Babies: First Year On Earth
Testing Limits

Learn the new challenges baby animals face once they can get around on their own. Every day brings new trials and tribulations, like searching
for food, surviving in harsh environments and bonding with family members.

(CC) DVI #102H(S)PBS

06:00a Molly of Denali
Grandpa's Drum/Have Canoe, Will Paddle

Molly finds an old photo of Grandpa as a child and is shocked to see him singing and drumming-Grandpa neversings. When Grandpa tells her he
lost his songs when he gave his drum away, Molly goes on a mission to find his drum and return his songs to him. / The Qyah Canoers are ready
for their first competition. There's just one problem: Molly, Tooey, and Trini don't know how to canoe! Mr. Patak refers them to Connie, but her
coaching techniques are rather unusual. Are their chances for triumph doomed? Or does Connie's past hold the key to victory?

(CC) DVI #101H(S)PBS

06:30a Happy Yoga with Sarah Starr
Lake Forest

Reenergize in the majestic forest setting as you enjoy a series of gentle seated stretches designed to help you create more space to expand your
breath, promoting deeper relaxation and greater ease in your whole body.

(CC) N/A #905H(S)NETA

07:00a Yoga In Practice
Become An Able Vessel

It is our responsibility to support the beauty of the world. We support beauty by being true to ourselves. This requires a sweet discipline...to show
up fully day to day, year to year. Start by being present in your practice today as we practice Full Wheel.

(CC) N/A #211H(S)APTEX

07:30a Curious George
Hamster/Sleepers

(CC) N/A #1306H(S)PBS

08:00a Daniel Tiger's Neighborhood
Daniels Grr-Ific Grandpere/Making Mozies with Nana

Daniels Grr-ific Grandpere - Daniel Tiger is excited to spend the whole day with his grandpa - Grandpere! Whether they're riding on Grandpere's
boat, sorting through Grandpere's treasures, or even just relaxing on the sandy shore, they love the special time they have together. Making
Mozies with Nana - Daniel Tiger spends the whole day with Jodi and her Nana. Jodi and Nana love the special things they do together, like
baking sweet treats and coloring.

(CC) DVI #416H(S)PBS

08:30a Rosie's Rules
President of the Sandbox / Dino Parade

Rosie and Javi both want to be in charge of the sandbox, so the kids hold an election to choose the president. / The Dino Parade is about to be
cancelled, so Rosie rallies her friends to form a marching band.

(CC) DVI #127H(S)PBS

09:00a Sesame Street
Backyard Pizza Parlor

It's Friday, and that means Abby and Rudy are going to Crusty Charlie's. When Daddy Freddy gets home, he tells them that they won't be able to
go to for a while, because they have to make choices and buy things they need. But they can still have pizza at home. To make it more fun, they
pretend that they're at Crusty Charlie's. They sing songs, play games, and take turns being servers.

(CC) DVI #5231H(S)PBS

09:30a Work It Out Wombats!
Junior Supers/Measure for Measure

Super's special trick - breaking big jobs into little ones - helps Zadie and Malik clean up a big mess. / To make a new hat for Ellie, the Wombats
are helped by a "special trick" - measuring!

(CC) DVI #101H(S)PBS

10:00a Donkey Hodie
Groovy Guitar/Treasure Nest

Donkey's guitar goes missing right before the talent show. Panda and Duck Duck help her look all around for it./Duck Duck finally finds her
family's Treasure Nest, but she can't open it! Maybe she needs to look at the problem in a new way.

(CC) DVI #124H(S)PBS

10:30a Pinkalicious & Peterrific
Invisible Ink/Rusty's Doghouse

"Invisible Ink" It's Indigo's first time babysitting and she's brought a fun activity for Pinkalicous and Peter...Invisible Ink! But what will happen when
Peter suddenly turns himself invisible?! Curriculum: (Music) Expressing ourselves musically in dialogue with others, through call and response
and improvisation, is joyful and a means of personal expression. "Rusty's Doghouse" When Rusty refuses to go inside, Pinkalicious, Peter, Rafael
and Frida decide to build Rusty his very own doghouse! It turns out so pinkcredible that a few other animals use it as their own home. Curriculum:
(STEAM) Introducing design as a part of the engineering process. Interstitial: Kids study the innerworkings of a kazoo and use everyday objects
to create and decorate their own.

(CC) DVI #210H(S)PBS
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11:00a Elinor Wonders Why
Water You Doing?/Thinking About Blinking

Water You Doing? - While walking through the forest, Elinor and friends come across a stream and decide to make a stone walkway across it.
What they didn't realize is that the stones they've moved stop the flow of water, which affects the fish living in a pool downstream. The pool gets a
lot shallower, because less water gets to it. After observing how important the water flow is to the fish, they decide to remove their walkway and
build a log bridge that goes over the stream instead. Thinking About Blinking - Ari is crowned the blinking champion after winning a bunch of
intense staring contests at school. As Elinor and Olive try not to blink themselves, Elinor wonders, "why do we need to blink?" The kids then set
out to learn everything there is to know about blinking. After a little help from Ms. Mole and observing a fish with no eyelids, the kids learn that
most animals blink automatically to help keep their eyes wet and safe.

(CC) DVI #119H(S)PBS

11:30a Nature Cat
Freezin' in the Summer Season/Total Eclipse of the Sun

Get ready, gang, it's time for Nature Cat's annual Summer Fest - summer fun, the whole day long. Whoo hooo! First up is their Summer Fest
Sprinkler Frolic, followed by Summer Fest Bike Ride and Summer Fest Kickball game. Nothing can ruin their wonderful Summer Fest, except for
the super tall dark clouds approaching and the ominous cool breeze. Man oh man! A thunderstorm! But wait a tick, what is that stuff falling from
the sky? It looks like snow, but it's bouncy. Snow in the summertime? Gimme some whaaaaat? / No one has ever seen Houston as excited as he
is today. Know why? Because today there will be a total eclipse of the sun. Woo hoo! Raise the roof! Get this, the sun will be totally blocked out
by the moon, so you won't be able to see it, and it will get dark in the middle of the day. The rest of the gang cannot wait to see the eclipse with
Houston, except for Hal, who runs away to hide because he is scared. Hal?

(CC) N/A #302H(S)PBS

12:00n Hero Elementary
Heroes In Space, Part 1 / Heroes In Space, Part 2

Sara is excited to celebrate the (full) moon viewing with her hero friends, but they notice that half the moon seems to be 'gone!' / On a mission to
find the other half of the moon and save the festival, Sparks' Crew flies to the moon to investigate. Curriculum: Objects can only be seen if light is
available to illuminate them, or if they give off their own light. Patterns of the motion of the sun and moon in the sky can be observed, described,
and predicted.

(CC) DVI #133H(S)PBS

12:30p Xavier Riddle and the Secret Museum
I Am Ibn Batutta/I Am Beulah Louise Henry

(CC) DVI #134H(S)PBS

01:00p Inspire
Caring for Our Animal Companions

(N) N/A #302HKTWU

01:30p I've Got Issues
Ks Legislation Back In Action 2023

(N) N/A #1301HKTWU

02:00p Animal Babies: First Year On Earth
New Frontiers

Join the baby animals as thy near the end of their first year of life. It's time for these young ones to branch off from the comfort of their mothers
and learn to explore the great unknown on their own.

(CC) DVI #103H(S)PBS

03:00p Alma's Way
Alma Goes to Puerto Rico: Bisabuela's Birthday

It's Alma's great-grandmother's 100th birthday! Alma wants to find Bisabuela the perfect gift. But even though she can think of all kinds of things
that Bisabuela likes, none of them are quite right. Alma has got to think hard about what Bisabuela would love to receive more than anything else.

(CC) DVI #140H(S)PBS

03:30p Wild Kratts
Shadow: The Black Jaguar

Martin and Chris are trying to decide on their next wild cat adventure when they learn that Zach Varmitech has decided to "catnap" a Black
Jaguar to use as a symbol for his new spybots.

(CC) N/A #209H(S)PBS

04:00p Odd Squad
Mid-Day in the Garden of Good and Odd/Failure to Lunch

Mid-Day in the Garden of Good and Odd - When things in town get covered in jam, the agents turn to Odd Todd for help. Curriculum: Solving
codes using patterns and addition. Failure to Lunch - When the agents go to lunch, they struggle to relax and ignore the oddness. Curriculum:
Measurement.

(CC) DVI #203H(S)PBS

04:30p Arthur
That's My Grandma/Bud's Knotty Problem

D.W. gets jealous when Grandma Thora becomes the most popular babysitter in town. When Bud falls in love with a snazzy new pair of boots, he
might face his toughest adventure yet - learning to tie his shoes.

(CC) DVI #2004H(S)PBS
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05:00p Cat in the Hat Knows A Lot About That!
Be Cool/Elephant Walk

Be Cool - Phew, it's hot outside! How are Sally and Nick going to stay cool? Cat suggests that they should visit some friends in the Dizzle-dazzle
Desert to learn how to keep cool. They learn that some animals are light coloured, some stay out of the sun, and some, like Tommy the coolest
toad around, just mooove sloooow. Nick and Sally take their advice, but Cat has an even better idea - run through a sprinkler! Elephant Walk -
When building a toy construction set, Nick and Sally wonder if there's such thing as a one-thing-does-it-all tool. Well, the Cat knows just who to
visit to find out - Themba the African elephant! Themba, and her daughter Efia, show the Cat and the kids all the different things their trunks can
do. Nick and Sally realize that elephant trucks are just like hands, so they already have a one-thing-does-it-all tool!

(CC) DVI #127H(S)PBS

05:30p BBC News America (CC) N/A #2975H(S)WETA

06:00p PBS Newshour (CC) N/A #14050H(S)NPS

07:00p Washington Week with the Atlantic (CC) N/A #6311H(S)NPS

07:30p Firing Line with Margaret Hoover
Guest: Doug Burgum. North Dakota Gov. Doug Burgum, a Republican presidential candidate and former tech CEO, outlines his policy vision for
energy, climate, immigration, and education reform. He says the GOP needs to move past the 2020 election and look to the future.

(CC) N/A #711H(S)NPS

08:00p Market to Market
News and commodity market analysis from the weekly journal of rural America.

(CC) N/A #4904H(S)IPTV

08:30p Real Ag
Side Hustles

(N) N/A #1103HSHPTV

09:00p American Masters
Rita Moreno: Just A Girl Who Decided to Go for It

Discover how Moreno defied her humble upbringing and racism to become one of a select group of Emmy, Grammy, Oscar and Tony Award
winners. Explore her 70-year career with new interviews, clips of her iconic roles and scenes of the star on set today.

(CC) DVI #2907H(S)PBS

11:00p Real Ag
Side Hustles

(N) N/A #1103HSHPTV

11:30p Start Up
Valencia Key: Philadelphia, Pa

From growing up in homeless shelters, to owning a brand that's sold on QVC, Lia Key overcame enormous obstacles to make her dream a
reality. Lia is the founder of the Philadelphia based jewelry brand "Valencia Key", a company on a mission to help people believe in themselves
and find their light.

(CC) N/A #1001H(S)NETA
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12:00m American Masters
Rita Moreno: Just A Girl Who Decided to Go for It

Discover how Moreno defied her humble upbringing and racism to become one of a select group of Emmy, Grammy, Oscar and Tony Award
winners. Explore her 70-year career with new interviews, clips of her iconic roles and scenes of the star on set today.

(CC) DVI #2907H(S)PBS

06:00a Molly of Denali
Bird in the Hand/Bye-Bye Birdie

Molly and Tooey think they've discovered a ghost after a strange noise follows them from Spooky Hose all the way to the Trading Post's
Bunkhouse. Turns out the phantom is actually a bird stuck in a dryer vent! Molly's bird call book holds the key to finding out what kind of bird it is,
but they'll need to learn what some unfamiliar words mean before finding their feathered friend a new home. / Molly and Trini tag along with Nina
on trip to Kenai National Park to see real, live puffins! As the enthusiastic birders count how many puffins are eating and admire the precocious
pufflings, Molly and Trini are alarmed when the baby chicks begin to jump off a cliff! What's a good birdwatcher to do?

(CC) DVI #105H(S)PBS

06:30a Agphd (N) N/A #1327HHEFTY

07:00a Market to Market
News and commodity market analysis from the weekly journal of rural America.

(CC) N/A #4904H(S)IPTV

07:30a Curious George
Monkey The Magnificent/Curious George, Cat Sitter

(CC) N/A #1101H(S)PBS

08:00a Work It Out Wombats!
Amazing Adventure/The Kaya-Tastic Banana-Tastic Halo Halo Split!

Thanks to Ellie, best babysitter ever, the Wombats embark on a for-real Sticker Monster treasure hunt. / Kaya has to get creative when she
breaks her tablet right before her Kaya-tastic Banana-tastic Halo-Halo Split cooking class.

(CC) DVI #116H(S)PBS

08:30a Daniel Tiger's Neighborhood
Daniels Tiger Twirl/You Can Play Your Own Way

Daniels Tiger Twirl - At the Neighborhood Carnival, Miss Elaina shows off her cartwheel trick, but when Daniel tries, he can't do a cartwheel like
the one Miss Elaina did. Dad Tiger teaches Daniel that he can do a trick his own way, the Daniel way! You Can Play Your Own Way - Daniel is
playing school with Miss Elaina and Jodi, but Miss Elaina gets upset when Jodi keeps copying everything she does. The friends help Jodi realize
that she has great ideas of her own, and that she should play her own way.

(CC) DVI #413H(S)PBS

09:00a Sesame Street
Let's Grow Together

Welcome to the Sesame Street community garden! Tamir has an idea: open a garden stand to share the things they grow. Alan says they can
share his grandmothers recipe for pickling daikon. While Alans friends help him make the pickled daikon, they learn more about Alans cultural
heritage; he is Japanese American. Alan is proud to be Japanese American and hes happy to be sharing his familys culture.

(CC) DVI #5215H(S)PBS

09:30a Rosie's Rules
The Ice Pop Truck/Rosies Dollar Dilemma

Rosie wants to try the new ice pop from the Ice Pop Truck, but she needs to find an extra dollar to buy it. / Rosie gets a dollar after helping Tia at
the mercado, but she struggles to decide what to buy with it.

(CC) DVI #124H(S)PBS

10:00a Donkey Hodie
Snow Day/Snow Surprise Challenge

It's a snow day in Someplace Else! Will Panda's pals want to do all his favorite snow activities from Planet Purple?/Bob Dog wants to win a glowy,
snowy, floating fun ball, so he thinks of things he's good at to play Gameshow Gator's new snow game.

(CC) DVI #131H(S)PBS

10:30a Diy Science Time
Balloon Science

Let's get popping with Mister C and the Science Crew to explore balloons and polymers! Join us for a stretch today and build a balloon powered
water fountain and much much more!

(CC) N/A #201H(S)NETA

11:00a Paint This with Jerry Yarnell
Hide and Seek, Part 1

Acrylic Painting on18x24 stretched canvas. In this episode, Jerry discusses the size, shape, and preparation of his canvas. Then talks about the
reference material and how to compose a painting from memory. Then he shows how to create the proper underpainting mixture for the shadow
of the snow and how to properly apply it. Then he finishes by showing how to dry-brush in phase one of the contour of the snowdrifts and create
the proper composition.

(CC) N/A #3110H(S)NETA
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11:30a Make It Artsy
Your Mediums

Shake up the use of mediums. First, see a new concept with "framed paper" to make jewelry using stencils, ribbons and beads with host Julie Fei
Fan Balzer. Then, Joe Rotella brings fire to the show with a wood burning technique using stencils. Finally, Micah Goguen creates a self- portrait
demonstrating a special technique using markers and paint. The show closes with a color study - orange.

(CC) N/A #907H(S)NETA

12:00n Creative Living
Floral designer, Carly Cylinder will show how to use two different techniques when working with horsetail, which is a type of bamboo. The final
product looks like an advanced floral arrangement! Her company is Flour LA and Flour LA Jr. Ever wonder how designers actually knit their
couture designs? Dean Cheek is a designer who will show a few techniques for ribbing and making cables to give us an understanding of how
small knitwear manufacturers work. He'll also show some glamorous finished garments he's made to show the versatility of his knitwear. Jamie
Alcorta, owner of Walls of Art, will show how to use paint on columns or any other accessory to make them coordinate with other hardware and
metal fixtures which are shown in today's new home construction.

(CC) N/A #7002H(S)KENW

12:30p This Old House
Newburyport | Demo Find

With demo complete, the new foundations are poured, and a winding staircase replaces the old steep set. A find during demo sparks interest in
the home's history. Outside, a retaining wall is built, and the old water and sewer lines are replaced.

(CC) N/A #4411H(S)PBSPL

01:00p Woodsmith Shop
Build A Better Bookcase

A bookcase offers versatile storage to store and display more than just books. Chris, Logan, and Phil create a unique design that rests on a stand
for a lighter look. Learn about solid wood joinery and the tools and techniques for rugged results.

(CC) N/A #1502H(S)NETA

01:30p American Woodshop
Elegant Jewelry Chest / Make Your Gifts

This two-drawer dovetailed gem makes the perfect gift. Orange Agate is the primary wood. Special finishing tips help all viewers with their home
projects.

(CC) N/A #2704H(S)NETA

02:00p Garage with Steve Butler
Shaker Bench

Steve builds a classic bench from Hancock Shaker Village.

(CC) N/A #110H(S)NETA

02:30p Chef's Life
A Food Truck and a Pear Tree

Vivian's cookbook delivery sparks emotions as the reality of wheeling a food truck around the country sets in. The crew does a practice run at the
farmer's market, serving up a dish with pear relish that pleases most--but not Ms. Lillie.

(CC) N/A #504H(S)PBS

03:00p America's Test Kitchen
Italian Sweets

Test cook Erin McMurrer makes host Bridget Lancaster Struffoli. Tasting expert Jack Bishop challenges Bridget and Julia Collin Davidson to a
head-to-head tasting of single origin chocolate. Test cook Becky Hays makes Julia Pistachio-Spice Biscotti.

(CC) N/A #2306H(S)APTEX

03:30p Cook's Country
Texas Cookout

Bryan Roof visits El Paso, Texas and shares his version of Texas-Style Smoked Beef Ribs with host Bridget Lancaster. Equipment expert Adam
Ried shares his top picks for charcoal. Toni Tipton-Martin discusses the history of self-rising flour, and Lawman Johnson makes host Julia Collin
Davison Easy Blueberry Cobbler.

(CC) N/A #1601H(S)APTEX

04:00p Fons & Porter's Love of Quilting
Harvest Sky

It can be fun to re-visit quilt patterns you've previously done, re-creating them in fresh fabrics and with new techniques. On this episode, Sara
Gallegos is joined by guest Elaine Theriault, who reworked her quilt, Harvest Sky, in exciting ways! A different take on the embroidered
centerpieces, fresh colors, and different approaches to standard patchwork makes this quilt a brand-new experience!

(CC) N/A #4207H(S)NETA

04:30p It's Sew Easy
Cuddle Up

An easy way to get back into sewing or even to begin is with simple designs without fitting. Joanne Banko starts with a log cabin quilt sewn on a
serger. Then, Emily Thompson demonstrates a frayed flannel baby quilt.

(CC) N/A #2105H(S)NETA
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05:00p Knit and Crochet Now
Towel Topper

Up first is Kristin Omdahl and the Gansey Towel Topper, with a subtle farmhouse feel. Then its Lena in the stitch corner with the Alta Mosaic Knit
Scarf. With its colorful and rhythmic mosaic chevron pattern, it is sure to be the perfect accessory! We finish up with a knit version of the Gansey
Towel Topper with Britt Schmiesing.

(CC) N/A #1208H(S)NETA

05:30p Garden Smart
Designing A Four-Season Garden

Starting with a blank canvas, GardenSMART follows the development of a garden at an extremely difficult site. This episode chronicles the first
steps of the process. There's a lot of good information and tips we can use in our own gardens. Tune in as we GardenSMART.

(CC) N/A #7206H(S)NETA

06:00p Cottonwood Connections
Western Cattle Trail

(N) N/A #301HSHPTV

06:30p Rick Steves' Europe
Scotland's Highlands

The Highlands stoke kilted dreams of Scotland...where legends of Bonnie Prince Charlie swirl around lonely castles. Rick visits the "Weeping
Glen" of Glencoe, bustling Inverness, and the battlefield at Culloden. Then he makes a pilgrimage to the spiritual capital of a major clan, and goes
prehistoric at Stone Age burial grounds and Iron Age island forts. Venturing along the Caledonian Canal and watching for Nessie at Loch Ness,
Rick watches a sheepdog demonstration and enjoys traditional folk music.

(CC) N/A #1010H(S)APTEX

07:00p The Lawrence Welk Show
Salute to Kathy Lennon (Kathy Lennon)

This Lawrence Welk Show from 1966 is a salute to Kathy Lennon and what better host than Kathy herself, sharing her interesting family history
and her collection of antiques. The cast opens the program with "A Pretty Girl is Like a Melody" and Kathy follows with "Secret Love". The Lennon
Sisters sing "Blue Moon" and Arthur Duncan dances to "Give My Regards to Broadway".

(CC) N/A #1904H(S)OETA

08:00p Backstage Pass
Paddlebots

Paddlebots represents the collective vision and music stylings of Kortez Buckner and Haruki Hakoyama. Born out of a series of YouTube covers,
the band's intricate and unique arranging style and high-energy performance quickly gained viral popularity. Their progressive soul pop sound is
highlighted in songs "Someone Else," "Out of the Blue," and "Til' Next Time."

(CC) N/A #1002H(S)NETA

09:00p Front and Center
Gavin Degraw: The Grammy

Gavin DeGraw: The GRAMMY Award-nominated multiplatinum singer and songwriter brings a fusion of pop, soul, country, folk and funk to
Analog at the Hutton Hotel in Nashville performing songs from his latest, Face the River, along with hits "Follow Through," "Chariot," "I Don't Want
to Be," and "Not Over You."

(CC) N/A #1104H(S)APTEX

10:00p Austin City Limits
Jon Batiste

Rejoice in a high voltage hour with New Orleans-born R&B/jazz/gospel musician Jon Batiste. The Stephen Colbert bandleader performs songs
from his album We Are, including "I Need You" and "Freedom."

(CC) N/A #4703H(S)PBSPL

11:00p Sound On Tap
Dillon Cassidy and the Rhythm

Standing at the front of the stage and curating the show that he and The Rhythm have come to be known for, Dillon Cassidy has a love and drive
for the music scene that is unrivaled.

(CC) N/A #410H(S)NETA

11:30p Songs at the Center
Jesse Terry, Kyshona, Craig Bickhardt

From Bonnaroo, the Philadelphia Folk Festival, and AmericanaFest, Jesse Terry joins us on the somewhat-more-intimate Songs at the Center
stage, joined by Kyshona and Craig Bickhardt. Craig will sing his hit "This Old House, and talk about the art of songwriting with host Eric Gnezda.

(CC) N/A #902H(S)
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12:00m America Outdoors with Baratunde Thurston
Suwannee: Wild River

The Suwannee is one of the last wild rivers in America. From jet skiers to herpetologists, manatees to snapping turtles, Baratunde learns how this
unique environment inspires a whole range of passions.

(CC) N/A #202H(S)NPS

06:00a Molly of Denali
Grandpa's Drum/Have Canoe, Will Paddle

Molly finds an old photo of Grandpa as a child and is shocked to see him singing and drumming-Grandpa neversings. When Grandpa tells her he
lost his songs when he gave his drum away, Molly goes on a mission to find his drum and return his songs to him. / The Qyah Canoers are ready
for their first competition. There's just one problem: Molly, Tooey, and Trini don't know how to canoe! Mr. Patak refers them to Connie, but her
coaching techniques are rather unusual. Are their chances for triumph doomed? Or does Connie's past hold the key to victory?

(CC) DVI #101H(S)PBS

06:30a Alma's Way
Alma Goes to Puerto Rico: Bisabuela's Birthday

It's Alma's great-grandmother's 100th birthday! Alma wants to find Bisabuela the perfect gift. But even though she can think of all kinds of things
that Bisabuela likes, none of them are quite right. Alma has got to think hard about what Bisabuela would love to receive more than anything else.

(CC) DVI #140H(S)PBS

07:00a Wild Kratts
Shadow: The Black Jaguar

Martin and Chris are trying to decide on their next wild cat adventure when they learn that Zach Varmitech has decided to "catnap" a Black
Jaguar to use as a symbol for his new spybots.

(CC) N/A #209H(S)PBS

07:30a Curious George
Hamster/Sleepers

(CC) N/A #1306H(S)PBS

08:00a Work It Out Wombats!
Helper for the Day/Race Car Wombats

Zeke's sorting choices prove interesting when he volunteers to be Mr. E's "Helper for the Day." / The Wombats are psyched to race in the
Treeborhood Derby, but can't get their homemade car out of the house, let alone to the starting line.

(CC) DVI #113H(S)PBS

08:30a Daniel Tiger's Neighborhood
Daniels Grr-Ific Grandpere/Making Mozies with Nana

Daniels Grr-ific Grandpere - Daniel Tiger is excited to spend the whole day with his grandpa - Grandpere! Whether they're riding on Grandpere's
boat, sorting through Grandpere's treasures, or even just relaxing on the sandy shore, they love the special time they have together. Making
Mozies with Nana - Daniel Tiger spends the whole day with Jodi and her Nana. Jodi and Nana love the special things they do together, like
baking sweet treats and coloring.

(CC) DVI #416H(S)PBS

09:00a Sesame Street
A Home for Gecko

Elmo, Abby, and Chris are helping Zoe make a habitat for her new pet gecko, Gary. They fill a terrarium with soil, moss, rocks, and branches but
are missing a hiding place to keep Gary cool. This is a problem! They wonder what they can use for Gary's hiding spot. What if they use an empty
yogurt cup? Let's try! It works. They didn't give up and made the perfect hiding spot for Gary's new home.

(CC) DVI #5221H(S)PBS

09:30a Rosie's Rules
Rosie The Message Delivery Kid / Javi's Growl

Rosie decides to be a message delivery kid and deliver messages to her neighbors, but her messages get all mixed up. / Javi temporarily loses
his voice, so Rosie must help him recover before they perform their El Coco play.

(CC) DVI #125H(S)PBS

10:00a Donkey Hodie
Groovy Guitar/Treasure Nest

Donkey's guitar goes missing right before the talent show. Panda and Duck Duck help her look all around for it./Duck Duck finally finds her
family's Treasure Nest, but she can't open it! Maybe she needs to look at the problem in a new way.

(CC) DVI #124H(S)PBS

10:30a Biz Kid$
The Economics of Economics

Here's a lighter look at a complex science. Learn about everything from micro to macro economics, supply and demand, and economic indicators.
See how business owners and even individuals use economic principles to make financial decisions. Meet a young entrepreneur who started up
her serving business when the economy turned down. It's all economics!

(CC) DVI #505(S)APTEX
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11:00a Curious Crew
Angular Momentum

Speedy Spinning Spheres! Using spheres, cylinders, and straws, the Crew and Dr. Rob learn about inertia, velocity, and conservation of energy
due to angular momentum.

(CC) N/A #901H(S)NETA

11:30a Make48
Innovate, Build, Invent!, Pt. 3

We dive deep into the hands-on brainstorming and prototyping stage. This is the meat of the series with lots of inventing, building, innovating and
collaborating! By this time we really know each team and can personally connect with their efforts! It is a full on educational toy workshop with lots
of team action.

(CC) N/A #405H(S)APTEX

12:00n Market to Market
News and commodity market analysis from the weekly journal of rural America.

(CC) N/A #4904H(S)IPTV

12:30p Motorweek
2024 Ford Mustang

We're starting our new season with the 2024 Ford Mustang, entering its seventh generation with a familiar V8 roar. Then we'll quiet down for
another new ride, the latest Toyota Prius Prime sportier and edgier, but still very practical.

(CC) N/A #4301(S)PBSPL

01:00p Real Ag
Gmo's

(N) N/A #1104HSHPTV

01:30p Plan Stronger TV
Medicaid Planning

David Holland is joined by CFP Professional, Michael Mortenson, to explore long-term care insurance. Abundance Activist, Ellen Rogin, shares
tips on how to give kids an allowance. Our Attorney Panel digs into the complexities of Medicaid planning.

(CC) N/A #613H(S)ACCES

02:00p Classic Gospel
Singing Contractors: Working on a Building

Hard-working, hammer-wielding Aaron Gray and Josh Arnett - a.k.a. The Singing Contractors - began harmonizing while building houses. Those
blends can now be heard on this debut gospel special, which features the duo's spin on some of today's most popular church standards and
gospel classics.

(CC) N/A #1409H(S)NETA

03:00p Your Fantastic Mind
Ultrasound Treatment for Tremor

People with tremor issues can have difficulties with basic tasks like eating, writing and speaking. This episode explores a revolutionary, non-
invasive treatment for patients living with essential tremor or tremor from Parkinson's disease. Using high intensity focused ultrasound
technology, guided by MRI, the treatment does not require brain surgery, sedation or incisions and can be completed in a single outpatient
session. Viewers are given an in-depth look at the journey of a 75-year-old man and his transformative experience with this treatment.

(CC) N/A #302H(S)NETA

03:30p Doctors On Call
Dr. Lindsay Gallion Dc: Chiropractic Care

(N) N/A #1803HSHPTV

04:00p Antiques Roadshow
Vintage Tucson 2021 Hour 2

Blazing hot Tucson treasures include a Mexican charro saddle, Gaston Chaissac artwork and a 1956 Olympics USA Basketball memorabilia. But
has the marketplace cooled down since they were appraised in 2006? Not for one $65,000-$110,000 find.

(CC) N/A #2505H(S)NPS

05:00p PBS News Weekend (CC) N/A #2022H(S)NPS

05:30p History with David Rubenstein
H. W. Brands

(CC) N/A #405H(S)PBSPL

06:00p Cottonwood Connections
Decatur County Historical Society

(N) N/A #302HSHPTV

06:30p World's Greatest Cruises (CC) N/A #102H(S)NETA
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07:00p Professor T
The Mask Murders

When a prominent couple is found murdered, the crime scene has uncanny parallels to another murder 15 years ago - is it a copycat killing or
was the wrong man prosecuted? Professor T wants to help but he's laid up with appendicitis.

(CC) DVI #202#(S)NPS

08:00p Unforgotten On Masterpiece
Season 5, Episode 2

The team works to identify the body found in the chimney flue as forensics reveal the cause of death.

(CC) DVI #5335#(S)NPS

09:00p Van Der Valk On Masterpiece
Freedom In Amsterdam, Part 2

As Van der Valk and the team continue to investigate, they are drawn into the murky world of drug smuggling before revealing a deeper, darker
personal tale of envy.

(CC) DVI #5341#(S)PBS

10:00p Austin City Limits
Jon Batiste

Rejoice in a high voltage hour with New Orleans-born R&B/jazz/gospel musician Jon Batiste. The Stephen Colbert bandleader performs songs
from his album We Are, including "I Need You" and "Freedom."

(CC) N/A #4703H(S)PBSPL

11:00p Professor T
The Mask Murders

When a prominent couple is found murdered, the crime scene has uncanny parallels to another murder 15 years ago - is it a copycat killing or
was the wrong man prosecuted? Professor T wants to help but he's laid up with appendicitis.

(CC) DVI #202H(S)NPS
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12:00m Unforgotten On Masterpiece
Season 5, Episode 2

The team works to identify the body found in the chimney flue as forensics reveal the cause of death.

(CC) DVI #5335H(S)NPS

06:00a Molly of Denali
By Sled Or Snowshoe/The Shortest Birthday

By Sled or Snowshoe Grandpa Nat and Nina are out in the field observing an active volcano when it erupts! When their camera breaks, Molly
persuades Tooey and her mom to deliver a new one - and to see a real-life volcano. But getting there won't be easy. The Shortest Birthday It's
winter solstice and Trini's birthday. Molly and Tooey have planned the perfect present-a trip to Qyah's best bird-watching spot. With only a few
hours of daylight and after much delay, they reach the special spot at dusk, only to encounter an extra special surprise.

(CC) DVI #138H(S)PBS

06:30a Happy Yoga with Sarah Starr
Flowering Sunset

Reenergize among the coastal sunflowers at sunset as you enjoy an accessible yoga practice using a chair for support. Includes a series of
standing poses designed to create more mobility and flexibility in your hips and hamstrings while building strength, balance and focus.

(CC) N/A #906H(S)NETA

07:00a Yoga In Practice
The Inner Fire of Transformation

During your yoga practice you build heat. It is ignited by your desire to become the best version of yourself through the work of your body and
your mind. Today we will practice a hip opener called Fire Log to remind us to stoke this inner heat.

(CC) N/A #212H(S)APTEX

07:30a Curious George
Leaky Faucet/George Loves A Parade

(CC) N/A #1203H(S)PBS

08:00a Daniel Tiger's Neighborhood
Daniel's Allergy/Allergies at School

Daniel's Allergy - When Daniel tries a peach for the first time, he learns he is allergic to the fruit. Dad and Doctor Anna take care of him, and
Doctor Anna tells Daniel how he can take care of himself, too. Allergies at School - Daniel is celebrating the 100th day at school. He tells Teacher
Harriet and his friends that he is allergic to peaches. Teacher Harriet, Katerina, Miss Elaina, O the Owl, and Prince Wednesday take care of
Daniel by helping him avoid peaches. They all take care of each other in different ways throughout the school day. Strategy: We take care of
each other.

(CC) DVI #304H(S)PBS

08:30a Rosie's Rules
Rosies Pirate Adventure/Time Trouble

Rosie and friends pretend to be pirates travelling around the world, but they need a globe to plan a route./While Jun is visiting Shanghai, she and
Rosie plan a virtual breakfast. But when it's daytime for Rosie, it's nighttime for Jun.

(CC) DVI #117H(S)PBS

09:00a Sesame Street
Sesame Street Super Heroes

Elmo, Abby, and Rosita are playing superheroes! Rosita introduces Super Carga, which means Super Charge in Spanish. Super Carga turns on
everyone's superpowers with the catchphrase "a lo maximo" which means "to the maximum" in Spanish. Abby and Elmo want to be Super Carga,
but they have a hard time saying the catchphrase. Elmo and Abby suggest Rosita to be Super Carga since she can say the superhero's name
and catchphrase. Rosita loves speaking Spanish, but she wants to do other superhero things too. When Mia joins them to play superheroes,
Rosita and Mia share that speaking Spanish isn't the only thing that makes them special. Abby mentions that she wants to play Super Carga and
Rosita helps her practice pronouncing the catchphrase "a lo maximo." Now, the superheroes are ready to play!

(CC) DVI #5302H(S)PBS

09:30a Work It Out Wombats!
Snout Wash Day/A Super Recipe

Because Zeke won't let go of his beloved stuffy, and because Malik wrecks the instructions, Operation "Wash Stinky Snout!" doesn't go as
planned. / The Wombats ask their friends for help in making a special Thank You treat for Super.

(CC) DVI #102H(S)PBS

10:00a Donkey Hodie
The Breakfast Bowl/Dancing Dandelions

Donkey and Panda compete against each other in the Breakfast Bowl. Can they still have fun if only one of them can win? / Donkey, Panda, and
Bob Dog plant Dancing Dandelion seeds and help each other find the right music to make the flowers grow.

(CC) DVI #201H(S)PBS

10:30a Pinkalicious & Peterrific
Peterrific/Mother's Day Surprise

Peter is building the tallest block tower ever, all the way to the moon! He'll have so much fun, he won't want to come down...or will he? / For
Mother's Day, Pinkalicious and Peter want to do something extra special for Mommy. Will they make her breakfast? Will they write a poem?
Maybe Robotta can help - if she doesn't mess the house up first!

(CC) DVI #131H(S)PBS
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11:00a Elinor Wonders Why
Butterfly Babies/Elinor's Circus

Butterfly Babies - The kids are observing butterflies and caterpillars when they realize that they've never seen a baby butterfly. How can this be?!
They decide that they just need more observations and head off to investigate, but they still don't find any baby butterflies. They do come across
many caterpillars, though, and to their surprise, they witness the metamorphosis occur - from caterpillar to chrysalis, then from chrysalis to
butterfly. Then, they realize a caterpillar IS a baby butterfly. Amazing! Elinor's Circus - Elinor, Ari and Olive decide to put on a circus for all their
friends. They each have acts that involve balancing, but unfortunately, they're not great at it. They seek out some tips from their friend, Siggy the
squirrel, who is great at balancing. Siggy explains that a tail like his can help you balance, but extending your body or using long poles will help,
too. Bravo, the show is saved!

(CC) DVI #120H(S)PBS

11:30a Nature Cat
Stream and Shout/Hal's Day Off

Stream and Shout - Nature Cat goes to his Nature Curiosity List for inspiration, and finds number 73: "Where do streams begin?" This seemingly
simple question leads the gang on an action-packed adventure, as they follow the stream uphill, exploring new environments and meeting all
sorts of friendly critters. When they finally find out where the stream begins they are whoa-ho-ho amazed! Hal's Day Off - After a silly mishap
leaves Hal alone in the big city (well, he does have his chew-toy Mr. Chewinsky with him), it's up to Nature Cat, Squeeks and Daisy to make their
way to the city and find Hal! Tally ho! Even though Hal is having so much fun sightseeing, he will need to get home somehow. When Nature Cat,
Squeeks and Daisy can't locate Hal, they turn to animals that they never even knew lived in the city for help!

(CC) N/A #109H(S)PBS

12:00n Hero Elementary
Dog in the Fog / Bye, Bye Dragonfly

When a little dog gets lost in the fog, it's Sparks' Crew to the rescue! But, this mission isn't so easy in the thick fog. How can they find the dog
when they can't even find each other in the fog? Curriculum: During weather events such as fog, observing and adjusting activities can
accommodate for the lack of visibility. / When AJ's Dragonfly Drone flies away on its own, Sparks' Crew sets off on a mission to catch it. How can
they use clues from nature to help catch this runaway drone? Curriculum: By observing a spider's use of a web to catch prey, the same strategy
can be applied to solve human problems.

(CC) DVI #119H(S)PBS

12:30p Xavier Riddle and the Secret Museum
I Am Florence Nightingale/I Am George Washington Carver

I am Florence Nightingale When Yadina gets the hiccups right before a big show & tell appearance, she turns to Xavier and Brad for help. Unsure
how to cure her, the boys have some fun coming up with silly solutions, none of which work. To the Secret (hic) Museum! Our heroes travel back
in time to meet legendary nurse Florence Nightingale, just as she's presented with a very serious problem: her neighbor's dog has a sore paw. To
the library! Florence dedicates herself to learning exactly how to get the poor pup back on his feet, inspiring Xavier and Brad to commit
themselves to finding a real solution to Yadina's hiccup problem. From now on, they'll always help others as best they can. Curriculum: "It's
important to help others as best you can." I am George Washington Carver While playing soccer, Xavier accidentally smushes a flower in the
garden. Yadina wants to help the little flower, but Xavier doesn't get it - what's the big deal? To the Secret Museum! Our trio travel back in time to
meet an expert in plant care: George Washington Carver... accidentally smushing three more flowers in the process! Good thing George
Washington Carver knows just what to do. As the kids transport the plant patients back to George's secret garden, Xavier learns all about how
amazing plant life is and why it's so important each one of us help take care of the Earth. Curriculum: "Take care of the Earth"

(CC) DVI #104H(S)PBS

01:00p Gzero World with Ian Bremmer
Should We Be Worried About Ai?

Guest: Gary Marcus, AI researcher and cognitive scientist. Is ChatGPT all it's cracked up to be? Will truth survive the evolution of artificial
intelligence? AI researcher and cognitive scientist Gary Marcus breaks down the recent advances - and inherent risks - of generative AI.

(CC) N/A #611H(S)APTEX

01:30p Chief: The Story of Bill Feehan, The Oldest and Highest Ranking Firefighter Kill
This heartbreaking film tells the story of the beloved FDNY Fire Chief who died at his command station on 9/11 when the south tower of the World
Trade Center collapsed. The son of a firefighter and the father of another, it was said that he knew the location of every fire hydrant in New York
City. Feehan joined the FDNY in 1959 as a member of Ladder Company 3. When he was named acting commissioner in 1991, he became the
first person to have held every possible position in the FDNY.

(CC) N/A #0H(S)NETA

02:00p Wild Metropolis
Residents

From pythons in Bangkok to otters in Singapore, cities may seem unlikely havens for wildlife, but for animals able to adapt, the urban world is
filled with opportunity.

(CC) DVI #101H(S)PBS

03:00p Alma's Way
Picture Perfect/Hands for the Day

When Alma and Rafia get an idea to make an animal photo book, they set out to get the perfect pictures. Too bad the animals won't cooperate.
Will their photo book be a flop? When Safina hurts her arm, Alma and Rafia volunteer to be her "hands" for the day to help her finish all the things
she has to do. But when Safina seems frustrated with their work, they've got to figure out how to do things right.

(CC) DVI #134H(S)PBS
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03:30p Wild Kratts
Eel-Lectric!

When the Tortuga crashes somewhere in the middle of the Amazon rainforest, the electrical system of the ship is destroyed. Grounded and
exposed to the elements and predators - like jaguars and crocodiles - the Wild Kratts must come up with a plan to restore the electrical systems
before the creatures of the Amazon completely take over the Tortuga! Science Concept: Electricity.

(CC) N/A #412H(S)PBS

04:00p Odd Squad
Portalandia/Slides and Ladders

Portalandia - The Mobile Unit's first case is to return a plant to the 17th dimension. Curriculum: Tessellation. Slides and Ladders - Oswald must
learn everything he can about the Mobile Unit van before an important interview. Curriculum: Negative Numbers.

(CC) DVI #303H(S)PBS

04:30p Arthur
Grandma Thora Appreciation Day/Fern's Slumber Party

Arthur and D.W. are planning a surprise party for Grandma Thora. But somehow, in the midst of all the party-planning mayhem, one teeny detail
gets forgotten -- the guest of honor! In the second story, shy Fern hosts a slumber party. Her guests are sure it will be boring, but when disaster
strikes, Fern's special talents save the day. Or, in this case, the night.

(CC) DVI #215H(S)PBS

05:00p Cat in the Hat Knows A Lot About That!
Flutter By Butterfly/Pretty In Pink

Flutter By Butterfly - Sally and Nick are pretending to be butterflies, but they're not very good at it. The Cat takes them to meet Bernadette the
Monarch butterfly, who can teach them all about fluttering. Following Bernadette from Milky Weed Meadow to Prickly Pines forest they learn that
butterfly wings are used for so much more than just fluttering! Pretty in Pink - Sally and Nick are having fun trying out different moves when the
Cat arrives to show them some cool moves of his own. He learned them from Pinkie the flamingo. The kids want to learn too, so off they go to
Gooney Goon Lagoon! There they learn all about flamingos - fun moves and all! Back at home Cat, Nick and Sally all move together... the
flamingo way!

(CC) DVI #128H(S)PBS

05:30p BBC News America (CC) N/A #2976H(S)WETA

06:00p PBS Newshour (CC) N/A #14051H(S)NPS

07:00p Antiques Roadshow
Vintage Orlando Hour 2

Learn how outstanding Orlando items have held up in the market since 2007, such as a Fern Isabel Coppedge oil, a Tiffany Studios mosaic glass
inkwell and an 1844 Presidential election political banner. Which has a current value of $120,000-$180,000

(CC) N/A #2507#(S)NPS

08:00p American Experience
The Busing Battleground

Revisit 1970s Boston, when Black and white students were bused for the first time between neighborhoods to comply with a federal court
desegregation order - unleashing violence and racial unrest that would escalate and continue for years.

(CC) DVI #3507#(S)PBS

10:00p Amanpour and Company (CC) N/A #6051H(S)PBSPL

11:00p Energy Switch
Could Hydrogen Be Our Energy Future?

Countries are excited about hydrogen as a way to reduce CO2 emissions. Is it the future?

(CC) N/A #105H(S)NETA

11:30p Sara's Weeknight Meals
The World in a Meatball

Meatballs are so universally beloved almost every culture has a version. In Turkey, they have a meatball on a stick called simit kebabs. Sara
travels to the farm of a Turkish cooking teacher to learn to make the along with pear salsa and quince liquor. In Catalonia, Sara joins local cook
Juame Vidal to make meatball tapas with peas from his garden. Moroccan meatball tagine with couscous is achievable at home with a slow
cooker, and master Michele Scicolone shows us how.

(CC) N/A #1107H(S)APTEX
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12:00m American Experience
The Busing Battleground

Revisit 1970s Boston, when Black and white students were bused for the first time between neighborhoods to comply with a federal court
desegregation order - unleashing violence and racial unrest that would escalate and continue for years.

(CC) DVI #3507H(S)PBS

06:00a Molly of Denali
Puppypalooza Part 1/Puppypalooza Part 2

Puppy Palooza Part 1 Tooey is worried one of his sled dogs, Cali, isn't feeling well. When Tooey, Molly, and Trini take her to a vet for a check-up,
they receive some surprising news. Puppypalooza Part 2 Tooey gets to decide which one of Cali's puppies to keep and train as a lead sled dog.
Can he prove his older brothers wrong and successfully identify which one would make a good lead dog?

(CC) DVI #134H(S)PBS

06:30a Happy Yoga with Sarah Starr
Ocean Breeze

Revitalize and recharge amid the beautiful ocean views as we focus on creating a stronger core while entirely seated in a chair. Includes simple
core strengthening moves along with gentle stretches for your chest, back, hips, legs and more.

(CC) N/A #907H(S)NETA

07:00a Yoga In Practice
Connect to Your Softer Side

This fluid sequence incorporates the Moon Salutation, offering a soothing alternative to an active practice and providing equilibrium in an
uncertain world. It is also a nice practice for the evening when you wish to slow down and connect to some inner quiet.

(CC) N/A #301H(S)APTEX

07:30a Curious George
Antonio The Avocado/Curious Clouds

(CC) N/A #1204H(S)PBS

08:00a Daniel Tiger's Neighborhood
Daniel Makes A Mistake/Baking Mistakes

Daniel Makes a Mistake - While Daniel is looking at different items under the magnifier at school, he accidentally knocks a basket of objects off
the table, sending things tumbling all over the floor. Whoops! Daniel thinks he has ruined Science Time until Teacher Harriet explains that
everyone makes mistakes; the important thing is that we can fix them and always learn from them. Baking Mistakes - Daniel and Prince
Wednesday are at the bakery helping Baker Aker make cookies for the Neighborhood. But Prince Wednesday accidentally spills the milk! No
crying, though, because mistakes can happen. Soon the boys learn that they can try to fix their mistakes and learn from them, too. Trolley cookies
for everyone! Strategy: It's ok to make mistakes, try to fix them and learn from them, too.

(CC) DVI #211H(S)PBS

08:30a Rosie's Rules
Neighborhood Market Day / Rosie and Javis Slime Store

It's Neighborhood Market Day and Rosie searches for something to sell, but nothing seems quite right. / Rosie and Javi open a slime store, but
realize they don't have enough slime, so they have to make more.

(CC) DVI #128H(S)PBS

09:00a Sesame Street
Rainy Day Picnic

Elmo and Abby wanted to have a picnic in Abby's garden but it's raining. They decide to have a picnic inside, but the living room doesn't look like
the garden. This is a problem! They wonder how they can make Elmo's living room look like Abby's garden. What if they make flowers, birds, and
bugs using craft supplies?

(CC) DVI #5217H(S)PBS

09:30a Work It Out Wombats!
The Mighty Zeke/Gift for a Fish

Zadie and Malik hope a cape, mask, and super strength gloves will help Zeke overcome his fear of riding a two-wheeler. / The Wombats are
invited to the Fishmans' Fish Shower. But what sort of gift should they create?

(CC) DVI #105H(S)PBS

10:00a Donkey Hodie
Big Nest Bird Party/Pet Elephant Camp

Donkey tries to act like a bird to fit in at Duck Duck's bird party, but she's not enjoying herself. Can she have fun by being her Donkey
self?/Grampy and Donkey miss Gregory while he's away at camp, so they do special things to remind themselves of him.

(CC) DVI #136H(S)PBS

10:30a Pinkalicious & Peterrific
Parrot Watch/Disappearing Act

Pinkalicious and Peter volunteer to watch Toothy McSquint's parrot, Captain Feathers; Peter learns to blend in with his surroundings during a
game of hide-and-seek.

(CC) DVI #404H(S)PBS
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11:00a Elinor Wonders Why
Butterfly Party/More Than One Right Way

Butterfly Party - It's Olive's mom's birthday, and Olive wants to organize something really special for her: a garden party with REAL butterflies.
But, how can they get butterflies to come to the party? The kids set off to observe butterflies and figure out that they like certain kinds of flowers,
and not others. Ms. Mole offers to let them transplant some butterfly-friendly plants from her garden to Olive's, and it works! Before long, Olive's
backyard is fluttering with butterflies, just in time for Olive's mom to enjoy her birthday party. More Than One Right Way - It's Halloween, and
Elinor, Ari and Olive arrive in the classroom to discover Ms. Mole putting up pumpkin decorations. The enthusiastic kids want to help, so Ms. Mole
suggests they make spiderweb decorations with yarn and glue. But, when each kid makes a different-looking spiderweb, they're not sure which
one is the most like a real web. After observing different spiders in nature, the kids realize that different kinds of spiders make different kinds of
webs, which means they were all right! They then head back into school to decorate the classroom and have a happy Halloween.

(CC) DVI #132H(S)PBS

11:30a Nature Cat
Niagara Falls/Nature Plant

(CC) N/A #307H(S)PBS

12:00n Hero Elementary
Looking Super / Schmubble Trouble

When a self-flying cape escapes from the store selling it, Sparks' Crew teams up with the famous hero, Hail Caesar, to search for it. But, it isn't
easy, since the cape is very good at hiding. It will take super observation skills to find it. Curriculum: Observe the world around you to gather
information. Use the information to solve problems. / Benny has a case of the "Schmubbles," a bubble cold that causes bubbles to shoot out of
his hands uncontrollably. When AJ, Lucita, and Sara get caught in Schmubble Bubbles, they must make their way through Citytown inside of
bubbles they can't pop. Curriculum: Objects can be moved from one place to another by combining the right strength and/or direction of pushes
and collisions.

(CC) DVI #131H(S)PBS

12:30p Xavier Riddle and the Secret Museum
I Am Fred Rogers

(CC) DVI #137H(S)PBS

01:00p School of Greatness with Lewis Howes
Marisa Peer - Mindfulness and Happiness

Speaker, Best-Selling Author & Rapid Transformational Therapy Trainer Marisa Peer shares how to use your mind to overcome negative
thoughts and feelings.

(CC) N/A #102H(S)APTEX

01:30p Medical Frontiers
Thorough Examinations for Causes of Dizziness

Japanese doctors are leading research on dizziness, which can interfere with daily life and cause long-term suffering. The Vertigo/Dizziness
Center at Nara Medical University suggests a week-long stay for comprehensive testing to identify the cause and offer effective treatment. Even if
there is no known cure, rehabilitation can help, allowing patients to return to work in some cases. We report on the latest dizziness treatments.

(CC) N/A #211H(S)APTEX

02:00p Wild Metropolis
Commuters

In a modern migration, animals travel in and out of cities to find food and shelter or to start a family. See if the secret to success in a fast-changing
world is commuting.

(CC) DVI #102H(S)PBS

03:00p Alma's Way
Alma Picked A Pepper/The Alma Train

(CC) DVI #125H(S)PBS

03:30p Wild Kratts
Speaking Dolphinese

The Wild Kratts are on a mission to decode the secret language of one of the smartest creatures on Earth - Dolphins!

(CC) N/A #213H(S)PBS

04:00p Odd Squad
Running On Empty

Running on Empty - The Mobile Unit must return a blob to London, but their van has run into trouble. Curriculum: Liquid Measurement, Porous Vs
Non-Porous.

(CC) DVI #304H(S)PBS

04:30p Arthur
Invasion of the Soccer Fans/Pal and the Big Itch

Kate appears to be hypnotized by the soccer game on the television! Can Pal, Amigo, and Killer snap her out of her TV trance? When Pal has to
wear a cone, he takes advantage of his friends' special treatment...and the decision comes back to bite him.

(CC) DVI #2107H(S)PBS
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05:00p Cat in the Hat Knows A Lot About That!
Digging The Deep/Puddle Puzzle

Digging The Deep - Nick and Sally are exploring how deep they can dig in the sandbox. The Cat arrives to whisk them away to the deepest place
he knows - the bottom of the Swirly Whirly Ocean! They meet up with Aurilia the Angler fish who guides them to the very bottom of the ocean
floor. Now that they've gone as deep as deep can be, it's off to find the next adventure! Puddle Puzzle - Nick and Sally are excited to jump in the
giant puddle in their backyard - but it's gone! Where did it go? With the help of Cat's Seussian camera, they see that the puddle has turned into
water vapour. Off they go to the Bluey Blue Sky to follow their puddle. They discover that the water vapour rises high into the sky, then cools off
and falls as rain. They go back home and are delighted to see that their puddle is back.

(CC) DVI #129H(S)PBS

05:30p BBC News America (CC) N/A #2977H(S)WETA

06:00p PBS Newshour (CC) N/A #14052H(S)NPS

07:00p Finding Your Roots
Secret Lives

Henry Louis Gates, Jr. uses DNA to help comedians Carol Burnett and Niecy Nash solve deep family mysteries.

(CC) N/A #903#(S)NPS

08:00p American Experience
The Harvest: Integrating Mississippi's Schools

Explore what happened when the small Mississippi town of Leland integrated its public schools in 1970. Told through the remembrances of
students, teachers and parents, the film shows how the town - and America - were transformed.

(CC) DVI #3508#(S)PBS

10:00p Amanpour and Company (CC) N/A #6052H(S)PBSPL

11:00p Doctors On Call
Dr Shelbe Darnell

(N) N/A #1811HSHPTV

11:30p Whitney Reynolds Show
Life Changing Decisions

We've all been there, the moment we need to make a huge decision. Today's guests however had many things on the line & a simple yes or no
changed their lives forever. We meet a man who with one click of a button learned his American story that involved Vietnam War. George Lopez
share his secret to making tough decisions.

(CC) N/A #205H(S)NETA
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12:00m American Experience
The Harvest: Integrating Mississippi's Schools

Explore what happened when the small Mississippi town of Leland integrated its public schools in 1970. Told through the remembrances of
students, teachers and parents, the film shows how the town - and America - were transformed.

(CC) DVI #3508H(S)PBS

06:00a Molly of Denali
Midnight Sun Fun Run/Molly Oodi' Heekha

(CC) DVI #213H(S)PBS

06:30a Happy Yoga with Sarah Starr
Summer Sunflower Storm

Recharge in the summer sunflower storm energy as we gently stretch your whole body while entirely seated in a chair. Includes dynamic core
strengthening moves along with simple stretches for your shoulders, back hips, legs, and more.

(CC) N/A #908H(S)NETA

07:00a Yoga In Practice
Simplicity, Patience, Compassion - Chair Yoga

Chair yoga is a gift of simplicity and compassion, meeting us where we are on any given day. It slowly builds strength and flexibility over time
without taxing us too much, and you can practice in your office, while traveling or any place there is a chair!

(CC) N/A #302H(S)APTEX

07:30a Curious George
Jurassic George

(CC) N/A #1209H(S)PBS

08:00a Daniel Tiger's Neighborhood
Daniel and Margaret Play School/Treasure Hunt at the Castle

Daniel and Margaret Play School - Teacher Daniel is playing "school" today, but his "student," Baby Margaret, just won't cooperate! Big brother
Daniel thinks of a way that he and Margaret can have fun together, and "school" can stay in session! Treasure Hunt at the Castle - Daniel, Prince
Wednesday and Chrissie are playing at the Castle, and they just can't agree on what to play. They soon learn that they're big enough to figure out
what to do, and come up with creative solutions so they can play together. Strategy: You're big enough to think of what to do.

(CC) DVI #306H(S)PBS

08:30a Rosie's Rules
Rosie Gets Moving/The Flying Disc Dilemma

108A When Tia forgets her lucky spoon, Rosie, Javi and Papá use different kinds of transportation to get it to her before her train leaves. 108B
When Crystal's flying disc gets stuck in a tree, Rosie learns that just the right kind of transportation can get it down.

(CC) DVI #108H(S)PBS

09:00a Sesame Street
Let's Grow Together

Welcome to the Sesame Street community garden! Tamir has an idea: open a garden stand to share the things they grow. Alan says they can
share his grandmothers recipe for pickling daikon. While Alans friends help him make the pickled daikon, they learn more about Alans cultural
heritage; he is Japanese American. Alan is proud to be Japanese American and hes happy to be sharing his familys culture.

(CC) DVI #5215H(S)PBS

09:30a Work It Out Wombats!
Color Fun/A Super Invention

(CC) DVI #122H(S)PBS

10:00a Donkey Hodie
Speedy Delivery/Ruff Night

Turtle-Lou opens a Speedy Delivery service in Someplace Else. But how can he remember which neighbors get which packages? / The pals
have a sleepover at Bob Dog's house, and Donkey can't fall asleep. Can she change her bedtime routine just for tonight?

(CC) DVI #202H(S)PBS

10:30a Pinkalicious & Peterrific
Knights of the Pink Table/Music Mix Up

The Knights of the Pink Table are ready to go on a new quest! Peter wants to go too, but he's not a knight. Even with help from Pinkalicious the
Brave and Jasmine the Daring, how will he go from being the Squire of the Scooter to Peter the Courageous? / Peter's Kazoo Club is about to
have its first meeting! But after a strange encounter with a sprite named Spritely, nothing in Pinkville sounds quite like it should. Pinkalicious and
her friends will need to find Spritely and return all the sounds to their proper place so the kids can get kazoo-ing!

(CC) DVI #134H(S)PBS
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11:00a Elinor Wonders Why
Big Trees/Baby Steps

Big Trees - Ari's attempts to make the world's tallest toy block tower keep falling over, so he tries to get some inspiration from a special field trip to
the forest to see the world's tallest trees. When they arrive, the kids are AMAZED to see the huge sequoias, which are so tall, the kids can't even
see the top! They try to form a ring around the trees by having the whole class hold hands, but they don't even get close to circling the tree. This
makes Ari realize how tall trees are often wide at the bottom, which gives him the perfect idea for his tower: just make it wide at the bottom! Baby
Steps - While Elinor and Ari are looking after Ari's baby sister, Miri, in the park, they decide they want to teach her how to walk. But, after they try
and try again, Miri still can't seem to be able to walk. Meanwhile, Olive is determined to learn a new roller skate jump, but can't seem to get it. The
kids finally realize that sometimes, you can't do things, because your body isn't ready yet. With this new knowledge, they help Miri stand, and
Olive gets inspired to practice until she's ready to do her new move!

(CC) DVI #126H(S)PBS

11:30a Nature Cat
Ice Is Nice/Bird's Eye View

Ice is Nice - A fun-filled day of ice-skating takes a turn when Nature Cat's beloved hot cocoa Hug Mug mysteriously breaks. But wait Ronald's
favorite Bug Mug breaks too. Who would want to break not one but TWO mugs? Hal thinks there is a mug breaker around! Will the gang track
down the Mug Breaker? Or will Ronald and Nature Cat never be able to enjoy hot cocoa on a cold day again? Bird's Eye View - Hal wakes from
the greatest dream ever, he was a real live birdie, flying through the sky, diving into treetops, perching on branches! It was bird-errific! Hal would
do anything to be a bird for just one day and Nature Cat will do anything to make his buddy's dream come true, but making Hal a bird won't be as
easy as it seems!

(CC) N/A #124H(S)PBS

12:00n Hero Elementary
Bouncing Ideas / Leaning Tower, No Pizza

Hero Elementary student, Rubberband Robbie, is super stretchy. But, when he coils up into a ball and bounces all over the school, Sparks' Crew
has to find a way to stop him, and to keep him from bouncing out of control again. Curriculum: When there's a problem to solve, first be sure you
understand the problem. Then, figure out an idea to try. Build it. Test it. Share what you find out. Then, keep building and testing your ideas until
you find a solution that works. / When Lucita flies to pick up pizza, she accidentally causes a communication tower to fall over, knocking out all
phone service. How will the pizzeria get its pizza orders now? Sparks' Crew tests out different low-tech ways of communicating long-distance.
Curriculum: There are many ways to send messages over long distances. Through engineering, you can design and test alternative solutions.

(CC) DVI #122H(S)PBS

12:30p Xavier Riddle and the Secret Museum
We Are The Wright Brothers/We Are The Bronte Sisters

(CC) DVI #111H(S)PBS

01:00p Cottonwood Connections
Decatur County Historical Society

(N) N/A #302HSHPTV

01:30p Daytripper
Texas Tacos Road Trip

Chet and crew visit Ray's Drive in in San Antonio while looking back on some of the tastiest tacos they've eaten out on the road.

(CC) N/A #1207H(S)NETA

02:00p Wild Metropolis
Survivors

As the urban world grows, animals are displaced from land that belonged to them. From herons to humpback whales, follow the captivating
stories of wild survivors.

(CC) DVI #103H(S)PBS

03:00p Alma's Way
Singing on the 6 Train/Safinas Doggy Problem

(CC) DVI #118H(S)PBS

03:30p Wild Kratts
The Other Martins

It's a relaxing day at Tortuga HQ when Chris comes in complaining about Martin. Confused, the gang soon discovers that Chris means a bird
called the Purple martin and not his brother! Chris is not happy about something else named Martin and when a second creature called Martin
comes along - he realizes it's not his day. But soon, comes to understand what awesome creatures these "Other Martins" really are. Science
Concept: Form for Function.

(CC) N/A #411H(S)PBS

04:00p Odd Squad
The O Team/Show Me The Money

The O Team - Security agents Owen and Ohio secretly provide backup on a case so they can have a pizza party. Curriculum: Symmetry. Show
Me The Money - When an unlucky coin is accidentally released into the public, the agents must retrieve it before the world ends. Curriculum:
Money.

(CC) DVI #204H(S)PBS
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04:30p Arthur
D.W.'s Library Card/Arthur's Big Hit

When D.W. discovers that she can get her own library card, she rejoices at the world of books waiting for her. (Now if only she could sign her
name to get the card in the fist place...) In the second story, Arthur wonders if it's ever okay to hit someone. Sometimes you just get so mad, you
wanna...pow! Arthur experiences considerable confusion, and finally clarity, as he finds himself on both ends of the hitting question.

(CC) DVI #401H(S)PBS

05:00p Cat in the Hat Knows A Lot About That!
Help with Kelp/Treetop Tom

Help With Kelp - It's Fish's birthday and Nick and Sally want to get him a special present, but who can they ask for ideas? Cat's friend Gary the
Garibaldi fish might have an idea! Off to the Briny Blue Sea where they meet a variety of creatures in a kelp forest who use the kelp for both food
and protection. Back at home they make a picture of the kelp forest for Fish. It's the best present he could ever hope for! Treetop Tom - Nick and
Sally are playing when their ball gets caught up high in the branches of a tree. Oh how they wish they were tall! Being tall is something Cat's
friend Treetop Tom knows all about. They meet the giraffe in the So Sunny Savannah, and with the help of Cat's "tallerizers", Nick and Sally are
as tall as Tom! They soon learn that being small has its

(CC) DVI #130H(S)PBS

05:30p BBC News America (CC) N/A #2978H(S)WETA

06:00p PBS Newshour (CC) N/A #14053H(S)NPS

07:00p America Outdoors with Baratunde Thurston
Arkansas: Hidden Gems

In Arkansas just about everyone you meet is into the outdoors, yet to the rest of the country, the state barely registers as an outdoor destination.
Now, Arkansas is on a mission to earn recognition as a wild mecca.

(CC) N/A #203#(S)NPS

08:00p Nova
Rebuilding Notre Dame

In April 2019, the world watched as a devastating fire almost destroyed Paris's iconic Notre Dame Cathedral. Go behind the scenes with a team
of engineers, masons, and timber workers tackling the daunting challenges of restoring the historic landmark.

(CC) DVI #4913#(S)NPS

09:00p Evolution Earth
Islands

Islands are like miniature simplified Earths, where evolution is playing out at superspeed right before our eyes. Journey from the Galapagos to the
edge of Antarctica to seek out animals responding to our changing planet in extraordinary ways.

(CC) N/A #102#(S)NPS

10:00p Amanpour and Company (CC) N/A #6053H(S)PBSPL

11:00p This American Land
Ropeless Fishing to Save Whales, Women Hikers Give Back, Preserving Original

A coalition endeavors to save the Right Whale while allowing fishermen to save their livelihoods. Immigrant women enjoy hiking together and
working on volunteer park projects. Land owners use conservation easements to ensure that original homesteads survive.

(CC) N/A #1103H(S)NETA

11:30p Outside: Beyond The Lens (CC) N/A #308H(S)APTEX
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12:00m Nova
Rebuilding Notre Dame

In April 2019, the world watched as a devastating fire almost destroyed Paris's iconic Notre Dame Cathedral. Go behind the scenes with a team
of engineers, masons, and timber workers tackling the daunting challenges of restoring the historic landmark.

(CC) DVI #4913H(S)NPS

06:00a Molly of Denali
First Fish/A-Maze-Ing Snow

Molly can't wait to catch her first fish (and to earn her own first fish tale), but when she gets to the river, the only thing she catches is Tooey's
missing boot! Molly must put her knowledge of the salmon life cycle to the test and find out where the fish are before the day is through. / Molly
suggests a community fun-raiser to fix her school roof after a snow storm. The main attraction? A giant maze made of snow! All is well until Trini
gets lost in the maze and Molly realizes the maze map is out of date. Can Molly and Tooey find a way to help Trini escape the maze?

(CC) DVI #104H(S)PBS

06:30a Happy Yoga with Sarah Starr
Sunset Bloom

Recharge among the coastal sunflowers at sunset as you experience a total body stretch while using a chair for support. Includes lower body
strengthening moves along with gentle stretches for your shoulders, chest, back, hips and more.

(CC) N/A #909H(S)NETA

07:00a Yoga In Practice
What Makes You Come Alive?

Yoga teaches that life is truly a precious gift, not to be forsaken, and we show our gratitude for our life by trying to live fully each day. In this
episode, we will practice Vinyasa, moving fluidly with the breath in a series of poses to express this fullness.

(CC) N/A #303H(S)APTEX

07:30a Curious George
George's High-Tech Sleepover/The Ring's The Thing

(CC) N/A #1102H(S)PBS

08:00a Daniel Tiger's Neighborhood
Mad at the Crayon Factory/Mad at School

Mad at the Crayon Factory - Daniel returns to the Crayon Factory with O the Owl and Jodi. When Daniel gets mad that he doesn't get a crayon
box right away, he takes a deep breath and realizes there are plenty of boxes for everyone. Mad at School - Daniel and O are building a
cardboard car contraption at school, but when it breaks, they get mad. Once they take a deep breath and count to four, they're able to fix their
contraption together.

(CC) DVI #418H(S)PBS

08:30a Rosie's Rules
Rosie On Ice / The Meteor Shower

Rosie's going ice skating with the Purple Knight, but when she decides not to wear a coat, she is too cold to skate. / Rosie and Javi find the
perfect spot to watch the meteor shower, but it's not as perfect as they thought.

(CC) DVI #129H(S)PBS

09:00a Sesame Street
Sesame Street Super Heroes

Elmo, Abby, and Rosita are playing superheroes! Rosita introduces Super Carga, which means Super Charge in Spanish. Super Carga turns on
everyone's superpowers with the catchphrase "a lo maximo" which means "to the maximum" in Spanish. Abby and Elmo want to be Super Carga,
but they have a hard time saying the catchphrase. Elmo and Abby suggest Rosita to be Super Carga since she can say the superhero's name
and catchphrase. Rosita loves speaking Spanish, but she wants to do other superhero things too. When Mia joins them to play superheroes,
Rosita and Mia share that speaking Spanish isn't the only thing that makes them special. Abby mentions that she wants to play Super Carga and
Rosita helps her practice pronouncing the catchphrase "a lo maximo." Now, the superheroes are ready to play!

(CC) DVI #5302H(S)PBS

09:30a Work It Out Wombats!
Snout and About/Zadie's Shell Shuffle

It's All Hands on Deck! when Zadie and Malik retrace their steps to locate Zeke's beloved stuffy. / When Zadie messes up Mr. E's shell garden,
the key to fixing the pattern is... JunJun's song.

(CC) DVI #103H(S)PBS

10:00a Donkey Hodie
Dodie Hodie/Uniquely Panda

Donkey's cousin comes to visit, but they don't like doing the same things anymore. Can they still have fun together?/When Purple Panda wonders
if he likes being different from other pandas, Donkey helps him realize his differences make him special.

(CC) DVI #135H(S)PBS

10:30a Pinkalicious & Peterrific
Fashion Fun/Welcome Pinka Bear

Jasmine, Lila and Pinkalicious are inspired by fashion designs to create their own, unique outfits! But when Pinkalicious' design comes apart at
the seams, she learns that with a little innovation, she can create an even more pinkaperfect dress! / A baby pinka bear has been born at Pinkville
Zoo! Pinkalicious, Peter and friends bring home-made baby gifts to the new arrival, who turns out to be a shy little cub. Pinkalicous learns that
with a little patience - and some sweet singing - the baby pinka bear is ready to say hello!

(CC) DVI #128H(S)PBS
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11:00a Elinor Wonders Why
Olive's Library/Nature Walk

Olive's Library - It's Olive's birthday party and everyone has given her a book as a present, which makes Olive very happy. However, when she
goes to her room to put them away, Olive finds there's no more room. Her shelf is CRAMMED full of books. What should she do with all these
books? While outside playing, the kids observe how ants share food by storing it in a special communal room. Inspired by this, the kids help Olive
make a little lending library so she can share her books with everyone in Animal Town! Nature Walk - It's Nature Day at school and Elinor, Olive
and Ari have to make a Nature Walk at recess. But, it's a windy day and they run into problems when their arrow signs keep blowing over,
confusing their classmates and causing them to get turned around on the nature path. Fortunately, the three kids learn how to improve their signs
by copying an idea from the trees: underground roots! The kids bury the bottom part of their arrow signs, just like a tree, which works perfectly.

(CC) DVI #131H(S)PBS

11:30a Nature Cat
Animal Rescue Crew/Nature of Dreams

When Nature Cat and his pals spend the day playing Wild Animal Rescue, they come across a little baby fox with a cut on its front paw. Oh no!
The little baby fox is injured and needs help. Looks like it is time to call the greatest animal rescuer in the whole wide world, Racer the Rescue
Raccoon. Good golly, hello dolly! / What a bummer! Sadie hurt her paw and now she has to wear a cone and sit in her apartment for a whole
month while it heals. Doctor's orders! Now, Sadie can't go to the nature playground across the street and watch all of her favorite bugs and birds.
The gang feels so badly for her, and Hal wishes there was a way to bring nature to her while she's healing. That's it! Hal's a genius. Maybe there
is a way to bring the bugs and birds to Sadie's balcony. Onward and cityward!

(CC) N/A #301H(S)PBS

12:00n Hero Elementary
Friends of the Forest / Chicken Hero

When our heroes learn that lots of paper is being wasted in different ways, they embark on a mission with Branchman (an adult superhero), to
understand the problem and plan a solution to use less paper, while encouraging others to do so as well. Curriculum: By using less paper, we can
help save trees. / When Jetman Jones tries to get a super sidekick, he's surprised when he's sent a chicken. It runs away and Sparks' Crew uses
their Superpowers of Science to gather evidence and track it down. Curriculum: Finding clues can help solve problems.

(CC) DVI #138H(S)PBS

12:30p Xavier Riddle and the Secret Museum
I Am Isaac Newton/I Am Golda Meir

I am Isaac Newton Xavier tries mini golf for the first time, and things don't exactly go as planned. No matter how hard and fast he swings, the ball
never goes in the hole... To the Secret Museum! Our trio are sent back in time to meet an expert in the laws of motion: Sir Isaac Newton. Isaac is
in the middle of his own problem, trying to figure out how he can out jump boys who are clearly bigger than him. Instead of attacking the problem
hard and fast, Xavier style, Isaac takes a much calmer approach with the use of a thinking tree and a thinking kite. When he finally solves his
problem and wins the long jump competition, Xavier realizes how much better it is to slow down and think through problems. I am Golda Meir
When Yadina finds turtles crossing the bike path in the park, she becomes very worried about them - what if they get hit by a bike? Or a trike?
She wants to help them stay safe, but what can she do? This problem seems way too big for her. To the Secret Museum! Our heroes go back in
time to meet an expert problem solver: Golda Meir. They find Golda in the midst of a big problem herself: a bunch of the kids at her school don't
have access to the books they need! This is another toughie. But Golda, undaunted, comes up with the idea to hold a community fundraiser to
get money for the books, showing Yadina that she should tell people when there's a problem so you can solve it together.

(CC) DVI #106H(S)PBS

01:00p Steven Raichlen's Project Fire
Planet Steak

Steak. Few other words in the English language have such power to make our hearts beat faster and our mouths water than sizzling slabs of beef
seared over live fire. In this show we embark on some meaty globe hopping, exploring over-the-top steaks from France, Cambodia, and the
American Southwest. Hot fire. Sizzling meat. It's a carnivore's dream come true. HANGER STEAK WITH MUSTARD AND CARAMELIZED
ONIONS; CAMBODIAN STEAK WITH SALADS AND CONDIMENTS; REVERSE-SEARED PORTERHOUSE STEAKS WITH POBLANO
CREMA.

(CC) N/A #302H(S)APTEX

01:30p Tim Farmer's Country Kitchen
Gumbo, Homemade Pecan Pie & Make Your Own Bacon

We're cooking over the fire with lots of tasty recipes. Mix up some Gumbo, packed with flavor and delicious ingredients, including bacon! Learn
how to make your own bacon in 3 days, then smoke it for extra flavor. For dessert? How about a traditional Pecan Pie you can make right in the
dutch oven.

(CC) N/A #102H(S)NETA

02:00p Great Estates of Scotland
Dumfries

Tour the interior of the fabulous Dumfries House, an architectural gem that boasts one of the largest collections of Chippendale furniture in the
world. This once-neglected mansion was dramatically brought back to life and saved for the nation by HRH The Prince of Wales.

(CC) N/A #101H(S)PBS

03:00p Alma's Way
Alma's Book Swap/Finders Keepers

(CC) DVI #123H(S)PBS
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03:30p Wild Kratts
Race for the Hippo Disc

When Chris and Martin accidentally lose a Power Disc on the African savannah, the Wild Kratts goes into crisis mode to find the disc before it
gets into the hands of Zach Varmitech.

(CC) N/A #202H(S)PBS

04:00p Odd Squad
Soundcheck/Double Trouble

Soundcheck - Olive and Otto must figure out how and why things are disappearing around town when all Otto wants to do is listen to a song by
his favorite band, Soundcheck. Curriculum: Number operations; subtraction. Double Trouble - Debbie from Debbie's Pizzeria has doubled... not
once, but twice, creating four Debbies! When one of the four Debbies goes missing, Olive and Otto need to find her. Curriculum: Numbers and
counting; doubling.

(CC) DVI #102H(S)PBS

04:30p Arthur
The Contest/Prove It

What would happen if Arthur and his friends entered a contest to write story ideas for the favorite television show? The kids realize that winning
would be great but that writing and sharing is the best part. In the sceond story, D.W. has discovered science. But D.W.'s new-found passion
proves that a little knowledge is a dangerous thing. Can Arthur get D.W. to the Exploratorium before she convinces all the kids that the sky is blue
because brown and green were already taken?

(CC) DVI #404H(S)PBS

05:00p Cat in the Hat Knows A Lot About That!
Trick Or Treat/King Cecil The Seahorse

Trick or Treat - It's Halloween! The Cat in the Hat takes Sally and Nick trick or treating - his way! Around the world they go, meeting three new
friends who teach them each of the tricks they do and share the treats that they like to eat. Back at home Nick and Sally are ready to go trick or
treating, with plenty of new tricks to share! King Cecil the Seahorse - Sally is off to fight the "dragon"! But Nick wants to go, he doesn't want to
stay and watch the baby princess, he wants to go on an adventure. The Cat explains that babies can be part of the adventure. Why don't they go
meet King Cecil the Seahorse, he takes all his babies wherever he goes! Nick and Sally discover that taking care of babies is much more fun than
fighting dragons.

(CC) DVI #131H(S)PBS

05:30p BBC News America (CC) N/A #2979H(S)WETA

06:00p PBS Newshour (CC) N/A #14054H(S)NPS

07:00p This Old House
Newburyport | Off-The-Shelf Custom Look

As construction nears an end, the yard gets planted. Inside, a custom home office is built from off-the-shelf materials. The old floors are reused
on the second floor. An EV charger is installed, and the front door gets a high-sheen finish.

(CC) N/A #4413H(S)PBSPL

07:30p Ask This Old House
Fire Pit Plan, Window Restoration

In a special episode, the team partner with Rebuilding Together Boston. With the help of the Ask This Old House extended family and volunteers,
the crew repair a deck, construct a patio, and install landscape lighting and new plantings.

(CC) N/A #2113H(S)PBSPL

08:00p Home Diagnosis
Slow Burn: Combustion

A reflection of the episode of water, the Lunsfords look at the next major chemistry instigator, fire, and how it affects Home Chemistry. The
Lunsfords explore the importance of proper kitchen exhaust sizing and usage, the dreaded 'Thanksgiving Day' scenario, and the dangers of
combustion gases and low level carbon monoxide poisoning, which is not detected by mainstream CO monitors.

(CC) N/A #207H(S)NETA

08:30p Inspire
Housing In Kansas

(N) N/A #309HKTWU

09:00p Unforgotten On Masterpiece
Season 5, Episode 2

The team works to identify the body found in the chimney flue as forensics reveal the cause of death.

(CC) DVI #5335H(S)NPS

10:00p Sunflower Journeys
All Things Outdoors

We start of at the Salt Creek Ranch in Osage County and meet folks who are traveling with horses and participating in equine workshops; we see
how high river levels on the Kaw have caused changes in plans for some events that include waterways; and we meet Scott Bean, an
accomplished nature photographer who will talk about his passion of capturing images of Kansas.

(N) N/A #3213H(S)KTWU
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10:30p America's Heartland
A mushroom farm near Monterey Bay grows unique varieties like Lion's Mane and Cauliflower mushrooms. Discover how to prepare a Wild
Mushroom Galette with chimichurri sauce. Visit a bustling farm in California's Central Valley as they harvest bell peppers. Meet the women who
own a rural farm in Pennsylvania that's a leader in organic and sustainable agriculture.

(CC) N/A #1701H(S)APTEX

11:00p This Old House
Newburyport | Off-The-Shelf Custom Look

As construction nears an end, the yard gets planted. Inside, a custom home office is built from off-the-shelf materials. The old floors are reused
on the second floor. An EV charger is installed, and the front door gets a high-sheen finish.

(CC) N/A #4413H(S)PBSPL

11:30p Ask This Old House
Fire Pit Plan, Window Restoration

In a special episode, the team partner with Rebuilding Together Boston. With the help of the Ask This Old House extended family and volunteers,
the crew repair a deck, construct a patio, and install landscape lighting and new plantings.

(CC) N/A #2113H(S)PBSPL
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12:00m Wild Metropolis
Residents

From pythons in Bangkok to otters in Singapore, cities may seem unlikely havens for wildlife, but for animals able to adapt, the urban world is
filled with opportunity.

(CC) DVI #101H(S)PBS

06:00a Molly of Denali
Climb Every Mountain/Happy Trails

Climb Every Mountain Molly invites Oscar to go mountain climbing with her and Grandpa Nat, but a fear of heights makes Oscar unsure he can
do it. Will a little information and encouragement be enough to help Oscar overcome his fears? Happy Trails Travis the tourist returns to Qyah to
photograph a "rare" willow ptarmigan. Turns out his map is more than a little out of date. With the help of Grandpa Nat, Molly and Tooey help
Travis update his map and find the common state bird.

(CC) DVI #137H(S)PBS

06:30a Happy Yoga with Sarah Starr
Peaceful Lake Beauty

Breathe in the peaceful forest lake beauty as you stay low on your mat for this gentle yoga practice. Enjoy stretches for your whole body as you
release tension in your hips, hamstrings, spine and more.

(CC) N/A #910H(S)NETA

07:00a Yoga In Practice
A Moving Meditation - Gravity and Direction

Every pose has a center of gravity that you draw into with strength and out of which you extend. The sense of direction refers to the subtle
movement of your breath. Together, gravity and direction transform the practice into a moving meditation.

(CC) N/A #304H(S)APTEX

07:30a Curious George
Bee Like Me/tTo The Lighthouse!

(CC) N/A #1307H(S)PBS

08:00a Daniel Tiger's Neighborhood
Daniels Blueberry Paws/Wow at the Library

Daniels Blueberry Paws - Daniel Tiger gets a special treat from Prince Tuesday's fruity ice treat cart, but when he's distracted by the other flavors,
his ice starts to melt. Mom Tiger teaches Daniel to enjoy the "wow" - his blueberry ice - before it's gone. Wow at the Library - Daniel and O the
Owl are enjoying a pop-up story at the library with Uncle X when O flutters off to find more books to read. X teaches O to enjoy the book they're
already reading - the "wow" that's happening right now.

(CC) DVI #411H(S)PBS

08:30a Rosie's Rules
Moms Snowy Day/Rosies Nature Adventure

112A Mom yearns for past snowy winters, so Rosie tries to make her a snowy winter in the backyard. 112B Rosie, Iggy and Papa are on hike in a
national park, but it turns into a rescue mission when Lote falls in the river.

(CC) DVI #112H(S)PBS

09:00a Sesame Street
A Home for Gecko

Elmo, Abby, and Chris are helping Zoe make a habitat for her new pet gecko, Gary. They fill a terrarium with soil, moss, rocks, and branches but
are missing a hiding place to keep Gary cool. This is a problem! They wonder what they can use for Gary's hiding spot. What if they use an empty
yogurt cup? Let's try! It works. They didn't give up and made the perfect hiding spot for Gary's new home.

(CC) DVI #5221H(S)PBS

09:30a Work It Out Wombats!
3,2,1 Lift Off! / Moon Magic

Only one way to find out if there are unicorns on the moon build a spaceship and go see for yourself! / Louisa tells Zeke she's a Moon Magician
who can turn the moon into different shapes. Would Zeke like to learn how she does it?

(CC) DVI #118H(S)PBS

10:00a Donkey Hodie
Me, Myself, and Donkey/Fashion Donkey

Donkey is disappointed when all her pals are away for the day. Can she find ways to have fun on her own?/Donkey wants to be just like Fashion
Penguin, who has a passion for fashion, but copying him isn't exciting. Can she find her own Donkey passion?

(CC) DVI #138H(S)PBS

10:30a Pinkalicious & Peterrific
Gingerbread House/Christmas Tree Trouble

"Gingerbread House" Pinkalicious and Peter build a pinkamazing gingerbread house that attracts Sarafina, a holiday fairy. But as pieces of the
house begin to go missing, it's up to Pinkalicious to find the sneaky snacker before all that's left are crumbs. Curriculum: (Visual Arts) Working
collaboratively to make a work of art out of edible materials. "Christmas Tree Trouble" It's time to decorate the Pinkerton's Christmas Tree! But
when the box of all of the family's ornaments break hours before the holiday party, it will take some creativity and pinkamagination to bring back
the family's Christmas spirit. Curriculum: (Visual Arts) Experiment with different tools and materials to make art (Christmas tree ornaments)
Interstitial: Kids decorate for the holidays by creating snowpeople made out of socks and other art materials.

(CC) DVI #211H(S)PBS
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11:00a Elinor Wonders Why
Zig Zag Plant/Butterfly Drinks

Zig Zag Plant - A mystery is afoot at Elinor's school when one of the class plants grows in an unusual shape. Instead of growing straight up like
the other plants, this plant is growing in a zig-zag pattern. Elinor and her friends investigate what could have happened to this plant to make it
grow like that. After learning that most plants always grow up towards the sky, the kids piece together the clues and discover that this plant spent
some time on its side, and then some time right side up, resulting in the zig-zag pattern! The kids love the shape of this plant, and name it "the Zig
Zag Plant." Butterfly Drinks - Insect Day is coming up at school and Elinor couldn't be more thrilled to finish her home-made butterfly costume.
However, she quickly runs into a problem, because she can't drink anything when her hands are busy being the wings in her costume! Elinor sets
out to solve the problem with her dad by learning how real butterflies drink. After some careful watching, she realizes that a butterfly doesn't even
have a mouth, but a proboscis, which looks like a long straw, and that's how they drink nectar from a flower! This gives Elinor the idea to add a
super long drinking straw to complete her costume.

(CC) DVI #121H(S)PBS

11:30a Nature Cat
Muck Amok/Follow Those Footprints

Muck Amok - Squeeks' cousin Marvin needs big-time help, right away! His marsh home is in danger of flooding! Tally ho! Nature Cat and his pals
are called into action to investigate and figure out how to stop the flooding before more animals are forced to leave their marsh homes. Follow
Those Footprints - Tally ho, it's Nature Art Day! An extremely excited Nature Cat proudly unveils his latest nature masterpiece - a statue of
himself made out of acorns. But there's a slight problem: the statue's acorn head is gone! Uh-oh, where'd it go?!

(CC) N/A #102H(S)PBS

12:00n Hero Elementary
Rough Sledding / Hungry Hungry Hoppers

When AJ accidentally ruins a schoolmate's box sled, Sparks' Crew pitches in to help find and test the right material to repair the sled. Curriculum:
Materials have different properties. Some materials will work better than others for an intended purpose. / Sparks' Crew is taking care of someone
else's class pet, a super frog that can leap high and far. But, when the frog gets out and hops through town, searching for food, Sparks' Crew has
to figure out what frogs eat in order to lure him back. Curriculum: Different animals eat different kinds of food. They find food in different places.

(CC) DVI #120H(S)PBS

12:30p Xavier Riddle and the Secret Museum
I Am Catherine The Great/I Am Tomioka Tessai

I am Catherine the Great Brad shows up ready for day camp with a pep in his step and a smile on his face, until he finds out that he's going
without Xavier or Yadina. Uh oh. Brad can't possibly go without his best friends! Who will he play with? Xavier and Yadina are sure Brad will make
new friends at camp, but Brad isn't so sure - he doesn't know how. To the Secret Museum! Our heroes go back in time to meet someone who
made all kids of friends: Catherine the Great. They find Catherine wandering outside her castle walls, simply so she can make some new friends
to play with. Watching Catherine meet new kids, and ask them questions about themselves, shows Brad that getting to know people is a great
way to make friends. I am Tomioka Tessai Yadina isn't sure if she should take her old family quilt in for show and tell; she loves it and all, but it's
old and has a lot of holes - what if she feels embarrassed to show people? To the Secret Museum! Our heroes go back in time to meet someone
who was deeply connected to the stories of his ancestry: Tomioka Tessai. They find the young artist as he's trying to decide what he should paint
to share with his art class. While thinking it over, Tomioka takes our trio on a tour of his family's garden, and proudly tells the story of the cherry
tree he planted there with his father and grandfather, helping both Tomioka and Yadina realize they should each present their class with
something that's special to their family, because sharing stories about their family makes them feel proud.

(CC) DVI #108H(S)PBS

01:00p Inspire
Agritourism In Kansas

(N) N/A #303HKTWU

01:30p I've Got Issues
Attorney General Kris Kobach

(N) N/A #1302HKTWU

02:00p Great Estates of Scotland
Kincardine

The 70-room Kincardine Castle is home to only two people, Andrew and Nicky Bradford. In a little over a century, the castle and its surrounding
3,000-acre estate have gone from being a trifling extravagance for its fabulously rich owners to presenting a passionate but ongoing struggle to
keep it afloat for its present-day occupants.

(CC) N/A #102H(S)PBS

03:00p Alma's Way
Howard Flies The Coop/Supper Surprise

When Howard discovers he's afraid of pigeons, Alma and her friends try to help him get over it. When Alma is invited to have dinner with Andre
and his dad, she feels nervous about what "mystery dish" they're going to serve.

(CC) DVI #130H(S)PBS

03:30p Wild Kratts
Sea Otter Swim

When the Wild Kratts take time out for a swim, Jimmy reveals that he's not that strong a swimmer. To help, Martin and Chris take him to his own
personal swimming tutor - a Sea otter named Coach! Science Concept: How Objects Behave In Water.

(CC) N/A #414H(S)PBS
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04:00p Odd Squad
Oscar Strikes Back

Oscar Strikes Back - In this two-part episode, Oscar attends a gathering of Odd Squad scientists called Lab-Con at Odd Squad Academy.
Curriculum: Place value and multi-addend addition.

(CC) DVI #205H(S)PBS

04:30p Arthur
Muffy Misses Out/Arthur Takes A Stand

Muffy worries that her friends don't need her anymore when they plan a successful bake sale without her. Arthur thinks Mrs. MacGrady is being
treated unfairly, so - with some guidance from special guest Congressman John Lewis - he decides the best way to take a stand is to take a seat.

(CC) DVI #2104H(S)PBS

05:00p Cat in the Hat Knows A Lot About That!
Stripy Safari/Wool

Stripy Safari - Nick and Sally set off on a safari with The Cat in the Hat to find all kinds of stripes. Along the way, Sally and Nick discover that
stripes mean different things to different animals - the stripes of Jake the coral snake tells other animals to stay away, and Zelda and Zoran's
zebra stripes help them to identify each other. And best of all, Cat discovers that his stripes are just right for him! Wool - Nick wants to learn how
to knit a scarf like Sally, but they've run out of wool! A visit to Finola's Farm is the perfect place to get more. The Cat, Nick and Sally have fun
helping Finola get the wool from Feleecia the sheep and then turning it into yarn. Now Sally can teach Nick how to knit his own scarf!

(CC) DVI #132H(S)PBS

05:30p BBC News America (CC) N/A #2980H(S)WETA

06:00p PBS Newshour (CC) N/A #14055H(S)NPS

07:00p Washington Week with the Atlantic (CC) N/A #6312H(S)NPS

07:30p Firing Line with Margaret Hoover (CC) N/A #712H(S)NPS

08:00p Market to Market
News and commodity market analysis from the weekly journal of rural America.

(CC) N/A #4905H(S)IPTV

08:30p Real Ag
Gmo's

(N) N/A #1104HSHPTV

09:00p American Masters
Jerry Brown: The Disrupter

Experience the political and personal journey of Jerry Brown, the longest serving governor in California history. First elected at 36 years old and
again at 72, Brown has spent over five decades tackling climate change and inequality.

(CC) DVI #3507H(S)PBS

11:00p Real Ag
Gmo's

(N) N/A #1104HSHPTV

11:30p Start Up
Hex Ferments: Baltimore, Md

Maegan Carpenter grew up canning with her family, but she never thought she'd turn fermenting foods into a career. After countless licensing and
zoning challenges, she and her husband founded Hex Ferments, a successful company that uses traditional fermentation to preserve and
transform local, organic ingredients into nourishing foods.

(CC) N/A #1002H(S)NETA
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12:00m American Masters
Jerry Brown: The Disrupter

Experience the political and personal journey of Jerry Brown, the longest serving governor in California history. First elected at 36 years old and
again at 72, Brown has spent over five decades tackling climate change and inequality.

(CC) DVI #3507H(S)PBS

06:00a Molly of Denali
First Fish/A-Maze-Ing Snow

Molly can't wait to catch her first fish (and to earn her own first fish tale), but when she gets to the river, the only thing she catches is Tooey's
missing boot! Molly must put her knowledge of the salmon life cycle to the test and find out where the fish are before the day is through. / Molly
suggests a community fun-raiser to fix her school roof after a snow storm. The main attraction? A giant maze made of snow! All is well until Trini
gets lost in the maze and Molly realizes the maze map is out of date. Can Molly and Tooey find a way to help Trini escape the maze?

(CC) DVI #104H(S)PBS

06:30a Agphd (N) N/A #1328HHEFTY

07:00a Market to Market
News and commodity market analysis from the weekly journal of rural America.

(CC) N/A #4905H(S)IPTV

07:30a Curious George
George's High-Tech Sleepover/The Ring's The Thing

(CC) N/A #1102H(S)PBS

08:00a Work It Out Wombats!
Color Fun/A Super Invention

(CC) DVI #122H(S)PBS

08:30a Daniel Tiger's Neighborhood
Mad at the Crayon Factory/Mad at School

Mad at the Crayon Factory - Daniel returns to the Crayon Factory with O the Owl and Jodi. When Daniel gets mad that he doesn't get a crayon
box right away, he takes a deep breath and realizes there are plenty of boxes for everyone. Mad at School - Daniel and O are building a
cardboard car contraption at school, but when it breaks, they get mad. Once they take a deep breath and count to four, they're able to fix their
contraption together.

(CC) DVI #418H(S)PBS

09:00a Sesame Street
Sesame Street Goes to the Farm

Elmo, Rosita, Bert, and Ernie are visiting a farm today! Farmer Todd takes them on a tour and tells them all about the animals that live on the
farm, like chickens, goats, and cows, machines like tractors that help farmers do all kinds of jobs, and the food that grows on the farm, like
strawberries, blueberries, and apples. (Guest: Keke Palmer)

(CC) DVI #5224H(S)PBS

09:30a Rosie's Rules
Neighborhood Market Day / Rosie and Javis Slime Store

It's Neighborhood Market Day and Rosie searches for something to sell, but nothing seems quite right. / Rosie and Javi open a slime store, but
realize they don't have enough slime, so they have to make more.

(CC) DVI #128H(S)PBS

10:00a Donkey Hodie
Dodie Hodie/Uniquely Panda

Donkey's cousin comes to visit, but they don't like doing the same things anymore. Can they still have fun together?/When Purple Panda wonders
if he likes being different from other pandas, Donkey helps him realize his differences make him special.

(CC) DVI #135H(S)PBS

10:30a Diy Science Time
Sweet Science

Prepare your tastebuds for the sweet, sweet joy of learning about sugary science! Mister C and the Science Crew explore diffusion, soda
geysers, and stained sugar glass in this super sweet episode! There's nothing sweeter than learning science with your Science Crew!

(CC) N/A #202H(S)NETA

11:00a Paint This with Jerry Yarnell
Hide and Seek, Part 2

In this episode, Jerry continues showing how to form and highlight the snowdrifts using brighter glazes of white. He then shows how to use
smaller brushes to highlight the raised areas. He then shows how to add touches of orange to the white to create a soft bright highlight for the
tops of the drifts. He now finishes by taking the # 10 chisel-edge brush and underpaints some of the main clumps of grass.

(CC) N/A #3111H(S)NETA
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11:30a Make It Artsy
Your World

Find inspiration in this episode to shake, rock and rattle your world. First make a personal map with host Julie Fei Fan Balzer. Then Joe Rotella
creates a wooden wonderland inspired by the magical fairy world of the forest. Last is a color study - yellow.

(CC) N/A #908H(S)NETA

12:00n Creative Living
Diane Tunnell is an Independent Demonstrator with Stampin' Up!, and she's going to show how to make a card using a technique referred to as
Emboss Resist. She'll tell what supplies are needed, show how to heat the embossing powder and then show how to add additional color, if
desired. If you really want to impress your family and friends, watch carefully as Nancy Siler demonstrates making a regal rainbow ruffle cake.
Siler represents Wilton Brands. It "almost" looks too good to eat - but not quite. Gary Barnes has successfully built three businesses from the
ground up. He will share his success tips with others by telling five things they don't teach you in business school. His company is Gary Barnes
International.

(CC) N/A #7003H(S)KENW

12:30p This Old House
Newburyport | Design Talk

Roof shingles are installed on a challenging roof line. Factory-assembled exterior window trims save time and labor. The original staircase
balusters and railings are modified. The homeowners meet with their interior designer and make selections.

(CC) N/A #4412H(S)PBSPL

01:00p Woodsmith Shop
Steamer Trunk

Designed to evoke the travel trunks used on long ocean voyages, this classic works just as well as a storage piece in your home. Logan, Chris,
and Phil use locally harvested oak to teach you how to create a trunk with a curved lid.

(CC) N/A #1701H(S)NETA

01:30p American Woodshop
Sculpting Furniture / Maloof-Inspired Hard Line

Grace Maloof-inspired rocking chair completion plus Tom Monahan returns with more finishing solutions on furniture of all ages.

(CC) N/A #2705H(S)NETA

02:00p Garage with Steve Butler
Bathroom Wall Shelf

Steve builds a hanging bathroom wall shelf, complete with a drawer.

(CC) N/A #201H(S)NETA

02:30p Chef's Life
Wanted: Broccoli

Follow Vivian as she heads to NYC, where her book launch means a full itinerary. Back at the shop, Ben and crew ready the food truck for its first
stop in Nashville. While there, a lack of rain leads Vivian on a challenging hunt for broccoli.

(CC) N/A #505H(S)PBS

03:00p America's Test Kitchen
Stir-Fry and Congee

Test cook Lan Lam makes host Bridget Lancaster Stir-Fried Beef and Gai Lan. Equipment expert Adam Ried reveals his top picks for bamboo
steamers. Test cook Dan Souza makes host Julia Collin Davison Congee.

(CC) N/A #2307H(S)APTEX

03:30p Cook's Country
Fish Tacos and Fried Shrimp

Bryan Roof visits San Diego, California and shares his version of San Diego Fish Tacos with host Julia Collin Davison. Tasting expert Jack
Bishop challenges host Bridget Lancaster to a tasting of tortilla chips. Toni Tipton-Martin talks about the history of shrimping in America, and
Ashley Moore cooks Bridget Crispy Fried Shrimp.

(CC) N/A #1602H(S)APTEX

04:00p Fons & Porter's Love of Quilting
Stitch Modes 101

What in the world are all these different stitch modes? New technology means new opportunities for creativity. but it can also be a source of
confusion. Angela Huffman demystifies the various settings you may encounter on various longarm and midarm-style quilting machines, showing
you the how, why, and when for each mode.

(CC) N/A #4208H(S)NETA

04:30p It's Sew Easy
Pockets and Sleeves

Broaden your sewing style with a few new looks for pockets and sleeves. Lindsey Johns alters the side seams of pants to add pockets for comfort
and style. Then, Angela Wolf is on location with the Bella Top, but this time she's dressing it up with chiffon sleeves to completely alter the style.

(CC) N/A #2106H(S)NETA
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05:00p Knit and Crochet Now
Mosaic Afghans

Toni Lipsey is back with the Greek Key Mosaic Crochet Blanket. Create interesting positive and negative effects with a classical Greek key motif
that's worked in mosaic crochet stitch. Then it's the Marvel Mosaic crochet scarf from Lena in the stitch corner. Mosaic crochet allows you to
create colorful designs while crocheting with just 1 color at a time. We finish up with another mosaic design, the Mosaic Diamonds Knit Blanket
presented by Kristin Omdahl. At first glance, this impressive knit throw might look quite intricate, but the pattern is easier to do than you might.

(CC) N/A #1209H(S)NETA

05:30p Garden Smart
The Structure of the Garden

It's important to address - early on - the structure of a garden. Pathways, rocks, drainage, and water management are elements to consider
before the plants go in the ground. In this episode GardenSMART chronicles the important steps to take before planting begins. A lot to learn;
tune in as we GardenSMART.

(CC) N/A #7207H(S)NETA

06:00p Cottonwood Connections
Decatur County Historical Society

(N) N/A #302HSHPTV

06:30p Rick Steves' Europe
Scotland's Islands

Rick begins on the tranquil Isle of Iona, where Christianity first reached the shores of Scotland, and nearby Staffa, with a lovable puffin colony.
Then he visits another of the Inner Hebrides, road-tripping across the Isle of Skye, where he explores Iron Age forts, thatched crofter huts, and
the dramatic Trotternish Peninsula. Finally, he sails to Orkney - more Nordic than Celtic - with its stony remnants of a thriving Iron Age civilization
and evocative reminders of the 20th-century wartime harbor at Scapa Flow.

(CC) N/A #1011H(S)APTEX

07:00p The Lawrence Welk Show
Music, Music, Music (Big Tiny Little)

This joyful hour opens with Lawrence leading the band through Vincent Youmans' "Bambalina" followed by Alice Lon "Singin' in the Rain".
Highlights include "Melodie d'Amour" by the four Lennon Sisters, Big Tiny Little performing "Dill Pickles", and Jack Martin singing "Somebody
Stole My Gal".

(CC) N/A #1905H(S)OETA

08:00p Backstage Pass
Tishmal

Tishmal is a solo project of Rachel Brockbank, a San Diego native currently living in New York City. Tishmal means hummingbird in Luiseno, the
language of her Native American heritage. The name was given to her as a young girl, around the same time she began to seriously compose.
Highlights from her performance include songs like "Underneath" and "You're Afraid."

(CC) N/A #1003H(S)NETA

09:00p Front and Center
Judah & The Lion

Judah Akers and Brian Macdonald bring their American alternative and folk sound back to their Nashville roots at Analog at the Hutton Hotel
performing "Suit and Jacket," "Take it All Back," and more including covers of Blink-182's "All the Small Things" and Tom Petty's "I Won't Back
Down."

(CC) N/A #1105H(S)APTEX

10:00p Austin City Limits
The Very Best of John Prine

Savor an hour of stirring performances from the late singer/songwriter John Prine's episodes of Austin City Limits. Songs include "Paradise,"
"Sam Stone" and "Angel from Montgomery," with special guest Bonnie Raitt.

(CC) N/A #4601H(S)PBSPL

11:00p Sound On Tap
Moon Tokki

Tokki: Korean word for Rabbit. Moon: English name for Earth's main natural satellite. Moon Tokki: Name for a band from Earth.

(CC) N/A #411H(S)NETA

11:30p Songs at the Center
The Four Bitchin' Babes!

You have to see and hear 'em to believe 'em: The Four Bitchin' Babes! The Washington Post called their music, "Most Impressive a thoughtful,
tuneful collection of keenly observed narratives." We agree. Truly, a FUN half-hour.

(CC) N/A #903H(S)
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12:00m America Outdoors with Baratunde Thurston
Arkansas: Hidden Gems

In Arkansas just about everyone you meet is into the outdoors, yet to the rest of the country, the state barely registers as an outdoor destination.
Now, Arkansas is on a mission to earn recognition as a wild mecca.

(CC) N/A #203H(S)NPS

06:00a Molly of Denali
Climb Every Mountain/Happy Trails

Climb Every Mountain Molly invites Oscar to go mountain climbing with her and Grandpa Nat, but a fear of heights makes Oscar unsure he can
do it. Will a little information and encouragement be enough to help Oscar overcome his fears? Happy Trails Travis the tourist returns to Qyah to
photograph a "rare" willow ptarmigan. Turns out his map is more than a little out of date. With the help of Grandpa Nat, Molly and Tooey help
Travis update his map and find the common state bird.

(CC) DVI #137H(S)PBS

06:30a Alma's Way
Howard Flies The Coop/Supper Surprise

When Howard discovers he's afraid of pigeons, Alma and her friends try to help him get over it. When Alma is invited to have dinner with Andre
and his dad, she feels nervous about what "mystery dish" they're going to serve.

(CC) DVI #130H(S)PBS

07:00a Wild Kratts
Sea Otter Swim

When the Wild Kratts take time out for a swim, Jimmy reveals that he's not that strong a swimmer. To help, Martin and Chris take him to his own
personal swimming tutor - a Sea otter named Coach! Science Concept: How Objects Behave In Water.

(CC) N/A #414H(S)PBS

07:30a Curious George
Bee Like Me/tTo The Lighthouse!

(CC) N/A #1307H(S)PBS

08:00a Work It Out Wombats!
3,2,1 Lift Off! / Moon Magic

Only one way to find out if there are unicorns on the moon build a spaceship and go see for yourself! / Louisa tells Zeke she's a Moon Magician
who can turn the moon into different shapes. Would Zeke like to learn how she does it?

(CC) DVI #118H(S)PBS

08:30a Daniel Tiger's Neighborhood
Daniels Blueberry Paws/Wow at the Library

Daniels Blueberry Paws - Daniel Tiger gets a special treat from Prince Tuesday's fruity ice treat cart, but when he's distracted by the other flavors,
his ice starts to melt. Mom Tiger teaches Daniel to enjoy the "wow" - his blueberry ice - before it's gone. Wow at the Library - Daniel and O the
Owl are enjoying a pop-up story at the library with Uncle X when O flutters off to find more books to read. X teaches O to enjoy the book they're
already reading - the "wow" that's happening right now.

(CC) DVI #411H(S)PBS

09:00a Sesame Street
Chickens on the Farm

Big Bird is visiting his chicken friend, Lottie, at the farm. Lottie hasn't been able to lay an egg because the nesting box isn't comfy and cozy. This
is a problem! Big Bird wonders if there's something they can use to make the nesting box comfier and cozier. What if they use hay? Let's try! It
works. Big Bird makes the nesting box comfier for Lottie. It's so comfy that Lottie lays an egg!

(CC) DVI #5228H(S)PBS

09:30a Rosie's Rules
Moms Snowy Day/Rosies Nature Adventure

112A Mom yearns for past snowy winters, so Rosie tries to make her a snowy winter in the backyard. 112B Rosie, Iggy and Papa are on hike in a
national park, but it turns into a rescue mission when Lote falls in the river.

(CC) DVI #112H(S)PBS

10:00a Donkey Hodie
Me, Myself, and Donkey/Fashion Donkey

Donkey is disappointed when all her pals are away for the day. Can she find ways to have fun on her own?/Donkey wants to be just like Fashion
Penguin, who has a passion for fashion, but copying him isn't exciting. Can she find her own Donkey passion?

(CC) DVI #138H(S)PBS

10:30a Biz Kid$
Businesses That Give Back

Get to know some businesses that are giving back in big ways, including up-and-coming entertainer Cymphonique, who helps encourage positive
self-esteem for girls. Learn from socially conscious companies that are doing good. It's the new triple bottom line: people, planet, and profit.

(CC) DVI #506(S)APTEX
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11:00a Curious Crew
Baseball Science

Curveball curiosities on the baseball field! The crew and Dr. Rob step up to the plate to learn about all things baseball and STEM!

(CC) N/A #902H(S)NETA

11:30a Make48
Clock Is Counting Down. Time Is Up

The 48 hours is winding down and the teams are in the final stages of wrapping up their designs, making a product promo video and preparing
their pitch to our event judges. Educational back story focuses on appropriate marketing and advertising standards and practices for a consumer
product launch.

(CC) N/A #406H(S)APTEX

12:00n Market to Market
News and commodity market analysis from the weekly journal of rural America.

(CC) N/A #4905H(S)IPTV

12:30p Motorweek
2024 Jeep Wrangler

We're hitting the trails in the latest Jeep Wrangler, revised for 2024 with new standard options and the same "trail rated" vibes. Then we're back
on the road in the BMW 330i xDrive, featuring plenty of tech for your daily commute.

(CC) N/A #4302(S)PBSPL

01:00p Real Ag
Poultry

(N) N/A #1105HSHPTV

01:30p Plan Stronger TV
Basic Estate Planning

David Holland and the Attorney Panel explore the basics of estate planning. Financial adviser, John Shrewsbury, highlights the financial impact of
media overload. Abundance activist, Ellen Rogin, shares how meditation can be good for your finances.

(CC) N/A #601H(S)ACCES

02:00p Classic Gospel
David Phelps: Classics

David Phelps: Classic features this award-winning tenor at his very finest, taking listeners on a musical journey of David's life and his influences.
Through live concert footage and interviews with David Phelps and Bill Gaither, this world-class musician brings his one-of-a-kind interpretation to
a variety of classical selections, beloved hymns and inspirational favorites.

(CC) N/A #1410H(S)NETA

03:00p Your Fantastic Mind
Glioblastoma/Proteomics/Brain Science In Cows

In this episode, discover research being done in the fight against glioblastoma, the deadliest primary brain cancer known to humanity. Explore a
clinical trial teaching the brain's immune system to fight this elusive disease. In another story, join researchers as they delve into the fascinating
world of proteomics, the study of proteins in living organisms, and its potential to unlock the secrets of neurodegenerative diseases. Finally, take
a visit to the farm of renowned neuroscientist Greg Berns best known for his research on dogs' brains. Berns takes viewers on a surprising
journey to explore his new study on the brains of cows, shedding light on animal intelligence in ways never before thought possible.

(CC) N/A #303H(S)NETA

03:30p Doctors On Call
Dr. Bell Razafindrabe: Pain Management

(N) N/A #1804HSHPTV

04:00p Antiques Roadshow
Vintage Orlando Hour 2

Learn how outstanding Orlando items have held up in the market since 2007, such as a Fern Isabel Coppedge oil, a Tiffany Studios mosaic glass
inkwell and an 1844 Presidential election political banner. Which has a current value of $120,000-$180,000

(CC) N/A #2507H(S)NPS

05:00p PBS News Weekend (CC) N/A #2024H(S)NPS

05:30p History with David Rubenstein
Manisha Sinha

(CC) N/A #406H(S)PBSPL

06:00p Cottonwood Connections
Archeology at Scott Lake

(N) N/A #303HSHPTV
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06:30p World's Greatest Cruises (CC) N/A #103H(S)NETA

07:00p Professor T
The Family

Professor T is asked to decipher a macabre puzzle when a doctor and her family are found dead in a grisly tableau on their living room sofa, each
having died by different means - but in what order and at whose hands?

(CC) DVI #203#(S)NPS

08:00p Unforgotten On Masterpiece
Season 5, Episode 3

The victim's turbulent past comes to light. While Sunny takes a trip to Paris and Jess drops in on an unsuspecting potential suspect, the pair
continue to clash.

(CC) DVI #5336#(S)NPS

09:00p Van Der Valk On Masterpiece
Redemption In Amsterdam, Part 1

The murder of a museum employee links back to a case Van der Valk worked on at the beginning of his career alongside boss Julia Dahlman's
ex-husband. That suspect was convicted and put behind bars but has since been released.

(CC) DVI #5342#(S)PBS

10:00p Austin City Limits
The Very Best of John Prine

Savor an hour of stirring performances from the late singer/songwriter John Prine's episodes of Austin City Limits. Songs include "Paradise,"
"Sam Stone" and "Angel from Montgomery," with special guest Bonnie Raitt.

(CC) N/A #4601H(S)PBSPL

11:00p Professor T
The Family

Professor T is asked to decipher a macabre puzzle when a doctor and her family are found dead in a grisly tableau on their living room sofa, each
having died by different means - but in what order and at whose hands?

(CC) DVI #203H(S)NPS
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12:00m Unforgotten On Masterpiece
Season 5, Episode 3

The victim's turbulent past comes to light. While Sunny takes a trip to Paris and Jess drops in on an unsuspecting potential suspect, the pair
continue to clash.

(CC) DVI #5336H(S)NPS

06:00a Molly of Denali
Home Made Heroes/Molly and the Snow Hawk

(CC) DVI #215H(S)PBS

06:30a Happy Yoga with Sarah Star
Forest Cove

Rejuvenate inside a lush forest cove as we get those good endorphins flowing, feeling replenished with gentle stretching for all your major
muscles, including legs, hips, back, shoulders and neck, using a chair for support.

(CC) N/A #101H(S)NETA

07:00a Yoga In Practice
With Each Step I Arrive

Balancing poses help us to become fully present and focused. A mindful practice is done without the worries, fears, or anxiety that disconnect us
from the present, keeping us more centered and better able to balance - to do the best we can.

(CC) N/A #305H(S)APTEX

07:30a Curious George
Cuckoo Cockatoo/A Bunch of Ballooney

(CC) N/A #1205H(S)PBS

08:00a Daniel Tiger's Neighborhood
Daniel Loves Tigey/Daniel Needs Tigey at School

Daniel Loves Tigey - Daniel gets upset when Margaret spills juice on his favorite stuffed animal, Tigey. Daniel learns how he can make himself
feel better when he's upset. Daniel Needs Tigey at School - Daniel is having a hard day at school, but he knows just how to make himself feel
better: by hugging his Tigey! Strategy: When you're upset you can find a way to feel better.

(CC) DVI #317H(S)PBS

08:30a Rosie's Rules
The Doggie Detectives/A House for Gatita

While delivering popcorn in Maya's apartment building, Rosie, Crystal and Mom find a lost dog toy, so they become doggie detectives to find its
owner./Rosie builds a cardboard house for Gatita so she can have a peaceful nap.

(CC) DVI #118H(S)PBS

09:00a Sesame Street
Kind Ruby

Elmo, Chris, and Rudy are helping Abby out in the garden because she hurt her wrist. Elmo helps Chris pack garden supplies and Rudy wants to
help too. He wonders how he can help. What if he holds the door for Chris who is holding the bag of soil? Rudy finds other ways to be kind by
helping to water the flowers, cleaning up paint left out at the community center, and making a get-well card for Abby's wrist. Just because some
things are done doesn't mean you can't help. You can find other ways to be kind!

(CC) DVI #5303H(S)PBS

09:30a Work It Out Wombats!
Special Delivery/Campout Confusion

Zadie helps Malik design a faster route to sick-and-snuffly Sammy, so Sammy's ice cream won't melt on the way. / When Zadie doesn't take the
time to plan what they need for a fun campout, 'fun' quickly becomes unfun, until they make a list.

(CC) DVI #104H(S)PBS

10:00a Donkey Hodie
A Night Out/Poetry Problem

The pals are excited to sleep under the stars, but it's Donkey's first time. Can Panda and Duck Duck help her feel less afraid?/Panda forgot his
poetry notebook at Donkey's. Will Donkey find it inside her messy windmill before his poetry recital?

(CC) DVI #123H(S)PBS

10:30a Pinkalicious & Peterrific
Lost Voice/Doll Hospital

Pinkalicious is chosen to sing a solo in a class concert. She practices and practices to make sure she gets the solo just right, but on the morning
of the performance she discovers she's lost her voice! How will she be able to sing? / Pinkalicious, Jasmine and Peter love playing with their
dolls. When one of their dolls gets hurt, the fun doesn't end - instead, the game changes to playing doctor! Soon, Pinkalicious and Jasmine find
themselves taking care of all the dolls in Pinkville while Peter feels a little left out.

(CC) DVI #130H(S)PBS
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11:00a Elinor Wonders Why
Frozen Fish/Pirate Treasure

Frozen Fish - After the lake freezes over, Elinor and her friends wonder what happens to all of their fishy friends during the wintertime. How can
they survive? Do they freeze? After Ranger Rabbit cuts a hole in the ice to check on the fish, the kids gaze down through the thick ice and learn
that the whole lake isn't frozen after all. The ice is only at the top, and there's still liquid at the bottom where the fish live comfortably when the
lake freezes in the winter. Pirate Treasure - While the kids are playing pirates in search of treasure, pirate Ari realizes that he forgot where he hid
their treasure. But, no worries, because the kids are pirates, and pirates always figure it out. Unfortunately, it's not that simple, and they can't
even draw a map, because Ari can't remember exactly how to get to the treasure. Luckily, their friend Philbert the Squirrel helps them out by
teaching the kids about landmarks and how to use them to find your way. So, the mighty pirates finally find their loot. Arrrr!

(CC) DVI #122H(S)PBS

11:30a Nature Cat
Onward and Songward/Why Did The Turtle Cross The Road?

(CC) N/A #303H(S)PBS

12:00n Hero Elementary
Going to Pieces / Forces of Nature

When a piece of a statue breaks off, Sparks' Crew tries to find it in time for the statue's unveiling ceremony. But, the missing piece is made of a
special material that makes it very hard to catch. Curriculum: When a substance is broken into pieces, each piece is still made up of the same
material and has the same properties. / Sparks' Crew tries to find an invention that Dr. Inventorman buried underground years ago. The secret
spot is marked on an old photograph, but when they get to the location, they see that much has changed over time. Curriculum: The look of the
landscape can change both slowly and quickly due to earth events such as moving water and landslides.

(CC) DVI #125H(S)PBS

12:30p Xavier Riddle and the Secret Museum
I Am Rukmini Devi Arundale/I Am Bob Ross

(CC) DVI #133H(S)PBS

01:00p Gzero World with Ian Bremmer
An Exclusive Interview with the Un Secretary-General

From the war in Ukraine to climate crises to mounting poverty, there's no shortage of global challenges facing United Nations Secretary-General
António Guterres as world leaders convene on New York City for the annual General Assembly. GUEST: Antonio Guterres, Secretary-General of
the United Nations.

(CC) N/A #612H(S)APTEX

01:30p Story in the Public Square
Vidya Krishnan

Infectious diseases have shaped the course of human history. Health-journalist Vidya Krishnan gives our struggle with coronavirus pandemic
context as she explores the anti-science rhetoric and politics behind the fight for a Tuberculosis cure in her book, "The Phantom Plague."

(CC) N/A #902H(S)NETA

02:00p Great Estates of Scotland
Rosslyn

Uncover myths and legends of mysterious Rosslyn Chapel, where part of The Di Vinci Code was filmed. Many believe it to be home to the Holy
Grail, the skull of St. Matthew or John the Baptist or even of Jesus Christ. The program seeks answers and makes breathtaking discoveries.

(CC) N/A #103H(S)PBS

03:00p Alma's Way
Justice Sonia and Judge Alma / Justice Sonia and Umpire Alma

Inspired by meeting Supreme Court Justice Sonia Sotomayor, Alma tries to help her friends determine what's fair. / When Justice Sotomayor
encourages Alma to be an umpire at a kickball game, Alma wonders if she made the right call about a play.

(CC) DVI #207H(S)PBS

03:30p Wild Kratts
Neck and Neck

As Chris and Martin search for the answer to why giraffes have long necks, a mischievous giraffe begins secretly taking Creature Power Suit
parts and supplies from the Tortuga.

(CC) N/A #206H(S)PBS

04:00p Odd Squad
Orlas Birthday/Jeremy

Orla's Birthday - Omar and Oswald search for the perfect gifts for Orla's 500th birthday. Curriculum: Mapping. Jeremy - The Mobile Unit is
accidentally locked out of their van. Curriculum: Word Problems.

(CC) DVI #305H(S)PBS

04:30p Arthur
The Blizzard/The Rat Who Came to Dinner

A big blizzard comes to Elwood City, taking out the electricity (and--gasp--television!) and sending residents scrambling for supermarket supplies.
Can neighbors find ways to help each other survive through the storm? In the second story, the unthinkable is happening... Arthur's teacher is
moving in! After his roof collapses, Mr. Ratburn stays with the Reads in order to teach and grade Arthur every second of the day! Or so Arthur
fears!

(CC) DVI #405H(S)PBS
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05:00p Cat in the Hat Knows A Lot About That!
A Sweet Deal/King of Swing

A Sweet Deal - Sally and Nick are having a hard time getting customers to come to their "cafe". What can they do? The Cat takes them to meet
Eddy the honeyguide bird. Eddy shows them how he guides humans to bees' nests by making noise and putting on a show. Back at home, Sally
and Nick follow Eddy's example and proudly serve their first customer! King of Swing - Swinging from a rope isn't so easy for Sally and Nick.
Good thing the Cat knows the king of swing, Charlie the chimpanzee! In the Leafylafoo Rainforest, Charlie teaches them how to use their hands
and feet to swing as they help him search for bananas, his favourite food! Back at home, Sally and Nick mimic Charlie and swing across the
backyard to where Cat has a surprise snack waiting for them - bananas!

(CC) DVI #133H(S)PBS

05:30p BBC News America (CC) N/A #2981H(S)WETA

06:00p PBS Newshour (CC) N/A #14056H(S)NPS

07:00p Antiques Roadshow
Vintage Spokane Hour 1

Discover what Spokane finds from Season 12 are worth now like a 1905 Spokane bird's-eye view lithograph, Abraham Lincoln letters and signed
carte-de-visite, and a yellow diamond and platinum ring. One has an updated appraisal of $80,000-$120,000.

(CC) N/A #2508#(S)NPS

08:00p Antiques Roadshow
Vintage Spokane Hour 2

Journey back to the Pacific Northwest to discover antique and vintage finds like a Jon Stefansson landscape oil, a Lonny Frey pro baseball
collection and a Rolex Bubbleback watch. Have their values held strong or headed south since 2007?

(CC) N/A #2509#(S)NPS

09:00p Pov
Bulls and Saints

After 20 years of living in the United States, an undocumented family decides to return home. Little do they know it will be the most difficult
journey of their lives and reawaken an intense desire for a place to belong. Set between the rodeo arenas of North Carolina and the spellbinding
Mexican town they yearn for, Bulls and Saints is a love story about reverse migration, rebellion, and redemption.

(CC) DVI #3608H(S)NPS

10:00p Amanpour and Company (CC) N/A #6056H(S)PBSPL

11:00p Energy Switch
Investing In Our Energy Future

Energy transition will cost trillions of dollars. How will we invest in our energy future?

(CC) N/A #106H(S)NETA

11:30p Sara's Weeknight Meals
Hot Day, Cold Food

When it's hot and muggy outside Sara keeps things cool with three recipes made without turning on the oven. First, seafood gazpacho to use all
the bounty from the garden. Grilled steak tops a cool mushroom and tomato salad, and then, a refreshing watermelon screwdriver.

(CC) N/A #1108H(S)APTEX
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12:00m Antiques Roadshow
Vintage Spokane Hour 2

Journey back to the Pacific Northwest to discover antique and vintage finds like a Jon Stefansson landscape oil, a Lonny Frey pro baseball
collection and a Rolex Bubbleback watch. Have their values held strong or headed south since 2007?

(CC) N/A #2509H(S)NPS

06:00a Molly of Denali
Stand Back Up/Seal Meal

Stand Back Up Inspired by real-life athletes Sharon and Shirley Firth, the first Gwich'in female Olympians, Molly trains hard to participate in a
cross-country ski race where Sharon will be speaking. But cross-country skiing is not as easy as it looks, and when Molly faces some big
obstacles, she must decide if she'll give up or stand back up. Seal Meal When Molly and her family go fly fishing in Bristol Bay, a hungry seal
sneaks into their boat and eats their precious sockeye salmon and their lunch! Can Molly figure out a way to lure the seal away from their boat so
they can get back home?

(CC) DVI #133H(S)PBS

06:30a Happy Yoga with Sarah Star
Majestic Golden Fields

Bask in the glory of the majestic golden wheat fields as we experience a modified yoga practice using a chair to improve posture and support
movement in the whole body including balance and standing poses to open the hips and lengthen the hamstrings.

(CC) N/A #102H(S)NETA

07:00a Yoga In Practice
Learning to Take A Leap

Life can present challenges that demand strength, clarity and wisdom. We can view these challenges as obstacles or as catalysts for growth. This
episode incorporates a challenging pose, hanumanasana, that reminds us we need grace and grit in life to take a leap beyond obstacles.

(CC) N/A #306H(S)APTEX

07:30a Curious George
George and the Guide Dog/Whatever Floats Your Boat

(CC) N/A #1206H(S)PBS

08:00a Daniel Tiger's Neighborhood
Jodi's Mama Travels for Work/The Tiger Family Babysits

Jodi's Mama Travels for Work - Daniel's neighbor Jodi is sad when her mama leaves for a work trip until Daniel helps Jodi feel better by
reminding her that grown-ups come back. The Tiger Family Babysits - Teddy and Leo Platypus get upset when their Nana leaves for the market.
Daniel and Mom Tiger help them feel better by playing with them and reminding them that their Nana will come back. And after three days away,
Dr. Plat returns, too!

(CC) DVI #412H(S)PBS

08:30a Rosie's Rules
Iggy's Bedtime/The Great Crystalini

114A To help Mom, Rosie volunteers to put Iggy to bed, but she'll have to follow his special routine to do so. 114B Rosie is helping Crystal with
her magic show, but for their big trick to work, she must follow the steps in order.

(CC) DVI #114H(S)PBS

09:00a Sesame Street
The Pie Caper

Elmo and Abby are visiting the farm today and just helped Farmer Todd make a pie. They wait for the pie to cool and help Farmer Todd with
some chores. When they return, they see that their special treat is gone. Someone has eaten their pie! Elmo and Abby become detectives and
look for clues to figure out that Cookie Monster had eaten the pie.

(CC) DVI #5226H(S)PBS

09:30a Work It Out Wombats!
A Sleep Story for Ellie/Super's Super Mug

What's a super sleepy Ellie to do, besides stumble around groggily and talk to bushes? The storytellers of her favorite sleepy time radio show are
on vacation, so she's having trouble falling asleep! Zadie decides to come up with a soothing story just for Ellie, a story about a dragon who loves
pizza; Malik and Zeke volunteer to help provide the relaxing sound effects. Guess what? It works! / When Super's favorite mug smashes into a
bunch of pieces, the Wombats decide to fix it so Super won't be too sad. Sticky tape doesn't work, sticky taffy doesn't work, but Mr. E's Ooey
Gooey Goo, shells and gold paint - plus a whole lotta love - do the trick!

(CC) DVI #121H(S)PBS

10:00a Donkey Hodie
Trolley Visits Someplace Else/Wish Upon A Fish

Ding-ding! Trolley visits Someplace Else for a big party. When the pals need help preparing, can they figure out what Trolley's dings mean? /
Donkey thinks her pet fish Rogers is magic and will help her do hard things. But is it magic or practice?

(CC) DVI #204H(S)PBS
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10:30a Pinkalicious & Peterrific
Butterfly Garden Party/Animal Dance

Butterfly Garden Party: When Pinkalicious and Peter see a rare Pink Empress Butterfly, they are inspired to build a butterfly garden to attract
more! Curriculum: (Theater) Imitate a butterfly using movements and a simple costume; (STEAM) Create a habitat to attract butterflies. Animal
Dance: Everyone in dance class has to give a performance inspired by their favorite animal. For Pinkalicious, the perfect animal to dance like is a
Rooster-Cat-A-Roo. Now all she needs to do is convince her class that this animal actually exists. Curriculum: (Dance) Imitate movements made
by animals. Interstitial: Kids learn about symmetry as they fold, cut, and paint paper to create butterfly art.

(CC) DVI #301H(S)PBS

11:00a Elinor Wonders Why
A Garden for All/Band of Explorers

(CC) DVI #135H(S)PBS

11:30a Nature Cat
Mud Love/Call It A Night

Mud Love - To bring Hal's dream of Mud Appreciation Day to fruition, all his pals must lend a muddy hand, collecting different kinds of mud and
setting up for the super fun and super messy celebration. But there is one slight problem, Nature Cat doesn't like mud and really wants no part of
any of it! Call It a Night - While playing flashlight tag at night, Nature Cat's hat falls off his head onto the ground, and then surprises everyone by
scattering off into the dark night! An already scared Nature Cat is now sad, worried that he will never wear his beloved Nature Cat hat again!
They'll never be able to find it, it's so dark! Squeeks comes to the rescue with a great idea: to act like other nighttime animals and use some of
their other senses to find it.

(CC) N/A #116H(S)PBS

12:00n Hero Elementary
Super Summertime / Snowy Journey

AJ wants to do all the activities on his super fun list, but it's summertime and everything on his list is a winter activity. Sparks' Crew works together
to devise solutions for adapting to the seasonal changes. Curriculum: Humans devise solutions for adapting to seasonal changes. / On a cold
winter morning, Fur Blur isn't her usual self: she keeps sleeping. Sparks' Crew takes her to see Benny's grandfather, a veterinarian. But, it's a
challenge to get there through the snow. Curriculum: Seasonal changes require us to change the way we do things. Animals can adapt to the
winter in their own ways, such as hibernation.

(CC) DVI #130H(S)PBS

12:30p Xavier Riddle and the Secret Museum
I Am Leonardo Da Vinci/I Am Amelia Earhart

I am Leonardo da Vinci Xavier gets caught in a tailspin when he can't decide which after-school activity to sign up for. Basketball? Dance?
Robotics? It all sounds fun, how can he possibly pick just one? To the Secret Museum! Our heroes are sent back in time to meet the ultimate
renaissance man: Leonardo da Vinci. During their playdate, we discover that Leonardo is interested in a lot of different things, too - just like
Xavier! And he wouldn't have it any other way. What he learns doing one thing helps him with another! He helps Xavier to see that it's okay to try
many different activities. Curriculum: "It's okay to try many different activities." I am Amelia Earhart There's a bike rodeo coming up and Brad can't
wait to sign up, until he realizes that the course isn't training-wheel friendly. Uh oh. Brad can't possibly ride his bike without training wheels, can
he? To the Secret Museum! Xavier takes his pal back in time to meet someone who never backed down from a challenge: Amelia Earhart.
Watching Amelia boldly chase her dream of soaring through the clouds as the first woman to cross the Atlantic Ocean solo convinces Brad that
when there's something you really want to do, even if it seems impossible, you just have to go for it. Curriculum: "Go for it!"

(CC) DVI #105H(S)PBS

01:00p School of Greatness with Lewis Howes
Dave Ramsey - Money Mindset

Financial teacher and Best-Selling Author Dave Ramsey shares how to make and manage your money in times of uncertainty.

(CC) N/A #103H(S)APTEX

01:30p Medical Frontiers
Transforming Ophthalmology with Ai

A Japanese university developed an image-diagnosis support system using artificial intelligence by giving it 500,000 eye images. The system
reduced the time needed for diagnoses to a third and helped with early detection of glaucoma and other diseases that can cause blindness if left
untreated. Separately, a hospital that does about 8, 000 eye surgeries annually has developed an AI system to prevent errors. We report on how
AI is helping amid an increase in eye diseases as the population ages.

(CC) N/A #212H(S)APTEX

02:00p Great Estates of Scotland
Inveraray

For more than 500 years, Inveraray Castle has housed the chieftain of one of the world's best-known family clans, the Clan Campbell. It is now
the home to the 13th Duke of Argyll, His Grace Torquhil Ian Campbell, and his young family. Visited by thousands every year, the castle was the
stand-in for "Duneagle" in the "Downton Abbey" Christmas episode.

(CC) N/A #104H(S)PBS

03:00p Alma's Way
To Break Or Not to Break / The New Mr. Octy

Beto invites Alma and their friends to break his pinata, but when Alma sees he's hesitant about doing it, she wants to find out why. / After Alma
gives away a toy she doesn't play with anymore, she wonders if she made a mistake.

(CC) DVI #202H(S)PBS
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03:30p Wild Kratts
Red Panda Rescue

Chris finds a little lost Red panda, but before she can be reunited with her mother, Zach steals her as a Birthday present for Donita Donata. It's
Wild Kratts to the rescue! Science Concept: Taxonomy - Red pandas are a unique species placed in their own unique family.

(CC) N/A #415H(S)PBS

04:00p Odd Squad
The Thrill of the Face/Raising The Bar

The Thrill of the Face - The Mobile Unit returns to the Museum of Natural Odd to battle a stone warrior. Curriculum: Algebraic. Thinking Raising
the Bar - Opal and Orla head to The Valley of Odd to solve as much oddness as possible. Curriculum: Graphing.

(CC) DVI #306H(S)PBS

04:30p Arthur
The Lost Dinosaur/The Princess Problem

It's pretty hard to lose a dinosaur...but Rapty is missing! Can Bud be brave without his imaginary friend? D.W. loves the Princess Platoon series
until she realizes that it doesn't represent everyone. With the help of Arthur's friend, Lydia, D.W. discovers the true qualities of a princess.

(CC) DVI #2106H(S)PBS

05:00p Cat in the Hat Knows A Lot About That!
Amazing Eyes/Water Walkers

Amazing Eyes - Sally and Nick are trying to guess which game Harvey the guinea pig might like to play with them. The Cat takes them to meet
his friend Katie the Cavy, a wild guinea pig. But when they try to ask her, she playfully runs off! With the help of three different animals with very
different ways of seeing, they finally find Katie and discover a guinea pig's favourite game - hide and seek! Water Walkers - Nick and Sally are
waiting for Mom to come back so they can play in the pool. Cat suggests that playing on water is even more fun! But how? A trip to Splishy
Splashy Pond to meet Walker the water strider will show them. Walker shows how he's able to stay on top of the water with the help of air
bubbles as he journeys to the other side of the pond. Back at home, Sally and Nick are ready travel to the other side of the pool!

(CC) DVI #134H(S)PBS

05:30p BBC News America (CC) N/A #2982H(S)WETA

06:00p PBS Newshour (CC) N/A #14057H(S)NPS

07:00p Finding Your Roots
Far from Home

Henry Louis Gates maps the family trees of pop icon Cyndi Lauper and actors Jamie Chung and Danny Trejo, exploring records in Italy, Korea,
and Mexico to uncover ancestors whose stories were lost when their families immigrated to America.

(CC) N/A #904#(S)NPS

08:00p Becoming Frida Kahlo
The Making and Breaking

When an accident changes Frida's life, she channels pain and heartache into a new passion: painting. She meets Diego Rivera, and her creative
and romantic dreams begin to take shape.

(CC) N/A #101H(S)NPS

09:00p Independent Lens
Sanson and Me

When authorities deny filmmaker Rodrigo Reyes' request to document a young incarcerated immigrant, Sanson's story is shared through
dramatic reenactments.

(CC) DVI #2501H(S)NPS

10:30p Amanpour and Company
Tonight on Amanpour and Company: Leo Varadkar, Irish Prime Minister; Penny Wong, Australian Foreign Minister; Jens Stoltenberg, NATO
Secretary General. Walter Isaacson interviews Diana B. Henriques, Author, Taming the Street.

(CC) N/A #6057H(S)PBSPL

11:30p Whitney Reynolds Show
Did You Know

Now here is a program designed to introduce you to amazing facts and people. From Martin Luther King Jr's daughter in law, to a breakthrough in
cancer research, today's show is dedicated in enlightening and informing you on stories over the years!

(CC) N/A #206H(S)NETA
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12:00m Doctors On Call
Dr Shelbe Darnell

(N) N/A #1811HSHPTV

06:00a Molly of Denali
Cry Wolf/A Sound Idea

(CC) DVI #214H(S)PBS

06:30a Happy Yoga with Sarah Star
Desk Jockey Gentle Yoga

Rejuvenate amongst the sunflower backdrop as we enjoy a modified yoga practice using a chair for support. The chair replaces the yoga mat,
creating an amazing form of adaptive exercise. Apply this practice to mini yoga breaks at work, a long plane ride, or any time you need to balance
the mind, increase blood flow and boost your energy.

(CC) N/A #103H(S)NETA

07:00a Yoga In Practice
Open, Steady, and Patient

In the yoga tradition, we are made up of the five elements: space, earth, water, fire and air. This episode involves poses that focus on three
elements - space teaches how to have an open mind, earth teaches steady commitment to a task, and water teaches us how to be patient.

(CC) N/A #307H(S)APTEX

07:30a Curious George
Duck Helper George/George's New Home

(CC) N/A #1210H(S)PBS

08:00a Daniel Tiger's Neighborhood
Daniel Thinks of Others/Daniel Thinks of What Margaret Needs

Daniel Thinks of Others - Daniel is making all kinds of art at school today. While making a picture for his family, he ends up using ALL of the
glitter. Oh no! What if someone else needs some glitter? Teacher Harriet tells Daniel that it will be OK, but to always keep in mind that whatever
you do, you should think about what other people might need, too. Daniel Thinks of What Margaret Needs - Daniel and Miss Elaina want to play
their musical instruments and march all around the house, but Margaret needs to sleep and it would be way too noisy! Mom and Dad remind
Daniel that he should be aware of how the things he does might affect the needs of others. Strategy: Whatever you do, think about what other
people need, too.

(CC) DVI #212H(S)PBS

08:30a Rosie's Rules
Dino Day Delayed/Rosies Walkie Talkie

106A When Papa says they'll have to wait until tomorrow to go to the Dino Park, Rosie tries to make tomorrow come faster. 106B Rosie tries to
remember where she left her walkie talkie so she, Javi and Jun can play a game.

(CC) DVI #106H(S)PBS

09:00a Sesame Street
Sesame Street Goes to the Farm

Elmo, Rosita, Bert, and Ernie are visiting a farm today! Farmer Todd takes them on a tour and tells them all about the animals that live on the
farm, like chickens, goats, and cows, machines like tractors that help farmers do all kinds of jobs, and the food that grows on the farm, like
strawberries, blueberries, and apples. (Guest: Keke Palmer)

(CC) DVI #5224H(S)PBS

09:30a Work It Out Wombats!
Crab Quakes/Hopping Helpers

The Wombats are on the case, helping find the mystery of a scary-weird sound that has frightened Carly, CeCe, and Clyde. / The Wombats
become "Hopping Helpers," packaging jars of super-sticky Ooey Gooey Goo.

(CC) DVI #106H(S)PBS

10:00a Donkey Hodie
Being Bob Dog/Panda Panda

Donkey and Panda don't know what to give Bob Dog for his birthday, so they pretend to be him to figure out the bow-wowiest present ever!
/There are too many Pandas! Donkey and Panda's playdate goes awry when they find one of Harriett's inventions.

(CC) DVI #126H(S)PBS

10:30a Pinkalicious & Peterrific
Whale of a Song/Pinkabubbles

The Pinkerton family is going whale watching with Captain Jolly! While at sea they discover a lost baby whale. Will Pinkalicious' whale song
succeed in calling out to its mommy - one of Pinkville's great pink whales? / It seems like another fun-filled, bubble-blowing day in Pinkville - until
Peter gets trapped in Pinkalicious's huge bubble! Pinkalicious and friends chase Peter all around town. Will the Peter-bubble burst before they
catch him?

(CC) DVI #136H(S)PBS
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11:00a Elinor Wonders Why
Follow Your Nose/Leaf Charms

Follow Your Nose - The kids are having fun smelling some flowers, but Ari has a bit of a cold and his nose is stuffed up, so he can't smell
anything. This makes Elinor wonder why they need to smell at all. After investigating, the kids figure out that smelling is good for lots of reasons,
including to be able to taste things, and to tell where things are. In the end, the girls decide to help Ari by smelling everything for him until his cold
goes away. Leaf Charms - Elinor is excited to do some exploring with Camilla Dromedary, but Camilla seems more interested in playing dress up.
Camilla doesn't think Nature is very exciting because it's all trees with leaves and its all... green! After a while they go outside and Camilla
discovers that leaves come in all different shapes and colors. It turns out Nature has something she loves: a lot of flair! The girls use the leaves to
make some special charms and necklaces to remind them of their fun day exploring

(CC) DVI #127H(S)PBS

11:30a Nature Cat
Soil Turmoil/Wisteria Hysteria

Look out world, Steve the Vole is not a happy camper! And he has every right to be upset because his burrow is gone. It was the perfect place to
live. The dirt was soft enough to dig though and firm enough to hold his tunnels, but now it's just a giant hole in the ground! Who would take all
that dirt, and why? Steve just wants his home back - is that so much for a little vole to ask for? Not to worry! Nature Cat, dirt retriever
extraordinaire, is on the case. Onward and dirtward! / Oh no! Daisy needs some big-time help today. She was on her way to bring jumbo carrot
muffins (made with true love) to Granny Bunny, but when she came to the tunnel of wisteria vines she usually goes through to get to Granny's
house, someone started throwing things at her so she got scared and turned around. That's just not right! Who would do that? Hal hears that Big
Bad Wolf was in that area, and since he is so big and bad, he's probably the one throwing things. The Big Bad Wolf? Gulp! The gang investigates
only to find that the culprit is...an exploding wisteria seedpod?

(CC) N/A #219H(S)PBS

12:00n Hero Elementary
Kite Delight / Little Lost Horse

When a young boy's kite is ruined, Sparks' Crew tries to help him make a new kite. But, the team has a lot to learn about how wind moves things.
Curriculum: Wind can push many things. The wind's power can be used to help move things. / When a little girl loses a toy horse on a beach,
Sparks' Crew comes to the rescue. But, it looks like the toy horse may have been washed away. How can they find it? Curriculum: Water can
move the sand on a beach and change how the beach looks.

(CC) DVI #123H(S)PBS

12:30p Xavier Riddle and the Secret Museum
I Am Jigonsaseh/I Am Sacagawea

(CC) DVI #136H(S)PBS

01:00p Cottonwood Connections
Archeology at Scott Lake

(N) N/A #303HSHPTV

01:30p Daytripper
Strangest Road Trip In Texas

Chet and crew visit Austin's Cathedral of Junk while recounting some of the strangest places they've been in Texas.

(CC) N/A #1208H(S)NETA

02:00p Supernature - Wild Flyers
Defying Gravity

Explore the basic principles of flight to see how animals become airborne in the first place. From leapers to gliders and those that effortlessly fly
for hours, each creature has special techniques. But all must overcome a powerful force - gravity.

(CC) N/A #101H(S)PBS

03:00p Alma's Way
Mofongo on the Go / Alma Scoots Around

When Alma and Eddie open a mofongo food truck, they run out of time to actually make the mofongo. / Alma keeps challenging Andre to scooter
races to prove she's the fastest.

(CC) DVI #206H(S)PBS

03:30p Wild Kratts
The Last Largest Lobster

The Wild Kratts are having a picnic when a seagull steals one of their creature power discs and drops it into the ocean. The Kratt Bros dive in to
retrieve the disc and encounter an enormous lobster. Could this be the "Last Largest Lobster"? Martin and Chris begin to follow him to investigate
the life of a lobster. But there's someone else on the lobster's trail. It's Chef Gourmand Gaston, who plans to catch him and "cook him up". It's up
to Martin and Chris to stop Gourmand and save "the last largest lobster". Science Concept: Life cycle.

(CC) N/A #409H(S)PBS

04:00p Odd Squad
Olympia's Day/Otis's Day

Olympia's Day: When a new room opens up in headquarters, all the agents want a piece. Curriculum: Fractions. Otis's Day: Getting a villain back
to headquarters proves cumbersome when the tubes are down for maintenance. Curriculum: Measurement; Money.

(CC) DVI #206H(S)PBS
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04:30p Arthur
Binky Barnes, Wingman/tTo Beat Or Not to Beat

Does Binky have a favorite pastime? Not until citywide Bug Week, when suddenly all he can think about is butterflies. But is Binky's obsession
with catching Big Blue Butterfly destined to make him the Captain Ahab of Elwood City? And what will become of Moby Dick...er, Big Blue, if it
falls into Binky's clutches? In the second story, there's a horrible racket in Elwood City. Is it a sewer sucking machine? A turbo bug extermination
device? No, it's Francine practicing her singing and drumming for the Talent Show! Should Arthur and the gang tell Francine that her act's a sure
loser? How can they save their friend from certain humiliation...but save their friendship, too?

(CC) DVI #407H(S)PBS

05:00p Cat in the Hat Knows A Lot About That!
Super Cleaner Uppers/Itty Bitty Water

Super Cleaner Upper: Nick and Sally are cleaning up the backyard when they come across a yucky apple core. Who's going to pick it up? The
Cat in the Hat takes them to meet the best cleaner-upper there is, Sandy the Sand Hopper! Sandy teaches them the difference between natural
"garbage" and man-made trash, and how some animals use the natural garbage as food. Back at home, they put the trash in a garbage bag, and
the apple core in the garden for Wriggles the worm to enjoy! Itty Bitty Water - Nick and Sally are about to dump out the water in their kiddie pool
when The Cat stops them - water is too precious to waste even a drop! Off they go to the Drippety Dry Desert to meet three creatures who are
experts at conserving water. Back at home, they think of other ways to use the water in the pool instead of just dumping it out - like giving Cat a
bath!

(CC) DVI #135H(S)PBS

05:30p BBC News America (CC) N/A #2983H(S)WETA

06:00p PBS Newshour (CC) N/A #14058H(S)NPS

07:00p America Outdoors with Baratunde Thurston
New Mexico: Timeless

The Ancient Puebloans were the first inhabitants of what's now New Mexico, and their ruins can still be found there. From turkey hunting to rafting
on the Rio Grande, Baratunde explores how New Mexico's history shapes its outdoor culture.

(CC) N/A #204#(S)NPS

08:00p Nova
London Super Tunnel

Thousands of engineers, technicians and workers race to build Europe's biggest construction project-London's new railroad, the Elizabeth Line.

(CC) DVI #5001#(S)NPS

09:00p Evolution Earth
Heat

Travel to the hottest and driest extremes to see animals go to extraordinary lengths to survive. From the Sahara Desert to Australia, animals
provide new clues about our changing planet and what it will mean for the future of our heating world.

(CC) N/A #103#(S)NPS

10:00p Amanpour and Company
Tonight on Amanpour and Company: Babak Namazi, Brother of freed prisoner Siamak Namazi; an exclusive interview with Mohammed bin
Abdulrahman bin Jassim Al Thani, Qatari Prime Minister; Al Gore, Former US Vice President; Vivian Balakrishnan, Singaporean Foreign Minister;
Billie Jean King, Former tennis champion.

(CC) N/A #6058H(S)PBSPL

11:00p This American Land
Sending in the Marines, Feeding The Beach, and Trailblazing Volunteers

Marines and biologists join forces to give much-needed help to desert tortoises in California. An oceanside community in North Carolina finds a
way to preserve its beach and its economy. Volunteers (and some llamas) come together to maintain mountain trails.

(CC) N/A #1104H(S)NETA

11:30p Outside: Beyond The Lens (CC) N/A #309H(S)APTEX
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12:00m Nova
London Super Tunnel

Thousands of engineers, technicians and workers race to build Europe's biggest construction project-London's new railroad, the Elizabeth Line.

(CC) DVI #5001H(S)NPS

06:00a Molly of Denali
Cabbagezilla/Name Game

Trini's excited to enter Big Green, her giant cabbage, into the Alaska State Fair, but a suspicious moose keeps nibbling its leaves. Trini and Molly
research ways to keep moose out of gardens, and even email cabbage expert Sadie Albert for advice, but this moose is clever. Will there be
anything left of Big Green before the final weigh in? / Molly wants to get her Native name when she discovers that her Mom, Dad, Grandpa and
others in the community have one. But she soon learns that only an elder can give you your Native name and getting one will require impressing
the unimpressible Aunt Merna.

(CC) DVI #103H(S)PBS

06:30a Happy Yoga with Sarah Star
Seascapes

Allow the calming waves and sparkling sea caves to soothe you as we experience the gift of renewal through a series of tranquil, rejuvenating
poses using a chair for support, including shoulder, chest and upper back stretches, hip openers, twists and more.

(CC) N/A #104H(S)NETA

07:00a Yoga In Practice
Becoming Your Best Self

The practice of yoga encourages a process of refining and, therefore, becoming better at who we are. This episode involves heat and some effort
with poses that engage the core, inviting us to experience our most refined and strong self.

(CC) N/A #308H(S)APTEX

07:30a Curious George
Monkey Under Ice/George's New Sound

(CC) N/A #1003H(S)PBS

08:00a Daniel Tiger's Neighborhood
Daniel Likes to Be with Dad/Daniel Likes to Be with Mom

Daniel Likes to Be with Dad - Daniel and Dad Tiger spend the whole day together searching for seashells, picking apples, and even a special
surprise. But when things don't go as planned, Dad and Daniel remember that it doesn't matter what they do, they just enjoy being together.
Daniel Likes to Be with Mom - Daniel is thrilled to spend the day with Mom - they even turn Mom's old wagon into a trolley together! Although the
wagon doesn't turn out perfectly, it doesn't matter because they're just happy to be with one another.

(CC) DVI #414H(S)PBS

08:30a Rosie's Rules
Rosie in the City/Rosie in the Country

(CC) DVI #121H(S)PBS

09:00a Sesame Street
Kind Ruby

Elmo, Chris, and Rudy are helping Abby out in the garden because she hurt her wrist. Elmo helps Chris pack garden supplies and Rudy wants to
help too. He wonders how he can help. What if he holds the door for Chris who is holding the bag of soil? Rudy finds other ways to be kind by
helping to water the flowers, cleaning up paint left out at the community center, and making a get-well card for Abby's wrist. Just because some
things are done doesn't mean you can't help. You can find other ways to be kind!

(CC) DVI #5303H(S)PBS

09:30a Work It Out Wombats!
Amazing Adventure/The Kaya-Tastic Banana-Tastic Halo Halo Split!

Thanks to Ellie, best babysitter ever, the Wombats embark on a for-real Sticker Monster treasure hunt. / Kaya has to get creative when she
breaks her tablet right before her Kaya-tastic Banana-tastic Halo-Halo Split cooking class.

(CC) DVI #116H(S)PBS

10:00a Donkey Hodie
Bright Bright Bugs/Panda's Purple Party

Donkey and Panda camp out to see the music-loving Bright Bright Bugs. When their instruments break, can they find another way to attract the
bugs? / Panda is feeling tired of his purple things today, so Donkey helps him take a break.

(CC) DVI #139H(S)PBS

10:30a Pinkalicious & Peterrific
Slumber Party/Puptastic

Pinkalicious hosts a Princess of Pink slumber party, but one of her friends gets homesick and isn't sure she wants to spend the night!
Pinkalicious, Lila and Jasmine imagine a friendly pink dragon named Gertie to help them out. / Pinkalicious is excited when the Plums let her
puppy-sit Pinky, their cute but nervous poodle. To coax her to come out of her shell, Pinkalicious and Peter pretend to be dogs and get Pinky to
start playing with them. But when Pinky accidentally turns pink, is the doggy fun over?

(CC) DVI #102H(S)PBS
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11:00a Elinor Wonders Why
Underground Soup/Dandy Dandelions

(CC) DVI #133H(S)PBS

11:30a Nature Cat
Secrets of the Old Prairie/A Sticky Sweet Tree Treat

(CC) N/A #304H(S)PBS

12:00n Hero Elementary
Squeak to Me / Team's Song Theme Song

AJ builds a gadget to help people understand Fur Blur's squeaks. But, the gadget misfires and makes people squeak instead of talk. Sparks'
Crew must find ways to communicate information non-verbally in order to locate and reverse the gadget. Curriculum: There are many ways to
communicate information including verbally, acting things out, writing, and making noise. / Sparks Crew wants to make their own theme song, but
they have no musical instruments. How can they find a way to make sounds of different pitches? Curriculum: The pitch of a sound can be
changed when the object changes in size, length, or liquid volume.

(CC) DVI #134H(S)PBS

12:30p Xavier Riddle and the Secret Museum
I Am Winston Churchill/I Am Cleopatra

I am Winston Churchill Brad is excited to join a small group of boys building a castle in the KidZone, but his enthusiasm quickly disappears when
they refuse to listen to any of his ideas. Brad knows he could help make their castle amazing, if only they'd listen. To the Secret Museum! Our
heroes go back in time to meet someone who knew exactly how to command attention: Winston Churchill. They meet Winston just as he's about
to play a game of capture the flag with his new schoolmates, but none of them want to listen to his ideas on how to play the game! Knowing he
could lead his team to victory, Winston keeps on sharing his ideas, confidently and politely, until the boys finally listen. Their big win shows Brad
how important it is to speak up for yourself. I am Cleopatra Xavier is stoked to see a super awesome super moon in real life! There's just one
problem: he'd have to stay up past bedtime. How can he ask his parents? What if they say no? To the Secret Museum! Our heroes go back in
time to meet someone who was skilled at the art of negotiation: Cleopatra. They arrive in Ancient Egypt and find Cleopatra just as she's preparing
to ask her father a big question of her own: she wants to end her daily lessons a full hour early so she can attend a festival in town. Luckily,
Cleopatra knows exactly how to ask! You have to be prepared, confident, and polite. Seeing how well Cleopatra's strategy works shows Xavier
how important it is to ask for things the right way.

(CC) DVI #107H(S)PBS

01:00p Steven Raichlen's Project Fire
Best Ribs Ever

Let Texans brag about brisket and Carolinians praise pulled pork shoulder. For the rest of us, the ultimate symbol of barbecue-and test of a grill
master's mettle-is ribs. But just which rack you relish depends on where you fire up your smoker or grill. In the American Midwest, ribs generally
mean baby backs or other pork ribs, while in Korea, the bone of choice is the beef short rib. In the eastern Mediterranean, lamb ribs reign
supreme. In this show we give you three of the best ribs ever. KOREAN GRILLED BEEF SHORT RIBS; SPICE-RUBBED BABY BACK RIBS
WITH CHIPOTLE BOURBON BARBECUE SAUCE; MYSTERY BOX CHALLENGE - LAMB RIBS.

(CC) N/A #303H(S)APTEX

01:30p Tim Farmer's Country Kitchen
Pistachio Banana Cake W/ Orange Cream Cheese Icing, Creamy Seafood Pasta &

Tim and Nicki are back from the Florida Keys and brought some tasty recipes with them! Whip up a Creamy Seafood Pasta with Shrimp and Crab
Meat or sear some Red Snapper with Rosemary and a Red Wine Vinegar sauce, sure to impress your friends. For dessert? How about a
Pistachio Banana Cake from scratch with Orange Cream Cheese Icing?

(CC) N/A #103H(S)NETA

02:00p Supernature - Wild Flyers
Masters of the Sky

Many animals take to the skies for a split second, but to stay there, the planet's strongest flyers push the laws of physics to the limit. Explore the
extremes of true flight: power, acceleration, top speed, maneuverability and endurance.

(CC) N/A #102H(S)PBS

03:00p Alma's Way
Piragua Problem / Balloon Blues

There's a new piragua flavor named after Alma, but what should Alma do when she doesn't like it? / Alma isn't sure what to do when Andre
doesn't want to play with balloon animals anymore.

(CC) DVI #210H(S)PBS

03:30p Wild Kratts
Termites Vs. Tongues

When Aviva and Koki accidentally miniaturize themselves and get carried away by termites, Martin and Chris must split up to search for them.

(CC) N/A #204H(S)PBS

04:00p Odd Squad
Crime at Shapely Manor

Crime at Shapely Manor - Olive and Otto are sent to Shapely Manor to investigate an odd crime with even odder people. Curriculum: Geometry.

(CC) DVI #103H(S)PBS
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04:30p Arthur
D.W. Tale Spins/Prunella Gets It Twice

What happens when you combine Greek mythology with D.W.'s imagination?  When Grandma Thora shows D.W. how to be an author of great
stories without even knowing how to write, D.W. tells a fantastic tale (with a little help from Homer) that impresses even Arthur. In the second
story, getting two Polly Locket dolls almost ruins Prunella's birthday party. That, and Francine's bad mood--why, she wouldn't even sing the happy
birthday song! Wait...is there a connection? The Ghost of Presents Past appears to Prunella and shows her a thing or two about friendship and
gratitude.

(CC) DVI #406H(S)PBS

05:00p Cat in the Hat Knows A Lot About That!
Big Cats/Fantastic Flour

Big Cats - When Sally and Nick have difficulty sneaking up on Nick's Mom to surprise her, The Cat brings them to meet some great sneaker-
uppers - cats! Three big cats in particular. The kids learn to be patient from a snow leopard, speedy from a cheetah and the trick of distraction
from a lion. Back in Nick's yard they sneak up on his mom and surprise her! Then Nick and Sally are surprised when the best sneaker-upper
sneaks up on them - The Cat! Fantastic Flour - Nick and Sally are making their "Best Ever Yummy For Your Tummy" muffins when they realize
they don't have enough flour. Cat knows just where to get more - Finola's Farm! With help from Cat, Sally, Nick, and the Things, Finola harvests
the wheat then shows them how to turn it into flour. Now that they have enough flour, they can finish making their muffins!

(CC) DVI #136H(S)PBS

05:30p BBC News America (CC) N/A #2984H(S)WETA

06:00p PBS Newshour (CC) N/A #14059H(S)NPS

07:00p This Old House
Newburyport | Bed Race

With the new two-story addition built and an efficient floor plan on the interior, it's time to call it a wrap on the project; but first, the homeowners
and the crew take part in a little town fun at the annual bed race. The finished house is toured.

(CC) N/A #4414H(S)PBSPL

07:30p Ask This Old House
Dimmer Switch Troubleshooting, Clothes Rack

Tom repairs a homeowner's antique window; Mauro talks through interior paint finishes; Jenn and Mark travel to Georgia to help a homeowner
develop a landscape design plan for her small backyard. Then, they help her install a stone fire pit.

(CC) N/A #2114H(S)PBSPL

08:00p Home Diagnosis
Keeping The Cold at Bay: Heating Methods at Home

Mythbusting and truth-telling around forced air ducted and ductless systems, boilers, radiant heat, and the basics of thermodynamics. Watch the
installation of the Lunsfords' high performance HVAC system, and see the beginnings of the airflow and pressure testing they'll employ until the
build is done.

(CC) N/A #208H(S)NETA

08:30p Inspire
The Impact of Race On Infant Mortality

(N) N/A #310HKTWU

09:00p Unforgotten On Masterpiece
Season 5, Episode 3

The victim's turbulent past comes to light. While Sunny takes a trip to Paris and Jess drops in on an unsuspecting potential suspect, the pair
continue to clash.

(CC) DVI #5336H(S)NPS

10:00p Sunflower Journeys
Exploring The Glacial Hills

EXPLORING THE GLACIAL HILLS OF NORTHEAST KANSAS WITH GEOLOGIST REX BUCHANAN AND BOTANIST CRAIG FREEMAN. THE
CAPPER FOUNDATION 100 ANNIVERSARY ? WITH CEO JIM LEIKER THROWBACK SEGMENT ? FORT RILEY AND THE FLU ? ABOUT
THE 1918 SPANISH FLU PANDEMIC

(N) N/A #3301H(S)KTWU

10:30p America's Heartland
Ever heard of grapes with names like Cotton Candy and Gum Drop? See how they're grown at this farm in California's Central Valley. Prunes are
being rediscovered by chefs and consumers as a healthy food choice. Learn how to make Salsa Verde Braised Chicken with fresh tomatillos. A
Texas farmer works with college researchers to see if sheep can provide effective weed control in cotton fields.

(CC) N/A #1702H(S)APTEX

11:00p This Old House
Newburyport | Bed Race

With the new two-story addition built and an efficient floor plan on the interior, it's time to call it a wrap on the project; but first, the homeowners
and the crew take part in a little town fun at the annual bed race. The finished house is toured.

(CC) N/A #4414H(S)PBSPL
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11:30p Ask This Old House
Dimmer Switch Troubleshooting, Clothes Rack

Tom repairs a homeowner's antique window; Mauro talks through interior paint finishes; Jenn and Mark travel to Georgia to help a homeowner
develop a landscape design plan for her small backyard. Then, they help her install a stone fire pit.

(CC) N/A #2114H(S)PBSPL
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12:00m Supernature - Wild Flyers
Masters of the Sky

Many animals take to the skies for a split second, but to stay there, the planet's strongest flyers push the laws of physics to the limit. Explore the
extremes of true flight: power, acceleration, top speed, maneuverability and endurance.

(CC) N/A #102H(S)PBS

06:00a Molly of Denali
Butterflies and Bunny Babies/Every Meow and Again

(CC) DVI #202H(S)PBS

06:30a Happy Yoga with Sarah Star
Radiant Bloom

Enjoy the radiant summer sunflower setting as Sarah Starr guides you expertly through a modified yoga practice with an emphasis on alignment -
dedicated to opening the full circumference of the hip-joints using a chair for support as well as gentle seated stretching for the upper body.

(CC) N/A #105H(S)NETA

07:00a Yoga In Practice
Lather, Rinse, Repea

Hatha yoga in its most basic form is the balance between an active body and a quiet mind. This requires the will to keep coming to your mat or
cushion with a desire to be the best version of yourself today. In this episode, repetition reminds us to practice for practice sake.

(CC) N/A #309H(S)APTEX

07:30a Curious George
George's Little Library/Monkey's of a Feather

(CC) N/A #1308H(S)PBS

08:00a Daniel Tiger's Neighborhood
The Neighborhood Fall Festival/Field Day at School

The Neighborhood Fall Festival - The neighbors are busy decorating for the big Fall Festival when a gust of wind knocks down Music Man Stan's
hard work. Daniel and his friends help rebuild the scene and learn that everyone's abilities are different - what's important is that you do your best.
Field Day at School - Teacher Harriet has set up a Fall Field Day outside at school today. While trying new games, Daniel and his friends struggle
to do the games how they want to. They learn a lesson about the importance of doing your best. Strategy: Do your best. Your best is the best for
you.

(CC) DVI #305H(S)PBS

08:30a Rosie's Rules
Fun House/Crystals New Bunny

113A At the carnival, Rosie is finally ready to go into the Fun House, but then learns she doesn't have enough tickets. 113B A visit to the pet store
for Crystal's new bunny finds Rosie struggling to figure out what the bunny wants vs. what it needs.

(CC) DVI #113H(S)PBS

09:00a Sesame Street
The Pie Caper

Elmo and Abby are visiting the farm today and just helped Farmer Todd make a pie. They wait for the pie to cool and help Farmer Todd with
some chores. When they return, they see that their special treat is gone. Someone has eaten their pie! Elmo and Abby become detectives and
look for clues to figure out that Cookie Monster had eaten the pie.

(CC) DVI #5226H(S)PBS

09:30a Work It Out Wombats!
Brother Day/Cafe Chaos

The key to a successful "Brother Day?" Make sure you ask the brother in question "Zeke" what he wants to do. / The key to being a successful
waiter? Make sure to remember everyone's order, and the order of the orders!

(CC) DVI #107H(S)PBS

10:00a Donkey Hodie
Mooing Moon Moths/Stop and Think

When the Mooing Moon Moths are scared away by Donkey's "hee-haw," she and Panda must find them all, even though it is hard./Bob Dog can't
remember where he buried his boogie bone. Donkey and Panda help him slow down and retrace his steps to find it.

(CC) DVI #119H(S)PBS

10:30a Pinkalicious & Peterrific
Fishtastic/The Pink Ness Monster

Fishtastic: Pinkalicious and Peter are super excited to go fishing at the beach, but the fish they catch is unlike any they've seen before. Maybe a
little music is all Pinkalicious needs to realize there is more to being a magni-fish-cent fish besides the color of your scales. Curriculum: (Music)
Singing is a way to express joy. The Pink Ness Monster: No one in Pinkville has ever seen the legendary Pink Ness monster before. Frida has
her heart set on being the first and Pinkalicious will do whatever it takes to bring this monster to life. Curriculum: (Visual Arts) Creating a sculpture
from everyday objects. Interstitial: Blues singer Vaneese Thomas makes up a song with kids and shows that the blues can make you feel all sorts
of emotions.

(CC) DVI #306H(S)PBS
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11:00a Elinor Wonders Why
Burrowing Owl Girl/Olive's Tree

Burrowing Owl Girl - Elinor is very excited, because she's visiting her grandparents in the desert. While out exploring with her grandmother, the
always curious Elinor comes across a peculiar looking owl that is smaller than any other owl she's ever seen. Even more peculiar, this owl is out
during the day! How can that be? After some careful observations, she realizes she DOESN'T know everything there is to know about owls, and
learns that the owl she spotted is a burrowing owl, which lives in the desert and runs around during the day. Elinor is reminded that nature is full
of surprises! Olive's Tree - Olive shows her friends her favorite tree in the forest. The next day, however, they're sad to see that the tree has fallen
over. The three little scientists set out to find out why, and soon learn that Olive's tree has simply entered the final stage of its life cycle. Trees go
from a seed, to sprout, to sapling, to full mature tree and finally, to a wildlife tree, which is a tree that has fallen over. Even though the tree has
fallen, Olive is comforted to know that it will still be around for a long time, providing a home to many creatures in the forest.

(CC) DVI #123H(S)PBS

11:30a Nature Cat
Appily Ever After/Sound Off

Appily Ever After - It's Fall! Apple picking season! But Hal wants to know - how did the apples get up in the trees? An apple fairy? A magic spell?
The internet? And how long does it take? Long time? Short time? No time? So many questions! That reminds Nature Cat of his all-time favorite
nature story, which will help answer all of Hal's apple questions. It's time to tell Nature Cat's version of Johnny Appleseed! Sound Off - Man-oh-
man! What's that noise?! Daisy keeps hearing the most annoying beeping sound and it's coming from across the lake. The terrible sound is even
upsetting the lake fish and if it doesn't stop soon, the fish could be in big trouble! Can Nature Cat and his pals find where the rogue sound is
coming from and stop the boisterous blaring beeps? Onward and soundward!

(CC) N/A #126H(S)PBS

12:00n Hero Elementary
Search and Rescue / Secret Lives of Teachers

Sparks' Crew is on a training mission to find their schoolmates, Petie Heat and Freeze Louise, who are hiding somewhere in Citytown. The team
follows hot and cold clues to lead them to find their friends. Curriculum: Heating or cooling a substance may cause changes that can be
observed. / The kids are shocked to see their teacher, Mr. Sparks, on the weekend, outside of school. But, when Mr. Sparks loses an important
package, our heroes have to save the day without the use of the superhero technology they usually have with them on school days. Curriculum:
When current technology is not available, there are other ways to solve problems.

(CC) DVI #126H(S)PBS

12:30p Xavier Riddle and the Secret Museum
I Am Abraham Lincoln/I Am Jane Jacobs

(CC) DVI #131H(S)PBS

01:00p Inspire
Women In Film

(N) N/A #304HKTWU

01:30p I've Got Issues
Governor Laura Kelly

(N) N/A #1303HKTWU

02:00p Supernature - Wild Flyers
Crowded Skies

The sky is a crowded world where mammals, birds and insects hunt, escape, mate, defend territory, sleep and even die on the wing. Survival up
there depends not just on beating gravity or mastering flight, but also out-flying the competition.

(CC) N/A #103H(S)PBS

03:00p Alma's Way
Checkers Champ/World's Greatest

(CC) DVI #121H(S)PBS

03:30p Wild Kratts
The Mystery of the Two Horned Narwhal

During an argument over what is better - horns or antlers - Martin and Chris decide to go on an adventure with the horned Narwhal of the Arctic.
But once they get there, they soon discover sometimes a horn isn't a horn and soon are unraveling the mystery of this amazing creature. Science
Concept : Differences between horns, antlers and tusks. Rare growth patterns.

(CC) N/A #413H(S)PBS

04:00p Odd Squad
And Then They Were Puppies/A Case of the Sillies

And Then They Were Puppies - When every agent turns into a puppy, it's up to Agent Ohlm to save the day. Curriculum: Understanding maps;
Position, location and direction A Case of the Sillies - Dr. O gets an odd illness called the Sillies. Curriculum: Measurement; Using standard
measurement to measure capacity and length.

(CC) DVI #207H(S)PBS
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04:30p Arthur
My Music Rules/That's A Baby Show!

It's the duel of the century as cellist Yo-Yo Ma faces jazz saxophonist Joshua Redman in the toughest gig of their careers...in the Elwood City
library?! Whose music will rule after the greats duke it out in the battle of classical versus jazz? In the second story, will Arthur be exposed as a a
baby show lover? What he gest hooked on "Love Ducks" he tries to hide it from his friends--not an easy feat since it's on at the same time as the
new Bionic Bunny spin-off everyone's talking about!

(CC) DVI #410H(S)PBS

05:00p Cat in the Hat Knows A Lot About That!
Minnie Meerkat/Leaves

Minnie Meerkat - Sally and Nick are planning to camp out in the backyard, but there are some scary noises out there! Not to worry, The Cat's
friend Minnie Meerkat can teach them all about camping safe. Off to Peekaboo Plains where a group of meerkats show them how they make their
camp safe every night. Now Sally and Nick know what to do to feel safe in the backyard. And it doesn't hurt to have the best lookout ever - The
Cat in the Hat! Leaves - Nick and Sally are going to make a leaf collage of Cat, but the leaves they have aren't the right shape, they need different
ones. It's off to Kaloo-Kalee for some leaf collecting! There, they learn that leaves help trees make food, and that's why it's best not to pick the
leaves from the branches. They collect fallen leaves from three different trees with very different leaves. Now they have everything they need to
make their picture of Cat, and even one for Fish!

(CC) DVI #137H(S)PBS

05:30p BBC News America (CC) N/A #2985H(S)WETA

06:00p PBS Newshour (CC) N/A #14060H(S)NPS

07:00p Washington Week with the Atlantic (CC) N/A #6313H(S)NPS

07:30p Firing Line with Margaret Hoover
Guest: Liev Schreiber. Actor Liev Schreiber, co-founder of BlueCheck Ukraine, discusses the urgent need for humanitarian aid in Ukraine as
President Zelensky asks for international support at the UN. He explains why he thinks Russia will lose and why Amerians should care.

(CC) N/A #713H(S)NPS

08:00p Market to Market
News and commodity market analysis from the weekly journal of rural America.

(CC) N/A #4906H(S)IPTV

08:30p Real Ag
Poultry

(N) N/A #1105HSHPTV

09:00p American Masters
Floyd Abrams: Speaking Freely

SPEAKING FREELY is a biopic of the First Amendment told through the landmark cases of its most celebrated attorney, Floyd Abrams. From
nascent law 50 years ago to an iconic part of the American identity, the journey of the First Amendment offers a unique lens through which to
view our recent history and our bitterly divided nation - one that is asking itself anew: what price are we willing to pay for free speech?

(CC) DVI #3602H(S)PBS

10:30p Antiques Roadshow Recut
American Stories, Part 1

Celebrate the personal stories that represent American traditions and triumphs around treasures like a 1969 Woodstock jacket and program, a
Bessica Raiche aviator archive, and a gold and sapphire bracelet from around 1875 in this half-hour special!

(CC) N/A #201H(S)PBS

11:00p Real Ag
Poultry

(N) N/A #1105HSHPTV

11:30p Start Up
The Rounds: Philadelphia, Pa

Alex Torrey is a former CIA employee who founded The Rounds, a company that refills your nonperishable pantry items and picks up your empty
containers. Like the modern-day milkman, but for sustainable staples. Focused on reducing waste and creating convenience, The Rounds are on
their way to becoming a household name.

(CC) N/A #1003H(S)NETA
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12:00m American Masters
Floyd Abrams: Speaking Freely

SPEAKING FREELY is a biopic of the First Amendment told through the landmark cases of its most celebrated attorney, Floyd Abrams. From
nascent law 50 years ago to an iconic part of the American identity, the journey of the First Amendment offers a unique lens through which to
view our recent history and our bitterly divided nation - one that is asking itself anew: what price are we willing to pay for free speech?

(CC) DVI #3602H(S)PBS

06:00a Molly of Denali
Cabbagezilla/Name Game

Trini's excited to enter Big Green, her giant cabbage, into the Alaska State Fair, but a suspicious moose keeps nibbling its leaves. Trini and Molly
research ways to keep moose out of gardens, and even email cabbage expert Sadie Albert for advice, but this moose is clever. Will there be
anything left of Big Green before the final weigh in? / Molly wants to get her Native name when she discovers that her Mom, Dad, Grandpa and
others in the community have one. But she soon learns that only an elder can give you your Native name and getting one will require impressing
the unimpressible Aunt Merna.

(CC) DVI #103H(S)PBS

06:30a Agphd (N) N/A #1329HHEFTY

07:00a Market to Market
News and commodity market analysis from the weekly journal of rural America.

(CC) N/A #4906H(S)IPTV

07:30a Curious George
Monkey Under Ice/George's New Sound

(CC) N/A #1003H(S)PBS

08:00a Work It Out Wombats!
Special Delivery/Campout Confusion

Zadie helps Malik design a faster route to sick-and-snuffly Sammy, so Sammy's ice cream won't melt on the way. / When Zadie doesn't take the
time to plan what they need for a fun campout, 'fun' quickly becomes unfun, until they make a list.

(CC) DVI #104H(S)PBS

08:30a Daniel Tiger's Neighborhood
Daniel Likes to Be with Dad/Daniel Likes to Be with Mom

Daniel Likes to Be with Dad - Daniel and Dad Tiger spend the whole day together searching for seashells, picking apples, and even a special
surprise. But when things don't go as planned, Dad and Daniel remember that it doesn't matter what they do, they just enjoy being together.
Daniel Likes to Be with Mom - Daniel is thrilled to spend the day with Mom - they even turn Mom's old wagon into a trolley together! Although the
wagon doesn't turn out perfectly, it doesn't matter because they're just happy to be with one another.

(CC) DVI #414H(S)PBS

09:00a Sesame Street
Backyard Pizza Parlor

It's Friday, and that means Abby and Rudy are going to Crusty Charlie's. When Daddy Freddy gets home, he tells them that they won't be able to
go to for a while, because they have to make choices and buy things they need. But they can still have pizza at home. To make it more fun, they
pretend that they're at Crusty Charlie's. They sing songs, play games, and take turns being servers.

(CC) DVI #5231H(S)PBS

09:30a Rosie's Rules
Iggy's Bedtime/The Great Crystalini

114A To help Mom, Rosie volunteers to put Iggy to bed, but she'll have to follow his special routine to do so. 114B Rosie is helping Crystal with
her magic show, but for their big trick to work, she must follow the steps in order.

(CC) DVI #114H(S)PBS

10:00a Donkey Hodie
Bright Bright Bugs/Panda's Purple Party

Donkey and Panda camp out to see the music-loving Bright Bright Bugs. When their instruments break, can they find another way to attract the
bugs? / Panda is feeling tired of his purple things today, so Donkey helps him take a break.

(CC) DVI #139H(S)PBS

10:30a Diy Science Time
Light

Shine a light on amazing DIY activities with Mister C as the Science Crew explores making spectroscopes, magnifying glasses, kaleidoscopes,
and so much more! Seeing is believing!

(CC) N/A #203H(S)NETA

11:00a Paint This with Jerry Yarnell
Hide and Seek, Part 3

In this episode, Jerry continues underpainting the base grass clumps. Then he shows how to use the #6 chisel-edge brush to paint in the taller,
thicker weeds. Then shows how to seat the grass clumps by drifting snow at the base. Then he adds the taller skinny weeds with the #4 sable
script brush. Now he shows how to paint in the bright sunlit weeds. Then he finishes by using the #4 round sable brush to paint in the extreme
bright snowdrift at the base of the clumps.

(CC) N/A #3112H(S)NETA
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11:30a Make It Artsy
Your Practices

Practice makes perfect, or if perfection is not your goal, your practices can open up a new avenue to explore. Host Julie Fei Fan Balzer starts the
show with a pastel transfer inspired by the painter Degas. Then, Erin Gerlach demonstrates a new way to enhance your canvas for unexpected
texture. Last is a color study - white.

(CC) N/A #909H(S)NETA

12:00n Creative Living
Marisa Pawelko is a designer and crafter, and she's written a craft book on projects made from duct tape. She'll show some crazy cool ideas for
making everything from jewelry, fashions, hair accessories, handbags and much more. Her business is Modern Surrealist. Ray Pawley is a retired
curator with the Chicago Zoological Parks, and one of the species he managed was hummingbirds. He's going to talk about these various species
of hummingbirds, talk about feeding them and share the recipe he uses for attracting these tiny birds.

(CC) N/A #7004H(S)KENW

12:30p This Old House
Newburyport | Off-The-Shelf Custom Look

As construction nears an end, the yard gets planted. Inside, a custom home office is built from off-the-shelf materials. The old floors are reused
on the second floor. An EV charger is installed, and the front door gets a high-sheen finish.

(CC) N/A #4413H(S)PBSPL

01:00p Woodsmith Shop
3 Shop-Made Tools

Using your woodworking skills to make your own tools helps you get the gear you need and save money at the same time. Phil, Logan, and Chris
build a brass hammer, a large layout square, and a panel gauge.

(CC) N/A #1702H(S)NETA

01:30p American Woodshop
Faceplate Turning for Everyone!

A natural live edge bark lined bowl is crafted using both a faceplate and a 4-jaw chuck. Special lathe chisels showcased. Turning out wood art at
home has never been easier or more rewarding.

(CC) N/A #2706H(S)NETA

02:00p Garage with Steve Butler
Pipe Rack

Steve walks you through the steps to create a mahogany pipe stand.

(CC) N/A #202H(S)NETA

02:30p Chef's Life
Bourbon Country

A dinner in Vivian's honor ends as an American history lesson. A tour of Maker's Mark and Jefferson's distilleries clarifies the whiskey, scotch and
bourbon differences. Vivian learns how Frank and Jesse James fit into Kentucky's boozy biography.

(CC) N/A #506H(S)PBS

03:00p America's Test Kitchen
Hearty Alpine Fare

Test cook Becky Hays makes host Bridget Lancaster a hearty Tartiflette. Tasting expert Jack Bishop talks all about mushrooms. Bridget makes
host Julia Collin Davison Paniscia (Red Wine Risotto with Beans).

(CC) N/A #2308H(S)APTEX

03:30p Cook's Country
Never Enough Citrus

Morgan Bolling makes host Julia Collin Davison Smoked Citrus Chicken, and Toni Tipton-Martin shares the origins of Key Lime Pie. Christie
Morrison makes host Bridget Lancaster Really Good Key Lime Pie.

(CC) N/A #1603H(S)APTEX

04:00p Fons & Porter's Love of Quilting
Sunlight in the Window

This wall-hanging by Sharon Wasteney caught Sara Gallegos' eye with its unusual combination of standard patchwork and cathedral windows.
Sharon used the quilting to secure the folded edge of the cathedral windows a technique Sara wanted to explore! Learn how to create this
stunning, unique border on this episode of Love of Quilting.

(CC) N/A #4209H(S)NETA

04:30p It's Sew Easy
Quick Change

Sewing is never easier than when you decide to do some quick changes whether to the original garment or to your basic pattern. Angela Wolf
shows how to refashion a top with inserts on location from her home studio. Then, Carrie Cunningham shows how to remake those old capris into
a stylish skirt.

(CC) N/A #2107H(S)NETA
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05:00p Knit and Crochet Now
Top-Down Beanies

First up is Kristin Omdahl and the Starry Stripes Crochet Beanie. Top-Down crochet has a simple concept - crochet a simple half double crochet
circle increasing until you reach a given diameter. Then, just keep on crocheting. Lena is next in the stitch corner with the Dream Weaver Knit
Scarf This lovely scarf is made using drop stitches and simple knitting. Last up Kristin is back with a crochet version of the Starry Stripes Knit
Beanie. Knitted Top-Down construction has the same simple concept as crochet but you knit in a circle increasing until you reach a given
diameter.

(CC) N/A #1210H(S)NETA

05:30p Garden Smart
Using Plants to Create Intimate Spaces Within A Garden

Plant selection and the placement of a garden are crucial in order to create a space that says, "Stop, look at me!" GardenSMART visits with an
expert who shares his thoughts and knowledge as to how to best make that happen. Tune in as we GardenSMART.

(CC) N/A #7208H(S)NETA

06:00p Cottonwood Connections
Archeology at Scott Lake

(N) N/A #303HSHPTV

06:30p Rick Steves' Europe
Glasgow and Scottish Passions

Glasgow, once an industrial powerhouse, offers a fun look at Scotland's vibrantly gritty urban side - full of edgy street art, trendy dining, and the
striking architecture of Charles Rennie Mackintosh. Leaving town, Rick taps into Scottish passions as he tours historic Stirling Castle, enjoys a
bagpiping lesson, samples a dram at the land's most beloved distilleries on the Speyside Whisky Trail, and struggles to lift the Manhood Stone at
a Highland Games.

(CC) N/A #1012H(S)APTEX

07:00p The Lawrence Welk Show
California (Arthur Duncan)

Agile and ageless dancer, Arthur Duncan, hosts a salute to his native state of California. West coast classics include "California Here I Come", "I
Left My Heart in San Francisco", "Do You Know the Way to San Jose", "Red Sails in the Sunset", and "San Fernando Valley". Arthur dances to
"Avalon" and "Route 66" on this 1971 program and includes plenty of dancing on his host segments. Guy and Ralna sing "My Blue Heaven".

(CC) N/A #1906H(S)OETA

08:00p Backstage Pass
Brother Elsey

Founded in Detroit, Michigan, brothers Jack, Brady, and Beau Stablein created Brother Elsey with music that captures the spirit of southern rock
and Americana folk music. Throughout their career, they've supported acts like Lord Huron, Green River Ordinance, and The Paper Kites. Their
performance features the songs "Drive," "Shake Me Down," "Oh My Brother," and more.

(CC) N/A #1004H(S)NETA

09:00p Front and Center
Drew Holcomb and the Neighbors

The Americana band play an intimate show at Analog at the Hutton Hotel in Nashville, performing "What Would I Do Without You," "Dragons,"
"American Beauty" and more.

(CC) N/A #1106H(S)APTEX

10:00p Austin City Limits
Olivia Rodrigo/Phoebe Bridgers

Enjoy fresh perspectives in song from Olivia Rodrigo and Phoebe Bridgers. The chart-topping Rodrigo performs tunes from her bestselling debut
Sour, while Bridgers sings songs from her critically acclaimed LP Punisher.

(CC) N/A #4709H(S)PBSPL

11:00p Sound On Tap
Tribes

Tribes is a rock & roll mariachi band from El Paso, Texas, founded by multi-instrumentalist Mike Hernandez (the Royalty, Mariachi El Bronx). This
11-piece ensemble uses traditional mariachi instrumentation driven by a full drum kit. While their songwriting draws deeply from the historic
Mexican folk tradition, their energy, volume, and power come out of the indie rock scene, and the group are influenced by some of its larger
ensembles including Arcade Fire and Broken Social Scene. Their bilingual debut single, 2018's "Night Future," showcased a fusion of mariachi
harmony, storytelling, and instrumentation alongside swinging drums and rock & roll dynamics.

(CC) N/A #412H(S)NETA

11:30p Songs at the Center
Andrew Farriss, Rod Abernethy, Murphy

The rock band INXS has sold over 70 million albums worldwide. The one-man songwriting machine responsible for most of their hits, Andrew
FARRISS joins Host Eric Gnezda for great music and discussion. Other guests are Rod Abernethy, Overall Grand Prize Winner of the 2021
International Acoustic Music Awards, and American Idol audience favorite Murphy.

(CC) N/A #904H(S)
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12:00m America Outdoors with Baratunde Thurston
New Mexico: Timeless

The Ancient Puebloans were the first inhabitants of what's now New Mexico, and their ruins can still be found there. From turkey hunting to rafting
on the Rio Grande, Baratunde explores how New Mexico's history shapes its outdoor culture.

(CC) N/A #204H(S)NPS

06:00a Molly of Denali
Butterflies and Bunny Babies/Every Meow and Again

(CC) DVI #202H(S)PBS

06:30a Alma's Way
Checkers Champ/World's Greatest

(CC) DVI #121H(S)PBS

07:00a Wild Kratts
The Mystery of the Two Horned Narwhal

During an argument over what is better - horns or antlers - Martin and Chris decide to go on an adventure with the horned Narwhal of the Arctic.
But once they get there, they soon discover sometimes a horn isn't a horn and soon are unraveling the mystery of this amazing creature. Science
Concept : Differences between horns, antlers and tusks. Rare growth patterns.

(CC) N/A #413H(S)PBS

07:30a Curious George
George's Little Library/Monkey's of a Feather

(CC) N/A #1308H(S)PBS

08:00a Work It Out Wombats!
Amazing Adventure/The Kaya-Tastic Banana-Tastic Halo Halo Split!

Thanks to Ellie, best babysitter ever, the Wombats embark on a for-real Sticker Monster treasure hunt. / Kaya has to get creative when she
breaks her tablet right before her Kaya-tastic Banana-tastic Halo-Halo Split cooking class.

(CC) DVI #116H(S)PBS

08:30a Daniel Tiger's Neighborhood
The Neighborhood Fall Festival/Field Day at School

The Neighborhood Fall Festival - The neighbors are busy decorating for the big Fall Festival when a gust of wind knocks down Music Man Stan's
hard work. Daniel and his friends help rebuild the scene and learn that everyone's abilities are different - what's important is that you do your best.
Field Day at School - Teacher Harriet has set up a Fall Field Day outside at school today. While trying new games, Daniel and his friends struggle
to do the games how they want to. They learn a lesson about the importance of doing your best. Strategy: Do your best. Your best is the best for
you.

(CC) DVI #305H(S)PBS

09:00a Sesame Street
The Great Home Carnival

It's raining, and Elmo, Abby, and Rudy can't go to the carnival anymore. This is a problem! They wonder if they can make their own carnival
games with things at home. What if they use paper for a memory game, rolled-up socks for a toss game, and empty boxes for pretend roller
coaster cars? Let's try! It works. They didn't give up, and they made their favorite carnival games at home.

(CC) DVI #5230H(S)PBS

09:30a Rosie's Rules
Rosie in the City/Rosie in the Country

(CC) DVI #121H(S)PBS

10:00a Donkey Hodie
Mooing Moon Moths/Stop and Think

When the Mooing Moon Moths are scared away by Donkey's "hee-haw," she and Panda must find them all, even though it is hard./Bob Dog can't
remember where he buried his boogie bone. Donkey and Panda help him slow down and retrace his steps to find it.

(CC) DVI #119H(S)PBS

10:30a Biz Kid$
What's in the Books?

Poor recordkeeping adds up to lost money. This episode examines bookkeeping and accounting, income and expenses, profit and loss, and
gives tips on how to get over math anxiety (in case you have it). Meet the youngest Harlem Globetrotter who does a slam dunk with his books.

(CC) DVI #507(S)APTEX

11:00a Curious Crew
Salty Science

The flavorful phenomena of salt! Dr. Rob and the Crew learn about different types of salt and its properties in water, as a solid, and in food -
including ice cream!

(CC) N/A #903H(S)NETA
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11:30a Make48
The Team Pitches, Pt. 1

Time's up. We cover more time with each pitch. In real time each pitch is 7 minutes. We reduce 10 pitches to about 4 minutes each. Time to pitch
and present the product ideas to the panel of judges. We include personal back stage comments before and after the pitches from our teams.
The judges will then deliberate behind closed doors (with cameras of course) and the winner will be announced!

(CC) N/A #407H(S)APTEX

12:00n Market to Market
News and commodity market analysis from the weekly journal of rural America.

(CC) N/A #4906H(S)IPTV

12:30p Motorweek
2023 Genesis Electrified Gv70

Join us for a Road Test of the Genesis Electrified GV70, a new nameplate for this luxury brand. Then we'll get set in the GMC Canyon, a mid-size
pickup with a lot to offer with its latest generation. So, come ride with us!

(CC) N/A #4303(S)PBSPL

01:00p Real Ag
Disease Management

(N) N/A #1106HSHPTV

01:30p Plan Stronger TV
Family Financial Support

David Holland is joined by Joseph Borg, Director of the Alabama Securities Commission, to discuss vetting financial advisers. Jamie Hopkins
shares insights on annuities and reverse mortgage loans. Financial coach, Laura Scharr, reveals challenges of the retirement transition. The
Financial Panel explores the challenges of family financial support.

(CC) N/A #602H(S)ACCES

02:00p Classic Gospel
Steven Curtis Chapman: A Great Adventure

One of the most awarded and admired artists in Christian music history, Steven Curtis Chapman's life story has truly been a great adventure. In
this special, he chronicles his life in song through acoustic performances, sharing a journey of love, heartbreak and triumph while celebrating his
early hits and career masterpieces along with gospel classics.

(CC) N/A #1411H(S)NETA

03:00p Your Fantastic Mind
Thrill Seeking/Deep Brain Science/Brain Tumor Rehabilitation

In this episode, with the backdrop of a building made famous in a popular TV series, viewers will explore the fascinating world of thrill-seeking and
risk-taking, and how the answers to why we engage in such behaviors can be found in the brain. Another story highlights the importance of
understanding mental health from the perspective of those who live with mental health issues. Lastly, the episode showcases the inspiring story
of an orchestra conductor who, after undergoing cancer rehabilitation due to a brain tumor, was able to recover and lead her orchestra once
again.

(CC) N/A #304H(S)NETA

03:30p Doctors On Call
Dr. Tyrel Somers: Wound Care/Wellness

(N) N/A #1805HSHPTV

04:00p Antiques Roadshow
Vintage Spokane Hour 1

Discover what Spokane finds from Season 12 are worth now like a 1905 Spokane bird's-eye view lithograph, Abraham Lincoln letters and signed
carte-de-visite, and a yellow diamond and platinum ring. One has an updated appraisal of $80,000-$120,000.

(CC) N/A #2508H(S)NPS

05:00p PBS News Weekend (CC) N/A #2026H(S)NPS

05:30p History with David Rubenstein
George Will

(CC) N/A #407H(S)PBSPL

06:00p Cottonwood Connections
Sunday Go to Meetin'

(N) N/A #304HSHPTV

06:30p World's Greatest Cruises (CC) N/A #104H(S)NETA

07:00p Professor T
Dna of a Murderer

An artisan baker is found dead after receiving death threats. Is it a case of revenge or is the killer closer to home? Professor T uses his
criminological insight to help the police identify the murderer.

(CC) DVI #204#(S)NPS
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08:00p Unforgotten On Masterpiece
Season 5, Episode 4

Sunny and Jess' personal lives go from bad to worse while they struggle to keep focused. Meanwhile, the suspect list grows, and a mother and
son are put under the microscope.

(CC) DVI #5337#(S)NPS

09:00p Van Der Valk On Masterpiece
Redemption In Amsterdam, Part 2

Now released under a new name and identity, has the suspect from Van der Valk's past started killing again? Or is someone else killing in her
name? It's a tale of redemption and potential second chances as Van der Valk's ex-girlfriend Lena returns.

(CC) DVI #5343#(S)PBS

10:00p Austin City Limits
Olivia Rodrigo/Phoebe Bridgers

Enjoy fresh perspectives in song from Olivia Rodrigo and Phoebe Bridgers. The chart-topping Rodrigo performs tunes from her bestselling debut
Sour, while Bridgers sings songs from her critically acclaimed LP Punisher.

(CC) N/A #4709H(S)PBSPL

11:00p Professor T
Dna of a Murderer

An artisan baker is found dead after receiving death threats. Is it a case of revenge or is the killer closer to home? Professor T uses his
criminological insight to help the police identify the murderer.

(CC) DVI #204H(S)NPS
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12:00m Unforgotten On Masterpiece
Season 5, Episode 4

Sunny and Jess' personal lives go from bad to worse while they struggle to keep focused. Meanwhile, the suspect list grows, and a mother and
son are put under the microscope.

(CC) DVI #5337H(S)NPS

06:00a Molly of Denali
Art from the Heart/Gold Strikeout

Randall is having trouble drawing a special Northwest Coast design for Aunt Merna and Uncle Jack's anniversary. Molly and Tooey are quick to
offer their help, but they soon learn that deciding what to draw is harder than it looks. /When Molly, Tooey and Trini strike gold, they think they've
found a way to get some great gifts for their families! But when they find out their "discovery" comes with some serious consequences, they need
to try to set things right again.

(CC) DVI #216H(S)PBS

06:30a Happy Yoga with Sarah Star
Tranquil Meadow

Replenish your energy in the natural beauty of a tranquil summer meadow as we focus on seated shoulder and upper back stretches, as well as
standing hip openers, using a chair for balance and support, creating easy comfort in each movement.

(CC) N/A #106H(S)NETA

07:00a Yoga In Practice
I Like Who I Become When I Try

Yoga poses can be challenging, just as life is at times. Our practice teaches us how to take a leap when faced with fear or stress, to cultivate
mental and physical fortitude. This episode challenges you to reclaim your power and hold a positive attitude.

(CC) N/A #310H(S)APTEX

07:30a Curious George
A Pig, A Pup, and a Monkey/Y'orchid-Ing Me?

(CC) N/A #1402H(S)PBS

08:00a Daniel Tiger's Neighborhood
A New Friend at School/ A New Friend at the Playground

A New Friend at School - Daniel can't wait to race the crafty car he made at school with Prince Wednesday! But Prince Wednesday is busy
playing with Jodi now. Is Prince Wednesday still Daniel's friend? Of course he is! A New Friend at the Playground - Daniel and Miss Elaina are
playing together at the park. When their new friend Jodi shows up to play, Daniel worries that Miss Elaina likes Jodi more than him, but then
Daniel is reminded that they're all still friends.

(CC) DVI #406H(S)PBS

08:30a Rosie's Rules
Dragon Drama/Rosies Lucky Charm

(CC) DVI #120H(S)PBS

09:00a Sesame Street
The Great Corn Festival

Welcome to the Sesame Street Corn Party! Everyone's bringing a special food made from corn that their family makes. Elmo brings corn on the
cob with paprika seasoning. It's a special recipe Elmo makes with his dad. Tamir and Charlie both bring cornbread. Tamir's family makes
cornbread with zucchini and it's special to his family because they always make enough to share with friends and neighbors. Charlie's family
makes cornbread with apples and it's special to her family because Charlie and her dad always make the food together. Rosita brings pineapple
tamales. The pineapple tamales are a special recipe Rosita makes with her abuela. Together they learn about how corn is used in many ways
and that by sharing foods that are special to them, they are sharing something special about themselves.

(CC) DVI #5304H(S)PBS

09:30a Work It Out Wombats!
Junjun's Wake-Up Call/Stack 'em Up

JunJun loves ice cream -- ube ice cream, especially -- but he also loves sleep. Sleeping late, sleeping in, staying tucked up in bed for just as
longgggg as he can, which is a problem when the Eat 'N Greet holds its first-ever "Ice Cream for Breakfast" day. Can Zadie wake up her
sleepyhead best friend before last call? / Can Zeke really clean Super's big, messy closet all by his little self? (There are a TON of boxes of many
shapes and sizes.) With Louisa's help, he can once they get their imaginary "house" built, cross a raging river, and discover how triangles,
squares, and rectangles fit together nicely.

(CC) DVI #120H(S)PBS

10:00a Donkey Hodie
Feelings Detectives/Clyde's Cloudy Day

Duck Duck has a super big feeling, but she doesn't know what it is. Detectives Donkey and Panda are on the case! / When Clyde feels sad, the
pals want to help him feel better, but he needs time. They give him time until he is ready to play.

(CC) DVI #203H(S)PBS
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10:30a Pinkalicious & Peterrific
Drawing Noses/Pinkalicious On Ice

Pinkalicious loves drawing faces, except for noses - which she finds really hard to draw! With Mrs. Plum and her friends, Pinkalicious goes to the
Nose Art exhibit at the Pinkville Art Museum and gets a special lesson from Dame Stella Nostrella, an artist who knows her noses. / Pinkville's
Great Skate is coming up, but Pinkalicious is having trouble learning the finale move: Jasmine's "Sparkle Spin." Will practicing off the ice help
Pinkalicious master the spin in time for the big performance?

(CC) DVI #129H(S)PBS

11:00a Elinor Wonders Why
Leave It to Ari/Snow Friend

Leave It To Ari - Elinor, Olive and Ari are helping Ari's dad rake the leaves in their yard, which leads them to wonder, "Who rakes the leaves in the
forest?" They need more observations, so they head out to the forest, where they look at the leaves more closely and notice that some of them
are fresh, others are a little worn, and others are really old and crumbling. The kids also notice some of the dirt on the ground has little bits of
leaves in it, and they realize that the leaves that fall on the forest floor eventually get old and go back into the soil, just like the compost that Ari's
Dad makes. Snow Friend - Elinor, Ari and Olive are building a giant Snow Friend, but there isn't enough snow to finish their masterpiece. Luckily,
the next day brings fresh new snow, but this snow won't stay packed at all - it just falls apart. After they go in the house to warm up, they observe
some snow melt and get sticky, and they figure out a solution - warm up the snow! When they put their plan into action, the warm snow has just
the right stickiness for packing. Just in time to build a super Snow Friend. Hurrah!

(CC) DVI #111H(S)PBS

11:30a Nature Cat
Woodpecker Picks A Place/Here Comes The Sun

Woodpecker Picks a Place - Nature Cat's band practice keeps getting interrupted by a loud knocking on Hal's doghouse. Upon investigating, the
gang finds a woodpecker pecking away at Hal's roof! In trying to stop the woodpecker to save Hal's roof, and allow them to get back to band
practice, the gang finds out more about woodpeckers and what exactly this one is looking for. Here Comes the Sun - Tally ho! Today Nature Cat
leads his pals on an amazing adventure, to go see the Golden Sunstone! All is going well on the trek over until Nature Cat accidentally breaks the
compass! Uh oh, now how are they going to tell which direction to go in? As Nature Cat panics, Squeeks, Daisy and Hal find other ways to
determine which direction to go and save the day!

(CC) N/A #118H(S)PBS

12:00n Hero Elementary
Knot So Fast / Made in the Shade

AJ invents "The Lacer Racer," a shoe-tying car. But, when the car gets out of control, it ties Citytown into knots. How can they build a trap to
catch it? Curriculum: A solution can be found by using an engineering design process: What's the problem, what can we try, build, test, and
share? / When the ice cream in Stevie Heat's ice cream cart melts, Sparks' Crew investigates how this could have happened, and what they can
do to make sure it doesn't happen again. Curriculum: The sun has warming effects. The effect the sun's heat has can be reduced by making
shade.

(CC) DVI #127H(S)PBS

12:30p Xavier Riddle and the Secret Museum
I Am Ibn Batutta/I Am Beulah Louise Henry

(CC) DVI #134H(S)PBS

01:00p Gzero World with Ian Bremmer
Is The World Actually Getting.... Better?

Guest: Steven Pinker, Harvard psychologist and author. War in Ukraine. Global poverty on the rise. Hunger, too. A persistent pandemic. And yet,
this week's guest argues that things are getting better across the world, based on the metrics that matter. Harvard psychologist Steven Pinker
joins the show.

(CC) N/A #613H(S)APTEX

01:30p Story in the Public Square
Dave Iverson

Caring for an aging loved one can be an uncertain journey. Writer, filmmaker and retired broadcast journalist Dave Iverson shares his moving
account of his 10 years spent caring for his 95-year-old mother with dementia while living with Parkinson's disease himself.

(CC) N/A #903H(S)NETA

02:00p Antiques Roadshow
Vintage Spokane Hour 1

Discover what Spokane finds from Season 12 are worth now like a 1905 Spokane bird's-eye view lithograph, Abraham Lincoln letters and signed
carte-de-visite, and a yellow diamond and platinum ring. One has an updated appraisal of $80,000-$120,000.

(CC) N/A #2508H(S)NPS

03:00p Alma's Way
Mofongo on the Go / Alma Scoots Around

When Alma and Eddie open a mofongo food truck, they run out of time to actually make the mofongo. / Alma keeps challenging Andre to scooter
races to prove she's the fastest.

(CC) DVI #206H(S)PBS
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03:30p Wild Kratts
Spirit Bear

When the Wild Kratts head out looking for Black bears, Aviva keeps seeing a fleeting glimpse of what she thinks is a ghostly white bear. The gang
soon realizes that they have stumbled across the rare Spirit Bear of the Northern Pacific. But celebration turns to dismay when they encounter
new villain, Ms. Paisley Paver, CEO of Pave Nature Incorporated, and discover her plans to turn the island into a Mega Storage facility. Science
Concept: Generic differences.

(CC) N/A #416H(S)PBS

04:00p Odd Squad
Odd Squad in the Shadows

Odd Squad in the Shadows - The Mobile Unit reports to the Odd Squad office in North Carolina to help them stop a villain. Curriculum: Symmetry,
Shadows.

(CC) DVI #307H(S)PBS

04:30p Arthur
Is That Kosher/Never Never Never

Is that Kosher? - Joan Rivers lends her voice as Francine's sharp-tongued grandma, Bubba, in this episode about family traditions and communal
celebration. Francine's convinced that she can fast on Yom Kippur just like her older sister. But then Arthur wins a free pizza party for all his
friends for that very same day! Will Francine be able to resist? With Bubba's help, Francine learns that there's more to the special holiday than
making it through a fast. Never, Never, Never - Since Grandma Thora gives D.W. so many gifts, it must mean she really loves her, right? When
D.W's extra toys fall into the hands of the destructive Tibble twins, she worries that no one loves her anymore - until Arthur comes to the rescue
and proves that giving gifts isn't the only way of showing you care.

(CC) DVI #1201H(S)PBS

05:00p Cat in the Hat Knows A Lot About That!
Hooray for Hair/Ice Is Nice

Hooray for Hair - Sally and Nick are getting their hair cut today; maybe they should try new hairstyles! A trip to meet three of Cat's friends (and
some styling help from the Wig-o-lator) will help them decide! Should they have Yak hair? No, too hot! How about hair like a fur seal? Not quite,
too short. A porcupine? No way! How will they ever get a hug from their moms with hair that spiky? They decide that the hair they have is what's
perfect for them! Ice is Nice - Nick and Sally want some nice cold lemonade, but there's no more ice cubes in Sally's fridge! A trip to Freeze-your-
knees Snowland will fix that! They meet Cat's friend Polly the polar bear who introduces Sally and Nick to all the different kinds of ice that make
up her home. After trying many types of ice, they find the kind that will be perfect for their lemonade!

(CC) DVI #138H(S)PBS

05:30p BBC News America (CC) N/A #2986H(S)WETA

06:00p PBS Newshour (CC) N/A #14061H(S)NPS

07:00p Antiques Roadshow
Vintage Louisville 2021 Hour 1

Giddy-up to Derby City for updated Season 12 appraisals including a Dirk Van Erp lamp from around 1910, a J. Falter "Listening to the Sea"
illustration and a 1919 Cincinnati Reds championship baseball. One is now valued at $150,000-$200,000.

(CC) N/A #2510#(S)NPS

08:00p Antiques Roadshow
Vintage Louisville 2021 Hour 2

Look back at Louisville treasures from 2007 including a Kentucky cherry corner cupboard made around 1815, a Qing period nephrite jade basin
and a 1911 Julian Onderdonk landscape oil. Which has skyrocketed in value and is appraised for $125,000?

(CC) N/A #2511#(S)NPS

09:00p Pov
Uyra: The Rising Forest

While traveling through the Amazon, Uyra shares ancestral knowledge with Indigenous youth to promote the significance of identity and place,
threatened by Brazil's oppressive political regime. Through dance, poetry, and stunning characterization, Uyra boldly confronts historical racism,
transphobia, and environmental destruction, while emphasizing the interdependence of humans and the environment.

(CC) DVI #3609H(S)NPS

10:00p Amanpour and Company (CC) N/A #6061H(S)PBSPL

11:00p Energy Switch
New Geopolitics of Energy

The world is changing - and so is the world of energy. What are the geopolitics of energy?

(CC) N/A #107H(S)NETA
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11:30p Sara's Weeknight Meals
Golden State Grub

Sara travels to the West Coast for some delectable California food. She visits a Sacramento farmer with his own online video blog, then joins him
and a local chef to make sushi two ways. In Napa, Sara discovers a book club with a difference - they only read cookbooks, and then each
person makes a dish from that month's selection. Sara makes shrimp tikka with mango chutney with one of the group's members to bring to the
dinner party.

(CC) N/A #1109H(S)APTEX
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12:00m Antiques Roadshow
Vintage Louisville 2021 Hour 2

Look back at Louisville treasures from 2007 including a Kentucky cherry corner cupboard made around 1815, a Qing period nephrite jade basin
and a 1911 Julian Onderdonk landscape oil. Which has skyrocketed in value and is appraised for $125,000?

(CC) N/A #2511H(S)NPS

06:00a Molly of Denali
Busy Beavers/The Night Watchers

Busy Beavers When a family of beavers builds a damn and accidentally diverts water into Trini's garden, the kids must devise a way to redirect
the stream before Trini's strawberries are ruined. The Night Watchers It's Trini's first camping trip with the Neegoo Tsal or Little Foxes nature
troupe, and she's determined to earn her first badge - the Night Watchers Badge. Will she and her troupe be able to find three nocturnal animals
before it's time to turn in?

(CC) DVI #132H(S)PBS

06:30a Happy Yoga with Sarah Star
Summer Brillance Gentle Yoga

Bask and breathe in the gorgeous sunset amongst a brilliant sunflower backdrop as we move through a gentle seated practice. Today Sarah
Starr will guide you through a gentle practice using a chair for stability and balance. Enjoy stretches that link breath with movement, forward
bends to free the muscles of the back, increasing circulation to internal organs, ending with a relaxing guided meditation.

(CC) N/A #107H(S)NETA

07:00a Yoga In Practice
Plant A Good Garden

It is important to put your hands in the Earth, to plant something, prune it, nourish it, watch it thrive, to create beauty. This series of seated twists,
like planting a garden, reminds us to take our time and treat ourselves and one another with care, patience, and love.

(CC) N/A #311H(S)APTEX

07:30a Curious George
Monkey Hill/Ready, Set, Flamin-Go!

(CC) N/A #1403H(S)PBS

08:00a Daniel Tiger's Neighborhood
No Red Sweater for Daniel/Teacher Harriet's New Hairdo

No Red Sweater for Daniel - Daniel is getting ready for the day and can't find his red sweater anywhere! Mom tells Daniel that it's in the wash, so
he'll just have to find something else to wear. Daniel puts on a blue sweater and is concerned that he looks so different; how does he know he's
still HIM? Mom assures him that no matter what you wear or how different you appear, you're always still YOU on the inside. Teacher Harriet's
Hair - Daniel goes to school and finds that something is different; his teacher! But wait...it IS Teacher Harriet, only with a different hairstyle. Daniel
is hesitant at first but soon comes to understand that even though we can all change how we look on the outside, we're still the same on the
inside. Strategy: You can change your hair, or what you wear, but no matter what you do, you're still you

(CC) DVI #213H(S)PBS

08:30a Rosie's Rules
Royal Rosie/Rosies No-Strawberry Stand

107A The Purple Knight is coming to Mom's bookstore, but Rosie isn't sure how to help Mom set up. 107B Rosie and Javi make a strawberry
horchata stand, but they don't have strawberries. They go to the store where Rosie learns how stores get food.

(CC) DVI #107H(S)PBS

09:00a Sesame Street
Goldilocks and the Three Homes

Elmo, Abby, Baby Bear, and Chris go to Fairy Tale Land to build a home for Goldilocks. They wonder if they can build a home for Goldilocks
that's just right. What if they use a tape measure to measure her so the home isn't too big or too small? Let's try! It works. They didn't give up and
built a home that's just right for Goldilocks.

(CC) DVI #5233H(S)PBS

09:30a Work It Out Wombats!
The Treeborhood Photo Album/Runway Recycling

Zadie creates a Treeborhood photo album to trace the growth of their beloved Tree from little, to big, to VERY big. / When Mr. E accidentally
polka-dances a sculpture to smithereens, he and Louisa hold a contest to replace it.

(CC) DVI #115H(S)PBS

10:00a Donkey Hodie
Yodel Bird Sitting/Superhero Squabble

Donkey is baby-yodel-bird-sitting. But no matter what she tries, the baby won't nap. Can her pals help figure out what the baby needs? /Donkey
and Panda argue while playing their favorite superheroes. If they argued, can they still be friends?

(CC) DVI #133H(S)PBS
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10:30a Pinkalicious & Peterrific
Peter's Portrait/Pink Peepers

Peter's Portrait: Pinkalicious sets out to draw Peter's Portrait, but quickly discovers this is no easy task when her subject can't seem to sit still.
Curriculum: (Visual Arts) Using line drawing as a tool to explore movement. Pink Peepers: Pinkalicious is so enchanted by the beautiful singing of
the Pink Peepers that she invites them to move in with her. But as enjoyable as the Peepers singing sounds, not everyone is hopping with delight.
Curriculum: (Music) Listen to and imitate sounds in the natural environment using your voice. Interstitial: Kids use pencils and charcoal to draw
portraits.

(CC) DVI #302H(S)PBS

11:00a Elinor Wonders Why
The Little Drummer/Rest Is Best

(CC) DVI #136H(S)PBS

11:30a Nature Cat
Tally Ho, A Volcano/No Rest for the Squeeky

(CC) N/A #306H(S)PBS

12:00n Hero Elementary
Monumental Problem / Super Lift

When a nose accidentally breaks off one of the faces on Hero Hill, our heroes must figure out how to repair the monument. Sparks' Crew makes
various sticky mixtures, hoping to find one strong enough to stick the nose back on. Curriculum: When two or more substances are mixed
together, the resulting substance may have different properties than each material on its own. / Sparks' Crew tries to help change a broken wheel
on a hot dog cart. But, with Sara playing "teacher" for the day, how can they lift the heavy cart without her so they can change the wheel?
Curriculum: Using a lever can make it easier to lift a heavy object.

(CC) DVI #129H(S)PBS

12:30p Xavier Riddle and the Secret Museum
I Am Albert Einstein/I Am Carol Burnett

(CC) DVI #130H(S)PBS

01:00p School of Greatness with Lewis Howes
Candace Parker - Inspiration & Overcoming Adversity

Professional Basketball Player Candace Parker shares how to develop a winner's mindset and achieve your goals.

(CC) N/A #104H(S)APTEX

01:30p Medical Frontiers
Nursing Technology for Care with Dignity

A nursing home that has tested 150 types of digital care devices installed a sheet-type sensor that measures residents' state of sleep and allows
caregivers to check on them remotely. The sensor has led to fewer nighttime visits by caregivers and better sleep in over half of the residents.
Another facility uses a sheet-type odor sensor that detects excretions, enabling immediate diaper-changes. Dramatic improvements were seen in
the residents' sleep and appetite and caregivers' workload.

(CC) N/A #213H(S)APTEX

02:00p My Ascension
A suicide attempt left 16-year-old varsity cheerleader Emma Benoit paralyzed, but propelled her on a mission to use her painful experience to
help others find hope and stay alive.

(CC) N/A #0H(S)NETA

03:00p Alma's Way
Piragua Problem / Balloon Blues

There's a new piragua flavor named after Alma, but what should Alma do when she doesn't like it? / Alma isn't sure what to do when Andre
doesn't want to play with balloon animals anymore.

(CC) DVI #210H(S)PBS

03:30p Wild Kratts
Sea Horse Rodeo

While exploring the world of the sea horse, Martin and Chris uncover a plot by Donita Donata to capture these amazing creatures and turn them
into living jewelry.

(CC) N/A #212H(S)PBS

04:00p Odd Squad
Train of Thoughts/Overdue!

Train of Thoughts - The Mobile Unit must solve an odd case on a moving train. Curriculum: Patterns. Overdue! - Orla is kicked off the Squad for
having an overdue library book. Curriculum: Budget.

(CC) DVI #308H(S)PBS

04:30p Arthur
1001 Dads/Prunella's Prediction

When Buster cheerfully insists that he will miss the Father's Day picnic because he has other plans, Arthur is convinced that he's really sad about
his parents' divorce and embarrassed to show up alone. Can Arthur and the gang find Buster a new dad in time for the picnic? In the second
story, Rubella's tarot cards foresee the delivery of a special birthday present and Prunella predicts a gift of flashpants, the hottest new fasion.
When she gets a watch instead, Prunella can't bear to face the others, particularly since Muffy will be waring them to the big skating party.

(CC) DVI #408H(S)PBS
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05:00p Cat in the Hat Knows A Lot About That!
When I Grow Up/Doing It Differently

When I Grow Up - Sally and Nick are trying to guess what they'll be when they grow up when the Cat drops in for a visit. Cat is sure Nick and
Sally will never guess what his friend Puggle will be when she grows up. When they see her, they start guessing right away! A frog? A duck? No,
a beaver! They discover that, while Puggle may have some similarities to other creatures, she will grow up to be a duck billed platypus! Doing It
Differently - Nick and Sally can't seem to find Harvey the guinea pig. They find the Cat in the Hat instead! Cat suggests that Sally and Nick might
find Harvey by meeting three friends who always do things differently - like a bird that runs instead of flies, or a cat that swims, or a fish that walks
on the mud! Nick and Sally are sure to find Harvey now - by doing it differently!

(CC) DVI #139H(S)PBS

05:30p BBC News America (CC) N/A #2987H(S)WETA

06:00p PBS Newshour (CC) N/A #14062H(S)NPS

07:00p Finding Your Roots
Rising from the Ashes

Henry Louis Gates traces the roots of actors Brian Cox and Viola Davis, uncovering records from workhouses in Scotland and slave plantations in
South Carolina that reveal individuals who battled to build a better life for their families.

(CC) N/A #905#(S)NPS

08:00p Becoming Frida Kahlo
Love and Loss

Now married and living in Depression-era USA, Frida sees the ugly side of capitalism, while political scandal engulfs Diego. Miscarriage and
bereavement propel Frida to her greatest work yet.

(CC) N/A #102H(S)NPS

09:00p Frontline
Putin Vs. The Press

The story of one journalist's battle to defend free speech in Putin's Russia. With unique access, the film follows Nobel prize-winner Dmitry
Muratov as he fights to keep his newspaper alive and his reporters safe amid a government crackdown.

(CC) N/A #4121H(S)NPS

10:00p Amanpour and Company (CC) N/A #6062H(S)PBSPL

11:00p Doctors On Call
Dr Benjamin Rahoy: Allergy-Immunology

(N) N/A #1812HSHPTV

11:30p Whitney Reynolds Show
Change Makers

Making waves and creating change! The voices on today's show use their life experiences as motivation for change. From a hip-hop activist
helping minorities gain access to better opportunities, to a rape survivor advocating for sexual abuse prevention education and even changing
laws, today's guests embody the word CHANGE! Plus, we sit down with Maggie Q and hear how her new role in The Protege is breaking
stereotypes & helping bridge the gender gap for action roles!

(CC) N/A #301H(S)NETA
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12:00m Becoming Frida Kahlo
Love and Loss

Now married and living in Depression-era USA, Frida sees the ugly side of capitalism, while political scandal engulfs Diego. Miscarriage and
bereavement propel Frida to her greatest work yet.

(CC) N/A #102H(S)NPS

06:00a Molly of Denali
Sea Lion Crooks and Halibut Hooks/Nature's Medicine

(CC) DVI #208H(S)PBS

06:30a Happy Yoga with Sarah Star
Dunes Gentle Yoga

Relax and rejuvenate on the tranquil beach dunes, drawing in calm, soothing energy from the surrounding water. Allow Sarah Starr to lead you
through a gentle yoga routine using the support of a chair as you open to more flexibility in the shoulders, upper back and hamstrings.

(CC) N/A #108H(S)NETA

07:00a Yoga In Practice
From The Complex to the Simple - Chair Yoga

Chair yoga is a practice that helps us to know ourselves better by clearing the clutter of the mind. As we calm our mind, we can hear an authentic
voice within holding the answers to who we are and what we want. Honor your multifaceted, wonderful self.

(CC) N/A #312H(S)APTEX

07:30a Curious George
Lost & Found/George In His Own Backyard

(CC) N/A #1212H(S)PBS

08:00a Daniel Tiger's Neighborhood
Calm at the Restaurant/Calm In Class

Calm at the Restaurant - The Tiger Family goes to the restaurant for taco night with Jodi and Dr. Plat. Daniel and Jodi find out that there are times
to be silly and times to be calm. Calm in Class - Music Man Stan comes to school for a special musical story with the class. Daniel, Katerina, and
Miss Elaina learn to be calm so that everyone can enjoy the story.

(CC) DVI #417H(S)PBS

08:30a Rosie's Rules
Dance Party Island/Rosie The Mascot

Rosie creates a dance party island in her backyard, but the flag she puts on the island causes confusion. / Rosie wants to help cheer on Javi's
soccer team, so she decides to become their mascot.

(CC) DVI #130H(S)PBS

09:00a Sesame Street
Backyard Pizza Parlor

It's Friday, and that means Abby and Rudy are going to Crusty Charlie's. When Daddy Freddy gets home, he tells them that they won't be able to
go to for a while, because they have to make choices and buy things they need. But they can still have pizza at home. To make it more fun, they
pretend that they're at Crusty Charlie's. They sing songs, play games, and take turns being servers.

(CC) DVI #5231H(S)PBS

09:30a Work It Out Wombats!
The Sleepover/Secret Tunnels

Can Zeke manage a sleepover at the Creation Station when the bedtime routine is nothing like his own? / Hand-drawn map in hand, the
Wombats navigate an exciting network of tunnels beneath the Treeborhood.

(CC) DVI #109H(S)PBS

10:00a Donkey Hodie
The Golden Crunchdoodles Return/Flowers, Fetch, and Dance

The pals finally find a box of Golden Crunchdoodles cereal, but it won't open! Will asking questions help solve the problem? /Donkey, Panda, and
Bob Dog want to play different things. Can they compromise for their three-friend playdate?

(CC) DVI #140H(S)PBS

10:30a Pinkalicious & Peterrific
The Legend of Pinkfoot/Flossie The Mossling

While camping, Daddy tells the story of the legend of Pinkfoot, a pinkerocious creature with seven toes on her giant feet! To their surprise,
Pinkalicious and Peter actually meet Pinkfoot and soon learn a legend can be very different from reality. / Pinkalicious and Peter meet a mossling
named Flossie who hears musical sounds in her stream. But when the stream dries up, Flossie becomes sad. Will Pinkalicious and Peter be able
to cheer Flossie up?

(CC) DVI #137H(S)PBS
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11:00a Elinor Wonders Why
A Change of Art/The Litterbug

A Change of Art - Elinor and her class are painting outdoors with the town's enthusiastic art teacher, Mr. Lion, when they run out of paint. A
flabbergasted Mr. Lion apologizes, but soon the kids begin to experiment with natural items they find, and discover nature is full of colors you can
use to paint: grass paints green and you can use strawberries, blueberries, and blackberries to paint your canvas. The kids happily finish their
paintings, and when they're all done, Elinor proudly shows off her picture, which shows her true love of nature. The Litterbug - Elinor, Ari and
Olive are in the park when they see Mrs. Hippo picking up litter and doing her best to keep Animal Town clean. The kids decide to help her, but
when they finish, they realize that the park they just cleaned is full of litter again! That must mean Animal Town has a litterbug. After doing some
investigating, the kids realize who the litterbug is -- it's Mrs. Hippo herself! It turns out that one of the bags she was using to collect trash had a
hole in it, so she was dropping litter behind her everywhere they went.

(CC) DVI #128H(S)PBS

11:30a Nature Cat
The Great Grasshopper Race/Fall for Hal

The Great Grasshopper Race - Hal's grasshopper buddy Dustin Hopman will be competing today in the Great Grasshopper Race. Hal has been
training him, and now there is no doubt that Dustin is ready to go! But before the race starts, Dustin inexplicably hops off into the woods. It's up to
the gang to find Dustin and bring him back before the race starts. But looking for a small green bug turns out to be more easily said than done!
Fall For Hal - The first day of fall is Hal's favorite day of the year. It's when he always goes on his First Day of Fall Scavenger Hunt. But there is a
big problem this year. Hal is sick and can't get out of bed! When it looks like Hal is in for some major disappointment today, Nature Cat comes up
with a great idea: they will bring fall, and all the items on his scavenger list, to Hal!

(CC) N/A #119H(S)PBS

12:00n Hero Elementary
The Crew Who Snows What to Do / Keep Your Eye on the Ball

Turbo Tina is excited for her first snowfall EVER! But, some of the snow melts quickly. Can Sparks' Crew figure out why some snow is melting
and some isn't? Curriculum: Sunlight warms the Earth's surface and melts snow. Seasonal patterns vary around the world. / A T-Ball
Championship game is in jeopardy when all the balls go missing. Where did they go? And can Sparks' Crew come up with an alternative ball so
the game can go on? Curriculum: The properties of objects involved in a collision affect the result of collisions.

(CC) DVI #124H(S)PBS

12:30p Xavier Riddle and the Secret Museum
I Am Edmund Hillary/I Am Celia Cruz

(CC) DVI #132H(S)PBS

01:00p Cottonwood Connections
Sunday Go to Meetin'

(N) N/A #304HSHPTV

01:30p Daytripper
Graham

Chet travels to this North Texas town where he jumps into Possum Kingdom Lake. He explores the square, food, and nature of this hidden part of
Texas.

(CC) N/A #1209H(S)NETA

02:00p Operation Maneater
Great White Shark

Mark Evans travels to Western Australia, where seven people have been killed by sharks in the last three years. Authorities have implemented
radical measures to catch and kill any shark they deem a threat. Evans wants to find non-lethal solutions to keep people - and sharks - safe. He
enters the water to attach tracking tags to great whites; joins beach patrol teams searching for sharks; and tests a new "multi-spectral" camera
that spots sharks from the air even when they are hidden several meters underwater.

(CC) N/A #101H(S)PBS

03:00p Alma's Way
Justice Sonia and Judge Alma / Justice Sonia and Umpire Alma

Inspired by meeting Supreme Court Justice Sonia Sotomayor, Alma tries to help her friends determine what's fair. / When Justice Sotomayor
encourages Alma to be an umpire at a kickball game, Alma wonders if she made the right call about a play.

(CC) DVI #207H(S)PBS

03:30p Wild Kratts
Puffin Rescue

When a rogue wave crashes into the Tortuga, the Wild Kratts get separated. Jimmy and Aviva end up on rafts in the middle of the ocean. Koki is
trapped on a sinking Tortuga. While Chris and Martin end up on two islands. Chris is alone on his island, but Martin isn't. He soon discovers a
creature friend - a Puffin! Martin begins to devise a plan to use the powers of this little bird to get off the island and rescue his friends. Science
Concept : Adaptation.

(CC) N/A #407H(S)PBS

04:00p Odd Squad
Flawed Squad/The Creature Whisperer

Flawed Squad - The Villains team up to break into Odd Squad headquarters. Curriculum: Data Collection and analysis; Using tally marks to track
data; Graphing. The Creature Whisperer - The agents struggle to catch an odd creature. Curriculum: Composition and Decomposition of 2D
shapes.

(CC) DVI #208H(S)PBS
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04:30p Arthur
Show Off/Dog's Best Friend

(CC) DVI #1701H(S)PBS

05:00p Cat in the Hat Knows A Lot About That!
Seasons - Spring and Summer/Seasons - Fall and Winter

Seasons - Spring and Summer - For Show and Tell at school, Nick and Sally must bring something from their favourite season. But how can they
choose which is their favourite? The Cat in the Hat takes them to the magical Garden of Seasons, where they can visit any season they like, any
time they like! They meet three young animals and journey with them as they begin to grow up. Sally decides that she has two favourite seasons,
and with the pictures taken from the Snaparama camera, she now has a scrapbook of pictures to show why! Seasons - Fall and Winter - It's
Nick's turn to choose a favourite season. Back to the Garden of Seasons to visit Fall and Winter! In Fall, they meet up with their friends from
Spring and Summer to have a going away party for Candy the goose who's about to fly south. In Winter, they have a great time playing with Sam
the hare while all his other friends hibernate. Nick can't decide on just one season, so he makes a picture of all the fun they had in both seasons!

(CC) DVI #140H(S)PBS

05:30p BBC News America (CC) N/A #2988H(S)WETA

06:00p PBS Newshour (CC) N/A #14063H(S)NPS

07:00p America Outdoors with Baratunde Thurston
Oregon: New Heights

Oregon is known for its wild coastline and misty forests, but it's a place where a few hours in your car can take you from the coast to the high
desert or the Cascade mountains. Embracing this incredible variety, Baratunde embraces forest bathing, goes spearfishing to discover
underwater kelp forests, rides along with cowboys on the cutting edge of sustainable ranching and rollerblades through Portland.

(CC) N/A #205#(S)NPS

08:00p Nova
Operation Lighthouse Rescue

The Gay Head Lighthouse, a historic landmark perched high on the cliffs of Martha's Vineyard, is soon to become the next victim of the ocean's
relentless erosion of the island's cliffs. Join engineers as they race to rescue this national treasure.

(CC) N/A #4313#(S)NPS

09:00p Evolution Earth
Ice

At the planet's frozen extremes, shifts in animal movement and behavior reveal vital information about our future world. Examine polar bears in
the Arctic, penguins in Antarctica and other animals wandering on icy islands.

(CC) N/A #104#(S)NPS

10:00p Amanpour and Company (CC) N/A #6063H(S)PBSPL

11:00p This American Land
Friends of the Cheat River, Navajo Water, Saving The Red Wolf

A citizen-led effort in West Virginia overcomes pollution from mines and restores clean water with "an open hand rather than closed fist." In the
Navajo nation some homes finally get running water through an innovative program. A captive breeding program helps to save the red wolf, one
of the most endangered animals.

(CC) N/A #1105H(S)NETA

11:30p Outside: Beyond The Lens (CC) N/A #310H(S)APTEX
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12:00m Nova
Operation Lighthouse Rescue

The Gay Head Lighthouse, a historic landmark perched high on the cliffs of Martha's Vineyard, is soon to become the next victim of the ocean's
relentless erosion of the island's cliffs. Join engineers as they race to rescue this national treasure.

(CC) N/A #4313H(S)NPS

06:00a Molly of Denali
Berry Itchy Day/Herring Eggs Or Bust

Tooey has agreed to watch the Trading Post while Molly and her family head to their super-secret-berry-picking-spot, but their trip is cut short by
a swarm of pesky mosquitos. If only Molly hadn't accidentally swapped the bug spray for dog perfume! A book in the Trading Post has a recipe for
repellent made from wild plants. Can Tooey find it before Molly gets all bitten up? / Molly is thrilled when her cousin Randall calls from Sitka to say
he's harvesting herring eggs-her absolute favorite food. Randall invites her to visit, but Mom insists Molly come up with 3 good reasons to make
the long trip to Sitka by bush plane.

(CC) DVI #102H(S)PBS

06:30a Happy Yoga with Sarah Star
Garden Delight Gentle Yoga

Bask in the beauty of Mother Nature in our gentle seated practice as you enjoy easy to follow exercises to stretch the hands, wrists, shoulders,
upper back and legs. Each pose can be done gently, just simple stretches along with conscious and deep breathing are effective and powerful.

(CC) N/A #109H(S)NETA

07:00a Yoga In Practice (CC) N/A #313H(S)APTEX

07:30a Curious George
Monkey Clean, Monkey Do/A River Runs Through It

(CC) N/A #1113H(S)PBS

08:00a Daniel Tiger's Neighborhood
A Storm in the Neighborhood/After The Neighborhood Storm

The Neighborhood Storm - There's a big storm coming to the Neighborhood. Daniel and his friends are a little frightened at first, but the grown
up's have a plan to keep everyone safe. After the Neighborhood Storm - The big storm that came through the Neighborhood has passed. But now
everything looks different, with leaves all over, trees knocked down and window shutters fallen -- it's a scary thing for Daniel and his friends to
see. But they are comforted to know that everyone is safe and there are helpers everywhere, coming together to fix the Neighborhood. Strategy:
Take a grown-up's hand, follow the plan, and you'll be safe.

(CC) DVI #210H(S)PBS

08:30a Rosie's Rules
Purple Sweet Potato Buns/Tias Big Break

Rosie, Jun and Granpda Liu go to the Asian Market to get more sweet potato buns, but their normal route is closed. / Rosie and Javi help Tia
overcome her stage fright when she appears on a TV cooking show.

(CC) DVI #131H(S)PBS

09:00a Sesame Street
The Great Corn Festival

Welcome to the Sesame Street Corn Party! Everyone's bringing a special food made from corn that their family makes. Elmo brings corn on the
cob with paprika seasoning. It's a special recipe Elmo makes with his dad. Tamir and Charlie both bring cornbread. Tamir's family makes
cornbread with zucchini and it's special to his family because they always make enough to share with friends and neighbors. Charlie's family
makes cornbread with apples and it's special to her family because Charlie and her dad always make the food together. Rosita brings pineapple
tamales. The pineapple tamales are a special recipe Rosita makes with her abuela. Together they learn about how corn is used in many ways
and that by sharing foods that are special to them, they are sharing something special about themselves.

(CC) DVI #5304H(S)PBS

09:30a Work It Out Wombats!
Moo Moo Choo Choo / Lake Bellyflop

The Wombats help to free the Moo Moo Choo Choo train, which got itself stuck in a sea of ooey-gooey mud. / First spied through a telescope,
three adventurous Wombats attempt to find mystical Bellyflop Lake - without getting lost!

(CC) DVI #119H(S)PBS

10:00a Donkey Hodie
A Donkey Hodie Halloween

It's Purple Panda's first Halloween in Someplace Else, but he's afraid because he doesn't know what to expect. Donkey Hodie is here to help!
She prepares Panda for all the things he'll see on Halloween while their neighbors make it extra special.

(CC) DVI #132H(S)PBS

10:30a Pinkalicious & Peterrific
Fairy House/Pinkabotta & Peterbotta

Pinkalicious and Peter build a fairy house to attract the Springtime Fairies. But when the fairies turn out to be noisy roommates, they decide it's
probably best if they build a home for the fairies instead. / Pinkalicious and Peter create Robotta, a robot that can do anything, including helping
them clean their rooms. But when Robotta malfunctions, they're left with a big mess. Fortunately, the kids figure out a way to make clean-up fun --
pretend to be robots!

(CC) DVI #101H(S)PBS
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11:00a Elinor Wonders Why
Elinor's Fishy Friend/Do The Crane Dance

(CC) DVI #137H(S)PBS

11:30a Nature Cat
Nature Cat's Nature Stories/Pattern Problema

It's Nature Stories day today and as his friends gather around, Nature Cat tells his made-up silly story of where the wind comes from. And who
would've guessed that according to Nature Cat, wind comes from the elephants in the west who use their huge trunks to blow cool air across the
land! Funny! Squeeks and Hal get into the silly storytelling spirit with their tale of how the firefly got its light - it's because the sun gave them light
on their tails so they can have parties at night and see what they are doing. Really wacky! Now it's Daisy's turn to tell a silly story, but she is
having a little trouble coming up with an idea! / It's a race against the clock for Hal! He was doing a little dog house redecorating to surprise his
mommy when she comes over later in the day, but there is something wrong with Hal's wall decorations. It looks like a few wallpaper patterns put
here and there, and not very pleasing to the eye. Hal needs to finish before his mommy gets there, but he doesn't know what to do to make his
doghouse look beautiful! Nature Cat gets an idea -- how about getting out into nature to get inspired by nature's beauty?

(CC) N/A #220H(S)PBS

12:00n Hero Elementary
Sara Loses Her Snap / A Soupie Mystery

Sara loses her superpowers on the same day when Sparks' Crew has to move a giant, heavy burger. But, how can they move it without Sara's
super strength? Curriculum: The shape of objects makes them easier or harder to move. Round objects that roll move more easily than flat-
bottomed objects that slide. / A mysterious creature has been sighted in Super Superior Lake. Sparks' Crew sets out to find "Soupy, " as it's
called. But, they need to find reliable information to figure out what this creature might be. Curriculum: Gather information from different sources
to decide what is accurate before constructing explanations.

(CC) DVI #132H(S)PBS

12:30p Xavier Riddle and the Secret Museum
I Am Jesse Owens/I Am Ella Fitzgerald

(CC) DVI #135H(S)PBS

01:00p Steven Raichlen's Project Fire
Killer Barbecue-Hold The Meat

You don't need a degree in barbecue to know that vegetables have hit the grill big time. Veggies for hardcore carnivores who crave killer
accompaniments to their favorite grilled meats. Veggies for health-conscious grillers who want to incorporate more grilled vegetables into their
diet. Vegetables for everyone-omnivore, flexivore, vegetarian, vegan-who delights in the smokiness and supernatural sweetness live fire imparts
to plant and dairy foods. This show is all about barbecue-hold the meat. NASHVILLE HOT CAULIFLOWER; SMOKED ACORN SQUASH WITH
PARMESAN FLAN; A NEW RACLETTE.

(CC) N/A #304H(S)APTEX

01:30p Tim Farmer's Country Kitchen
Minestrone Soup, Rolled Cheesy Chicken Parmesan and Homemade Italian Bread

It's Italian Night! Take what you have in your fridge for the ultimate Minestrone Soup with Cavatelli Pasta. Roll up some chicken breasts with
mozzarella and spices for a new take on Chicken Parmesan with a side of Homemade Bread in the dutch oven.

(CC) N/A #104H(S)NETA

02:00p Operation Maneater
Polar Bear

Mark Evans travels to the shores of Canada's Hudson Bay where polar bears are causing havoc in isolated communities. He arrives in the town
of Churchill hours after an attack has left two people with serious injuries and a bear dead. Mark joins the Polar Bear Alert team as they transport
a captured bear by helicopter to a release site outside town. And in the Inuit town of Arviat, Mark works with wildlife officers to test an aerial drone
early warning system, a military grade ultra-loud speaker to deter bears and a controversial experiment to place meat out on the tundra to divert
bears away from town.

(CC) N/A #102H(S)PBS

03:00p Alma's Way
The Beach Blahs/The Last Sandcastle

When Alma's new friend, Beto, is disappointed that the Bronx Beach doesn't feel like his old beach in San Diego, Alma and Andre try to show him
that even though this beach is different, it's just as fun. During a trip to the beach, Junior's sandcastle gets washed away by the tide. Can Alma
find a way to cheer him up?

(CC) DVI #133H(S)PBS

03:30p Wild Kratts
Stars of the Tides

When Martin and Chris argue about who gets to keep a prized creature souvenir, Aviva unveils a new Creature Power Challenge that should
settle things. This time, Martin and Chris must make it through the day in one of the harshest habitats on Earth, the rocky intertidal. The Kratt
Bros. must use the creature powers of the intertidal to outlast each other and win the prize. Science Concept: Adaptation. Life usually finds a way
to survive in even the harshest of environments.

(CC) N/A #408H(S)PBS
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04:00p Odd Squad
My Better Half/The Confalones

My Better Half - When symmetrical objects become vandalized, Olive and Otto must figure out why. Curriculum: Geometry and spatial Sense;
symmetry. The Confalones - Olive and Otto are called in to help when objects and, eventually, people start disappearing inside an Italian
restaurant. Curriculum: Rounding numbers.

(CC) DVI #105H(S)PBS

04:30p Arthur
What Is That Thing?/Buster's Best Behavior

Arthur and friends are all faced with seemingly impossible tasks, from fixing a model biplane to babysitting D.W. (!). But they each encounter a
mysterious and magical device that solves all their problems. What is that thing?1! In the second story, Buster knows he's fun, but he's beginning
to feel like he's not particularly good at anything. Arthur knows he's smart, but he's beginning to feel like he's boring. When Buster and Arthur try
to become like each other, everyone feels confused!

(CC) DVI #409H(S)PBS

05:00p Cat in the Hat Knows A Lot About That!
Aye Aye!/Trick Or Treat

Aye Aye! - Nick and Sally are making Halloween masks, but they want to make them really scary. Cat takes them to meet Aiya, the Aye Aye, in
the forest of Spookywoowoo. Aiya shows them, that even though he may look scary - his big ears, huge eyes and long fingers help him to find
food. And now Nick and Sally know just how to make their masks scary! Trick or Treat - It's Halloween! The Cat in the Hat takes Sally and Nick
trick or treating - his way! Around the world they go, meeting three new friends who teach them each of the tricks they do and share the treats that
they like to eat. Back at home Nick and Sally are ready to go trick or treating, with plenty of new tricks to share!

(CC) DVI #141H(S)PBS

05:30p BBC News America (CC) N/A #2989H(S)WETA

06:00p PBS Newshour (CC) N/A #14064H(S)NPS

07:00p This Old House
Lexington | on a Mission

In Lexington, MA the crew is charged to make a 1960 mid-century modern home accessible for an active family of five with a son who has
Duchenne, a rare form of muscular dystrophy. They meet the family and tour the house.

(CC) N/A #4501H(S)PBSPL

07:30p Ask This Old House
Girl Scout Community Garden

Tom and Kevin create a two-layered hexagonal herb planter for the garden; Jenn explains materials to build a raised garden bed; Jenn and
Nathan team up to help his nieces' Girl Scout troop rebuild and replant their community garden beds.

(CC) N/A #2201H(S)PBSPL

08:00p Home Diagnosis
Opening The Icebox: Cooling and Drying

Focusing on the weird world of psychrometrics, and keeping temperature and humidity in balance. Take a look into the history of air conditioning,
and attempts to diversify and consolidate home climate control tools, and a deeper dive into ductwork and airflow as the Lunsfords prepare to dig
into Home Chemistry.

(CC) N/A #209H(S)NETA

08:30p Inspire
Kansas Staycation

(N) N/A #312HKTWU

09:00p Unforgotten On Masterpiece
Season 5, Episode 4

Sunny and Jess' personal lives go from bad to worse while they struggle to keep focused. Meanwhile, the suspect list grows, and a mother and
son are put under the microscope.

(CC) DVI #5337H(S)NPS

10:00p Sunflower Journeys
Central Kansas

FIELD SEGMENT - FIGHTING INVASIVE SPECIES ? ATTEMPTS TO CONTROL INVASIVE SPECIES ON GRAZING LAND IN CENTRAL
KANSAS. STUDIO SEGMENT - KANSAS STATE PARKS AFTER THE FLOOD - A REVIEW OF DAMAGE DONE TO KANSAS STATE PARKS
DURING 2019 FLOODING AND THEIR RECOVERY. THROWBACK SEGMENT ? THE MENNONITE RELIEF SALE ? A NUMBER OF EVENTS
IN KANSAS WERE CANCELLED BECAUSE OF COVID-19, INCLUDING THE RELIEF SALE. THIS IS A LOOK BACK AT THE 2015 SALE IN
HUTCHINSON.

(N) N/A #3302H(S)KTWU
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10:30p America's Heartland
Fresh, ripe summer peaches are the top crop at this Fresno farm. We'll walk you step-by-step through making a Peach and Tomato Panzanella
Salad at peak season. Meet an almond farmer whose parents immigrated from India and settled in California's fertile Central Valley. An Alaska
family builds a flour factory right on their barley farm, and leads the way in promoting soil health to others.

(CC) N/A #1703H(S)APTEX

11:00p This Old House
Lexington | on a Mission

In Lexington, MA the crew is charged to make a 1960 mid-century modern home accessible for an active family of five with a son who has
Duchenne, a rare form of muscular dystrophy. They meet the family and tour the house.

(CC) N/A #4501H(S)PBSPL

11:30p Ask This Old House
Girl Scout Community Garden

Tom and Kevin create a two-layered hexagonal herb planter for the garden; Jenn explains materials to build a raised garden bed; Jenn and
Nathan team up to help his nieces' Girl Scout troop rebuild and replant their community garden beds.

(CC) N/A #2201H(S)PBSPL
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12:00m Operation Maneater
Polar Bear

Mark Evans travels to the shores of Canada's Hudson Bay where polar bears are causing havoc in isolated communities. He arrives in the town
of Churchill hours after an attack has left two people with serious injuries and a bear dead. Mark joins the Polar Bear Alert team as they transport
a captured bear by helicopter to a release site outside town. And in the Inuit town of Arviat, Mark works with wildlife officers to test an aerial drone
early warning system, a military grade ultra-loud speaker to deter bears and a controversial experiment to place meat out on the tundra to divert
bears away from town.

(CC) N/A #102H(S)PBS

06:00a Molly of Denali
Come Back Birdie!/Winter Is Coming

(CC) DVI #203H(S)PBS

06:30a Happy Yoga with Sarah Star
Luminous Waves

Allow the luminous water energy to recharge your body as we enjoy a dynamic flowing warrior series using a chair for support, focusing on
strengthening the legs while opening to more space and flexibility in the hips, shoulders and upper back.

(CC) N/A #201H(S)NETA

07:00a Yoga In Practice
Love Yourself As You Are

According to Voltaire, "The perfect is the enemy of the good." Often we do not strive for the good life or the good body or experience but the
perfect one, ruining our chances of satisfaction. The practice of yoga can open a path of self-care and awareness, help us learn to appreciate the
good in ourselves and let go of striving for perfection. In this episode we embrace who we are right now.

(CC) N/A #401H(S)APTEX

07:30a Curious George
Lost Treasure of Bugaboo Bend/Apple Pie of My Eye

(CC) N/A #1114H(S)PBS

08:00a Daniel Tiger's Neighborhood
The Family Campout/A Game Night for Everyone

The Family Campout - Daniel and Dad Tiger head to the "Dad and Me" Camp-out, joined by his friends and their dads. When Katerina arrives
with her mom, she notices that she's the only one who brought her mom. Henrietta assures Katerina that all families are different, and that's okay.
A Game Night for Everyone - Daniel and Mom are on their way to "Mom and Me" Game Night when they run into O and X the Owl. O isn't sure if
he can go to Game Night without a mom, but Uncle X assures him that he has his uncle, who loves him very much, to bring him.

(CC) DVI #415H(S)PBS

08:30a Rosie's Rules
Rosies Switcheroo/Rosies Family Tree

Rosie and Papa switch roles for the day, but it's a little trickier than they thought. / For Valentine's Day, Rosie tries to make a family tree by putting
her family in a real tree.

(CC) DVI #132H(S)PBS

09:00a Sesame Street
Goldilocks and the Three Homes

Elmo, Abby, Baby Bear, and Chris go to Fairy Tale Land to build a home for Goldilocks. They wonder if they can build a home for Goldilocks
that's just right. What if they use a tape measure to measure her so the home isn't too big or too small? Let's try! It works. They didn't give up and
built a home that's just right for Goldilocks.

(CC) DVI #5233H(S)PBS

09:30a Work It Out Wombats!
A Boxful of Snout / Postcard from Snout

Uh oh! The Wombats accidentally "gift-wrapped" Snout while helping Mr. E. Can they figure out which box he's in? / Zeke misses Snout, who's
accompanying Mr. E on a visit to Aunt Ida. Will a postcard from Snout chase away Zeke's blues?

(CC) DVI #117H(S)PBS

10:00a Donkey Hodie
A Donkey Dilemma/The Quiet Game

Donkey promised to help Grampy bathe Gregory and also to play Bubble Bonanza with Panda today. What a dilemma! / The pals play too loudly
while Rock Star Penguin tries to write a song. They make up a quiet game to help. Who can stay quiet the longest?

(CC) DVI #205H(S)PBS

10:30a Pinkalicious & Peterrific
Robotta's Singing Delivery Service/The Rhyme Off

Robotta's Singing Delivery Service: When Robotta responds to a sung command, Pinkalicious and Peter get an idea to set up their own delivery
service. Before long Robotta is singing and delivering packages all across Pinkville - though maybe not to the right address Curriculum: (Music)
Changing the lyrics to a familiar song. The Rhyme Off: It's the right time for Pinkalicious to rhyme. Kendra agrees, and thinks it's a breeze. They
must see who is truly the best when their rhyming is put to the test. Curriculum: Express yourself through rhymes. Interstitial: Kids from the
Boston City Singers discuss the fundamentals of singing.

(CC) DVI #307H(S)PBS
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11:00a Elinor Wonders Why
Speedy Swimming/Strawberry Jam

Speedy Swimming - The kids go to the local lake for a nice swim and discover that many animals can swim really fast. Elinor then notices
something interesting -- ducks, along with other animals that swim, like frogs and turtles, have webbed feet. The three little scientists discover that
webbed feet help these creatures get around easier in the water, which makes them swim faster. The kids are inspired by this discovery and use
flippers to swim fast all over the lake! Strawberry Jam - It's Elinor's Dad's birthday and he's in great spirits, because they are doing his favorite
thing - going camping. But, when Elinor and Olive plan the perfect camping breakfast, they realize they're out of strawberry jam, which he loves.
What are they going to do?! The two kids set out to find some strawberries and learn how to tell which strawberries are ripe and ready to be eaten
and which are not. The two girls then use the ripe strawberries to make the perfect birthday breakfast for Elinor's Dad.

(CC) DVI #124H(S)PBS

11:30a Nature Cat
Great Salt Lake/The Praying Mantis Hunters

(CC) N/A #305H(S)PBS

12:00n Hero Elementary
Hail Caesar / Picture Perfect

When a hailstorm causes damage around Citytown, Sparks' Crew calls upon the famous hero, Hail Caesar, to help them understand more about
hail. Curriculum: Severe weather, such as a hailstorm, is different from typical weather. / It's Picture Day at Hero Elementary, and Sparks' Crew is
determined to stay clean. But, their mission involves rescuing someone whose scooter is stuck in a giant mud puddle. How can they help without
getting dirty? Curriculum: A pulley lets a person pull downward to lift something up.

(CC) DVI #128H(S)PBS

12:30p Xavier Riddle and the Secret Museum
I Am Fred Rogers

(CC) DVI #137H(S)PBS

01:00p Inspire
Underground Railroad

(N) N/A #305HKTWU

01:30p I've Got Issues
Living with Autism Spectrum Disorder

(N) N/A #1304HKTWU

02:00p Operation Maneater
Crocodile

Mark Evans travels to Namibia's Chobe River, a place that's known as the croc attack capital of the world. Crocodiles here are growing in size
and number, and so is the frequency of attacks. Each time it happens, the locals kill crocs in retaliation. To find a way to keep both people and
crocodiles safe, Mark joins leading croc experts Rom Whitaker and Dr Patrick Aust to carry out a radical new experiment. The idea is to train
crocs to associate the sound of a bell with an electric shock. Mark meets attack victims, puts the croc training experiment to the test and is himself
injured when a croc turns on him.

(CC) N/A #103H(S)PBS

03:00p Alma's Way
Harper's Quick Change/All Rapped Up

When Alma, Harper, and Rafia see a quick-change video Safina made, Harper wants to make a video for her dad of her changing into her robot
costume that's just like it. The only problem is, they can't figure out how she changed her clothes so fast! They'll need a little help to make a video
of their own. Alma is supposed to help Eddie record a rap, but starts a rap circle with Junior, Andre, and Becka instead.

(CC) DVI #132H(S)PBS

03:30p Wild Kratts
Rainforest Stew

When Chris and Martin go in search of an obscure rainforest creature to add to their Life Lists, the Wild Kratts becomes embroiled in the complex
relationships of a tropical rainforest.

(CC) N/A #211H(S)PBS

04:00p Odd Squad
Happy Halfiversary/Good Egg Bad Egg

Happy Halfiversary - The agents celebrate an important milestone in their partnership. Curriculum: Using a calendar; Understanding how many
days in a week and how many months in a year. Good Egg Bad Egg - The agents try to determine what kind of creature will hatch from an egg.
Curriculum: Data Analysis and Measurement.

(CC) DVI #209H(S)PBS

04:30p Arthur
Adventures In Budylon/Ladonna Compson: Party Animal

(CC) DVI #1702H(S)PBS
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05:00p Cat in the Hat Knows A Lot About That!
Jumping on the Moon/Sneezy Riders

Jumping on the Moon - Nick and Sally are trying to jump high enough to touch the moon, but "what goes up must come down" says the Cat.
That's gravity! And to show them just what gravity is, that means a trip to the moon! That's where they meet Astronaut Audrey who takes them for
a space walk to learn all about gravity. Sneezy Riders - Sally and Nick are playing hide and seek, but Nick keeps sneezing! How can they stop it
from happening? Good thing Cat's friend Cluey Looey will be able to help them! At Muddyfeet Waterhole they discover that Louie is having the
same problem! Nothing a trip inside Louie's nose can't solve! Inside a super shrunken Thingamajigger, Nick, Sally and Cat discover what causes
sneezing and what they can do to avoid it from happening!

(CC) DVI #201H(S)PBS

05:30p BBC News America (CC) N/A #2990H(S)WETA

06:00p PBS Newshour (CC) N/A #14065H(S)NPS

07:00p Washington Week with the Atlantic (CC) N/A #6314H(S)NPS

07:30p Firing Line with Margaret Hoover (CC) N/A #714H(S)NPS

08:00p Market to Market
News and commodity market analysis from the weekly journal of rural America.

(CC) N/A #4907H(S)IPTV

08:30p Real Ag
Disease Management

(N) N/A #1106HSHPTV

09:00p American Masters
A Song for Cesar

This is a documentary film that explores the life and work of Cesar Chavez, a civil rights activist and labor leader who used music as a tool to
unite and inspire workers during the United Farm Workers' struggle for better labor conditions. The film sheds light on the challenges that Chavez
and his followers faced, and how they managed to overcome them through solidarity and perseverance. The film also touches on the broader
historical context in which the United Farm Workers' struggle took place, including the social and economic realities of farm workers in the mid-
20th century United States, the role of political activism and organizing in the civil rights movement, and the power of music as a medium for
political expression and social change. Directed by Andres Alegria and Abel Sanchez.

(CC) DVI #3701#(S)PBS

10:30p 36th Hispanic Heritage Awards
Celebrate the recipients of the 36th annual Hispanic Heritage Awards. The evening commemorating Hispanic Heritage Month includes
performances and appearances by some of the country's most celebrated Hispanic artists and visionaries.

(CC) N/A #0H(S)NPS

11:30p Start Up
Baobab Fare: Detroit, Mi

Baobab Fare, a restaurant that serves up traditional East African dishes from their hometown of Burundi, Africa. This is a story about sharing your
culture with the community.

(CC) N/A #1101H(S)NETA
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12:00m Firing Line with Margaret Hoover (CC) N/A #714H(S)NPS

06:00a Molly of Denali
Berry Itchy Day/Herring Eggs Or Bust

Tooey has agreed to watch the Trading Post while Molly and her family head to their super-secret-berry-picking-spot, but their trip is cut short by
a swarm of pesky mosquitos. If only Molly hadn't accidentally swapped the bug spray for dog perfume! A book in the Trading Post has a recipe for
repellent made from wild plants. Can Tooey find it before Molly gets all bitten up? / Molly is thrilled when her cousin Randall calls from Sitka to say
he's harvesting herring eggs-her absolute favorite food. Randall invites her to visit, but Mom insists Molly come up with 3 good reasons to make
the long trip to Sitka by bush plane.

(CC) DVI #102H(S)PBS

06:30a Agphd (N) N/A #1330HHEFTY

07:00a Market to Market
News and commodity market analysis from the weekly journal of rural America.

(CC) N/A #4907H(S)IPTV

07:30a Curious George
Monkey Clean, Monkey Do/A River Runs Through It

(CC) N/A #1113H(S)PBS

08:00a Work It Out Wombats!
The Treeborhood Photo Album/Runway Recycling

Zadie creates a Treeborhood photo album to trace the growth of their beloved Tree from little, to big, to VERY big. / When Mr. E accidentally
polka-dances a sculpture to smithereens, he and Louisa hold a contest to replace it.

(CC) DVI #115H(S)PBS

08:30a Daniel Tiger's Neighborhood
A Storm in the Neighborhood/After The Neighborhood Storm

The Neighborhood Storm - There's a big storm coming to the Neighborhood. Daniel and his friends are a little frightened at first, but the grown
up's have a plan to keep everyone safe. After the Neighborhood Storm - The big storm that came through the Neighborhood has passed. But now
everything looks different, with leaves all over, trees knocked down and window shutters fallen -- it's a scary thing for Daniel and his friends to
see. But they are comforted to know that everyone is safe and there are helpers everywhere, coming together to fix the Neighborhood. Strategy:
Take a grown-up's hand, follow the plan, and you'll be safe.

(CC) DVI #210H(S)PBS

09:00a Sesame Street
Let's Grow Together

Welcome to the Sesame Street community garden! Tamir has an idea: open a garden stand to share the things they grow. Alan says they can
share his grandmothers recipe for pickling daikon. While Alans friends help him make the pickled daikon, they learn more about Alans cultural
heritage; he is Japanese American. Alan is proud to be Japanese American and hes happy to be sharing his familys culture.

(CC) DVI #5215H(S)PBS

09:30a Rosie's Rules
Dance Party Island/Rosie The Mascot

Rosie creates a dance party island in her backyard, but the flag she puts on the island causes confusion. / Rosie wants to help cheer on Javi's
soccer team, so she decides to become their mascot.

(CC) DVI #130H(S)PBS

10:00a Donkey Hodie
A Donkey Hodie Halloween

It's Purple Panda's first Halloween in Someplace Else, but he's afraid because he doesn't know what to expect. Donkey Hodie is here to help!
She prepares Panda for all the things he'll see on Halloween while their neighbors make it extra special.

(CC) DVI #132H(S)PBS

10:30a Diy Science Time
Patterns

Dah dit dah dit dah... Let's decode some of the profound patterns of science with Mister C and the Science Crew. We explore Morse code,
Caesar ciphers, fractals, and many more amazing patterns!

(CC) N/A #204H(S)NETA

11:00a Paint This with Jerry Yarnell
Hide and Seek, Part 4

In the final episode of this series, Jerry shows how to underpaint the rabbit. Then shows how to detail and highlight the rabbit with subtle tones to
make him appear hidden. Jerry now finishes by using the #4 sable script brush to add the final taller weeds and highlights to the grasses and
snowdrifts.

(CC) N/A #3113H(S)NETA
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11:30a Make It Artsy
Your Schedule

Never get bored in your artistic pursuits when you shake up your schedule. Make an accordion fold book highlighting just one day in your life with
host Julie Fei Fan Balzer. Then, your daily journal gets a fierce make over with Joe Rotella and a dragon scale cover. Last is a color study - pink.

(CC) N/A #910H(S)NETA

12:00n Creative Living
Elena Etcheverry is the founder and ED for Charity Wings, and she will show some upcycling and distressing techniques featuring DecoArt
Chalky Finish paints. They go on with one coat and require no sanding or use of primers, and she works with these products through her non-
profit organization. Artist, designer and model, Monica Duran is on a mission. Although facing terminal cancer, she has found a way of helping
other women through her creative artwork. She discusses how pain is reflected in each painting, and even how illness has influenced her
modeling career. Her company is Monista Arts & Designs. What's for lunch? The answer is kale but what is kale? Carol Fenster is an author and
nutritionist, and she will explain what kale is, show various varieties and explain why it is so good for us. She'll also show how to make kale chips.
Her company is Savory Palate, LLC.

(CC) N/A #7005H(S)KENW

12:30p This Old House
Newburyport | Bed Race

With the new two-story addition built and an efficient floor plan on the interior, it's time to call it a wrap on the project; but first, the homeowners
and the crew take part in a little town fun at the annual bed race. The finished house is toured.

(CC) N/A #4414H(S)PBSPL

01:00p Woodsmith Shop
Potting Bench

Just like every workshop needs a workbench, every garden needs a potting bench. The Woodsmith crew teams up with Garden Gate magazine
to build and outfit a potting bench that keeps your gardening gear organized.

(CC) N/A #1703H(S)NETA

01:30p American Woodshop
Carving American Folk Art / Sharpening Tips

Scott covers the bandsaw by roughing in shapes. Then Suzy carves a holiday masterpiece. She also paints the finished carving! Woodburning
signs highlighted.

(CC) N/A #2707H(S)NETA

02:00p Garage with Steve Butler
Shaker Lap Desk

Steve builds a Shaker Lap Desk, using the table saw to cut dovetails.

(CC) N/A #203H(S)NETA

02:30p Chef's Life
Persimmon Style

Vivian takes the twins to pick persimmons and learns about the different varieties of the fruit. She then takes that knowledge to Atlanta. Back in
Kinston, she gets a pudding lesson from chef Bill Smith of Crook's Corner in Chapel Hill.

(CC) N/A #507H(S)PBS

03:00p America's Test Kitchen
French Pastries

Test cook Lan Lam and host Bridget Lancaster make Breton Kouign Amann. Equipment expert Adam Ried reveals his top picks for bannetons.
Test cook Elle Simone Scott makes host Julia Collin Davison Madeleines.

(CC) N/A #2309H(S)APTEX

03:30p Cook's Country
Sisig and Wings

Bryan Roof visits Oakland, California and shares his version of Sisig and Garlic Fried Rice with host Julia Collin Davison. Tasting expert Jack
Bishop discusses the importance of Knorr's Liquid Seasoning in Filipino cooking. Toni Tipton-Martin talks about the history of chicken wings as a
bar snack, and Julia makes host Bridget Lancaster Soy Sauce Chicken Wings.

(CC) N/A #1604H(S)APTEX

04:00p Fons & Porter's Love of Quilting
Fireside In Kalispell

Inspired by the landscapes, traditions, and natural wonders of Montana, Angela Huffman's quilt Fireside in Kalispell definitely has a Western vibe!
Small changes to simple patchwork units have a big design impact when the secondary designs emerge. This quilt's dramatic design is created
using basic, beginner-friendly techniques like Flying Geese, Quarter-Square Triangles, and HalfSquare Triangles. .. All in cozy flannels!

(CC) N/A #4210H(S)NETA

04:30p It's Sew Easy
Basic Skills

The designers on this episode help you brush up on some basic skills. Zippers are really easy as long as you pick the right zipper, foot, and
technique. Joanne Banko reviews the basics of zippers in a two-part lesson on this episode and the next. Then, it's a new sew along with Angela
Wolf and a basic jacket. Learn the construction details to make the perfect two-part sleeve.

(CC) N/A #2108H(S)NETA
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05:00p Knit and Crochet Now
Pet Couch Covers

Our first guest expert is Toni Lipsey with a Crochet Pet Couch Cover. Our crochet cover will protect your upholstery while keeping your dog cozy.
Next, it's the Stitch corner with Lena and the Holiday Sparkle Scarf. We end up with Britt Schmiesing and the Knit Pet Couch Cover. Protect your
sofa from pet hair and stains.

(CC) N/A #1211H(S)NETA

05:30p Garden Smart
Using Indoor Plants Outdoors

Have a shady spot outdoors? Consider using indoor plants in this setting. These often have interesting colors and textures, so can be ideal for
these shady locations. A lot of interesting gardening ideas. Join us as we GardenSMART.

(CC) N/A #7209H(S)NETA

06:00p Cottonwood Connections
Sunday Go to Meetin'

(N) N/A #304HSHPTV

06:30p Rick Steves' Europe
Austrian and Italian Alps

In the Alps of Austria and Italy, we celebrate both nature and culture. After conquering the Zugspitze, we tour Innsbruck, visit a remote farm in
Austria, and join in a Tirolean village festival. Then we cross the Alps into Italy and tour a uniquely well-preserved medieval castle before joyriding
deep into the rugged Dolomite Mountains. After an unforgettable hike, we catch our breath in Europe's largest high-altitude meadow, then enjoy
some more alpine folk music.

(CC) N/A #1101H(S)APTEX

07:00p The Lawrence Welk Show
Tribute to Disney (Bobby Burgess)

Former Mousketeer and Welk star, Bobby Burgess, hosts this week's Tribute to Disney, with stories from the unique perspective of someone who
worked for both iconic men. The program includes medleys from "Mary Poppins", and "Snow White", "When You Wish Upon A Star" from
Pinocchio, and other Disney hits such as "Zip-A-Dee-Doo-Dah", "It's A Small World", and "Lavender Blue".

(CC) N/A #1907H(S)OETA

08:00p Backstage Pass
Joshua Powell

Midwesterner Joshua Powell creates a style of psychedelic indie rock that blends with American folk music. His music has been featured on
Spotify's official "Indie Acoustic" and Starbucks' official national playlist. His performance includes the songs "Black Lodge (water)," "Bliss is a
Flack Jacket," and more.

(CC) N/A #1005H(S)NETA

09:00p Front and Center
Hank Williams Jr.

The Grammy-winning Country Blues legend performs classics by Robert Johnson, Lightnin' Hopkins, R.L. Burnside and more from his latest
release Rich White Honky Blues including ".44 Special Blues," with special guest/producer Dan Auerbach of the Black Keys.

(CC) N/A #1107H(S)APTEX

10:00p Austin City Limits
Brandi Carlile

Celebrate six-time Grammy-winning Americana singer/songwriter Brandi Carlile raising the roof for a full hour of passionate and powerful songs
from her acclaimed album In These Silent Days.

(CC) N/A #4801H(S)PBSPL

11:00p Sound On Tap
Special Edition

Special Edition is Armando Portillo Jr. and C. David Howell. Mando and David met as teenagers playing in local bands in the El Paso Texas area.
The old friends have been writing new songs with influences of Indie, Punk and New Wave. The lyrics are often inspired by some of the boys
favorite horror films and books.

(CC) N/A #413H(S)NETA

11:30p Songs at the Center
Master Series Episode with Mike Reid

Not too many All Pro Defensive Tackles for the Cincinnati Bengals also wrote 12 #1 Hit Songs and were inducted into the Nashville Songwriters
Hall of Fame. It's a short list: Grammy Award winner Mike Reid seems to be it. A truly fascinating study on the Art of Songwriting.

(CC) N/A #905H(S)


